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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This dissertation examines the work of the Italian composer Salvatore Sciarrino (b. 1947), 
attempting to find a pathway for analysis that can address both its apparent structural simplicity, and its 
equally apparent intertextual nature. The first chapter demonstrates that typical methods of structuralist 
(i.e., formalist / harmonicist) analysis fail to engage with what is most pertinent in Sciarrino’s 
compositional language. It does this by showing how three different kinds of music that the composer 
writes, problematize such analysis, concluding that a poststructural alternative that is both semiotically-
inflected and intertextual, is necessary. The second chapter explores how such an analysis might be 
constructed. It examines definitions of structuralism (both Sciarrino’s, and the more generally-
acknowledged definitions of literary theory and musicology), as well as the influence of poststructural 
semiotics on the so-called “New Musicology.” The third chapter acts as a broad and thorough introduction 
to Sciarrino’s general aesthetic principles and approach to musical material. The fourth and final chapter 
begins by setting forth a model for intertextual analysis that combines Peircean semiotics, poststructuralist 
literary theory, and the topic theory of Robert Hatten and Raymond Monelle, and applies it to two works 
that embody contrasting types of intertextuality in Sciarrino’s oeuvre: Sei Quartetti Brevi, and Efebo con 
Radio.  
This pathway into the music, though somewhat unwieldy, enables us to go beyond superficial 
observations of Sciarrino’s aesthetic and to see how it constitutes a critique of both structural 
“systematicity” and indeterminacy. It offers an important alternative route through musical Modernity, one 
that rejects an aestheticized Hegelian dialectical understanding of (music) history. In the end, Sciarrino is 
shown to be not a structuralist or a poststructuralist, but, in the words of Svetlana Boym, an “Off-Modern” 
composer.        
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Chapter 1: Problems 
 
1.1  Introduction 
 
The work of Sciarrino is singular, and appears to offer little to the commentator. Secret, 
often disconcerting, it assuredly opens up one of those “unsuspecting universes” that 
Proust spoke of […]1  
 
 
The music of the Sicilian composer, Salvatore Sciarrino, is among the most admired and imitated 
in international contemporary classical music today. Yet for all his stature, his aesthetic and the works that 
flow out from it are still rather underrepresented in theoretical and musicological academic literature in the 
English speaking world. This is no doubt because they problematize many of the prevalent values of both 
musical Modernism and theoretical structuralism. Traditional attempts to locate structure solely in a 
harmonic pitch space are doomed to failure in this composer’s work, despite its apparent coherence, and 
what some have considered the non-evolving nature of Sciarrino’s style and technical language.2  
In order to understand Sciarrino’s work, it will be necessary to embark on a path that is as multi-
disciplinary as the composer’s own. The fundamentals of poststructural literary theory and semiotics (and 
their applications in musicology and music theory) will help us to resolve – or at least experience as 
productively significant – the theoretical brick wall that the music of Salvatore Sciarrino seems to erect 
before the analytical gaze. Naturally, one must also understand the general aesthetic positions of the 
composer, as well as the critical limitations of applying those positions to the composer’s own work from 
the outside. Each of these strands, woven so tightly with the others, will seem difficult and sometimes 
arbitrary to take as separate entities – uniting them, finally, in the act of analysis – however that is precisely 
what this paper intends to do.  
The best demonstration of the analytical difficulties encountered in the music – for which 
Sciarrino demands a new “anthropological” analysis3 – can best be found by looking directly at the music 
itself. For the remainder of this first chapter, we will briefly examine works that demonstrate the various 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Martin Kaltenecker. “Exploration du Blanc.” Entretemps, no. 9 (1990): 107. Translation here and elsewhere that of 
the author, unless indicated. 
2 Gavin Thomas. “The Poetics of Extremity.” The Musical Times 134, No. 1802 (Apr., 1993): 196. 
3 “…Sciarrino is haunted by the idea of having to defend his music against the impossibility of applying [to it] precise 
mathematical analyses, and he attaches much importance to his writing for the piano, entirely in arabesques and 
glissandi, rediscovering, he says, an “anthropological gesture” (Kaltenecker, “Exploration du Blanc,” 108).  
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ways traditional music analysis (i.e., harmonic analysis) is unable to account for the “structure” of, and 
more significantly, the semiotic expressive strategies active in, Sciarrino’s music.  
After having discovered these important failures, the second chapter will grapple with the outlines 
of poststructural theory and its methodological challenges to the classical structuralism that shaped the 
development of music theory in the twentieth century. Although I will concur with Carlo Carratelli in 
suggesting a poststructuralist framework for analysis, unlike Carratelli, my articulation of poststructuralism 
will depend more on notions borrowed from literary and semiotic, rather than cognitive theories. Above all, 
I will draw upon poststructuralist understandings of intertextuality to help shed light on where Sciarrino’s 
aesthetic is coming from, and how the composer’s semiotic strategies within works function for us as 
listeners. Of course, I do not pretend to identify “the one true way” to analyze, or to contemplate 
Sciarrino’s work. Neither are my intentions to demonstrate, borrowing Carratelli’s magnificent expression: 
“the integration of the esthesic into the poietic.” Listeners themselves – whose responses to the music 
articulate what Jean Jacques Nattiez called its “esthesic level” – are products of literary and musical 
competencies that they may or may not share with other listeners. Furthermore, they are themselves also 
always “in process,” and as such express their own agency and historical / social situated-ness in those 
responses. This makes it difficult to attempt an “objective” or universal articulation of the esthesic level.  
The subject of this dissertation is the music of Salvatore Sciarrino. So it is his intertextual practice 
– his misprisive / transformative compositional processes, made manifest in his own words and music – 
that will be the foundation of this study. Nonetheless it is unavoidable that his words, his work, and the 
words of others will be channeled through one another, and through the lenses that I have brought to them. 
For ultimately, in the theoretical space carved out by poststructural theory, the sharp divides between 
author and reader / listener are subverted. As Roland Barthes has stressed, to read is to be an active 
participant in the production of meaning, and not a passive consumer4. I will take the position that texts 
themselves do not have inherent structures apart from these intertextual linguistic / literary practices. These 
positions are developed much more fully in the second chapter and in Appendix A.   
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Roland Barthes, “The Theory of the Text,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist     Reader. Ed. by Robert Young 
(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981), 36-7. 
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The third chapter will continue the process of defining a meaningful frame for analysis by 
examining the fundamentals of Sciarrino’s own musical thought. It will draw together and discuss 
observations gleaned from an examination of scholarly, biographical, and aesthetic writings both of, and by 
the composer. This will include journal articles, dissertations, interviews (including correspondences 
between myself and the composer), and a discussion of materials from Sciarrino’s writings found in Le 
figure della musica da Beethoven a oggi, and Carte da suono. The virtue of this section will in part be that 
most of the material discussed therein is not presently available in English-language translation. While it is 
hoped that in the near future, that will change, the third chapter will act as a provisional remedy for the 
dearth of available information.  
The fourth and final chapter will begin with a very brief discussion outlining two important 
frameworks that guide my analyses. The first framework identifies and contextualizes the different kinds of 
intertextual reference in Sciarrino’s work. It depends heavily on the composer’s ideas about his own music 
(particularly his notions of anamorphosis and “the double”), but also, importantly, upon Charles Sanders 
Peirce’s semiotic theory (discussed more fully in Appendix A), Roland Barthes’ Theory of the Text, and 
topic theories established by Robert Hatten and Raymond Monelle. I found this useful because it 
incorporates and articulates the ways in which Sciarrino’s work communicates with and through other texts 
in the intertext (i.e. other pieces of music, visual artworks, poetry, films, literature, etc.). The first 
framework divides the types of reference into two levels of morphological hierarchy: the level of the text / 
intertext, and the level of the work / syntagm. The substrata of the framework are more fully explained at 
the beginning of chapter four, so it only need be said here that it organizes multiple common topics in 
intertextual analysis across fields (i.e., topic theory, quotation, heuristic imitation, anamorphosis, genre, 
stylistic allusion, etc.) under the triple division of Peirce’s relations between the sign vehicle (here, 
Sciarrino’s composition) and designatum (a referenced Text) into icon, index, and symbol.  
The second framework arises out of a survey of the composer’s works. I have attempted to 
observe common strategies of distortion that Sciarrino applies to the works, concepts, and “voices” that he 
references in his music. The decision to discuss types of “misprision” is clearly influenced by the work of 
Harold Bloom (though more directly, by the work of Joseph N. Straus, Kevin Korsyn, Adam Krims, etc.). 
However, I am skeptical of the explanatory usefulness of much of the Freudian psychoanalytic theory that 
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is often incorporated into these discussions. It is true that if psychoanalysis has anything to say at all about 
the human condition, then it must surely have much to say about musical expression. And I will invoke 
some elements of psychoanalytical thought in the course of my analyses, mostly by way of intertextual 
reference. But I hesitate to make “theoreticized” claims about the psychological states that underlie a 
composer’s technical decisions. Yet as a matter of analysis, it is anyway useful to observe the patterns of 
distortion a composer uses to reframe and rewrite the intertext in his own work, speaking originally through 
a polyphony of other voices that inhabit it.   
It is not enough merely to point out that a work contains quotations or references to other pieces of 
music, art, or literature. We are interested in the relationship between old and new, and what significance 
Sciarrino’s distortive strategies have with respect to the transformations his music foregrounds. The 
importance of intertextuality for his music lies at the heart of questions made vital in music theory, 
analysis, and musicology: What is the status and nature of “structure?” What are the objects of analysis? 
What is the relationship between the materials and processes contained in the work (i.e., its “niveau neutre, 
in Nattiez’s formulation), and their effect on us as listeners: their meaning for us?  
What makes a poststructural analytical regime (influenced by semiotics) so relevant to Sciarrino’s 
music is its seeming refusal to cooperate with traditional formalistic (i.e, grammatical-syntactic) modes of 
analysis. Both intertextuality in particular and semiotics in general offer ways to enter, critically and 
contemplatively, into works that fall abjectly silent before traditional structuralist / formalist music 
analysis. Consequently, the works offer up a sharp criticism both to what I have called the “ideology of 
harmony,” and to Modernist music’s often deep anxiety with respect to the past, with respect to notions of 
bodily sensation and expression, and with respect to the pre / sub-rational forces that Julia Kristeva 
denominated the genotext.5  
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Graham Allen, Intertextuality (London: Routledge, 2000), 51. 
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1.2 Problematizing Analysis 
Traditional analysis comes up short with regards to the cosmological fullness of 
Sciarrino’s music, and every a priori criterion becomes inadequate when confronted with 
the concept of living organism (but also when confronted by the concept of unity or of 
figure).6 
 
 Marco Angius, conductor of Rome’s ensemble Algoritmo, and longtime champion of Sciarrino’s 
work had this to say in his monograph on the composer, Come avvicinare il silenzio (2007). To understand 
what he means we might look for example, at the third scene from Sciarrino’s 1982 monodrama, 
Lohengrin. An excerpt from the score, shown as example 1, will suffice to demonstrate one of the ways 
Sciarrino’s music challenges the traditional values of structuralist musical analysis.  
After an initial flourish of string harmonics – arpeggiated figures performed at harmonic-level 
finger-pressure – nearly the entire movement settles into a placid veil of sustained harmonics in the strings 
(G, F, Eb, Bb), occasional timbre-trills performed by the clarinets (also only ever on the pitches G, F, Eb, 
and Bb), and completely un-pitched and “un-rhythmed” utterances by the character of Elsa (coughing, 
forced breathing, chanting her own name, and pitchlessly intoning the fragmentary text of the libretto).  
What seems immediately clear is that, at the most local level of structure, an accounting of the 
activities of the four pitches (G, F, Eb, and Bb) as harmonic entities, or ordinal entities, will not yield much 
of an understanding of how Sciarrino makes this work signify (i.e., ‘produce meaning’). Presumably, one 
might discover the method by which Sciarrino decided to control the order of the appearances of the 
individual pitches distributed in timbre-trills between the clarinets, but it is questionable that having done 
so, one would have added anything to the understanding of the movement’s expressive strategies. One 
cannot make the same claim for a work by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Anton Webern, or Gérard Grisey. 
For one thing that unites these three otherwise very different artists is the importance of some concept of 
harmony as it relates directly to the techniques and processes that are at the heart of signification – 
syntactical and semantic in their compositions.  
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Marco Angius, Come Avvicinare il Silenzio: la musica di Salvatore Sciarrino. (Rome: RAI-ERI, 2007), 31.  
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Example 1: Excerpt from Scene III of Lohengrin – the veil of harmonics [Bb, Eb, F, G] + 
microdramaturgical “little bang” between Elsa (and her many voices) and the strings. 
 
© 1982 by G. Ricordi & C. S.p.A., Milan. Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers.7 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!Except where permissions are indicated, all printed examples and images were taken from public domain 
repositories. 
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Returning to come tutto è bianco, regardless of the question of organizing the material in the 
clarinets and strings harmonically, it is clearly impossible to do so for that of the soloist. In the third scene 
– and in virtually the entire monodrama – she intones extremely few notated pitches. This fact becomes all 
the more salient for analysis when one considers the overwhelming dominance of Elsa’s material in the 
space of the work. For the most part, the ensemble that accompanies her acts as an extension of the image 
she is creating (as in scene I, rehearsals 3 and 4) or an ecosphere that she inhabits (as in the entirety of 
scene III or the predominant silent void of scene II). What does become clear is that certain kinds of 
correspondences can be observed over the duration of the scene. But these correspondences do not depend 
on harmonic content per se. 
Form appears to be delineated almost entirely by the appearance (presence or absence) of gestures 
that are strictly assigned to specific members of the ensemble, rather than by changes in harmonic design. 
The salient events include the framing figure found in the string arpeggios, which appear at the beginning 
of the scene at rehearsal 18, the presence of the string harmonic veil and clarinet trills, the tutti perturbation 
and entrance of the wordless male ‘chorus’ at rehearsal 19 of the new sequence. This is what Sciarrino 
means when he says in the third “lesson” of Le figure della musica da Beethoven a oggi that: “The sense of 
musical form is an architectonic sense.”9 This treatment of the voice and instruments has the capacity to 
transform them into dramatic agents, rather than mere carriers of an entirely symbolic (i.e., grammatical-
syntactic) message which functions at an independent level.   
For example, upon the energetic release of Elsa’s wind gesture (marked out by the square in 
example 1), Sciarrino indicates vibrato molto…rallentando al fino a non vibrare in the veil of string 
harmonics. These two gestures remain associated for nearly the entire scene. This indexical relationship is 
significant for several reasons. First, Sciarrino’s expressive indication at the beginning of the scene 
describes it in this way: “Plenilunio implacabile e divino di fronte al mare eterno delle belle sere” 
(“Implacable and divine full moon on the surface of the eternal sea of beautiful evenings”). The narrative 
context transforms what might have been only a formal indexical relationship (i.e., two temporally 
contiguous events) into an iconic one, in which this contiguity takes on a further meaning, by way of !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 This figure also appears at intervals throughout the Prologo, and once again during the transition into the Epilogo. 
9 Salvatore Sciarrino, Le Figure della Musica da Beethoven a Oggi (Milan: Ricordi, 1998), 62. Hereafter referred to, in 
the text, as LFDM. 
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resemblance to something that exists, as Raymond Monelle would say, in the “world of the text.”10 This has 
semantic implications. This is one example of a larger strategy of both Lohengrin in particular, and of 
Sciarrino’s work as a whole, a strategy of imitation and representation – primarily of natural phenomena – 
that he designates il doppio (“the double”).11  
When in the epilogue we discover that Elsa has been living out her story from the confines of a 
mental hospital, we retrospectively grasp the full significance of her schizophrenic embodiment of (or 
rather possession by) the voices of the crowds, priests, animals, Lohengrin, and of the sea itself in scene III. 
Thus the music allows us to encounter the unity of syntactic and semantic into the semiotic. In other words, 
musical structures (at the “neutral level”) are not separable from their apparent narrative, symbolic, 
metaphorical, and intertextual meanings. Elsa responds to the traumatic collapse of her mythic hyperreal 
world by regressing into a childlike state signified by the entirely ungrammatical Song of the Linens (see 
example 2c).12  
 These events tell the listener more about the form, structure, and signification of the scene than 
does anything gleaned from a consideration of the harmonic content of the string / clarinet material. With 
the exception of one very important fact that Carratelli points out: The “Canto del cigno” (i.e. “song of the 
Swan”) found in the first two measures of the “Prologue through an open window” (in the flutes and 
clarinets), contains a subset of the pitches [Eb, F, G] contained in come tutto é bianco (example 2a).13 In 
fact, taken together with the Bb that the third scene adds to the set, that material is itself a transposed subset 
of the pitches that make up the tubular bell material in the prologue (F, G, A, C) (see example 2b). This 
material foreshadows Elsa’s childlike song of madness found in the epilogue (Ab, Bb, C, Eb): “…country 
of beautiful Sundays in the tranquil provinces. The joy of clean linens, as if during the week they were not 
soiled…” (see example 2c). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 14. 
11 I will use the Italian word doppio, rather than the English translation in order to avoid a misunderstanding later on. In 
the second chapter we will discuss Julia Kristeva’s concept of “the double,” which is not the same thing as Sciarrino’s.  
12 The Song of the Linens is “ungrammatical” in that its harmonic style seems like a quotation, since it is so different 
from the sense of musical “grammar” that characterizes the rest of Lohengrin.  
13 Carlo Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista. Il caso di Salvatore Sciarrino, 
una ‘composizione dell’ascolto’” (doctoral thesis, Università degli Studi di Trento / Université de Paris IV – Sorbonne, 
2006), 321–325.  
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Example 2 [a, b, c]: symbolic-associative harmony in Lohengrin. 
 
Carratelli projects a number of entirely plausible meanings onto these materials. He reads the 
tubular bell material as a sonification of psychological trauma (due to its harmonic similarity to the Song of 
the linens). The Canto del cigno material appears for the second time (scene II, rehearsal 11, second 
measure), just before the third scene, as a pillow on the nuptial bed transforms into a swan with enormous 
wings that flies off into the night sky carrying Lohengrin away from Elsa – willingly – on its back. Lastly, 
as we’ve discussed, the Song of the linens that occurs as Elsa’s world, the nuptial villa, its garden, and 
coastline are revealed to be hallucination. 
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Although it may seem then, that harmonic analysis has led to important insights into the 
relationship between structure and signification, it must be acknowledged that what we have done is not 
commonly what is meant by the term “harmonic analysis.” The transpositional relations between the Canto 
del cigno, the veil of harmonics of come tutto é bianco, and the Song of the linens of the epilogue, could 
hardly be less consequential. The fact that they remain firmly in their places (never changing transposition 
levels, and never being bridged together into some larger pitch collection) suggests that they are not being 
deployed “grammatically” but rather something more like physiognomically. Their pitch content is proper 
to our recognition of their connection in the same way that the appearance and arrangement of eyes, nose, 
lips, and cheekbones are proper to our recognition of a particular face. Were we to fail to make that 
recognition, the semiotic effect that those connections are intended to achieve would be lost. The more 
salient observations about the material are thus dramaturgical and intratextual in nature. These observations 
rely on phenomena such as recurrence, association, and reference – not function, or order – and unfold 
initially across a broader timespan than do traditional harmonic analyses.  
Similar sustained textures play a role in many of Sciarrino’s works (ex. Morte di Borromini 
(1988), Allegoria della notte (1985), and the third of the Sei Quartetti Brevi (1991)). In the third quartet, 
the four strings are directed to hold the same f# harmonic for 16 measures (over a quarter of the length of 
the piece). While theoretically, since the f# indicated is a natural harmonic on the d-strings of the violins 
and cello (but not the C-string of the viola), the resulting sound should be two different pitches. In practice 
(i.e., in all of the available recordings), what results is a single extremely high pitch. Sciarrino does indicate 
in the score that the pitch should be “loud and sustained to the extent that the sound loses its identity and 
bow changes alone are accentuated.” Although he is careful to indicate a specific pitch for all of the 
players, and in fact a very specific physical location of that pitch on the instruments, he does not seem to be 
interested in the pitch as an f#. Only the viola returns to the f# near the end (surrounded by other pitches). 
In only one other spot does that pitch (or even that pitch-class) act referentially: mm. 34-5 just before the 
end of the first section of the movement. Here again though, the pitch acts as a physical location marking 
the pitch-space, rather than a true tonal center. The loss of identity Sciarrino invokes represents a shift of 
the critical focus of listening (and thus analysis) away from pitch and toward sound.  
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Example 3: Another mono-sonic fabric: Second page of the Third String Quartet (Sei Quartetti Brevi). 
 
© 1991 by Ricordi – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi s.r.l., Milan.  
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher.  
 
 A second type of analytical challenge that Sciarrino’s work provokes may be demonstrated by 
examining works that are the seeming opposites of Scene III of Lohengrin and the Third String Quartet 
from Sei Quartetti Brevi: the flute solo Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi (1989), and the Third Sonata for piano 
(1987). Both works practically assault the listener with such a rich and varied fabric of “harmonies” and 
pitches that, surely, the organization of these works must be readily available to traditional harmonic 
analysis (functional or ordinal).  
 
!! 12!
 Fra I testi dedicati alle nubi, as Sciarrino writes in a program note published in Carte da Suono, 
was intended to act as a short epilogue concluding his first collection of solo flute works Opera per 
flauto.14 He rediscovered an “old list” of flute multiphonics among some papers on his desk and decided to 
use it as a basis for this epilogue, which as he remarks, “exceeds in complexity what I have done so far.”15 
On the imagery the piece might evoke, Sciarrino tells us that it is: 
Rigid, like a mechanical bird.  
 
However, inadvertently, the abstract is made prismatic, softened. Now, springs forth an 
ambiguous organism, and it can compete with a ferocious blackcap.  
 
It might seem fortuitous, this discovery, yet here it is an intimate marvelous connection 
between space and sound |canto|. I think of an invisible point in the sky that we call, a 
skylark, a fountain of sound that fills the mind. 
 
[It is] thus, a morphogenic music. While it veers towards another sound, by a quantity 
and speed of mutation truly similar to those of a cloud.16 
  
 I quote Sciarrino at length because he offers several clues to what an “anthropological analysis” of 
this work might entail. Firstly, it may be helpful to understand the title as broken into two parts: “Among 
the texts / dedicated to the clouds,” a curious title as it seems to address both its own mundane origins, and 
the rather elevated (and familiar) use of cloud and bird imagery in art, poetry and music.17 Here one 
encounters again the doppio. Sciarrino’s skylark features a grotesqueness, a monstrosity, and a realness that 
Messiaen’s beautifully ornamented and stylized birds did not possess. Some of this “realness,”  
I suggest, derives from the fact that its calls are not domesticated by transcription into any mode 
(transpositionally limited or not). Let us examine this “old list” of multiphonics: 
 
 
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Salvatore Sciarrino, Carte da Suono (Rome: CIDIM, 2001), 142-3. 
15 Ibid., 143. 
16 Ibid., 142-3. 
17 One need only think of Debussy’s floating Nuages, and William Wordsworth “wondering lonely as a cloud;” Sumer 
is icumen in, Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte, the nightingales, quails, and cuckoos of Beethoven’s Sixth Symphony; the 
birds of the Mahler’s Third, Messiaen’s prodigious collections, and so on. 
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Figure 1: Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi (multiphonics table 1) 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi (multiphonics table 2) 
 
 Here are the two tables of chords listed in the performer’s notes (and presumably discovered 
“among the texts” on the composer’s working desk). They occur in ascending order based on their lowest, 
rather than highest pitches. Sciarrino makes a distinction between “multiple artificial tones” weighted 
towards the center except where indicated, and “soft, homogenous dyads,” marking each in the score 
according to kind (Arabic numbers for the former, capital letters for the latter). It is important to notice that 
what differentiates the two kinds of multiphonics is not pitch content or level of “dissonance” traditionally 
understood, but rather differences of timbre and dynamic variability. The numbered multiphonics require 
some force to make sound, and as such will produce a more variable and in some cases volatile sound, 
whereas the lettered multiphonic dyads are always soft and produced at a low dynamic level. They appear 
in close proximity to one another over the course of the piece, but are nearly always articulated as two 
separate kinds of material, as if on different planes, often interrupting and intersecting one another’s 
discourse. 
!! 14!
Let us recall that Sciarrino says Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi has a “morphogenic” form. 
Morphogenesis is a concept that the composer borrows, poetically, from the biological sciences.18 
According to the Encyclopedia Britannica it signifies:   
…the shaping of an organism by embryological processes of differentiation of cells, 
tissues, and organs and the development of organ systems according to the genetic 
‘blueprint’ of the potential organic and environmental conditions.19 
 
 What is relevant from this definition, we will see, is that the process is organic (i.e., not synthetic / 
systematic), that form develops in a “macro-evolutionary” manner (there is directional development at the 
largest levels of form), and that it is articulated through the growth and mutation of musical cells (motives / 
gestures). Sciarrino, writing about another work that has a morphogenic form – the Second Sonata for 
Piano – has this to say: “Gradually new elements find their way in, replacing – with identical functions – 
elements that have come before: Mutation and recognizeability.”20 So it is only natural to begin an analysis 
by looking firstly for what is repeated (i.e., what will be recognizable), and then attempting to observe how 
it changes (and how the form of the work is transformed by these changes). 
 It seems logical to assume that the various small groupings of multiphonics should be seen as 
cells. We will also consider the articulated silences that separate them not merely as breaks in the narrative 
thread of the multiphonic groupings, but as separate cells – negative spaces that have their own mutating 
path. Several other kinds of material appear gradually and command a larger portion of the musical surface 
in time. These we shall also consider cells. However, because they occur so infrequently, and because they 
cannot apparently be linked to any developmental processes, we shall not consider the tongue-rams at the 
bottom of the third page, or the “natural multiphonics” on the second line of the final page, as cells. This 
doesn’t mean they aren’t important for the composition, just that their importance is of a different kind21. 
Given these assumptions, the form of the work may be diagrammed in broad terms as follows22 : 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Generally, when Sciarrino refers to cosmogony, morphogenesis, geometry, fractals, and other scientific and 
mathematical concepts, he does so poetically. He is a composer – an artist – and for reasons that will eventually be 
seen, he is not attempting to appropriate their objectivity or their quantitative nature. He is interested in music that 
behaves as an organism.    
19 Encyclopedia Britannica online., s.v. “Morphogenisis.” Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2009. 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/392779/morphogenesis (Accessed 3/24/2013). 
20 Sciarrino, Carte da Suono, 121. 
21 The tongue-rams appear twice: once shortly before the end of the first half of the piece, and once again very close to 
the end, suggesting a quasi-cadential function. The natural multiphonics appear only once, marking a point of formal 
rupture, just before the reinstatement of the mutated negative space gesture on the final page. 
22 Here I am borrowing a simplified version of Carlo Carratelli’s method for formal diagraming.  
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Figure 3: Relative prevalence of cells 
 Though admittedly crude, the diagram demonstrates the relative predominance of the cells over 
the six pages of the work. The musical surface of the first half is dominated by the interplay of the type-1 
multiphonic groups and the articulated silences. As the work progresses, the type-2 multiphonics, which 
have appeared marginally – literally in between the cracks of the type-1 groups during the first three pages 
– become much more prominent at the beginning of the second half. The whistle-tone figures, which 
appear first marginally – again, between the cracks – in the middle of the third page, quickly grow to 
prominence (along with the type-2 multiphonics) for roughly two-thirds of the second half. The return to 
dominance of the type-1 multiphonic groups and transformed articulated silences of the first half suggests 
that the work is (aside from the morphogenic form analogy) also in a kind of rounded binary form.23  
 Turning to the “harmonic design” of the type-1 multiphonics occurring throughout the first three 
pages, we can begin to see the difficulties that harmonic analysis can encounter. What must be said 
immediately of these “chords” is that, because they are multiphonics, their mode of production renders 
them extremely volatile. One cannot be certain that the pitches indicated in the score accurately represent 
the sounds that will proceed from the instrument when the player performs the mechanical actions 
necessary to achieve them. This is a result of the material reality of the particular instrument the player is 
performing on, as well as other difficult to control factors. In short, with the exception of certain 
multiphonics that are more or less consistent, the composer has to be comfortable with the range of 
harmonic variability that the technique entails. Adding dynamic changes, percussive articulations, flutter-
tongue, and other playing techniques generally increases the level of harmonic volatility. Most !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 It’s important not to place too much analytical stock in this analogy, if one wishes to honor the view of the composer, 
who has elsewhere discussed his distaste for forms that act as a kind of container. See Grazzia Giacco, Notion de 
“figure” chez Salvatore Sciarrino. (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2001), 55.  
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multiphonics require specific conditions of breath-support, embouchure, attack, and dynamic level to fully 
speak, or to speak with some degree of stability. Add even a moderately paced rate of fingering changes 
required to get between multiphonics and the degree of volatility is increased even further. Of course, Fra i 
testi dedicati alle nubi, does all of these things.  
 
Example 4: Group segmentation for the first section of Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi. 
1 2
3 4
5 6 7
8
9
10 11
12 13 14
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Example 4: (cont.) 
 
(14) 15
16
17 18 19 20
21 22 23
24 25
26 27 28 29
(29)
30
31
32
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Example 4: (concluded) 
© 1990 by BMG Ricordi S.p.A., Rome.  
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher.   
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It is much more likely that the listener will hear the multiphonics not as “chords,” but as timbered 
sounds. Given that the composer never treats any of his multiphonics as a set-class (that is to say, he never 
projects their pitch content in any other textural format, as a melody or pitch sequence, let us say) it is 
likely that he is treating them compositionally as timbered sound objects as well. We remember timbered 
sound objects differently than we remember chords that are part of a “harmonic language.” It is helpful to 
recall that timbre is commonly analogously spoken of as “color” in orchestration treatises and theoretical 
monographs. We do not remember colors because we are able to quantify them or to translate them into 
verbal descriptions. In fact, it is extremely difficult to describe any particular color verbally. Instead they 
are part of what has been called our perceptual memory, a kind of implicit memory. Implicit memories are 
so called because they are unconscious or automatic.24 In the same way, it will be difficult to render a 
meaningful account of the experience of hearing multiphonics (as timbered sound objects), if we insist on 
describing them as if they were harmonies and with the expectation than they must move within the 
confines of a systematic language. They demonstrate some degree of distributive consistency, but not one 
that can be articulated in the absolute. In the deployment of multiphonic sequences, there potentially lurks 
the non-rational. Sciarrino’s multi-sounds drift (like clouds) in what we might imagine as a 
multidimensional space. We listeners are able to spot familiar shapes in midst of that drift.25  
For the purpose of discussing the type-1 multiphonics, let us switch now from using the term 
“cell” to using the terms “cloud” and “group.” There are forty-nine groups in part 1 of the piece (numbered 
in the first column of table 1). A group is a collection of multiphonics delineated by the articulated silences 
that surround them (see the fourth column of table 1). There are just three primary clouds: I, A, and B. The 
clouds are defined as specific sets of multiphonics that recur multiple times throughout the work in 
invariant or near-invariant order (see table 1). 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Svein Magnussen, “The Psychophysics of Perceptual Memory,” Psychological Research 62 (1999): 81-2, 89. 
25 The thought is suggested by the composer himself, in the context of a discussion of the cinematic modularity of two 
paintings: Francis Bacon’s Three Studies of the Human Head, and Alberto Burri’s Lettere 1969. In the course of the 
discussion, Sciarrino remarks: “The need to connect, inherent in all of us, drives us to read thus a sequence of 
incomprehensible signs. The form of the clouds has always attracted the imagination. As Leonardo [Da Vinci] observed 
long before Freud, even machines seem to take up endless references and appearances.” (Sciarrino, LFDM, 85) 
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I (initial) A B 
 
6, 1, 12, 4, 14, 2, 1, 12, 14, 10, 8, 16, 17 
 
 
4, 9, 8, 1, 12, 2, 14 
 
11, 6, 9, 4, 9, 8, 1 
 
Table 1: Primary clouds 
 
 
 Primary cloud A and B make up the majority of recognizably repeated material for the first two 
pages (groups 2-31). Indeed at the very end of the work, the final appearances of the type-1 multiphonics 
consist of a statement of B followed by a statement of A. If we were going to assign qualitative functions to 
the clouds, we would be justified in thinking of these as a kind of centric pair. Primary cloud I seems to 
function differently. It is never repeated exactly anywhere in the piece, however the accumulation of groups 
33-42 on the first three lines of page 3 (a metaphorical storm?) indirectly reference it in various ways so as 
to suggest a relation. There are two type-1 multiphonics – set aside by virtue of their rare use – that have 
unique functions: 3 and 18. Multiphonic 3 is introduced on line 6 of the first page as a variante (i.e., the 
player can choose whether or not they play it). This is the only multi-sound that treated in this “aleatoric” 
fashion.26 Multiphonic 18, however plays a more significant role. It marks the return of the type-1 
multiphonics in part two at the end of the fourth line on page 5 (and therefore has what Sciarrino might call 
a “cosmological” function).27  
 Table 2 makes it possible to make some observations about the disposition of the clouds and 
groups. Beginning with group 2, both the multi groups and the negative spaces that surround and separate 
them are articulated in collections of 7 eighth-notes. As the music works its way towards the third page, the 
relative durational and rhythmic stability that characterizes the initial groups gradually mutates / 
deteriorates to the point at which the groups have larger numbers of multiphonics, and the negative spaces 
separating them have disappeared.28  
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 It does not seem to suggest any kind of special structural status for the multi.   
27 Sciarrino, LFDM, 69-73.  
28 Ibid., 23-28. 
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Group number (page-
line) 
# of multiphonics in 
group 
Sequence Size/character of 
articulated silences 
(in 8th-notes) 
Observations 
1 (1-1) 17 6, 1, 12, 4, 14, 2, 1, 
12, 14, 10, 8, 16, 17 
[C, 15, 9, 8] 
0 Initial cloud 
2 (1-1) 7 4, 9, 8, 1, 12, 2, 14 7 rests A 
3 (1-2) 7 10, 7, 17, 4, 9, 8 ! 7 “  
4 (1-2) 7 1, 12, 2, 14, 10, 7, 17 7 “ Last 3 = first 3 of 
group three. 
5 (1-3) 7 11, 6, 9, 4, 9, 8, 1 ! 
11, 6, 9, 4, 9, 8, 1 
7 “  
B 
6 (1-3) 8 12, 2, 14, 15, 7, 10, 
16, 4! 
7 “  
7 (1-4) 7 9, 8, 1, 12, 2, 14, 9 7 “  
8 (1-4) 7 (+2-chord head) [14, 9], 13, 4, 9, 8, 1, 
2, 10 
7 “ Head = echo of last 2 
chords of group 7. 
9 (1-5) 7 8, 1, 2, 10, 7, 9, 4 ! 5 (~6) “  
10 (1-5) 6 [14, 9], 8, 1, 14, 2, 8 6 “ First 2 = echo of first 
2 of group 8? 
11 (1-5/6) 7 1, 14, 10, 14, 2, 8, 1 0 “  
12 (1-6) 7 (+3 tail chords) 14, 10, 24, 14 [4, 9, 8 
!] 
5 “  
13 (1-6) 7 10, 2, 14, 15, 7, 10, 
16 
0 “ Nearly identical to 
group 6. 
14 (1-6, 2-1) 5 (~6) 1, 12, 2, 14, 10 3 “  
15 (2-1) 7 4, 9, 4, 11, 2, 10, 2 4 ½ “  
16 (2-1) 7 (+5 chord head) [7, 17, 12, 4, 9], 14, 
9, 13, 4, 9 !, 4, 11 
2 “  
17 (2-2) 8 8, 1, 12, 2, 14, 10, 7, 
17 
1 “ Nearly identical to 
group 4. 
18 (2-2) ~7 2, 10, 7, 17, 11, 17, 
[17] 
3 ½ “  
19 (2-2) 7 11, 6, 9, 4, 9, 8, 1 
11, 6, 9, 4, 9, 8, 1 
0 “ Head of A + B 
20 (2-2) 7 (+1 tail chord) 12, 4, 9, 4, 11, 2, 10, 
[14] 
0 “ Identical to group 15. 
21 (2-3) 8 10, 7, 17, 11, 6, 9, 4, 
9 
2 “ Tail of group 4 + 
head of group 5 (B). 
22 (2-3) 7 10, 5, 11, 7, 5, 10, 17 3 ½ (7 16th-rests)  
23 (2-3) 7 11, 6, 9, 4, 9, 8, 1 
4, 9, 8, 1! 
~6 (1 roll + 5 rests) Head of A + B. 
24 (2-4) 7 2, 10, 8, 1, 2, 10, 7 ~7 (6 rests + 1 roll) See group 9. 
25 (2-4) 7 1, 12, 2, 14, 10, 7, 17 ~7 (5 rests + 2 rolls) Completion of A. 
26 (2-5) 4 9, 4, 9, 8 
9, 4, 9, 8 
~7 (4 rests + 3 rolls) Fragments. 
27 (2-5) 6 10, 2, 10, 7, 9, 4 ~7 (3 rests + 4 rolls)  
28 (2-5) ~8 11, 6, 9, 4, 9, 8, 8, 1 0 rests/rolls B. 
29 (2-5/6) 14 8, 1, 12, 2, 14, 9, 13, 
4, 12, 2, 14, 15, 7, 
10, 16 
0 “ Tail of A+ echoes. 
30 (2-6) 8 [12, 2, 14] 15, 7, 10, 
16, 4 
6 rolls Echo of material 
from group 29? 
31 (2-6) ~12 9, 7, 10, 16, 4, 11, 6, 
9, 4, 12, 2, 10 
~6 florid rolls Begins with echo of 
group 30. 
 !
Table 2: Multi-group details of first section of Fra I testi dedicati alle nubi!!
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Group number (page-
line) 
# of multiphonics in 
group 
Sequence Size/character of 
articulated silences 
(in 8th-notes) 
Observations 
32 (2-7) 11 8, 12, 4, 14, 1, 6, 12, 
14, 10, 4, 11 
2 florid rolls Near-match for I. 
33 (3-1) 13 6, 2, 12, 4, 14, 1, 9, 
8, 14, 10, 4, 11, 5 
0 (1 sustained type-2 
multiphonic) 
Similar to group 32. 
34 (3-1) ~7 8th-notes worth [A], 16, 9, 45 ½, 11, 5 0 (4 type-2 multi)  
35 (3-1/2) ~9 (+ 4 head chords) [C, 15, 11, 6], 4, 16, 
9, 6, 9, 6 
0  
36 (3-2) 14 1, 10, 4, 14, 2, 1, 12, 
14, 10, 8, 16, 17, 11, 
17 
0 Similar to I. 
37 (3-2) ~12 8, 12, 4, 14, 1, 6, 12, 
14, 10, 4, 11, [B] 
0 Identical to group 32. 
38 (3-2) 13 6, 2, 12, 4, 14, 1, 9, 
8, 14, 10, 4, 11, 5 
0 Identical to group 33. 
39 (3-2/3) ~10 [C], 15, 11, 6, 4, 9, 8, 
1, 12, 4 
~1 8th-note rest Not clear if 39/40 are 
separate groups. 
Embedded fragment 
of A. 
.40 (3-3) 5 12, 14, 14, 10, 8 1 ½ Subset of group 
group 36. (begin 
whistle-tone 
gesture). 
41 (3-3) 4 8, 12, 4, 14 2 ½ Subset of groups 
32/37. 
42 (3-3) 12 2, 12, 4, 14, 1, 9, 8, 
14, 10, 4, 11, 5 
~4 ½ Identical to groups 
33/38. 
43 (3-4) ~8 9, 8, 1, 12, 4, 14, 2, 2 ~6 (return of rests) Nearly identical to 
group 2. Near 
completion of A. 
44 (3-4) ~10 1, 12, 12, 14, 10, 8, 
11, 17, 6, 9 
6 florid rolls Similar to group 1. 
45 (3-5) 5 4, 15, C, 6, 2 5 rests + 1 roll  
46 (3-5) 5 (+ 3 head chords) [B, E, C], 1, 12, 2, 
14, 4 
6 Tail of A. 
47 (3-6) 6 16, 17, 8, 12, 4, 14 7 Echo of group 41, 
subset of groups 
32/37. 
48 (3-6) 6 2, 1, 12, 14, 10, 8 ~7 Similar to tail of A. 
49 (4-1) 7 (+1 head chord) 14, 1, 6, 12, 14, 10, 
4, 11 
7 (key clicks) Echo/subset of 
groups 32/37. 
 
Table 2 (cont.): Multi-group details of first section of Fra I testi dedicati alle nubi 
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The articulated silences between groups 23-32 undergo a substitutionary mutation wherein the 
eighth-note rests are gradually replaced by unpitched tongue-rolls (which themselves become progressively 
more florid). On the final page (a coda) after the rupture triggered by the natural multiphonic figures, the 
articulated silences split into two and enact a kind of juxtaposed durational counterpoint with one another 
(see figure 4). And in a wonderfully suggestive way, Sciarrino closes the composition literally with key-
clicks in their place. In this way, the music folds into the silence that follows it. 
 
6 7  7  7  7  7  X 7  6 
  1  2  3  4  5 X  7  
 
Figure 4: Fra I testi…coda, key-clicks in mint-green, literal silences in baby blue. 
 
 
 Returning to the organization of type-1 multiphonics in part 1, primary clouds A and B drift 
through the groups by means of four techniques: enjambment, interruption, fragmentation, and echo. Other 
fragments (very small clouds: [10,7,17], [8,1,2,10], [12, 2, 14, 15, 7, 10, 16]) that appear at irregular 
intervals also can utilize the four techniques.  
 Enjambment, a term borrowed from poetic analysis, defines the breaking of a syntactic unit (here, 
a cloud) between two lines. An example arises immediately, between groups 3 and 4 where primary cloud 
A appears, broken off after its third index position, and is completed by the first four multiphonics of group 
4. An example of interruption occurs between groups 12 and 14. Cloud A is again the subject, and it is 
actually initiated in the space of the articulated silence that directly precedes group 13. Again in this case it 
is broken off at its third index position, interrupted by group 13 (which is a near literal repetition of group 
6), and completed afterwards by group 14. Fragmentation and echo are closely related. Fragmentation is, 
uncomplicatedly, the act of articulating a subset of a larger cloud. Examples can be found in groups 8, 10 
(an enjambed fragment), 19, 21, 26, 29, 30, 39, and 46-8. Echoes are typically the result of some kind of 
fragmentation. For example, the final four multiphonics of group 8 [8, 1, 2, 10], are repeated at the 
beginning of group 9. Group 8 is itself prefixed by the multiphonics 14 and 9, which occurred at the end of 
group 7. The same prefix occurs at the head of group 10. Groups 8 and 23 feature overlapping fragments of 
[4, 9, 8, 1] and [8, 1, 2, 10]. 
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 These are admittedly, ways of seeing and ways of hearing. It is obvious that the ability of a 
listener to consciously identify “overlapping enjambed fragments of the head of primary cloud A with [8, 1, 
2, 10]” is highly doubtful, to say the least. As a matter of fact, Sciarrino would probably not condone the 
kind of analysis I have just demonstrated on the grounds that it delves too deeply into syntactic details. The 
point of this exercise in pedantry then, is to demonstrate that on the one hand, something very much like 
this could be happening subconsciously for the listener. But on the other hand, even if it were capable of 
explaining Sciarrino’s compositional choices, grammatical analysis would be very bad at expressing our 
experience of the work’s semiotic effect. The pleasure of cloud gazing, of following the organically 
inhuman drift of the clouds and tracing shapes in their lineaments, is a highly subjective activity. It is an 
experience constituted precisely by these kinds of creative perceptual leaps. And despite the fact that we are 
distracted by the clarity of the play between group and silence, our minds are simultaneously seeking for 
familiar patterns in the sounds of the multiphonics themselves – and finding them, perhaps unbeknownst to 
ourselves.   
This analysis serves to demonstrate that Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi does not contain a harmonic, 
or truly ordinal “system” or language. There are simply too many group configurations that are essentially 
non-relatable to one of the three clearly important primary clouds, and not explainable as grounded in 
patterns of repetition of any kind. The virtues that help the listener identify important gestural (let us say 
“structural”) processes are just as physiognomic as the f# opening of the third of the Sei Quartetti Brevi, or 
the harmonic content of the luminous veil of the third scene of Lohengrin. If we are able to be cognizant of 
our recognition of these clouds, it will be because their content and the order of their content never change. 
Sciarrino never, for example, applies “inversions” or “retrogrades” to the order of multiphonics in the 
clouds. It’s certainly not because he isn’t aware of the possibility of doing so (as we will see in a brief 
commentary on the Third Sonata for piano). It is primarily because, the serial manipulation of ordering 
doesn’t arise out of necessary connections that would produce meaningfully audible results. If there was 
ever some sort of systematic structure for deploying multiphonics, the composer has purposefully 
obfuscated it with a design to avoid its easy detection, or more characteristically according to his aesthetic 
values of avoiding stale mechanical predictability.  
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Even if there was a systematic language for the deployment of type-1 multiphonics, that system 
could hardly hope to accommodate itself to the physiognomic surfaces of the type-2 multiphonics let alone 
the materials that occupy the various mutations of the negative space, or the whistle-tones. Simply put, the 
work resists the structuralist predisposition to syntactical unity. It is only by means of macro / micro 
dramaturgy that a sense of perceptual unity can come to the work.  
 The Third Sonata for piano (1987) consists of sixteen pages of nearly restless perpetual motion; a 
dizzying swarm of pitches splattered across the range of the piano, suggesting perhaps the drip paintings of 
Jackson Pollock.29 It is convenient that Sciarrino’s comments on the Third Sonata depart from the same 
cloud analogies that were so useful in considering the flute piece Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi: 
 
Unmeasured clouds of sonic material that contract and dialate periodically, in a sort of 
pulsed chaos. In the phase of maximal intensity some isolated sounds are thrown across 
all of the registers, then they become more and more dense, and as the speed grows, the 
staccato becomes legato, one emerges into new clouds that will lack the discourse that 
follows. This manner of sweeping through a chaos by different systems produces an 
acceleration of style and of time: we travel forward and backward in history. The 
oscillation is not large, it covers about 30 years…Refusing all citational usage of that 
which pre-exists, a placing in historical perspective can irrigate the musical imagination – 
and justly, the fragments of Boulez and Stockhausen, models of reference, were 
intermingled with the discourse.30 
 
 The passage, also, raises as many questions as it answers. The references to discourse and systems, 
and the “refusal of citational usage of pre-existing material” seem to contradict the admission that there are 
“fragments of Boulez and Stockhausen” tucked away in the texture. But it is only an apparent 
contradiction. Untying the knots of the text will provide crucial keys to framing how the sonata is 
organized, and lend weight to the observations we have already made.  
The image of an “unmeasured cloud” firstly implies that the correct way to see the mass of pitches 
strewn about the page is again, cumulatively, as groups31. The “systems” that are used to “sweep through 
the chaos” are not secret forms of serialism, but ways of reading. As was the case in our analysis of Fra i !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 
30 As quoted in Kaltenecker, “Exploration du Blanc,” 108. Translation from French is mine; translation from the 
original Italian, Kaltenecker’s.   
31 The question of what is meant by “unmeasured” can perhaps best be answered by referring to Marco Angius’ 
analysis of a similarly harmonically verbose composition De o de do (1970) for solo harpsichord: 
To quote Angius: “In Sciarrino there almost never exists predetermined arrangements of notes, which he jokingly refers 
to as “abacuses.” There are instead intervals, relations of distance that determines the displacement of pitches, and their 
definitive placing into focus by means of sort of reciprocal orientation, of organic connections. The composition 
breathes and this breathing brings alternating phrases, as periodic growths and contractions in all of the articulations of 
the groups and of their elements…” (Angius, Avvicinare il Silenzio, 27-8). 
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testi dedicati alle nubi, the seemingly chaotic groups should not be confused with the “clouds.” The groups 
are, as in the flute work, delineated by textural and gestural cues that are not particularly difficult to see. In 
Fra i testi, they were surrounded by a kind of negative space that I referred to as “articulated silences.” In 
the Third Sonata they are simply beamed together. The clouds however are less obvious. They act as source 
material, or reservoirs of relationships. In Fra i testi, this source material consisted of three collections of 
multiphonics recognizable as such because they occurred multiple times in the piece in relatively preserved 
order. There was no simple correlation between the length of the groups and the disposition of cloud 
material (hence all of the enjambment, fragmentation, and so on). Similarly, in the Third Sonata, there are 
source materials, reservoirs of relation – clouds – that enervate the surface of the music. It is not upon the 
groups that the “systems of reading” are applied, but rather upon the clouds.        
As Sciarrino explains above, and in the performer’s notes in the score, he has established a 
correlation between the registral distributive density of the material and the speed (time), and articulation 
(style) in which they are played. This accounts for the periodic contraction and dilation: “the pulsed chaos.” 
This physicalization of time (a correlation truly mediated by the body) is also a verticalization. 
Additionally, Sciarrino utilizes the already ingrained horizontalization of time by establishing a metaphor 
that correlates the direction of scansion through the clouds (practically speaking, by “playing them either 
forward or backward”) with horizontal (i.e., “real”) time. It will seem paradoxical to say so, but in 
reversing the direction of scansion through the clouds, Sciarrino is doing something different than merely 
applying a retrograde operation to an ordering of pitches. What he is doing is something rather more 
involved. The surface of the music becomes a network of wormholes where the groups may begin in one 
cloud, at a particular location, and suddenly reverse direction or transport to some place in another cloud. 
The performer is metaphorically traveling “forward and backward in history.” I have attempted do 
demonstrate what this means in the diagram below (figure 5).  
 The diagram attempts a visualization of the scansion through the clouds that occurs over the first 
two pages of the work. It should be stated immediately that this is not a full-scale analysis of the piece. I am 
not attempting to give an account of the organization of the other figures (i.e., the short clumps of sound – 
“grumi” – executed simultaneously in both hands, the clusters, the rapid glissandi). These figures – just as 
those of Fra i testi – belong to separate discursive layers in the work. A full analysis of the work would 
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also define the number and scope of the clouds much more definitively than I have done here.32 A full 
analysis would however not, I contend, waste much time trying to establish transpositional and inversional 
relationships between subsets of the clouds or groups, or look for all-interval sets, combinatoriality, etc. 
These are simply not the relationships that bear the semiotic weight of the work. 
 I have used a two-digit number to represent the groups and their movement in cloud-space (ex. 
1:1). The first number is the group number, in this case the first group in the piece, occupying the first staff, 
and a small portion of the beginning of the second staff (rhythmically beamed together). The second 
number (in this case 1) indicates that it is the first way of reading (or scanning) the clouds. The way to read 
this diagram is to follow the path of the groups through the clouds in sequential order (1:1; 2:1, 2:2, 2:3, 
2:4; 3:1, 3:2, 3:3, 3:4; 4:1, 4:2, 4:3, 4:4; 5:1; 6:1, 7:1; 8:1, 9:1; 10:1; 11:1; 12:1, 12:2). I have made each 
group a separate color in order to make them easier to follow. The staff at the top of the diagram holds 
cloud A, and the staves at the bottom hold clouds B and C. The thick, dashed lines indicate material that is 
either free or taken from other clouds that may appear later in the work.33  
 What observations can we make about the first two pages of the Third Sonata? Firstly, the piece 
begins by expositing the first cloud, A. The fact that the material at the beginning of the piece is repeated in 
the original direction at the head of three other groups (3:1, 7:1, and 8:1) lends support to this designation. 
The passage we are observing features a prevalence of the material from cloud A. Regarding this cloud, we 
can observe that, according to the vertical time correlation discussed above, any part of a group that scans 
cloud A from beginning to end would undergo a temporal / stylistic contraction. Consequently, any part of 
a group that scans cloud A backwards from end to beginning would undergo a temporal / stylistic 
rarefaction. Cloud B is entirely rarefied and thus temporally / articulatively static. Cloud C undergoes, from 
beginning to end, also a contraction, but less so considering that it begins somewhat less registrally 
disbursed than cloud A. I have cut off the very end of cloud C in this diagram because it is not scanned 
anywhere else during the first two pages, but it resembles the level of registral compression found at the 
end of the first cloud. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Are there multiple small clouds, or one large “mother-cloud?” Which segments of which clouds are actually 
fragmentary quotations of passages from which piece(s) by Boulez or Stockhausen? 
33 As such, a full analysis would likely require a reconsideration of the letters assigned to the clouds.  
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 There are three strategies worth commenting on briefly: mirroring, fragmentation, and jump-
cutting. During the third group, Sciarrino begins by scanning through cloud A again from beginning to end 
(3:1). As he nears the end of this near-repetition, he reverses scansion and proceeds from end to beginning 
(3:2). The cumulative effect of this mirroring is a knot of extremely rapid legato pitches. The technique 
recurs throughout the movement. Even more significant to the work, the technique of fragmentation is 
fundamental not only to the way Sciarrino moves about the clouds, but in a broader sense, also to the way 
the different dimensions of the work relate to one another. Fragments imply disruption, rupture, and 
breaking. Fragmenting the clouds signifies breaking the flow of time. The other figures of the sonata 
likewise break into the space of the groups, interrupt and suspend their flow, delineate them, and sometimes 
cause changes of situation. As the composer has remarked, each fragmentation is a little trauma.34 And his 
use of fragmentation in the sonata aims to accentuate these traumas. As the groups unfold over the first two 
pages, they are broken down into ever-smaller chunks. This can be seen in the diagram from groups 5-12. 
The effect is a higher order contraction that mirrors the temporal contractions that occur in the forward 
scansions of clouds A and C.35 A proper performance of this passage would articulate the spaces between 
the fragments, spaces in which the mind and body attempt (and fail) to resolve their disorientation. The 
technique of jump-cutting, a film technique associated with montage (the chronological juxtaposition of 
temporally non-adjacent scenes) is the motor of Sciarrino’s “systems of reading.” The clouds are treated as 
a space in which to maneuver. The composer not only reads forward and backward, but jumps to any point 
in any cloud, stitching together a bewildering fabric of dynamically oscillating sound. In fact, if we were 
allowed one criticism of the work, it would be similar to the kind that Sciarrino’s referential models Boulez 
and Stockhausen were often subjected to: is it possible to hear the organizational strategy in the material it 
is enacted upon? This question is a meaningful one for Sciarrino’s work if Carlo Carratelli’s thesis – that 
Sciarrino’s aesthetic represents a poststructuralist integration of the “esthesic” into the “poietic” – is to be 
believed (and it should be). 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Sciarrino, LFDM, 112. 
35 This is perhaps what Sciarrino is referring to when he talks about the “fractal” nature of his works – the tendency for 
different levels of the work to resemble one another. This is a property he calls auto-somiglianza (self-similarity). See 
Sciarrino, LFDM, 56.  
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Figure 5: Diagram of the different ways of “sweeping through the discourse” of the Third Sonata for piano. 
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It’s not entirely clear what he means by “refusing all citational usage” of pre-existing material. As 
we’ll see shortly, Sciarrino quotes, fragments, and “elaborates” pre-existing musical materials constantly 
throughout his catalogue. It’s certainly not obvious to the listener that there are any direct quotations of 
borrowed materials in the Third Sonata. Nevertheless, it is instructive to note the resonances between the 
way he speaks about the clouds of the Third Sonata and the way he speaks about Stockhausen’s Kontra-
punkte (1953), at the beginning of the fourth chapter of Le figure della musica da Beethoven a oggi 
(“Genetic Transformation”). There is not space to quote the passage in its entirety here, so I quote only a 
very brief excerpt: 
One must stop, make mental space, as when we observe changes of light, when we 
observe the mutation of a cloud, or we follow a facial expression. […] Meanwhile 
we should grasp an unstated but decidedly perceptible principle: the principle of 
alternation. What is it that alternates in a language that is at the same time geometric 
and infinitely varied? The alternation is between density and dryness; if the lumps of 
accumulation are always freshly answered and dissolved, it will be determined by the 
intervention of rarefaction. The basis of this periodicity is no more than a semblance 
of physiology. We are faced with the “breathing” of the material.36 
 
 Can we then read the Third Sonata as a misprision of Kontra-punkte (or at least, of the kind of 
piece Kontra-Punkte represents)? Both the book and the lectures that occasioned it were created after the 
sonata was composed. If this were the case, it certainly sheds new light on any conversation of Sciarrino’s 
rejection of the “Darmstadt aesthetic.” In other words, either the rejection is only partial, or his frequent 
invocation of the composers and musical compositions associated with Darmstadt, and with integral 
serialism, is only possible through purposeful, playful misreading of their authorial intentions. This 
phenomenon will occupy our attention more fully in the second and third chapters.  
Lastly, a third way that Sciarrino’s music problematizes traditional structuralist music analysis can 
be demonstrated by Le voci sotto vetro (“Voices Beneath Glass”). This collection of “elaborations” for 
voice and chamber ensemble, based on selected madrigals by Carlo Gesualdo dates from 1998, and was 
made from the bi-products of Sciarrino’s opera Luci mie traditrici. The composer remarked that, “among 
friends” he had given the opera the working title Gesualdo, but after hearing that Alfred Schnittke was 
writing an opera of the same name, Sciarrino scrubbed the title and all reference to the music of Carlo 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 Ibid., 77, 80. 
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Gesualdo from the opera, replacing it with elaborations on an elegy of Claude le Jeune.37 
Le voci sotto vetro is one of a number of works that the composer has based on pre-existing source 
material. In addition to the Gesualdo elaborations (found also in parts of Pagine (1998), and Terribile e 
spaventosa storia del Principe di Venosa (1999)), Sciarrino has also “elaborated upon” music by W.A., 
Mozart, J.S. Bach, Guillaume de Machaut, Domenico Scarlatti, Johnny Mercer, Cole Porter, George 
Gershwin, and others. Most of these works appear in the 1980s and 1990s, though some appear afterwards 
(Esercizi di tre stili (2000), Responsorio delle tenebre (2001), and Storie di altre storie (2004), for 
example). The task of defining what these works are is not insignificant, as it will have impact upon our 
understanding of their semiotic effects. Is Sciarrino quoting an entire piece? Are they merely variations, 
transcriptions, or arrangements? How is it possible to position these works as original compositions (i.e., 
how are they “by” Sciarrino)? 
 Two quotes by the composer offer some context: 
The use of pre-existing materials in an historical perspective, no longer has anything to 
do with quotation. Quotation remains an external body, between quotation marks that  
maintain all of the authority of its provenance. I believe that instead, tradition must be  
radically transformed, and only this condition leads us to the creative energy deposited  
therein over the ages.38 
 
 …[Arrangement] can be treated as a mechanical operation deprived of light, or as 
disengaged entertainment. [...] Personally, I use the term ‘elaborations’ to signify that 
creativity is not in fact absent; there is the necessity of resurrecting that which no longer 
has a voice. In every case it is a matter of discovery. An unusual reading can transfigure 
estranged works, or put into focus the indistinct, as in the case of works that have 
disappeared from public consciousness. To dress them in new clothes would be only 
macabre, while I want to enrich the music with sense / meaning (i.e., to problematize its 
physiognomy). What fruits could the musicological consciousness produce if the courage 
of imagination was grafted into it?39 
 
 
In order to fully appreciate what is happening, it is necessary to go beyond our immediate listening 
reactions to the surface and ask what in the first place, they actually re-present to us. Sciarrino never re-
harmonizes any of his source materials, or adds extra pitches to their harmonies in order to “dirty them 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista. Il caso di Salvatore Sciarrino, una 
‘composizione dell’ascolto’,” 269. 
38 Angius, Avvicinare il Silenzio, 62. 
39 As quoted in Angius, Avvicinare il Silenzio, 183. 
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up.”40 It is obvious then, that Sciarrino will become invisible to the analytical eye wherever it attempts to 
account for the work’s “structure” by conducting a traditional harmonic analysis on it. All that the 
analytical eye will see (in this case) is what Gesualdo had done. And an undisciplined listening will do no 
more than demonstrate our acculturation into a way of thinking in which the core identity of a work (i.e.,  
its “structure”) is embodied by in harmonic language and motivic design. It will be deaf to the “radical 
transformations” because it relegates timbre, register, dynamics, and articulation to the status of secondary, 
decorative features of the work. These features are in fact superficial in the sense that they present the face 
of the work to the listener. But they are also the surfaces through which harmony and line must pass in 
order to become audible. It is upon these surfaces that Sciarrino problematizes physiognomy by means of a 
number of disruptive and disfiguring moves that we can call ungrammaticalities, following the literary 
theorist Michael Riffaterre.  
According to Riffaterre, an ungrammaticality occurs where a word (and here we extend the idea 
into musical sounds or gestures) alerts the reader / listener that:  
…there is a latent intertext at work. These connectors work by triggering presuppositions, 
by compelling the reader [listener] to recognize that the text makes sense only by 
reference to meanings found neither within the verbal context, nor within the author’s 
idiolect but within an intertext. The reader’s assumption – though he need not make it by 
a fully conscious process – is that the difficulty he experiences in deciphering the 
ungrammaticality of a given sign must be pointing to a grammaticality elsewhere, among 
the semiotic systems of the sociolect and / or among other literary texts.41 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left unaffected: Subjected to ungrammaticality: 
 
• Harmonies 
• Motivic / melodic content 
• Form (mostly) 
 
• Registral disposition 
• Instrumentation (timbre) 
• Dynamics 
• Chord structure (spacing, omissions) 
• Form (occasionally) 
• Texts  
 
 
Table 3: ungrammaticalities in Le voci sotto vetro. 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 This is one thing that separates Sciarrino’s approach from neo-Classical transcription of a kind that was often carried 
out by Stravinsky or Prokofiev.  
41 Michael Riffaterre, “Intertextual Representation: Mimesis as Interpretive Discourse,” Critical Inquiry 11, no. 1 
(1984): 148. 
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Let us briefly examine one movement – Moro, lasso, al mio duolo – to see what this means. Moro 
lasso was originally a five-voice secular madrigal, first published in 1613. Here, it is radically re-
orchestrated for voice and eight instruments (bass flute, English horn, bass clarinet, piano, percussion, 
violin, viola, and cello). What are the ungrammaticalities in this work? If we hear it primarily as a piece by 
Salvatore Sciarrino, the harmonic language is clearly not within the material idiolect of the composer. It is a 
foreign body, an Other that very clearly announces its presence, even if the listener has no foreknowledge 
of Gesualdo’s madrigal. However if we hear it primarily as a work by Carlo Gesualdo, as the table above 
makes plain, the ungrammaticalities are chiefly concerned with the instrumental distribution of vocal lines 
and isolated chord tones of the originals; the dynamics, and certain articulative moves.  
The vocalists text, unlike in other elaborations that feature the voice, is kept intact in the vocal 
soloist’s part. However, the line itself, along with the rest of the vocal lines that are entrusted to the 
instruments of the ensemble, is not. Instead they are in many places greatly fragmented and redistributed. 
Instruments taper out of lines, or pick up lines in spots that often do not correspond to either the textual or 
musical phrase structures. An instrument will pick up a couple of notes from one vocal line, then suddenly, 
yet usually smoothly, shift into another. Or else, an instrument will suddenly lift a note out of its context by 
applying dynamic or tonal accents to it. The vocalist is at one moment singing the alto line, and at another, 
the soprano line. In every moment of the piece, all of the pitches of the harmonies are represented in the 
elaboration, but they are re-fabricated into a quilt patchwork of layers that distort the original as a cubist 
painting might distort an image of the face by attempting to show it from all perspectives simultaneously.       
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Example 5: First three pages of Moro, lasso al mio duolo (Le voci sottovetro) 
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Example 5 (cont.) 
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Example 5 (concl.) – a “little bang” featuring a frozen moment, pulled out of its original linear context by 
the percussion/piano accent. 
 
© 1998 by BMG Ricordi Music Publishers, Milan.  
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
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Moro, lasso, al mio duolo 
 
Figure 6: The instrumental distribution of lines (representing the first three pages of Sciarrino’s 
elaboration) 
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Figure 6: (continuing through the rest of the movement) 
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Figure 6 (concluded): Notice that Sciarrino respects Gesualdo’s repeat, choosing not to re-orchestrate it. 
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 Harkening back to the wormholes of the Third Sonata for piano, the redistribution of lines is again 
a re-reading of the work through re-writing. Indeed Le voci sotto vetro has much more in common with the 
sonata than might first seem to be the case. There is one easily determinable “cloud” in Moro lasso: the 
cloud of Gesualdo’s original. Sciarrino’s scansion through this cloud leaves as its trace, a kind of sonic 
isomer that fractures and redistributes its polyphonic surfaces. He brings the madrigal “into contact with the 
modern spirit” by subjecting its physiognomy to extraordinary distortion. 42 
 The vocal soloist, an alto, seems in this movement to gravitate predominantly toward the alto line 
of the original, ascending into the soprano lines in three formally significant moments (mm. 16-23, 37-44, 
and 65 to the end). Both mm. 16-23, and mm. 37-44 occur during repeated phrases with the text “…e non 
vuol dar mi aita…” (“and who refuses to help me”). Sciarrino creates phantom lines by tracing a 
descending path through the former and an ascending path through the latter. For the most part the vocal 
line is much less likely than the instruments to leap suddenly from one line to another with the exception of 
mm. 30-1, and measure 38. He smoothes out former by shifting the E-naturals of the two soprano lines 
down an octave to meet the alto line a major third above middle C, leaving only the downward octave leap 
into a cross-relation in measure 38 (“m’ancide” – “[she] kills me”) as the only significant registral leap in 
the vocal line.  
 The instrumental layers traverse the lines more often, but for the most part articulate entire vocal 
phrases in one voice before moving to others (exceptions: cello in mm. 15-7; flute, bass clarinet, and violin 
in mm. 25-7; the viola in mm. 51-2). The piano and percussion parts are populated more sparsely than the 
others, and often act by lifting notes out of context as if, following the metaphor of spatialization implied in 
Sciarrino’s concept of windowed forms, the highlighted pitches were penetrating through the very surface 
of the work’s physical space.  
This occurs most dramatically in two corresponding places in the work: the second beat of m. 14 
(of m. 11 in the score), and the second beat of m. 36 (of m. 26 in the score). Sciarrino electrifies the pitches 
from within their relatively quiet context with a forte attack on the crotales; accented, muted piano tone; !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 “There are artists that change the course of history by risking more (above all the courage to be oneself) and thus 
anticipate the authors of the coming years…[This group of authors] constitutes a family with parental relations and 
tight affinity despite the centuries that separate them. […] These licentious elaborations with their illusory perspectives 
can surprise the listener, and yet they are not made [for the purpose of] surprising [them]; rather they arise from a 
certainty, that older music can be transfigured and live a new life, [by coming] into contact with the modern spirit.” (as 
quoted in Angius, Avvicinare il Silenzio, 182). 
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and in the case of m. 36, a jet whistle on the flute. This rupture occurs, again, just before the line “…che 
m’ancide, e non vuol darmi aita!” (“…who kills me, and refuses to help me!”). However it is just as much 
an exaggeration of what already occurs in the original work, as it is an example of “text painting” on the 
part of Sciarrino. In the original madrigal, the first soprano enters on a markedly unprepared high G-natural 
on beat 2 of m. 14 (measure 11 of LVSV), on the sigh “Ahi!,” a rhetorical gesture which is emphatically 
undergirded by the chromatic strangeness of the cross relation between the alto’s Eb and the bass’ E-
natural. Sciarrino’s corresponding “little bangs” estrange this strangeness even further by amplifying 
Gesualdo’s rhetorical trope. 
In this chapter, I have attempted to show that Sciarrino’s music is not compatible with a certain 
kind of analysis (namely one that assumes a unified structure that can be explained by a single systematic, 
harmonic grammar). The composer himself often speaks of the need for a new kind of analysis that he 
refers to as “anthropological analysis.” His call is for an analysis that doesn’t merely quantitatively 
“segment” or “enumerate,” parts of the work; but for an analysis that integrates its observations about form 
and construction with larger discourses about human perception, and multi-disciplinary artistic expression 
from a trans-historical perspective.43 He reads the present into the past, and refracts the past through the 
present – not for the purpose of maintaining a reactionary or restorative polemics, but because he is playing 
(in the Barthesian sense of the word) in the semiotic field of possibilities that such an a-historicism opens 
up.  
 Thus, what we might call the anti-grammatical in Sciarrino’s work is inseparably linked to the 
intertextual. He eschews compositionally prescriptive systems (be they serial or tonal) because he views 
them as artistically regulative, while at the same time deliberately and with full consciousness invoking 
historical forms and materials with the intention of carrying out an almost Brecht-ian distancing effect upon 
them. This estrangement – this de-familiarization – of both borrowed sources and the instrumental voices 
that deliver them up as micro-dramatic actors, revives not the regulative force of tonality, but the shock of 
creative, individualistic artistic disruption. The rest of this dissertation will attempt to formulate and apply 
such an anthropological analysis for Sciarrino’s music. Fortunately, there are many models available both 
within musical scholarship, and without.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 Martin Kaltenecker and Gerard Pesson, “Entretien avec Salvatore Sciarrino,” Entretemps, no. 9 (1990), 135. 
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 It must also be said immediately what this dissertation is not attempting to do. It is not crucial to 
try to pin down whether Sciarrino is a “structuralist” or “poststructuralist” composer. Seeking to place his 
work wholly in one camp or another would be a fundamental misunderstanding of his compositional 
aesthetic / ethic. Labeling composers or their works in this way is an essentially useless activity that tells us 
little, in the end, about the actual content or creative energy of those works. I will be adopting (and 
adapting) certain analytical strategies and positions from the field of poststructural literary theory to help 
examine Sciarrino’s work (I won’t be the first musical thinker to do so). This is not because Sciarrino is 
well versed in the literary theories of the Tel Quel group, or has even read any of it firsthand. It’s because 
the frame that these writers provide is a useful one for thinking about how Sciarrino’s music signifies.  
Because I choose to be influenced by poststructural theory, I am not attempting to 
stenographically represent the intentions of Salvatore Sciarrino. The analysis presented herein is undertaken 
with full awareness of its own subjectivity. I have tried where meaningful, to faithfully represent the views 
of the composer, but I am conscious of not taking too seriously what Barthes famously called the “myth of 
filiation.”44 Psychoanalytical analysis (of the kind practiced by Barthes, Kristeva, and Harold Bloom to 
name a few) will not feature prominently in the analysis presented here. On the one hand, as a composer 
and music theorist, I don’t view myself as qualified to do so. On the other, I am not convinced it is 
necessary to understand how this music works.45  
Finally, it is constitutive of the type of analysis that I will pursue here, that it is impossible to give 
a full account of “the cosmological fullness” of Sciarrino’s music. Although the task I take up will remain 
frustratingly (hopefully tantalizingly) incomplete, may it make this remarkable music more fully available 
to English-speaking scholars and enthusiasts.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 Roland Barthes, Image-Music-Text, ed. Stephen Heath (London: Fontana Press, 1977), 159; and Allen, Intertexuality, 
69.  
45 Some future doctoral candidate will no doubt find much satisfying work in exploring this aspect of Sciarrino’s music. 
It is most certainly there to be explored – particularly in the theatrical works.  
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Chapter 2: Defining Poststructuralism for Music Analysis 
 
 
We also played the music of the Italian composer Salvatore Sciarrino who was working 
on extended techniques. His music is very, very special; it is not at all structuralist music! 
1 
-- Tristan Murail !
2.1 Preliminary Remarks on Poststructuralism 
Murail’s statement about Sciarrino’s music, offered up incidentally to Ronald Bruce Smith in an 
interview published in the Computer Music Journal in 2000, seems to suggest that it’s no secret Sciarrino 
isn’t a “structuralist” composer. What is more, Murail implicitly posits a connection between the extended 
techniques for which Sciarrino is well known, and his status as a non-structuralist. While unelaborated in 
the rest of the interview, this intuition will prove to be astute as we attempt to wrestle with concepts of 
musical structuralism, poststructuralism, and intertextuality in this chapter. The composer himself, in an 
interview in the Nuova rivista musicale italiana conducted by Leonardo Pinzauti, discusses what he views 
as the primary deficiency of the “serialists and structuralist composers,” saying: 
…I take into account…perceptual laws, and you see, therefore, why my mode of being a 
musician is very different from that of the serialist and structuralist composers; why my 
mode of listening to music is the same for old compositions as well as modern ones: 
perception is the same, while in serialist compositions the reality of perception is 
systematically excluded…2     
 
 Taken out of context, this statement paints serial composers with too broad a brush. Sciarrino 
himself has shown admiration for Anton Webern and Karlheinz Stockhausen, issuing examples from 
Stockhausen’s music in Le figure della musica da Beethoven a oggi, and praising both composers for 
having, in his view a more clear-eyed, functional, and perceptible use for serial processes.3 Moreover the 
idea that one’s “mode of listening” could remain the same for both Mozart and Stockhausen is similarly 
provocative but will, in the course of the third and fourth chapters, make more sense once we can place it in 
context.  
Sciarrino eschews a “schizophrenic” listening, in which one hears Stockhausen differently than 
one hears Mozart. This difference arises, presumably, out of a reactionary notion that, along with the loss of 
tonal centers and functions, Modernist music has lost all connections to the expressive and formal !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Ronald Bruce Smith, “An Interview with Tristan Murail,” Computer Music Journal 24, no. 1 (2000): 11. 
2 Leonardo Pinzauti, "A colloquio con Salvatore Sciarrino," Nuova rivista musicale italiana 11, no. 1 (1977): 54.  
3 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See appendix B, pp. 470-471. 
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strategies of the past, and all connections to human perception in general.4 It may well be that the kind of 
esthesic schizophrenia that Sciarrino here rejects, could be regarded as one of the chief achievements of 
serial music (namely, that of a true cultural / historical reversal). But in this case he is merely pointing out 
that the reversal is incomplete. The so-called “emancipation of dissonance” has in no case been sufficient to 
completely sever Modernist music’s ties with its own past. For Sciarrino, unlike for the Boulez of Shönberg 
est mort, these connections are worth maintaining. Finally, the claim that serial compositions 
“systematically exclude perception” is equally frustrating because it possesses the qualities of being both 
ambiguous and, on the surface, difficult to defend. Sciarrino further clarifies: 
Meanwhile, I need to give an account of a presupposition…the organicity of a language. 
It’s possibility of making “something” happen. If the elements of a piece isolate 
themselves, as in structuralist music, the language is no longer organic and makes 
nothing happen: one will hear a glissando, a cluster of pitches, a held note, without there 
being a relationship between these elements. Certainly, in Stockhausen, whose natural 
instinct does not ignore the necessity for some connections, the connection between 
single elements occurs…in Kontra-punkte and in Gesang he takes into account, perhaps 
at a subconscious level, the logic of certain successions, of precise relationships of 
perception, even if probably, he would be disposed to deny this reality…This is why, 
again, I can listen to these compositions like a Sonata of Mozart; because I do not believe 
in the predilection for reading outside of the reality of the sound: it seems to me like 
saying that a book is effectual beyond [the act] of being read…5!
 
 Following what by now must seem like a pattern, this clarification serves mainly to explode more 
questions. While this passage makes clearer what the composer intends by “perception,” it also opens up a 
rather blatant tension between Sciarrino’s understanding of “structuralism” and what may be taken to be a 
more general account of the term offered by literary critics and, by now, a number of musicologists and 
music theorists.  
 Sciarrino – as he himself says – is “not a scholar.”6 He hasn’t undertaken scholarly research into 
literary and musicological understandings of “structuralism” and “poststructuralism,” as this chapter will 
attempt (provisionally) to do in the realm of music theory / musicology.7 He has nowhere claimed to be a 
“Post-structuralist” composer, as the literary and musicological critics have come to define the term, but 
only to reject “structuralism” as he conceives it. Nonetheless by taking up some of the principles of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Pinzauti, "A colloquio con Salvatore Sciarrino," 53 
5 Ibid., 55.  
6 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See appendix B, p. 457. 
7 I undertake a fuller treatment of the origins of semiotics, and the critical move toward poststructuralism in literary 
theory in the first appendix of this dissertation. For the sake of brevity I will not do so here in the second chapter, 
except briefly here and there as the flow of the argument requires.  
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poststructuralism proper, we can begin to break through that wall that the composer’s work has seemingly 
erected before the analytic gaze. And while it is true on the one hand that it will not be hard to find some 
elements of structuralism in Sciarrino’s compositional idiolect; and on the other, that it is equally possible 
to conduct “poststructural analyses” on music by nearly any composer; those poststructural elements that 
are to be found in his work serve as keys to accessing the more fundamental expressive insights it has to 
offer. 
Even if Sciarrino were to undertake such a scholastic survey, he would find a disarray of positions 
so apparent that hardly any account of either structuralism / poststructuralism begins without making note 
of it. Jonathan Culler’s masterful account of literary structuralism, structuralist Poetics, begins by offering 
up the name of Roland Barthes as the quintessential structuralist literary critic. Barthes certainly was at one 
point associated with structuralist literary theory but, as I highlight in appendix A, went on later to father 
such decidedly un-structuralist notions as the “death of the author,” and the readerly “jouissance” of 
playful, contradiction-ridden, personal readings of texts. The Russian émigré to France Julia Kristeva 
wrote, in 1966, perhaps her most important contribution to literary criticism Semiotiké, which was 
translated into English only in 1980 (and partially) as Desire in Language. Semiotiké was immediately 
influential and helped not only to bring the work of the Russian formalist critic Mikhail Bakhtin to larger 
audiences, but also helped to establish concepts that would be at the root of Post-structuralist ideas of 
structure, signification, intertextuality, psychoanalysis, situated readers, and socio-political critique. 
However the Julia Kristeva of 1989 published “Language, the Unknown: An Initiation into Linguistics.” 
This latter book features a concept of linguistics that is firmly rooted in structuralist principles.8 These 
shifts of thought appear to pose a chronological problem for anyone who wants to insist that Julia Kristeva 
is a poststructuralist, or that Roland Barthes is a structuralist (and vice versa). This problem led Jonathan 
Culler, in his text On Deconstruction, to propose that there was never any real break from structuralism, 
and that Barthes, Kristeva, Derrida, et. al., have been structuralists the entire time.  
For Culler there has ever been only two diametrically opposed kinds of structuralism set in relief 
here by the complaints of his conjectural interlocutors: 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8!Julia Kristeva, Language The Unknown: An Initiation into Linguistics (New York: Columbia University Press, 1989), 
15; 308-10. 
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 Some fault structuralism for its scientific pretentions: its diagrams, taxonomies,  
neologisms, and its general claim to master and account for elusive products of the  
human spirit. Others charge it with irrationalism: a self-indulgent love of paradox and  
bizarre interpretations, a taste for linguistic play, and a narcissistic relation to its own  
rhetoric.9 
 
 Eight years prior to this text, Culler used the tenth chapter of structuralist Poetics to critique what he saw 
as a number of premature dismissals of key structuralist principles by the group of theorists associated with 
the Tel Quel journal (Kristeva, Barthes, Derrida, Foucault, etc.).10 For Culler then, Derrida’s critical 
breakthrough of “deconstruction” seems to stand in, metonymically, for a group of strategies and positions 
commonly associated with the poststructuralism he worked so diligently (and convincingly) not to reify.   
At least one music theorist-critic, Jonathan D. Kramer, seems to have entirely conflated the 
concept of poststructuralism with Postmodernism. In an article included in Elizabeth West Marvin’s and 
Richard Hermann’s colorful Concert Music, Rock, and Jazz Since 1945:Essays and Analytical Studies, 
Kramer offers his own version of the critique of music analysis’ misguided fixation upon essentialist 
organic unity, endemic to Modernism, as he argues11, but as Alan Street and his theoretical progeny Adam 
Krims argue, to structuralism.12 However it is far from clear that the two terms should be so easily 
substituted for one another. Kristeva’s conceptions of the new deconstructive “Menippean” text are mostly 
(as she has it) applicable to Modernist literature.13 This is also the case for Roland Barthes, who follows her 
by according to Modern literature the qualities of textuality that form the basis of his essay “Theory of the 
Text.”14 In practice however, both writers apply the critical techniques of poststructuralism to any and all 
texts regardless of the time period in which they were written. 
In view of all this, one can claim then, and not without justification, that such a dizzying jumble of 
positions is itself an articulation of a Post-structuralist rejection of “centered epistemologies.” However, it’s 
more useful instead to regard this disarray as the quintessential expression of discourse – conventionally !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Jonathan D. Culler, On Deconstruction: Theory and Criticism after Structuralism (Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1982), 21. 
10 Jonathan D. Culler, Structural Poetics: Structuralism, Linguistics, and the Study of Literature (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1975), 241-254. 
11 Jonathan D. Kramer, “Beyond Unity: Toward an Understanding of Musical Postmodernism,” in Concert Music, 
Rock, and Jazz Since 1945: Essays and Analytical Studies, ed. Elisabeth West Marvin and Richard Herman (Rochester, 
NY: University of Rochester Press, 1995), 11-33. 
12 Alan Street, "Superior Myths, Dogmatic Allegories: The Resistance to Musical Unity," Music Analysis 8, no. 1/2 
(1989): 80-90. See also Adam Krims, “Some Structuralist and Post-Structuralist Models for Music Theory.” (doctoral 
thesis, Harvard University, 1997), 3.2 (80).  
13 Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1980), 85. 
14 Roland Barthes, “Theory of the Text,” in Untying the Text: A Poststructuralist Reader. Edited by Robert Young 
(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981), 41. 
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understood as a “conversation” amongst different subjects in relation to some field or object. Having 
expended a great deal of effort trying to establish precise descriptions of what a “structuralist” or a 
“poststructuralist” thinks or does, several things have become apparent. 
Firstly, no single person or work can be fully contained by either term. It is futile to call a 
composer or critic a “poststructuralist” or a piece of music “structuralist” in its entirety. These terms are 
instead “radial categories,” markers outlining positions in the discourse in a way that enables an orienting 
differentiation to be made.15 Secondly, structuralism and poststructuralism are both sets of positions one 
can hold vis-à-vis musical works (often partially, in states of mutual tension); and sets of compositional, 
listening, and analytical methodologies that one can bring to those works. We can carry out a poststructural 
analysis by holding that the analytic task is not to demonstrate value through the hypostatization of organic 
unities that are somehow immanent to the work. Or we can “read” Beethoven’s 9th Symphony – as did 
Susan McClary, infamously – as a feminist “situated reader” (reading masculine aggression into the work). 
Thirdly, our definitions of structuralism and poststructuralism have both a synchronic, and a diachronic 
relation to one another. They are not only lists of characteristics, tools, and approaches, as they exist at a 
specific point in time (the present); but they are also temporally and developmentally linked to one another. 
structuralism precedes poststructuralism; structuralism becomes poststructuralism; structuralism contains 
poststructuralism (Culler’s view); and structuralism is contained and critiqued by poststructuralism (my 
own view).  
In addition to granting artists and critics the authenticity and complexity of their own positions, in 
light of these considerations there are a couple of other tendencies to be avoided. We will not say that 
structuralism denies the possibility of multiple meanings (as was already admitted in the first chapter of this 
dissertation), nor that poststructuralism denies the usefulness of syntactic structuring. Authors do have 
intentions, and they do – including Salvatore Sciarrino – structure their music using methods of  “pre-
compositional planning.” Some composers (not including Sciarrino) use scalar or harmonic sets and 
progressions to organize their music in a grammatical way. So it would be irrational to act as if no !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 The concept of radial categories was first proposed by UC Berkeley cognitive linguist George Lakoff in his 1987 
text Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Reveal About the Mind. It represents categories that cannot 
be easily demonstrated by constructing lists of characteristics. Or rather, families of examples of a category that do not 
share all characteristics but only “family resemblances.” This is a vitally useful cognitive tool for any discourse, none 
more so than the present one.  See George Lakoff, Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Reveal 
About the Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 70; 82-3; 91-114..  
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composer intended to write works in common forms, structures, or in commonly held musical languages, 
given the extent and quality of biographical and poietic documentation we have of most composers from 
the 16th century up to the present. That’s not what poststructural analysis attempts to dismiss in any case. 
As Carlo Carratelli says immediately, it has much more to say about signification for the listener (or 
analyst) than about the composer.16  
What is implicit is that poststructural analysis acknowledges the reality of possible divergences 
between the intentions of the composer (author) and the active interpretations of the listener (reader). Culler 
makes the corollary observation regarding the emphasis on the reader of literary texts. We should also not 
insist upon the banishment of any and all traces of structuralist conceptuality from Post-structuralist 
discourse (or from our analyses of Sciarrino’s music). In order to make any claims about music at all, it is 
necessary to recognize musical identities / categories, and to propose and discuss relationships amongst 
them. Again, poststructuralism doesn’t deny that there are structures, just that those structures are 
properties of the work, rather than properties that our analytical language – and the particularity of our 
intertext – confer upon the work. Also to be rejected is the view that meaning, both within works and 
within culture, can be fixed for all time. poststructural reading does not find the structure, but rather a 
structure that is supported by the text. The nature of that structure is made apparent not in some final 
diagram or harmonic reduction, but in the discourse that develops around the work.   
Appendix A offers a more thorough presentation of the ideas that ground this study, but for the 
sake of orientation, the following tables offers a bird’s eye view of the subject. The information contained 
therein is derived from a review of the literature that is by no means exhaustive, but can at least be taken to 
be indicative. The first table describes differences of view concerning signification (i.e., the relationship 
between the signifiers, signifieds, and interpretants of classical semiotics). The second table, borrowing the 
language of Jean-Jacques Nattiez’s “tripartition semiotique,” juxtaposes views about the role of authors / 
composers with respect to their works (Nattiez calls this the poietic level, from the Greek word poiesis, i.e., 
“to make”).17 The third compares structuralist and Post-structuralist views on the role of the reader / listener 
toward the text to which they attend (the “esthesic”). The third table examines differences of view on what !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Carratelli, "L'integrazione Dell'estesico Nel Poietico nella Post-strutturalista: Una "composizione Dell'ascolto," 1-2. 
17 Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Music and Discourse: Towards a Semiology of Music, trans. Carolyn Abbate (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1990), 10-14. 
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Nattiez called, the “trace,” or “niveau neutre” (the “neutral level”), which regards one’s understanding of 
the work “as it is in itself.” This is a specious category indeed, but it can most usefully be understood as a 
combination of the syntactic “structure” of the work, expressed both by its notation, and the various 
theoretical and musicological constructs that are taken to explain its material working-out. Finally, the fifth 
table juxtaposes differences of view with respect to the act of analysis, its meaning, and what we think it is 
able to achieve. 
In order for the table to be truly useful – if the reader has little or no familiarity with the literature 
on semiotics in literary theory, or the debates over structuralism and poststructuralism that took place in the 
1960s and 1970s (and migrated into musicology in the 1980’s due to the work of several theorists and 
musicologists, as we will soon see) – Appendix A offers a useful background. Elsewise, quick and 
relatively painless introductions to the topics of structuralism, poststructuralism, and Semiotics can be 
found in the bibliography. It is vital to have some familiarity with poststructural theories in literary 
criticism and music analysis to understand the path toward, and the character of my analyses of Sciarrino’s 
music in the fourth chapter, but it will not be necessary for the most part, in order to understand the 
analyses.18 For my part, the analyses in the fourth chapter would have been impossible without first wading 
through these murky waters.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Access to an internet search engine should be sufficient to sort out some of the jargon that comes with the territory. 
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Theories of signification: 
 
 
structuralism 
 
 
poststructuralism 
 
• General Course in Linguistics (Saussure) 
• Semiotics of Charles S. Peirce 
• Langue / Parole 
• Language = coherent, ordered system 
 
• Signifier / signified relation must be stable for 
structure to exist 
• The relation between signifier and signified is 
governed by “Transcendental Signifieds”  
• Meanings are differential, but stable / fixed 
 
 
• Signification is intratextual 
• Meanings can be plural 
• Generative grammar / processes 
 
 
• Theory of the Text (Barthes) 
• Deconstruction (Derrida) 
• Text is not the parole of some langue 
• Emphasis on uncertainty / indeterminacy / 
incommunicability / ambiguity 
• Desire / Pleasure / Freedom / Play 
 
• Rejects the notion of stabilized meanings 
 
• Différance – meaning is unstable / infinitely deferred  
 
• Not signification, signifiance  
• Signification is intertextual 
• Meaning is polysemic 
 
 
 
Table 4 
 
Poietic characteristics: 
 
 
structuralism 
 
 
poststructuralism 
 
 
• Notion of author as subject and “origin” 
 
• Reproduction of existing meanings / knowledges 
• Systems / genotext 
• Transcend / erase history (and precursor) 
 
 
• Intertext as influence (“anxiety of influence”) 
 
• “Epic” writing 
 
 
• Death of the author / opposition to the “myth of 
filiation” 
• Problematizes existing meanings / knowledges 
• Anti-system / phenotext 
• Re-write / misprize history (and precursor) 
• Rejects boundaries between procedures of past and 
present 
• Intertext has elements of influence, sub 
consciousness, and source  
•  “Carnivalesque” writing 
 
 
Table 5 
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Esthesic characteristics: 
 
 
structuralism 
 
 
poststructuralism 
 
 
• Meta-object (method) over subject (reader/listener) 
• Meaning is not ours to control 
• Linguistic / literary competence = conventions that 
verify correct meanings / interpretations 
• Intertext establishes conventions 
 
• Objectivity not subjectivity 
 
 
• Reading results in a transferal of information from 
(productive) author to (passive) reader 
 
• Meanings / structures are placed inside of works by 
composers 
• Much more to say about the relation between work 
and composer 
• Esthesic and poietic should correspond 
 
 
• Subject (reader/listener) over meta-object (method) 
• “Jouissance” / Play 
• Linguistic / literary competence = fluency with a 
language, but not necessarily regulative 
• Intertext is unique to each reader, and affects 
meanings, but cannot control them 
• (Inter)-subjectivity not objectivity 
• Situated readers (Race / Feminist / Queer / Post-
colonial critique) 
• Reading produces a “new epistemological object” – 
not a direct communication of author’s intention / 
message to a passive-receptive reader. 
• Meanings / structures are located more so in listeners 
rather than works or composers. 
• Much more to say about the relation between work 
and listener  
• Esthesic and poietic don’t necessarily correspond 
 
 
Table 6 
 
 
Trace / Niveau neutre (text/structure) characteristics: 
 
 
structuralism 
 
 
poststructuralism 
 
 
• Text has A structure 
• Immanent to the work 
• Organic wholeness, unity and continuity 
 
• Structures are autonomous, not dependent upon 
intertext  
• Nothing possible outside of the system / model 
 
• Psychological / acoustic features irrelevant 
• Structures are (primarily) tokens of types 
• Can be theoretically formalized 
• “Empty meanings / forms” to which many possible 
meanings are attributable 
 
• Texts are secure, stable, reified, finite “products” 
 
• Structures are “deep” beneath the “surface.” 
 
• Structures are the result of generative / distributive 
symbolic systems (grammars) 
• Synchronic, not diachronic 
 
 
• Surface is not “structure” 
  
 
 
• Text may have many structures (or none at all) 
• Intertextual (“contained in language”) 
• Fragmented, disunity (polyphony), discontinuity, 
double-voiced discourse 
• Structures are not autonomous, dependent upon 
intertext 
• Recognizes what the text holds that is outside of the 
system / model 
• Psychological / acoustic features are determinant 
• Structures are (primarily) departures from types 
• Resist theoretical formulizations 
• Structures are not forms (i.e., “containers” for 
content), they are content, left behind by process 
(production) 
• Texts are not “products,” but always in a “state of 
production” 
• Rejects the idea of “deep structures” that 
organize/originate the surface 
• Texts “redistribute the order of symbolic systems” 
 
• The synchronic “moment” of the work is conditioned 
by the diachronic (con)textual “moments” that 
surround it 
• No difference between “deep structure” and “surface” 
• PS does not deny that there are syntactic structures, or 
that grammar / syntax exists. 
 
Table 7 
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Analytical practices: 
 
 
structuralism 
 
 
poststructuralism 
 
 
 
 
• Meta-language (a language that speaks from outside 
of the structure) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Creates organicism / unity                             
• Analysis affirms existing meanings / knowledges / 
models / canons 
• Formalism (patterns over content) 
• Dismissal of semantics / content 
• Synchronic over diachronic 
• Syntagmatic / paradigmatic analysis 
• Scientific / mathematical [empirical] models 
• Aristotelian logic / law of non-contradiction 
 
 
• Analysis (“breaking apart”) 
• Analysis finds universal structures 
 
• Establishes relation between text and “the [hidden / 
subtextual] system / grammar out of which it is 
presumed to have been produced” 
• Steady relation between Author – Work – Listener – 
Analyst 
• Objectivity 
• Differences are superficial 
• Distributional / taxonomic analysis (Ruwet, et. al.) 
• “Reduces out” surface structure / figuration to derive 
deep structure 
• Everything governed by rules 
 
• Music theory as monologism 
• Analysis of neutral level 
• Analysis asserts truths / conclusions / closure 
 
 
 
• Mutual verification model of music theory 
• Disjunctions, conflicts, ambiguities are resolved in the 
context of a single perspective (the structural center) 
 
 
• No “general semiology” – no unified, authoritative 
form of analysis 
• There is no “outside of the text” 
• Analysis “constructs its own object” (Theory as 
productivity) 
• Obliterates difference between “objective discourse” 
and “creative discourse” 
• Critique / analysis of a Text is itself a “Text” – it is 
epistemologically isomorphic in some way 
 
• Examines discontinuities / disunities 
• Texts analyze analyses 
 
• Anti-formalism 
• Analysis = syntactics !" semantics 
• Synchronic through diachronic 
 
• Rhetorical engagement 
• Does not reject the tools of the “canonical sciences” 
altogether. Insists that we can use them “partially, 
freely, and relatively” 
• Synthesis (“placing with”) 
• Does not seek to reduce the text to a common / 
universal structures 
• Concentrates upon the play of signification in tension 
with any systems / grammars 
 
• Analyst / theorist is also “in process” – changes / 
differences in our intellectual selves have an effect on 
our analyses. 
• Differences are determinate 
• Semeanalysis (Kristeva) 
• At minimum, sees surfaces as structural too 
 
• Proposes the presence of a “phenotext” that disrupts 
rules, laws, systems 
• Music theory as dialogism 
• Analysis of the work as Text (Barthes) 
• Analysis does not represent the Text itself, but 
readings of it 
• Rejects closure / does not offer “conclusions” 
• Dialectic19 of tension 
 
• Disjunctions, conflicts, and ambiguities become the 
critical focus of the analysis. They are not resolved. 
 
 
 
Table 8 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 Dialectic, not in the Hegelian sense of a thesis + antithesis subsumed into a synthesis, but in the sense of a constant 
state of tension / ambiguity between two or more radial categories. 
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2.2 Structuralism and Poststructuralism in Music Analysis: Kerman, Street, and 
Kramer 
 
 In the 1980 Winter issue of Critical Inquiry, the musicologist and theorist Joseph Kerman 
published an article called “How We Got into Analysis, and How to Get Out.” The article is now 
considered to be a founding document of “the New Musicology.” Kerman begins by advocating for a new 
music “criticism” to replace what was then commonly known as music analysis. He was referring not to the 
profession of journalistic criticism, but to the practice of “extended, detailed, and complex mulling over” 
found in artistic and literary criticism.20  He quickly identifies what will be probably the most impactful of 
his criticisms of music theory: 
  Analysis sets out to discern and demonstrate the functional coherence of individual  
works of art, their ‘organic unity,’ as is often said, and that is one of the things – one of 
the main things – that people outside of music mean by criticism.21 
 
 Kerman wanted to show that the demonstration of organicism has typically been used as a means 
of affirming works as masterpieces, and that the practice had commonly been tied to nationalist ideology. 
He makes an extended example out of Heinrich Schenker, the creator of what is probably the most well 
known organicist theory. The basically forthright analytical agenda of Schenker, Kerman claimed, was to 
demonstrate the superiority of the “great German tradition.”22 The music criticism of the past did not make 
a pretense of objectivity, as does much of that of the present. Nonetheless, analysis today serves much the 
same canonizing purpose: 
  From the standpoint of the ruling ideology, analysis exists for the purpose of  
demonstrating organicism, and organicism exists for the purpose of validating a certain 
body of works.23 
 
Schenker and Donald Tovey stand as examples of an essentially 19th– century practice of musical 
criticism / analysis. The polemical aspect of their analytical practices, Kerman claimed, equated to a 
defense against the encroaching movement of Modernism in their time. This meant an emphasis on 
harmony, and particularly theories that purported to show the unity, genius, and coherence – the organicism 
– of tonality. Posing as theories to understand, they were in effect, theories to define, to defend, and to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 Joseph Kerman, “How We Got into Analysis, and How to Get Out,” Critical Inquiry 7, no. 2 (1980): 311. 
21 Ibid., 312. 
22 Ibid., 315. 
23 Ibid., 315. 
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close off the canon. This 19th–century foundation is important because it left behind predispositions toward 
unity, hierarchic structuring, and canonicity that were taken up without scrutiny by later generations of 
theorists, regardless of their positions on Tonality.  
Arnold Schönerg himself, Kerman proposes, was aware that the quality of organicism had become 
so central to the notion of artistic value inscribed into analytical practice, that he could position himself as 
the heir to the German line by demonstrating the organicity of his own work, despite its atonality.24 With 
striking originality, Kerman argues that Shönberg’s move from pre-serialist attempts to unify via a Brahms-
ian emphasis on motivic, rhythmic, and textural organization, to the twelve-tone method, presages the 
integral serialist attempts at “total organization” of post World War II Europe. In an attempt to distance 
themselves from superficial Romanticisms and the received tradition, integral serialists ended by offering 
up the apex of Romanticist organicism as the motivating force of their structures.  
The same ideology of analysis that originally attempted to hold Modernism at bay at the beginning 
of the 20th– century, eventually became the (necessary) mechanism for its validation in the mid 20th– 
century, culminating in the set theory of Milton Babbitt and Allen Forte in the United States. Indeed, as 
Nicholas Cook has suggested, Walter Everett’s attempts to perform Schenkerian analysis on the music of 
the Beatles stem from this very impulse of analysis as defense and legitimation on organicist grounds.25 
What unites all of these analyses, from Schenker to Everett, is that the object of analysis is chosen for 
polemical reasons. There is nothing constitutively wrong with analysis-as-legitimation, but it is not possible 
to position such analysis as scientific, or objective. And given analysis’ purported power to hypostatize 
canonic masterpieces, what one does not analyze speaks just as loudly about the ideological commitments 
of analysis as what and how one does. And what analysis cannot make sense of becomes non-sense. 
Kerman embodies his critique of analysis, and call for a new criticism by considering a trio of 
Schenkerian analyses of Schumann’s “Aus meinen Thränen spriessen” from the Dichterliebe song cycle, 
and offering his own insights as an example of a music criticism that could serve as an alternative to 
analysis. The three Schenkerians – Schenker himself, Allen Forte, and Arthur Komar – offer results that 
exemplify the limits and problems with the system. Kerman’s primary complaint is that, in the rush to !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Ibid., 318. 
25 Nicholas Cook, “Music Theory and the Postmodern Music,” in Concert Music, Rock, and Jazz Since 1945: Essays 
and Analytical Studies, ed. Elisabeth West Marvin and Richard Herman (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 
1995), 432-3. 
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demonstrate tonality (to reduce the work to ursatz and urlinie), and to show the harmonic-motivic 
organicity of the work, the three analysts reduce out the most pertinent musical gestures that relate to what 
Schumann was attempting to express. Schenkerian analysis, like other formalist theories, treats surface 
structures as superficial (i.e., as insignificant), and posits that what really matters, is the deep structure that 
generates and motivates the surface.  
Kerman points out several aspects of the movement that are simply reduced-out, and immediately 
so, by the Schenkerian graphs: Firstly, the paired cadences that close each line of the text (and their 
fermatas) – probably the most striking feature of the song – are read as effects of prolongation and reduced-
out already in the middleground graph. The last repeated cadence is trivialized because, as Kerman points 
out, both the middleground and background graphs end the song a bar early. The repetitions don’t offer any 
new harmonic information, therefore they offer no structurally pertinent information at all to the analyst. 
Secondly, Kerman points to the climax of the song on the words “Und vor deinem Fenster soll klingen,” 
which is marked by a number of expressively potent, if somewhat typical, text-painting tropes: increased 
chromaticism, thickened texture, dynamic crescendo, and intensified rhythm – all suggestive of heightening 
passion, and at the very least clearly to be read as expressive and evocative of the text. Schenker’s graph 
ignores it, Forte includes it up to the level of the middleground, calls it “striking,” and sees it as an 
“additional means of unification;” and along with Komar, views the dissonant G-natural of mm. 12-13 as 
nothing more than a harmonic conundrum to be solved in a way that satisfies the model.26 
Kerman’s solution is to focus on the “striking” surface features of the text in an effort to draw out 
some observations about how the music of the work “means.” Although he takes inspiration from literary 
criticism, he doesn’t actually use any of the language associated with poststructural theory. In fact, his 
reading is more akin to the close-readings of William Empson than to the freewheeling (mis)-readings of 
Roland Barthes, or the psychoanalytically-charged readings of Julia Kristeva.  
In one example, Kerman focuses in on the very first sounds of the song, the opening dyad (A/C#). 
Although Schenkerian analysis merely pins the C# up as the head of the first (interrupted) “Terzzug,” it 
might make more sense to look at it with respect to the famous unresolved (C#7) ending of the first song of 
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26 Kerman, “How We Got into Analysis, and How to Get Out,” 323-6. 
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the cycle “Im wundershönen Monat Mai,” which immediately precedes it.27 The opening dyad then, does 
not directly confirm the key of A major, but seems to drift in the air, perhaps part of the f#-minor of the 
opening song (perhaps even suggesting a continuity, a link). This ambiguity that would be quite salient in 
the experience of listening to the song, especially as part of the cycle, is in no way reflected in the 
reductions that Schenker, Forte, and Komar create for the work.  
But then he does something very strange, he takes this musical double-identity of the opening 
dyad, and uses it as license to read the texts of both poems on top of one another (as if the images in the 
lines of the first poem could bleed onto those of the second), so that the “Knospen” (flower buds) of the 
first song bloom in the second, and the “Vögel” (birds) singing in the first song are revealed to be the 
“Nachtigallenchor” (Nightingale chorus) of the second. The reading Kerman proposes here is plausible, but 
by no means does he attempt, through typical historical-musicological strategies, to show that it is 
necessary. Schenkerian analysis, he avers, would in no way be interested in (or suited for) such discoveries. 
Kerman concludes with what very may well be his true complaint with organicist, formalist, music theory: 
“An artistic genre has a life of its own in history; criticism cannot proceed as though history did not 
exist.”28  
 Is Kerman’s close-reading “poststructural?” In the sense that it flows from a criticism of criticism 
(“an interpretation of interpretation”), it directly echoes the call found in the epigram of Jacque Derrida’s 
influential “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences.” In the sense that his 
interpretations are clearly hermeneutic – conditioned by history (anterior and synchronic texts), and in that 
invites the author into his text ultimately only as a “guest” – as Roland Barthes would say – he replaces 
objective scientific consistency with a textual “play.”29 In a manner of speaking, he demonstrates how 
Schumann’s lied resists certain kinds of structuring. He locates several different ways that the song 
signifies, and thus his readings possess a sense of plurality. But whether that amounts to polysemy is less 
clear. His criticism does not involve conducting a multi-level harmonic analysis of the work, or an attempt 
to show some kind of grammatical structuring that is separate from its semantic-narrative signification. Its 
“structure” is felt in experience, rather than posited as an immanent and essentially timeless property !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 Ibid., 327. 
28 Ibid., 329. 
29 Roland Barthes, “The Theory of the Text,” in Untying the Text: A Poststructuralist Reader, ed. Robert Young 
(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981), 37; 43. 
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independent of the listener. Music critics and analysts exist in the same flux of discourse as their literary 
counterparts, with regard to their supposed status as structuralist or poststructuralist. All things considered, 
it is clear that Kerman’s criticism is anti-formalist, thus at least in part non-structuralist. And even though 
his agenda is not precisely that of Derrida, Barthes, or Kristeva, it is closer to their kinds of insight, than to 
something like those of Claude Lévi-Strauss, Zellig Harris, Noam Chomsky, or Barthes structuraliste.  
Alan Street, on the other hand, in his 1989 article “Superior Myths, Dogmatic Allegories: The 
Resistance to Musical Unity," drinks deeply of the critical idiolects of Derrida, Paul DeMan, and 
Christopher Norris.30 A significant portion of the essay is dedicated to an attempt to root the music 
theoretical / compositional insistence on unity in the continental philosophical tradition. He does so, as did 
Derrida for the sign, in Of Grammatology, by means of a kind of Geistesgeschichte from Plato and 
Aristotle to the structuralists via Hume, Schopenhauer, Hegel, Nietzsche, and others.31 
Like that of Kerman, Street’s article takes aim at the ideology of organicist unity incarnated in 
formalist analysis. Unlike Kerman, Street identifies the organicist position by name: structuralism. He 
creates an initial definition of what unity means, using a series of quotations drawn from Anton Webern’s 
The Path to New Music, a publication that grew from a series of lectures the composer gave in 1932. For 
Webern, as for Sciarrino (c.f. the quote at the beginning of this chapter on p. 44), unity is expressed in the 
relatedness between component parts. Where Sciarrino says that organicism makes it possible “to make 
something happen,” Webern said that unity makes it possible to show “how one thing leads to another.” 
Regardless, Webern was speaking as a serialist composer in 1932. The ideology of unity, Street says, could 
not think so highly of his free-atonal works, which it was bound to see as inferior, as “indices of analytical 
limitation.”32  
Unity mainly springs from a sense of form as “container,” and comprehends individual musical 
events as being varied or disguised expressions of the same substance. Street’s concept of unity includes 
notions central to formalist music theory models, such as the discovery of a musical vocabulary and of the 
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30 Indeed his writing style can be frustrating, and highly reminiscent of the kinds of propositional jargon of Kristeva 
and Derrida.  
31 And just as Derrida had, in his rejection of the epistémè, ironically conducted a search for origins (Street 1989, 83) 
32 Alan Street, "Superior Myths, Dogmatic Allegories: The Resistance to Musical Unity," Music Analysis 8, no. 1/2 
(1989): 95. 
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“functions” necessary for the implementation of grammatical rules.33 Like Kerman, Street points out that 
whatever syntactic structures (“surfaces”) in the music that do not contribute to this sense of unity – all that 
cannot be subsumed into the theoretical system: its disjunctions, conflicts, diversities, and ambiguities – 
must be resolved in “accordance with a single overall perspective.”34 That which, according to the model is 
“irrational” – Kristeva’s genotext, Derrida’s aporia – disappears in reduction, or is ignored, or met with 
supplementary theoretical patchwork contrived to maintain the integrity of the model. 
Throughout the text, Street compares two opposing models of analysis, one that is synonymous 
with structuralism, and the other that – while he doesn’t explicitly use the word “poststructuralism” – is 
predicated on the literary criticism of the deconstructionist critics Paul de Man, and Christopher Norris. 
structuralist analysis, which he also calls variously “Formalism,” and “Symbolism,” dominates traditional 
music analysis up to the present; and the latter, which he calls “allegorical” analysis – after de Man – is the 
non-organicist alternative he wishes to propose. His exposition (and critique) of structuralist theory and 
proposal of allegorical reading as alternative, unlike with Kerman’s criticism, is not accompanied by an 
example of an allegorical reading of his own, but by a close critical deconstruction of Jonathan Dunsby’s 
theory of the multi-piece, and analyses of two of Webern’s works (Four pieces for violin and piano op. 7, 
by Arnold Whittal; and the Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6, by James Baker). Rather than going into the 
details of his criticisms of these analyses, it suffices to briefly discuss the two analytical models.        
Structuralism (i.e., formalist, “Symbolic” reading) treats the act of analysis as a synchronic, rather 
than a diachronic activity. It both excludes the consideration of historical events, facts, and relationships as 
relevant to the analysis, and it removes the temporality of experience as relevant to the “structural” 
production of meaning in the work). Another way of saying this is that structuralist / formalist analysis 
treats structures as spatially arranged relationships (relations between musical events that are inches, 
measures, or pages apart on a musical score, or representable as stable, mapable schema) rather than 
evolutionary movements experienced in time, by a listener in the act of listening.35 Analysis becomes a 
process of “close reading” (he does not meet Kerman on this point) that, as was said already, freezes the 
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33 Ibid., 84-5. 
34 Here he is summing up the position of Theodor Adorno, no less (Ibid.,, 80). 
35 Ibid., 87, 89, 105. 
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time of the work for the sake of “objective reference” and “aesthetic autonomy.”36 Musical structuralism is 
guilty of deploying rational argument without acknowledging that, the real ground of its own rationality is 
itself a desire for coherence, or as Street says, for a “naturalizing language.”37 It’s not aware of this fact 
though, because it believes itself to be treating the work and its structure as pure objectivity, rather than as 
experienced by a subject, as does allegorical reading. structuralism writes the analyst out of the analysis.38 
It defines pieces of music as “reified, finite entities;” “notionally fixed structures” identical to their 
representation in musical notation.39 And lastly, it insists on closure (an end to the play of signification, 
following Derrida again), an end to the analysis, a cessation of words, an answer.40 
Street associates structuralist / Formalist reading and analysis with “Symbolic understanding.” The 
use of the word “symbolic” in this context does not mean “metaphorical,” or “metonymic” since it could 
hardly be imagined that an allegorical reading would bar such relations. It works much better to understand 
Street’s version of “Symbolic” readings in the light of Julia Kristeva’s use of Jacques Lacan’s concept of 
“The Symbolic.” The Symbolic, according to Lacan-Kristeva, was the stage / realm of human development 
at which language acquisition occurs41. Kristeva imagined two “forces” in the text, the phenotext and the 
genotext. The phenotext signified the force of language / communication, with its syntactically expressed 
rationality, whereas the genotext represented the force of the “pre-thetic,” pre-linguistic and irrational / 
subconscious drives. It is this sense of Symbolic – the sign as an articulation of linguistic codes – that we 
should understand Street’s designation of structuralist / Formalist analysis as a “Symbolic understanding.”  
The allegorical reader does not depend on organicist metaphors. Instead of the “possibility of 
Symbolic coalescence” – i.e., of a unity forced onto the work via theoretical language – allegorical reading 
offers a “pure, intuitive merging of subject and object.” This is not an attempt to replace one kind of unity 
with another through attainment of a “final ‘hypostatic union between thought, language, and reality’,” but 
an understanding of music as a “temporal process” involving a “constant anticipatory awareness of what is 
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36 Ibid., 89 
37 Ibid., 88. Here he echoes Derrida’s criticism of Lévi-Strauss in “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the 
Sciences.” (Jacques Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” in Writing and 
Difference, trans. Alan Bass (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978), 352.)  
38 Street, "Superior Myths, Dogmatic Allegories,” 82. 
39 Ibid., 89. 
40 Ibid., 103. 
41 Graham Allen, Intertextuality, 49. See also Julia Kristeva and Kelly Oliver, The Portable Kristeva, updated ed. (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 2002), 88-91. 
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lacking in the present.”42 This awareness can only happen in time, and can only be experienced. Structure is 
not articulated as a series of formal spaces (boxes containing like or unlike material), but as an 
accumulation of present moments, reflected on and compared with prior moments stored in memory. Form, 
says Paul de Man of the material unfolding of a work, is “never anything but a process on its way to 
completion.”43 
Allegorical reading “advances its own semantic discontinuity” to bring an end to the presumption 
that “historical events” arise teleologically from history as if they resulted from purely physical processes 
(“natural laws”) from a mythic past44. Street is referring to music compositions and the structural choices of 
their creators as historical “events” conditioned by “natural laws” not unlike Schenker’s vision of the tonic 
harmony as the “chord of nature,” for example. The image of “naturalism” that is being presented here is 
Romantic and can have little to do on the surface with the scientistic nature of some types of formalist 
music analysis. However, shedding references to a “mythical past,” an historically positioned notion of 
structures rooted in deep – and to a certain extent “natural” – laws, is a basic assumption of Chomsky’s 
generative grammar (with its innateist competency), and thus by extension, Fred Lerdahl and Ray 
Jackendoff’s generative theory of tonal music.45  
Allegorical reading acknowledges the “material resistance of the artwork,” which is problematic 
for the preconceptions of formalist analysis. Ambiguities, which we recognize as syntactic formations 
whose statuses are not decidable within the context of the theoretical model (and its syntactic language), 
rather than being resolved, serve as signals. Formalist analysis, Street says, has a “containing drive” that 
not only smoothes over such aporias, but also reifies its structures at the expense of the true plurality of the 
text’s many modes of signification. Allegorical readings do not then attempt to fully explicate all possible 
forms of meaning – to offer a “total analysis” in response to the narrowly defined, one-dimensional !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Ibid., 102. Emphasis in the original.  
43 Ibid., 109. 
44 Alan Street, “Superior Myths, Dogmatic Allegories,” 103. 
45 Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s theory is not really that much less ideological than Schenker’s. Lerdahl has been careful to 
add that it is possible to conceive of a generative theory for non-functional or non-tonal music (be it atonal music, non-
Western music, electronic music, etc.), He published an article in the 1997 Fall issue of Current Musicology entitled 
“Spatial and Psychoacoustic Factors in Atonal Prolongation,” in which he makes an attempt to establish a model for 
atonal prolongation (a step that would be crucial to the formulation of a “Generative Theory for Atonal Music”), 
however the model is predicated on finding a way to project tonal relational concepts onto non-tonal musical events 
analogically. Although Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s model is perfectly capable of encompassing polyrhythm, it is hard to 
imagine the GTTM being competent to explain phenomena such as polytonality or multi-stylism. It remains an 
organicist theory of unified form. 
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analyses of formalism – since that would only reinforce the idea that such comprehensive forms of closure 
are possible. So it is paradoxically the case that a mode of reading / analysis that refuses the conveniences 
of formalist structures – and the types of positivist closure that they make possible – that provide the 
possibility of continual engagement with musical works, rather than “ending the discourse” that surrounds 
them. It is the naming, identifying, and fixing, power of monological discourse that makes it impossible to 
talk about what a work of art does in perpetuity. 
Jonathan Kramer’s essay “Beyond Unity: Toward an Understanding of Musical Postmodernism,” 
published in 1995, takes a markedly different approach from those of Kerman and Street. The essay is not 
as dependent upon the criticism of past forms of structuralist analysis as Kramer; and unlike Street, 
Kramer’s account of the “unity problem” is not as deeply or directly rooted in philosophical accounts of 
epistemology, or in deconstructionist rhetoric. Kramer develops his critique from a compositional, rather 
than critical perspective. Nevertheless with regard to music analysis, for Kramer just as for Kerman, the 
purpose of analysis is to explain “how a piece is heard, how it works, and what it means,” rather than 
finding unity in the form of structural consistencies.46   
Kramer situates the problem of musical unity in the unconscious acceptance of an expectation, 
established at the beginning of the 19th century, that “good” pieces are “coherent, consistent, and 
parsimonious in their choice of material.”  In defining unity, he quotes the same passage from Anton 
Webern’s Path to New Music that Street issued at the beginning of his essay, emphasizing the drive to 
“utmost relatedness between all component parts.”47 Postmodern music, Kramer says, uniquely offers 
serious challenges to the ideology of unity. Kerman and Street, on the contrary, find in all music – 
regardless of the time of its composition – serious resistance to the “containing drive” of formalist analysis. 
The two positions need not be considered mutually exclusive. One is reminded of Kristeva’s and Barthes’s 
insistence that only the modern text was truly “scriptable” (in Barthes’ lingo), which is to say, truly 
dialogical, open, polysemic, and productively available to the reader. In practice however, the two critics 
leveraged their theories of textuality equally upon writing from antiquity to the present.  
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46 Kramer 1995, “Beyond Unity,” 18. Of course, Street would have a problem with both the idea of passively accepting 
the notion of “textual unity” and with the idea that analysis exists to explain “how it’s heard, how it works, and what it 
means” – a statement that sounds far too falsely objective and prescriptive.  
47 Ibid., 11. 
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Kramer, too, identifies in the organicist drive, the tendency of structuralist analysis to marvel 
momentarily at discontinuities and disunities, then to subordinate them to the controlling structure, 
demonstrating that even disunity affirms the ultimate unity of the model. Street called this practice 
“hermeneutical violence.”48 The drive to unity may be appropriate for German instrumental music, says 
Kramer, but to the fundamentally embedded disunities, and imbalances, and to the episodic, non-linear, 
non-developmental nature of certain kinds of repertoires (Kramer points to Russian composers like 
Tchaikovsky and Mussorgsky), modernist analysis can only offer dismissals and discomfort at such 
“improprieties.”49 Here again, the drive to containment and unity serve “political,” ideological, even 
nationalistic ends. 
He conceives of two separate kinds of unity: textual unity and perceptual unity. Textual unity is 
synonymous with Kerman’s and Street’s notions of structuralist unity: invested by the composer into the 
score by means of a harmonic or motivic grammar. Perceptual unity can be likened to Street’s allegorical 
reading, in that it both grounds itself in an experience of the work in time, and in the listener’s perception. 
Textual unity is the monologic of the composer manifested in writing, perceptual unity proceeds from the 
dialogic of the listener, rooted in the act of listening. Unlike textual unity, perceptual unity is not objective, 
but a “psychological effect” blending “an impression of propriety, integrity, and completeness,” with 
culturally ingrained attitudes of “cognitive / conceptual satisfaction.”50 Involved then in this perception are 
experience, time, memory, and the intertext. Similarly, Sciarrino’s “organicism that makes something 
happen” is never described in his interviews, nor in Le figure della musica or Carte da Suono, analytically, 
as a deep grammatically unified substance that is instantiated in different forms. He describes it, in the 
interview with Maria Pinzauti, as a perception, an artifact of experience.  
 Whereas Kerman and Street define unity as centralizing, totalizing, singular, grammatical, 
“spatial” organization; for Kramer, unity is order and disunity is chaos.51 By order, it seems clear that 
Kramer intends rationality, consistency, communicability, and a sense of predictability. Whereas chaos – a 
poetic borrowing from scientific “chaos theory,” signifies a sense of predictable randomness. The chaotic !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 Street, "Superior Myths, Dogmatic Allegories,” 103. 
49 Curiously, Kramer does not mention Stravinsky here, though he would seem like the quintessential example of the 
self-construction of an ethnically “Russianist” music (Kramer. Beyond Unity,” 12).  
50 Here he is quoting Leonard B. Meyer. I’ve paraphrased the quotation (Ibid., 15). 
51 Ibid., 14-20. 
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force of disunity in music occurs by means of musical surprises, non-sequiturs, and detours that are not 
experienced as integrated into their surroundings, but as sudden leaps into new spaces.52 The “large scale 
result,” like the predictions of a weather forecast, is perceived to remain within “predictable and hence 
ordered limits.” Thus the difference between unity and disunity is for Kramer one of scale and degree, of 
quantity rather than quality. Such non-integrated events – unexpected, unjustified, and unexplained – have 
an impact on our understanding of the musical events / states that precede and follow them.  
Consider the case of the gunshot near the end of Sciarrino’s Le fuochi oltre la ragione. The firing 
of a pistol blank is surely a sudden and unexpected invasion of the music from outside the possibilities of 
its code. The material vocabulary of the piece up till that point surely gave no hint that such an intervention 
should be expected. This is what makes it shocking and even in a way offensive. Nevertheless, while the 
event was not grammatically integrated, it can be rhetorically integrated. Although it shatters one sense of 
the work’s unity, it affects another type of unity (or better, coherence). It leaves a mark upon the music that 
causes us to hear it as having both a causal as well as indexical function. The mode of integration is 
certainly not “melodic or harmonic,” but rather physiological and dramaturgical. The gunshot creates both 
a disjunction and a conjunction, an act of integrative syntagmatic violence. 
 In the same way that I have conceived of structuralism and poststructuralism by means of radial 
categories that help to define a broad range of impure, differing practices, Kramer sees postmodernism as 
simultaneously both a rejection, and a continuation of modernist practices and characteristics. For the most 
part, Kramer’s postmodernism can be read as synonymous with what I’ve defined as poststructuralism. 
However, there are a number of important differences. Kramer theorizes postmodernism as a compositional 
style – implicitly in this essay, but explicitly in “The Nature and Origins of Musical Postmodernism,” a 
1999 article published in Modern Musicology.  
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52 This is close to the techniques that Julia Kristeva found in “carnivalesque” writing: the use of inconsequential 
statements, disjunctive additions, transgressive language, disruption of epic-tragic unity, etc.” Julia Kristeva, Desire in 
Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art (New York: Columbia University Press, 1980), 82.  
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The postmodern musical idiolect…53 : 
1. …is not simply a repudiation of modernism or its continuation, but has aspects of both a 
break and an extension. 
2. …is, on some level and in some way, ironic.54 
3. …does not respect boundaries between sonorities and procedures of the past and of the 
present. 
4. …challenges barriers between 'high' and 'low' styles. 
5. …shows disdain for the often-unquestioned value of structural unity. 
6. …questions the mutual exclusivity of elitist and populist values. 
7. …avoids totalizing forms (e.g., does not want entire pieces to be tonal or serial or cast in 
a prescribed formal mold). 
8. …considers music not as autonomous but as relevant to cultural, social, and political 
contexts. 
9. …includes quotations of or references to music of many traditions and cultures. 
10. …considers technology not only as a way to preserve and transmit music but also as 
deeply implicated in the production and essence of music. 
11. …embraces contradictions. 
12. …distrusts binary oppositions. 
13. …includes fragmentations and discontinuities. 
14. …encompasses pluralism and eclecticism. 
15. …presents multiple meanings and multiple temporalities. 
16. …locates meaning and even structure in listeners, more than in scores, performances, or 
composers. 
  
Between this list, and those contained in tables 4 - 8 above, there appears to be significant overlap. 
The difference however is in the details. In the latter article, Kramer uses the word “intertextuality” to 
account for what four years prior, in 1995, he called “pastiche.” If we accept as representative, Kramer’s 
definition of pastiche, it’s clear he is not talking about the same thing we are when we use the term 
“intertextuality.” Kramer defines it this way: 
…[T]here is a difference…between modernist and postmodernist quotation. Modernist 
composers often want to take over, to own, and to demonstrate their mastery of that 
which they are quoting, either by placing it in modernist contexts or by distorting it. 
Postmodernists are more content to let the music they refer to or quote simply be what it 
is, offered with neither distortion nor musical commentary.55 
 
 
 The idea that the context in which a composer places some piece of borrowed musical language 
isn’t in itself a kind of distortion, is highly problematic from a poststructuralist position. Furthermore, from 
readings of and references to Bloom, Derrida, Kristeva, and Barthes (and soon, Krims, Hatten, Klein, and 
Monelle), poststructuralism offers no such prohibition on distorting the quoted voice itself.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 Jonathan D. Kramer, “The Nature and Origins of Musical Postmodernism,” Current Musicology 66 (1999): 10-11. 
54 Curiously, in “Beyond Unity,” Kramer says that “postmodern music often eschews irony” (emphasis mine; Kramer, 
“Beyond Unity,” 26), whereas in “The Nature and Origins of Musical Postmodernism,” he lists irony as an essential 
trait of postmodern music (see above).  
55 Kramer, “Beyond Unity,” 9. 
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On the contrary, Bloom’s notion of misprision, Derrida’s notions of citationality and graft, Bakhtin-
Kristeva’s notion of the ambivalent word and of Carnivalesque / Menippean writing, and Barthes’ notion 
of readerly jouissance – applicable to the writer, who is first of all a reader of other texts – all provide the 
basis for an intertextuality of inherent distortion.56  
 Kramer, referencing Jean François Lyotard in Beyond Unity, discusses a postmodernist rejection 
of “meta-narrative,” which must not be confused with meta-language.57 Meta-language, in this context, is 
the notion that one’s analytical language and conclusions are fundamentally a different class of 
epistemological thing than the work that they are critiquing. The poststructuralist rejection of meta-
language is a rejection of the ideology of feigned objectivity, and a literary recognition of the “observer 
effect” in the physical sciences. Meta-narrative, as Kramer discusses it, is the idea that there is one big story 
that controls and gives birth to all of the events, all of the moments, and all of the signs in the work. This is 
in essence, the same thing that Kerman and Street are talking about with their criticisms of Schenkerian 
analysis, or organicist uses of set theory. As such, it too is an aspect of poststructuralist criticism, with the 
caveat that a poststructural reading is perfectly capable of disrupting the meta-narrative of any text. Kramer 
substitutes the possibility of many, provisional smaller narratives for the single, necessary meta-narrative.58 
This bears some relationship to Sciarrino’s flute piece Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi, which we considered in 
the first chapter.  
 We remarked that it would be impossible to analyze all of the independent dimensions (figures / 
figural-types) with the same grammatical-syntactic approach. Each figure arose, simply put, from a 
different physical reality out of the instrument. The figures may have had a substitutional (we might say in 
a narrow sense, paradigmatic) relationship with one another, but there was no possible non-trivial 
syntagmatic relationship.59 We can say that Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi spurns meta-narrative for micro- or 
poly- narrativity.    
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56 See Appendix A, pp. 432 - 451. 
57 Ibid., 20. 
58 Ibid., 20-1. 
59 By “a narrow sense” of paradigmatic relation, I intend to say that they cannot substitute for one another as semantic 
equivalents, in some fashion, but only as alternative objects occupying the space. They bore no grammatical relation to 
one another. Also, by “non-trivial” I intend to say that, any two events – one which follows the other in time – have a 
“syntagmatic” relation to one another, it is trivial  - from a structuralist point of view – unless they participate in the 
same grammatical-syntactic system.   
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 Lastly, Kramer quotes a famous passage from Roland Barthes’s essay “The Death of the Author” 
as a way of emphasizing the shift from author-centric, to reader-centric criticism: 
We know now that the text is not a line of words releasing a single ‘theological’ meaning 
(the ‘message’ of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of 
writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn 
from…many cultures and entering into mutual relations of dialogue, parody, contestation, 
but there is one place where this multiplicity is focused and that place is the reader, not, 
as was hitherto said, the author. The reader is the space on which all the quotations that 
make up a writing are inscribed without any of them being lost; a text’s unity lies not in 
its origin but in its destination.60 
 
 Kramer makes clear what he ultimately takes from Barthes on the penultimate page of the essay. 
The “death of the author” represents an analytical shift away from the score, and away from the composer’s 
methods, towards the listener and their perceptions. This much is certainly true about poststructural 
criticism. However, Kramer does not attempt to define who the listener is, and how he will find out what 
the listener’s perceptions are. There are a number of scholars who have carried out more empirically, or 
scientifically oriented forms of cognitive research in music.61 But as Ian Cross has pointed out, not only do 
musicologists and music theorists often ignore research in the scientific field of cognitive psychology, they 
make psychological and cognitive claims that are at odds with the conclusions of specialists in those 
fields.62 This is no great problem for analysis if it is admitted as such. The insight of Barthesian 
poststructuralism is not merely that we should admit that our analyses are intersubjective, but that we 
should take advantage of that fact to create more compelling analyses and to actively integrate more of 
ourselves, and our experiences, into readings of other works.   
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60 As quoted in Kramer, “Beyond Unity, 27. 
61 For example, Irène Deliège, John Sloboda, Philippe Vendrix, Michel Imberty, Barry Vercoe, and Ian Cross, among 
others. A large part of Carratelli’s dissertation is reviewing cognitive theories. 
62 Ian Cross, “Music Analysis and Music Perception,” Music Analysis 17, no. 1 (1998), 4-17. Cross is clearly coming 
from a positivist and empiricist tradition (as in structuralism), nevertheless, he critiques representatives of “the New 
Musicology” for shielding (from his perspective) their critical hermeneutics from “contamination” from positivistic, 
and “reductionist” cognitive-scientific explanation by locating them in the “mythopoeic” (which is a puzzling 
representation). Yet he also criticizes Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s GTTM and Eugene Narmour’s “implicative theory” for 
their “scientistic” pretense, for offering an ahistorical account of harmony, and factoring the listener out of the analysis 
(as in poststructuralism). Ultimately he does not call for an end to the “folk psychology” of criticism / analysis, but 
rather calls for it to be supplemented by a parallel scientific account. Thus, similarly to Kramer, Cross inhabits a medial 
/ compromise position between the two.    
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2.3 Debates Over the New Musicology: Krims, Straus, and Korsyn 
 
 Neither Kerman, Street, nor Kramer were the first critical voices to explore music analysis, theory, 
and composition from a semiotic perspective. As Raymond Monelle demonstrates in his text Linguistics 
and Semiotics in Music, proto-semiotic music theories had existed for centuries before Saussure constituted 
it as an official field of enquiry for language.63 In this sense, semiotics has been both a very ancient and a 
very recent critical focus for the musical scholarly community. And neither are Kerman, Street, and Kramer 
the only thinkers struggling with the relations between empiricism, essentialism, organicist unity, and 
formalism in the 20th and 21st Centuries.64  
 The theorist Adam Krims is known for his work on poststructuralism in music theory, and for his 
meta-critiques of theoretical accounts which fail to confront the challenges first posed in literary theory. 
What becomes clear in the debates surrounding these early attempts, is the difficulty of imagining 
acceptable alternatives to music theory in its highly useful and successful forms, which have become 
deeply ingrained in scholarly practice. As Krims says, “…[T]he various practices that are loosely grouped 
and called ‘poststructuralism’ would seem to be antithetical to music theory in its current institutional 
form.”65 The relation of a great deal of music theoretical / analytical work – for example in Schenker, 
Tovey, Lerdahl, Forte, Babbitt, Straus, Lewin, Lester, Perle, and many others – to structuralist notions of 
organicism, abstraction, formalism, generativity, and essentialism, has shaped what most of us think of 
when we imagine what music analysis is and does.66 An analysis that calls these values into question faced 
a great deal of resistance, not least because satisfactory proposals for how to replace structuralist music 
theories were difficult to imagine.  
 Krims envisions a new theoretical paradigm that, while bringing traditional theoretical tools into 
fundamental question, retains a place for their instrumentality. In the field of literary criticism, Roland 
Barthes argued that texts do have structures, but not closure, and that textual analysis utilizes the results of 
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63 Raymond Monelle, Linguistics and Semiotics in Music (Chur, Switzerland: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1992), 1-
27. 
64 Other examples include: Richard Taruskin, Leonard B Meyer, Eugene Narmour, Jean-Jacques Nattiez, – whom we 
will not discuss – and Raymond Monelle, Robert Hatten, Michael Klein, whom we will.   
65 Krims “Some Structuralist and Post-Structuralist Models in Music Theory,” 3.1.  
66 Krims defines essentialism as “…[T]he belief that the structures we discuss inhere (that is, subsist as real entities) in 
the musical scores (or musical sound) independently of our participation…” (Ibid., 3.10). 
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the canonical sciences, but “partially, freely, and relatively.”67 In a similar fashion, Krims’ model of 
analysis takes theoretical models as points of departure, balancing them against one another through a 
practice of self-critique instigated by the “redistributive” force of musical texts. In this he was influenced 
by the practice Barthes established in his book S/Z.  
 The status and conceptualization of “structure” itself, is the primary issue over which music 
analysis is most commonly criticized. But Krims begins where Kramer leaves off in Beyond Unity, (where 
Barthes began in 1968), with a notion of authorial disciplinarity. Julia Kristeva spoke of this sense of 
disciplinarity as a trait of monological discourse that ties the work and its interpretive hermeneutic to the 
Author-God’68 When she spoke of a linguistic, psychic, social “prohibition” against ignoring all that is 
God, Law, Identity, Substance, Cause, and Goal in the text, she was referring to the prohibition of escaping 
the rationalistic and “scientistic” conformity and fixity of meaning, message, and structure. Barthes’s 
“Death of the Author” is only one aspect of an attempt to move beyond it. “Discipline” is a term that Krims 
borrows from Michel Foucault, and for Krims it refers to the power that music theory as a discipline 
exercises to define and enforce the limits of what is acceptable and rational for analytical and critical 
structuring.69 
 The desire to seek “concrete” applications of poststructuralism (no doubt, the expectation for new 
theoretical models) is, as Krims says, symptomatic of an inability to move beyond structuralism.70 
Theoretical structuralists betrayed a fear that, after we have brought the seemingly anarchic force of 
poststructuralism into contact with the theoretical discourse and its “tools,” the entire regime will dissipate, 
leaving us with nothing but naïve, personal, and insubstantial “readings” and Truth will be forever banished 
beyond the reach of analysis. This practically existential dread, Krims argued, is what lay behind the 
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67 Barthes, “Theory of the Text,” in Untying the Text: A Poststructuralist Reader, ed. Robert Young (Boston: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981), 43. 
68 Kristeva, “Word Dialogue, Novel,” 66-83.  
69 Krims, “Some Ptructuralist and Post-Structuralist Models for Music Theory,” 3.9. Foucault works these ideas out 
particularly in the History of Sexuality, Discipline and Punish, The Order of Things, and also in The Birth of Biopolitics 
where he discusses social and political institutions as regimes of jurisdiction and veridiction – fundamentally defining 
and enforcing what truth and conceptuality are in a given discourse. In his article “Disciplining Deconstruction  (for 
Music Analysis),” Krims references Foucault’s notion of the “panopticon,” which Foucault discusses at length in 
Discipline and Punish. Presumably, for Krims it refers to the tendency of music theorists to speak as if it the entire 
ontology (structural, historical, cultural, etc.) was laid out before their eyes. Their omniscient position enables them to 
make claims about structural self-presence and fixed meaning. Adam Krims, “Disciplining Deconstruction (For Music 
Analysis),” 19th-century Music 21, no. 3 (1998): 305. 
70 Krims, “Some Structuralist and Post-Structuralist Models for Music Theory,” 3.18. 
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hesitance – to say nothing of the animosity – with which certain traditional theorists avoid engaging with 
poststructuralist thought.  
 The third chapter of Krims’ dissertation offers commentary on poststructuralism and its relation to 
music theory, some of which we have already discussed. He offers an initial example by applying two 
separate traditional formalist analytical theories to Bach’s chorale “Schmücke dich, O Liebe Seele,” BWV 
180: an analysis of progression types as outlined in Schönberg’s Structural Functions of Harmony (1954), 
and a Schenkerian reduction down to Urlinie (a Quintzug) and Ursätz. Krims postulates, as a condition of 
his analysis, that any form of harmonic analysis implies simultaneously, the rhythmic segmentation it 
enacts upon the phrase. This fact becomes salient when the result of the prolongational (Schenkerian) 
structuration of harmonic rhythm contradicts the result of a progressional (Schönbergian) structuration of 
harmonic rhythm. A typical response might be to express a kind of pragmatic relativism or pluralism, 
Krims says: “These two approaches are equally useful for helping me to discover things about the piece.”71 
The pluralist position would be to declare that the musical object is too complex to be encompassed by a 
single theory, so multiple theories that address different aspects of the piece are necessary. This too Krims 
rejects. As an alternative, he introduces Derrida’s concept of the supplement, instrumental to 
deconstructionist criticism.  
 Derrida’s project of a critique of metaphysics (and its relation to all rationality in general) had 
made use of Saussure’s thinking on the differential nature of meaning, and of the idea of logocentrism. The 
source of all meaning is the differential (or negative) relationship of all signs within in the system of 
language. At the heart of our words, lies an absence of fixed substance that extends the “play” (i.e., 
creative, unpredictable, evolution) of signification infinitely. Yet despite this absolute impossibility of 
presence (and by extension, of discourses grounded in centered structures, and in notions of Truth), we 
insist upon our belief that words – and the forms of rationality they embody – have substance and content.  
Our logocentrism makes us see human speech as the source of all language and thought. Thus it is 
a higher, more natural form of communication than writing. The speaker (and his authority / certification) 
is present in his speech, whereas he is absent in his writing. Therefore speech represents authenticity, 
presence, and truth. Jean Jacques Rousseau articulated a binary opposition in which writing is !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
71 Ibid., 3.27. 
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“supplemental to” speech, which is given a higher value. But a supplement is supplemental to something 
that is incomplete, and so writing is part of speech: paradoxically both exterior to speech, and interior to it. 
 
Self-sufficient / Higher Term  Supplement 
Speech  Writing 
Nature ! Supplemental to: Education 
Schenkerian Theory 
(Prolongational) 
 Non-Schenkerian Theory 
(Non-Prolongational) 
 
Table 9: Terms and their supplements 
 
 
 Schenkerian (prolongational) forms of analysis, Krims argues, were given privileged status over 
non-Schenkerian (non-prolongational) forms of analysis, which were seen as more “crude,” less capable of 
grasping sophisticated, long-term processes; they were seen as distortions of “what was really happening” 
in the music. 72  However, the supplement is supplementary to the favored term in two logically 
irreconcilable ways: It is exterior, or in some way not the same as the object, however it is necessary to 
define or fulfill its object (and thus, interior to it – part of its fullness). This dual and logically illogical 
meaning of “supplement” leads to the undoing of the concept it evokes: meaning, and self-presence. 
By then showing how Schönberg’s progressional rhythmic structuration supplements (contradicts 
and constitutes) the conclusions drawn by Schenker’s prolongational rhythmic structuration, Krim’s 
reverses and displaces the hierarchic valuation of the two theories, bringing into question the notion that 
either of them can claim to represent “what is actually happening” in the music. More importantly, what is 
really displaced is the very location of structure itself. It is shifted from its status as an immanent feature of 
the work, and transferred to the models that are used to create it, models that are chosen, combined, applied 
and interpreted by a subjectivity: the analyst.73   
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72 Ibid., 3.29, 3.30. 
73 Krims’s invokes Roland Barthes’ declaration in S/Z that “Indeed, it’s a matter, not of showing a structure, but, 
insofar as possible, of producing a structuration.” (Ibid., 3.31 – 3.33). He might just as well have invoked Jacques 
Derrida’s invocation of Lévi-Strauss’ notion of the theorist as “bricoleur” who “uses ‘the means at hand,’…the 
instruments he finds at his disposition around him, those which are already there, which had not been especially 
conceived with an eye to the operation for which they are to be used and to which one tries by trial and error to adapt 
them, not hesitating to change them whenever it appears necessary, or to try several of them at once, even if their form 
and their origin are heterogeneous…” (Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” 
360).  
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                           Deconstructive analysis74 : 
 
 
• Is anti-essentialist (i.e., opposed to the idea that structure is inherent in the music) 
• Rejects the idea of “deep-structures” that organize the text beneath its “surface” 
• Rejects “containable” meanings abstracted from concrete contexts 
• Critiques unities and self-present identities 
• Seeks out fragmentation / incompleteness  
• “Disperses” meaning and presence 
• Is a “re-writing” that “constructs music discursively” 
• Challenges the status of music theory as a meta-language 
• Resists the “metaphysical” force inscribed in analytical language 
• Rejects methodological closure 
• Does not offer “conclusions” 
• Includes criticism of the very tools we use to observe musical texts 
• Is not a result of music analysis, but is the problematization of the act and situation of 
music analysis itself. 
 
 
Table 10: Traits of deconstructive analysis 
He offers a fuller definition in a 1998 article entitled “Disciplining Deconstruction (For Music 
Analysis),” published in the journal 19th-century Music, in which he offers critiques of several efforts by 
other theorists to incorporate Derrida’s idea into their theorizing see table 10, above). 
 “Essentialism” is another word for the idea that structures exist at the immanent level (or “neutral 
level”) of the work itself, whether that means in the score, or in the musical sound that results from a 
performance of the score. The rejection of “deep structures” is a rejection of the kinds of non-temporalized 
hierarchization that Schenkerian analysis reads into the work. The structuralist assumption is that an 
analytical tool (the phrase model, Schenkerian analysis, Greimasian “semiotic squares” or Barthes’ 
narrative grammar, etc.) is able to reliably abstract such deep rules and structures from inside the work. 
Instead, the deconstructive, poststructural position is that our tools and models produce the structures that 
we find (at whatever “level”) as a response to certain disciplinary goals.       
Deconstructive analyses see works not as independent, self-contained wholes where all parts 
participate in a centered structural unity, but instead as open relational textures that leave behind their 
cracks, fragments, discontinuities, and ungrammaticalities as traces of the fact that their structure occurs as 
events situated in an intertext. As such “meaning” is not derivative of isolated individual works (to the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
74 Krims, Disciplining Deconstruction (for Music),” 302-318. 
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extent that meaning is a product of “structure”), but is “dispersed” or “redistributed” into the situated 
experience of hearing that open intertextual structure. An analysis then, cannot be a distanced, objective, 
“meta-linguistic” account of structural “facts,” but instead, a productive “re-writing” in which the listener-
analyst becomes an active participant. Because the language (including musical language) is constantly 
shifting and reforming itself – and because new interpretants are always multiplying in the field of the 
intertext – deconstructive analysis must necessarily not offer conclusions about how a piece is structured, 
nor attempt to define for all time what a piece “means.” It refuses the desire of structuralist analysis to 
legislate and regulate future readings. Lastly, deconstructive analysis enters into a mutually critical relation 
with the texts it observes. That’s not to say that it is gradually corrected and refined by its texts, so that it 
will finally accurately reflect the structures truly inherent in them. Rather, analysis is simultaneously a 
record of how texts resist and reshape the desires of the analyst, which ply their pressures on other texts in 
turn.  
Krims’s warns that deconstruction, in the hands of music theory as a discipline, has been turned 
into another theoretical model or tool, and that its potential radical force of critique has been reshaped and 
even neutralized, by music theory’s structuralist predispositions. Early attempts at deconstructive analysis 
use the terminology of poststructuralism – “logocentrism,” “différance,” “play,” “the supplement,” 
“aporias,” etc. – like a new labeling system, replacing the old inherent structures of structuralist analysis, 
with new, more “fashionable” ones.75 But for Krims, deconstruction deconstructs the explanatory language 
that a theorist brings to the piece, not the substance of the piece in particular. It reconditions the act of 
analysis, which subsequently uses a plurality of tools against one another.  
 Krims has published two of his dissertation chapters (4 and 5) separately as articles: “Music 
Theory as Productivity” (Canadian University Music Review, 2000), and “Bloom, poststructuralism(s), and 
Music Theory” (Music Theory Online, 1994), respectively. “Music Theory as Productivity” attempts to 
address the concerns of more traditionally minded theorists (Peter Van den Toorn, Joseph N. Straus, et. al.) 
that the “new theory” will lead to a sense of solipsism and a loss of music theory’s “technical advantages” 
over other forms of criticism (in literature and in the visual arts, for example). “Bloom, 
poststructuralism(s), and Music Theory” addresses the use of Bloom’s theory of influence and its use by !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
75 Krims, “Disciplining Deconstruction (for Music),” 299. 
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contemporary theorists (such as Straus and Kevin Korsyn). Krims argues that, rather than adopting and 
adapting some of the more radical (poststructuralist) aspects of Bloom’s critical regime, Straus and Korsyn 
adapt the more conventional critical techniques compatible with structuralist conceptions of structure and 
authorship. 
 In “Music Theory as Productivity” he borrows from Julia Kristeva, the neologism signifiance (as 
opposed to significance)76. Kristeva makes this small change in spelling in order to emphasize the 
continuity, malleability, and openness of meanings in a text.77 Although analysis is a productive (i.e., 
creative) act, Krims point out through Kristeva, that analysts often act as if their models were objectively 
immanent inside the work itself. This leads, Krims argues, to a skewed understanding of what analysis is 
doing vis-à-vis its object, an understanding that he denominates the mutual verification model of analysis: 
1. Musical works are treated as objects whose immanent properties are to be discovered by 
means of a theoretical model. 
2. Bringing the model to bear upon the piece results in information about its actual 
structure. 
3. The piece “instantiates” the theoretical model, reinforcing its explanatory success. 
4. The theoretical model demonstrates how the piece “masterfully” reflects the theory (i.e., 
how it is masterfully structured), and bestows value on it.78  
 
Often it is the case that works which a model is supposed to be able to explain are excluded from 
analysis because they don’t actually submit to it in a dependable way. Alternatively, analysts often 
foreground segments of a work that fit their model without addressing other segments that do not. Krims 
holds up as an alternative, Kristeva-Barthes’ notion of the “redistributive” power of the intertext: 
1. The reader / analyst “enters into a productive relationship with the text” 
2. The text is not viewed as modifying the theoretical model, but “redistributing the abstract 
frameworks that originally approach it.” 
3. The text “modifies the readers subjectivity” by becoming a nodal point of numerous other 
texts. 
 
“Productivity,” addresses itself to the fact that symbolic systems (for example, a particular 
theoretical model) do not include, or symbolically represent our subjectivity. The act of analysis means 
giving structure to a work, rather than finding a structure inherent in it. Our subjectivity entertains a 
complex and unstable relationship with texts, and the symbolic orders that allow us to give them structures. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
76 In French, the neologism “signifiance” implies a continual state of the act of signifying. This word is doing for 
Kristeva the same work that the neologism “difference” did for Derridà.  
77 Adam Krims, “Music Theory as Productivity,” Canadian University Music Review 20, no. 2 (2000): 16. 
78 Ibid., 17. 
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This relationship is experienced not merely as existing between a single work, and a theoretical model, but 
between multiple works, and the model(s) that are themselves derived from observing them. However, 
what is “redistributed” is not the models themselves, but the qualitative values that the model utilizes to 
create structures (and thus to grant works affirmative value). In this way deconstructive analysis allows 
pieces to critique the discourses that critique them. This process leaves behind a new trace in the analyst’s 
experience – a new “Text” in their intertext – that will have an effect on future hearings and analyses.  
 “Bloom, Post-structuralism(s), and Music Theory” first appeared in Music Theory Online, prior to 
its publication in Krims’ dissertation. It sparked a brief debate between Krims and the theorist Joseph 
Straus, whose work comes under criticism in the essay, along with that of Kevin Korsyn. Krims’ main 
contention was that they had borrowed heavily from Bloom, only the critic’s ideas that are most compatible 
with essentialist, organicist unity (i.e., structuralism). Straus and Korsyn used Bloom’s notions of writerly 
misprision, intertext as influence, and authorial originality and filiation; but neglected the parts of his 
critical idiolect that aligned more closely with poststructuralism. According to Krims, Bloom’s radical 
skepticism of truth and language, and his belief that misprision was as much a part of the analyst’s relation 
to the text as it was for the text’s author’s relation to his or her predecessors, do not figure into the 
analytical models of Strauss (in Remaking the Past) and Korsyn (in “Towards a New Poetics of Musical 
Influence”).79 
 Straus summarized his work in the Journal of Musicology in a 1991 article entitled “The ‘Anxiety 
of Influence’ in Twentieth-century Music.” He argues that as Twentieth-century composers, like artists of 
every epoch, find themselves in the presence of the great musical monuments of the past, they experience 
something of an “anxiety of influence,” terminology he borrows from Bloom. This ambivalence that the 
composer feels towards his or her predecessors – at once admiring them, and feeling as if they are being 
“swallowed up or annihilated by [them]” – finds expression in the misreading of specific precedent works 
or styles, which the author undertakes in order to defeat the predecessor and to make space for 
themselves.80  
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79 Adam Krims, “Bloom, Poststructuralism[s], and Music Theory,” Music Theory Online 0, no. 1 (1994).  
80 Joseph N. Straus, “The ‘Anxiety of Influence’ in Twentieth-century Music,” The Journal of Musicology 9, no. 4 
(1991): 436. 
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Misprision born in this ambivalent anxiety is, in Straus’ account, the form intertextuality takes in 
Modern(ist) music. It is a means of asserting control over the predecessor’s language by “revising” or 
“transforming” that language. Bloom – like Kerman, Street, and Kramer – rejects the idea of the poem as 
an organic whole, seeing them instead as “relational events or dialectical entities, rather than free-standing 
units.”81 Many important Twentieth-century works contain traditional elements: triads, quotations, or 
figures that are “structurally distinct from the prevailing musical syntax,” Straus says. These 
ungrammaticalities point outside of the work at hand toward a previous text and its creator. To 
misunderstand the traditional elements in this way creates a tension in the work that is pertinent for 
analysis. Straus advocates what he regards as a Bloomian analysis of these intertextual tensions and 
conflicts, rather than analyses that attempt merely to hypostatize and demonstrate organic unity.82 
Straus offers several examples in his article including Berg’s misreading of the triad in his Violin 
Concerto, Bartòk misreadings of sonata form and motion in fifths in his Piano Sonata, Stravinsky’s 
misreading of tonal centric tension in his Symphony in C, and Schönberg’s misreading of tonic-dominant 
theme area relations in his String Quartet #4. Composers, according to Straus, consciously chose to adopt 
and shift the meanings of the techniques and stylistic tropes they appropriate in order to open up creative 
space for themselves. His proof for this lies in his appropriation of Bloom’s theory, which he uses as a 
means to guide his own use of basic set theory to discover each composer’s borrowings. Additionally, he 
includes in his footnotes references to theoretical work by David Lewin, Charles Rosen, Arnold Schönberg, 
Arnold Whittal, and Paul Wilson among others, which he uses to buttress and color his interpretations.  
 Kevin Korsyn also begins with Bloom’s theories of influence and misprision in his article 
“Towards a New Poetics of Musical Influence,” which was published at roughly the same time in 1991.83 
Korsyn’s paper is a direct attempt to answer Alan Street’s challenge to music theory, by establishing a form 
of analysis that treats musical works as “relational events” rather than “closed and static entities.”84 This 
means a move from the insistence on structure as composed of intra-textual relationships, towards a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
81 Bloom, as quoted in Straus, “‘Anxiety of Influence,” 436.  
82 Instead of “unity,” Straus chooses to use the term coherence. Where “unity” implies that the parts join together to 
articulate a single whole, and that each segment of the work is an expression of the same substance; coherence is “won 
through a continual struggle.” The ability to demonstrate “how one thing leads to another” (for Webern), or the 
possibility of “making something happen,” (for Sciarrino), needn’t be a result of any systematic unity or wholeness in 
the structuralist sense of the word. 
83 This fact led Korsyn to append a footnote on the first page of his article both acknowledging the similarities of 
means, and declaring the differences of ends, which prevents his research from becoming redundant.  
84 Kevin Korsyn, “Towards a New Poetics of Musical Influence,” Music Analysis 10, no. 1/2 (1991): 3. 
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concept of structure as inter-textual. The “anxiety of influence” and the Oedipal relation that younger, 
“strong,” composers enact toward their predecessor change musical language through misreading. Where 
Straus uses set theory to demonstrate what he claims are misprisions on the part of Modernist composers 
(predominantly with respect to stylistic and technical features of tonal music in general), Korsyn uses 
Schenkerian analysis to demonstrate formal and gestural strategies of misprision between particular pieces 
of music, which demonstrate the misprisive strategies of both a “strong” and “weak” musical poet toward a 
strong predecessor. 
Citing an accusation of plagiarism, proffered by Charles Rosen (namely, that Brahms borrowed 
too heavily from Chopin’s Scherzi op. 31 and 64/2 for his own Scherzo, op. 4), Korsyn sets out to expand 
the discourse around stylistic and technical appropriation beyond the traditional notions of originality and 
plagiaristic “theft.” He applies Schenkerian foreground and middleground graphs to sections of Brahms’s 
Romance op. 5, #5; and Chopin’s Berceuse op. 57, demonstrating not merely that the two works are “deep 
down, the same,” but profiling the ways Brahms’s later (“belated”) work misunderstands how Chopin’s 
precedent work grows from deep structure toward particular surface .85 A new theory of intertextuality 
structured by models of reading is necessary, Korsyn holds, in order to decipher between questions of 
plagiarism, influence, common source, and other possible explanations for apparent significant similarities 
between works.86 Such a model must be able to “include history” – satisfying Kerman’s injunction – yet 
also “accommodate originality” where originality is defined as the outcome of a struggle between texts. 
Korsyn borrows from Bloom, a distinction between “strong poets,” who are original in their distortion and 
“struggle” with the predecessor’s text, and “weak poets,” who are too deferential to the canonic 
predecessor, failing to assert their originality.  
 His choice to follow Bloom’s theories of influence differs from that of Straus. Where Straus 
mentions Bloom’s six “revisionary ratios” in passing, Korsyn develops them in some detail. They 
constitute the model that allows him to apply his new poetics of intertextual influence, telling him “where 
to look, what to observe, and what counts as a fact.” Each of the ratios represents a way of misreading, and !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
85 These “Schenkerian” theoretical notions (hierarchical levels, deep-level / background similarities) are not always 
graphed out, but often merely assumed to be operative. See for example his discussion of clinamen, and apophrades.  
86 “…[W]e need models to explain which similarities are significant, while also accounting for differences among 
works. Models tell us where to look, what to observe, what counts as a fact. This is not to say that the selection of 
models precedes observation; rather there must be a reciprocity between empirical data and the models through which 
we interpret those data” (Ibid., 4-6). 
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each is paired with its own “rhetorical trope,” and “psychic defense,” betraying a psychoanalytical 
predisposition common to other poststructural theories.87 A trope, Korsyn explains, is any musical sign that 
extends the meaning of a prior sign.88 As with medieval plainchant, “troping” involves beginning with pre-
existing material, and extending its use by adding to it, or altering it in some way. What makes Bloom’s 
tropes “rhetorical” is that each transformation of the predecessor had a semantic function, rendering the 
altered text in a new light: Irony, Synechdoche, Metonymy, Hyperbole, Metaphor, or Metalypsis. Bloom 
mapped Freud’s psychic defense mechanisms – reaction formation, reversal, isolation, undoing, regression, 
repression, sublimation, introjection, and projection – onto each of his rhetorical tropes. The implication is 
that each trope – syntactically identifiable in the score, when one compares a suspected syntagm with its 
double in a prior work – can reveal the particular way that its composer was struggling with his or her 
predecessor.  
Table 11 lists the 6 revisionary ratios and their associated tropes and defenses. Clinamen is the 
“swerve” away from the “naïve visionary limitations” of the predecessor by means of the trope of irony (a 
conflict in “levels,” a disparity between surface meaning and intention). Musical irony, Korsyn holds, can 
be discovered by means of Schenkerian analysis, which is capable of countenancing different statuses of a 
harmony (consonant on one level, dissonant on another).89 Brahms’ act of clinamen in the F-major 
Romance is a result of placing his “reminiscence” of Chopin’s D-major Berceuse in the B-section, in the 
key of D-major, so that its tonal center and consonance suggests “stability” at a local level, while meaning 
“instability” at a deeper level (as the return to the A-section brings a return to F-major). 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87 Misreading, Korsyn is careful to convey, is not a pejorative term, neither is it a choice, really. It is both, a necessary 
and inevitable strategy that an artist undertakes to be true to his or her own creative needs. Ibid., 10. 
88 Throughout the article, he mostly discusses sign vehicles (or syntagms) rather than signs in the fuller sense of the 
term. He has nothing to say, for instance, about topics in either Brahms’s or Chopin’s music, and he only   
89 Ibid., 34. 
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Revisionary Ratio 
 
Rhetorical Trope Psychic Defense 
Clinamen 
Initial swerve from precursor 
 
Irony 
To say one thing, and mean another. 
Involves conflict in levels, a disparity 
between surface meaning, and 
intention. 
 
 
Reaction-Formation 
Opposition to a repressed desire by 
manifesting the opposite of that 
desire. 
Tessera 
Antithetical completion of the 
precursor 
 
Synecdoche 
The representation of a whole by a 
part, the plural from the singular, the 
genus from the species, and vice 
versa. 
 
Reversal into the opposite 
Active defense, “a fantasy in which 
the situation of reality is reversed so 
as to sustain negation or denial from 
any outward overthrow”90 
Kenosis 
Movement of discontinuity 
Metonymy 
Similar to synecdoche, but only in 
one direction: the representation of 
the whole by a part, an aspect of the 
thing represents the entire thing. It is 
a reductive trope. 
 
Isolation 
Segregate thoughts/acts, break up 
their connections, usually temporally. 
 
Undoing 
Repeat past actions in a “magically 
opposite way”91 
 
Regression 
Reversion to earlier phases of 
development, a simplification. 
 
Daemonization 
Move to personal counter-sublime 
away from precursor’s sublime 
Hyperbole 
Exaggerates, creates a climax through 
intensification. 
 
Repression 
“Patterns of forgetting” in a poem, 
how it excludes what is obviously 
present in the precursor. “What has 
been forgotten, on purpose, in the 
depths, so as to make possible this 
sudden elevation to the heights?”92 
 
Askesis 
Self-curtailment, separation from 
predecessor 
Metaphor 
Replacement of the original impulse 
with a (gesture) that is “selectively 
similar.” An use that adds to/changes 
the meaning of the simile. 
 
Sublimation 
Transfer of desire to a substitute 
gratification. Self-differentiation 
from the precursor, recognizing their 
“otherness.” 
 
Apophrades 
“Return of the dead” 
Metalepsis (Transumption) 
A movement from one trope to 
another through one or more 
intermediary stages (a kind of meta-
trope, troping upon tropes). 
 
Introjection 
A fantasy projection of the Other, 
into/onto the self: internalization, 
identification. Introjecting futurity. 
 
Projection 
Expulsion from the self all parts of 
the self that one cannot “bear to 
acknowledge.” Projecting anteriority. 
 
 
Table 11: Bloom’s six “revisionary ratios” 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
90 Bloom, from A Map of Misreading, p. 97 (As quoted in Korsyn, “Towards a New Poetics of Musical Influence,” 46). 
91 Ibid. 49. 
92 Ibid., 50. 
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 Tessera is an “antithetical” completion of the borrowed fragments of the precursor, as if 
correcting an originally “truncated” execution of the idea. The alternate realization takes the same 
fragments and “means them in another sense.” According to Korsyn, Brahms fully realizes the potential of 
Chopin’s melodic motif (again, which he recalls in the B-section of the Romance) by extending it through 
the duration of his own phrase, rather than allowing it to pass as an essentially incidental feature of the 
melodic design (see example 6).93 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 6:  The head of Chopin’s melody from the Berceuse, compared to that of Brahms from the 
Romance. 
 
Kenosis is described as a movement of discontinuity with the precursor through an “emptying-out 
of a prior fullness of language.”94 The discontinuity with the precursor has as its side effect. With respect to 
the Romance, Korsyn says that Brahms’ pulling away from the Chopin Berceuse, leaving the ending of the 
B-section open where Chopin provided melodic and harmonic closure, exemplifies kenosis.95 Brahms 
metonymically reduces not his precursor, directly, but himself in his transition by cutting down (undoing, 
regressing) the surface of the music to a few isolated, bare, gestures reminiscent of more flamboyant 
aspects of his prior intensification of the source material.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93 This excerpt is taken from Korsyn’s article. I added the “etc…”  
94 Ibid., 47. 
95 One must assume that when Korsyn refers to closure in Chopin, he is talking about the final cadence since a I " V7 
ostinato underlays every measure with the exception of the final twelve. The ostinato guarantees harmonic continuity, 
and the right hand melody does nothing to counteract that sense of forward movement until – at the earliest – the final 8 
measures; the only definitive point of rest occurs in the final cadence. This fact threatens to weaken Korsyn’s 
comparison. It can be no surprise that Brahms refuses to offer cadential closure of the type Chopin employs in the 
Berceuse, as the corresponding point in Brahms occurs at the point of re-transition back to the A-section. It’s not the 
end of the piece. Even if there were to be a cadence (either in D- or F-major) it would still be an “emptying-out of the 
fullness” of Chopin’s final cadence. Nothing that Brahms could do would disqualify his turn away from Chopin’s 
material from being kenosis, as Korsyn sees it, except to predicate the A-section(s) upon Chopin’s material also. 
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[kenosis]: 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 becomes 
 
 
 
             Measure 40                        Measures 44-6 
 
Example 7: Kenosis in Brahm’s F Major Romance 
 
 Daemonization – the move away from the precursor’s sublime into a personal counter-sublime 
occurs through a simplification of a presumptively over-inflated idea. This takes place through a 
paradoxical double move of hyperbolic climax-by-exaggeration, and a repressive “purposeful forgetting.” 
Korsyn asks “what has been purposefully forgotten” by Brahms in the Romance? The recapitulation – 
Korsyn calls it “revision” – of the A-section’s material starting in measure 47, cuts the 16 bars of the A1 
section down to 6 (subtracting the coda) in A2, and along with it, all of the opening section’s complicating 
modulations. This is an extraordinary “forgetting” that, Korsyn argues, makes it possible to reach the 
climactic height of closure ending the piece.  
 Askesis is, according to Korsyn, the predominant revisionary strategy of the Romance. It 
represents the general tactic of invoking the past in the present in such a way as highlights the otherness of 
the predecessor, allowing the differences between language, style, and construction to speak. Askesis in 
other words, involves the creation of ungrammaticalities. Korsyn provides as his example, Brahms’ general 
tendency to use quotations, use of compositional models, adaptations of earlier genres and forms saying 
that “…the difference between past and present is never more evident than when prior traditions are 
invoked within a stratified discourse.”96 The pervasive conscious recourse to the past heightens the sense of 
“rhetoricity” in Brahms’ music leading to a “word consciousness” that brings into question the work’s own 
sense of closure: its status as an independent, self-contained, unified, whole.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
96 Ibid., 53. 
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 Lastly, Apophrades, “the return of the dead to inhabit their former houses” is a transformation or 
“movement” from one trope to another, through a series of intermediary “middle terms of figuration.”97 
Korsyn maps the twin psychic defenses of “introjection” (internalization, identification with) and 
“projection” (externalization, denial of identification with), with the composer’s identification with futurity, 
and rejection of anteriority. In the Brahms Romance, the final four bars, Korsyn tells us, bear certain 
similarities with the material from the B-section (and thus with the precursor Chopin’s materials), namely a 
common harmonic movement – V7/IV " IV – that is non-trivial because it occurs nowhere else in the 
piece, and because it occurs in analogous moments of sectional closure. On the surface, the two moments 
look nothing like one another, a dissemblance that is presumably accountable to the implied absence of one 
or more missing “middle terms of figuration.” The Chopin Berceuse material is, then, elevated and offered 
the stability that it lacked because of its deep-level dissonant framing in the B-section (c.f. the paragraph on 
clinamen). The futurity reflected in the passage is attributed not to Brahms own notions of his relation as 
author to the future, to modernity, and to a progressive artistic vision; but somewhat parochially, to the 
music itself. The “future-oriented” ending creates unrealized implications by expanding suddenly into a 
new, previously unexplored register; and by introducing an asymmetry of phrase, due to the 
aforementioned drastically abbreviated return of the A2 section (c.f. daemonization), leaving in its wake, 
presumptively, a lack of complete satisfaction, realization, and fullness.  
The theorist concludes that the working out of the intertextual influence of Chopin upon Brahms, 
presents a methodical disenchantment of an “enchantment of origins.” Here it’s not clear that he quite 
grasps the point of Derridà’s critique of origins in texts like “Structure, Sign, and Play,” or in Of 
Grammatologie. Following Bloom instead, he understands “origins” as identifying the power of the 
particular source of (musical) influence, that of a prior “strong poet” : 
Brahms incorporates Chopin’s text into his own, but recognizes that origins can never be 
made present; his middle section is a necessary stage in the growth of consciousness, but 
has more the character of a memory than of actuality. He then breaks with Chopin’s text, 
resisting influence, choosing himself rather than the precursor. Relying on his own 
imaginative power, he achieves a deeper repression of the Berceuse, making a sublime 
climax possible. Having wrestled successfully with Chopin, Brahms wins strength and 
can end by identifying with futurity.98 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
97 Ibid., 55. 
98 Ibid., 57. Brahms’s identification, as an author, to futurity arises from the whole work of the revisionary ratios, and 
not only / merely from his act of apophrades in the closing measures of the Romance.  
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 Let us return now to Krims’ criticisms of Straus’ and Korsyn’s appropriation of Bloom, found in 
the exchange between Krims and Straus in the journal Music Theory Online. Firstly, the major difference 
between the approach Krims takes in analysis, and the approaches of Straus and Korsyn, is that Krims’ 
intertextuality is an intertextuality of multiple theoretical models applied to single texts. Straus-Korsyn, 
however, depend on an intertextuality of multiple texts mediated through one fundamental theoretical 
technology (set theory and Schenkerian analysis, respectively), or at least that is what Krims argues. The 
significance of this is that both theorists take for granted that their respective theoretical tool of choice 
renders an accurate (i.e., a True) account of the structures of the works under consideration. 
 Secondly, Krims argues, Bloom’s theory of influence preserves the author’s control over the 
meaning of the text for posterity. Other poststructural theorists, namely Barthes, Kristeva, and Derrida 
however, attribute more of the force of change to the fundamental instability of language itself, a force that 
acts through subjects, often without their conscious participation.99 It is not at all unlikely that Berg, 
Schönberg, Stravinsky, Brahms, nor any other composer of stature (including Sciarrino) experience 
anxiety, fear of artistic oblivion, and a concern for their place in posterity. Neither is it difficult to show 
that, at the root of many composers’ personal aesthetic, there is a rejection of some precedent aesthetic 
(whether it be a rejection of another composer, or a set of stylistic or methodological commitments). In 
fact, these anxieties, commitments, and rejections form part of the intertextual network of interpretants that 
surrounds the work. Krims argues that the restoration of the traditional subject – located in the author – and 
the rehabilitation of their “originality” as a theoretical model (i.e., “mapping” the trace of the intertext 
through a lineage of individual reactions), fails to rise to the challenge of poststructural theory. 
 The side-effect, Krims argues, of using a single analytical methodology without bringing it into 
contact with any form of supplement (i.e., the presumed, inferior, opposite of the privileged theoretical 
paradigm), will be that its subtextual ideology continues to operate unexamined below the surface of the 
analytical act. Despite Straus’ and Korsyn’s stated aims to theorize the works under their purview as 
“relational entities” rather than self-contained unities, the tools they choose to do so, according to Krims, 
were expressly designed to demonstrate (i.e., impute) a sense of internal organic unity to the works they 
examine. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
99 See also Krims, “Bloom, Poststructuralism[s], and Music Theory,” 5.8-5.9. 
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As Kerman attempted to demonstrate, such forms of analysis have the submerged agenda of 
affirming specific kinds of works. For Krims, that meant principally those works that could participate in 
the closed loop of mutual verification with those theories. Put more simply, theory produces (or at least, 
“scientifically” confirms) a particular set of works as canonical.100 By failing to subject their own 
methodologies of analysis to appropriate supplements, Straus’ structurings are confined to the set of works 
that make themselves readily available to set-theoretical analysis, and Korsyn’s structurings are confined to 
functional tonal works that yield to harmonically hierarchized notions of structure. For example, it would 
be difficult to conceive of either theorist being able to account for intertextual influence in pre-Baroque 
period music. Philippe de Vitry’s music is simply not hierarchic in the way that Schenkerian theory 
requires, and set theory is not necessary to tell us what set theory could tell us about de Vitry’s isorhythmic 
motets. And the use of Bloom’s revisionary ratios is all the more inappropriate for repertoire that is not tied 
to an author, or cannot be dependably dated.101  
Since Joseph Straus’ work comes under a much greater degree of criticism in Krims’ article and 
dissertation, it is natural that Straus responded to Krims’ accusations in Music Theory Online102. He rejects 
the notion that all theory-based analysis has always intended to demonstrate organicist unity. Both Straus 
and Korsyn quote Bloom to state quite clearly that, pieces of music are not self-contained entities but are 
“relational events.” Straus’ preference for the word “coherence” over unity is perhaps similar to Kramer’s 
conception of unity as a perceptual quality originating in the listener, rather than an inherent structure in 
which all of the parts derive from a single systematic substance. There are some tools (like notions of 
sonata form, and sub-dominant chords), Straus says, which are used even by “New Musicologists” because 
it is impossible to talk about musical structures without analyzing, and without invoking theoretical 
categories. And despite the fact that such tools (i.e., set-theory and Schenkerian analysis) were developed 
with the particular goals of a given cultural context in mind, they can be modified and adapted (i.e., 
“misused”) for other purposes. Straus warns Krims that it would be presumptuous to abandon our tools 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
100 A fact that Harold Bloom would have absolutely no problem with. 
101 This is not to say that any single theory could hope to encompass all of human musical achievement. The criticism is 
that only certain repertoires get theorized in the first place. The collection of texts that makes a Schenkerian theory 
possible is truly very narrowly proscribed, and despite its universalist pretentious, the same is true for set-theory – it is 
not a purely descriptive theoretical regime capable of countenancing all possible kinds of relations.  
102 Joseph Straus, “Poststructuralism and Music Theory: A Response to Adam Krims,” Music Theory Online 1, no. 1 
(1995).  
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because no other form of art theory has methodological advantages that compare to “our intervals (ordered 
and unordered), our unfoldings and reachings-over, our transformational networks.”103  
Before we accept Krims’ criticisms (or Straus’ defenses), a number of questions need to be 
answered. Firstly, is it true that Straus and Korsyn fail to make use of supplementary theories? In addition 
to set theory, Straus – discussing Berg’s Violin Concerto – uses also Roman numeral analysis for a segment 
of the work.104 Later, using the clash between the two theoretical systems, Straus avers that Berg 
“neutralizes” the apparent functionality of his triads by means of inversional symmetry. This is clearly an 
use of “supplement” in a fashion quite similar to the way Krims epitomizes the term in the third chapter of 
his dissertation. Straus’ commentaries on Bartòk’s T7 transposition chains in the Piano Sonata, and on 
Stravinsky’s centric conflict in the Symphony in C, both rely on simultaneous reference to the large-scale 
formal conventions of functional tonal music, and those of post-tonal theory. These conventions make 
supposedly incommunicable claims about musical structure. And so, if set theory was originally invented 
as a means to justify atonal music (a disfavored term in the binary “tonal-atonal”) by demonstrating its 
organic unity, and if tonal theory has been used by Straus in a way that reverses its status showing it as 
supplemental to (i.e., both contradicting, and constituting) the set-theoretical reading – in the context of a 
conception of the work that is open and relative, depending upon intertext for its structure and signification, 
neutralizing the ideology of organicist unity – then what is the actual difference between what Straus has 
done, and what Krims accuses him of failing to do?    
Additionally, why should an analyst count only music theories as “theoretical” for the purposes of 
music analysis? Bloom’s theory of influence is clearly external and supplemental to both set theory and 
Schenkerian analysis, and as such brings into question the ability of both methods to fully account for the 
signifying forces alive in the works they examine. The fact that both theorists were forced to look outside 
formalist music theory itself to generate their theses, can be seen as a redistribution of theoretical language. 
And the analyses of Straus, and especially those of Korsyn, clearly transgress the boundaries of the works 
themselves (i.e., of their respective “neutral levels”), bringing them into direct intertextual contact with 
other texts. Neither theorist traffics in formalist theory; both are led by the works’ ungrammaticalities into a 
discourse centered in their semantic-levels.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
103 Ibid., point 6. 
104 Straus, “The ‘Anxiety of Influence’ in Twentieth-century Music,” 432-5. 
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Secondly, do Straus and Korsyn truly fail to extend the notion of misprision to their own activities 
as situated analysts of the works they examine? According to both Richard Taruskin and Krims himself, 
both theorists misread Bloom, and misapply his theory of influence to music. Neither theorist was unaware 
of this fact either. Korsyn very clearly states that that was his intention.105 And, in a letter to the editor of 
the Journal of the American Musicological Society, Straus defends himself against Taruskin’s accusations 
of misreading Bloom by declaring, half-whimsically, that “Happily, there is no authentic Bloomian 
practice. In my own work, I have found Bloom an indispensable point of departure and useful framework 
for inquiry. Let a hundred Harolds Bloom!”106 How can one tell the difference between a traditional 
reading that makes truth claims about the inherent structure of the work (and attributes fixed, unified 
structures embedded by the composer), and a misprized reading that surrenders itself to the deferred 
plurality of signification alive in the reader-analyst’s situated contemplation of the work? To truly answer 
the question, we have to consider their analytical practices themselves.  
What forms of documentary evidence do Straus and Korsyn use to demonstrate that the theses 
they profess (i.e., that a quasi-Freudian anxiety drove the intertextual relations that exist between Brahms, 
Berg, Schönberg, Bartòk, Stravinsky, and their predecessor discourses; and that that anxiety is 
demonstrable in the scores)? Do they use (or even hold as necessary) the words, letters, or other writings of 
the composers themselves? Do either of the theorists introduce sketch pages, and their attendant marginalia 
that expressly link, in the case of Korsyn especially, the works they analyze to particular precedent works? 
The answer to all of these questions is of course, no. They don’t use the techniques common to historical 
musicology, or to its peripheral use in guaranteeing the “scientificity” of more traditional modes of music 
theory. It’s not entirely clear that, despite all of the talk about the composers’ struggle to win a place in 
history though a demonstration of “originality,” that they are ultimately more concerned with faithfully 
communicating the composers’ authorial intentions or control over signification, than they are in 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
105 “Can we perform the same kind of deliberate misreading on Bloom, reading him as if he were talking about music 
instead of poetry? I think that within certain limits we can.” Korsyn, “Toward a New Poetics of Musical Influence,” 12. 
106 Joseph N. Straus, “Letter from Joseph N. Straus,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 47, no. 1 (1994): 
190. 
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expressing their own compelling readings of the works. As Roland Barthes might say, the composer has 
been invited back into his work as a guest, as a “paper author.”107  
This does not mean that the concept of intertextuality as solely a matter of influence is 
unproblematic. Nor does it mean that one should uncritically accept the notion that influence is a matter of 
anxious engagement with the past. Intertextuality, for Kristeva, was certainly a matter of the dialogical 
meeting of voices in the text, but was not merely the result of a willful redistribution of language on the 
part of the author. It is rather the basic condition of literature in the flux of language, which itself shapes the 
subjectivity of author and reader alike. For Barthes, the text was a patchwork assemblage of citations, 
echoes, cultural languages, codes, quotations “without inverted commas.”108 In fact, Barthes describes: 
The intertextual in which every text is held, itself the text-between of another text, is not 
to be confused with some origin of the text: to try to find the “sources,” the “influences” 
of a work, is to fall in with the myth of filiation.109 
 
So, in the sense that Korsyn articulates a relationship between Chopin and Brahms that is potentially 
dubious from the perspective of Brahms the actual historical person, he has broken from the myth of 
filiation. But to the degree that Korsyn theorizes Brahms as a subject – and psychologizes his music as an 
extension of his psyche – he ties the text’s signification to the author’s subjectivity in a manner consistent 
with filiation. As such, the analytical answer still replies to the question, “what did Brahms say?”  
Finally, if Krims can grant that Harold Bloom was a complex critic with both structuralist and 
poststructuralist tendencies, why is he unable to grant the same to both Straus and Korsyn? He seems to 
suggest that the only way for contemporary theorists to struggle with, or come to terms with, the challenges 
of poststructural literary theory is to adopt all of the strategies associated with the purest possible form of 
poststructuralism. As appendix A demonstrates, such purity cannot even be attributed to the movement’s 
purported founders (i.e., Derrida, Kristeva, and Barthes).  
It would be entirely reasonable to challenge Korsyn on his applications of the ratios to Brahms’s 
work. For example, Korsyn argues that Brahms more fully realized the potential of a fragment of Chopin’s 
melody merely by sequencing it, seems like a dubious claim. Korsyn sees “askesis” as the principal ratio in 
Brahms’s Romanza, providing a description of askesis that is virtually indistinguishable from !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
107 Roland Barthes, “From Work to Text,” in Image-Music-Text, ed. Stephen Heath (New York: Farrar, Strauss, and 
Geroux, 1977), 161. 
108 Ibid., 159. 
109 Ibid., 159. 
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intertextuality. However, since intertextuality is fundamental of all human discourses (music included), 
regardless of whether or not the analyst approaches works as a structuralist or poststructuralist, are there 
any works at all for which askesis would not be the fundamental revisionary ratio? Strange also is the claim 
that a sudden expansion into a previously uninhabited register is paramount with an ill-defined notion of 
“futurity.” Lastly, Korsyn’s applications of the psychic defenses often seem precursory, arbitrarily applied 
and lacking in conviction. It’s difficult to see why they are even invoked, other than that they were 
packaged together by Harold Bloom.  
Krims’ own conception of poststructural theory does not involve a total rejection of structuralist 
theoretical devices, but following Barthes, a practice of bringing contradictorily structured theories into 
productive tension with one another. In “Music Theory as Productivity” he refers to an intra-discursivity 
(applying parts of a single discourse, like Schenkerian analysis, against one another to correct its own gaps 
and inconsistencies), and an inter-discursivity (bringing different theoretical discourses into relation to each 
other).110 In this way, theoretical models “relativize” one another, while at the same time undermining the 
view that structures inhere in texts, that theoretical models offer objective accounts of “what is really 
happening,” and that the role of the analyst is one of relatively passive demonstration of essential structural 
truths. In order to do what Krims does, one must have an intimate knowledge of multiple theoretical 
paradigms. However there are still two important aspects of Krims notion of theoretical poststructuralism 
that are wanting.  
 Firstly, while Krims’ combinatory play of theoretical models may demonstrate that structure is a 
product of the models that are brought to it, not of the works themselves; it still treats musical pieces as 
works and not texts in Barthes’ and Kristeva’s sense of the word. The signs of the work are still isolated in 
analysis from other works that may bear a strong and decisive relation to how Krims understands what is 
being signified. The only aspect of intertextuality that Krims entertains is between theoretical paradigms. 
He maintains the fiction of the possibility of meta-language by hiding his own subjectivity behind 
amalgamations of theoretical tools.111 We might ask, recalling the Barthes’ of The Pleasure of the Text: 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110 Krims, “Music Theory as Productivity,” 28. 
111 “A theory of the Text cannot be satisfied by a metalinguistic exposition...the discourse of the Text should itself be 
nothing other than Text, research, textual activity, since the Text is that social space which leaves no language safe...” 
[Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” in Image-Music-Text, 164.] 
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Who is Krims’ “Proust?” What “circular memories” inform his readerly subjectivity?112 His form of 
analysis is entirely conducted from the point of view of a music theorist, which of course is natural for that 
is what he is, but the signifying force of a piece of music, as for that of a piece of literature, does not come 
only from relationships between explanatory models, but also from the relationships between texts. Krims’s 
model is a theoretical portmanteau of Barthes theory of the text in SZ and Derridà’s deconstructive model. 
There is of course nothing un-poststructuralist about this, until Krims begins demanding that other analysts 
who want to be influenced by poststructuralism use the very same method. It is at that point that Krims 
begins to do the disciplining.  
 Secondly, it is easy to imagine a Krims-ian analytical practice that has nothing to say about the 
semantic level of its subject. Neither Krims’ account of Schönberg’s progressional analysis, or of 
Schenker’s prolongation analysis does so. In this way, Krims’ poststructuralism turns away from the text 
and towards analysis in a way that is not fully satisfying. It fails to go beyond theoretical formalism, even 
as it goes beyond essentialism. His methodology still favors syntax over semantics, form over content. He 
makes no effort to demonstrate how, for example in “O Schmücke dich” any of the purely musical (i.e., 
harmonic, rhythmic, figural) aspects of the work relate to whatever message the work might be attempting 
to convey. The text is completely removed from the score that Krims examines in the third chapter of his 
dissertation, as though the chorale had always been a theoretical paradigm, or an instrumental composition.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
112 “I savor the sway of formulas, the reversal of origins, the ease which brings the anterior text out of the subsequent 
one. I recognize that Proust’s work, for myself at least, is the reference work, the general mathesis, the mandala of the 
entire literary cosmogony…This does not mean that I am in any way a Proust “specialist”: Proust is what comes to me, 
not what I summon up; not an “authority,” simply a circular memory. Which is what the inter-text is: the impossibility 
of living outside the infinite text – whether this text be Proust or the daily newspaper or the television screen: the book 
creates the meaning, the meaning creates life.” [Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text, trans. Richard Miller (New 
York: Hill and Wang, 1975), 36.] 
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2.4 Common Criticisms of the New Musicology: Agawu, Burnham, Horton, and 
Hooper 
 
The advent of the critical influence of poststructural theory in musicology triggered a full-throated 
defense of formalist and syntactic analysis by a number of theorists. The most heated part of this debate 
unfolded, according to Kofi Agawu, one of its participants, in the mid 1990s.113 By the turn of the century, 
the critical methods and positions of the “New Musicology” have been absorbed into, and exist alongside 
more traditional musicological and theoretical practices. The Krims / Straus debate in Music Theory 
Online, examined above, served as one example of the clash. Straus was joined in his defense of formalist 
theory by a number of prominent musicologists and theorists at the time, among whom were Pieter C. Van 
den Toorn, Scott Burnham, the aforementioned Kofi Agawu, and Richard Taruskin. Although the debate 
has more or less ceased, with very few losers and much mutual intellectual enrichment, it is instructive to 
re-examine some of the criticisms of New Musicology’s use of poststructural theory. 
The most common complaint about the writings of the New Musicologists is that they create straw 
men out of their traditional theoretical-analytical interlocutors. Scott Burnham, defending Schenkerian 
analysis from Joseph Kerman and Lawrence Kramer, says that traditional theory has been stereotyped as 
one dimensional and semantically vacant.114 Far from representing a “faceless deep structure,” Schenkerian 
analysis requires just as much interpretive creativity as the more rhetorical analytical approaches that seek 
to supplant it. Agawu accused the Postmodernists of suppressing the complex histories of positivism and 
formalism in order to “indict” the limitations of theory-based analysis.115 Julian Horton, in an article 
entitled “Postmodernism and the Critique of Musical Analysis,” virtually groans as he “rehearses” the 
many criticisms of theory-based formalist analysis: solipsism, ahistoricism, semantic vacancy, dismissal of 
social context, hermetically abstract argumentation, treatment of theoretical models as Truth, lack of 
interest in signification, objectivism, improper belief in structural immanence, and complicity with cultural 
imperialism / actions perpetrated against excluded social Others.116 Horton’s list is echoed by Giles Hooper 
in a 2004 article that argues in part that formalist analysis’ Postmodern critics have conflated two !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
113 Kofi Agawu, "How We Got Out of Analysis, and How We Get Back In Again," Music Analysis 23, ii-iii (2004): 
267-8. 
114 Scott Burnham, "The Criticism of Analysis and the Analysis of Criticism," 19th-century Music 16, no. 1 (1992): 71. 
115 Kofi Agawu, “Analyzing Music under the New Musicological Regime,” The Journal of Musicology 15, no. 3 
(1997): 300. 
116 Julian Horton, "Postmodernism and the Critique of Musical Analysis," The Musical Quarterly 85, no. 2 (2001): 342. 
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contradictory notions of the “Modern,” and identified formalist analysis as a Modernist practice, whose 
time was up.117 
While it is true that some of the “New Musicologists” had used overly generalized rhetorical 
arguments in their zeal to dispense with structuralist theoretical and musicological epistemologies, the “old 
musicologists” were often guilty of the same fallacy. In the process of giving voice to their interlocutors, 
Agawu, Horton, Burnham, and Hooper conflated the multiple streams of poststructural thought (as Post-
Modernism) into a single entity. It is more reasonable instead to conceive of several New Musicologies, 
which, although they share some fundamental positions, have ultimately different aims.  
Agawu identified semiotics, reception theory, narratology, gender theory, and cultural criticism as 
elements of the New Musicology.118 Politically motivated criticism, along with theoretical treatments of 
race, gender, sexuality, non-canonic repertoires, and subjective reception were “in,” Agawu said, with an 
apparent degree of exasperation.119 Pieter C. Van den Toorn echoes more vociferously Agawu’s irritation at 
what he perceived as the faddishness of early attempts at identity politics in analysis. In a 1998 open letter 
to Judith Lochead, printed in Music Theory Spectrum, he bemoans the “socio-politically ‘correct’ 
positions” of the New Musicology.120!In his own list, Horton joins Agawu by conflating the semiotic, 
socio-political, and historical streams of New Musicology’s critique. In doing so they both, rather oddly, 
placed the work of Joseph Kerman, Lawrence Kramer, Susan McClary and Christopher Norris together in 
the same category.121 The confusion is compounded by the examples Agawu offered at the conclusion of 
“Analyzing Music Under the New Musicology.”122 It’s difficult to find any systematic distinction between 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
117 Giles Hooper, “An Incomplete Project: Modernism, Formalism, and the ‘Music Itself,’” Music Analysis 23, no. 2-3 
(2004): 315. 
118 He seemed to ignore the fact that semiotics had structuralist and even formalist roots, at least in the field of literary 
criticism (Agawu, “Analyzing Music Under the New Musicological Regime,” 300).  
119 Ibid., 301.  
120 Pieter C. van den Toorn, “Letter from Pieter C. van den Toorn,” Music Theory Spectrum 20, no. 1 (1998): 164. 
121 Kerman’s 1980 article, “How We Got into Analysis and How to Get Back Out,” never invokes any literary critic 
specifically (though his call for a close-reading resembles the one made by the likes of William Empson). He certainly 
wasn’t personally interested in political or gender discourse analysis (except in a very basic and by now non-
controversial manner). Nothing in the article, or in his subsequent book Contemplating Music resembles Derrida’s 
critique of the epistémè, for example.  
122 He lists Thomas Clifton’s work on musical phenomenology, David Lewin’s “hermeneutic readings” of hypermeter 
and transformational networks, Alan Street (merely as a reminder of the “foundational instability of our terms, the 
contingency of our analyses, and the fragility of our conceptual constructs,” a severe understatement of Street’s 
critique), Robert Snarrenberg’s (misunderstood) application of Derridean différance to a Brahms Intermezzo, 
McCreless’s Barthesian code-switching (c.f. S/Z) to Beethoven’s “Ghost Trio;” Richard Littlefield and David 
Neumeyer’s critique of Schenkerian analysis (how is it different than Kerman’s?); Straus and Korsyn’s Bloomian 
analyses, and a few others. (c.f. Agawu, “Analyzing Music Under the New Musicology,” 305-7).  
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these theorists and the work of Kerman, Kramer, and McClary other than Agawu’s distaste for Barthesian 
jouissance, which he saw as motivating their interpretations. 
That both Adam Krims and Richard Taruskin could castigate Joseph Straus and Kevin Korsyn (for 
opposing reasons), and that Agawu could simultaneously include them in a list of approved New 
Musicologists, is an indication of the level of confusion on display in the 1990s and early 2000s. Part of the 
reason for the construction of so many straw persons surely must have been that poststructural music 
criticism had hit a very sensitive nerve. Its Foucaultian critique of power and disciplinarity – a critique that 
has found a much more enthusiastic reception in other liberal arts disciplines in Anglo-American 
universities – struck deeply at the root of music theory, a field that itself came into prominence as a 
discipline separate from musicology at a time roughly contemporaneous with the flourishing of 
structuralism in the American academy.123 
Agawu and Hooper were adamant about maintaining, in the words of the latter, the “formalist 
conception of music as an autonomous manifestation of ideal structural relations.”124 In a turn of phrase 
that must provoke irritation to postmodernist / poststructuralist ears, Agawu wishes to keep analysis 
focused intently on the “Truth Content of music,” which is mediated through its “technical structure.”125 
Likewise, Pieter van den Toorn defends “technical” analysis and, paradoxically, the “special uniqueness of 
individual musical works, of the relative autonomy of our immediate experience of them.”126 Burnham 
claims that “musical syntax is to a large degree, musical significance.”127 “The music itself,” or as Hooper 
puts it, the “brute materiality” of the music – its representation in a score, utilizing the grammar and 
vocabulary of Western music notation, supplemented where necessary with various performance practice 
disciplines – should be taken as constitutive of the work. The principle disagreement here is over the 
significance of notions of discipline and the constitution of the work.  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
123 Indeed Kofi Agawu had isolated the problem in the form of a kind of extended syllogism: New Musicology = Anti-
formalism, Analysis = Formalism, Music Theory = practicing analysis, therefore New Musicology cannot countenance 
theory-based analysis (Ibid., 301). 
124 Hooper, “An Incomplete Project: Modernism, Formalism, and the ‘Music Itself’,” 324. 
125 “Technical structure,” in this sense equates to the “neutral level,” a sense of immanent structure (c.f. Agawu, "How 
We Got Out of Analysis, and How We Get Back In Again," 270-6). 
126 van den Toorn, “An Open Letter from Pieter C. van den Toorn,” 160-1.  
127 Burnham, "The Criticism of Analysis and the Analysis of Criticism," 72. Emphasis in the original. 
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Both New Musicologists, and their more orthodox interlocutors are practicing “reflection” (in fact, 
analysis) on particular musical works. Giles Hooper and Julian Horton, rather than viewing theoretical 
discourse as the employment of disciplinary power, understand it in more democratic, provisional, and 
“pragmatic” terms. Communication and cooperation are founded on the “supposition of an objective world 
that is independent of our descriptions, and an intersubjective practice predicated on a “symbolic 
exchange,” a foundational agreed-upon code that we adopt in order to communicate.128 Yet neither explains 
when the agreement is supposed to have taken place, why all of us as listeners have to be acculturated into 
it, or why roughly equivalent competences can lead to such different interpretations. If the structures that 
technical analysis finds in musical works were inherent to them – if they were the works’ true content – 
then why the necessity of entering into a symbolic exchange? Musical works are products of culture; they 
do not arise out of the physical laws of the universe.  
Scott Burnham seems to have been particularly resistant to the New Musicological critique in his 
defense of Schenkerian analysis. His article, “The Criticism of Analysis and the Analysis of Criticism,” 
brought into question whether the principals of semiotics can even be applied to musical grammar by 
claiming that the incongruence between the two “should not even need to be said.”129 He acknowledged 
that certain musical elements, decisive for our understanding of a work’s meaning “register so immediately 
and obviously as to be beneath the notice of many analysts,” a fact which was at the crux of the 
poststructural critique of disciplinarity (and was consequently germane to the problem presented in the first 
chapter of this dissertation).130 Later in this brief article, he admitted that: 
At the outset of a Schenkerian analysis, the choice of background is made both by projecting the 
demands of an assumed background onto the foreground (and seeing if they are met) and by 
attempting to read a background into the foreground.131 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
128 Hooper, “An Incomplete Project: Modernism, Formalism, and the ‘Music Itself’,” 320; and Horton, "Postmodernism 
and the Critique of Musical Analysis," 351. Hooper depends upon Jürgen Habermas’s notions of “Life-World” 
(functionally indistinguishable from the structuralist notion of linguistic / literary competency, and from Kristeva’s 
“phenotext”), and “Systems” (which are difficult to distinguish from Foucault’s “regimes of veridiction”) (c.f. Hooper, 
“An Incomplete Project: Modernism, Formalism, and the ‘Music Itself’,” 321). Horton depends upon Richard Rorty’s 
notion of the post-Marxist turn to “symbolic exchange,” which is essentially the same thing as structuralist semiotic 
codes and phenotext (with the exception that the presence of the phenotext in discourse is made visible only by special 
effort, where there is an inexplicably voluntary flavor to the “symbolic exchange”) (c.f. Horton, "Postmodernism and 
the Critique of Musical Analysis," 351).   
129 “The grammar of music is not strictly analogous to the grammar of spoken or written language. This should not 
even need to be said. Yet our refusal to accept this apparent truism leads us to treat musical grammar as we would treat 
a defective language that somehow had only a syntactic dimension and not a semantic one” (c.f. Burnham, “The 
Criticism of Analysis and the Analysis of Criticism,” 71). 
130 Ibid., 72. 
131 Ibid., 73 (emphasis added). 
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This was of course the entire point of Kerman’s critique of Schenkerian analysis (mirrored 
indirectly but unmistakably by Street and Krims). By what virtue should the background be “assumed” and 
projected? Should this projection be understood as nothing more than the theoretical equivalent of a 
scientific hypothesis? If so were there ever conditions under which, let us say a Chopin prelude or 
Beethoven String Quartet did not meet the projected demands? If there were, what would the conclusion 
be, from Schenker’s perspective? This was a perfect manifestation of the “scientistic” pretense of 
structuralist analysis. Of course one must limit the pure practice of Schenkerian analysis to the repertoires 
that can even possibly support it. If that is openly acknowledged, and if the practice becomes partial and 
relativized, then the disagreement between Burnham, and the New Musicologists becomes much less 
potent. However, if we are in the territory of things that “should not have to be said,” of expressively 
pertinent musical properties that fall “beneath the notice” of analysts, and of practically unfalsifiable 
projected structures only subject to real verification in an evidently token manner, the critique of 
poststructuralism could hardly be more appropriate.    
That said neither poststructural critics nor New Musicologists contest the existence of codes, or of 
competency (nor of a specific sense of music’s “physical” embodiment in a score). Rather, they 
acknowledge other pressures, other conditions that have impact on a listener’s experience of a musical 
work and its structure. Among these pressures are, it bears repeating, the listener’s incompetence, their 
situatedness; their “genotextual,” playful, curiosity; and the resulting misprisions that shape, color, distort, 
and transform their participation in the Symbolic nature of works. poststructural analysis insists that if one 
is to truly reflect upon the “structure” of a piece of music, one must do so from the position of the listeners 
that actually exist rather than the “ideal listeners” that traditional theoretical disciplines rely upon to 
identify its codes as expressions of objective reality. This is not to dismiss the reality or usefulness of 
competency, codes, or theoretical models; but it does drastically alter their epistemological status.  
This aspect of poststructural theory has lead to two related criticisms: Agawu accused New 
Musicologists of relying upon solipsistic, personal accounts of musical works rather than objective (i.e., 
intersubjective) ones.132 Additionally, Horton expressed a concern that the shifting focus of musicology 
under the influence of poststructuralism – toward “discourse analysis” and away from “technical” analysis !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
132 Agawu, “Analyzing Music under the New Musicological Regime,” 301. 
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– threatens a future theoretical dystopia of meta-critique upon meta-critique, and a continuously increasing 
distance from the musical objects themselves: 
If the ground of musicology is to shift from a discourse on works to a discourse on 
discourse, a metadiscourse, then we encounter a crisis of contemporary historical 
characterization: our own time yields no analyzable discourse of its own, except for 
metadiscourse. The metadiscourse itself would then have to become the locus of 
historical observation for our approach to remain consistent. Historical analysis, when 
applied to the present, would produce a discourse on metadiscourse. And this in turn 
would have to form the basis of a discursive analysis in its own right. The result would be 
a spiraling discursive self-referentiality that becomes at each stage arithmetically more 
distant from the objects of music history.133 
 
Horton thus rejected discourse analysis (i.e., “metadiscourse”) because it purportedly focuses 
theory on itself rather than actual musical works. Even when analysts allow a piece of music to 
“redistribute” the structure of the theoretical model(s) they bring to it, in the Kristevan-Krimsian sense, the 
analyst risks the “danger” of analyzing the analytical tools themselves, rather than the works to which they 
bring them.134 Horton warned that, if theory is to be able to address itself to common musical phenomena, it 
must be rid of the “twin relativisms of subjectivist solipsism – music is, only in so far as it is for me – and 
discursive constructionism – ‘music’, always ‘under erasure’, is no more than the (textual) trace of locally 
contingent practices.”135  
Yet, charges of solipsism were batted back and forth between both “sides” of the debate. The New 
Musicologists accused their opponents of solipsism on the grounds that they transformed individual 
musical works into paradigmatic tokens of structural types conditioned by favored theoretical paradigms. 
By reducing out the “aporias” and downplaying both their differentiae, and our individual responses to 
them, analysis distances itself from its objects. More traditional, formalist musicologists / theorists argued 
that any analysis that doesn’t postulate immanent structural organization in a given work, but rather focuses 
on how a work causes our analytical tools to fail; or that brings the reading into contact with “irrelevant” 
external factors (political, historical, and even biographical context), fails to engage the “actual” work. This 
is all the more so when the analyst makes hermeneutical “leaps” originating in their own subjective 
experiences of the piece.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
133 Horton, "Postmodernism and the Critique of Musical Analysis," 355-6.  
134 This was Scot Burnham’s charge against Lawrence Kramer’s use of Schenkerian analysis in an article on Haydn’s 
oratorio The Creation: “When Kramer interprets a Schenkerian middle-ground, he is not interpreting an integral aspect 
of the piece itself but a highly conditioned historical take on the piece. As a result, he runs the danger of interpreting 
Schenker rather than Haydn.” (c.f. Burnham “The Criticism of Analysis and the Analysis of Criticism,” 74). 
135 Hooper, “An Incomplete Project: Modernism, Formalism, and the ‘Music Itself’,” 320. 
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Since musical structure is not held to be immanent, most (probably all) forms of poststructuralism 
would hold that it is not possible to discover the “Truth Content” of “the music itself.” If acculturation, the 
process of gaining competency in a musical code, is necessary to identify the structures inside the works, 
then discourses, not the works themselves, are responsible for the structures we find in them. We approach 
the world through competencies that are inescapably conditioned by our particularity, by the trace of the 
multifaceted experiences that lead us to the moment of analysis. We do not all share the same 
competencies, and therefore do not find the same structures, in the act of listening. Therefore, the two 
analytical regimes (orthodox formalist “technical” analysis, and the various forms of poststructural 
analysis) have separate objects: structuralism wants to construct and understand the work; 
poststructuralism, acknowledging that this is not a possible goal, wants to construct and understand our 
hearing of the work. 
Nevertheless, in order to communicate – as Straus pointed out – we have to invoke theoretical 
categories. Derrida’s writing sous rature (“under erasure”), which Hooper and Horton casually dismissed, 
is the way that poststructural criticism can speak invoke these categories without positing an immanence it 
doesn’t wish to imply. As Hooper rightly recognized:  
…as effortless as such new exegesis [the hermeneutic model proposed by the likes of 
Lawrence Kramer] has been, it nevertheless entails the analysis of the interior of works, 
the music itself. This leaves the interpreters in a contradictory position, for they must, at 
least temporarily, entertain the very conceptions that they programmatically reject.136 
   
The criticism here is that New Musicologists use the very tools that they reject as ideologically 
suspect, rather than creating new theoretical tools of their own.137 This criticism rings hollow if one gives 
the benefit of the doubt to Barthes when he speaks of texts as having structure without closure, and when 
he commends the partial, free, and relative use of theoretical models in analysis (as he exemplified in 
S/Z).138 Similarly Derrida’s “writing under erasure” represents a recognition that the infinite deferral 
implied by différance renders determinate communication, strictly speaking, impossible. Nevertheless we 
still communicate, and must depend on the provisional hypostatized fixity of language to do so. Thus, in a 
grandly elegant deconstructive gesture, comes the recognition that the “yin” of poststructuralism cannot !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
136 Ibid., 320 (clarification mine). 
137 The criticism is also foregrounded in both Agawu, “Analyzing Music under the New Musicological Regime,” 302; 
and Burnham, “The Criticism of Analysis and the Analysis of Criticism,” 72.  
138 C.f. Barthes, “From Work to Text,” in Image-Music-Text, 159; Roland Barthes, S/Z, Trans. Richard Miller (New 
York: Blackwell, 1974), 43.  
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exist or function without its structuralist “yang.” This is how poststructuralism has, after a fashion, won the 
debate to nobody’s loss: by successfully relativizing structuralism in music-theoretical discourse while 
availing itself of the “tools” that structuralists feared would be abandoned. This perpetual cycle of creation 
and destruction is in fact the only hope we have of momentarily touching the “Truth Content” of musical 
works.  
 
2.5  Four Intertextual Theories: Burkholder, Hatten, Klein, and Monelle  
 Let us bring this chapter to completion by examining four final intertextual theories. Each of these 
theories has been formulated in the wake of the 1990s debate on structuralism in analysis, and each shows 
its influence. The approach to the music of Sciarrino undertaken in this dissertation will flow from the 
nexus between the ideological critique of formalist immanence and the usefulness of an intertextually 
focused semiotics as an alternative. The tools and strategies proposed by J. Peter Burkholder, Robert 
Hatten, Michael Klein, and Raymond Monelle will inform the analyses of Sciarrino undertaken in the 
fourth chapter of this dissertation. 
 
2.6 J. Peter Burkholder’s “Uses of Existing Music” 
  J. Peter Burkholder’s 1994 article “The Uses of Existing Music,” calls for the development of a 
new subfield of musicology focusing on the ways composers use the materials of older musical works in 
their own. Shaped by his studies of imitation and parody in Renaissance liturgical music, and quotation in 
19th century music, Burkholder sought to develop a more refined conception of musical borrowing.139  
Particularly, the musicologist was interested in addressing forms of reference that were less overt, such as 
modeling and allusion. While the article doesn’t fully formalize a new theory, it attempts to lay the 
groundwork for what such a theory should look like, and what it should address. His studies of quotation in 
the music of Charles Ives provided a platform. Burkholder used them to create a set of categories 
encompassing the many different “strategic” ways that the composer referenced older music140 :  
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
139 J. Peter, Burkholder, “The Uses of Existing Music: Musical Borrowing as a Field,” Notes 50, no. 3 (1994): 853; 
855-6. 
140 Ibid., 854. 
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Strategic use of existing music 
 
Description 
Modeling 
 
• Assuming the structure of an existing work 
• Incorporating part of its melodic material 
• Imitating its form or procedures 
 
Variations 
 
• Variation on a given tune 
 
Paraphrasing 
 
• Use of en existing tune to form a new 
melody, theme, or motive. 
 
Arranging 
 
• Transferring a work into a new medium 
 
Setting 
 
• Setting an existing tune with a new 
accompaniment 
 
Cantus firmus 
 
• Presenting a given tune in augmentation 
against a more quickly moving, original, 
foreground 
 
Medley 
 
• Stating multiple tunes, more or less 
complete, one after another 
 
Quodlibet 
 
• Combining two or more tunes 
simultaneously / contrapuntally 
• Often as a joke or a demonstration of 
technical prowess 
 
Stylistic allusion 
 
• Composing original material, but 
consciously referring to stylistic tropes of a 
predecessor 
 !
Table 12: Categories of borrowing in Burkholder !!!!!!
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Strategic use of existing music (cont.) 
 
Description (cont.) 
Cumulative setting 
 
• A tune presented in stages, complete only at 
the end of the movement / composition 
• Preceded by development of fragments 
 
Programmatic quotation 
 
• A tune that is quoted in order to appropriate 
its “extra-musical” associations 
 
Collage 
 
• A “swirl” of quoted and paraphrased tunes 
added to a musical structure  
 
Patchwork 
 
• Fragments of two or more tunes, combined 
to form a new idea 
 
Extended paraphrase 
 
• A melody from an entire work, or section of 
a large work, is paraphrased  
 
  
Table 12 (concl.) 
Burkholder’s mixed-function categories contemplate strategies of adaptation, purposes for the use 
of existing music, as well as formal genres, without attempting to theorize the relationships between 
categories. Questions about these relationships emerge implicitly later in the article, where he toils at 
mapping out the critical foci of the new subfield. He makes the decision to limit it to identifiable uses of 
particular existing music, rather than opening up the field fully to questions of style and genre allusion, 
what Robert Hatten has called “radical intertextuality.”141 He then develops a set of question-types that can 
be deployed to prod at the references in, if not systematic, at least rationally and historiographically 
bounded ways.  
Despite the fact that Burkholder’s notion of musical structure is evidently not immanent, and that 
his analyses do not thus “behave as if history did not exist,” Burkholder is not a New Musicologist. He 
explicitly rejects the term “intertextuality” on the grounds that it is not specific enough about the types of 
relation – and by this he seems to mean, the historical direction of the relation – between an original 
musical work, and the anterior work that “uses” it. Intertextuality, Burkholder claims, “evades questions of !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
141 Presumably, when he included “stylistic allusion” to his list of use categories above, he intended to say allusion to a 
specific work or namable style (Burkholder, The Uses of Existing Music,” 863). See also Hatten, Robert. “The Place of 
Intertextuality in Music Studies.” American Journal of Semiotics 3, no. 4 (1985): 69-70.  
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priority and derivation.”142 Of course, such questions are of use only if one is attempting to “search for 
origins” that the New Musicology, influenced by poststructuralism was not interested in. 143  Such 
historiographical intentions can be at odds with an analytical regime that has rejected filiation, as 
Burkholder does not do.  
Neither does Burkholder share the New Musicologists’ dependence on semiotic theory, or its 
strategies for establishing meanings and interpretations. In fact, the question of significance – of “meaning” 
– only appears as an adjunct to his historiographical ends. These ends serve to establish theoretical 
structural centers, and are subject to the regulative control of musical competency. The categories, as 
Burkholder uses them, are intended to allow us to “understand works as variants of a single form, rather 
than treating each as a unique case.”144 Neither his taxonomies of borrowing, nor his question-types betray 
an interest in addressing the points at which musical texts resist the theoretical models and structuring 
devices of musicological / theoretical discourse.  
 
2.7 Robert Hatten’s Peircian Semiotics of Style   
Robert Hatten offers an approach that more adroitly reflects the debate over New Musicology. 
More rigorously than any other prior analytical paradigm, Hatten’s intimately internalizes tactics from 
literary semiotic theory, adopting and translating them into a basis for music analysis. He seems to be 
consciously, and perfectly poised between structuralist demands for an immanently mediated, competency-
centered structure, and poststructuralist demands for a creative, intersubjectively-powered intertextual 
hermeneutics. Hatten establishes his semiotic bona fides with the article “The Place of Intertextuality in 
Music Studies,” published in the American Journal of Semiotics in 1985. In the article, the theorist 
distinguishes between “radical intertextuality” and its more circumscribed cousin, the latter suitable for acts 
of analysis, and the former, one supposes, best left to the realm of purely speculative theorizing. “Radical 
intertextuality,” it must be said, is precisely the intertextuality of the poststructuralists (Hatten cites 
Derrida’s Of Grammatologie in the article). He acknowledges it as the fundamental condition of literature, 
discourse, and writing; a condition in which no work can claim priority over any other, and all texts exist in 
an “infinite regress,” as “mere node[s]” in a network of infinite openness. However, he opts to restrict !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
142 Burkholder, “The Uses of Existing Music,” 862. 
143 The taxonomies, he insists, exist to enable musicologists to establish the evolution of a musical style (Ibid., 855-6).  
144 Ibid., 855-6. 
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intertextuality in his analysis to specific, namable chains of works.145 Already, in this early work, Hatten’s 
precise conceptions of style and strategy are articulated as the two controlling (“constraining”) elements 
that guide analysis.  
Style is defined as the “competency in symbolic functioning presupposed by a work of music.”146 
Hatten uses the word “symbolic” in the way that C.S. Pierce, and by extension Julia Kristeva, and Gilles 
Hooper used it, as a sort of non-consensual “agreement” one enters into in order to communicate. But 
Hatten’s insistence on a regulative sense of style competency can be tempered by the fact that he implicitly 
recognizes multiple style competencies. This view is at least compatible with poststructuralism’s 
decentering project. The aesthetic values of a competency, and the structures that it makes possible, are no 
longer expressed merely as “Musical” competency (i.e., representing the whole competency of all music), 
but as the localized and relativized competency of a particular style. Hatten’s notion of style even opens up 
potential rifts of competency between composers of a single style or period, though the implications are not 
fully realized in his work. He defines strategy as the particular manifestation of potential structures and 
processes afforded by a style.147 Thus, style belongs to the collective, and strategy to the individual. Style is 
equivalent to the linguistic-literary notion of “code,” and strategy, of “utterance, ” with distant echoes of 
Saussure’s langue and parole.148 As such, strategy is the aspect of a composition where its author’s 
subjectivity is most potent. Hatten does not go as far as Julia Kristeva, theorizing a complementary force to 
competency (a “semiotic functioning”), but we can think of strategy as a weak parallel to it.149     
One way that intertextuality manifests itself, is through a composer’s strategic rendering of 
“thematic” elements and processes, which are “marked” enough to garner the listener’s attention, 
particularly if that thematic strategy directs the listener’s attention to a stylistic or strategic Other.150 
Hatten’s use of the word “thematic” has more in common with literary themes than musical ones. Themes 
are not grammatical-syntactic ideas (or “subjects”) that are composed-out motivically in the work, but !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
145 Hatten, “The Place of Intertextuality in Music Studies,” 69-70. 
146 Hatten, “Musical Meaning in Beethoven,“ 10. 
147 Ibid., 70. 
148 Robert Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven: Markedness, Correlation, and Interpretation (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 1994): 243 
149 Julia Kristeva adopted Jacque Lacan’s opposition between the “Semiotic” (the disruptive, bodily, pre-linguistic 
force expressing itself in language), and the “Symbolic” (the grammatical, rule-based, collective aspect of language). 
Both forces expressed themselves in language and writing. See appendix A, pp. 437-442.  
150 Hatten “The Place of Intertextuality in Music Studies,” 71. This is essentially another restatement of Riffaterre’s 
concept of “ungrammaticality.”  
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conceptual designata that are mapped onto musical syntagms (sign-vehicles, bits of music). They are the 
content of musical signifying processes that might be common to works by other composers, or even by 
works of art in other media. Unlike Burkholder, Hatten acknowledges the importance of stylistic allusion as 
a proper focus of analysis, noting that styles may be referenced without borrowing or quoting material 
directly from a particular work in that style.151 Importantly, such stylistic shifts are more than mere 
quotation or modeling. Hatten’s position is that nearly all borrowing (with notable exceptions) is 
“programmatic” in Burkholder’s sense, since nearly all borrowings import associational thematic meanings 
into the text.152  
Hatten’s intertextuality in the 1985 article, though, is still as historicist as that of Burkholder. His 
formalization of growth in a style seems to take up the call Burkholder laid down in “The Uses of Existing 
Music.” The article ends by tracing an intertextual chain moving though Bach, Schumann, and Mahler, 
finally culminating in the third movement of Luciano Berio’s Sinfonia. Bach’s “twisting sixteenths,” as 
found in the opening section of Cantata # 19, become Schumann’s in “Das ist ein Flöten und Geigen,” of 
the song cycle Dichterliebe. In turn, Schumann’s twisting sixteenths, triple-meter waltz parody, and 
chromatic ending, become Mahler’s in the early song “St. Anthony’s Sermon to the Fishes,” from Das 
Knaben Wunderhorn, which forms the basis for the third movement of the composer’s Second Symphony. 
This movement becomes the palimpsest over which is heard the cacophony of quotations of Berio’s 
Sinfonia. Hatten’s aim is not just to show stylistic evolution in terms of syntactically analyzable immanent 
structures though. The theorist was interested in identifying the ways that different thematic elements were 
combined to create new expressive meanings, a process that he calls troping.153  
Bach’s twisting figurations are iconically (and symbolically) taken as references to the Cantata’s 
text, which speaks of the Archangel Michael’s struggle with the devil, figured as a serpent. Schumann 
borrows the writhing negativity for more sublunary purposes, expressing the agony felt by a jilted lover at 
hearing the beloved’s wedding music from a distance. Mahler adopts the sense of struggle, and perhaps !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
151 Hatten points to the third movement (the “Heiliger Dankgesang”) of Beethoven’s String Quartet #15, op. 132, which 
exemplifies this fact by alternating between references to High Renaissance modal counterpoint, and to stylized 
Baroque dance (in the “Neue Kraft” sections) in a kind of stylistic antiphony. 
152 Even his counter-example breaks down when one examines it. Composers of the Renaissance era wrote cantus 
firmus and parody masses, which borrowed syntactically from contemporary secular music, without importing its 
semantic meanings. Yet, surely not no semantic conclusions could be induced from the practice. As Hatten points out, 
the church hierarchy certainly drew conclusions about what was being done (Ibid., 72).  
153 Robert, Hatten, "Four Semiotic Approaches to Musical Meaning: Markedness, Topics, Tropes, and Gesture," 
Muzikološki Zbornik 41, no. 1 (2005): 13. 
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also the feeling of jealous betrayal, along with the chromatically inflected sense of irony, and parodic waltz 
time in the Wunderhorn setting.154 He then self-quotes, elevating the topoi of the song (back) toward a level 
of heroic struggle and high purpose in the symphony.  
Hatten makes the connection to Berio through an enormous dissonant chord (mm. 63-4) that 
culminates from the tensions posed by Mahler’s sublimation of the St. Anthony tune into the heroic 
struggle of the symphony’s program. Parallel to Mahler’s outburst, in Berio’s Sinfonia, the tutti cluster 
chord found at rehearsal K of the third movement (“In ruhig fliessender bewegung”) underlines the crisis as 
Berio saw it. Hatten suggests constructing what Michael Riffaterre called a matrix sentence, a thematic 
statement that would “sum up the intertextual strategies of the movement.”155 Hatten’s matrix sentence 
appears in the form of a question, which he makes Berio answer thusly: 
Q: “Keep going…” [Beckett / Berio], “…in spite of what?” [Hatten / “the listener”] 
A: In spite of “the futility of works of art in the face of the ravages of war and time.”     
     [“Berio”] 
  
Hatten hears, in Berio’s tragic un-fulfillment at precisely the point where Mahler suggests the promise of a 
resurrection, a passively inflected, and distracted resignation. As the narrator of the movement later 
declares, with an apparent shrug: “But now it’s done, it’s over, we’ve had our chance. There was even, for 
a second, hope of resurrection, or almost.”156  
 Hatten’s notions of style, strategy, thematics, and markedness, were already in place in 1985, as 
was his desire to describe expressive semantic meanings in music theoretically. In Musical Meaning in 
Beethoven (1994), however, the theorist was able to work out the details more thoroughly. Again, Hatten 
reaffirms both Stucturalist and poststructuralist derived analytical strategies. In addition to the regulative 
notion of competency that Hatten accepts, his formulation of markedness is of structuralist origins. Yet his 
insistence on hermeneutic interpretation, by means of Piercean abduction is more sympathetic to 
poststructural thinking157. His rejection of formalism and emphasis on semantic expressive meanings is 
poststructural, as is his rejection of the very distinction between “musical” and “extra-musical” meaning.158   
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154 Indeed, Mahler very blatantly parodies the ending of Schumann’s song in his own, as Hatten demonstrates (Hatten, 
“The Place of Intertextuality in Music Studies,” 79).  
155 Ibid., 74-5. 
156 So says the narrator of the movement, 3 measures before rehearsal FF.  
157 “No musical reading that insists on literalness or factitious security can ever fully ripen into a satisfying expressive 
interpretation. Instead, we must be willing to participate in an artistic transaction in which ‘validity’ is no longer a 
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His definition of musical signification (and musical signs) is articulated in purely Piercean terms: 
A musical entity (patterned sound serving as a sign vehicle) correlates with a cultural unit 
that suggests further interpretations as mediated by the “ground” of style, and the further 
“ground” of the emerging strategy of a particular work.159 
 
Musical signs are “patterned sound” – a definition that is necessarily broad – as a sign in language 
correlates not to a tagmeme, or soneme (respectively, the smallest syntactic and sonic units of measure), but 
to the syntagm. A chord can function as a sign vehicle, but only if it suggests some “extra-musical” 
meaning (like the submediant in a “deceptive cadence,” which suggests falseness, surprise, or deception). 
At the same time the instrumental genre “string quartet” can function as a sign vehicle, insofar as it brings 
associated, culturally determined meanings to mind (bourgeois philosophical conversation, weddings, etc.). 
Hatten’s term “cultural unit” – equally broad – refers to Peirce’s notion of the designatum (i.e., object), the 
culturally determined meaning that the sign vehicle becomes associated with. Lastly, the “further 
interpretations, mediated by the ‘ground’ of style,” refers to Pierce’s interpretant. Recall that interpretants 
are other signs that condition our understanding of the relationship between whatever sign vehicle and 
object one is considering. Hatten does not agree with Klein and Monelle, as we will see, when he limits the 
role of interpretants to those that are “mediated by the ground of style” (i.e., competency).  
In an article on Peircian semiotics for music, Thomas Turino argues that musicologists ought to 
focus less on reconstructing systematic meanings. Instead, he advocates on the one hand exploring the 
“immediacy” encountered by examining musico-cultural phenomena in-and-of themselves, unmediated by 
systems or conventions (which Peirce called “firstness”), and examining how two phenomena interact / 
influence one another, again without yet postulating a general rule or convention from the interaction 
(Peirce called this “Secondness”).160  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
barrier to the imagination. Such creative engagement can and should absorb the results of hermeneutic inquiry and 
structuralist formulation…but it must also be open to other interpretants that arise from individual experience.” (Ibid., 
280) 
158 In a critique of Hanslick’s formalism, he argues that expressive meanings (i.e., semantics) are not “extra-musical” if 
they are germane to the way a culture understands and appreciates musical works. Therefore such meanings must be 
given the status of a (semiotic) fact in the work. It is ideology that prevents us from “unlocking” a musical style whose 
aesthetic propositions we cannot or will not accept (Ibid., 233). 
159 Ibid., 243. 
160 Thomas Turino, “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian Semiotic Theory for Music,” 
Ethnomusicology 43, no. 2 (1999): 231-233. 
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Hatten, on the contrary, uses Peirce’s notions of Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness in a more 
conventional way, as a means to formalize his ideas about pursuing growth in a style. He follows Peirce’s 
structure closely. A “type” is a sign expressed as a general law (a “legisign,” belonging to Thirdness) that 
allows one to distinguish the particular meaning of a “token” (a “sinsign,” belonging to Secondness), the 
constitutive differences being embodied in “qualities” (qualisigns, belonging to Firstness) that are 
experienced in an immediate way161. Immediate perceptions or hypotheses of semiotic relationships that 
may exist between particular tokens necessarily involves what Umberto Eco called “undercoding.” 
Undercoding governs the intuitive interpretation of bits of language based on a suspicion that a symbolic 
order (a code) lays beneath the surface qualities that differentiate appearances of a sign. This takes place 
wherever the analyst lacks the benefit of a (yet unknown) stylistic competency.162  
In Secondness we can suspect that there are significant differences between the similar tokens, but 
we cannot yet assign any meaning to those differences.163 In order to do so, we need to reconstruct or 
invoke an existing code that can allow us to pair one “marked” token with other “unmarked” ones, which 
do not possess its particularity of meaning. To take one example, a sub-mediant harmony can be marked as 
a false tonic-functioning harmony, set in conceptual relief by other (“unmarked”) uses of the sub-mediant, 
as a predominant-functioning harmony, or as a neighboring harmony to a I chord, and so on. Crucially, the 
marked token - the false tonic – takes on a semantic meaning (in this case, falseness or surprise) and not 
merely a syntactic function. In Thirdness, the theorist works to establish correlations: stylistically 
constrained associations between tokens and meanings, “that have become symbolic,” through repeated 
use.  
In order to pair tokens together into a type, and postulate examples of markedness without the aid 
of an unknown stylistic competence, the theorist must make abductions (i.e., interpretive leaps). These are 
creative hypotheses constrained by formerly acquired competency. This interpretive leap is crucial to 
Hatten’s theory, which produces not merely markedness mappings of tokens to types, but semantic 
interpretations. 
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161 Ibid., 243-260. 
162 Ibid., 270-1. 
163 Hatten’s use of markedness originates in structuralist linguistic theorists Nicholai Trubetzkoy and Roman Jakobson, 
but is mediated through the literary theorist Michael Shapiro (Ibid., 245). 
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Even though Hatten went to great lengths to establish rationally conceivable correlations within 
each style, he did not go to great lengths to establish these interpretations historiographically, from the 
mouths of the authors. This is an important fact, as it is an acknowledgment that such meanings are 
available to listeners in the intertext itself, and don’t depend on authorial control. Abduction requires a 
theorist to go beyond the bounds of what competency can control also. As such, these interpretations can 
seem surprising, and provocatively subjective, as when he interprets the opening of the finale of 
Beethoven’s Piano Sonata op. 101 as suggesting “a definitive inner victory of the spirit,” on the basis of its 
patchwork assembly of three musical signs (“Fanfare” + “pastoral musette” + “Learned style”), and the 
semantic associations they bear within themselves.164  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 8: The “heroic” Fanfare topic + the “rejuvenating, higher, spiritual” Pastoral topic + the 
“authoritatively affirmative” Learned Style topic = “A definitive inner victory of the spirit.” 
 
Hatten’s musical signs are embodied by these topics, in addition to what he calls gestures. To fully 
understand the idea of the topic, one has to go outside of Hatten’s work, as he concentrates on only one 
somewhat narrow aspect of what the term has come to mean in musical semiotics. Kofi Agawu and 
Raymond Monelle have much broader definitions than Hatten is using functionally, here. For Robert 
Hatten though, the topic is a complex musical correlation (of a sign vehicle and a “cultural unit” / 
designatum).165 These correlations take on additional, expressive connotations that are accumulated as a 
consequence of their varied use in a stylistic canon. Examples include the above noted “Fanfare”, “Pastoral 
musette,” and “Learned Style,” in Classical period music. He might also list the dotted rhythms of the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
164 Hatten, "Four Semiotic Approaches to Musical Meaning," 13. 
165 Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 294. 
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“French Overture,” or the stressed dissonances and sudden contrasts of mood of the “Empfindsamkeit” 
style (as in the music of C.P.E. Bach).  
 Gestures, on the other hand, are the musical equivalents to Pierce’s iconic signs. They are musical 
events that bear a tangible resemblance to some “extra-musical” object or affect. Downward gestures, the 
ubiquitous 16th-century chromatic vocal suspension known as the pianto (see example 9 below), express 
grief or tragedy. Light, upward moving gestures then, can be understood as expressing elation, happiness, 
hope, and yearning.166 Hatten’s “gestures” can be identified as signs solely by virtue of bearing an iconic 
resemblance to some designatum. He doesn’t require that the particular gesture be used by a broad number 
of composers to carry an identifiable significance.     
Importantly, Hatten makes an argument about how we recognize gestures that echoes Julia 
Kristeva’s notion of phonematic devices, for music. He says that those aspects of a gesture that seem to be 
only “accessory” (i.e., articulations, dynamics, metric placement) – precisely those things that formalistic 
harmonicist theory discards – are actually “structural” to that gesture.167 This type of signifying is what 
Kerman had in mind when he complained that Allen Forte’s Schenkerian analysis cavalierly “reduced out” 
the chromaticism of Schumann’s “Aus meinen Thränen spriessen” without imagining that the associated 
affective meaning was also reduced out along with it.   
 
2.8 Michael Klein’s Esthesic, Transhistorical, and Aleatoric Intertextuality 
Michael Klein’s 2005 book Intertextuality in Western Art Music argues for an analytical paradigm 
that is much more weighted toward poststructuralist understandings of textuality. Klein appropriates 
Bakhtin-Kristeva’s distinction between monological and dialogical writing, using it to describe the 
difference between structuralist and poststructuralist analytical attitudes.168 Monological analyses see “one 
voice, once piece, one structure” in a musical work, whereas dialogical analyses see plurality. The one 
voice is implicitly the voice of the author, while the once piece and one structure refer to the tendency of 
analysis to see the work as conveying one syntactic arrangement, and one semantic message.  
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166 Hatten, “Four Semiotic Approaches to Musical Meaning,” 15-6. 
167 Ibid., 21. 
168 Michael L. Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press: 2005), 14. 
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Structuralist music analysis is, according to Klein, little more than a poetics of formalism, as such, 
musical structuralism doesn’t see a distinction between syntax and semantics, but instead assumes that 
when one speaks of “meaning,” they are referring to formal structure.169 Musical poststructuralism, on the 
other hand, recognizes both that musical works convey semantic meanings, and that those meanings are 
plural, transformative, and impermanent.170 Klein borrows Harold Bloom’s contention that “the meaning of 
a poem is another poem” and reinterprets it, declaring that “the structure of a piece of music is another 
piece of music.”171  
What Bloom meant was not only that one can learn a lot about one poem by reading another 
poem, but that the very senses of a poem’s syntax and meaning are shaped by other poems that the reader 
brings it into contact with. Since one reader likely brings a poem into contact with different poems than 
another – and likely understands them differently – the “meaning” of that poem will be different for her 
than for another. Klein curiously substitutes “structure” for “meaning” in Bloom’s equation, a move that 
seems to distance him from other semiotic theories. In fact, he is attempting to show that structuralist / 
formalist analysis fails at the very point where it sees itself as standing on solidest ground. Even the 
syntactical and syntagmatic aspects of a musical work – its particular harmonies, tonal figurations, 
rhythmic gestures, musical processes, and so on – signify in light of those of other musical works. 
Superficially, this may not seem like a controversial claim, since musico-linguistic competency in the 
structuralist sense of the term is predicated on intersubjective, empirical observations of a body of musical 
works in a style. What makes this claim poststructural is that it fundamentally assumes both that actual 
listeners are differently-competent, and that no competency is immune to the gyrations of historical 
accident.  
Klein acknowledges multiple forms of intertextuality. Poietic and historical intertextuality are 
closer to Burkholder’s, Agawu’s, and Hatten’s ideas about influence, style, and style-growth. However, 
Klein’s most interesting (and provocative) contributions lie in what he calls the esthesic, transhistorical, 
and aleatoric forms of intertextuality.172 These forms focus on understanding not how one particular !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
169 Ibid., 23. Scott Burnham’s defense of Schenkerian Analysis bore this out.  
170 Ibid., 2. 
171 Ibid., 30. 
172 Ibid., 12. Collectively, Klein’s “esthesic,” “transhistorical,” and “aleatoric” intertextualities can be identified with 
Hatten’s “radical” intertextuality. 
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composer makes use of existing music, or how a canon may be formed, or how a competency can constrain 
interpretation. Instead, they “ground” interpretation – i.e., the process of generating a semiotic cloud of 
interpretants vis-à-vis the work in question – in the listener-analyst’s subjectivity, rather than the objective 
word of the composer. Where intertextuality in Hatten is synonymous with the use of musical linguistic / 
literary codes (i.e., collections of rules and conventions that govern a language’s use), intertextuality in 
Klein takes the form of “performative” interpretations arising out of the semiotic interplay between texts in 
a personally constructed network (a rhizome).173 Klein argues that a stylistic code may act as a node in the 
network, informing the analytical outcome, but it cannot be viewed as an affirmative authority. In his 
theory, linguistic and stylistic competencies are dethroned along with the authority of the author.  
The force of intertextuality, in Klein’s work, is not chronologically constrained or conditioned as 
it is in that of Burkholder and Hatten. Although the latter acknowledged the validity of bringing the 
competency of a later style to an anterior tradition as one possible approach among many, Klein implies 
that such chronological unboundedness is a fundamental aspect of how we listen. This chronological 
reversibility can affect the way that we interpret the anterior work’s semantic effects:  
The reader who comes to Vladimir Nabokov’s Invitation to a Beheading before Franz 
Kafka’s The Trial or who knows something about the horrors of the Nazi death camps 
before reading Kafka’s The Penal Colony brings to those older works new contexts 
difficult to repress.174 
 
In the first chapter of the book, Klein constructs a basic network of texts linking Lutoslawski’s 
Study #1 (from Two Studies for Solo Piano), to Chopin’s Etude op. 10, #1. This initial link is made based 
on syntactic similarities / isomorphisms (the opening octave C’s in the left hand, and the arpeggiated 16th 
note figurations), as well as through a number of somewhat anecdotal historical speculations. 175 
Lutoslawski, in an act of “heuristic imitation,” updates Chopin’s harmonic language, while modeling his 
own work on its figural morphology.176 Klein brings J.S. Bach’s Prelude #1 from the Well-Tempered 
Clavier into the network, a work that he supposes would not have been an intertext for Chopin’s 
contemporaries, prior to Mendelssohn’s Bach “revival” of 1829.  
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173 Ibid., 4. “Musical texts,” says Klein, “speak among themselves.”  
174 Ibid., 4. 
175 These historical conjectures are similar in nature to the ones Kerman proposed vis-à-vis “Aus meinen Thränen 
spriessen.”  
176 Ibid., 5. Recall that Bloom-Korsyn called this phenomenon “askesis” (a revisionary ratio that, as explained above, 
invokes the past in the present to highlight the otherness of the predecessor). 
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The theorist uses this example to argue that the intertextual network surrounding a musical work 
changes through time. Since an early 19th century listener’s background contextual understanding for the 
etude would not include the Bach prelude; they would not have been able to imagine in Chopin’s work, a 
similar sense of heuristic imitation vis-à-vis Bach. The argument is actually quite simple: our notion of 
structure is derived from stylistic competency. However, stylistic competency is subject to the accidents of 
history, the shaping of institutional authorities, and our own choices and (in)experiences. Therefore, since 
competency is fundamentally unstable, the structural relationships it enables one to see in musical works 
are also unstable.  
Klein makes clear how thorough his commitment to Barthesian jouissance is, by opening 
Lutoslawski’s study up to a morphological comparison with Scott Joplin’s “Original Rag,” via a 
reinterpretation of its opening arpeggiation as a chain of syncopations. This move turns out to be only the 
beginning though. As the initial chapter’s primary example spins out (of control), Klein brings in Chopin’s 
last prelude in C minor (op. 25, #12), Gounod’s Ave Maria, Shostakovich’s Prelude in C Major (the first of 
his own Preludes and Fugues), and Peter Maxwell Davies’ “St. Veronica Wipes His Face” (from Vesallii 
Icones). Each new work that enters into Klein’s intertextual rhizome arrives by some lateral observational 
move, rooted in syntagmatic / morphological isomorphy between whichever node just happened to be the 
most recent under discussion. The analysis, it becomes clear, is not “centered” on any one of the pieces, but 
proposes that they exist in a network whose ever-expanding scope shapes our semiotic reading of the work 
in question.  
Klein agrees with Hatten that intertextuality, for analysis, must be demonstrated through direct 
comparisons between particular works. However, in light of the instability of stylistic competency as a 
precondition for analysis, he proposes literally mapping out the textual “ecology” that surrounds and 
influences one’s understanding of a musical work, as a first step of analysis.177 This Textual code-mapping 
determines how Klein, as a listener / analyst, perceives a musical work. It is consciously constructed, and 
thus imperfect since by definition we are unaware of the subconscious factors that influence our 
interpretations. Yet, it is clearly the only mechanism through which the supposition of any kind of 
“symbolic exchange” could be rendered concretely meaningful. Figure 7 is such an intertextual code-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
177 The idea of a nodal mapping like the one he is suggesting here, originated in Umberto Eco, for literature, and 
Raymond Monelle, for musicology (c.f. Klein Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 21; 53, 81).  
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mapping diagram (regarding “The Uncanny” in 19th century music). It is similar to one he creates in the 
fourth chapter of his book: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Klein’s code-mapping of “The Uncanny” 
“Das Unheimlich” is a topic of some currency in discussions of 19th century music.178 Klein makes 
it a central concept of his analysis of the transition into the third movement, of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata 
#23, op. 57 (“The Appassionata”). The “uncanny tremor” – the displacement of the expected tonic in Db 
Major with a joltingly repeated common-tone fully diminished seventh-chord – signals that the tragic affect 
of the first movement has returned to disrupt the hymnic serenity and transcendence of the middle 
movement. The intervention of the diminished seventh harmony calls to mind two moments of affective 
liquidation that occur in the first movement: mm. 122-127, and mm. 226-238. Both moments utilize the 
very same harmony for the purpose of reinstating the dysphoric, tragic pathos of f-minor after short forays 
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178 A brief search in Jstor yields thirty-one pages of articles exploring “the Uncanny” in Beethoven’s op. 131 String 
Quartet (Joseph Kerman), Schubert’s Erlkönig (Christopher Gibbs), Wagner’s Das fliegender Holländer (Arnold 
Whittal); the uncanny ghosts of tonality in Schönberg’s music (Michael Cherlin), the uncanny nature of tonal 
signification in fin-de-siècle Europe (Richard Cone). Along with Joseph Kerman’s article, the articles by Cherlin and 
Cone are cited in another article of Klein’s “Debussy’s L’Isle joyeuse as Territorial Assemblage”. In the article Klein 
identifies “Das Unheimlich” as a semiotic code that borrows “signifiers” from the 18th century “ombra topic.” These 
signifiers include instrumental techniques such as tremolo, harmonic entities such as diminished-7th chords and the 
Neapolitan chord, as well as increased enharmonicism, compulsive repetition, and mixed modal writing (Michael L. 
Klein, “L’Isle Joyeuse as Territorial Assemblage,” 19th-century Music 31, no. 1 (2007): 39).  
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into the promise of a euphoric Major key affect. So far, this account differs very little from other readings 
of the work.179  
However, Klein strays from traditional historical-musicological readings when he attributes 
psychological agency to the syntagms of the last movement, reading into it a “subject” that, as Alistair 
Williams disbelievingly relays, “is shattered in its own defiant attempts to form itself out of cataclysm.”180 
This anthropomorphic reading of musical schizophrenia hardly seems necessitated by any truly marked, 
syntactically-conveyed oppositions rooted in a stylistic competency.181 Williams dismisses the reading on 
the grounds that the movement retains a perfectly functional tonal coherence “despite all the surface 
activity.” Not only does this dismissal evince the ideology of harmony, but it also fails to engage with the 
Barthesian frame of Klein’s interpretation.182 Klein is purposefully not expending the same effort Hatten 
does to establish the validity of his interpretive associations in a purely musical stylistic competency. His 
interpretive abductions result, in part, from the admission of extra-musical sources into the “code” with  
which he approaches the work.183 Both Williams and Arnold Whittal question the appropriateness of his 
speculative observations, apparently wishing that Klein had shown a more Hatten-like sense of constraint. 
The code-mapping is neither an attempt to isolate the origins and trace the development of the idea 
of “Das Unheimliche,” nor is it merely a graphic definition of the word. Instead, it makes explicit the 
“ecology of texts” or “circular memories” that inform Klein’s reading of Beethoven’s Sonata. It is a partial 
map of Michael Klein’s competency with respect to the work. Each node of the code-mapping is essentially 
a Piercean interpretant connected in turn to other nodes / interpretants, a fact that underlines the metonymic 
nature of the code, given that the nature of an interpretant is to call forth further connections.184   
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179 See for example William Kinderman, Beethoven (Oxford, Oxford University Press: 1995), 100.  
180 Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 85. See also Alastair Williams, “[Review:] Intertextuality in Western 
Art Music,” Society for Music Theory 28, no. 2 (2006): 318. 
181 Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 83-5. 
182 Whittal shares a similar sense of wariness with respect to the unlikely ways that Klein links Brahms’s Intermezzo 
op. 118, no. 2 to Wagner’s famous “Tristan chord.” He seems to treat a syntactic similarity as a sort of semantic 
wormhole, allowing him to make rather brazen syncretic claims about what each work conveys. See Arnold Whittal, 
“[Review:] Intertextuality in Western Art Music by Michael L. Klein,” Music & Letters 87, no. 1 (2006): 128. 
183 Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 33. 
184 Ibid., 30. 
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2.9 Raymond Monelle’s Deconstructionist Semiotics 
 In his forward to Raymond Monelle’s The Sense of Music (2000), Hatten identifies Monelle’s 
work as a third stage in the history of musical semiotics. It represents a confrontation with Postmodernism, 
which leads semiotics to a “relinquishing” of the “unacknowledged hegemony of its structuralist core.”185 
Monelle begins the main text of the book, appropriately enough, with a parable that illustrates the 
theoretical predicament that this confrontation engenders. The allegorical Dr. Strabismus attempts to create 
a totalizing theory of music, one that would live up to his historical predecessors Zarlino, Rameau, and 
A.B. Marx. Strabismus’s theory would fully address how music comes to signify things to listeners in a 
culture by simultaneously encompassing both syntactics and semantics. It would be anti-formalist and do 
away with the “scorism” that prevented theorists of the past from seeing beyond music’s neutral level. 
Predictably, Dr. Strabismus is not able to complete his master theory. Monelle tells us he is led in different 
directions by the many competing discourses of Modernity to the point where it becomes clear that no 
singular comprehensive discourse can be possible.186 Instead the project of music theory is relegated to a 
perpetual state of fragmentation, inconsistency, and discursiveness. This he tells us is the “Postmodern 
condition,” and it explains why Monelle, unlike Hatten, doesn’t attempt to work out such a systematic 
approach to semiotic analysis.187  
Monelle rejects formalist / structuralist theories that – primarily concerned as they are with 
morphology – restrict themselves to exacting structural descriptions of the medium at the cost of the 
message.188 The semiotic claims of a theory of the sense of music he says, must however move beyond 
rationalistic, mathematical, objective, scientific and political explanations to explore cultural and social 
context, cultural topics, and larger conceptual issues such as temporality, subjectivity, and textuality.189  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
185 Robert Hatten, in his introduction to Monelle’s The Sense of Music, doesn’t specify what he means by “structuralist 
core,” but goes on to highlight Monelle’s work on musical textuality, temporality, the construction of subjectivity, and 
deconstruction. See Raymond Monelle, The Sense of Music: Semiotic Essays (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 2000): xii.  
186 “Strabismus,” incidentally, is a condition that prevents the eyes from focusing on the same point in space.  
187 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 3-5. 
188 Ibid., 333–335.  
189 It is hard to imagine why Monelle puts political explanations of music outside the scope of semiotics.  
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The sense of textuality outlined in chapter 6 of the text is, like that of Michael Klein, heavily 
influenced by Barthes, Derrida, and Kristeva.190 The musicologist has absorbed a Kristevan-Barthesian 
understanding of musical texts as fundamentally intertextual. Yet unlike Hatten, whose theory is primarily 
concerned with reconstructing stylistic competencies, Monelle invokes Derrida’s deconstruction to show 
how composers “redistribute the order of language,” challenging established ideologies, including notions 
of unity and aesthetic value.191 Monelle, like Hatten, Agawu, Hooper, and other musical pragmatists, 
accepts the discursive utility of a degree of musical immanence or inherence. Music, after all, does have a 
syntactic dimension, and a work’s immanent syntactic properties must first be recognized / provisionally 
named (or constructed) in order for those properties to embody syntagms sensible as topics that can be 
traced in other works.192  
 Monelle recognizes musical textuality as embodying a type of literary tradition. Musical signs do 
not merely portray objects in the “real world,” the way linguistic signs are sometimes taken to do.193 Like 
literary signs, they traffic in a symbolically-mediated “world of the work” that allows multiple layers of 
interpretants to form on top of the sign. Music literature – in its connection to prose literature, poetry, and 
other cultural sign-systems – forms the basis of this world. Additionally, since musical works are 
intentional objects – the results of a purposeful, expressive, creative act of a composer, they are not to be 
viewed as the results of the impersonal forces of nature. As such, Monelle joins Hatten in placing a strong 
emphasis on hermeneutic analysis.194 Natural laws can be objectively observed and described, but musical 
works must be interpreted. Natural objects convey no semantic intentions, musical works do. 
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190 The latter, indirectly. Monelle’s notion of intertextuality, like Barthes’, would be unthinkable without Kristeva.  
191 See his discussion on the formal “failures” of Schumann, Dvorak, and Tchaikovsky; namely, the moments in which 
“structure” and “genre” collide to undermine a theoretical reading that adopts the aesthetic values of unity, and 
prioritizes notions of syntactic over expressive or lyrical ingenuity (Monelle, The Sense of Music, 172-8; 189-194; 194-
205).  
192 Ibid., 7. 
193 Ibid., 19.  
194 Ibid., 13. Monelle’s rejection of “semantics” and “pragmatics” in this passage needs to be clarified. “Pragmatism”, 
for Hatten meant in a general sense, a middle path between structuralism and poststructuralism, a theoretical practice 
informed by both, that attempts to balance between a desire for intelligible, rational, empirical discourse about a work, 
and a desire to escape the failings and excesses of formalist theories rooted in a quasi-scientific tradition. Pragmatics 
also meant a return to the idea that musical structures conveyed meaning and made reference to objects and emotional 
states in the “real world,” rather than just quasi-linguistic, syntactical connections. As Monelle uses the terms 
pragmatics and semantics, he intends to make a distinction between the “real world” of objects and the “fictional 
world” – or literary world – created and sustained by musical works as Texts. Elsewhere in the text, Monelle uses the 
term semantics in the same way that Hatten (and I) have been using it, as a synonym for the signification of extra-
musical (i.e., extra-formal) concepts (Ibid., 13; 82, 105). 
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Though Monelle sees musical works an intentional, he also agrees with Barthes that a text is not 
bound by its author’s intentions. And he goes a step further than Hatten by insisting that neither is a 
musical work bound by its original cultural context (i.e., how contemporaries of the composer viewed it).195 
This is a bias, he explains, which ignores the fact that the listeners and thinkers of the past were subject, 
just as we are today, of bias and ignorance.196 The “intentionality” of a musical work is an experienced or 
perceived intentionality, existing in a similarly rhetorical vein as Jonathan Kramer’s “perceptual” unity. 
Yet, Monelle doesn’t go as far as rejecting the notion of competency altogether (though the word 
“competency” never appears in his book). The term he uses instead is “code.” Monelle, borrowing 
terminology from Umberto Eco, makes a distinction between two different conditions in which 
signification can take place. In ratio difficilis, the expressive syntagm (sign-vehicle) is “directly accorded to 
its content,” which is to say, the signifier is linked to its object not by convention or rule, but by what he 
later calls “pure iconicity.” Ratio facilis, on the other hand, describes a situation in which the link between 
the syntagm and expressive content is governed by conventional usages.197  
If this all sounds pretty structuralist, it must be realized that musical syntagms in Monelle’s 
analytics are not formalistic qualities of the work per se (harmonies, pitch classes, etc.). In fact, Monelle 
inveighs against music theory’s obsessive blindness to its own harmonicist ideology: 
Modern theorists are still primarily concerned with pitch; yet pitch, as we have seen, 
ceased to be important as early as the works of Ives. In the most progressive music of 
today, which is full of empty triadic harmonies, it has clearly died and been buried.198 
 
Setting aside the implication that the most “progressive music” is fundamentally triadic, it is clear 
that Monelle joins the New Musicologists in seeking to use semiotics as a tool to push beyond this one-
dimensional way of thinking about musical sound and structure. Additionally, although Monelle holds that 
musical topics are embedded in stylistic / literary codes, it is clear that he does not view them as 
constituting fixed relations, or as exercising absolute control over interpretation. In the same way that 
structural immanence is little more than the basis on which intertextual connection – the real end of a 
work’s syntagmatic structure – unfolds, the literary codes that are available to an analyst are little more 
than the basis on which their own interpretations are founded. As Michael Klein averred, intertextuality !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
195 Ibid., 9. 
196 Ibid., 42. 
197 Ibid., 23-5. 
198 Ibid., 331. 
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exercises both “centripetal and centrifugal” forces on the syntactic structures and semiotic contents of 
musical works. It both establishes and threatens syntactic and semantic stability.199  
 Attempts to understand musical textuality as the site of musical signification are plagued, Monelle 
says, by a number of pseudo-problems. Debates over whether or not the score is the text or the work tend to 
overshadow more substantial questions, even as they make untenable assumptions about the relationship of 
the score to the “neutral level.”200 A second “pseudo-problem” arises out of a possible confusion over what 
a musical score is, and what it conveys. The words of a literary text are thought to signify “meanings,” 
while the notes of a musical text are thought to signify what Monelle calls “the oral form of the 
signifier.”201 Put in another way, this is like claiming that the signs of literary writing convey both 
phonetics and phonemics, but the signs of musical writing – because they are conflated with music notation 
– convey only phonetics.202 If the textuality of music was to be understood in either of these highly 
problematic ways, then the study of musical semiotics, especially the task of identifying what is a musical 
sign, would be futile.  
 The fact that music doesn’t signify in exactly the same fashion as language, doesn’t mean it isn’t 
semantic. For Monelle, as for Agawu and Hatten, topics are the primary sign-vehicles for musical 
semiotics.203 The musicologist follows Leonard Ratner in understanding topics, in the broadest sense, as 
“subjects of musical discourse.”204 As such, they are fundamentally intertextual. But for practical analytical 
purposes, topics are understood as signifieds (designata, in Peircian language) embodied in musical 
syntagms. These are gestures, patterns, or configurations of musical material that bear some relation to 
conceptuality in the “world of the text.” Unlike Hatten, for Monelle, the definition of the musical topic 
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199 Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 31. 
200 For example, the score is the text in the traditional musicological sense of establishing “an authoritative text.” But a 
performance of a piece of music by J.S. Bach is informed not only by the score, but also by performance practice, 
which fills in the missing expressive information. Performance practice is not considered “textual” in a traditional sense 
(c.f., Monelle, The Sense of Music, 207). In order for the question of music’s textuality to become truly meaningful, it 
is necessary to encourage the broader sense of the word “Text” found in Barthes, Kristeva, and Derrida; a move that 
would incorporate score, performance practice, performance, hearing, etc., into the concept of Text (and indeed, a 
move that would opens up beyond the work itself).    
201 Ibid., 209. 
202 For example, “A notehead, placed on the third line of a treble-clef staff signifies ‘B-natural.’ When an oboist sees 
this notehead, they will carry out the necessary actions to perform the sound associated with the notation. The sign 
signifies the sound.”  
203 Kofi Agawu, Playing with Signs: A Semiotic Interpretation of Classic Music. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 1991), 49. 
204 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 37. 
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includes both instances of signification by iconic resemblance, and signification through an indexical 
correlation.205 Hatten calls the former a gesture, rather than a topic.  
Monelle’s iconic topic is similar to the iconic sign in Peirce. The musical syntagm resembles some 
tangible concept that is reproducible in sound.206 In the case of the pianto topic, the pitch of the syntagm 
mimics the slow descent of the tear, or perhaps the relaxation of the diaphragm that occurs in the act of 
sighing (in any case, a general sense of “downness,”). The dissonant interval created and resolved in the 
topic calls to mind the pain and stress of grief (see example 9). In the step topic, the syntagm mimics the 
repetition, pace, and weight of the footfall, and its sense of linear directionality (see example 10). A 
“galloping” dactylic rhythm in triple time can signify what Monelle calls the “noble horse” topic (see 
example 11). Indexical topics, by contrast, depend on an association between a syntagm and some self-
consciously used mark of genre. Examples of indexical topics include the sudden, self-conscious, shift from 
homophonic to contrapuntal texture in “learned style,” (see example 8 above) the stately, dotted rhythms of 
the “French overture,” (example 12, below) and the sudden contrasts of affect of the “empfindsamer stil.”  
 
 
Example 9: Taken from the familiar “Dido’s Lament,” from Purcell’s Dido and Anaeus. 
Examples of pianto motives are marked in blue, and the “passus duriusculus,” in red. 
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205 Ibid., 27-9.  
206 Ibid., 21-29. 
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Example 10: A “step” topic (marked in red) in J.S. Bach’s Organ Prelude “Wir glauben auf an 
einen Gott,” BWV 681. 
 
 
Example 11: A “noble horse” topic in Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Wörte, op. 19, #3 
(mm. 5b-11). 
 
 
Example 12: The dotted “French overture” topic in Bach’s Partita in D Major, BWV. 828. 
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In order for an iconic sign to be a topic, it has to be shared by a cultural community (i.e., used by 
more than one composer, and invoked in historical / theoretical literature).207 Monelle is more explicit than 
Hatten in pointing out that it is not enough for a topic to iconically signify an extra-musical object. Topics 
communicate not an image or practice, but a meaning. Both iconic and indexical topics, then, must point to 
a third thing, which Monelle calls the “indexicality of the immediate object,” or simply, its signification.208 
The “pure icon,” however, signifies through ratio difficilis. Although it is a sign, and thus may invoke 
interpretants, its interpretants aren’t fundamentally intertextual in nature, as are those that accrue to iconic 
topical signs.  
We can surmise from Monelle’s presentation then, that there are three conditions under which 
pure icons are thwarted on their pathway to topicality: icons whose primary iconicities do not spread into 
wider cultural use, icons that cannot (or do not) suggest a tertiary, indexical meaning; and icons whose 
meaning is dependent on “helping language” (i.e. titles, or lyrics) to invoke semiotic associations in the 
listener.209 With respect to the latter, Monelle offers Arthur Honegger’s orchestral works Pacific 231, and 
Rugby as examples of pure iconic signification, works for which no “expressive conventions” existed. In 
the case of Rugby, the depiction of a match in play was dependent on the suggestion provided by the title of 
the work.210  
Small changes to the tonal or “phonematic” (i.e. tempic, timbral, or dynamic) inflection of a 
topic’s syntagm, can generate impactful, expressive, differences in precise “meaning” for a listener. Along 
these lines, Monelle identifies a further strain of topic, one that will no doubt be of use to us in our 
discussion of Sciarrino’s work: the “dysphoric” topic.211 A topic becomes dysphoric, when its typical 
embodiment is ironically undermined or negated in a new token. Monelle offers, as an example, the 
screeching Eb clarinet of the final movement of Berlioz’s Symphony Fantastique (the “Witches Sabbath”). !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
207 The associative codes Monelle depends on are, like Saussure’s langue, never explicitly mapped out in their entirety. 
Rather they are discoverable through simple, concrete observations of previous analyses, observations of how 
established topics are used in different works, examinations of contemporaneous conceptions, and locating 
contextualizing equivalences in works of literature, the visual arts, philosophy, science (and writings about such works) 
See Monelle, The Sense of Music, 45.     
208 Or, variously, the “indexicality of the content” (Ibid., 26-28). 
209 Ibid., 29. 
210 However, there is by now a wealth of depictions of locomotives in musical works, not least of which being the first 
piece of musique concrète, Pierre Schaeffer’s “Etudes aux chemin de fer” (1948). It would also be difficult to argue 
that neither “Pacific 231,” nor Schaeffer’s etude indexically point to further culturally-grounded associations 
contemporary with their composition, or active in the present.     
211 Ibid., 38. 
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Berlioz uses the peculiar timbre of the piccolo clarinet, with its ghoulish embellishments of the symphony’s 
idée fixe to invoke the evil galloping of the symbolic witch not on a noble horse, but on a macabre goat, its 
dysphoric double.212 
 
Iconic Topics 
 
 
Indexical Topics 
 
Dysphoric Topics 
Pianto  
The Noble Horse 
The Step Motive 
Breaths / Sighs 
Heartbeats 
Bird Songs 
Tremolo as Earthquake 
Thunder 
Train Whistles 
 
Marches 
Fanfares 
“Turkish” music 
Drinking Songs 
French Overture Style 
Hunting Music 
Chromaticism as sin, misery, or 
passion 
 
 
“Ignoble goat” – the dysphoric 
“noble horse” in Berlioz’s 
Symphony Fantastique 
[V. mm. 40-64] 
 
“Drobung” – dysphoric fanfare in 
Wagner’s Ring cycle213 
 
Table 13: Examples of topics by type 
 
One brief example of a dysphoric topic in Sciarrino’s work occurs at rehearsals 42-43 of the first 
scene of Lohengrin (pp. 32-3). In it, Elsa clatters her teeth together in imitation of the hooves of the “noble 
horse”. What makes this use of the horse dysphoric is its context. She attempts to honor (or perhaps, to 
manipulate) “Lohengrin” by comparing him to a “buon cavaliere” – a “good knight” – riding in on his 
noble steed to save her, the lady in waiting. “Lohengrin” however refuses to be made to play such a role, 
surreally cruising off to the moon on the back of the swan / pillow, deserting Elsa instead. As the twist at 
the end of the opera reveals the utter unreality of Elsa’s quest to be saved, it highlights the total 
hopelessness of an irredeemable madness. The dysphoric “noble horse” powerfully underlines Elsa’s tragic 
situation. 
 
 
Example 13: Elsa’s dysphoric “noble horse” topic 
Lohengrin, Scene I, rr. 43-45, pp. 32-33 
 
© 1982 by G. Ricordi & C. s.p.a., Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
212 Ibid., 88 
213 Identified by originally as such by Hans von Wozogen (Ibid., 67-69). 
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 Monelle’s analyses, in practice, have three important qualities, two of which have already been 
addressed (they are semantically-centered, and they are intertextual). The third quality, to which we now 
turn, is that Monelle’s analyses are deconstructive in nature. The word “deconstruction” is perhaps the most 
abused term in musicology and music-theory. As Adam Krims suggests, it has come to popularly mean any 
critical discourse where ideas are at stake.214 Yet, analysis is not in itself “deconstructive” merely because 
one is ana-luein (Gr.: “un loosening”) the parts of a piece of music that was constructed by its composer. 
Neither is a musical work deconstructive because it is based on another piece of music, rearranging or 
varying it in some fashion. Monelle, like Alan Street, looked to the literary theorist Paul de Man’s text 
Allegories of Reading to find a serviceable definition.  
Deconstructive analysis, De Man tells us, reveals “hidden articulations and fragmentations within 
assumedly monadic totalities.”215 With this definition, we can say that the presumably self-sufficient unity 
of a musical work can only be maintained by a theoretical framework that combines unstated (and thus un-
reflected upon) premises with an unconsciousness toward its own blind spots. The syntagmatic gaps 
(fragmentations) bear witness to that which the framework cannot explain. Pieces of music that 
demonstrate the systematic failure of an assumed theory of structure, or aesthetic value – that is to say all 
“boundary texts” – are fundamentally deconstructive.216 And a theoretical framework that finds the ways in 
which a musical work exposes those hidden articulations and epistemic gaps – a theory that shows its own 
duplicity – is a deconstructive theory.217 There are two senses in which the assumption of a “monadic 
totality” is opposed in deconstructive theory: One the one hand, following Adam Krims, the monadic 
nature of a given theoretical framework – indeed of all possible theoretical frameworks – is shown to be 
illusory (through their aporias). All structuralist theorists are Dr. Strabismus’ whether or not they know it. 
On the other hand, with Hatten and Klein, the self-contained nature of musical works is challenged; they 
are no longer conceived of as functioning structurally and semantically in isolation from other works.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
214 Krims, “Disciplinging Deconstruction (for Music Theory),” 298. 
215 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 177. 
216 Whether or not they remain so once the discourses they deconstruct have been “deconstructed,” or whether or not 
those works simply form the basis of a new discursive paradigm that has, itself, to be later deconstructed. Perhaps 
works can remain “deconstructive” only if the listener has made the effort to understand them synchronically, in the 
context of their own time, which requires a certain purposeful forgetting of the present (or purposeful re-membering the 
past). In another and much more basic sense, if what Derrida and Paul De Man says is right, all texts are 
deconstructive. This is, in fact, a belief that Monelle entertains with respect to all pieces of music (ibid, 284). 
217 By duplicity, I mean a theory that finds structure, but seems to say “and yet…”; or a theory that both articulates ( or 
performs) structure, even while admitting its opposite. In short, practicing deconstructive music theory means 
theorizing “under erasure.”  
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Part of what Monelle uses allegory and deconstruction to describe is related to Derrida’s notion of 
différance. Whereas the Romantic analysis of “Symbols” (i.e., monadic, self-present, transcendent 
meanings) seeks to elucidate the “‘true’ meaning of an artistic text, unified, incontrovertible, profound,” 
music – read allegorically – “does not halt signification on the meaning of a word, but always promotes 
movement along the chain of interpretants.”218 If such be true of music, how could one engage with a chain 
of interpretants except by means of an interpretive discourse? This is the basis for Monelle’s call for a 
hermeneutic foundation for musicology. In any case it’s hard to imagine Monelle extolling, as Agawu did, 
Adorno’s notion of the “Truth Content” of music. Instead, an allegory of listening holds sway. As we 
learned from Alan Street above, an allegory of listening has two crucial features: Firstly, analysis is 
allegorically like listening when the analyst treats the music as unfolding in time, not as a spatially fixed, 
atemporal, perpetually-present structure.219 Secondly, an allegory of listening produces not “Truth content”, 
but “a listening which is permitted by the music.”220 This means that there are multiple possible listenings 
attributable to a musical work, though not just any. 
 Two examples from Monelle’s text clarify what the musicologist means by “deconstructive” 
composition, and deconstructive analysis: his reading of J.S. Bach’s Fugue in Ab Major, BWV 886 (WTC, 
II), and his reading of Charles Ives’s Second Piano Sonata (“the Concord Sonata”). In his interpretation of 
the Bach fugue, both the subject and countersubject are presented as topical. The subject – with its 
bouncing, rhythmically clear-cut, harmonically transparent, diatonic profile – stylistically reminds Monelle 
of the “world of the trio sonata.” This initial, indexical link between the representamen (the subject) and 
designatum (the world of the trio sonata), calls fourth additional interpretants: the Enlightenment, 
rationality, and courts and drawing rooms associated with that world.221 The countersubject takes the form 
of a “passus duriusculus,” a lament topic, whose interpretant meanings include pathos, pain, distress, and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
218 In the text Monelle opposes Romantic “Symbolism” to deconstructive “Allegory.” It seems reasonable to say that 
the Romantic Symbol that Monelle identifies, belongs to the same Idealistic / metaphysical worldview that Derrida was 
attempting to counteract in Of Grammatology (Monelle, The Sense of Music, 238).  
219 Ibid., 285. An additional assumption is that the listener’s particular competency is engaged (their understanding of 
the biographical, historical, theoretical, and literary contexts of the work).  
220 Ibid., 294. 
221 Ibid., 288. 
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tender sorrow. By Bach’s time, Monelle tells us, it had become a “theological-rhetorical figure” of the 
crucified Christ.222  
 
 
Example 14: J.S. Bach, Fugue in Ab Major (from WTC II). Subject (“trio sonata” style indexical 
topic) in red, Countersubject (passus duriusculus topic) in blue 
 
Throughout the duration of the fugue, the countersubject’s extraordinary chromaticism perpetually 
places pressure on the subject’s stability and clarity (and that of the tonality of the work in general), finally 
dragging it down to what Monelle calls a “moment of vertiginous aporia” (see example 15, below).223 A 
Bbb Major triad supplies the harmonic motivation for a “cadenza” that occurs just prior to the closing 
cadential material. Monelle contends that this excessive, composerly moment puts the theorist in the 
position of having to scramble to contrive some sort of systematic syntactic justification that can account 
for it. Merely reframing it as a Neapolitan chord, Monelle argues, explains nothing other than its 
morphology, at best. However, by invoking the topicalities of the subject and countersubject, and offering a 
listening that dramaturgically traces the unfolding interaction between them, Monelle leads us to a possible 
answer to the question of the strange and excessive modulation near the end. The countersubject’s sinful 
(i.e., irrational) chromaticism destabilizes (i.e., deconstructs) the rational, harmonically clear nature of the 
subject.224  
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222 Ibid., 286. 
223 Ibid., 293. 
224 There is a second (and arguably more significant) level of deconstruction happening in the fugue, according to 
Monelle. The fugue subject was first used in the erroneously dated and catalogued Fugue in Ab Major, BWV. 901. 
Bach recomposes the subject in BWV 886, specifically putting it into contact with the dysphoric countersubject. For 
Monelle, this observation buttresses his reading of the interaction between the two in BWV 886 (Ibid, 293-4). 
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Example 15: J.S. Bach, Fugue in Ab Major (from WTC II). A moment of “vertiginous aporia.” 
 
The key to understanding this kind of narrativity is to remember that what is being presented as 
meaning, does not first of all depend on Bach’s intentions. The meanings Monelle proposes are 
hermeneutic (i.e., interpretive) poses that originate from his own (informed, but subjective) position. Bach 
– or rather facts about Bach – is / are not irrelevant, but he is no longer an absolute authority, figuratively 
hovering over his work to control its interpretation. He is in Monelle’s analysis, again a paper author, just 
as he has always been. poststructural analysis begins by finally acknowledging this reality.  
Secondly, this way of talking about meaning does not intend to say that the BWV 886 is literally 
“about sin and irrationality acting as a negative force against the Enlightenment and its rationality,” far less 
does it contemplate the sin or irrationality of any actual person. The topics that Monelle analyzes are active 
in a hypothetical, fictional world. They offer literary, or “thematic” observations (in the Barthes-Hatten 
sense), treating musical signification as a vehicle for contemplating these themes. We are not being offered 
objective Truths made necessary by the work, but hermeneutical play, a listening supported by the work 
and its intertext. Thirdly, when Monelle says that Bach’s countersubject in some way, “deconstructs” the 
worldview symbolized by the subject, he’s not staking this claim on the fact that the episodes and middle 
entries of Bach’s fugue venture into unstable harmonic areas, and therefore “deconstruct” tonality. If that 
were the case all episodes and development sections would really be “deconstruction sections.” Monelle is 
saying that, by virtue of the signifying work that these topics are doing, their syntagmatic interaction and 
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development (or as the case may be, disintegration) dramatizes the deconstruction of rationality by its 
antipodal Other.225 
Monelle’s discussion of Charles Ives’s “Concord” Sonata – like his discussions of Schumann, 
Dvorak, and Tchaikovsky – turns around a decision to see the composer’s apparent “weaknesses” as willful 
deconstructive gestures. These weaknesses – Ives’s moments of “clownish, amateurish simplicity” – point 
beyond the blunt obviousness of his use of symbols and quotations to a more fundamental, if subtle, set of 
confrontations that Ives goads the performer (and the analyst) to face.226 Ives’s scores are deconstructive 
minefields, in Monelle’s accounting. The score of the “Concord Sonata” deconstructs firstly the very notion 
that the score represents the work, and that the work is itself fixed and unvarying. It accomplishes this in a 
number of ways. His scores, Monelle claims (referencing Umberto Eco, and citing Kirkpatrick) are “open 
works” representing only one possible “realization” of the music. Monelle tells us that Ives, who was in any 
case inconsistent with accidentals, was willing to accept the adjustments and mistakes of his performers 
and even the printers of his works.227 Indeed, the composer often wrote optional alternative passages and 
additions (see example 16) that altered what would be the “harmonic structure” of the passages in question. 
In the case of the added flute obbligato passage that appears near the end of the fourth movement 
(“Thoreau”), the alternative piano-only version rushes over the quotation from the “Alcotts” movement (in 
the flute), and truncates its duration. This is no small change as it proposes two distinctly separate syntactic 
and semantic possibilities. Which one, from a formalist’s perspective, represents the “structure” of the 
work? 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
225 In the case of Bach, the rational and the irrational are embodied in a religious literary “imaginary.” Monelle could 
look to copious sources to justify making the claim that Bach at least reasonably may have intended such an association 
in the fugue (i.e., that it was a “reading supported by the Text”).  Not least, the writer of the book of Romans directly 
theologizes a divide between the “rational” spirit, and the irrational sinful nature of the “flesh” (cf. Romans 4:14-16). 
This is a fundamental binary for both Catholic and Protestant theologies. Bach would have been well familiar with it.  
226 Ibid., 302. 
227 Ibid., 309. 
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Example 16: Charles Ives, Second Piano Sonata, IV (“Thoreau”), p. 69, system 1. Ives composes 
an optional flute part that alters the semiotic structure of the music. 
 
Ives’s scores certainly do feature a “perverse,” and somewhat mystifying notational practice: 
accidentals that obscure rather than clarify simple harmonic entities, intentional “wrong notes” interjected 
to deflate the virtuosity of borrowed Romantic / heroic pianistic tropes. Other passages feature physical or 
notional impossibilities (examples 17 and 18) that make the score look – as Monelle might say – crazy and 
unperformable. As with the intelligent failures invoked by the works of Brian Ferneyhough, Ives’s 
unplayable moments “open” a seemingly closed work, bringing into question the immanence of its 
structure. Since for Ives, the “substance” of the work had nothing to do with the way it sounded, the 
variability and inconsistency (the decentered nature of the works), the perversity of notation, and so on 
were intrinsic to whatever the work’s structure may be said to be. Both the score, and the intrinsic sound 
that its syntactic structure produced (i.e., again, their neutral level), were what Ives called instead, manner.   
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Example 17: Charles Ives, Second Piano Sonata, I (“Emerson”), p. 8, system 3. A 
conceptual impossibility bordering (as Monelle suggests) on a graphic score 
 
 
Example 18: Charles Ives, Second Piano Sonata, II (“Hawthorn”), p. 26, system 1, an example of 
physical impossibility 
 
Monelle demonstrates (if it was ever doubted) that amateurism in Ives’s Sonata is topical. But he 
goes beyond the simple contention that the composer was rejecting an “effete” European tradition and 
forging an American idiom worthy of the nation’s dynamism. He makes Ives’s amateurish musical 
misdirections – which he configures as an aesthetic credo of “Truth as irresponsibility” – into a 
deconstruction of its opposite: the Schönberg-Adorno-Boulez notion of “Truth as responsibility.” His doing 
so, hinges on the marked unstructurability of Ives’s work. Whether or not Charles Ives the historical person 
would endorse this reading is not the point. Monelle’s aim is to produce a reading with is supported by the 
text.   
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2.10  Summary Conclusions 
 The purpose of this chapter has been to establish the historical and disciplinary context for the 
problems presented in the first chapter, the biographical information and aesthetic positions outlined in the 
next, and the analysis undertaken in the fourth chapter. The foregoing material was necessitated by the fact 
that literary theory and music theory know different structuralisms, closely related though they are. The 
theoretical foundation of my understanding of intertextuality for analysis in Salvatore Sciarrino’s music 
will have a clear poststructural inflection. The central relationship that will help us to reflect on the 
problems presented in the first chapter, toward a working analytical approach to the composer’s music, 
exists between his work’s resistance to formalist, harmonicist (i.e., structuralist) analysis, and its very clear 
intertextual bent.  
 From each thinker that I have presented in the course of this survey (and in appendix A), I draw 
insights that will be incorporated into my own provisional theory of intertextuality in the final chapter. 
Charles S. Pierce – along with the Charles Sanders Pierce of Thomas Turino, Robert Hatten, and Raymond 
Monelle – provides the core semiotic engine by which I conceptualize the relationships between musical 
representamen materialized in syntagms (be they topics, or other sign-types) and their designata. Pierce’s 
trichotomies, particularly the icon-index-symbol, will be used to articulate the kinds of relationships that 
can exist, not only between the signifiers and signifieds of Sciarrino’s own voice in the polyphony of his 
work, but also between Sciarrino’s voice and the voices of other composers, artists, writers – in short the 
voices of other “texts” – that resonate together within it.  
In doing so, I am following an established practice of treating quotations and other intertextual 
forms as isomorphic to signs in their functioning, since they do the same work, and since they accomplish 
that work in and through one another. In the immediacy of Firstness and Secondness, the qualisign 
becomes the basis, not only for the recognition of sinsigns, but also for the interpretation of processes that 
articulate an unfolding dramaturgy.228 Neither dramaturgical, nor intertextual relationships depend on a 
regulative sense of musico-literary competency, so I will primarily not be utilizing a sense of “Thirdness” 
in this way. Additionally, I reject Julian Horton’s view that its conceptual nature renders the poststructural 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
228 This focus on dramaturgical process is everywhere to be seen in Sciarrino’s text Le Figure della Musica da 
Beethoven a Oggi, as I will demonstrate in the third chapter.  
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notion of immediacy self-contradictory, since I do not hold the view that intelligibility is the province of a 
dogmatically presupposed symbolic competency.   
 From Derrida I take the understanding that structures are not “centered,” or “present” (i.e., 
inherent), and that discourse is fundamentally deferred. Structure is contained in the concepts and language 
we bring to the works we examine. That a musical work has parts that relate to a whole doesn’t mean that it 
has a single structure, message, or unity. Even the composer’s intention-to-unify is troubled by aporias, 
moments where the system, the language, the pattern, or the process must be temporarily abandoned in 
order to achieve what Jonathan Kramer called “perceptual unity,” and what Straus called “coherence.” The 
aporia is not the sole province of analysis; it originates in the unfolding of the compositional process itself. 
Derrida’s notion of différance, as clichéd as it has become in the humanities, is the engine that drives 
intertextual distortion. Language, including theoretical language, is never fixed. If that is the case, then the 
structures articulated by language can never be fixed either. An analysis founded on these presuppositions 
will take the evident “citationality” of the composer’s works, and find a message in the abrasions marked 
on the bits of borrowed language. Lastly, in my analyses, I will have to make provisional claims about 
morphology, and I’ll often have to borrow freely and partially from categories originating in structuralist 
forms of analysis.229 In doing so, I am “analyzing under erasure.”  
From Julia Kristeva, I take several important foundational understandings. Firstly, I understand 
criticism to be isomorphic to its objects, in the sense that it uses “poetic language” rather than scientific 
language. This means that my analysis is writing about music, not laboratory testing in a strictly scientistic 
sense. Although I believe in the rational veracity of my claims, I do so with the limits of rationality and the 
advantages of poetic logic in mind. I understand texts, including Sciarrino’s music, to be dialogical objects. 
They speak with other texts, and with my own particular competency and circular memories. In themselves, 
they are polyphonic; they contain many historical “voices.” This sense of polyphony stems from the 
“ambivalence” of words / musical sounds, which Bakhtin and Kristeva denote as the author’s manipulation 
of the “words of others” to relativize them and give them new meanings.230  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
229 I follow Monelle in understanding that poststructuralist “structures” are semiotic (i.e., both syntactic and semantic), 
while structuralisms “Structures” are formalistic (i.e. predominantly syntactic).  
230 Bakhtin-Kristeva’s notion of “the ambivalent word” is described in more detail on pp. 267-268 of chapter 4.  
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In Kristeva’s language, I hold that Sciarrino stylizes rather than imitates the musical texts he cites, 
though this will probably be obvious. I accept a certain, and very basic, level of regulative competency, but 
only in the form of the part of texts that participate in conventional codes and strategies that allow 
communication (i.e., a “phenotext”). What I am interested in, and what I think is most pertinent in 
Sciarrino’s writing, is the “genotextual” force that resists and “redistributes” theoretical language. It offers 
a reversal of values to the compositional discourse of orderly rationality established not only by the 
Darmstadt school in the 20th-century (as Sciarrino himself claims), but also by all historical Classicizing 
compositional / theoretical tendencies, regardless of era.231  Lastly, I make broad and constant use of her 
notion of “phonematic devices.” Not only do they give rise to the inflections that mark tokens of topical 
types (in Hatten’s language), but they form the basis of a construction of dramaturgy in general, in light of 
the inability of harmonicist structuring tools to shed light on what Sciarrino is doing. 
 I accept Roland Barthes’ notion of “the death of the author,” even while I believe deeply that an 
author’s intentions and biographical / aesthetic context can be a crucial piece of the intertext. My 
understanding of the author-reader relation necessitates that, even if I wanted to be little more than a 
journalistic conduit for the composer’s own words, I could not. The author himself – even the flesh and 
blood Sciarrino, with whom I conversed over espresso at the Café Rosati in the Piazza del Popolo in Rome 
– is a “text” in the language of poststructuralism. I take also from Barthes an emphasis on the perceptual 
perspective of the listening subject – the esthesic in Molino-Nattiez’s terminology – as a foundation for 
analysis. Carlo Carratelli’s dissertation does a very fine job of establishing the composer’s understanding 
and intentions of what this means.232 
 Additionally, my analysis will feature a renewed emphasis on the semantic “layer” of the 
composer’s works, and a corresponding shift away from viewing them as merely syntactical entities. As is 
the case with all semiotic analysis, syntactic analysis does not disappear entirely; it takes the form of the 
identification of syntagms (patterns of language) in which musical signs are embodied. I make no attempt 
to demonstrate an impossible syntactic unity in Sciarrino’s work however. Barthes’ understanding of 
writings as Texts – nodal points in an intertextual web of other works – is fundamental to my analysis. I !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
231 Salvatore Sciarrino calls this reversal a “re-zeroing” of perception (Sciarrino, Le Figure della Musica 23). 
232 Briefly, a shift toward thinking of structures as perceptual forms, grounded in our cognitive capacities and 
limitations. Carratelli’s emphasis on cognitivist theory goes beyond Sciarrino’s explicit intentions about as much as my 
insistence on thinking of the composer’s work through a poststructural paradigm.    
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take an understanding that criticism / analyses are subjective, laced with ideology, and predicated on my 
own experiences, preferences, and competency as a listener (i.e., on my own “circular memories”). My 
analyses are provisional and the result of hermeneutics, rather than “objective” accounts of the purely 
physical reality of immanent structures. 
 From Joseph Kerman, Alan Street, and Jonathan Kramer, I take the understanding that musical 
analysis means criticism, not merely morphological description. Whatever their faults, these authors 
successfully and cogently underline the constant danger of analysis devolving into the unstated premises of 
harmonicist ideology. With them, I do not privilege “deep structures” over “surface structures.” 
Semiotically-grounded expression can be sought out at all “levels.” In the next chapter, I will argue that 
Sciarrino’s notion of unity – upon which he places great stress – is (and must be) equivalent to Kramer’s 
notion of “perceptual unity,” despite the seemingly neo-Romantic sound of some of Sciarrino’s claims. 
Lastly, I take from these authors, three related positions that we can call contextualism, anti-formalism, and 
anti-organicism: I assume that historical and biographical context are relevant to semiotic structuring, that 
formalistic analysis does not address the work since neither its corporeality in sound, or representation in a 
musical score can be separated from its semantic, social, and historical contexts.   
 I take from Adam Krims the musicalized understanding of Kristeva’s claim that musical works 
“redistribute the order of language.” Compositions change theoretical language (language that we apply to 
works contemporaneous to those changes, and to works anterior to them). I take also a caution that the 
theoretical framework I articulate in the fourth chapter (admittedly, a Frankenstein monster made from the 
bits of theories that I have discussed in this chapter) must not fall into the closed-loop trap of “mutual 
verification.” It won’t represent a Dr. Strabismus-like quest to encompass the deep reality of Sciarrino’s or 
anyone else’s music. It will be no more than my framework, i.e., a framework for which I acknowledge that 
I am responsible for taking to the music. 
 From Michael Riffaterre and Joseph Strauss, I take the notion of ungrammaticality. These I will 
use as a conceptual tool to identify the citations – both traceable to a source, and not – in Sciarrino’s work.  
 Like Bloom-Strauss-Korsyn, I view the transformation of prior works to be of fundamental 
importance in analysis. I will not however look for “revisionary ratios” in Sciarrino’s music, with their 
attendant Freudisms, though psychoanalytical themes will not be entirely absent from the intertext that 
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informs my analysis (especially with respect to works that engage with nostalgia and melancholia). The 
associations that Harold Bloom establishes between different ratios and ways of creatively 
“misunderstanding” predecessor works seem arbitrary and ill matched when it comes to pieces of music. I 
am hesitant to use the term “misprision,” since I’m not interested in composerly “anxiety.” I will avoid 
making any psychological or psychoanalytical claims about the actual composer Sciarrino since I am of 
course patently unqualified to do so. 
 I take nothing directly from Burkholder’s work, save a similar sense of the inadequacy of the word 
“quotation” to explain what is happening in this music. Like Burkholder, I posit a number of kinds of uses 
of existing music. These categories will not be “structural centers” since they are not forms, but actions that 
are applied to materials. The morphological results of these applicative processes are greatly varied. 
Similarly, Sciarrino’s figure – as I will argue in the next chapter – are not structuralist because they are not, 
nor do they attempt to establish, structures. They are used in the service of establishing perceptual 
relationships mediated by an intertext.  
 Robert Hatten’s theory will influence my analysis on several points. Firstly, along with Agawu, 
Monelle, Klein, et. al.; Hatten solves the problem of what a musical sign is (and how to find one), by 
showing that they are separate from, yet embodied in syntagms. Syntagms are patterns of sound, not limited 
to a single note or chord, or to the mimicry of musical onomatopoeia. They can be expressed through the 
use of any musical material(s) / process(es), and can occur over the length of any stretch of time.233 I can 
accept his insistence that the semantic effect of syntagms are decoded with reference to the conventions of 
a style only if it is acknowledged that analytic adherence to the limitations of stylistic conventions is a 
voluntary move.234 The intersubjective nature of music analysis, and music listening is undeniable, but it 
remains a kind of subjectivity nonetheless.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
233 Despite the poststructural rejection of the notion of centered structures, or structural inherence, there is no rejection 
of the basic fact that literary / musical works have a “brute material” facticity. Structure is not the parts, it is the 
grouping and arrangement of the parts into a conceptual framework. 
234 Listeners who do not have the “appropriate” stylistic competency also perceive meanings and shapes (even perhaps, 
“structures”) in a piece of music. Hatten’s notion of “leakage” is useful here, if it is understood not as sub-optimal, but 
as the real condition of everyday listening. Especially when one is allowed to recognize that the ideological 
simplification of Webern’s musical works (to take one example), by which one understands them as merely the 
expression of ingenious dodecaphonic structural orderings – as reflected in formalist analyses – is also a kind of 
“leakage.” It is the default choice to fall back upon a heuristic that irons out the complexity of a musical work that one 
does not have the necessary competency to perceive. Semiotics provides the possibility of seeing, in Webern’s music, 
the semantic layer.  
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I adopt his definition of topics (blending it with that of Raymond Monelle). Along this vein, 
Hatten’s use of markedness to differentiate and isolate the meanings elicited by tokens of a topical type will 
be useful to my analysis. Hatten’s “growth in a style” – if it were to be understood instead as différance – 
would ensure that markedness could still function as an analytical tool, without the necessity of making 
types out to be structural centers. This is because style growth, in Hatten, is discussed mostly in terms of 
the progressive accumulation of newly marked tokens. Hatten’s concept of troping, as the combination of 
two or more topics that creates a new meaning, will no doubt be useful (particularly with respect to 
Sciarrino’s combinatory “elaborations”). Additionally, his notion of gesture (i.e., Monelle’s pure icon / 
iconic topic) will shed light on the many instances of iconicity in Sciarrino’s works, particularly in the 
works where the connection between the referenced predecessors is not established through direct quotation 
(as is the case with the last of Sciarrino’s Sei Quartetti Brevi, “La Malinconia”).   
Hatten’s insistence that a pragmatic analysis of intertextuality has to occur between specific, 
individual works in direct relation to one another is unavoidably necessary. However this necessity does 
not, as it might be supposed, invalidate or arrest the play of meaning (or of structuring). In fact, it highlights 
the equally necessary provisionality of any analysis posited in a world where Derridean différance is taken 
seriously. I will however, along with Michael Klein, prefer intertextual rhizomes to Hatten’s intertextual 
chains. This is because such chains imply the search for influence and linearity. This is entirely appropriate 
to a traditional historiographically-rooted musicology directed at reconstructing the “poietic” facts of a 
work. However, it runs afoul of the poststructural emphasis on “esthesic” responses, wherein temporally 
“belated” works can influence our readings of their predecessors. In practical terms, my analysis will not 
seek out influences, but rather connections.    
 This is a major point made also by Michael Klein. We very often take our experiences of newer 
works to historically anterior ones; the influence is mutual. In fact, Sciarrino will insist that one of his 
motivations for invoking and elaborating upon older musical works is to re-new them (not to re-antiquate 
contemporary music to a previous definition of beauty, as with the neo-Romanticist ideology). He wants us 
to hear what is new in the old, as much as to hear what is old in the new. Klein’s notion of heuristic 
imitation will help to explain what Sciarrino means by “anamorphosis.” Anamorphic works like the first of 
the Sei Capricci, carry out a similar renovation of “harmonic” (i.e., material) content of the musical texts 
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that they invoke. I will also take advantage of Klein’s analytical tactic of finding syntactic / syntagmatic 
isomorphisms, and using them as intertextual “wormholes.” Such wormholes allow him to jump from one 
text to another, and to posit syntactic and semantic connections between texts. Along with Monelle, I will 
make use of code mappings as a means of explicating my own circular memories (as an analyst), with 
respect to whichever piece I am considering.  
 With Monelle, I acknowledge the clear consequence of the poststructural moment: the recognition 
that there can now be no single, comprehensive music theory. This doesn’t mean, as the more traditionally-
oriented musicologists seemed to fear, that we now have license to be utterly subjective (i.e., solipsistic). 
We must still strive to be intelligible to one another by demanding that our own analytical accounts achieve 
a reasonable degree of internal rationality. Our logic may be “poetic,” but it remains a logic. Because of all 
of this, I adopt Hatten and Monelle’s insistence on hermeneutic or “interpretive” analysis, as opposed to the 
formalist focus on reductive, morphological structuring for it’s own sake.  
I take Monelle’s insistence that musical signs refer not to an outside-of-the-work, but to other 
musical signs in a fictional / literary “world of the text.” For practical purposes this means that semiotic 
analysis doesn’t consist in a simplistic “decoding” of sounds, translating them into words or sentences 
about the real world. Instead, it means that musical signification revolves around the identification of 
“themes” (in Hatten’s language) that connect one work to other works. Analysis influenced by 
poststructural semiotics does not devolve into the circularity of infinite discourse analysis (as Horton 
feared), except in the sense that what is infinitely discursive in analysis, is the work’s discourse with other 
works.  
From Monelle’s topic theory, I take the division between iconic and indexical topics. I concur that 
iconic signification can be topical (i.e., intertextual), and that it is profitable to make a distinction between 
topics that arise out of the invocation of genre, and topics that arise out of isomorphism. Without these 
distinctions in place, one might miss the intertextual nature of iconic signs, or the presence of the intertext 
in a work that neither quotes another work directly, nor imitates some extra-musical signified. We will also 
have occasion to propose new, modern, indexical topics that can be found in the composer’s work. One 
such topic is overpressure bowing, which can have many differently marked tokens, as we will see. 
Monelle’s dysphoric topic will be crucial to understanding topicality in the work of a composer whose 
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instrumental compositions, to say nothing of the theatrical works, are at times virtually neo-expressionist. 
However, unlike Monelle, I don’t discount the potential topicality of semantic associations that use 
“helping language” like lyrics or titles to establish correlations for the listener. On the one hand, though 
they may not be topics at a present moment, it’s impossible to say that they never will be (as in the case of 
Pacific 231). This is particularly the case with Sciarrino, whose programmatic titles and texts mostly point 
toward other texts, rather than toward mere designata.235   
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235 One example of this would be the flute work L’Orologio di Bergson, which I discuss briefly in the third chapter. 
The reference is to the philosopher Henri Bergson, whose work reflected on space, time, and perception in a way that 
resonates not only with Sciarrino’s general aesthetic, but also with the multiple temporalities suggested by the work as 
it unfolds. 
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Chapter 3:  An Overview of Sciarrino’s Aesthetics and Compositional Strategies 
 
The work of Sciarrino is singular and appears to offer few prizes to the commentator. 
Secretive, often disconcerting, it assuredly opens up one of the ‘unsuspected universes’ 
about which Proust spoke; rather than a discourse, it seems more like a voice, suggesting 
to us, perhaps in a fallacious manner, the search for a deep unity of the self, of a 
“subject,” of psychological categories that modernity has, for some time, wanted to 
suspend.1 (Martin Kaltenecker) 
 
Sciarrino is haunted by the idea of having to defend his music against the impossibility of 
applying precise mathematical analysis to it…2 (Martin Kaltenecker) 
 
The music of Sciarrino can be beguiling, sometimes despite the will of the author, despite 
the aridity of his vocabulary; it finds few commentators that can legitimately stir its very 
literal geography. It escapes analysis; it evades questions.3 (Gerard Pesson) 
 
 
3.1 Preliminary Comments 
 
 The sentiment that Sciarrino’s music is difficult to analyze – to apply a “precise numerical 
analysis” – is common, as the quotes above demonstrate. In the first chapter, we saw what it means that 
“structuralist” analysis, which we took to mean formalistically applied grammatical analysis (epitomized 
for example by Schenkerian analysis and set-theory), “comes up short” and is inadequate to the task of 
contemplating Sciarrino’s compositions. The “very literal geography” of this music – the sense that 
whatever formalist analysis might call “structural” is immediately audible or visible on the surface – offers 
little to an analyst who clings to the pre-conception that structures consist in grammatical structures buried 
deep below, away from the conscious attention of the listener. Whether the music offers a starkly static and 
immobile ambience, a rush of “harmonies” and “pitches,” or whether it seems to point directly toward a 
much more familiar harmonic world; the habitual tools of analysis tell us very little if anything about how 
the works are “structured,” and how they signify to us as listeners.  
Salvatore Sciarrino’s works exemplify what Roland Barthes called limit-texts. As Terry Eagleton 
explains, limit-texts are works “in which [the] ruling assumptions are shown to be in trouble.”4 They bring 
semiotic, syntactic, and grammatical schema to crisis, exposing their artificiality, their arbitrariness, and 
their pretense. Adam Krims argued that it was the task of the analyst to leverage theories against one 
another to show how musical texts “redistribute” or deconstruct them. Eagleton puts it slightly differently: 
                                                            
1 Kaltenecker, “Exploration du Blanc,” 107. 
2 Ibid., 108. 
3 Gerard Pesson, “Héraclite, Démocrite et la Méduse,”Entretemps, no. 9 (1990), 148. 
4 Terry Eagleton, Literary Theory: An Introduction (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008), 120. 
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The tactic of deconstructive criticism…is to show how texts come to embarrass their own 
ruling systems of logic; and deconstruction shows this by fastening on the ‘symptomatic’ 
points, the aporia or impasses of meaning, where texts get into trouble, come unstuck, 
offer to contradict themselves.5 
 
The first chapter of this dissertation was a foray into this embarrassment. One by one, texts fell 
silent before the approach of formalistic structural assumptions that were blind to their basic conditions, 
despite whatever they seemed to promise to us as analysts. It is in this way that theoretical models become 
the ciphers of ideology, of submerged allegiances to ghostly epistemologies haunting our relation even to 
our own work. And whatever we gained in the course of analysis was achieved by looking outside of these 
epistemes, outside of the work itself, into the intertext.  
 This chapter will seem on its face to be a return to structuralist historicism and to the reign of the 
“Author-God.” Here, I attempt to offer a distillation of the composer’s own conception of his work, in 
addition to insights from other observers. Sciarrino’s works would, on some level, signify to us even in the 
absence of any knowledge about their author’s intent. Yet this is no injunction to remain purposefully 
ignorant of it. In the same way that he misprizes (or as he prefers “transforms”) the texts his own work 
feeds upon, it is neither avoidable nor desirable that the analyses presented in the fourth chapter should be 
overly careful to avoid doing so with respect to Sciarrino’s own work. For despite the care this chapter 
takes to accurately trace the lineaments of his aesthetic, he can never be more than a paper author “invited” 
back into his work by listeners of good will.    
 We will begin with a number of very brief biographical details before moving into fundamental 
aesthetic positions in the second section. There, we will outline Sciarrino’s notion of what structuralism is, 
condensing and clarifying it by articulating pairs of rejections / reversals that the composer posits 
throughout his writings.6 Sciarrino ultimately displaces structuralist understandings of organization and 
perception as he defines them, “re-zeroing perception” (It.: azzerare la percezione) with a new Naturalism / 
organicism. This recalibration privileges both corporeal and dialogical ideas about how we hear music, as 
                                                            
5 Ibid., 116. 
6 Principally Le Figure della Musica da Beethoven a Oggi, Carte da Suono, interviews and other miscellaneous 
writings. What must be made clear is that it will be as much a construction as it is an exposition or Sciarrino’s 
compositional idiolect.   
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well as the corporeal and dialogical nature of sound itself. In this distinction lies what Sciarrino has referred 
to as the “anthropological” nature of music.7  
 In the second section of this chapter, we will discuss Sciarrino’s approach to musical materials, 
and to narrative, process, and form. Beginning with the composer’s materials themselves, we’ll see how – 
following two of his favorite Modernist painters Alberto Burri and Lucio Fontana – Sciarrino conceives of 
both material and structure as spatial rather than grammatical. As implied during the failed analysis of his 
elaboration of Gesualdo’s “Moro lasso, O mio duolo” (Le voci sottovetro, pp. 30-41), we should not restrict 
ourselves to a merely morphological sense of spatiality, but also observe the textual sense of spatiality 
Barthes spoke of in Death of the Author: 
We know now that a text is not a line of words releasing a single ‘theological’ meaning 
(the ‘message’ of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety of 
writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn 
from the innumerable centers of culture.8 
 
 After examining this “strongly spatialized temporality,” we will examine his figure (roughly, 
“forms” or “perceptual strategies”), which he also refers to as “logical structures of modernity.”9 Virtually 
all of the scholarly writings on his work discuss the figure to some extent.10 Often they are presented as 
analytical tools, with the implication that a formal analysis of Sciarrino’s own music should be centered on 
identifying and explaining their presence. Surprisingly, rarely do authors discuss them as intertextual, nor 
do they address Sciarrino’s practice of distorting referenced material, of introducing ungrammaticalities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
7 Pesson and Kaltenecker, “Entretien avec Salvatore Sciarrino,” 135-6. By “anthropological analysis,” Sciarrino means 
an analysis that is centered around both the physiognomic aspects of the performers’ and / or instruments’ bodies, and 
around their active, real, situated experience.  
8 Barthes, Image-Music-Text, 146. This will be even more clearly the case when we look at Efebo con radio in the final 
chapter. 
9 Sciarrino, LFDM, 23. 
10 It is much discussed in dissertations by Carlo Carratelli (2004), Brahim Kerkous (2010), Megan Lanz (2010), 
Roberta Michel (2012); and in Giacca’s Notion de “Figure” chez Salvatore Sciarrino (2001). 
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3.2 Biographical Context 
 Salvatore Sciarrino was born in the regional capital city of Palermo, Sicilia on April 4th, 1947. 
Most biographical accounts mention the composer’s early interest / practice in painting, which according to 
him he began at around the age of four.11 By his account, he began with imitative, representational forms 
(unsurprisingly), but “evolved” to imitate the Modernist abstract sensibility of painters like Jackson 
Pollack, as well as Burri and Fontana. At the age of twelve, he began to experiment with music 
composition, when “by happenstance / play – I began to write music. All of the sensibility that had created 
this interest for modern and contemporary language in painting, was suddenly transported, transferred into 
music.”12 Little else is of his early education before university is documented, save that in his early teenage 
years, Sciarrino read Goethe’s Faust, and unnamed works by Jean-Paul Sartre and Albert Camus.13 
That Sciarrino studied classics in university is reflected in the subject matter and titles of many of 
his compositions, which often draw their imagery and titles from Greek and Roman mythology. Neither 
Pinzauti, nor any other biographical sources mention which university the composer attended. It seems 
reasonable to assume that it was the University of Palermo, where he found his early composition teachers 
Antonio Titone (from 1959), and Turi Belfiore (briefly in 1964), both professors at the university). Despite 
these experiences, Sciarrino views himself principally as an autodidact. About Belfiore’s instruction, 
Sciarrino says: 
[He] did not make me know music from texts [i.e., works], but by the rules. But instead I 
wanted to learn from the works themselves, as the painters used to do, that by the force of 
studying other painters discovered their own technique, their language…I studied the 
recorder but I studied above all, as soon as I knew how to read notes, all of the 
compositions of Mozart. Mozart, I believe to truly know everything, from the first to the 
last composition.14 
 
                                                            
11 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 446-7.  
12 This potentially conflicts with the account in the Pinzauti interview (1977) where Sciarrino says that he was occupied 
with music since the age of three (which does not preclude painting), but that his earliest models were Mozart, 
Mendelssohn, and Brahms, and not what might be imagined to be the musical equivalents of Jackson Pollack, Alberto 
Burri, or Lucio Fontana. He does not mention the age of twelve in the Pinzauti interview, but talks about his familiarity 
with the music of Beethoven, Stockhausen, and Sylvano Bussotti by the age of thirteen, beginning autodidactic studies 
with the establishment of the first works in his catalog, in 1966 at the age of nineteen (Pinzauti, “A Colloquio con 
Salvatore Sciarrino,” 51). It is possible that Sciarrino is eliding the narrative of his development, connecting the ending 
of the pre-compositional “child-painter” thread to the first works of his post-apprenticeship stage. Marco Angius states 
that his first works were notated graphically (Angius, Come avvicinare il Silenzio, 33), and Sciarrino confirmed that in 
our interview in 2011. These graphic works must have pre-dated the beginning of his catalog, or must have been 
transcribed into traditional musical notation, as Sciarrino hinted in our interview.       
13 Pinzauti, “A Colloquio con Salvatore Sciarrino,” 51. 
14 Ibid., 51. 
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 This early contact with the musical academy must have created in the composer the beginnings of 
a lasting opposition to what he considers its overly schematized and myopic transmission of technique. 
Following a number of early performances in 1968, Sciarrino moved to Rome in 1969 and took part in 
Franco Evangelisti’s course in electronic music at the Academia di Santa Cecilia. He moved from Rome to 
Milan in 1976, where he served as a composition instructor at the Conservatorio di Musica “Guiseppe 
Verdi,” (1977-82), and as artistic director of the Teatro Comunale di Bologna. Since 1982 he has lived in 
Città di Castello, a medieval town in Umbria on the slopes of the Apennine mountain range, about 
seventeen miles west of Arezzo. The composer continued to teach at intervals for the conservatories in 
Perugia (1983-87) and Firenze (1987-96), and to conduct regular master classes in Città di Castello until 
2000. A glance at the essay “On the origins of subtle ideas,” published in the collection called Carte da 
Suono (“Maps of Sound”), gives some insight into his educational philosophy.15  
Like Saussure’s Course in General Linguistics, “On the Origin of Subtle Ideas” was recorded and 
later transcribed by former students from a series of discussions. Unlike Saussure’s text, Sciarrino doesn’t 
offer insights of a technical or theoretical nature. The essay comes across as a series of short vignettes 
depicting a kind of discipleship, each vignette offering the advice of a master craftsman surrounded by his 
apprentices. The image fits well with his general idiolect, which as we will see, tends to resist the reduction 
of compositional expression to that of a merely technical practice. His poor regard for “academia” has 
nothing to do with recovering a lost past from which Modernist composers had fallen (a return to tonality 
and lyricism, as is the case with American neo-romanticism), nor does it reveal itself in an antipathy 
towards electronic music, dissonance, atonality, or a certain kind of complexity. Rather it is a shift towards 
a sense of personal engagement, not merely with “tradition,” but with its radical openness, productivity, 
and citationality: 
 
…However simple or elaborate an idea is, only when it is elevated to language can a 
thought be written. Writing is not equivalent to the simple graphic realization of a dream, 
a pure articulation of lines, like diagrams of an interior travail. There are those who 
confuse it with the score.  
 
Writing is instead, a conjoining. 
 
 
                                                            
15 In the case of Sciarrino’s text, transcribed by Antonio Poce from a set of recordings made in 1982 by another former 
student, Paolo Perezzani during a series of master classes in Città di Castello. 
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It is the burning friction of the individual needs with the symbolic atmosphere of the 
collectivity, between new and already given: expression bent towards signification.  
 
[…] 
 
We can say that the element in which the artist begins to breath (the element that he 
begins to transform) is the virtual presence of all the works of his tradition. Maybe he 
will know little; maybe he will know nothing at all. However it is connected to him 
mysteriously. 
 
From this relation of transformations comes his thought.16 
 
 
Despite the remarks of some writers, there has in fact been a great deal of stylistic development in 
the composer’s works.17 Nevertheless, it may be more meaningful to say that Sciarrino doesn’t have 
periods, but layers. It’s probably too soon to attempt a strict periodization, but it is not difficult to see new 
techniques, concepts, and fixations emerge over the course of his career. Marco Angius identifies a “fractal 
period” between 1966-74.18 The conductor mentions that sometime after 1970, the composer, now living in 
Rome, had viewed a number of Tibetan paintings that featured an elaborate and colorful deity in the center, 
set upon a gilded base composed of miniature, monochromatic reproductions of the same deity.19 This 
feature of self-similarity (autosomiglianza) – as formalized by the mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot in the 
1960s – inspired Sciarrino to imagine morphologically hierarchic forms where foreground and background 
levels are organized by similar processes or values.20 One example that Angius offers in his text Come 
avvicinare il silenzio, is the solo harpsichord work De o de do (1970): 
The principle of De o de do is ternary. That is to say, every level of articulation employs 
multiplications and divisions of the number 3; the criteria is used rigorously, although the 
realization involves irregularities that seem casual, yet are intentional, in this way, they 
represent the unpredictable variety of life.21       
 
Sciarrino had composed an elaboration as early as 1969, with the now lost / withdrawn 2 Mottetti 
di Anonimi for voice and instruments. And he has written a number of other elaborative forms prior to 1980 
(among them, De la nuit (1970), Claire de lune (1976), and Dodici canzoni da battello (1977)). However, 
                                                            
16 Salvatore Sciarrino, “Origine delle Idee Sottili,” in Carte da Suono (Rome: CIDIM, 2001), 46. 
17 “Sciarrino’s oeuvre reflects the non-developing nature of his music writ large; having discovered his characteristic 
sound, there has been no real stylistic development in his work since the late 1960’s” (Thomas, “The Poetics of 
Extremity”, 196).  
18 Angius, Avvicinare il Silenzio, 60-1. 
19 Ibid., 16. Neither he, nor Sciarrino – who mentioned the encounter in our interview – identify the location of the 
exhibit or the creator of the works.   
20 The distinction is between syntactical hierarchies (like those of Schenker), and morphological hierarchies (where 
comparative duration and scope of musical events determines their level). The terms are borrowed from Carlo 
Carratelli (Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 196-200). 
21 Angius, Come Avvicinare il Silenzio, 17-8 
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their number, length, and sophistication increased greatly between 1980 and the mid 1990s. Additionally, 
we can hypothesize a “messa in voce” period, during which the works crystalized around an extraordinarily 
focused new concept of vocal / instrumental lyrical writing, characterized by the persistent use of what 
resembles the Italian Baroque vocal ornamental technique of the same name.22 Again, although the 
technique / style was largely present in the mid-career lied-drama Vanitas (1981), it became much more 
pervasive in works post 1990 to the present.23 The technique has a two-part profile: The first part consists 
in executing a crescendo from and to nothing on a single held pitch. The second part consists in terminating 
the line by cinching it into a release figure, expelling its energy into a wilting flurry of pitches with a 
widening range-compass (the caduta, or “fall,” see ex. 19).  
 
 
Example 19: Excerpted from No. 1 (“Quando?”) of Quaderno di Strada (letter D) 
© 2003 by Casa Ricordi – BMG RICORDI S.p.A., Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
 Despite the fact that this figure resembles the historical technique, “messa in voce,” Sciarrino – 
curiously, considering his general view of the composer’s relationship with the past – rejects this link to the 
tradition:  
My messa in voce [figures] are not modeled on older music, rather they are characteristic of 
my sonic world from the outset. The moment in which I decided to create for myself a 
vocal style, it was for me an invention, this possibility of suspension – beginning from a 
minimum – to expand the voice and then allow it to fall on an articulation. It is a type of 
enunciation originated in the calls of nature. Today the performers of music use again the 
messa in voce. However, when I began to write [them], they had been forgotten, few knew 
anything about them. Anyhow, I was far, in using them, from the idea of a reconstruction of 
the past. I have spoken of the need to reset to zero. The messa in voce was a consequence of 
this zeroing in an empty space of sounds, where the elements became truly rarified: the 
messa in voce is equal to a sound in approach. [...] But why do we not speak of the 
tumbling of the voice that follows the suspended note? [That] would be for me the main 
point. The messa in voce is like taking aim, the articulation [the ‘caduta’] is the arrow. In 
reality we are speaking of the line; of a stylized nightingale, an absolutely natural gesture, 
human and alive in the night, an arabesque perhaps, and perhaps vocalized in the sense of a 
spilling-out / release of the voice.24 
                                                            
22 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 344. Carratelli is the first to use 
this term.  
23 For example: Perseo e Andromeda (1990), Luci mie traditrici and L’infinito nero (1998), Quartetto n. 7 (1999), and 
virtually all of the vocal and instrumental works after the year 2000.  
24 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 344. 
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Sciarrino wishes to be seen as completely modern, so he rejects the view that his use of the messa 
in voce stems from a retrogressive reconstruction of the past. He also wants to emphasize their relationship 
to a conception of nature that we will have to explore in the next section: the rejection of Darmstadt and its 
replacement with Nature. 
 
3.3 Fundamental Aesthetic Positions: Rejection of Structuralism and the 
“Darmstadt Aesthetic” 
 
 “structuralism,” as Sciarrino defines it, is above all epitomized in what he calls the “Darmstadt 
aesthetic.” The reference is to the “Darmstadt school,” a group of composers that were associated with the 
Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik Darmstadt in the 1950s and 1960s. Luigi Nono had coined the 
term in 1957 during a lecture on the origin and development of serial techniques in the composers of the 
Second Viennese School.25 The lecture culminated in tying his own work, and the work of his colleagues 
Pierre Boulez, Karlheinz Stockhausen, and Bruno Maderna into a lineage of descent from Schönberg, with 
the intention of representing integral serialism as a kind of necessary evolutionary present stage.26 Many of 
the Ferienkurse’s participants later criticized what they saw as an excessive devotion to “dogmatic 
orthodoxy,” with Franco Evangelisti referring to “dodecaphonic police” enforcing fealty to integral serialist 
aesthetic principles and compositional strategies. Sciarrino put it this way: 
After the Darmstadt years it seems that the musician has lost his psyche, impaled upon 
Modern[ist] spikes. He represses himself, both when he writes and while he listens and 
on the contrary privileges logical and formal aspects…27  
 
Elsewhere, in Le Figure della Musica da Beethoven a Oggi, Sciarrino speaks similarly of the tension 
between structuralism and “naturalism”: 
Naturally, the music theorists of our century want nothing to do with naturalism. 
Accordingly, an eventual coming-to-consciousness drives the musician to an acrimonious 
inner conflict. We musicians are impregnated with naturalism and we are not at all 
disposed to admit it.28 
 
 
                                                            
25 Christopher Fox, “Luigi Nono and the Darmstadt School: Form and Meaning in the Early Works (1950-1959),” 
Contemporary Music Review 18, no. 2 (1999), 111.  
26 Arved Ashby, “Schoenberg, Boulez, and 12-Tone Composition as “Ideal Type”,” Journal of the American 
Musicological Society 54, no. 3 (2001): 605-607. 
27 Sciarrino, Carte da Suono, 51. 
28 Sciarrino, LFDM, 23. 
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 What is it that the Darmstadt aesthetic represses? The expansion of serial technique into the 
domains of dynamics, articulation, registration, and even macro-form, replaces choice, instinct, and direct 
engagement with the material and narrative structure of the work. Unlike, for example the American neo-
Romanticist George Rochberg, Sciarrino is not contesting the dissonant or atonal material out of which the 
Darmstadt composers created their works, but their rejection of perceptually grounded narrativity.  
In an interview in the Tempo conducted in 1992, Rochberg recounted with some pride that the 
musicologist-critic Michael Steinberg delivered a lecture at Darmstadt in 1972, playing for the students a 
recording of Rochberg’s recently completed Ricordanza. When the critic revealed to them that the piece 
was not, as they suspected, written in the late 18th century, but earlier that year in America: “The place 
exploded. How dare this man do something like this! This is a traitorous act. It is worse than slumming. It 
is infamous. It is a disgrace.”29 For Rochberg, what was lost with the advent of atonality and the European 
avant-garde, was the ability to write beautiful music, which for him was epitomized in functional-tonal 
music from the 18th and 19th centuries. His work is an attempt to regain that lost ground (making the 
Darmstadt story, almost a kind of revenge fantasy in recompense for that loss). The name of the Tempo 
article is particularly telling: “The Recovery of Modern Music.” In his pieces, this recovery took the shape 
of a reintroduction of triadic tonality to the music, along with an emphasis on lyricism, and thematic formal 
design.  
 Although quotations, fragmentations, and elaborations found throughout Sciarrino’s catalog do 
contain tonal material, these inclusions do not represent a return as much as a transformation of borrowed 
material. The majority of his works however, are atonal, and filled with dissonances, clusters, multiphonics, 
and other materials associated with experimental and avant-garde composition. The composer’s need to be 
seen as original, as modern, as not returning or recuperating some lost past is an indication that his position 
is something very different from that of Rochberg. Despite many apparent differences, Sciarrino’s position 
is closer to that of Matthias Spahlinger, who said of dodecaphony’s gradual transformation into formula 
that: 
 
                                                            
29 Robert R. Reilly, “The Recovery of Modern Music: George Rochberg in Conversation,” Tempo, no. 219 (2002): 11. 
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…a strategy to avoid regression into tonality became a strategy for guaranteeing 
cohesion, thus a restoration of a classical idea: everything must relate to everything else, 
where possible derived from one principle idea (cf. weltformel [Stockhausen]). 
 
thus a method that reflectively went beyond free atonality (it is no longer mere specific 
pitch-by-pitch negation of tonality, but rather negation and consciousness-making of a 
sense constitution as a whole) became in the worst cases a knitting pattern whose sub-
linguistic, sub-compositional correctness could be ratified by any musically clueless 
onlooker.30 
 
 
Whether or not Sciarrino’s insistence on the modernity of his aesthetic is a “negation of tonality,” he shares 
with Spahlinger the desire for individual subjectivity and a distaste for the “negation of consciousness-
making” that serialism, transformed at its extreme into a form of automation during the integral serialism 
years, had wrought. Far from associating “structuralism” with atonality or dissonance, Sciarrino rejects the 
neo-Romantic return to tonality also. The nature of these refusals is not to be found in the material, but in 
the systems of organization that attend them. For the same reason, Sciarrino rejects the aleatoric works of 
John Cage (along with Umberto Eco’s notion of the “open work”): 
 
In Cage I find a manifestation of Capitalism…the lack of responsibility is a typically 
capitalist operation.31 
 
…Eco has an aesthetic that is connected to structuralism, to the first structuralism in my 
opinion. That is, for example, his theory of the open work. It is a theory of aleatoric 
pieces in reality, and never goes beyond this…I have never…had this problem. For me, I 
have never practiced the “open work.”32 
 
 
Serialism vs. Process (Structural Organicism) 
 The “structures” of structuralism (as Sciarrino defines it) are associated with the more 
“mathematical” aspects of serialism. Messiaen’s Mode de valeurs et d’intensités, written in 1949, can serve 
as an example. The work’s pitches, rhythms, dynamics, and articulations were numerically organized by 
means of overlapping “modes.” While not technically serial, the overlapping systems of modes dictated a 
great deal of the choices normally made by the composer, based on qualitatively different criteria. While 
scalar passages are of course quite common in Western modal / tonal music, they are virtually never 
deployed in a systematic cyclical manner (i.e., repetitively cycling through the scale).  
                                                            
30 Spahlinger, “this is the time for conceptive ideologues no longer,” Contemporary Music Review, 588. 
31 Pinzauti, “A Colloquio con Salvatore Sciarrino,” 55. 
32 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, pp. 456-457.   
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According to Toop, the dynamics were likely assigned to modal tones based on their durations, 
and that the articulations were assigned based on what the combination of duration and dynamic made 
feasible.33 In this sense, although dynamics and articulations were not serialized, or even modal, these 
choices were necessitated by conditions that were. This too made certain kinds of choices impossible: 
crescendo / decrescendi for example are absent; and dynamic / articulative disjunction in the design had the 
(intended) effect of counteracting the sense of linearity that might have been gained through the scalation 
of the mode. This destruction of line is of course why this music is often described as “pointillistic.”34  
 Boulez, in an act of kenosis (as Kevin Korsyn might say), takes the twelve pitches of the first 
division of Messiaen’s mode and flattens them into a tone-row for his truly integral-serialist two-piano 
work, Structures Ia. While Messiaen’s intention may not have been to negate the past, Boulez’s certainly 
was. Where the Modes de valeurs connects with historical forms of organization (particularly those of the 
Medieval church music tradition), and contains expressive tropes that are typical of the composer’s music, 
Boulez sought to protect his work from “foreign bodies” out of past stylistic and expressive epochs. The 
anti-body in this case, took the form of a surrender of volition to a stratified polyphony of systems designed 
prior to the act of ideation (i.e. imagining specific musical gestures / narratives). As Toop says, Boulez’s 
aim was “technical rather than expressive.”35 In any case, for both the Mode de valeurs and Structures Ia, 
the act of composing was a response to (or negotiation with) the system, the true origin of the creative act. 
Despite the many differences between serialist and Schenkerian conceptions of musical expression, the 
series’ and matrices of integral serialism had, at least in this sense, an Ursatz-like quality, granting to the 
music a certain sense of necessity. While neither the serialism of Modes de valeurs, nor of Structures 
should be considered “knitting patterns” (to use the words of Matthias Spahlinger), the seeds of the ironic 
surrender of individual subjectivity are already apparent.  
 
 
                                                            
33 Richard Toop, “Messiaen / Goeyvaerts, Fano / Stockhausen, Boulez,” Perspectives of New Music 13, no. 1 (1974): 
147. 
34 The term does not fit well, since pointillistic paintings do tend to congeal into a total picture in precisely the way 
Sciarrino accuses integral serialist works of failing to do.  
35 Ibid., 144. 
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 This sense of pointillized disconnection and negation of expression is precisely what Sciarrino 
referred to in the interview with Leonardo Pinzauti quoted at the beginning of the second chapter: 
 
Meanwhile, I need to give an account of a presupposition…the organicity of language: 
It’s possibility of making ‘something’ happen. If the elements of a piece isolate 
themselves, as in structuralist music, the language is no longer organic and makes 
nothing happen: one will hear a glissando, a cluster of pitches, a held note, without there 
being a relationship between these elements.36       
 
 
Sciarrino makes a distinction between the processes of serialism, and those that he outlines in his own 
work37 : 
When I was young, structuralism was at the height of its existence. I was very annoyed 
with the improper use of the word “structure.” Because one used the word to speak of 
“aggregates,” of more or less abstract configurations. That’s what “structure” meant. For 
example, the titles [i.e., works] of Boulez wanted to say this, because he refuted, in that 
period, the concept of structural organism. […] Instead of structure in the linguistic sense, 
it was neither functional nor objective but – as one can say – the results of manipulation. 
What they called structuralism was more preoccupied with operations than with results, 
while structure is rather the result of perception. If it is not the result of perception, then 
the word “structure” makes no sense.38  
 
The relationships that allow something (i.e., expression, signification) to happen are grounded in a 
sense of linearity, or connection. Sciarrino’s notion of process is defined by this sense of resultant linearity 
and not – as with integral serialism – by a series of applicative procedures that are fulfilled in the poietic act 
itself. Rather, the formation of the form occurs in the listener, in whom the act of perceiving comes together 
with the “processes of the memory”: 
Every element leaves a mental trail that creates the sense of flow. […] My compositions 
reconsider under theoretical and psychological perspective, the problem of form, of 
repetition, of recognition (recognizeability in variations determines in fact the 
intelligibility of the language). If form is intended as a pure discourse of the memory, the 
formal processes become representations of the same processes of the memory. It is the 
formation of mental echoes that gathers in the pages of my music.39    
 
 The isolation of points, and the stratification of systematic processes – especially to the degree that 
the series’ organizing separate parameters of sound bear no physiognomic, or necessary relation to one 
another – multiplies contradictory threads that are constantly disrupted. This makes repetition unlikely 
                                                            
36 Pinzauti, “A Colloquio con Salvatore Sciarrino,” 55. 
37 The difference in rhetorical/real relation towards historical forms and modes of expression plays just as large a role. 
This will be discussed below.   
38 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, pp. 469-470. 
39 Carratelli, Avvicinare il Silenzio, 113 (As quoted). 
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(often purposefully so), and thus also the creation of a narrativity that lies at the heart of Sciarrino’s 
“restoration of the psyche.” What confuses the matter somewhat is Sciarrino’s use of “serialism” or 
“numbers,” which he comments on in an interview with Luisa Curinga, translated in the appendix of 
Roberta Michel’s dissertation on the composer’s flute works: 
I use a lot of numbers. Being a composer known for his formal perfection, it is clear that I 
work with numbers, although I am not a pseudo-scientific terrorist. More specifically, I 
work on the measurement of elements in physical reality: on geometry rather than 
arithmetic, and the relativity of perceptions. Geometry is the basis of perceptible form.  
 
I never used serialism to separate parameters, but I use serialism with the recurrence of 
figures: I use the serialization in a non-Orthodox manner, but for me, more important, 
because I act on what we hear.40 
    
Arithmetic vs. Geometry 
 Sciarrino speaks, again poetically, of a difference between “arithmetic” – meaning the applicative 
processes / procedures of serialism – and “geometry,” which is of course a branch of arithmetic, but which 
here is used to represent the natural correspondence between the conceptual organization of an idea and its 
perceived effect. Geometry is conceived of as natural, and arithmetic (serialist applicative processes – 
“structuralism”) as artificial, inorganic, and un-natural. Whereas arithmetic measures and controls 
parameters, geometry measures and controls perceptible shapes, forms, spatial relationships and contexts.41  
A “geometric” use of numbers, in other words, arranges and describes their physiognomy.42 To 
offer two examples of the “geometric” use of numbers (beyond the example of Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi, 
from the first chapter), we can look to the opening of the flute solo Come vengono prodotti gli 
incantessimi?, and the 6th of the Sei quartette brevi (“la malinconia”).43 As Sciarrino discusses in LFDM, 
the proportions of the slap-tongue lines in the opening “phase of evocation” of Come vengono are “based 
on prime numbers from 1-19 (magic numbers!) in chaotic succession44.” Each line consists in groupings (in 
4’s) of slap-tongue attacks so that, in order to see what Sciarrino means, one has to count the groupings and 
not the individual attacks (see example 20). 
                                                            
40 Roberta Michel, “Producing Incantations: Salvatore Sciarrino’s Works for Flute,” (Doctoral dissertation, City 
University of New York, 2012), 158. 
41 Encyclopædia Britannica Online, s. v. "geometry", accessed June 26, 2015, 
http://www.britannica.com/topic/geometry. 
42 Sciarrino, LFDM, 21. 
43 i.e., “How are enchantments produced?” – a reference to Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte.  
44 Sciarrino, LFDM, 116. 
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Sciarrino doesn’t explain why prime numbers should be considered “magical,” but it can be 
presumed that their purpose is to avoid a sense of foursquare predictability in the hierarchic space between 
the foreground groups of 32nd-notes, and the background or “global” level of the entire piece.45 18th and 19th 
century music was deeply conscious of the balance between regularity and irregularity, expectation and 
surprise. The introduction of subtle, artful, irregularities (i.e., interpolations, phrase extensions, delayed 
resolutions, and inherently irregular phrase lengths) has long been a compositional strategy for maintaining 
surprise, interest, and attention; and for preserving the sense of the unexpected. This tendency was 
amplified in the 20th century with the proliferation of asymmetrical and changing meters, additive rhythm, a 
renewed use of free-rhythmic notation, irrational time signatures, to the extent that, perhaps for some 
listeners, it became a source of disquietude. In this sense, the “magic” released by these chaotically 
assigned uneven numbers is deployed to captivate (to enchant, to unsettle) the listener. To the extent that 
they symbolize a sense of perceptual organicism (echoing Jonathan Kramer), and to the extent that the 
irregular is viewed as the irrational, they can stand as an attempt to write in the ineffable, magical, irrational 
mark of the organic. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
45 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 197-8.  
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Example 20: Opening of Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi? 
 
© 1990 by BMG RICORDI S.p.A., Rome. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
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A seemingly more quotidian use of the “geometry” of physiognomy occurs in the last of the Sei 
Quartetti Brevi. Sciarrino deploys variants of the lamento topic in the first violin, using a simple 
palindromic number sequence to shape the gesture. Unlike in Come vengono, the number sequence in La 
Malinconia does not appear to have formal significance beyond the surface. No other part of the movement 
demonstrates a palindromic shape, with the possible exception of the canonic build of the sigh topics, mm. 
20-6 (Cello ! Viola ! Violin II ! Viola ! Cello). The pianto / lament topic appears in the first violin at 
the end of an irregular process of accumulation (of lilting, descending 16th-notes). The palindromic design 
serves both to introduce a level of rhythmic stability to the directionality of the accumulation, and to 
liquidate it shortly afterwards (see ex. 22).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 21: palindromic design of the pianto / lamento topic in SQ VI (“La Malinconia”) from the Sei 
Quartetti Brevi. 
 
© 1992 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan.  
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
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Examples of Sciarrino’s use of numerical devices for figural shaping at various levels of form are 
not difficult to find (recall the use of ordered multiphonic sets, and the importance of the number 7 in Fra i 
testi dedicati alle nubi). What is notable about them, and what differentiates them from the “arithmetic” of 
serialism, is that they are intended to directly impact the listener’s perception of musical shapes in a way 
that composers who are more inclined toward serialist / post-serialist modes of thought can find too 
simplistic or immediate. This Modernist desire to “hide the narrative” is a topic to which the composer has 
returned (inconclusively) more than once. On one occasion Sciarrino explains to Martin Kaltenecker and 
Gerard Pesson that: 
Unlike Ferneyhough, I think the work should be given to the listener as much as possible. 
It is not by concealing [the structure] in abstraction that the work survives and resists the 
test of many hearings; it must be clear in order to communicate clearly. Complexity is not 
useful because we simplify in order to listen.46 
 
However, on another occasion, in LFDM, the composer offers Sol LeWitt’s Variations on incomplete open 
cubes as an example of an “indexed form,” without condemning the concept as useless complexity: 
In the post-war period, the second generation of artists has often used an indexed form: 
catalogs of figurative combinations or of writing, alphabetic signs – known or unknown – 
with the ironic tendency or objective to hide the narrative.47 
 
  We’ve already encountered one occasion where Sciarrino arguably “hid the narrative”: the Third 
sonata for piano, where the pitch material was derived by means of scanning back and forth through 
segments of a number of source “clouds.” We will encounter another in the fourth chapter, where I will 
argue that the second of the Sei quartetti brevi is an indexed form (and in fact, a transformation of Sol 
LeWitt’s conceptual piece). This purposeful sense of concealment may only be a technical (or poietic) 
strategy, but nonetheless it marks one of many tensions in the composer’s aesthetic that suspend it between 
pure formulations of structuralism (both his own, and my definition), and poststructuralism.  
 
      
 
 
 
                                                            
46 Kaltenecker and Pesson, “Entretien avec Salvatore Sciarrino,” 136. 
47 Sciarrino, LFDM, 88.  
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 Grammar vs. Global Form 
 In the first two chapters, the words grammar, and sometimes syntax, were used interchangeably to 
describe a formalistic, harmony-based concept of structuring. In the same way that the structure of a 
sentence is made from words (which are made from syllables, morphemes, and phonemes), the structure of 
a musical phrase is made from harmonies (which are made from intervals and pitches). The structuralist 
aim of developing a sense of syntactic hierarchy that is capable of assimilating everything down to the 
minimal, grammatically functional unit in language (the tagmeme), can correspond to the aim of 
structuralist musical analysis to develop comparable syntactical hierarchies capable of doing so down to the 
level of the individual pitch class.  
 
 
Figure 8: Relationships between syntax, semantics, and semiotics 
 
We can define semiotics by breaking it down into two subjects of inquiry, syntax (grammar) and 
semantics (meaning). The relation between the two is at once both complementary and hierarchic. Meaning 
and narrative are separate from, but embodied in syntagmatic sequences (i.e., sequences of sounds, musical 
events or lines in a score). These sequences can be broken down into smaller and smaller units of material 
and discussed using formalistic theoretical language. However at the lowest levels of syntax, the parts of 
language (including musical language) do not possess enough context yet to speak of meaning or narrative 
in anything but a very abstract fashion. The two aspects of semiotics are thus also hierarchically related. If 
one wishes to talk about meaning or narrativity in a text (or musical work), it is necessary to shift one’s 
focus upward from accounts of the structure of minimal units of a language (phonemes, morphemes, 
sentences) to accounts of the workings of texts at a more “global” level (paragraphs, sections, the entire 
text). This was the aim of the structuralist linguist Noam Chomsky, who sought to shift the focus of 
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linguistics to sentence-level formations, reintroducing semantics as a structurally pertinent concern in the 
process. In 1975, Roland Barthes published an essay entitled “An Introduction to the structural Analysis of 
Narratives,” which was an attempt to push the focus of structuralism higher still up the hierarchy away 
from phonemic, morphemic, and even sentence-level details, toward the level of narrative48. Barthes would 
go on to join Kristeva, Derridà, and others to continue pushing the focus of linguistics and literary criticism 
upward, ultimately moving beyond the level of the narrative of the single text, out to the intertext.  
Similarly, Sciarrino insists on viewing musical structuring from a “global perspective,” 
absconding from the typical practice of discussing musical structure and form at the level of pitch classes, 
sets, and phrases, ultimately (in LFDM) discussing structure, form, and meaning by making broad, 
hermeneutically-oriented observations that are embedded in a playful use of his intertext. Marco Angius, 
describing the composer’s aesthetic, opposes grammar to “percipience”: 
What changes, in the compositional panorama with the music of Sciarrino? While other 
composers limit themselves to the grammatical elements of discourse (separating the 
micro-structural aspect and declining any responsibility for actual form), he imagines a 
sonic world in its globality, including all the details; he imagines, that is, the sounds in 
their percipience.49 
  
Setting aside the problematic claim that most composers “limit themselves to grammatical 
elements of discourse,” Angius identifies global form with perception. Though Sciarrino shares this 
physiognomic notion of material, he defines global perception not as unmediated sense experience, but in 
terms of synthesis and integration. Our perception of narrative flow (our sense of “conscious organization”) 
depends on our ability to organize and perceive groupings of sound rather than individual sounds in 
isolation.50 Analysis, he argues, should view musical form like the “dynamic systems” of scientific fields, 
where the movement and behavior of these groups are observed, rather than focusing narrowly on the 
movement of smaller, transitory, individual molecules.51 Global form resonates not only with Barthes’s 
structural analysis of narrative, but also with his concept of textuality. Barthes later spoke of the text as 
                                                            
48 Roland Barthes and Lionel Duisit, “An Introduction to the structural Analysis of Narratives,” New Literary History 6, 
no. 2 (1975): 237-238.  
49 Angius, Come Avvicinare il Silenzio, 34.  
50 Sciarrino, LFDM, 19. 
51 Ibid., 23. 
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being downplaying the “inductive-deductive science of the text” and its grammar, configuring it instead as 
a fabric woven with citations, echoes, and cultural languages.52   
Elsewhere, the composer’s distaste for this sense of grammatical myopia ties his critique of the 
overly schematic sensibilities of the academic tradition of his youth to his critique of traditional quantitative 
theory: 
The teaching of music proceeds by the sum of elementary notions and by the sum of 
scholastic materials among which there is no integration. As a consequence, the 
technique of musicians is limited by their consciousness of musical grammar; it is at a 
higher level than they are able to reach. A level in any case, too far removed from any 
constructive problems, and from meaning. […] 
 
Today we know that our perception proceeds from general to particular. It is thus 
indispensable that musical analysis also shows itself coherent to the functioning of the 
human mind. I don’t intend here to establish forced parallels: the fact is that from the sum 
of particulars, one will never arrive at a vision of the whole. However, the vision of the 
whole cannot be missing. Its absence takes away the meaning of any human activity. 
Instead we must affirm: culture itself comes from the ability to generalize.53  
 
Sciarrino does not deny that there is such a thing as grammar or syntax, but he insists that the true 
location of the work’s fundamental signifying processes – both for the listener and for the analyst – is at the 
“global level” of narrative. He develops his ideas about the global level (the “logical structures of 
modernity”) in LFDM under the guise of the figure. But he spoke more generally and individually about 
them, with respect to his own compositional practice (particularly his use of “symbolic” numerical 
diagrams), in our interview: 
I want to say strongly that it is not a problem of controlling. It is a problem of planning; 
the diagrams are projections, they are not for control. I don’t have the problem of control 
because I do not produce for example, notes or series’. I am not deterministic. I am 
personally, in every aspect, involved. […] It’s like a child playing with numbers when 
they start to count. It was never very interesting to me. The post-serial mentality of 
organizing the physiognomy of the sound; musical form is more interesting to me. What 
occurs, what can be transformed, what must be transformed, what returns; this is what 
occupies my mind.54 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
52 Roland Barthes, “From Work to Text,” 159. 
53 Sciarrino, LFDM, 22. 
54 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 448. 
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Disengagement vs. Responsibility 
 The use of a forced grammatical structuring represents for the composer a surrender of agency, 
refusal of responsibility, and a posture of disengagement with the work. He figures the work as an 
expression of subjectivity. The expressivity of the composer’s work – both in the sense of it being a mode 
of communication and self-projection, and in the sense of having an darkly affected quality – led Martin 
Kaltenecker to associate it with Romanticism, and David Metzer to associate Sciarrino with the 
expressionists of the Second Viennese School.55      
Yet Sciarrino’s apparent “Neo-Romanticism” – the emphasis on organic unity, presence, 
originality, and “naturalism” – should trigger a reevaluation rather than a rejection on the part of a critical 
apparatus that wants to view the original Romanticism as nothing more than the reappearance of a nostalgic 
form of escapist, reactionary conservatism. Terry Eagleton frames the emergence of Romanticism in the 
context of the industrial revolution in England and its effects on both social relations, and the literary 
estate: 
In the face of such forces, the privilege accorded by the Romantics to the ‘creative 
imagination’ can be seen as considerably more than idle escapism. On the contrary, 
‘literature’ now appears as one of the few enclaves in which the creative values expunged 
from the face of English society by industrial capitalism can be celebrated and affirmed. 
‘Imaginative creation’ can be offered as an image of non-alienated labour; the intuitive, 
transcendental scope of the poetic mind can provide a living criticism of those rationalist 
or empiricist ideologies enslaved to ‘fact.’  
 
The literary work itself comes to be seen as a mysterious organic unity, in contrast to the 
fragmented individualism of the capitalist marketplace: it is ‘spontaneous’ rather than 
rationally calculated, creative rather than mechanical. The word ‘poetry’, then, no longer 
refers simply to a technical mode of writing: it has deep social, political, and 
philosophical implications, and at the sound of it the ruling class might quite literally 
reach for its gun.56 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
55 In other words, between Kaltenecker and Metzer, he’s simultaneously both a Neo-Romanticist and a Modernist! 
(Kaltenecker, “Exploration du Blanc,” 108) and (David Metzer, “Modern Silence,” The Journal of Musicology 23, No. 
3 (2006), 373), 
56 Eagleton, “Literary Criticism: An Introduction,” 17. 
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 The echoes of this understanding of the ‘creative imagination of the Romantics resound in Julia 
Kristeva’s “poetic language.”57 And its recognition of the subconscious and irrational in language – in 
language as a subconscious / irrational force – takes the place of the mysteriousness and magic of the 
Romantic creative act. Divine subconscious or not, serialism and systematization, like the mechanization of 
the industrial revolution, represents for Sciarrino a loss of the psyche and its relation to the work as 
expression and labor. His music, as he says refuses the “rhetorical accommodations” of grammatical 
systems: 
…because you can predict what will happen after two seconds. And so I am not 
interested in this kind of elemental process. I can use them, but not simply for their own 
sake. […] ‘How do you calculate when something must happen?’ 
 
I decide. And so I can correct also, but not with a calculator: with reflection. We must 
organize as we want. It is very important to understand that I work on my perception and 
upon your perception when you listen. It is a different kind of mental operation. […] 
 
I must be involved directly, personally. For example, this idea that we can calculate the 
Golden Section [sezione aurea]...is something very common in architecture for example 
when you have a giant form. It was a Classical problem. You have a big column and big 
system, like the door [points toward the portico of the Santa Maria dei Miracoli], and 
normally when you organize this kind of proportion it is very useful – the Golden Section 
– because it is a very physiological form. But when you organize music, I want to ask – 
for example I like so much Bartòk – This point is the golden section. But I must ask, is 
the Golden Section for the quarter notes, the bars, for the seconds. And what happens 
when you have rallentando, accelerando, etc. It is something that we want to have 
symbolically, but it is deterministic.  
 
There is an anxiety in composing. We want to be more sure, and sometimes we don’t 
accept that to be unsure is our journey. We must experiment to discover what is better.58 
 
The intuitive, for Sciarrino, is not a conceptual justification for the avoidance of labor, or a 
nostalgic throwback to an outdated concept of genius or prodigy. To say, in the face of the modern 
compulsion to rationalistic justification: “I decide,” is a radical step of subjectivity born out of the 
recognition of the reality and value of individual expression, and of the responsibility to the exercise of the 
will. For Sciarrino, it is not a matter of material; serialist and functional-tonal “systems” are equally hostile 
to the individual creative act.  
 
                                                            
57 Kristeva, “Word Dialogue, Novel,” 64. 
58 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, pp. 448-449. Are there echoes, in 
this passage, of the Sartre and Camus he read as a young man?  
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In an early correspondence with the composer, I asked him if he had used a “system” similar to 
serialist dodecaphonic or functional tonal music. He responded by saying: 
The…question is too theoretical and it also takes for granted conditionings that instead I 
do not have and which I would like to see abolished throughout the musical world. In 
other words, the conditionings of serial and tonal practice. Both practices stop one from 
having a more creative and individual approach to music, both in the sense of listening, 
and in that of producing new works.  
 
In short, the aridity of the musical world today is directly dependent on our schematic 
thinking, which reveals itself to be insufficient to break the pre-existing silence in the 
way that creation must be able to do. By ‘pre-existing silence’ you may also understand 
the noise out of all possible noises, only one of which concerns and defines the creative 
act.59 
 
The creativity and individuality of the approach to music, Sciarrino says, does not only belong to the 
composer. The listener also is diminished by their inability to break free from schematic ways of thinking.  
 
Negation vs. Anamorphic Transformation 
 The Modernism of the serialists (and of the Neo-Classicists) of the middle 20th century was 
defined in part by a partial rejection of this sense of Romanticism.60 For composers like John Cage, Pierre 
Boulez, Luigi Nono, Karlheinz Stockhausen, this meant sustaining a critical distance of negation with 
respect to the music of the past. Theodor Adorno articulated a philosophical distillation of the attitude of 
many of these composers at the time (and of their descendants in the present: Helmut Lachenmann and 
Mathias Spahlinger, for example). Adorno’s musical aesthetics were shaped by the core elements of his 
general philosophy, which can be understood as a kind of philosophical matryoshka doll that places 
Hegel’s triadic dialectic (and its inherent sense of history as the progressive consciousness of freedom) at 
the center. The next outer layer is formed by the dialectical materialism of Karl Marx who “politicizes” the 
dialectic (i.e., takes Hegel’s dialectic and notion of history as a theoretical model for understanding social 
relations amongst classes). Adorno forms the outer layer of the matryoshka doll by “aestheticizing” Marx’s 
politicized dialectic so that musical values and choices stand in as reflections of social relationships.  
                                                            
59 Salvatore Sciarrino, letter to the author, October 21, 2005. 
60 It must be said that Modernism had a more nuanced and complicated relationship with tradition (and the past) in the 
visual arts and in literature/poetry. Take for example, a writer like T.S. Eliot whose poetry can – as in the Wasteland – 
almost seem closely related to some of Julia Kristeva’s (and Mikhail Bakhtin’s) concepts of intertextuality and 
polyphony. Additionally, the abstract expressionists had little conflict about the “expressive” parts of their paintings, 
linking many of them (as for example with Cy Twombly) with Greek mythology, among other things. 
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The music of Europe’s past represented, for Adorno and others, the social system out of which it came. 
This meant primarily a world in which the values of the bourgeois patrons of the era of Haydn and Mozart 
(i.e., the dominant discourse) demanded a music of divertissement that served to maintain the status quo 
and prevent people everywhere from recognizing their own freedom and agency. Adorno – whose view of 
music is clearly and deeply influenced by notions made possible only by the Romantics – has this to say in 
his rejection of Romanticism and its Classicist precursors: 
Bourgeois music was decorative…It was given notice to quit because it had degenerated 
into ideology, because its reflection of the world in positive light, its call for a better 
world, became a lie which legitimated evil.61 
 
 Adorno offers what could be a summation of his work in philosophical aesthetics by quoting his 
teacher, Arnold Schönberg, earlier in the same essay: “Music is not to be decorative, it is to be true.”62 The 
positivity – the comfort of the familiar – that traditionalist works deployed was a subterfuge of ideology 
that crusted over the truth of modern society encoded even in its music, that men were not truly free. In the 
famous essay “Schönberg est Mort” (1952, one year after Schönberg died), Boulez renounced his early 
admiration for the same Schönberg based on the “flagrant incompatibilities” in his music between the 
“anarchic intervals” and revolutionary “morphological” discovery of atonality and the serial method on the 
one hand; and the conservative fixation on thematicity and classical forms on the other. In the article 
(which Boulez wrote the same year he premiered Structures Ia with Messiaen), he makes clear what he 
means by “structure”: 
And I understand the word ‘structure’ as extending from the generation of the constituent 
elements to the total architecture of the work. In short, a logic of engendering between 
the serial forms, properly speaking, and the derived structures [which] was generally 
absent from Schönberg’s preoccupations.63 
 
For composers like Helmut Lachenmann, Nicholas Huber, Gerhard Stäbler, Jans Joachim Hespos, 
and Matthias Spahlinger, the continuity of influence and purpose from Adorno and Boulez is quite clear. In 
the essay “On the Beautiful in Music Today,” Lachenmann redefines the notion of beauty, stripping it of its 
                                                            
61 Theodor Adorno,  “Music and New Music,” in Quasi Una Fantasia: Essays on Modern Music. Trans: Rodney 
Livingstone (London: Verso Classics, 2002), 257 
62 Ibid., 254. The language here echoes the “Truth content” of music that Agawu put at the center of music analysis in 
his article “How We Got Out of Analysis, and How We Get Back In Again.” 
63 Pierre Boulez and Herbert Weinstock, "Schoenberg Is Dead," In Notes of an Apprenticeship,  (New York: A.A. 
Knopf, 1968), 272. 
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expressive and lyrical associations, and making it mean the rejection of habit.64 And in Spahlinger’s essay 
“this is the time for conceptive ideologies no longer,” he defines the (political) potential of new music by 
its ability to resist ideology, extending the negativity of Adorno’s dialectic into the present (i.e. by applying 
Adorno’s negative dialectics to the music that originally resulted from Adorno’s own activities as composer 
and critic).65  
In the case of Lachenmann and Spahlinger, this means predominantly retaining this “negative” 
relationship with the received tradition – in the Hegel-Marx-Adorno sense of the word. Composers have a 
responsibility to define their own aesthetic sensibilities by means of a critical sublimation (in Lachenmann, 
a rejection) of the habitual elements of tradition. Lachenmann and Spahlinger (as we have already seen) 
differ from their predecessors to the extent that they recognize the historical momentum that transformed 
serial practices into ideological tools, serving to enforce a new dominant discourse. In Marxist terms, what 
occurred while Boulez, Stockhausen, and Nono were building their empire at the Darmstadt of the 50s, was 
the collapse of the liberatory potential of serialism into its opposite, into ideology.  
Despite rejecting the technique of serialism (at least in the form that the integral serialists 
understood it), neither Lachenmann, nor Spahlinger rejected the premise that occasioned it: the view that 
historical traditions and received forms of the Western concert music establishment can be transformed into 
aestheticized metaphors of social repression and class struggle. Thus the recognition of (the structuralist 
sense of) literary competency in the aesthetic / experiential “genetics” of the present leads, for this largely 
Germanic group of composers, to an intertextual engagement colored by anxiety, tension, turmoil, struggle, 
and a sense of alienation. This is not the case for Sciarrino. 
                                                            
64 Helmut Lachenmann, "The ‘Beautiful’ in Music Today," Tempo, no. 135 (1980), 21-4. Elke Hockings summarizes 
Lachenmann’s position in this way:  
 
“Beyond the experiments with instrumental alternatives, Lachenmann’s main objective of provocation has been tonality 
as an incarnation of human ignorance. In the vein of Walter Benjamin, Lachenmann has led a complex argument that 
connects a compositional technique (e.g. traditional tonality) with reception habits in the ‘age of technical 
reproduction.’ Against an anonymous enemy – the complacent mass – the participants called for an ‘Aesthetics of 
Resistance.” Tonality was used as a euphemism not only for habitual reception but also for concert hall music 
representation, for an ignorant audience and for a musicianship of mere virtuosity. The attack against traditional 
tonality was moreover a provocation against a multitude of implied musical phenomena: such as, for example, 
established genres, commercial dance rhythms, orchestral hierarchy or formal schemata that were associated, 
unquestioned, with bourgeois music making.” (Elke Hockings, “Helmut Lachenmann’s Concept of Rejection,” Tempo, 
no, 193 (1995): 8).  
 
65 In a fantastic turn-of-phrase, he says of the over-pressured bowing of musique concrete instrumentale, “…once 
intended to represent the labor of its execution [it] has become the Tristan chord of the twentieth century.” (Spahlinger, 
“this is the time for conceptive ideologues no longer,” 591).  
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It is tempting to group Sciarrino together with composers like Lachenmann, Spahlinger, Hespos, 
et al., as composers of “musique concrète instrumentale,” because of their shared use of extended 
instrumental techniques. They also share a critical rejection of serialism, although they do not share 
completely their reasons for doing so. The most important difference between Sciarrino’s critical 
composition and that of Lachenmann, Huber, Spahlinger, et al., is that rather than an aesthetic of negation 
and rejection, Sciarrino embraces an aesthetic of transformation (i.e., an aesthetic of misprision).  
Martin Kaltenecker, however, seems almost compelled to express Sciarrino’s untroubled relation 
to the tradition in an infantilizing manner, despite his admiration for the composer. According to 
Kaltenecker, Sciarrino’s music “never separated the ombelical chord connecting it to the tonal tradition.”66 
Sciarrino, on the other hand, while preparing to describe the figure in LFDM, portrays a different (if 
somewhat prosaic) vision of the relationship between the past and present: 
Humankind produces nothing new that does not contain references to the context in 
which it operates. In artistic language, as in every other language, one never produces a 
true reversal of situations. On the contrary, as radical as the novelty may appear, it is 
always a matter of transformation.67 
 
 The first chapter of Sciarrino’s book begins immediately with the question of the relationship of 
the present with the works and cultural values of the past.68 The composer envisions for his text, an 
interdisciplinary post-historical (and thus anti-Hegelian) intertext that functions not merely as literary 
competency, but as material itself. The following statement, originally made regarding the elaborations, 
can be applied to the broader collection of intertextual strategies of Sciarrino’s craft: 
The use of pre-existing materials in a historical perspective, no longer has anything to do 
with quotation. [A] quotation remains an external body, between quotation marks that 
maintain all of the authority of its provenance. I believe that instead, tradition must be 
radically transformed, and only this condition leads us to the creative energy deposited 
therein over the ages.69 
 
 
                                                            
66 Kaltenecker, “Exploration du blanc,” 110. 
67 Sciarrino LFDM, 19. 
68 He does so with a full awareness of the trouble that contemporary music now faces in the context of present culture. 
In a paragraph that strengthens Sciarrino’s tie to the negative dialecticians, Sciarrino declares that: “An attitude that is 
disengaged from social utopias is always accompanied by a strong anxiety for change. To the anxiety in the field of 
aesthetics, there corresponds a fear and rejection of the new. The uncultivated traditionalists finish up by relegating 
music to the same innocuous function, continually masqueraded by celebration, the function of entertainment.”  
(Ibid., 19)  
69 As quoted in Angius, Come Avvicinare il Silenzio, 62. 
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His notion of transformation is nearly identical to Harold Bloom’s notion of misprision, lacking 
only Bloom’s sense of any “anxiety of influence.”70 Additionally, despite many other statements that seem 
to link the composer to a structuralist notion of originality and authorial control, this one seems to speak to 
Derrida’s notion of citationality, and to Barthes’ textuality, composed of “quotations without inverted 
commas.”71 The use of pre-existing materials is citational, destroying their original contexts and the literary 
competency that enforces their appropriate use, radically changing them in the process.  
In the case of the elaborations (like Moro lasso of the first chapter), the radical nature of the 
transformation can be hard to detect, precisely because of our immersion in the ideology of harmony. Yet 
these elaborations amount to a transformation of the cited work from an object of grammatical language, 
into a physiognomic objet trouvé (as Carlo Carratelli points out).72 Sciarrino re-imagines Gesualdo’s 
madrigal in such a way that it becomes a virtual body, as if it were the material of a piece of musique 
concrète that could be spatialized, spliced, re-contextualized, filtered, or even erased. What is sometimes 
referred to as the hyperrealist quality of Sciarrino’s music is related to this sense of “virtualization” at the 
intersection of compositional technique and history73 : 
When I took up older forms (like the sonata) it was in the manner of [Jorge] Borges, in a 
fantastical and strange fashion. I translated the older form by means of other pitches, 
other tensions, other unities, with a new logic – thus, they are monstrous and chimerical 
forms.74 
 
 This high level of ahistorical, interdisciplinary, polyglot intertextuality and distortion / 
transformation – combined with the lack of “deep structures” organized by systematic / functional 
grammars, puts an upward pressure on Sciarrino’s works, carrying them up away from the lower levels of 
syntax and toward the higher (“global”) level of semantic / narrative and beyond it, into the intertext. This 
makes formalistic theory a particularly poor analytical tool for his music. It is a choice the composer rejects 
as pretense, and not only for his own music, but for all artistic perceptual experience.  
 
                                                            
70 It’s clear from our interviews, and from other sources, that Sciarrino experiences the same sense of anxiety that every 
artist (really every person) feels with regards to what they leave behind them: that it be understood, that it be seen as 
original, that it be remembered. But other than in this somewhat trivial sense, I see no reason to attribute anxiety to his 
borrowings from Gesualdo, Ravel, Fontana, Burri, etc.  
71 Barthes, “From Work to Text,” 159. 
72 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 265. 
73 Ibid., 264, 304, 319; Angius, Come avvicinare il Silenzio, 34; and Sciarrino, Carte da suono, 132. The fuller meaning 
of Sciarrino’s “hyperreality” includes also his notion of the ‘double” (il doppio) – his reference to real objects and 
situations, which is also a kind of narrative strategy. We will discuss it below. 
74 Sciarrino, as quoted in Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 265. 
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Formalism vs. Conceptuality 
 Sciarrino rejects the structuralist / Modernist position of formalism – as articulated famously in the 
19th century by Eduard Hanslick, but also much later by Igor Stravinsky and Pierre Boulez. In the 20th 
century, formalist musical theories are epitomized in the work of scholars like Allen Forte, George Perle, 
David Lewin, and Richard Cohn (to name a few). As explained in the second chapter, musical formalism 
refers to a view that the proper focus of theory-based analysis is technical, grammatical relationships 
inherent to the work itself. These forms of analysis entertain no distinction between “form” and “content,” 
nor do they attempt to address matters of expression, emotional affect; or cultural, political, or historical 
context. Formalist analysis doesn’t concern itself, except in the most peripheral ways, with what is 
commonly called “extra-musical” reference. Music, to a formalist, does not signify “Nature,” the world of 
reality, or even a “world of the work” as Monelle articulated it.75 In short, formalist theory dismisses 
attempts to identify meanings and narratives (other than formal, material operations), leaving the semantics 
to the historians.  
Additionally, formalist theories tend to view musical structure as existing entirely within the 
musical work under analysis (i.e., within its score). Because of this, formalist analysis does not look to the 
other works for anything except analytical and formal norms. This discourse of formalism is commonly 
directed at how a composition or composer either affirms or modifies these norms. What is not in question 
is whether there can be any “meaning” that exists independent of a network of relations – both 
structuralism (and its formalism) and poststructuralism (and its intertextual structuring) posit that structures 
and significance (respectively) arise out of relations between the signs of language. Among the many 
differences between the two, the most fundamental is that poststructural intertextuality opens up the work 
both to other musical works, and to other, external, signs. These external signs make up what Sciarrino 
refers to as conceptuality. The composer never undertakes to directly address theories of signification (from 
Saussure to Derrida), but his text Le Figure della Musica da Beethoven a Oggi makes abundantly clear that 
the composer doesn’t hold a “positivist” notion of meaning / signification. It is worth quoting at length 
what Sciarrino has to say about the relationship between form and content (“abstraction” and 
“conceptuality”) in the context of the contemporary situation: 
                                                            
75 Raymond Monelle, Linguistics and Semiotics in Music. (Chur, Switzerland: Harwood Academic, 1992), 2-9.  
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…[T]he relationship between music and reality seems problematic, it is not taken into 
consideration by musicians, it is eluded. Although today music lives in very tight 
symbiosis with reproductive technology (it suffices to think of the recording industry), 
this does not correspond to any modernization of musical aesthetic.  
 
Musicians believe that music is abstract and does not express precise concepts: this is the 
nucleus of current opinion, common to the expert instrumentalists and theorists. 
 
It is strange that we do not realize the incongruence of such affirmations. A language 
cannot be at the same time [both] abstract and non-conceptual, inasmuch as the tool 
which man uses to abstract is precisely the concept. 
 
[…] 
 
 
The alleged abstractness of the music surely hides a deep-rooted fear of physical contact, 
a need to remove what is corporeal.  
 
You cannot touch a sound; however music has a highly expressive power, it has the 
power to excite both body and mind. Therefore music, in good society, is exorcised with 
formalism: it must appear abstract in the sense of “far from reality.” 
 
In this pretense of non-conceptuality, there comes, again, one of the roots of modern 
indifference and disengagement: in fact, from here, to affirm that music expresses 
nothing, it is a truly short step.  
 
Unfortunately the artistic avant-garde made its own the belief that musical language is 
inexpressive, with serious responsibility for giving it the endorsement of officialdom. To 
such an opinion is attributed the value of a paradox, founded, in any case, on a 
preconception. [It is] a useful paradox, if used to rejuvenate traditional language, 
however [it is] devastating if taken as absolute. Thus the 20th century presided over 
alternations and contrasts – too suffocating to not appear suspect – between aseptic rigor 
and the triumph of sentimentality. 
 
This point demonstrates how far we are from a correct statement of the question.  
 
To summarize: while the expressive aspects of music are formalized, the formal aspects 
are treated irrationally. [It forms] a sort of methodological cross-bolt,76 suffocating a 
creativity that has no means of escape.  
 
Many composers, in fact, prefer to organize minute material details, rather than the logic 
of the discourse. This probably also happened in the past or in all times that the teaching 
of composition is done hastily.77 
 
 Sciarrino identifies here, the emotional, the sensorial, the physical, the real, and the irrational as 
the aspects of musical signification that formalistic modes of thinking are blind to by dint of the very 
ideologies that Kerman, Street, and Kramer sought to address. The absolute rejection of sentiment leads, 
Sciarrino claims, to historical convulsions between aseptic “rigor” – a buzzword in late 20th century 
                                                            
76 A cross-bolt is the mechanism that prevents a gun from firing (i.e., a “safety”).  
77 Sciarrino, LFDM, 121-2 
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formalist music theory if there ever was one – and sentimental irrationalism. The space between these two 
mentalities – a space that poststructuralist critics and theorists found in opening the work to the intertext – 
is possible and indeed necessary. Sciarrino wants to call into question the Modernist anxiety in the face of 
musical expression.78 Formalism and “grammar” operate through a kind of organization-compulsion that 
answers the existentially intimidating uncertainty of the act of creation, and the sense that the composer 
stands directly responsible (though not in complete control).  
Michael Klein asked the question that theorists in the 20th century had neglected for decades: 
“what is the meaning of meaning?”79 The answer for theorists like Allen Forte, according to Klein, is that 
meaning is equivalent to structure, and that structure is discovered by using a taxonomy to “tame the unruly 
surface of the music” in order to show that it is all controlled by the same harmonic concept. Recall that 
Kerman criticized Forte’s analysis of Schumann’s Dichterliebe for precisely the same reason: Forte’s use 
of Schenkerian analysis reduced-out not only “surface” pitch materials, but also every reference to 
conceptuality, reference, and historical context (i.e. “meaning”). Klein offers a more complex set of criteria 
for talking about meaning at the beginning of Intertextuality in Western Art Music. Meanings, Klein says 
(with Kristeva and Barthes), are plural, transformative, impermanent, and contextual.  
Sciarrino makes no distinction between form and content either. However, instead of repressing 
the content (i.e., referential meaning), the materials that carry the meanings (the forms / signifiers) are truly 
fused with those meanings (the content / signifieds). Sciarrino’s commentary of his own work, on the other 
hand, often neglects to discuss immanent structure (it refuses, as he says, to “descend into grammar”).80 His 
analyses often draw closer to what in the United States is considered musicology (particularly the 
musicology of Kerman and Klein), rather than music theory.81 Yet, Sciarrino’s music is not didactically 
conceptual. Far from being merely “about” a particular story or concept, they create – returning to Klein – 
                                                            
78 Not least before expressions of nostalgia (nostós “homecoming” + algós “pain”), which we will discuss in connection 
to the work Efebo con radio. 
79 Klein, “Intertextuality in Western Art Music,” 27 
80 Sciarrino, LFDM, 67 
81 He says, about the orchestra work Cadenzario:  
 
“Incredible aim, then: that of putting together an anthology, absolutely outside of any genre of music, outside of 
temporal possibility. And here is a windowed form that allows the realization of a utopian project, By this means we 
examine cadenzas written for different concerti. We enter and exit through the windows, listening only to the cadenza 
and a little of the orchestral frame of whichever cadenza would be inserted. We jump then from one movement to 
another. Applying the rigor of the modern musicologist, I wrote many cadenzas of my own invention, in impeccable 
Mozartean style. It is an endeavor that requires of the composer, measured creativity” (Ibid., 112). 
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plural, transformative, impermanent, and contextual spaces of meaning. They are fully aware of their status 
as texts in an intertext. The materials do not refer only to themselves (or as Schönberg declared “only to 
one another”), but are open to the external world (and to history), and in many instances directly dependent 
on it, as in the case of the doppi (i.e. “doubles,” or topics) in his music.  
 Abstraction (total formalism), according to Sciarrino, does not exist in any case. As linguistic and 
conceptual creatures, we automatically work to understand and to conceptualize the world around us, even 
if the phenomenon that we are observing is truly random, we will attempt to make it meaningful to 
ourselves. For this reason “figurative” (i.e., referential, conceptual) and “abstract,” says the composer, are 
“terms of comfort.”82 We conceptualize whether or not we accept the concept of non-identity (i.e. pure 
abstraction). For this reason, even when Sciarrino uses compositions by Stockhausen and Boulez as 
examples in his book, he does so by virtue of the fact that he knowingly misreads their work.  
Elsewhere in LFDM, during his discussion of Kontra-punkte, Sciarrino makes no reference 
whatsoever to any serial processes, but instead holds forth on the physiognomic aspects of the work: the 
gradual assimilation of the instruments into the dry sounds of the piano, the density of the material as 
breath, the phantom lines that – like the stars in the sky – invite the mind to make its own connections. 
Sciarrino reads the alternations in density of the musical material as a form of repetition that enables the 
listener to conceive of the work. He says, of the coherence that repetition in Stockhausen’s work provides, 
that it creates a “superior shaping of the material” that is “more or less distinct, whether intentional or not, 
it doesn’t matter;” and that Stockhausen “seems to draw creatively on the mysterious forces of nature.”83 
And with the claim that Stockhausen’s work is “dialogical, and at heart anti-modernist,” he makes a 
remarkable admission, one that brings him quite close to the poststructuralism of Barthes and Kristeva: 
 
With such affirmations, we are moving outside of the orthodox of serialist analysis and 
perhaps of the intentions of the author. Not speciously [though]: we are interested in 
neither the technical combinatorics, nor the pretense of scientific reliability of the 
principles applied to the music, but the naturalistic engagement of the result.84 
 
  
 
 
                                                            
82 Sciarrino, LFDM, 143. 
83 Ibid., 81. The latter claim is not particularly provocative in the sense that the acoustic foundations of Stockhausen’s 
electro-acoustic music are bound up with notions of working upon the true, natural, physical features of sound.  
84 Ibid., 80. 
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Structuralism as Ideology 
 
 Lastly, since Sciarrino argues (and is not alone in doing so) that structuralism has become 
hegemony and ideology, his rejection of it can be viewed as an extension of Adorno. If “bourgeois music” 
had been “given notice to quit,” because it developed into ideology, how should this sense of structuralism 
continue to be acceptable? The work of Lévi-Strauss serves as an example of this transformation on at least 
two separate accounts. Recall that Derrida criticized Lévi-Strauss’ practice, in the book The Raw and the 
Cooked, of arbitrarily selecting a structural center (a “theme,” a reference myth) to articulate the structural 
relations inherent in several satellite myths (“variations”). The fact of the arbitrariness of the choice was 
repressed in the service of granting a scientific veneer to the discourse (or more like, merely out of habit). 
The “structures” of the different variations were articulated not by their own physiognomic features, or 
even by the nature of their resistance to the centralizing structure, but by subservience, and conformance to 
it.  
 Carlo Carratelli highlights Lévi-Strauss’ twin critiques of both musique concrète and serial music, 
which was based on a division of “structural articulation” into two levels. The first level of articulation 
concerns “general structures” that are universal and allow us to encode and decode individual messages. In 
the context of musique concrète, Lévi-Strauss includes the ability to associate signifieds (sound sources) 
with their signifiers (sounds as deployed within a concrète composition). The second level of articulation 
concerns the ability to establish relations between signs, and for Lévi-Strauss that means grammar (which 
he calls both “inherent,” and “universal”). Musique concrète like abstract art, says the anthropologist, 
negated the iconic relationship between the resulting sounds and their sources, by purposefully disguising 
them through of a number of techniques of estrangement (i.e. filtering, time-stretching, splicing, etc.). 
Because the relation between signifier and signified was mooted, it will be impossible to establish the 
meaningful grammar that enables signification to occur. Thus, his judgment of musique concrète was a 
harsh one: “Musique concrète may be intoxicated with the illusion that it is saying something; in fact it is 
floundering in non-significance,”85  
 
                                                            
85 Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Raw and the Cooked (New York: Harper & Row, 1969), 23. 
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Lévi-Strauss’ judgment of serialism was only slightly less harsh, but essentially based on the same 
principles. Serialism, he grants, “keeps firmly to sounds,” in such a way as to have a “subtle grammar and 
syntax at its disposal.” For this reason, serial music, unlike musique concrète, “remains within the bounds 
of music proper.” His critique of serialism is that it doesn’t possess the universal general structures that 
allow composers and listeners to encode and decode the music, respectively. Musique concrète would have 
possessed these universals (albeit only in the most elementary sense), if only it had not bothered to distort 
them away. Serialist composers’ refusal of the lingua franca of a basically unified set of pre-defined 
semantic associations means that signification is halted at the first, rather than the second level. 
Leaving beside the question of whether or not serialist composers did in fact have such semantic 
associations available, it’s clear that Lévi-Strauss’ concept of music – indeed of sound itself – is predicated 
on the ability to organize music along the same lines as language: grammatically. It is hard to imagine what 
it is that works of musique concrète are made of if not “sounds,” or what exactly, other than the very 
system of thought he is trying to elucidate, defines “music proper.” So it would appear that his very 
formulation of the problem is fraught from the beginning with its rootedness in a set of submerged 
ideological pre-suppositions that take hold of his thought long before he applies it to a single piece of 
music. 
To the extent that Sciarrino’s music can be likened to musique concrète, at least in terms of its 
structuring; it is at odds with the anthropologist’s criteria for meaningful signification. On the one hand, 
Sciarrino’s notion of the “double,” and his theory of quasi-universal figure, seem commodious with Lévi-
Strauss’ insistence on a direct and “clear” correspondence between signifier and signified, and on the 
necessity of universal structures. Nonetheless, Sciarrino’s work evades the grammar that Lévi-Strauss 
claims is necessary – both by means of similar techniques of estrangement, and by virtue of what Matthias 
Spahlinger called the “n-dimensionality of noise” (the ways that noises are not amenable to “quantification, 
scalation and identification”).86  
 What I’ve been calling “the ideology of harmony” was not a feature limited only to Lévi-Strauss’ 
musical thinking. Joseph Kerman found it in the work of Schenker, Forte, and Komar (to different ends); 
Alan Street found it in the work of Whittal, Dunsby, Baker, et al.; and Adam Krims found it (not entirely 
                                                            
86 Spahlinger, “This is the Time for Conceptive Ideologues No Longer,” 591. 
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justifiably) in the work of Joseph Straus, and Kevin Korsyn. Raymond Monelle eulogizes it as a living 
corpse in The Sense of Music.87 This ideology is the result of late-middle 20th century structuralism’s 
fixation on formalism and deep, universalizing grammar. The serialists’ struggle (up to the Darmstadt 
years) was an attempt to have both individuality and deep, thoroughly consistent rationality. According to 
Evangelisti and Spahlinger among others, this was a struggle that they lost. Sciarrino’s formative years 
began in the wreckage of that struggle. His compositional rejection of serialism and functional tonality are 
rooted in an accurate conceptualization of integral serialism as a form of “structuralism.” Sciarrino’s 
compositional aesthetic is founded instead on notions of naturalism / organicism, and what he calls the 
“anthropological gesture.88 Let us turn now to these extraordinarily provocative and pregnant terms.  
 
3.4 Transformational Naturalism  
 
 The alternative to the artificiality of the structuralist aesthetic as Sciarrino defines it (i.e., as 
systematic, arithmetical, grammatical, disengaged, negative, and formalistic), and to what he identifies as 
an aesthetic of mere realism (i.e., simple parallelism, or “descriptivism”), is naturalism. Kaltenecker says 
that nature, for Sciarrino is not “a reservoir of numerical proportions or a lesson in structure, it is an 
environment from which to draw effects and acoustic ambiences.”89 The sentiment attributes to nature, too 
superficial a role in Sciarrino’s aesthetic, however. It flows, one suspects, from a skepticism towards the 
historical use of the concept of nature, as one of the most frequently invoked means for justifying dominant 
ideologies including both functional tonality and atonality (not to mention its disastrous effect in social and 
political life).90 
It is tempting to hear, in Sciarrino’s dichotomy between “structuralism” and “Naturalism,” an echo 
of Lévi-Strauss’ dichotomy between Culture and Nature, which was dismantled by Derridà in “Structure, 
Sign, and Play.” Recall that Lévi-Strauss defined Nature as “that which is universal and spontaneous, and 
not dependent on any particular culture or any determinate norm,” and Culture as “that which depends on a 
                                                            
87 “Modern theorists are still primarily concerned with pitch; yet pitch, as we have seen, ceased to be important as early 
as the works of Ives. In the most progressive music of today, which is full of empty triadic harmonies, it has clearly 
died and been buried.” (Monelle, The Sense of Music, 229). 
88 Kaltenecker and Pesson, “Entretien avec Salvatore Sciarrino,” 135-6. 
89 Kaltenecker, “Exploration du blanc,” 108. 
90 Kaltenecker also holds that “returns to Nature” were common tropes associated with “each project of innovation [,] 
in the history of music…” including atonality which, in the hands of Arnold Schönberg sought “a more faithful 
transcription of the movements of the soul” (Ibid., 108).  
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system of norms regulating society and therefore is capable of varying from one social structure to 
another.”91 However, in order to define what is universal (i.e., “natural”), Lévi-Strauss had to look to 
specific cultural products, elevating one of them – at random – to the level of the structural center.  
Sciarrino’s definition of naturalism in musical language does include a suggestion of 
universality.92 However it is balanced with his insistence on transformation and misprision. And in 
contradistinction to Lévi-Strauss’ insistence that the natural is somehow independent from culture and 
cultural history, Sciarrino insists that the “logical structures of modernity,” by which he means the figures, 
that “emerge slowly and forcefully from history” to shape the “naturalism of our time.”93 The composer 
seeks a language of music that is not merely spontaneous, but arises out of a transformation of received 
thought. Yet neither language nor music, according to Lévi-Strauss’ definitions, could ever be natural. And 
while it is tempting to equate the figures with Lévi-Strauss’ universal structures, they are neither structures, 
nor forms, but perceptual strategies undertaken in the act of creation (poiesis) and observation (esthesis), 
both tied to physical / dramaturgical relationships. They should not be viewed as forms, and as such cannot 
provide the structural “centers” that Lévi-Strauss sought in The Raw and the Cooked.   
What does “Nature” mean then, for Sciarrino, other than merely whatever is not “structuralist?” 
Above all, it means “connection with the world.” This connection with the world, outside of the closed-
loop of a music theoretical system or model, appears in at least three significant forms: as a sense of time 
and spatiality in music, as a connection between musical materials / gestures, and the bodies of performer 
and instrument (which I discuss below); and as the “aesthetic of the doppio.”  
Sciarrino’s Naturalism is not a reactionary position toward industrialism or Modernism per se. In 
LFDM, he refers to the façade of the Italian Carminati-Toselli Society building in Milan – adorned by 
sculpted stone simulacra of piston rods, brake shoes, chains, bolts, leaf springs, bumpers, etc. – as 
belonging to the “larger category of naturalism.”94 And he persists in reading naturalistic imagery into his 
                                                            
91 Jacques Derrida, “Structure Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” in Writing and Difference 
(London: Routledge, 1978), 357-8.  
92 He responds to Luisa Curinga’s question about the opposition to some of Sciarrino’s ideas of naturalism, the 
composer says: “Currently, my intention to propose a naturalistic approach as possible in music, becomes more and 
more authoritative, because it parallels certain trends of foreign linguistics. What I say is confirmed among scientists 
who collect the idea of universal phraseological models of language: certain basic mechanisms of the most remote 
languages are common anyway.” As quoted in translation (Michel, “Producing Incantations: Salvatore Sciarrino’s 
Works for Flute,” 152-3).   
93 Sciarrino, LFDM, 23 
94 Ibid., 48 
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descriptions of Stockhausen’s Kontakte, and holds that Grisey’s spectralism “boasts a naturalism of 
scientific origin.”95 What is decisive is that they are not purely formalistic, but represent objects, processes, 
and realities in the world. Yet counter-intuitively, the “naturalism of our time” does not exclude the choice 
of abstraction.  
Alberto Burri’s Nero Cretto G 4 (1975) provides an example of such a naturalistic choice of 
abstraction. Similar in form to the Grande Nero Cretto excerpted below (see example 43, p. 230 below), 
the obvious referent, discoverable by flipping the painting upside-down, is the dry, cracked surface of a 
riverbed in drought. However, as Sciarrino suggests, Burri made the choice to reverse the orientation of the 
layout in such a way as to direct the viewer away from a simplistic reading of mere representation.96 Burri 
abstracts the image by disorienting it (distorting it) so that one stands in relation to a richer, more 
suggestive image. The abstract, the composer holds, is not defined as the absence of conceptuality or 
“relation to the world,” but by its distortion and transformation – by a move that proliferates its powers of 
signification. The works of Burri and Fontana – which have had a decisive influence on Sciarrino, as we 
shall see – can be approached as accumulations of symbols, metaphors, and concepts with concrete 
referents.97 Sciarrino’s doppie (“doubles”) – places where the music resembles some reality in the world – 
activate diffuse networks of intertextual meaning, rather than merely describe or mimic their referents: 
Naturalism does not necessarily mean realism. More than illusion, naturalism means 
transfiguration. The direction in which the painting is hung becomes a formal decision 
determining [to what end] the work exercises its power of transfiguration. Certainly Burri 
is aware of, and avoids, an approach that is too simplistic. He does not want the 
complexity of the meaning to be deflected by the identification of the image. Something 
immediately recognizable could extinguish the attention of the viewer. In this sense Burri 
chooses to be abstract.98 
 Put another way, abstraction is an action that is applied to a concept. If we imagine a continuum 
between total abstraction (formalism) and “banal realism,” the form of abstraction that Sciarrino is 
interested in moves the latter toward the former, but not all the way. The motion of abstraction yields what 
the composer terms a “disquieting realism.”99 The doppio does not merely reproduce the object, as 
                                                            
95 Ibid., 92. 
96 As Sciarrino suggests, wonderfully, the image becomes that of a “cracked sky,” which lifts its symbolic value to a 
new level.  
97 See for example Sarah Whitfield’s Lucio Fontana, and Massimo Duranti’s Alberto Burri: Form and Matter , 
monographs on Fontana and Burri’s works, respectively.   
98 Sciarrino, LFDM, 54. 
99 “The incarnations of the double, apparitions in the mirror, madness; Proteus, cipher of our fears. However one does 
not learn this disquieting realism by copying nature, like they say in school. The world doesn’t exist. There exists 
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Carratelli points out; it transfigures it. It is an illusionistic “representation of a representation of reality.”100 
It is a product of the purposeful stylization, effacement, and misprision of the real object affected by an 
intertext. This is the case whether the transfigured object takes the form of a topic like those that Monelle 
and Hatten identify (i.e., heartbeat, pianto, breath, galloping horse, etc.), or – enlarging the concept – if it is 
an anamorphosis of an entire historical work, or a phrase taken from a work with an identifiable source (as 
in Le voci sotto vetro, the three Intermezzi from Luci mie traditrici, or the quoted fragments of Efebo con 
radio).  
Formalistic composition produces only an “alleged abstractness,” according to Sciarrino, which 
conceals its true ideological pathology – a quasi-dualistic disdain for the physical, the expressive, and the 
corporeal: 
The alleged abstractness of the music securely hides a [deep-] rooted fear of physical 
contact, a need to remove what is corporeal. You cannot touch a sound; however music 
has a highly expressive power, it has the power to excite [both] body and mind. Therefore 
music, in good society, is exorcised with formalism: it must appear abstract in the sense 
of ‘far from reality.’101  
 
This is not an expression of anti-intellectualism, and neither should it be caricatured as sentimentality. It’s a 
turning away form the reaction formation of the postWar generation’s drive to negate the past. True 
abstraction – the doppio – does not erase the connection to the world (neither as identifiable signs, nor as 
received forms / Texts), it distorts and transforms it through our bodily perceptions. Put in these terms, the 
doppio brings Sciarrino’s notion of naturalism into the sphere of discourse surrounding the simulacrum and 
the hyperrealism that it generates. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
[only] the knowledge of how we see: a language that is learned under the fatal tree of dreams, and refined with the 
study of the subtle perceptions that feed it.” (As quoted in Vinay, “Introduzione,” Carte da Suono, XVIII). 
100 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 109. Carratelli also shows that 
the double can be related to common semantic/narrative themes present throughout Sciarrino’s work: mirrors, echoes, 
Vanitas’, narcissism, transience, madness, death (Ibid., 110).  
101 Sciarrino, LFDM, 121. 
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Hyperrealism, the Simulacrum, and “Il Doppio” 
When the subject of hyperrealism is discussed (outside of theoretical circles), it is typical to think 
of works of visual art by photorealists like Richard Estes and Cindy Wright, and sculptures or installations 
by artists like Ron Mueck and Maurizio Catalan. Such works play with the boundaries of representation 
and reality. Paintings, it seems to us, are removed from the reality that they claim to depict, whereas 
photographs seem to have a closer correspondence. In the past, unlike today, it would be far easier to 
manipulate a painting to alter its relation to reality – to falsify it – than to do so for a photograph. And even 
where no significant alterations are apparent, both portraits and landscapes are understood to idealize, or at 
the very least, to stage their subjects. Representations conceal within themselves, the subjective posture of 
the artist. Of course, this is equally true of photographs. However in a naïve sense, the photograph has 
come to represent the evidential, direct, and unmediated depiction, a technological product that captures 
rather than imitates its subjects. The distinction between true and false depictions becomes even more 
fascinating when the photorealistic painting, or the “lifelike” sculpture / installation does subvert the 
realness of the reality that it claims to represent, presenting it in a way that the viewer knows is false or 
even impossible, even while it uncannily retains a photographic sense of realness. Sciarrino’s doppie, and 
his general notion of “anamorphosis” describe a similar sense of distorted representationalism in his own 
work. 
Plato’s dialog The Sophist, introduced the topic of the “simulacrum” into Western aesthetic 
philosophy. In the course of a dialog over true philosophy and sophistry, Theaetetus’ unnamed interlocutor 
(Socrates), divides the imitative arts into the arts of likeness-making, and the “phantastic” arts of 
appearances.102 Likenesses are “executed according to the proportions of the original. Similar in length and 
breadth and depth, each thing receiving also its appropriate color,” whereas phantastic works appear “not 
even like that to which they profess to be like.”103 However, rather than merely being a distinction between 
                                                            
102 Plato, The Sophist, Electronic Classics Series, trans. Benjamin Jowett (Pittsburgh: Pennsylvania State University, 
1999), 110-111.   
103 Ibid., 111. Plato allows that some adjustments need to be made, for example to the upper halves of statues, in order 
to preserve their appearance from the perspective of the observer. The renowned Roman architect Vitruvius makes 
much the same point discussing his notion of eurhythmy in his text De Architectura: “Since, therefore, the reality may 
have a false appearance, and since things are sometimes represented by the eyes as other than they are, I think it is 
certain that diminutions or additions should be made to suit the nature or needs of the site, but in such fashion that the 
buildings lose nothing thereby. These results, however, are also attainable by flashes of genius, and not only by mere 
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high quality and low quality mimetic skill on the part of the artist, the deeper philosophical problem posed 
by the phantastic is rooted in dichotomies that provided the logical structure for Plato’s entire philosophical 
system. The particular image ratifies the truth of its Ideal form, to subvert this relationship by creating a 
poor copy not only threatens the correspondence of that relationship, but it introduces falsity, deception, 
and contradiction into the world: The phantasm (the simulacrum) is a representation. Representations assert 
that what they depict really does exist. The distorted simulacrum claims then, that a non-existent thing 
exists. The titular “sophist” – a for-profit educator peddling cheap intellectual tricks, in Plato’s view – will 
use simulacra to invalidate the law of non-contradiction, or even to assert that there is no such thing as 
truth. 
In the twentieth century, Umberto Eco, Jean Baudrillard, and Gilles Deleuze, in their various 
ways, revisit this Platonic dialog, changing the distinction slightly into a dichotomy between the Real and 
the Simulacrum. In the essay “Travels in Hyperreality,” Eco defines the simulacrum as “the sign that is 
forgotten as such,” which is to say, a distorted representation (the sign) that has replaced any original 
referent.104 The simulacrum or “the authentic fake” is, for Eco, epitomized in the touristic kitsch that he 
found exemplified in so many aspects of American culture in the 1970s, a culture of “more” that reflected a 
superabundance of wealth, and a lack of history. Like the mansion of William Randolph Hearst, the 
Madonna Inn, and Disneyland – all of which Eco discusses in his essay – the simulacral nature of 
America’s great hyperreal spaces is a nostalgic, utopian, Frankenstein monster of syncretically combined 
fragments borrowed from other eras, other cultures. 105  Eco maintains Plato’s insistence that the 
simulacrum, and the hyperreality (the “more” than real) that it creates, conceals / replaces what is true.106 
The manifold motivations that lay behind our desire for the simulacral hyperreal share in common a desire 
to collectively possess what we cannot, whether that be cultural pedigree or permanence. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
science.” (As quoted in Mark Gage. Aesthetic Theory: Essential Texts: For Architecture and Design, (New York: 
W.W. Norton &, 2011), 71.  
104 Umberto Eco, Travels in Hyperreality: Essays (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986), 7.  
105 He includes among his examples, holographic images, anamorphic images, and Superman’s “cave of solitude,” a 
Wunderkammern, says Eco, that contains lifelike replicas of various objects culled from Superman’s life experience 
(including even simulacra of himself).  
106 Though importantly, Eco maintained that there is a kind of hyperreality that is not “the authentic fake,” which is the 
hyperreality of the photorealists, “who produce a reality so real that it proclaims its artificiality from the rooftops.” 
(Ibid., 7) 
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Jean Baudrillard ultimately also maintains a Platonic rejection of the simulacrum. In his book 
Simulacra and Simulation (1981), Baudrillard argues that public life and experience have become 
hyperreal, mediated entirely by symbols and representations (simulations / simulacra) of real experiences, 
processes, and states of being and having, which increasingly have little to do with the actual experiences, 
processes, and states of being and having that they represent. The simulacra (as Plato predicted) replace 
notions of false and true entirely, precisely because the representation – unmoored from a dependence on a 
truly existing referent – becomes its own self-attesting truth. Baudrillard presents a scenario in which 
everything is reduced to discourse, since everything is a sign without a referent.  
Echoing Eco, Baudrillard, in an epigrammatic quote purposefully falsely attributed to the Biblical 
book of Ecclesiastes, defines the simulacrum as “…never that which hides the truth – but it is truth that 
hides the fact that there is none. The simulacrum is true.”107 This is another way of saying, as Eco did, that 
the simulacrum is “the sign forgotten as such.” Against it, Baudrillard counterpoises his own notion of “the 
double,” which is roughly equivalent to Plato’s art of likeness, but not with Sciarrino’s doppio.108 The 
double (the faithful representation), according to Baudrillard, is at the beginning stage of an implicitly 
historical process of transformation that he calls the “phases of the image,” whose end-stage – which we 
have reached in our present moment – is the simulacrum: 
  1. The image as a reflection of a profound reality 
  2. The image that masks and denatures a profound reality 
  3. The image that masks the absence of a profound reality 
  4. The image that has no relation to any reality whatsoever 
  5. The image that is its own pure simulacrum109 
 
Gilles Deleuze’s notion of the simulacrum, unlike those of Eco and Baudrillard, runs counter to 
the spirit of Plato’s original distinction. In an essay named “Plato and the Simulacrum” (1983), the 
philosopher relates Plato’s distinction between iconic copies (likenesses) and phantasmatic simulacra 
(semblances) by calling the former “second-hand possessors, well-grounded claimants, authorized by 
                                                            
107 Jean Baudrillard, "The Precession of Simulacra," in Simulacra and Simulation (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1994), 1. 
108 The reader should momentarily put out of mind Sciarrino’s “doppio,” as well as Kristeva’s “double,” which are not 
the equivalents of Baudrillard’s.  
109 Ibid., 6. 
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resemblance,” and the latter “false-claimants, built on dissimilitude, implying perversion, an essential 
turning away.”110 Rather than preserving Plato’s dysphoric understanding of the simulacrum (as do Eco and 
Baudrillard, in their own ways), Deleuze embraces the perversion and the turning away. In the process, he 
brings the simulacrum into contact with Jacque Derrida’s deconstructive notions of différance and critique 
of centered structures. 
In Deleuze’s account, the Platonic Ideal takes the upper position in an uneven dichotomy between 
the Ideal and the Real, but the simulacrum exerts a decentering force on the relationship, finally toppling it 
because of two virtues: Unlike the iconic copy, which is “authorized” by a narrowly defined set of criteria 
of similarity, the simulacra “implies great dimensions, depths, and differences which the observer cannot 
dominate.” In this way, the criterion of similarity between the Platonic Ideal and its Real object expresses 
the same relationship as the structural center, rejected by Derrida. Furthermore, unlike the iconic copy, the 
simulacrum “includes the differential point of view.” The observer (presumably also the creator, in the case 
of the artwork) is “made part of the simulacrum, which is transformed and deformed according to his point 
of view.”111 Deleuze concludes: 
In short, folded within the simulacrum there is a process of going mad, a process of 
limitlessness, as in the Philebus where ‘the more and the less always lead to a further 
point,’ a constant development, a gradual process of subversion of the depths, an adept 
avoidance of the equivalent, the limit, the Same, or the Like: always simultaneously more 
and less, but never equal. To impose a limit on this development, to order it to sameness, 
to make it resemblant – and, for that part which might remain rebellious, to repress it as 
deeply as possible, to confine it within a cave in the bottom of the ocean – such is the 
goal as Platonism strives for the triumph of icons over the simulacra.”112 
 
Where Eco and Baudrillard fear the triumph of simulacra, Deleuze fears the triumph of the icon. 
Sciarrino’s “disquieting realism” is more like Deleuze’s simulacrum than that of Plato, Eco, or Baudrillard. 
Works like Efebo con radio, Cadenzario, Allegoria della note; as well as for the many different instances 
of the composer’s doppie, assert their “repressed phantasmatic power” by means of a transformative 
distortion. This distortion is enacted syntagmatically upon the form, material, or process that calls to mind a 
prior text, or an object in the world.113 Furthermore, this poetic of transformative distortion is more 
                                                            
110 Gilles Deleuze and Rosalind Krauss, “Plato and the Simulacrum,” October vol. 27 (1983), 47.  
111 Ibid., 49. 
112 Ibid., 49-50. 
113 “We know, for example, that certain literary procedures (other arts have equivalents) allow one to tell several stories 
at the same time. This is certainly the essential character of the modern work of art. It is in no way a question of 
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Deleuzian than it is Bloomian. It doesn’t evince a heroic, anxiety-ridden struggle with prior “strong poets.” 
Instead, its real purpose is to polysemically open the works of the past to new, present meanings, and to 
polyphonically open his own works to the voices and musical-literary codes of the past, by means of a 
mutual estrangement.   
 
Le Figure della Musica: The Logical Structures of Modernity 
 The “naturalism of our time” then, includes not only a “relation to the world” mediated through 
the mimetic transformation of physical realities into “doubles” (signs / topics), but through a similarly 
transformative relation to other Texts. The figures are complex and ambiguous rhetorical tools that 
Sciarrino uses to discuss a number of features found in his artistic-musical intertext. It is important not to 
think of them simplistically as techniques, forms, structures, or even processes, although they embody 
aspects of each. Carlo Carratelli begins by asking what the term figure signifies. It is a question we must 
also ask since, to render it in translation simply as “figures,” or even “forms” or “shapes,” would risk 
trivializing it. Carratelli offers a number of possibilities: “perceptual structures,” “formal processes,” 
“cognitive logic,” “organic organization of musical elements,” “rhetorical strategies,” “cognitive 
strategies,” and even “semiotic temporal units,” noting that Sciarrino often translates it as “perceptive 
structures.”114 
 Without delving, as does Carratelli, into musical research in cognitive science, ideas about 
innateness, biological universality, and so on, it is clear that Sciarrino’s conception of these “perceptive 
structures” mostly derives from a cultural (rather than scientific) labor of intuitive reflection. In other 
words, they are deeply intertextual, but not only in the obvious sense that they represent a loose process of 
statistical research (the generalization and averaging of artistic traditions into a number of common 
structures), or the depiction of linguistic / literary competencies. They are intertextual also in the Barthesian 
and Kristevan senses: they are dialogical, experiential, contextual, playful, and rooted in a hermeneutic 
approach to texts. The relationship between a particular work of art and the figure that it supposedly 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
different points of view on a single story understood as the same, for these points remain subject to a rule of 
convergence. It is, on the contrary, a matter of different and divergent narratives, as though to each point of view there 
corresponded an absolutely distinct landscape. There is of course a unity of the divergent series, as divergent, but it is a 
continually decentered chaos, itself at one with the Great Work. The modern work of art, like the simulacrum, breaks 
its chains and asserts its repressed phantasmatic power.” (Ibid., 51) 
114 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 115. 
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embodies is not one of mere demonstration of structural fact. Inasmuch as Sciarrino induces 
communicative codes from the works he surveys, the emphasis is on the individual works and how they 
speak through those codes by their own unique strategies. In the course of analysis, he gathers together a 
wunderkammern of texts around him, and proceeds to explain to both himself and his audience how the 
works mean to him. He makes no reference to cognitive studies, theorists, journal articles, etc. His readings 
do not appeal to authorities, but rather to his own reflective engagement with selected texts. The result of 
selecting works of art from a variety of genres, from across an enormous temporal span, and across cultural 
lines, is a certain flattening out of history and cultural space. This doesn’t mean a flattening out of 
difference, but a kind of playful syncretism. This is analysis that constructs its own subjects, and is indeed 
isomorphic to them. The analytical act is itself a creative act conveying not merely the intensions of an 
originating author, but the perceptions of a second author – of a reader – in this case, Sciarrino.   
 Sciarrino expects that his readers will be able to perceive what he perceives in his examples.115 
There is then, a sense in which the figures are intended to be codes available to us that can function as 
objects of literary competence. But he is also careful to say that his list of figures is not comprehensive. He 
views his analysis in LFDM as providing examples of how one can read historical (and contemporary) 
works.116 But more than just exemplifying particular strategies, Sciarrino wanted to exemplify a way of 
reading itself: 
It is not that my book has dryly exhausted the possibilities. In fact, I thought of making 
others, but I didn’t want to do so much. I hoped that, indicating how one can proceed, 
others could make other points. […] In that case, they are elementary processes. 
Elementary but very useful for understanding certain historical moments, certain 
historical passages that were fundamental both because they were extraordinary works 
and because they were models for success – a model that was available to everyone, in 
fact.117 
 
 What furthermore separates the figures from the traditional notion of “forms,” is that form too 
often implies formula or fixedness. Sciarrino’s figures have nothing to do with the notion of fixed forms. It 
would also be inaccurate to call them “processes.” In fact, each figure represents a different kind of musical 
                                                            
115  During our interviews, he seemed upset by the idea of misprision. I asked him about what I regard as a classic 
poststructural move of reading backward onto an anterior text, a mode only possibly from the position of posteriority 
(his reading of Carravaggio’s “Boy Bitten by a Lizard” as a photographic snapshot, for example); he rejected the idea 
because, from his perspective, it was a completely rational way of reading it.  
116 In this sense, the book belongs to a long history of didactic texts directed to mostly non-specialist audiences, like 
Aaron Copland’s “What to Listen for in Music,” or Leonard Bernstein’s “The Joy of Music.” 
117 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 476. 
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phenomenon that is present in works of art.118 Accumulation is rightly called a process (as it represents a 
motion from “empty to full”). Multiplication represents the practice of repetition / reproduction in a work. 
It has nothing to do with a mathematical operation, but rather with multiplicity and modularity. Little Bang 
is not a musical form but a local-level relationship between adjacent sounds. It speaks to the relational 
phenomenon of cause and effect. We might call that a process, after a fashion, but we cannot call it a 
“form.” Genetic transformation speaks of the phenomena of change and variation. And windowed forms 
are not “forms” per se, but a phenomenon of forming. Windows open in the moments of linear disruption / 
rupture, and they reveal the inner narrative multiplicity (pluridimensionalità) and sense of spatiality of the 
music. No work is in “accumulation form” in the way we say that a work is in “sonata-allegro form.” In 
fact, no historical work in its entirety can be discussed as flowing out of only one of the figures, and neither 
can any of Sciarrino’s works. He eschews the idea of “form” in that sense, as Brendan McConville points 
out, rejecting a sense of form as “…a container that is filled up in a scholastic way.”119 
 Given that the five figures are not “forms” or even for most of them “processes;” given that they 
were not intended to be exhaustive, and given that they are not – as were Messiaen’s Techniques de mon 
langage musicale – written to offer a theoretical “key” to the composer’s own work; we should be cautious 
about treating them as such. Although they can give a great deal of insight (and we will use them from time 
to time for that purpose), we must not forget that they originated from a set of lectures explaining “modern 
music” to a public audience. For all its insight, LFDM is not a theoretical monograph or treatise. It is a text 
on musical and cultural-artistic appreciation. In addition to the usefulness (and extensibility) of the tools 
that it does offer, what it really offers is a glimpse into the interpretive mind of its author. Among the fruits 
that it offers to the reader is a demonstration of Sciarrino’s mind at play.  
 
 
 
                                                            
118 The music semiotician Eero Tarasti might call them isotopies, which – following A.J. Greimas – he defines as 
underlying processes or structures that organize the surface of the music, helping us to make sense of it. He offers 
diverse examples for what might constitute an isotopy: a Schenkerian Ursatz, Réti’s concept of thematicity, musical 
genre, texture, and a number of “text strategies.” C.f. Eero Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics (Bloomington, Ind.: 
Indiana University Press, 1994), 7-10.  
 
119 As quoted in Brendan McConville, “Reconnoitering the Sonic Spectrum of Salvatore Sciarrino in ‘all’Aure in una 
Lontananza,’ Tempo 65 (2011): 33. 
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Accumulation 
During the process of listening to a modern piece, we perceive a great variety of sonic 
situations. 
In the midst of those that are more stable, which are the majority, some of them in 
particular attract our attention. They are situations in which one passes from empty to 
full, therefore situations of disequilibrium, where a striking growth is manifested. Growth 
of elements, articulations, of sonic energy. Growth of density. 
To pass from empty to full signifies a filling up of space. 
Such processes stand out in the flux of traditional music because they suspend time and 
organize sounds according to spatial criteria. Commonly, they take recourse to techniques 
of stratification. […] 
Process of accumulation tend to aggregate chaotically and in a heterogeneous fashion. If 
truncated, at that point they form an apex; often reaching a point of saturation or of 
rupture, they prepare an explosion in which the energy is dispersed. Because of the 
growth of energy, during these processes time appears to accelerate, it undergoes a 
contraction. […] 
While processes of accumulation are based upon the diversity of the accumulated 
elements, processes of multiplication are based more upon their similarity.120 
Accumulation as Sciarrino explains it, is not a complicated process to understand. What is more 
interesting is the variety of narratives that it supports in the composer’s examples. If some of the examples 
he offers don’t seem to be directly related to the concept, it is because the term covers a lot more ground 
than the explanation above implies. Let us first express some of the particulars of the concept, as Sciarrino 
configures it: This figure weds space and time together into a process that has dramaturgical affect (as 
many of his examples show).  
The difference between accumulation and multiplication begins with the degree of the perception 
of balance and orderliness that they embody. Accumulation is “chaotic,” irregular, heterogeneous, and 
unbalanced; Multiplication is orderly, comparatively regular, made of homogeneous elements (i.e., 
reproductions of a primary sonic object), and “seems to float in space, just above stasis.”121 As we’ve 
already noted, neither concept is couched in mathematical language. Sciarrino specifically points to 
dramaturgical qualities associated with our living and thinking habits and acculturation, and all of his 
readings of historical musical and visual works depart from these human dramaturgies (see tables 14 and 
15).  
                                                            
120 Sciarrino, LFDM, 27. 
121 Ibid., 27. 
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Accumulation: Selected examples 
Page number in LFDM: Author / Work: 
25 Jackson Pollock Number 1 (1948) 
26, 28-9 Karlheinz Stockhausen Grüppen (1955-57) 
29 L.V. Beethoven Symphony 9 (1825) / I (opening) 
32-3 Richard Wagner Das Rhinegold, Prelude (1854)  
34 Michelangelo Buonarroti Tomb of Giuliano de’ Medici  
35 
Wagner 
Die Meistersingers von Nurembuürg 
(1867), Finale of Act II 
36-40 
Igor Stravinsky 
Le sacre du printemps (1913), 
Introduction 
38-9 
Carlo Bugatti 
Seggio curale and Living Room Set-
up for the Turin Exposition (1902) 
 
 
Table 14: Select examples from Lesson I of LFDM. 
  
What is remarkable about the readings is their intertextual relation to one another. The chapter 
arranges its examples into a temporally flattened web of connections: a photograph of Francis Bacon in his 
filthy studio transitions into Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings, which lead into a discussion of Karlheinz 
Stockhausen’s Grüppen. Pollock’s paintings, along with Beethoven’s 9th Symphony, and Stravinsky’s Le 
sacre du printemps are forbears / referents for Stockhausen’s Grüppen; while his (Stockhausen’s) 
“[additive] synthesis in the studio” is a referent for the gradual thickening of the opening of Beethoven’s 9th 
Symphony. Rossini’s overture to Il Barberi di Siviglia crescendos into the totemic slowness of Wagner’s 
overture to Das Rhinegold – a work which proves him to be the “father and king of minimalists of all 
ages.”122 Suddenly, the frozen accumulation of Michelangelo’s uncompleted Tomb of Giuliano de’ Medici 
serves as the fount of artistic incongruity and disruption (this example seeming almost a disruption itself in 
                                                            
122 Ibid., 32. 
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the flow of his argument). Finally, Stravinsky’s Introduction to Le sacre demonstrates what we may regard 
as two kinds of accumulation: one, akin to the accumulation of the Finale to the second Act of Wagner’s 
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg – where each new entrant into the dramaturgical argument of the scene 
crowds upon the others heightening the tension – and the other, akin to the primitivistic / Orientalist pile-up 
of multicultural symbols and codes found in the furniture of the Milanese Art Nouveau / Primitivist 
designer Carlo Bugatti. It is quite a hermeneutic tour de force. 
 In Sciarrino’s own music, we can point to several works to demonstrate processes of 
accumulation. In terms of intertextual accumulation, the best examples are the elaborative and combinatory 
works that combine quotations from different sources. Among these are Efebo con Radio (1981) – which 
combines a number of songs Sciarrino claims to remember from radio transmissions of his youth, along 
with invented radio announcements, interviews, and commercials – and the work for solo accordion and 
Orchestra, Storie di altre storie (2004). 
Storie di altre storie brings together several texts – a Mozart Adagio, Scarlatti harpsichord 
sonatas, Machaut’s chanson “Rose Liz, printemps verdure,” and Stravinsky’s Le sacre du printemps. In an 
extremely subtle, immensely satisfying way, Sciarrino doesn’t quote the Stravinsky so much as orchestrate 
the Scarlatti (Allegro, L. 204 “after the Harpsichord Sonata in G Major”) through the pen of Stravinsky. 
What makes the gesture especially playful and prescient is its gradualness; Sciarrino pulls back the sheet 
little by little. Near the end of the first movement (m. 198), orchestral gestures from rehearsal 134 of the 
“Ritual Actions of the Ancestors” (part II) appear, largely unnoticed because they are harmonically adapted 
to fit the with the Scarlatti sonata. Later the quintal brass triplets of Stravinsky’s introduction appear (again, 
largely unnoticed). Gradually one realizes that the disjunct, embellishment-laden lines of the flute; the 
overlapping, churning clarinet ostinati; and finally, the notorious stamping strings and horns – have all 
become filters through which Scarlatti’s allegro is channeled.  
For examples of textural / figural accumulation, we can look again to L'Opere per flauto I and II. 
The inter-dimensional transitions of what we called “morphogenic forms” in the first chapter, are typically 
undertaken by means of processes of accumulation. This is the case for Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi, as well 
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as for Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi?.123 From our brief examination in the first chapter, the 
reader may recall that – after a perfunctory rush of multiphonics in irregular rhythm (a foreshadowing?) – 
the work began with a fastidiously balanced alternation between groups of seven multiphonics (in straight 
eighth-note rhythms), and groups of articulated silence. As the first section continues, the negative spaces 
begin to evaporate, or to be invaded by the multiphonics as they grow both in number and in rhythmic 
irregularity and volatility. The whole process boils over at the top of the third page in a paroxysm of sound 
that almost immediately begins to subside. Underneath the retreating islands, another process of emergence 
(of accumulation) is already underway, gradually shifting the narrative focus to another “dimension” – that 
of the “Aeolian sounds” – a kind of remarkable, stylized wind that articulates itself in the bodily language 
of the harmonic series. This perspectivally distant layer, set in relief by the much louder multiphonics, 
becomes the focus of the fourth and fifth pages of the work. Sciarrino might as well have been speaking of 
the symbiotic growth of Fra I testi when he described accumulation using the following naturalistic 
analogy: 
It begins to rain, and we watch the pavement of our balcony, the raindrops are few and 
separated by dry spots; then, they fill up the entire surface. 
To every positive growth there corresponds some negative growth. While the houses 
become denser, the vegetation diminishes, just as the rain falls the dry spaces are 
reduced. Thus, in relation to wetness, we have passed from an initial situation that was 
rarified, to one which is finally, saturated. The passage from a low density of events to a 
high density constitutes the process of accumulation. 
What interests us occurs between extreme phases of the process. Before reaching from 
empty to completely full there is, before us, an intermediate moment in which the single 
raindrops begin to unite into irregular forms. In their turn, these small groups aggregate 
into increasingly larger constellations.124 
 
 In Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi?, the same gradual, intertwined, morphogenic process 
shapes the motion between its dimensions. In this case we might – under the influence of our reading of 
Fra i testi – see the opening slap-tongues (frozen in place on A-natural) as a kind of neutral, “negative” 
space. Like the blank stasis of the silences of Fra i testi, and the monotonous slaps at the beginning of 
L’infinito nero, they are a skin broken by the sudden appearance of variation (first dynamic, then agogic, 
then tonic). The presence, duration, and severity of deviations from the “sonic center” gradually builds in 
                                                            
123 It’s at least the case for L’Orologio di Bergson, from the second book, and for the Second Sonata for piano. There 
are doubtless other examples.  
124 Sciarrino, LFDM, 28. 
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an inverse, zero-sum, symbiosis with that center. On the 6th line, the sudden, unpredictable appearance of 
the first jet-whistle provokes such astonishment that the previous narrative is broken away from, pealing 
back the surface to reveal a beating heart topic. The association, momentarily, persists between the jet-
whistle and the heartbeats until – again gradually – the jets gather into a discourse of their own (which 
dominates the second page of the work).  
 
Multiplication 
 By contrast, Sciarrino describes multiplication as the orderly repetition / reproduction of a 
recognizable fundamental figure. His initial example is the exposition section of a Baroque-era fugue. 
Naturally, he is not concerned with harmonic design, but the dramaturgy of voices entering into and 
thickening the texture. The fugue, which he uses here as an example of the process / phenomenon of 
multiplication, is connected also with the notion of dimensional polyphony, discussed in the final two 
chapters of his book, “windowed forms.” Here however, we will constrain ourselves to other aspects of the 
example.  
  Repetition, of course, breeds recognition (and thus identity). The real value of repetition is that it 
acts as the surface by which variation and change are put in relief. This is the value that Sciarrino gives it 
near the beginning of the chapter.125 However repetition takes on more semantically charged qualities in the 
examples of multiplication that he provides. The figure offers a platform for the composer to propose all 
sorts of readings that, to those of us who have become accustomed to structuralist music-theoretical 
accounts of form, seem anecdotal. In visual art and literary criticism, such dramaturgical or semiotic 
readings have long been the norm. In this way “repetitions” and “reproductions,” more than merely being a 
matter of numerical (or mechanical) restatements of a basic idea, can also act as “doubles,” or in more 
conventional semiotic language, as signs. They are mimetic reproductions charged with symbolic 
possibility.      
After a brief discussion of Gustav Mahler’s Symphony #1 (1888), whose third movement features 
the canonic folk song Brüder Martin, Sciarrino moves into a discussion of Bartòk’s fugue (Music for 
Strings, Percussion, and Celeste (1936), I), which leads into a discussion of Ligeti’s micropolyphonic 
Kyrie from the Requiem (1975). Sciarrino imagines that, where Bartòk’s fugue was a more or less 
                                                            
125 Ibid., 43. 
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traditional rendering of the genre (with the exception of its harmonic language); Ligeti’s work presents a 
kind of super-fugue, a fugue of fugues. The image that Sciarrino invokes here is that of fractal self-
similarity. Ligeti’s movement is a trunk whose branches (the fugal instrument groups) produce twigs (each 
individual line). This arborescent “fractal” form expresses a type of morphological hierarchy that isn’t 
dependent on the harmonic correspondences between levels, but on the shapes / behaviors that they 
produce. Mark well how Sciarrino produces a kind of conceptual lineage here that bears striking 
resemblance to the string of interrelated readings proposed by Robert Hatten in his article “The Place of 
Intertextuality in Music Studies.”        
 The sculptor Mario Ceroli’s works demonstrate multiplicity in a different way. La Scala features a 
series of wooden silhouettes ascending and descending three sets of stairs. Each silhouette is paired with 
one or two others that protrude from a central axis, and point in different directions. When the viewer 
changes position with respect to the axes, they see a different crowd of people walking in different 
directions (an anamorphic effect). Each axis is a module, or a fundamental figure, which is repeated and 
varied.  
What is important to understand is that the basis of this modularity is perspectival multiplicity, the 
ability to read a figure differently from multiple different “angles.” Sciarrino reads another work by Ceroli 
– I poeti (1965) – as an oppositional form (i.e., punctum contra punctum). The work features a cut-out of 
the silhouette of Dante Alighieri placed in confrontation with a crowd of stacked cut-outs of faces in 
profile. This image, also the fruit of a technique of repetition, has entirely different effects. It will provoke a 
flood of possible semantic effects in the viewer, regardless of their level of level of “competency.” For 
example, one may feel suspended between two readings of the relation between Dante and the crowd of 
faces against which he is juxtaposed in such an oppositional manner. Dante regards the people – important 
to his sense of self – that have formed the social context of his life and work. Yet he stands “against the 
crowd,” in a posture of defiant individuality, as the viewer might also imagine. Perhaps they are his “other 
selves?” Perhaps they are judging him; or he, they. This multiplicity of readings (or polysemy), 
corresponds to the material multiplicity of figures in the image, and is drawn out of the viewer’s circular 
memories. Mario Ceroli can, in any case, exert little control over which reading any particular viewer 
entertains. 
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 The “growth by steps” of Scriabin’s Vers la flamme (1914) leads into a discussion of Gérard 
Grisey’s Partiels (1975). The piece is the best demonstration yet of Sciarrino’s concept. The fundamental 
figure in Partiels, at least in the beginning, is the repetition of the simulacral waveform of the bass 
trombone’s low E-natural. Featuring a “Wagnerian slowness,” Partiels is not a music of verbality (see pp. 
236-239 below). The process of transformation that degenerates the spectrum into noise, through the 
gradual introduction of inharmonicities, unfolds slowly in a way that alters the quality of time, making the 
music spatial. With each repeated figure Grisey depicts, as Sciarrino notes, the birth of sound (a common 
topic in Sciarrino’s own music).126 In a fantastic leap, he then links Grisey’s unfolding spectra to the 
opening of the fourth movement of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony! Where Grisey’s “cosmological” 
gestures re-embody the physical birth of a sound, Beethoven’s windows into the finale of the Ninth – 
Sciarrino will return again to this moment in the last chapter of LFDM – presage the gradual formation, 
from out of the indistinct deep, of the “An die Freude” theme. Beethoven composes autobiographically, the 
process of the birth of an idea.   
Sciarrino identifies a “perceptual ambiguity” in Partiels that allows the listener to hear either a 
unified global sound, or any one of the single sounds that makes up that unity. The same was true of the 
Kyrie of Ligeti’s Requiem; the same will be true of visual artist, Clara Halter’s Samsa-Kafka (1979). 
Halter’s work is shown in LFDM from three perspectives: a global / distant position, an extreme close-up, 
and a middle distance position. From a distance one sees, as Sciarrino says, a “unified chaos,” that 
resembles a large splash of some heterogeneously textured liquid. From a middle-distance, one sees an 
organically (i.e., irregularly) shaded fabric of small diamond shapes. And these diamond shapes, at an 
extreme close-up, reveal themselves to be composed of individually drawn, nearly microscopic, waved 
lines. Like Partiels, there is a “perceptual ambiguity” – a morphological hierarchy – that gives structure to 
the work. It can be viewed from three perspectives, showing three different organizational gestalts.  In the 
case of all three of the examples of “fractal,” self-similarity (the Ligeti Requiem, Grisey’s Partiels, and 
Halter’s Samsa-Kafka), it is perhaps best to not take the “similarity” too literally. What is important is to 
                                                            
126 The dal niente/al niente dynamics, ubiquitous to Sciarrino’s music, have some relation to this idea. Also, a relatively 
recent, if minor, work Fanofanìa (2010) addresses itself by a neologism the composer created to speak of the 
“manifestation of manifestation,” or the “appearance of appearing.” He is interested in depicting the birth of sound. 
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see in each example, the modularity that makes the multiplicity of perspective (i.e., polysemy) uniquely 
possible.  
This sense of perceptual ambiguity is related to the perspectival multiplicity of Mario Ceroli’s La 
Scala. Just as the viewer’s physical position had the power to change the image before them in front of La 
Scala, the listener’s ability to drift between global and local hold the same power in Partiels. The thought is 
not distant from Barthes’ notion of “drift,” which he discussed in The Pleasure of the Text.127 Having some 
control over our experience of reading / listening renders musical texts not flat, but spatial. This sense of 
morphological-hierarchic spatiality is augmented by the work of the memory (as Sciarrino has said), but 
also by our attentional drift within and outside of the work and into the intertext.       
 
Multiplication: selected Examples 
Page number in LFDM: Author / Work: 
42 Gustav Mahler Symphony #1, III (1888) 
43 Mario Ceroli La Scala (1965) 
44 Mario Ceroli I Poeti (1965) 
45 
Bela Bartòk  
Music for Strings, Percussion, and 
Celeste, I (1936) 
45 György Ligeti Requiem, Kyrie (1965), beginning 
47 Gérard Grisey Partiels (1975), beginning 
52 Clara Halter Samsa-Kafka (1979) 
52, 54 Alberto Burri Nero Cretto G 4 (1975) 
 
Table 15: Examples of multiplication in LFDM 
 
 
 
                                                            
127 Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the Text, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1975), 18. 
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 With respect to Sciarrino’s own work, multiplication – in both senses of the word (as repetition, 
and as reproduction) – are omnipresent. In general, any analysis of Sciarrino’s music begins with the task, 
never difficult, of finding the principle figures (i.e., the principle sound objects) that repeat. Having 
surmised the principle figures, we turn our focus toward difference (in the ordinary sense of the word), and 
toward a dramaturgical reading of what the figures, in their particularity, can tell us. We can mention the 
Fourth Sonata for piano (1992), “Smarrita la misura” from Quaderno di strada (2003), and “L’Orologio di 
Bergson” (1999) from L’Opere per flauto vol. II, as examples of multiplication in the sense of ordered, 
modular, repetition.  
 The interwoven clusters of the Fourth Sonata – its fundamental figures – are discernable both as a 
single general unity, and as individuated layers organized into “vectors.” There is a fugue-like quality to the 
work, whose voices rise and fall at different internal rates, and whose articulation and dynamic shape grant 
to each cluster, additional modes of variation (i.e., additional perspectival positions from which to view the 
same sonic image).  
In the excerpt below, each hand splits into two lines, though the middle “voices” blend into a 
single cluster creating, effectively three voices that interweave throughout the work. The excerpt features 
contrary motion between the outer voices, while the inner voice follows its own trajectory. Parallel, 
oblique, and similar motion are possibilities that Sciarrino exploits in other sections of the work (though the 
two parts of the inner voice nearly always move in parallel motion). At the same time, the dynamic shape 
of the outer voices runs in parallel motion, while the dynamic shape of the inner voice has a predominantly 
inverse relationship to the outer voices, which helps to define its independence from them. The contour of 
the central voices’ smudgy clusters (“grumi”) serves as another variable factor in the work (as indicated by 
the vertical arrows at the beginning of each group in the second figure above).  
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Example 22 / Figure 9: An excerpt from p. 87, staff 3 of the Fourth Sonata for piano 
Yellow for Right hand 1, orange for R.H. 2, red for Left hand 1, maroon for L.H. 2. Arrows indicate contour direction. 
The gray line indicates middle-C. 
 
© 1992 by BMG RICORDI S.p.A., Rome. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
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If there is a perceptual ambiguity in the work, it exists both in the multiplicity of simultaneous 
kinds of difference that are possible, and the degree to which one difference is able to assert itself as 
differentiating. Where two kinds of difference are asserting themselves simultaneously, which one has the 
stronger effect on our perception? Do pitch differences (altezza) take priority over dynamic differences? 
Secondly, let us say that parallel motion represents the least “different” relationship between two voices, 
followed by similar motion, oblique, then contrary. Does the consistent use of contrary motion, when not 
distinguished by a rhythmic difference, come to constitute a kind of similarity? The contour may be 
inverse, but the motion between two steps in the sequence are parallel. Do we begin to hear the two voices, 
like the outer voices above, as a single voice, especially given that the contrast between their contour and 
that of the inner voice is more significant? It’s clear that hearing the number of voices in the sonata may not 
be as simple a matter as the crudity of their material suggests.          
Quaderno di strada (“Notebook”) for baritone and 16 players, is a collection of short textual 
fragments drawn from a variety of disconnected sources (proverbs, graffiti found on a wall in Perugia, 
excerpts taken from newspaper articles, 16th century letters, etc.). The work is itself a doppio of its 
namesake – a personal journal with disconnected notes, quotations, symbols, images, etc., gathered in the 
course of one’s moving through the world. The notion that they belong together in a piece – without any 
attempt at making a single unified narrative out of them – is telling. It dramatizes a marriage of Barthesian 
circularity and Derrida’s citationality. “Smarrita la misura” is the third movement of the cycle; its text is 
taken from a letter written by the painter Lorenzo Lotto in 1526: 
 
 …smarrita la misura     …have lost the measure 
 delle figure più grande, ché da quelle  of the larger figures, those that give        
 masse tutto l’ordine dell’opera   the entire work its order 
 
 Sciarrino uses repetition to set the text in a particularly clever way. The anxiety of the painter is 
evident in the music, which obsessively ransacks the space of the ensemble, searching for its form, 
ironically finding it in the process. Passing the figure – which, like the text it sets, begins with an elliptical 
silence – between different members of the ensemble, Sciarrino is able to present it from different timbral 
angles. The instrumental timbres function like the viewer’s position in Ceroli’s La scala, or the paper 
material in I poeti revealing multiplicity in apparent unity.   
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“L’Orologio di Bergson” (“Bergson’s clock”) refers to the philosopher Henri Bergson, whose 
work addressed itself, among other things, to time and duration. Sciarrino says about the piece:  
…L’Orologio di Bergson, [was] written last September (1999). Born out of the vocal and 
instrumental cycle Cantare con silenzio, it functions as an interlude; it is an implacable 
piece, hard as wrought iron. It is an etude on time in which persistence of regularity is 
used to alter the rhythms of perception. […] It speaks to us of the apparent objectivity of 
time and of its reality and total subjectivity.128 
 
Bergson is known, generally, as a philosopher of experience who emphasized the legitimacy of 
subjectivity. His work Time and Free Will, accuses Immanuel Kant of improperly mixing up time and 
space into a single phenomenon. Bergson divides our experience of duration into pure duration (which 
represents the immediate data of the senses), and geometric time (time as a succession of separate “space-
moments”).129 Pure duration “excludes all ideas of juxtaposition, reciprocal exteriority, or extension” (and 
therefore of causality).130 While in geometric temporal thinking:  
…we juxtapose our states of consciousness so as to perceive simultaneously, no longer 
one inside of the other, but one next to the other; in brief, we project time in space, we 
express duration through extension, and the succession assumes for us the form of a 
continuous line or of a chain, whose parts touch one another without penetrating. We 
signify moreover that this last image implies perception, no longer successive, but 
simultaneous, of “before” and of “after,” and that it would be contradictory to 
hypothesize a succession that at the same time was a pure succession, and that remained 
itself in a single and same instant.131 
 
Sciarrino’s flute piece opens with a brief kind of counterpoint between three materials (an 
overblown natural multiphonic, an Aeolian tone, and a double trill flourish). By measure 7, the figure is 
established. From this point, the obsessively repetitive multiphonic, and the accumulating tail of Aeolian 
tones appears to take on the character of timekeepers. The time between articulations of the multiphonic 
remains consistent for roughly 60% of the piece. But the space between is filled by cyclically extending / 
retracting repetitions of the Aeolian tone figure. Each repetition of the entire figure adds a tone to the total 
number: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Once we reach measure 16, the time-space empties, gradually:  
                                                            
128 As quoted in Michel, “Producing Incantations: Salvatore Sciarrino’s Works for Flute,” 134-5. 
129 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 86-90. 
130 The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Edward N. Zalta (ed.), Winter 2013 ed., s.v. “Henri Bergson,” 
http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2013/entries/bergson/ (Accessed 12/15/2013). Bergson argued that “pure 
duration” was the only place where true freedom existed. Sciarrino has obviously been advocating for a mixed 
conception of time as spatial (a “geometric” time) in Le Figure della Musica.   
131 Henri Bergson, as quoted in Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 86. 
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7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.132 Underneath this clock, another figure begins to emerge in measure 18. The new figure 
resets itself with a slightly different configuration: overblown multiphonic ! un-pitched breath sigh ! 
Aeolian tone, which trails off into an arch-shaped wind gesture. Here too, the tail figure gradually 
accumulates duration with each insistent repetition, in 16th-notes: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (mm. 24 -31); 8, 7, 6, 
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 (mm. 32-38) while the multiphonic ticks away in perfect time. A similar process begins again, 
but becomes stuck, briefly, once it gets to its fourth moment (mm. 46-9). Beginning in measure 55, the 
material becomes markedly less systematic, always seeming to suggest the regularity of the first three 
pages, but never achieving it. What was once a clear, objective, process has become pseudo-structured, 
subjective, counterpoint. Have we moved from “geometric time” to “pure duration,” to use Bergson’s 
language? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
132 Let us recall that the same numerical tactic is used in “La Malinconia,” the sixth of the Sei Quartetti Brevi, 
gesturally mirroring the shapes of the dal niente / al niente dynamic envelopes common to Sciarrino’s music.    
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 “Little Bang” 
We will try now to follow the history of a characteristic configuration that I have called 
little bang or big bang according to its power. 
It verifies itself above all in moments of maximal stasis. We all know what the big bang 
is: the initial explosion from which the universe was born, the moment from which began 
the expansion of the cosmos. […] 
N.B.: before the big bang there was nothing; nothingness is stasis par excellence. So I 
have chosen the concept of big bang to give a name to our musical configuration. […] 
Do you remember metrics? Arsis is an a strong accent after [which comes] a weak one     
( U  / ). Thesis is a weak accent, after which, a strong one ( /  U ): this combination of 
elements will be very useful to us. 
Imagine now a magnified and extended thesis in two groups of sound. The first group is 
more energetic, the second is light like a cloud and appears derived in the wake of the 
first. 
The initial event tends to contract: it can even be instantaneous, a single chord, and it 
returns more energy, while the trailing-event tends to distend itself, to fray itself. 
The energy concentrated on a very brief event and the majority of the energy is 
distributed upon one group of sounds; there the energy disperses. 
There are pieces that begin with a big bang.133 
 
Unlike the other figure, the title “Little bang” appears in English in LFDM. And unlike 
accumulation and multiplication, little bang is not a process, but a dramaturgical relationship between two 
sounds or sound states. Simply put, Sciarrino uses this figure to discuss our perception of both causation, 
and segmentation. The little bang marks beginnings, changes, and other marked moments in the flow of a 
composition (and from our perspective as listeners, causes them). With the exception of a haiku by the late 
17th-century writer Basho, the bulk of examples he provides are drawn from the Western Classical music 
canon. Each example demonstrates a particular aspect of what the bang can mean.  
The bang that initiates “Don,” the first movement of Boulez’s Pli selon pli (1967) has a 
“cosmological” value, according to Sciarrino. The relation between the initial chord, and the dissipating 
trail – including the sung text: Je t’apporte l’enfant d’une nuit d’Idumée – is one of arsis and thesis.134 
Originally, in Greek prosody arsis referred to the unaccented “raising” of the poetic foot; the subsequent, 
                                                            
133 Sciarrino, LFDM, 67-8. 
134 I.e.: “I bring to you the child of an Idumean night.” 
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accented, fall of the poetic foot was the thesis.135 This historical curiosity accounts for the causative 
association, rooted as it is in a physical analogy. In Latin verse, the meanings are reversed: the arsis is 
considered accented, and the thesis unaccented. The mixture of these two metrical systems, along with the 
“big bang” of cosmological theory, allows him to see the first chord of “Don” as causing the sounds that 
follow it.136  
 
 
 
Little Bang: examples 
Page number in LFDM Author / Work 
66, 68, 71 Pierre Boulez “Don” from  Pli selon pli (1967) 
69, 70 Franz Schubert String Quartet #15, op. 161 (1826) 
69. 70-1 Maurice Ravel #1 (“Asie”) form Schehérézade (1903) 
70 Basho Old Pond (haiku, 17th century) 
73 
W.A. Mozart 
Piano Concerto #20, Romanza, mm. 84-6 
(1785) 
72-3 
Richard Wagner 
Meistersingers von Nuremburg 
Ending of Act II (1868) 
72-3, 75 
G. Puccini 
La Bohème (1896) 
Beginning of Act III 
74-5 S. Sciarrino Second Sonata for piano (1983) 
 
Table 16: Examples of “Little Bang” in LFDM 
 
 
 
                                                            
135 Encyclopedia Britannica Online, s.v. “Arsis and Thesis,” http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/36376/arsis-
and-thesis (Accessed 12/26/2013).  
136 Strikingly, in the course of the discussion of “Don,” Sciarrino demonstrates an operative acknowledgment of the 
“death of the author,” saying that: “It is natural to wonder what prompted Boulez the composer to choose such a 
revealing configuration. With it he opens his most ambitious work. I have already said that a language always 
communicates, even if one does not wish to communicate. And it is curious that the music of Boulez avenges itself on 
Boulez’s theory, demonstrating the contrary of his reticent affirmations on the problem of meaning” (Sciarrino, LFDM, 
73). 
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Franz Schubert’s String Quartet #15 in G major, op. 161 (1826) exemplifies the indexical nature 
of the figure. The “violent rupture” – a fp pizzicato in the first violin and cello – which occurs in m. 164 of 
the second movement, abruptly breaks the dissipating move towards stasis. The chords bouncing 
underneath the material at measure 164 result from the pizzicato’s effect on the tremoli that precede it, as if 
suddenly the tremoli were slowed down or perhaps seen under a temporal magnifying glass. Sciarrino 
hypothesizes that Schubert invents a means of suddenly reintroducing the principal thematic material by 
means of a sudden atmospheric jump (a strategy that is endemic in Sciarrino’s work, as we will see).137  
Example 23: “Little bang” in Schubert SQ #15, II (m. 164) 
 
An example from “Asie,” the first movement of Schehérézade (1903), demonstrates the 
connective function of the little bang. Two lines, one ascending in the soprano, the other descending in the 
oboe, meet and set off a subdued conflagration of orchestral sound (see example 24). Sciarrino describes 
the moment beautifully, as a “sudden glimmer of dancing sounds that slip down along the shivering of the 
violins, and are absorbed on the background of a downy chord.”138 The moment constitutes a kind of 
perceptual ambiguity of its own: the little bang that marks and divides the juncture of two spaces, also 
serves to connect them.  
Inversely to the “cosmological” bang of “Don,” and the connective bang of “Asie,” the sudden 
“crack” of a loud orchestral chord at the end of the second act of Die Meistersingers von Nuremburg (1868) 
seals off the act, and gives it definitive closure (see example 25).139 Similarly to the Schubert and Ravel 
examples, its effectiveness depends on a strategy of surprise. Sciarrino maintains that in each case the 
arrival of the bang is prepared by relative silence, stasis, or immobility. In this sense the little bang intrudes 
upon – effectively violates – the law of good continuation.  
                                                            
137 Ibid., 69-70. 
138 Ibid., 70. 
139 Ibid., 73. 
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Example 24: Ravel, opening of “Asie,” from Shéhérazade. 
Preparation of little bang in m. 5 
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Example 24 (cont.): arsis + thesis 
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Example 25: Wagner, Die Meistersingers von Nüremburg, closure bang. 
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Example 26: Puccini, La Bohème, Act III “Curtain chords” 
Framing bangs 
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Act III of Puccini’s La Bohème features what we can call framing bangs (see example 26, above). 
The “curtain chords” (accordi sipario), which Sciarrino likens to the generating chord from the beginning 
of “Don,” and to the “crack” that ends the second act of Die Meistersingers, lift the act from the temporal 
flow of the opera and of the listeners in the theater, placing it on a kind of attentional pedestal.140 Are there 
echoes of an Alberto Burri-esque spatial thinking in this way of talking about what Puccini has done here?  
 The “Romanza” of Mozart’s Piano Concerto #20 in d minor, K. 466 (1785) appears as another 
example of a cosmological / generative function of the little bang. In this sense it is similar to “Don,” even 
though it occurs not at the beginning of the work, but in the middle. The struck chord in the strings at 
measure 85 release a torrent of notes from the piano (complimented in the winds). Unlike “Don,” the thesis 
material is not a dissipation, but a flood of notes. These are two very different effects. The thesis of the 
cosmological little bang of “Don” is like the smoke from a starter pistol, that of the cosmological little bang 
of the Mozart Piano Concerto, like the horses it sends racing down the track.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 27: Generative little bang from the “Romanza” of Mozart’s Piano Concerto #20, K.466 
 
 
 
                                                            
140 Sciarrino, LFDM, 75. 
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By the time one arrives at the final example, the opening of Sciarrino’s own Second Sonata for 
piano, it is clear that in one way or another, each of the examples that precede it isolate one function of the 
little bang that is present in the Second Sonata. There are cosmological / generative bangs (see example 
28), segmenting bangs that articulate (contain / frame), draw, and release the sounds around them (see 
example 29), and cadential bangs that close off a line or section (see the final page of the sonata, beginning 
of staff 1, and end of staff 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 28: Generative little bangs at the beginning of Sciarrino’s Second Sonata 
 
© 1983 by BMG RICORDI S.p.A., Rome. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher.  
 
 The struck chords, along with the grumi (smudges / clumps), in the bass form the material of the 
sonic trail, left to settle in the silence by virtue of the sympathetic vibrations they excite.141 These chords 
are the cousins of the big bang that began “Don.” In the body of the work, the same chords from the 
beginning are surround by gushing jets of chords. Each chord of the left hand, paired with its closest 
partner in the right, forms a diatonic collection – almost Lydian – that is however immediately left behind 
in a process of chordal planing. We hear instead, gossamer webs of “harmony” that are neither dissonant, 
nor consonant. The effect of the planing, just as it was in the music of Debussy, was to obliterate the 
possibility of tonal function or centricity (the grammatical / syntactic aspect of harmony), and to make us 
read harmony as color. The bang chords in this central section serve to segment, mark, and punctuate, the 
flow of the gushing chords. The gushes draw forward into the chord that both cuts them off, and gives rise 
to the next jet. Sciarrino makes a direct comparison between the little bangs of the central part of the piece, 
and Mozart’s string chords in example 27 above. 
                                                            
141 It is in the silences of the opening section, and those that follow (mostly toward the end) – filled with the decaying 
resonances of the little bang gestures, that one can hear, as Sciarrino says in the last paragraph of the chapter: “The 
composition is immersed in resonances; it obtains an inconfoundable timbre and artificial atmosphere. With the 
exception of that one central, moving, moment of true silence, the Sonata II floats in the echoing void, to which the 
music of the present makes continual reference” (Ibid., 75).   
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Example 29: From the central section of the Second Sonata for piano 
 
© 1983 by BMG RICORDI S.p.A., Rome. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
Genetic Transformation 
 Like his adoptions of biological, geometric, and cosmological language (morphogenesis, fractal 
self-similarity, the big bang), Sciarrino’s use of the expression “genetic transformation” serves poetically to 
articulate a physiognomic and dramaturgical understanding of musical form as behavior / process. In this 
sense, the chapter serves as a formal presentation of the need for connectivity that Sciarrino, in the 
interview with Pinzauti, had criticized composers of integral serialism and indeterminacy for abandoning. 
Accumulation regards the compression of time, the effect of material density on our perception of time. 
Multiplication set the stage for genetic transformation by articulating something about the relation between 
texture and gestural identity through multiplicity, repetition, and modularity: multiplicity of voices (the 
multiplicity of a fugue), and multiplicity of perspective (the “textured” object, the [sonic] object viewable 
from multiple “angles”). Genetic transformation is the complement of both accumulation and 
multiplication. Time and space – the planes / canvases / screens on which they unfold – are marked by the 
play of similarity and difference.  
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In another way, we can say that multiplication addresses itself to similarity, and genetic 
transformation, to difference and change.142 To speak of trans-formation and meta-morphosis (across / 
through-forming, and higher-order-forming), is to speak of connection, linearity, and narrativity. In 
distinction from the local dramaturgy (the “micro-dramaturgy”) of the little bang – however significant, 
and contained in the particular moment – genetic transformation concerns itself with the connection of 
micro and macro. The modularity of multiplication is made cognizable through narrative change and 
connection. Sciarrino defines this modularity both from top-down and bottom-up: From above, modularity 
makes it possible to break the whole down into regular elements. From below, modularity accounts for the 
repetitiveness that marks human language and consciousness.143 Taking the position of the reader, he 
remarks that our need to connect – to be conscious – drives us to impute narrative design even to sequences 
of incomprehensible signs as if they alluded to a story.144 
The examples Sciarrino produces for this chapter, characteristically, cross time periods and genres. 
The choice to begin with Stockhausen’s Kontra-punkte (1953), however, seems counter-intuitive. This is 
not only because it is a work of integral serialism, but also because – in a chapter that discusses narrative 
modularity – Kontra-punkte offers a flux of transformation so constant and thorough that it subverts its own 
modularity, negating the perception of repetition and thus, narrative itself. Sciarrino notes this sense of 
instability, but goes on to propose two forms of transformative narrativity that are possible, with broad 
implications for his relation to poststructural thought.  
He reads the work as a gradual absorption of the instruments of the ensemble into the 
monochromatic sound of the piano, a “timbral decrescendo” – accumulation in reverse – by means of a 
process of subtraction that he likens to the gradual departure of performers in Haydn’s “Farewell” 
Symphony.145 As we commented upon in the first chapter in our discussion of the Fourth Sonata for piano, 
Sciarrino proposes the “principle of alternation” as an alternative narrative reading strategy of the work. By 
this he means the quasi-sinusoidal contraction and rarefaction of harmonic-rhythmic density that is 
                                                            
142 Again, to be quite precise, “difference” in the ordinary sense, not the différance of Derrida. If it has not yet become 
clear, Derridean différance is present in the fact of language that Sciarrino’s work realizes in the very act of playing 
with the language of others. Each elaboration, each simulacral form, multiplies the meanings – extends further the 
signifiance – found in the precursor.  
143 Sciarrino, LFDM, 85. 
144 Ibid., 85. 
145 Ibid., 79. 
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somewhat more immediately noticeable, which he calls the “breath of the material.”146 In reading the work 
this way, he deploys a strategy that Robert Hatten called “leakage,” by disregarding the structural values 
germane to the work, and focusing on its phonematic devices (elements equivalent to meaningful tone of 
voice, which signifies by means of conventions other than the grammatical). His readings, as he 
acknowledges, stray outside of both serialist praxis, and the intentions of the composer. He then offers a 
strategy for reading that is pure Barthes. Calling the pointillistic splashes of sound – organized into zones 
of rarefaction – constellations, he offers this observation: 
Now, if we give consciousness to that which we perceive, a curious phenomenon 
intervenes. 
 
The ear collects the highest pitches together, and the lowest pitches, meanwhile leaving 
those of the central zone as background. From the configurations which are actually 
written and performed, our ear excludes some lines, and draws others; [creating its own] 
fantastical counterpoint. 
 
[…] 
 
Few pieces offer to the listener such richness, the possibility of being read in many 
different ways like a star-studded sky. Richness of relations; the example of complexity 
itself.147 
 
 
This is an affirmation of polysemy, and of reading as Barthesian “production” and “drift.” Listeners are 
active participants in the work not merely because they are guided by musical competence, but because 
they can make conscious, perceptually grounded, contemplative, choices in how they listen.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
146 Ibid., 80. 
147 Ibid., 80-1. 
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Genetic transformation: Examples Examples (cont.) 
Page number 
in LFDM Author / Work Page number in LFDM Author / Work 
77-81 
K. Stockhausen 
Kontra-punkte 
(1953) 
mm. 148-98 
89, 90 
Anonymous tribal rug 
Persia, Qashqa’i, mid 
19th century 
82-4 
L. Van Beethoven 
String Quartet #14, 
op. 131 (1826) 
IV, theme and first 
two variations 
91-2 
Anonymous tribal rug 
Persia, Kamseh 
confederacy, late 19th 
century 
85-6 
Francis Bacon 
Three studies of the 
human head (1953) 
92-3 
Gérard Grisey 
Prologue (1976) 
Three non-consecutive 
pages 
85, 87 Alberto Burri Lettere (1969) 94-5 
Steve Reich 
Come Out (1966) 
[85], 88 
Sol LeWitt 
Variations on 
incomplete open 
cubes (1974) 
 
  
Table 17: Examples of “genetic transformation” in LFDM 
 
If the prototypical form of multiplication is the fugue, the prototype of genetic transformation is 
the theme and variations cycle. Beethoven’s cycles, unlike those of many of the composers before him, 
tended to move in unified trajectories. Sciarrino’s reading of Beethoven’s String Quartet, op. 131, directly 
addresses not only the teleological narrative of Beethoven’s variation movement forms, but their 
dramaturgical nature. Were his object merely to demonstrate their narrative directionality, he could have 
chosen any number of examples (Piano Sonata #23 “Appassionata,” op. 57, II; Piano Sonata #30, op. 109, 
III, etc.). Sciarrino takes recourse to the variation cycle in op. 131 because he is interested in the 
dramaturgical nature of the different variations.  
 Similarly, his readings of works by Francis Bacon, Alberto Burri, and Sol LeWitt, highlight their 
temporality, which Sciarrino likens both to cinematography and literary writing. Bacon’s Three Studies of 
the Human Head (1953), one of a series of triptychs that the painter created throughout his career, depicts 
(on the surface) the head of a man in the process of collapsing in grief. Sciarrino tells us that the final panel 
came first, and that the others were created in response, as anterior moments. Burri’s Lettere (1969) is a 
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work-group that consists in panels of abstract images that ironically suggest film stills (and thus, narrative). 
Unlike the Bacon, but very much like the “leaked” readings of Stockhausen’s Kontra-punkte, any possible 
narrative will be the product of the observer, not the creator. What Burri and Stockhausen have done, is to 
arrange their works in such a way that certain subtle, marginal aspects of presentation suggest to the 
observer that some form of narrative is to be inferred from the work, even if it is a phantom. LeWitt’s 
Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes (1974), on the other hand, is an “indexed form” (forme a elenco).148 
In the work, LeWitt visually lists off a series of arrangements of lines that compose the structure of a cube, 
beginning with a minimal three lines, he proceeds to figures composed with arrangements of ten and eleven 
lines. There are at least two levels of narrative forming in the work: the “global level” narrative of 
increasing linear definition (the gradual, directed process of increase in the number of lines used to draw 
the image), and the local decisions regarding which precise arrangements to include in a given section 
(which is neither comprehensive, nor ordered). Writing, one must assume, of the experience of viewing the 
work as if it was a series of film stills, Sciarrino explains indexed forms, like LeWitt’s cubes, as “catalogs 
of figural or scriptive combinations, alphabetic writings – known or unknown – with the ironic intention of 
obscuring the narrative.”149   
 The composer’s description of transformative variation in two Persian tribal rugs is essentially an 
alternative definition of Bloom’s misprision, which substitutes something closer to Barthesian play for the 
former’s anxiety: 
Today manufacturers reproduce these models with sterile exactness. But in the past, the 
women, in contact with older rugs and traditional motifs, did not copy them precisely. 
They introduced variations, infidelities, both small and large; they wandered, improvised. 
And they presumed that the more often a model was copied, the more one deformed it. It 
is precisely this character of simultaneous conservation and renovation, tradition and 
elaboration that opened up such a refined language by which creativity is set free.150  
 
With this example, Sciarrino is no longer speaking simply of intratextual transformation, but is 
now returning to the idea of intertextually motivated creative acts. He uses the rugs as a platform to identify 
two types of misprision: stylization and substitution. Perhaps “stylization” can be compared to Bloom-
                                                            
148 Ibid., 88. 
149 It would be instructive to read this aspect of Conceptualist art – clearly an analog to integral serialist music, at least 
implicitly in the way that Sciarrino represents it – through Bloom-Korsyn’s revisionary ratio, clinamen (i.e., conflict in 
levels, a disparity between surface meaning and intention).    
150 Ibid., 89. 
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Korsyn’s “Kenosis” (emptying out / metonymy, a reductive trope that isolates, undoes, and simplifies), and 
Sciarrino’s “Substitution,” to “Askesis” (self-curtailment / separation from the predecessor, replacement of 
the original gesture with one that is “selectively similar”). The similarities are necessarily imperfect; 
Sciarrino does not induce Freudian psychic defenses from the practices of his conjectural rug-makers. He 
reads instead, in the stylized flowers of the carpets, something very much in the structuralist tradition of 
Lévi-Strauss: “elements of radiated structure [that] are primary symbols, and thus polyvalent, 
interchangeable in all cultures, such as the flower, the cross, and the star.”151 One important difference is 
that neither here, nor anywhere else in LFDM, does the composer attempt to identify a center for his 
polyvalent symbolic structures; the center is always anterior.    
 
Windowed Forms        
 Much of the explanatory groundwork for this figure has already been laid out in the section that 
discussed Sciarrino’s concept of spatiality. In the final two chapters of LFDM, Sciarrino discusses musical 
spatiality through horizontal / temporal, as well as vertical / dimensional language. The horizontal / 
temporal aspect of Sciarrino’s windowed forms implicates modern temporality, which is above all 
discontinuous (discontinuous, relative, variable), according to the composer152. The vertical / spatial aspect 
of the figure refers to its discursive multiplicity. Analogically speaking, the vertical / spatial aspect is 
similar to what Bakhtin-Kristeva called the “object-oriented” word, the discourse of characters internal to 
the text153. The discursive nature of windowed forms echoes the textured multiplicity of multiplication, as 
well as the otherness and heterogeneity of accumulation (demonstrating that it is in fact difficult to discuss 
one figure without treading on the feet of another). Sciarrino speaks of windows both as particular moments 
in a composition (marked often by little bangs), and as “form” in the sense of a physiological sense of 
multidimensionality. 
 He uses a number of analogies to help conceptualize the figure, including photographs, television 
viewing, paintings, split-screen video games, and computer Graphic User Interfaces (where the figure gets 
its name, windows). The examples he offers over the course of the two chapters covers, perhaps, the most 
                                                            
151 Ibid., 89. 
152 Ibid., 97. 
153 Julia Kristeva, “Word, Dialogue, Novel,” in Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art (New 
York: Columbia UP, 1986), 72-3. 
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distantly separated points in time and culture, in a characteristically humorous way. Next to the notion of 
“warp speed” from George Lucas’ Star Wars, Sciarrino places Max Ernst’s surrealist masterpiece The 
Garden of France (1962). Lucas’ film demonstrates what is basic to the horizontal dimension of the figure, 
the relativity and variability of time (and the spatio-temporal rupture / jump); Ernst’s painting demonstrates 
what is basic to its vertical dimension, its polydimensionality, in Sciarrino’s lingo.154 He offers a “history of 
photography” by reading the snapshot (instantanea) backward onto precursor paintings: Degas’ Place de la 
Concorde (1875), Caravaggio’s Boy Bitten by a Lizard (1594) and Our Lady of Mercy (1606-7), 
Canaletto’s Piazza San Marco, Jean-Etienne Liotard’s The Breakfast (1753-6) and View of Geneva from the 
Studio of the Artist (1765-70), and two selections from Katsushika Hokusai’s 100 Views of Fuji (1834-47). 
The composer calls Caravaggio’s Boy Bitten by a Lizard, the “first snapshot in history.”155 
 In each case the photographic snapshot – the instantanea, the instant / moment – forms the basis 
of a natural, unstudied, sense of frozen discontinuity. Sciarrino meditates on the accidental, the contingent, 
and the surprise. This aspect of the snapshot is what marks it as windowed, and what – when taken into 
music – prevents the sense of narrativity from becoming predictable, banal, systematic, or manufactured. 
And it is through the rupture, as through Lucio Fontana’s cuts and Alberto Burri’s burns, that we are able to 
grasp the sense of the work’s polydimensionality. The contiguity is suggested, in practical terms, by the use 
of asymmetry, fragmentation (cutting away, cutting off, cutting out of), and the perspectival leap over the 
middle ground (which as we’ve said, Sciarrino translates musically into abrupt leaps of dynamic). 
 The first musical example is reserved for the opening of the fourth movement of Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony, specifically the prologue, where Beethoven, as Sciarrino says, opens windows into the 
spaces of the preceding movements. This reading is not in conflict with Sciarrino’s earlier representation of 
the birth of the joy theme from the depth of the basses, as he shows by quoting Schindler’s account of 
Beethoven’s private “program” for the opening. Sciarrino applies a psychological reading to the work, 
finding inside of it the presence of the author and identifying him as what Kristeva would call the “subject 
                                                            
154 The painting also shows what Kristeva refers to as polyphony – the presence of the Other – in that most of the 
material of the work is a kind of quotation. Sciarrino notes this too, commenting that the woman in the background (the 
“Eve” of the garden of France, coiled up in the serpent) is “painted with the impeccable technique of another era” in 
such a way as to open a “stylistic chasm” against the fantastical geography of the foreground (Sciarrino, LFDM, 98).  
155 Ibid., 103. 
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of enunciation.”156 Sciarrino then compares his own work Cadenzario (1991) – an orchestral “anthology” 
of Cadenzas from / for various concerti by Mozart – to the sense of discontinuous temporality that gave 
shape to the opening of the Ninth Symphony.  
Sciarrino cuts out the cadenzas from their concerti, along with their orchestral frames, as he says, 
to create a hyperreal space where the listener is pulled through wormholes from concerto to concerto, 
between unrelated movements. This wormhole technique bears a close resemblance to the fantastic space 
that he created, albeit only intratextually, in the Third Sonata. The apparent complexity of the surface 
articulation (its syntagmatic axis) concealed a physiognomic unity (the “cloud” from which each of the 
surface gestures was drawn). While at the same time, there is also a similarity between the morphology of 
Cadenzario, and the anamorphic, simulacrum of Gesualdo’s madrigal “Moro Lasso,” that Sciarrino created 
with in Le Voci Sotto Vetro. 
Recall that Sciarrino’s linear fragmentation and revoicing of the Gesualdo madrigal created a 
spatially exploded distortion of the work’s physiognomy. This is what the composer attempts to achieve in 
Cadenzario, a purposeful misunderstanding of the opening section of the last movement of Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony, perhaps even more so than of any of the Mozart concerti whose material it disassembles. 
In any case, Sciarrino makes it clear in writing here what he makes abundantly clear in his music: the 
principle of fragmentation is both a strategy of discontinuity and of continuity. In the case of works like the 
Third Sonata and Cadenzario the narrative thread, as Sciarrino explained with deference to Stockhausen’s 
Kontra-Punkte, is located in the perception of the listener herself.157      
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
156 Ibid., 109-10. Sciarrino doesn’t use Kristeva’s term directly, but what he means is the same thing. It refers to the 
narrative “I.” One of the purposes of her essay “Word, Dialogue, Novel” was to demonstrate the polyphony of the text, 
which she wraps up into the notion of dialogism (Kristeva, “Word, Dialogue, Novel,” 87).  
157 Sciarrino discusses two other original works in the fifth chapter, Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi?, which 
we’ve already mentioned, and Efebo con radio, which will occupy much of our time in the fourth chapter of this 
dissertation; we will pass over them here. 
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Windowed forms: selected examples 
Page # in LFDM Author / Work Page # in LFDM Author / Work 
96 
Skidmore, Owings & Merril 
National Commercial Bank, 
Jeddah (1984) 
125 
Eugenio Montale 
Untitled poem, from Le occasioni II, 
Mottetti 
98 George Lucas Still from Star Wars (1977) 126 
Gustave Caillebotte 
Boulevard seen from above (1880) 
98 Max Ernst The Garden of France (1962) 126 
André Kertész 
Avenue de l’Opera (1929) 
100 Edgar Degas Place de la Concorde (1875) 127 
Emily Dickinson 
“As if the sea should part…” (~1863) 
100 
Michelangelo Merisi 
(Caravaggio) 
Boy bitten by a lizard (1594) 
130 
Windsor McKay 
from Dreams of the Rarebit fiend 
(1905) 
106 
Hokusai 
The Fuji, with legs apart (1834-
47) 
130 
Carl Theodor Dreyer 
The strange adventure of David Grey 
(Vampyr) (1932) 
 
108-9 
115-16 
145-6 
L. van Beethoven 
Symphony #9, IV, beginning 
(1825) 
Symphony #8, IV (1812) 
Leonora Overture #3, opening 
(1806) 
132-3 
Francesco Borromini  
Dome of Saint Ivo at La Sapienza 
(1662) 
 
111-12 
116 
118-20 
S. Sciarrino 
Cadenzario (1991) 
Come vengono prodotti gli 
incantessimi? (1985) 
Efebo con radio (1981) 
137 
Lucio Fontana 
Concetto Spaziale – Attese (1963) 
Concetto Spaziale (1952) 
113-15 
Gustav Mahler 
Symphony #1 (1888) 
I (end) 
138-40 
Alberto Burri 
Sacco (1953) 
Rosso Pastica Ms (1961) 
Grande Bianco Plastica (1962) 
Grande Plastica (1963) 
 
117 
122 
146 
Karlheinz Stockhausen 
Hymnen (1967) 
Kontakte (1960) 
Momente (1965) 
142-3 
Anonymous 
Tribal carpet; Persia, Luri (Late 19th-
century) 
Tribal carpet; Persia, Kamseh 
confederacy  
(Late 19th-century) 
118 
John Cage 
Unnamed works that use radios 
Mid 20th century 
146-8 Helmut Lachenmann Salut für Caudwell (1977) 
 
Table 18: Examples (select) of windowed forms in LFDM 
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 The power of the artist to frame moments, thoughts, and perspectives, is a persistent theme of both 
chapters dedicated to windowed forms. Gustave Caillebotte’s painting, Boulevard Seen from Above (1880), 
André Kertész’s 1929 photograph Avenue de l’Opéra, Winsor McKay’s comic book Dreams of the Rarebit 
Fiend (1905), and Carl Theodor Dreyer’s film The Strange Adventure of David Grey (Vampyr) of 1932, all 
allow Sciarrino to approach this topic – the topic of perspectival framing – across genre and temporal 
divides. Francesco Borromini’s rotunda at the Cathedral of St. Ivo at La Sapienza (1662) provides an 
example of windowing as the articulation of layered planes. The example is instructive for those that might 
consider it pedantic to consider the sonic objects of Sciarrino’s music, or the anamorphic “virtualization” of 
predecessor works implied by his elaborations, as articulating a meaningful (or “real”) sense of spatiality. 
The use of imaginary sightlines, multiple-point linear perspective, juxtaposed planes, and other geometrical 
conceptions, is a well-established element of the visual and architectural arts. In the visual arts, it is obvious 
that they are considered illusory, which is to say, they are useful poietically (in the planning and execution 
of a work), and esthesically (for perceiving / reading a work), but they are not understood to be actual in 
the work. The same is true of Sciarrino’s windowed forms, and the spatiality that they are intended to 
convey.  
The work of Lucio Fontana and Alberto Burri (discussed more fully below), perfectly exemplifies 
this sense of spatiality through the use of cuts, holes, burns, and tears in layered materials. The space 
around the work is as much molded, shaped (and our perception directed around it), as the material itself. 
He compares Burri’s Sacco (1953, see ex. 41 below, p. 238) to the layered seas in Dickinson’s poem, 
saying that: 
The “beyond” appears through irregular or geometric windows. In the first of our 
examples, at a quick glance, certain craters would appear reclosed or never opened: the 
black crater in the black sack above, or the plain sacks that sprout beneath the plain sack. 
There are a few craters that enliven the image, looking upon parallel dimensions. Take, 
for example, the black hole in the brown sack. It is immediately associated with the upper 
part; between them we imagine a subterranean continuation of the black surface. […] 
With the plastici, here we encounter a polyphony of surfaces and of forms, designated 
through holes, by means of subtraction.158 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
158 Ibid., 137. 
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Like the other figure, windowed forms are complex and multiply inflected phenomena: Entire 
paintings, books, musical works, etc. are windows; moments of abrupt change within a single work mark 
windows; the presence of multiple intertwined narrative chains – implied by the sonic objects that dominate 
each “layer” of the work (Sciarrino’s polyphony / polydimensionality, Bakhtin-Kristeva’s object-oriented 
word), and the poietic act of framing – all of these subjects are implicated in Sciarrino’s notion of 
windowed forms. Most of the accounts in English writings on Sciarrino to date fail to address both the 
clearly intertextual nature of the figures, and the fullness of their meaning. This failure is unfortunate 
because it has obscured their usefulness, not only in understanding the composer’s own music, but in 
understanding what his thought can contribute to larger conversations unfolding in the fields of music 
composition, theory and criticism.   
 
3.5 Approach to Materials  
 
 “What is the Sciarrino Sound?” This was the question that Gerard Pesson put to the composer in 
1992, the year the now defunct French music journal Entretemps published an issue focused on the 
composer’s work.159 The question is apt since his sound is unmistakable, even while it is not very well or 
broadly understood. Many of the writings about Sciarrino’s work that are available in English focus on 
characteristics that are, although sometimes well expressed, peripheral, or else presented in necessarily 
provisional ways. Often writers focus on the role of silence, the use of extended instrumental techniques, 
aspects of “chance,” the (supposedly) non-developmental nature of his music, and so on.160 In this section, I 
will attempt to fill in some of the missing information about more concrete compositional practices, with a 
focus on types of material, and strategies for their use.  
 
 
 
 
                                                            
159 Gerard Pesson, “Héraclite, Démocrite et la Méduse,” Entretemps, no. 9 (1990), 144. 
160 Examples include Gavin Thomas’s “The Poetics of Extremity” (The Musical Times, 1993), Nicholas Hodges’s “A 
Volcano Viewed from Afar” (Tempo, 1995), David Metzer’s “Modern Silence” (Journal of Musicology, 2006), and 
Brendan McConville’s Reconnoitering the Sonic Spectrum of Salvatore Sciarrino in ‘All’aure in una lontananza” 
(Tempo, 2011). These articles all contribute well and significantly to our understanding of Sciarrino’s music, but 
whether from lack of access or choice of focus, each of them miss some of the more fundamental aspects of the 
composer’s work. 
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Timbering the Pitch 
 
 The role of “extended instrumental techniques” in Sciarrino’s work has been noted in virtually 
every publication that discusses the composer’s work. Both Carratelli and Angius do a better job of 
integrating them into the Sciarrino’s overall aesthetic than do any of the writers in English (though they are 
not without merits). It is well established now, for example, that these techniques are not “special effects” – 
as they sometimes seemed to have been for much of the avant-garde and experimental music of the 1960s 
and 1970s (especially in America) – but are rather the material basis for his language. Yet, even to call 
them “extended instrumental vocabularies,” fails to confront the broader compositional goals that they 
serve, which are seated in the context of his view of history.  
Sciarrino has spoken of “resetting to zero” the horizon of music: expressing a necessary 
recalibration of the relationship between material and organization in light of what he views as the 
wreckage of the sterilized structuralist compulsion to identify, and rationalize musical structure and 
experience.161 This recalibration involves both a turn towards the cognitive / sensorial work that is the basis 
of our perception of musical ideas, and (an intimately-connected) deconstruction of our concepts of what 
constitutes musical sound and its behavior. Carlo Carratelli’s dissertation examines the relation between the 
esthesic “level” (i.e., structuring viewed as the result of the listener’s experience of the music), and the 
poietic level (i.e., structuring viewed as the result of actions taken by the composer), arguing that 
Sciarrino’s aesthetic can best be understood as an integration of the esthesic into the poietic. Additionally 
though, what Thomas identified as the “poetics of extremity” – Sciarrino’s use of “extreme” timbres, 
dynamics, registers, speeds, and (paradoxically) stillness – also figures into this recalibration / reintegration 
of listening. By estranging or “timbering” the pitch through these extreme means, Sciarrino challenges the 
hegemony of harmony by making it an impossible object of analysis. Timbering the pitch arises out his 
refusal to “compose with chords”: 
…[T]here is something that everyone studies in music school: chords, harmony, etc. I 
never used chords, because I don’t need them. If you use chords, you come back to 
another mentality, another space. I want an open space in my music, and not the closed 
space, and the speed of harmony. I don’t want that.162 
 
                                                            
161 Sciarrino, LFDM, 128. 
162 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 453-454. 
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 Instead of chords / harmonies, Sciarrino composes with signs. Sometimes the signifiers point 
externally to an “extra-musical” concept (as is the case with his topic-like doppi, “doubles”), at other times, 
the signification is bound up in the ways in which Sciarrino transforms another work (more or less overtly). 
In the former, the signs are never merely referential, as if they were attempting to establish a positive, fixed 
relation to objects that they literally mean. Sciarrino’s doubles are not mere translations, or metonyms 
standing-in for their objects, but instead they draw them in to an intertextual discourse that – though they 
are arranged carefully and purposefully in a context – cannot be conceptually closed-off. In the latter, 
notions of genre, technique, and form / content are invoked, but without implying that the way such 
encounters “redistribute language” has only quantitative, grammatical, or syntactic significance. The choice 
to de-center structure (as grammar), has the effect of re-energizing a sense of music’s “about-ness” without 
resorting to a crude or simplistic madrigalism.163        
 
Registral Extremes, Auditory Inertia, and Extended Instrumental Vocabularies 
  
Although Sciarrino chooses his materials for expressive purposes, and not merely in order to 
“negate pitch” or to frustrate music theorists, one can nevertheless find three technical strategies that 
recalibrate our perception so that we hear sounds and gestures rather than themes made of harmonies in a 
traditional sense: registral extremes, “auditory inertia,” and extended instrumental vocabularies. This 
“poetic of extremity” as Gavin Thomas called it, rather than being an end in itself, is a crucial part of 
Sciarrino’s aim of resetting-to-zero our way of listening. It enables him to create the different mentality, 
space and sense of (structural) openness that he spoke of above.  
 Registral extremities occur, of course, predominantly in the instruments that are capable of 
achieving them. This means principally in stringed instruments, but it is also the case in the winds 
(especially the flute), the piano, and other percussion instruments. Sciarrino’s vocal writing does not 
generally reach the extremes of register found in the instrumental works, though they are marked with 
extreme changes in register that serve to decenter our hearing of pitch. Brass instruments are also mostly 
excluded from the treatment.  
                                                            
163 The notable exceptions are the intentional madrigalisms of Sciarrino’s 12 Madrigali.  
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His registral handling of the string quartet in the Sei Quartetti Brevi, to take one example, 
resembles that of György Ligeti in his Second String Quartet. Often, the viola and cello are written only 
very slightly lower in tessitura than the violins. The use of light finger pressure produces, rather than 
natural harmonics, a number of  “unnatural” ones that direct our attention to the increased noise-content of 
the sound. The composer spoke at length about his treatment of registral extremes in our interview. I quote 
him at length here:  
If you changed the strings …It’s not what I want, because I start from this kind of sound, 
very very disharmonic sounds…complex sounds. Because at this point, with this string, 
you have an aura of the string. That is the first thing that I want to have. And I must say it 
is difficult…that, when you start to understand what we can obtain, the problem is that 
notation speaks about harmonics but it is not real you must press the finger with a lot of 
pressure to obtain this kind of sound you have a different technique. It’s very gradual. 
And it is also a reflection on instrumental disharmonicity. It is one of the problems when 
you want to imitate – with electronics – instrumental sounds; you cannot imitate 
disharmonicity. It is a complex but interesting matter. 
 
[Let us say] you open a piano, and you have in the lower register very thick strings. And 
then you start getting a higher register with two strings, then you have a very long 
register – depending on the model – from Bb [below middle c] sometimes from C, D# - 
and then you come to the last register –higher – always with the same length of string, but 
with very long triple strings, and then you come to very short, triple string. What happens 
is the tension of string and elasticity of the string is very different from the longer and the 
short. The harmonics of the strings are always getting more out of tune. […] And so what 
is fantastic in the sound of the normal traditional instruments is this big dishamonicity. 
 
Well [let us take] a very simple instrument, the Diapason [tuning fork]. When you strike  
a diapason, you hear 3 sounds normally – like a bell – and then you can hear the 
fundamental, which is A. Often these instruments are so thick that you can hear 
disharmonicities. When you strike them, you don’t hear A, you hear F…then A. That is 
disharmonicity. And the violin it is more important because you start with first string for 
example and you come…well, the elasticity and tension of the strings is always greater 
the higher up on the string that you go. To obtain the very high harmonics you must not 
be very soft, but you must press, because it is a different technique if you do not you 
cannot have anything audible. And so you come, very slowly to a different technique.  
 
But it is true that this disharmonicity is the true law of real sounds and not the Fourier 
series and the normal harmonics. It doesn’t exist for any instrument: for diapason, violin, 
piano – for normal instruments. Well I was conscious of this kind of thing always. But it 
is very difficult to speak about this matter because nobody understands. Nobody wants to 
understand. Once I was trying to speak to Boulez about that when he was preparing a 
piece of mine. And I asked him, may we speak for 15 minutes about this matter? He was 
listening to me but he was totally indifferent, he doesn’t want to understand anything of 
it. I think that in English it is called disharmonicity [inharmonicity]. The harmonics are 
not correct as we think they must be. But really if they are all different what is true? The 
story does not correspond ever to the instruments?164 
 
                                                            
164 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, pp. 450-451. 
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 What is crucial to understand is that the use of extreme registers has nothing to do with virtuosity 
for its own sake. It is not wrong to think of the 6 Capricci per violino solo as a blatant, and ironic reference 
to the tradition of virtuosic instrumental vehicles. But here, Sciarrino makes clear that the choice of 
registral dispositions arises firstly out of the physical body of the instrument – the way the sound of the 
voice changes in relation to the physical properties of the instrument itself. Secondly, his aim is to excite 
“disharmonicities” (inharmonicities). For his friend Gerard Grisey, inharmonicities – like the ones so 
decisive for the first section of Partiels – led to a compositional solution only after the initial spectrum was 
derived, as Sciarrino says, by “analysis in the laboratory.”165 After a more intuitive fashion, Sciarrino also 
wishes to compose the real, out of the real – to work with the physical reality of sound. In this respect, the 
tight symbiosis between his compositional “naturalism,” and his technique, is evident.  
Thus, he engages with the impurities that inevitably arise out of the body (of both the player and 
the instrument) in direct and tactile relation one with another. It is the physiognomic aspect of production 
that undergirds the compositional act. Perhaps Boulez’s hostility towards the idea (as Sciarrino presents it) 
stems from a discomfort before the “phonematic devices” that Julia Kristeva spoke of, which convey 
meaning, but in addition to (or even unconnected to) the symbolic system that organizes their syntax.166 
The use of registral extremes is not only a way of creating a distinct type of musical space, but it is also a 
way of transforming pitches into timbres, sound. 
                                                            
165 Sciarrino, LFDM, 47. 
166 Graham Allen, Intertextuality (London: Routledge, 2000), 51. For a fuller explanation of phonematic devices, see 
Appendix A, pp. 431, and 441.  
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Example 30: Extremely high registers in the 3rd of the Sei Quartetti Brevi 
 
© 1991 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
“Auditory Inertia” is a term Sciarrino uses to refer to musical gestures composed of material so 
rhythmically condensed that one cannot separate the individual components from one another. The effect is 
rooted in a psychoacoustic phenomenon that we have known about since at least the 1950s. Stockhausen 
noted in his famous article “…how time passes…” (1959) that time and pitch belong to the same 
continuum of perception.167 All that is needed to turn rhythm into pitch is for a regularly recurring 
phenomenon to ascend to a frequency above roughly 20 Hz. In the case of Sciarrino’s gestures, the rhythms 
of the lines don’t quite make it to the level of real fusion, but the effect that is achieved pushes the listener’s 
focus out from the level of individual pitches to the larger shapes created by the gesture.  
                                                            
167 Karlheinz Stockhausen, “How Time Passes,” Die Reihe (1957): 10.  
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Carratelli identifies it as a means of evading the atomistic view of time characteristic, as he says, 
of structuralism.168 He also links it to Sciarrino’s views on the role of working memory (shuttling between 
past and present moments, recognizing concepts, comparing them, observing change, etc.).169 Gestures that 
are fused by the inertia of density are in this sense similar to the groups that Stockhausen and Boulez went 
on to deploy after having come to recognize the perceptual problems inherent to pointillism (namely that, 
unlike the points of Seurat or Signac, the isolated gestures of musical pointillism never collected into 
meaningful wholes). Carratelli quotes the composer: 
In my work on the one hand the transformation of sound is born for and with the need of 
synthesis more than of separation: it tends to abolish the atomistic sense of notes with 
each means of articulation, pushing it to the limits of perception (above all to the limit of 
velocity), it approximates, that is, the point in which one perceived no longer a 
succession of sounds but a single sonic event; exploiting the phenomenon that I have 
defined as “auditory inertia.” This, so to say, means to transform the sound by means of 
the maximum articulation, even at the figural level; […] Compositionally and 
perceptually, this often aims at the abolition of the melody-harmony concept in favor of a 
utopic prolongation of the moment, in which all of the elements are concentrated, 
compressed, almost simultaneous.170 
 
The de-atomizing aspect of this technique of “synthesis” is most noticeable in the composer’s 
keyboard writing, which avoids traditionally harmonically-oriented treatment. Instead of thematic lines, 
counterpoint, accompanimental figurations, etc., Sciarrino’s works for piano and harpsichord feature 
smudges, blotches, and gushes of blurred pitches, often leaving behind a halo of sound awakened by means 
of sympathetic vibration.171 These gestures are split between both hands, overlaid on top of one another, 
tightly woven, and feature unmatched ratios of notes (3:4, 4:5, 5:7, etc.). The separate hands are commonly 
made of quasi-diatonic pitch collections, rather than chromatic aggregates. The same “harmonies” tend to 
repeat throughout the movement or work in question (and in many cases, they show up in different 
works).172 
                                                            
168 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 88. 
169 Ibid., 88-9. Sciarrino’s theorizing on the role of memory in LFDM isn’t particularly complex or groundbreaking. 
The book was not written for an academic or scholarly audience. And while it is mainly about musical form(ing) from 
the early 19th-century to the present – and not directly about Sciarrino’s own work – it’s not unreasonable to see it as a 
statement of position.  
170 Ibid., 88. As quoted.  
171 The use of sympathetic vibration is so pervasive in the composer’s piano writing that I am tempted to think that the 
real material Sciarrino composes with is the air, colored and inflected by the shadows of brief instrumental sound. 
Perhaps the echo / remainder sustained after the sound performs a function analogous to the pervasive use of thunder 
sheets and bass drums in many of Sciarrino’s large ensemble works.   
172 For example the gushing figures featured in the Second Sonata for piano show up also – some of the same 
configurations / pitches – in the celesta part of Lo Spazio Inverso, among other works.  
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In the quintet Raffigurar Narciso al fonte, the grumi (“clumps”) of the piano part (see example 31) 
consist in pervasively repeated (0247)’s in the right hand (always in the same configuration), and (036)’s in 
the left, laid on top of one another so that they blend together in harmonically indistinct blurs. Because the 
same set-classes are used throughout the work, one might be tempted to articulate the “structure” of the 
piano part using traditional post-tonal set-theory analytical techniques (i.e., looking for transpositional and 
inversional relationships, complementarity, z-relations, and so on). However, to do so would be akin to 
using roman numerals to analyze the apparent major chords that result from the flute blowing through a 
harmonic series. In fact, in the same way that the flute material derives from the physiognomy of the flute, 
the grumi of the piano part derives, not from the physiognomy of the piano per se, but from that of the 
pianist’s hands.173 In place of the atomistic grammaticism of traditional writing, Sciarrino’s material evokes 
the anthropological gesture tied to the body of the instrument, and to the body of the performer. 
Characteristic of this gesture is an emphasis on sound over pitch, an emphasis, which for the piano, is 
facilitated by Sciarrino’s notion of auditory inertia.   
 
Example 31: Grumi (“clumps”) from system 18 of Raffigurar Narciso al fonte 
 
© 1984 by BMG RICORDI S.p.A., Rome. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
The First Sonata for piano is entirely composed of such gestures, as are other works like …de la 
nuit for piano, and De o de do for harpsichord. All three of these pieces utilize gestures that are larger in 
scope than the grumi of Raffigurar Narciso and the Second Sonata for piano. The piano solo …de la nuit 
interweaves fragments of the Ravel Gaspard de la nuit with Sciarrino’s own highly energetic fused lines. 
                                                            
173 Recall that Martin Kaltenecker spoke of the “anthropological gesture” arising out of the “natural position of the 
hand.” This is precisely what is happening in Raffigurar Narciso al fonte. In fact, this comment rounds out the ellipsis 
that closed the third quote at the beginning of this chapter: “Sciarrino is haunted by the idea of having to defend his 
music against the impossibility of applying precise numerical anaylsis to it, and he attaches a lot of significance to his 
piano writing, totally in arabesques and glissandi, finding again, he says, an “anthropological gesture,” the natural 
position of the hand” (Kaltenecker, “Exploration du Blanc,” 108). 
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The effect of sudden flashes of harmonic design is, largely, what alerts the listener to the presence of 
Ravel’s otherness, as the fragments play at the indistinct edges of recognizeability. In this sense it was vital 
for Sciarrino not to internalize Ravel’s harmonic language if the effect he sought was to be achieved. In De 
o de do, Sciarrino overcame the harpsichord’s dynamic and timbral limitations (in a way not unlike Ligeti’s 
manner in Hungarian Rock) by fusing the sounds together with constant, extremely fast figurations. The 
effect also occurs in large mixed ensemble works: the sparingly intermittent, turbid, monolithic, paroxysms 
of sound that occur late in Un’immagine d’Arpocrate, and the string conflagrations of the “Prologue 
through an open window” in Lohengrin can serve as examples.   
The only instances where an instrument does not use an “extended instrumental technique” in 
Sciarrino’s music is when he is using the technique of auditory inertia, or when he is quoting or elaborating 
borrowed / referred material (and not always then). Otherwise, his instrumental treatment centers on ways 
of producing sound that arise out of physical features of the instrument. Furthermore the “harmonic” 
composition of the material itself often arises out of the nature of the techniques employed, as is the case 
with the multiphonics and whistle-tones of Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi, and the string gestures of example 
33, taken from the last of the Sei Quartetti brevi. In the case of the latter, we are of course not supposed to 
understand the result of the harmonic trills in the viola and cello as (respectively) C7 and G7 dominant 
harmonies, or even of two transpositions of (0258). They are products of the harmonic series, and as such 
arise physically from the instrument. It is highly unlikely – by design – that the gestures can be executed 
without eliciting a degree of “disharmonicity” from the strings.174 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 32: Viola and cello trilled harmonics  
Mm. 8-9 of SQ VI (“La malinconia”) from the Sei quartette brevi 
 
© 1992 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher.  
                                                            
174 The “harmonies” result from the act of performing the harmonic trills in corresponding physical locations on the 
second lowest strings (III) of both instruments. 
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 In most instances there is no apparent relation between the harmonic content resulting from 
extended technical gestures of different instruments, no indication that Sciarrino monophonically 
“composes out” the harmonic implications of multiphonics or harmonic trills either in the instruments that 
they arise from, or in others that complement them in the ensemble. A marginal exception to the rule would 
be perhaps, instances of pitch-matching that occur between lines (ex, mm. 25-8 of Lo Spazio Inverso). 
However, these are orchestrational or timbral, rather than harmonic effects. More remarkable are the 
extended techniques that wipe out the possibility of hearing any pitch content whatsoever. Probably the 
most well known in Sciarrino’s work are the spastic string oscillations that occur in a number of works (ex. 
nos. 4 and 6 of the Sei Capricci, no. 2 of the Sei quartette brevi, and in Efebo con radio seen in example 
33).  
 
 
 
Example 33: First violins at mm. 31-2 of Efebo con radio 
 
© 1981 by by Universal Music Publishing Ricordi S.r.l., Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
 Other extended string techniques that destabilize or negate pitch content include the brush 
technique (it.: spazzolare = “brush” or “scrub”), which appears mostly in the upper strings; over-pressure 
bowing (though Sciarrino’s use of this technique is sparing and usually programmatic); and the use of light 
finger pressure over locations on the strings not coincident with natural harmonic nodes. The brush 
technique is executed by making a continuous circular motion between the edge of the fingerboard and the 
bridge of the instrument (as if brushing one’s teeth), using very light bow pressure. The effect, as the bow 
hairs catch the string very slightly during the longitudinal parts of the motion, is a series of small clicks of 
mostly indistinct pitch that are nonetheless affected by the pitches the player happens to be fingering with 
their left hand. Sciarrino uses the technique prominently in the third of the Sei Capricci where he has the 
violinist lightly fingering a series of dyads in sixteenth notes. The constant dynamic and string changes, and 
the use of non-harmonic nodal points make the pitch outcome less certain, creating a brilliant glittering 
diffusion of harmonics and noises (see ex. 34). Sciarrino uses scratch tones in at least two works: In the 
fourth of the Sei Quartetti Brevi the scratch tones, gesture toward the work’s dedicatee, Helmut 
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Lachenmann; and in Efebo con radio, they act as icons of the heavy static interference that masks the radio 
signal.175  
 
 
 
 
Example 34: “brush technique” in the Capriccio #3 
marked as a tremolo between the fingerboard (tasto) and bridge (ponte) 
 
© 1976 by Universal Music Publishing Ricordi S.r.l., Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
 Non-pitched (or relatively-pitched) extended techniques occur in the winds and brass also. By far 
the most common extended technique to occur in brass instruments is simple toneless blowing through the 
instrument. Toneless breaths, as they occur in all of the wind and brass instruments, have three common 
functions: They can appear as breath topics, as the trails or remainders of “little bangs” (i.e., of important 
moments, marked by articulated attacks), or – as in the case of the third of the three intermezzi in Luci mie 
traditrici – they can serve as mediating or framing gestures in relation to the sidereal layer of thunder 
sheets or bass drums that often rumble underneath other instruments in an ensemble context (Angius calls 
these suoni di fondo).176  
Sciarrino doesn’t seem to make as large a distinction between brass instruments as he does 
between winds. The oboe and bassoon are often called upon to perform slap tongue, toneless breath, pitch 
bending, double-trills, timbre-trills, and multiphonics. But in general, Sciarrino uses them less often (and 
less thoroughly) than the flute and clarinet. The flute’s techniques include toneless breaths and flutter-
tongue, and more markedly, the “jet whistle” (see ex. 35). This technique is achieved by covering the 
mouthpiece entirely and exerting a tremendously full breath, rapidly, through the instrument. It can have 
the significant structural role of marking points of formal rupture, as in m. 157 of Efebo con radio, but it 
can also appear as a variable musical gesture in its own right. What separates Sciarrino’s use of the jet 
whistle from that of other composers, is that he makes use of the flautist’s ability to whistle to different 
general pitch heights, which allows him to use it to create foreground narrative (see ex. 36). 
                                                            
175 Recall that rhematic iconic sinsigns are possible examples of a particular signified that is represented by a signifier 
that resembles it (see Appendix A, pp. 422-425).  
176 (i.e., “Background sounds” or “foundations of sound”)  
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Example 35: m. 157 of Efebo con radio 
The flutes here mark an important formal change 
 
© 1981 by Universal Music Publishing Ricordi S.r.l., Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 36: A narrative of jet-whistles 
From page 2, line 17 of Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi? 
 
© 1985 by BMG RICORDI S.p.A., Rome. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
For the most part, the variety of extended technical gestures is related to the size of the ensemble 
performing the work, and the variety of materials given to a single instrument depends on its sonic 
flexibility. This is clearly the case when you compare a solo work like Let me die before I wake? to the 
quintet Lo spazio inverso. In the former, the clarinet is entrusted with a great number of varied techniques, 
since it carries the entirety of the narrative. In the latter, the clarinet is given only a single gesture (a quiet 
multiphonic dyad) over the duration of the entire piece. In the Dantean Sui poemi concentrici, in which the 
material of the soloists is strikingly constrained, a decision undertaken in the service of creating the 
cavernous sense of space and darkness appropriate to a music written to accompany a tour of Hell.177  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
177 A beautiful work condensed from a score the composer wrote to accompany a multiple-part television drama based 
on the Divine Comedy. Especially prescient is Sciarrino’s use of the pianto topic in the solo flute, invoking a number of 
intertextual relations.  
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3.6 A Strongly Spatial Temporality: Lucio Fontana and Alberto Burri  
 
 Although Sciarrino’s music reintegrates a sense of line and narrative, his way of thinking about 
musical form is strongly influenced by the visual arts, and by an understanding that – because he rejects 
grammaticality – formal concepts of linearity and narrativity must depend more on spatial thinking than 
what he calls “verbality.” 
Let us give an account of the senses of space that are at the base of music. I do not mean 
real space, but mental space. Before dictating the rules of compositional organization, 
space organizes musical perception.178 
 
 In the passage that follows, Sciarrino offers his account of the relations between time, memory, 
and perception. He evokes the ancient rhetorical technique of the “Memory Palace” (or the method of loci) 
to help define the architectonic nature of music. In order to better remember parts of a speech or a passage 
of text that one wished to memorize, one put the concepts or phrases in different rooms of an imaginary 
palace. To walk through the rooms is to access the information that is stored there. In a related way, our 
minds must shift back and forth between the past and present as mental spaces, recognizing repetitions and 
variations across different “levels” of music.179 Structure in this sense is the structure of experience and not 
the structure of theory or notation. Carlo Carratelli puts it at the core of his “theory of the esthesic,” his 
model for analyzing Sciarrino’s work.  
Invoking Nicholas Ruwet’s paradigmatic analysis, he constitutes musical objects for analysis (and 
the structures that they inhabit or create) by identifying equivalences through repetition.180 Musical 
structures are inhabited by objects whose nature we can surmise by examining their internal paradigmatic 
relations, and their external paradigmatic relations. The former are equivalences – varied repetitions – 
present in one part of the piece, but not in others (i.e., they arise as a result of music’s temporality), and the 
latter are what Saussure called associative relations (i.e., alternative signs that are seen as equivalent 
because they fulfill the same linguistic function). These internal paradigmatic relations initiate what, in 
Sciarrino’s account of the spatio-temporal movement of perception in memory, amounts to the motion of 
                                                            
178 Sciarrino, LFDM, 60. 
179 Ibid., 62. Sciarrino references the work of Francis Yates, whose book The Art of Memory (1966) discusses the 
Giulio Camillo’s memory theatre: “Using images disposed on places in a neoclassical theatre – that is using the 
technique of artificial memory in a perfectly correct way – Camillo’s memory system is based (so he believes) on 
archetypes of reality on which depend secondary images covering the whole realm of nature and of man” (c.f. Frances 
A. Yates, The Art of Memory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 37).  
180 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 180-232.  
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the mind through the theatre (or palace) of memory. This is the first sense in which music is said to be 
“architectonic” by the composer. The second is that, according to Sciarrino, with the rise of 18th-century 
Classical symphonism, musical forms have resulted from the arrangement of masses of instruments and 
thematic blocks: 
A symphony is foremost conceived as masses of instruments that alternate, contrast, 
interpenetrate, dissolve. Moreover, a symphony is organized of thematic blocks that 
alternate, contrast, interpenetrate, dissolve. Masses of instruments and blocks of themes. 
Masses and blocks: such concepts come unequivocally from spatial perceptions. And 
their organization is similar to architecture. Indeed we must say that it is already the same 
mechanism of theme, made of relations between melodic elements, to follow a spatial 
contraposition, to take advantage of a differentiated mental dislocation. The return of the 
theme, in fact, the successive transformed apparitions, requires an enormous labor of our 
minds, simultaneous to the passing [time] of listening. It is the memory that shuttles 
between present moment and memorized moment, between present theme and 
memorized theme. In the faculty of recognizing the sonic figure lies the origin of the 
perception of musical form.181 
The passage discusses two additional senses of spatiality relevant to the composer’s music: inter-
sensuality (my term, not Sciarrino’s), and discontinuity / intermittence. The composer avers that our 
perceptions (i.e., our five senses) act simultaneously and in concert with one another. Trivially, he means 
that our mental evaluations of what we perceive and experience with one sense are affected and colored by 
what we feel from the other four. More importantly, our senses metaphorically borrow from one another 
such that a pitch can sound high or low, soft or heavy, near or far, etc. This is the case even though the 
perception of a musical sound in space has nothing to do (directly) with its pitch, and even though it makes 
no sense to talk about the literal texture or weight of a C#.182 This sense of spatiality is a common feature of 
our casual and intuitive description of the sounds we hear, and has even found its way into the “technical,” 
notational language of timbre and tempo. The Italian word Sciarrino uses most often to discuss pitch – 
altezza (literally, “height”) – emphasizes the physicality of pitch; it speaks to our tendency to think of heard 
pitches as emanating from spatially higher or lower places. 
 
                                                            
181 Sciarrino, LFDM, 62. 
182 Additionally, a cellist playing C# at a very soft dynamic is no farther away from us in space while we sit in a concert 
space listening to a cellist play C# at a very loud dynamic. Yet, as Sciarrino says: “Intensity is the parameter that 
presides over one of the fundamental qualities of sound: the dynamic, by which we distinguish piano and forte. Well, 
such a distinction sinks its roots into spatiality. A forte sound puts our body into physical and psychological alarm. […] 
a forte sound extends itself to touch us; to menace, assail, and overwhelm us; a piano sound distances itself [from us], 
allaying our pulse. Our music has assumed inside of itself over a 1,000 year process, the illusion of nearness and of 
distance, that is, of an environmental space.” (Ibid., 67) 
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The composer also introduces an emphasis on discontinuity and intermittence that he more fully 
expounds in the fifth and sixth chapters of his book, on windowed forms. In the cognitive process of 
moving between past and present, the listener will have to subconsciously break their attention away from 
the present moment; they will have to break the present moment off from its place in time, construct it as an 
sound object (in fact, as a syntagm), and compare it to other objects it has collected. This is how, in the 
moment of listening, we construct musical form for ourselves. Musical forms can become theatres of 
memory only by being taken out of time and put into a metaphorical mental space. We can compliment this 
rather ordinary sense of formal spatiality with another sense that – it is not hard to see – comes to Sciarrino 
from two Italian visual artists that are dear to composer: Alberto Burri (1915-1995) and Lucio Fontana 
(1899-1968).    
 Both Lucio Fontana’s and Alberto Burri’s works share a blending of aspects of painting and 
sculpture. Transcending their genre, they focus the viewer’s attention on the spaces implied within and 
around them. Fontana was a founder of the Spatialist movement, and created series’ of works with names 
like: Ambienti Spaziali (“spatial environments”), Concetti Spaziali / Attese (“Spatial concepts / Waiting”), 
and Natura (“Nature”). The ambienti were room-sized sculptures often constructed out of neon-light tubing 
sometimes arranged in tangled masses, or else laid out in flat planes articulating the space of the room 
around a transparent, luminous veil.  
The Concetti Spaziali / Attese series, which Sciarrino discusses in the final chapter of his book, 
consists in a number of canvases (some painted monochrome, some bare) in which Fontana incised a 
number of slits. Some of the works feature a single slit, confrontative and powerfully centered in the space 
of the canvas, suggesting perhaps the returned frontal gaze of subjects in classic portraiture. Others feature 
groupings of slits placed vertically at artfully skewed angles from one another, pulling the locus of 
interaction back inside of the canvas. Setting aside their symbolic suggestiveness (of figures at a distance, 
violent lacerations in skin, hash marks on a prison wall, vaginas, closed eyelids, etc.), their fundamental 
effect is introducing both the gesture-as-subject, and real (rather than perspectival-illusionistic) space into 
painting. The slits, and the holes, point toward a space beyond and around the surface, transforming them 
into gateways between two worlds (or two dimensions).  
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The Natura series is dominated by large pod-like sculptures that superficially resemble giant 
blueberries, or bloated coffee beans. They transfer the holes and slits (respectively) from the flat plane of 
the surfaces of the Concetti Spaziali into the three-dimensional space of baked clays and cast bronzes. The 
series was inspired by the explorations of outer space that had captured the world’s imagination in the 
1950s, and particularly by the images of immense, mysterious, voids of silent emptiness surrounding 
lifeless, pockmarked, planetary bodies. These images were transformative for Fontana; the holes and 
gashes in the dense, meteor-like rocks of the series were conceived of as marks of presence and life, though 
they take the wonderfully ironic form of emptiness – absences – inscribed into their material bodies 
through acts of effacement. The sidereal ambience of many of Sciarrino’s works depends on the effect of 
creating enormous, empty, sonic spaces interrupted, only briefly and ultimately inconsequentially, by 
moments of paroxysmal violence. The language of silence, immensity, and the “interplanetary void” is 
pervasive in Sciarrino’s writing, in his descriptions both of other composers’ works, and of his own. Two 
brief examples: 
On the opening of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony: 
It is no longer the beginning of a piece, but the arrival of a whirlwind. We are taken by a 
certain fright, the same that took us earlier in Stockhausen, the same that takes us before 
great natural phenomena; the same fright of the emptiness of the interplanetary void that 
we will find in so many modern images, both visual and musical. In both examples, 
Stockhausen and Beethoven, we react to a psychological dimension of immensity, of the 
non-human. In the solitude we are helpless, and these pieces have the power to reduce us 
to nothing.183 
 
 On his Second Piano Sonata: 
 
The composition is immersed in resonances, and it obtains an inconfoundable timbre and 
an artificial atmosphere. With the exception of that one central, moving moment of true 
silence, the Sonata II floats in the echoing void, to which the music of today makes 
continual reference.184 
 
 
 In 1946, Fontana published his Manifesto Blanco, which is considered one of the originating 
documents of the Spatialist movement in the visual arts. In it, Fontana called for a synthetic art 
transgressing the static concept of painting’s “paralyzed forms” and embodying – along with a redefined 
notion of space – a progression from flat abstraction toward dynamism, process, gesture, and the temporal 
                                                            
183 Sciarrino, LFDM, 29. 
184 Ibid., 75. 
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possibilities of a “four-dimensional art.”185 Sciarrino would no doubt reject the echoes of Futurist machine-
worship, and antipathy toward certain historical values present in Fontana’s manifesto, but he would very 
likely not disagree with the yearning for new music instrumental resources for the depiction of immensity 
and space, nor with the following sentiments: 
An art based upon forms created by the subconscious and then balanced by reason 
constitutes a real expression of being and a synthesis of the historical moment. The 
position of the rationalistic artists is a false position. With their attempt to impose 
rationality and to negate the function of the subconscious, they merely manage to make 
its presence less visible. In all their works, we note that this faculty has had its part.186 
 
Alberto Burri was associated with the Arte povera movement, which created works from the 
quotidian refuse of modern material life: burlap sacks, plastic, wood, Celotex insulation board, and so on. 
He is well known both for superimposing layers of material on top of one another, and for applying 
destructive processes to each of the layers: burning, melting, and desiccating his materials until they take 
often unsettling forms. Similarly to Fontana, holes and abrasions in the surfaces of each layered plane 
reveal subcutaneous spaces, giving Burri’s paintings dimension. Relevant series’ in Burri’s catalog include 
the Sacchi, the Plastici, and the Cretto Nero series; each of which use destructive strategies to peal back 
layer upon layer and reveal the work’s dimensionality in their own ways.   
Jaimey Hamilton begins a 2008 article on Burri’s Sacchi series with an exclamation from the 
artist: “Form and space! Form and Space! The end. There is nothing else. Form and Space!”187 Sciarrino, as 
we’ve seen, rejects an insistence on formalism, but is happy to take into his own work the Umbrian artist’s 
insistence on form as inhabiting space. The flat, illusionistic planes of traditional painting, which Fontana 
and Burri rejected in favor of “real,” physically embodied space in their paintings and sculptures, mirror 
Sciarrino’s rejection of musical grammar / harmony in favor of the physiognomic “reality” of the double, 
and his invocation – through the notion of windowed forms – of dynamically mediated spaces / dimensions 
inhabited by materials that undergo processes that perceptibly alter their physiognomy. 
  
   
 
                                                            
185 Lucio Fontana, “Manifesto Bianco (1946),” in Theories and Documents of Contemporary Art: A Sourcebook of 
Artists’ Writings, ed. Kristen Stilles and Peter Howard Selz (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1946), 48. 
186 Ibid., 51. 
187 Jaimey Hamilton, “Making Art Matter: Alberto Burri’s Sacchi,” October 124 (2008): 31. 
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The Composition Process as Spatial: “Diagrams of Flow” 
The impact of the visual arts in general was decisive for Sciarrino from his youth when, by his 
own account, he made a swift transition from representative to abstract forms in painting, and soon began 
to focus his energies on music. His first scores were created in graphic notation, and were shortly thereafter 
(Angius claims by 1969) either transcribed into traditional notation, or abandoned.188 However, forms of 
graphic notation (Sciarrino calls them diagrammi di flusso, “diagrams of flow”) continue to be crucial to 
his creative process. The composer embarks upon an improvisatory (i.e., intuitive), process of redaction 
throughout the elaboration of his diagrams, which makes the compositional act particularly performative, 
rather than merely projective. In other words, Sciarrino uses the diagrams as virtual conceptual instruments, 
in a tactile manner.  
Marco Angius and Gianfranco Vinay have both written about Sciarrino’s diagrammatic practice. 
Angius identifies three types of diagrams: symbolic, geometric, and intermediary.189 Symbolic diagrams 
themselves can be either “musical” or “mathematical,” meaning respectively that they can consist in 
musical symbols, or in numbered / lettered combinations and sequences.190 Geometric diagrams, simply 
enough, contain geometric shapes that represent the overall perceptive impression that a figure or section 
should have on the listener.191 Intermediary diagrams, also uncomplicatedly, mix aspects of both. The 
diagrams, Angius tells us, involve the definition and representation of “sonic objects.” However it is 
important not to limit ourselves to conceiving of these sonic objects – which are not hard to identify in the 
music, as they are made apparent in repetition – as “signs” in the semiotic sense.  
   Vinay explains that the sonic object, which Angius identifies as the subject of Sciarrino’s 
diagrams, are the fundamental element of his music, as opposed to motives, themes, structures, or “sonic 
aggregates.”192 The sonic objects serve in the place of these traditional critical-theoretical foci, as 
Archimedean points of form and time. He induces an uncontroversial enough, implicit working process – in 
                                                            
188 Angius, Avvicinare il Silenzio, 33. 
189 Ibid., 33-34. 
190 And therefore, our analysis – to the extent that we wish to focus on the poietic constructive qualities of the music – 
should be sensitive to issues of order, and perhaps proportion.  
191 Insofar as they are visual, esthesic translations of the flow of sounds in a musical passage, we can compare them to 
Lachenmann’s Schematische  Darstellungen, which he utilizes through the essay Klangtypen der Neuen Musik (1966). 
In the case of Sciarrino – and this supports Carratelli’s thesis – the geometrical diagrams are compositional, rather than 
listening-analytical tools. Sciarrino’s compositional project starts with this orientation around heard sounds.  
192 Gianfranco, Vinay, “Vue sur l’Atelier de Salvatore Sciarrino (à partir de Quaderno di Strada et Da Gelo a Gelo,” 
Circuit: Musiques Contemporaines 18, no. 1 (2008): 15. 
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four stages – from the composer’s diagrams. First comes an exploratory stage that consists in the sketching 
of several figures (i.e. sonic objects); second comes the choice of an adequate musical dramaturgy for the 
chosen figures (i.e., the choice, combination, and arrangement of figure), then a process of redaction and 
revision establishing the final form of the work, and finally the translation of the diagram into traditional 
music notation.193  
 Carlo Carratelli provides a facsimile of Sciarrino’s diagram for the first scene of Lohengrin.194 
Presumably, Vinay would classify it as a “geometric” diagram, given that it maps out the disposition of 
“blocks and masses” of sounds.195 Several significant aspects of Sciarrino’s compositional process can be 
postulated upon examining it: First, the entire scene is depicted on a single page (giving the composer a 
“global” perspective over the shape of the movement). Second, Sciarrino does not conceive of large-scale 
rhythm in meter, but in real time (a sense of unbounded time which is retained in the score). Third, the 
composite shape of the movement is depicted in stratified layers of sound-types that intersect and interrupt 
one another over the course of the scene. There are sixteen elements that, according to Carratelli, Sciarrino 
divide into three main groups: Elsa (group I), elements taken from the prologue (Group II), and “matrices 
of presence” (group III). Sciarrino gives each of them a different color.  
 Elsa’s material includes gasps (sussulti), the spoken text of the libretto, and a series of naturalistic 
/ animal noises (bird sounds, distant barking, etc.). The second group consists in materials taken from the 
Prologue.196 And the third group represents what Carratelli called the “matrices of presence,” which like 
many of the materials taken from groups I and II, represent doubles of objects in the real world. In the case 
of the third group, the gestures depict breaths and heartbeats (topics related to the body). By dividing the 
materials in this way, Sciarrino seems to suggest a separation between Elsa, the protagonist, and the 
artifacts of her own body. While she articulates the sounds of doves, horses, dogs, Lohengrin, the double 
reeds and bass drum depict (her?) heartbeats, and the flute depicts (her?) breaths. This same sense of 
polyphony (in the Kristevan sense) persisted in the third scene, which we considered briefly in the first 
chapter. Elsa speaks in the voices of all of the “characters” (those of Lohengrin, the High Priest, and the 
                                                            
193 Ibid., 15. 
194 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 327.  
195 Sciarrino likened the geometric diagrams to the image of a Pro-Tools file, a resemblance one can easily see in the 
example below. Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 447-448. 
196 This gives the Prologue a truly “cosmological” function – it is a big bang that disperses the materials of Lohengrin’s 
musical universe throughout the work. The spaces between sounds suggest the interplanetary void, atomizing Elsa and 
the world she inhabits at the meeting point between space and signification. 
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crowd), embodying a veritable internalized Greek chorus of schizophrenia. The explosion and 
spatialization of the world of the opera into Else’s mental interiority appears as a feature inscribed into the 
composer’s diagrammatic practice.  
 
 
GROUP I [ ELSA ] 
 
ELEMENT TRANSLATION EXAMPLE 
Sussulto “Gasp” – the sudden inhalation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Testo Libretto – spoken text 
 
No notated pitch or rhythm 
 
Tubando Cooing noises (Voice) 
 
 
 
 
 
Latrati Lontani “Distant barking” (Voice) 
 
 
 
 
Kr…/Tortora Dove cooing 
 
 
 
Pigolio “Peeping, cheeping” 
 
 
 
Galoppo “Galloping sound” 
 
 
 
 
Table 19: sonic objects / figures from the first scene of Lohengrin 
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GROUP II [ Prologue materials ] 
 
ELEMENT TRANSLATION EXAMPLE 
Colpi di lingua Tongue-rams 
 
 
 
Rrr / frullato Flutter-tongue 
 
 
 
Grilli Crickets 
 
 
 
Jet whistle (Jet whistle) 
 
 
 
Trilli d’armonici 
(“Canto del Cigno”) 
Harmonic trills 
(“Song of the swan”) 
 
 
 
Armonici volatili “Volatile harmonics” (strings) 
 
 
 
Wa-wa Wa-wa trills in brass 
 
 
 
 
Table 20: Group II elements 
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GROUP III [ “Matrices of presence” ] 
 
ELEMENT TRANSLATION EXAMPLE 
Respiro Breath 
 
 
 
Ritmo cardiaco Heartbeat 
 
 
 
 
Table 21: Group III elements 
 
© G. Ricordi & C. Editori, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
Senses of Space: Verbal Proportions / Auditory Inertia 
 
We can say that the temporal dimension is no longer [a] verbal dimension, but another 
space, a more open space. I had then, to have a [harmonic pace] much higher, or lower 
than that of verbality. […] This is an interesting problem— however, it is not a problem, 
it is an aspect that we don’t reflect upon, but— for example when we perceive 
environmental sounds, these are not organized according to a verbal velocity. We are in a 
more open space. Some of the sounds come at a more rapid pace, others slower. And 
anyhow, they are in a more open space, not articulated like the space of verbality. I have 
always tried to avoid verbality because I bring another logic to my music…and verbality 
destroys open space…they cannot be together.197  
 
 The relationship between harmony and rhythm has been an implicit subject of music theory long 
before Walter Piston, who is credited with giving the phenomenon a name, officially defined it in the 
Harvard Dictionary of Music, in 1944.198 Of course, Sciarrino does not use the term “harmony” in the 
passage above. Nevertheless harmonic rhythm is a useful concept that can provide points of comparison. 
Speaking of a work’s “verbality,” or “verbal proportions,” is a way of discussing its harmonic density 
(broadly understood, in the case of Sciarrino’s music). It’s no coincidence that the composer uses this term 
as an expression of harmonic rhythm, as it ties his antipathy toward grammatical structuring to other, 
spatial and intertextual, aspects of his way of thinking. Verbality represents a middle pace most amenable 
to hearing each individual element of the music as harmonic (or better, as structural). An useful 
comparison can be made, again, to Helmut Lachenmann’s Klangtypen.  
                                                            
197 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the author, November 2011. See Appendix B, pp. 455-456. 
198 Joseph P. Swain, “Dimensions of Harmonic Rhythm,” Music Theory Spectrum 20, no. 1 (1998): 51.  
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 In order to conceive of a structure mediated by experience, and based on timbre rather than 
harmony, the German composer theorized a set of perceptual sound categories that pair heard phenomena 
with cognitive functions and effects. These functions are in part defined by their level of information 
density, i.e. by the inherent relationship between the complexity of the sound and the amount of time it 
takes for a listener to understand how it is functioning. Lachenmann calls this time of cognition the figure’s 
Eigenzeit.199 It is easy to detect echoes of Sciarrino’s insistence on physiognomic and experiential notions 
of structure, of structural connectedness, and of the composer’s responsibility in structuring: 
In the early 1960s I had developed a sort of typology of sounds which took as its point of 
departure the purely physically determined (however unrealistic this may be) acoustic 
perception of individual sounds – and culminated in ‘Strukturklang’ or, conversely, 
‘sound structure.’ Structure as a dialectical object of perception, inasmuch as the musical 
meaning and aural experience of individual sounds or their elements were not determined 
just by themselves – i.e. by their own direct physical characteristics – but by their 
relationship to their immediate and wider environment, their affinities, the various roles 
they played in a context or hierarchy – whatever form it might take – created by the 
composer and for which he assumed responsibility.200       
 
 The five Klangtypen that Lachenmann proposed are, in order of increasing complexity: 
Kadenzklang (sound cadence), Farbklang (sound color), Fluktuationsklang (Fluctuating sound), 
Texturklang (Texture sound), and Strukturklang (structural sound). A Kandenzklang describes the envelope 
of a single sound. Like Sciarrino’s little bang, it can serve as a musical signpost, boundary, or gesture, 
which occurs in a striking moment. A Farbklang is simply, a stable sound that is sustained for some length 
of time. Fluktuationsklangen share with Farbklangen a sense of externally stable sustain, but unlike 
Farbklangen, they posses internally moving parts. Texturklangen consist in blocks of complex sounds in 
motion (textures), but without the external sense of stability and consistency.  
The words “internal” and “external” denote a perceived morphological hierarchy that, by virtue of 
its level of complexity, has the effect of directing the listener’s attention to one or more “levels.” Generally 
speaking, the higher the information density, the more likely we are to generalize the material into a larger 
shape in order to make it more perceptible to ourselves. There are levels between the two extremes of total 
transparence, and total opacity. This middle space, where the listener can center their attention on each 
                                                            
199  Eigenzeit translates, roughly, to “individuation time proper to the sound type.”  
200 As quoted in Abigail Heathcote, “Liberating Sounds: Philosophical Perspectives on the Music and Writings of 
Helmut Lachenmann” (master’s thesis, Durham University, 2003), 17. 
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individual sound and its contextual Gestalt, is what Lachenmann calls Strukturklang, and what Sciarrino 
calls “verbality.”           
 The vast majority of Western Classical music exists within the confines of this sense of verbality. 
As Swain pointed out, the fortspinnung technique of Johann Sebastian Bach (and other Baroque era 
composers) embodied a dynamic, and continuously moving harmonic motion. 201  The effect is, 
paradoxically, a kind of monotony that Bach masterfully sets in relief only through his motivic genius and 
subtle use of texture. Classical era composers were more blatant in the variety of their harmonic-rhythmic 
designs. With few exceptions, neither Baroque nor Classical composers felt a need to move outside of a 
relatively narrow range of harmonic-rhythmic durations (on the surface level), which guaranteed that the 
listener-analyst could hear harmony as a central feature of the musical language. Wherever their figurations 
fused into larger shapes, those shapes tended to articulate a single harmony moving more slowly on a 
higher rhythmic level.  
Sciarrino makes good his escape from this ideology of harmony by, as we have said, moving 
toward extremes: extreme distension of “harmonic” density (as in Scene III of Lohengrin), or extreme 
compression of density (“auditory inertia,” as in De o de do, and the Third Sonata for piano). He moves 
away from the pace of speech toward a more expansive (or a more textural) space of quasi-visual stillness, 
broadness, and scale: 
Let us think now of a Classical symphony. In comparison with Gregorian chant, a 
symphony clearly presents itself as a construction. What is more, symphonic music 
appears to be subject to internal pressures that frequently alter the equilibrium of its flow. 
The course of the waters becomes choppy with sudden interruptions and modifications 
that, in chant, would be unthinkable; it boils and fragments. 
By means of these phenomena we may give account [that] the mode of perception has 
changed. At different times, time is perceived and conceived of differently, and so too, 
sound is no longer the same in the human mind. 
We must affirm that Beethoven made the watershed breakthrough. After him, music 
tends to exit [from] time and to take place in a sonic field. 
The concept of field suggests suddenly that we have passed from a type of organization 
that is acoustic, to one that is visual and spatial.202 
 
                                                            
201 Swain, “Dimensions of Harmonic Rhythm,” 48-9. 
202 Sciarrino, LFDM, 27. 
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 Sciarrino is depicting the movement from the discursive temporal flow of Gregorian chant toward 
his own approach to large-scale time; he makes no reference to harmony in this passage. It is important to 
keep this in mind, because this historicized discourse on temporal flow does not culminate in the Classical 
symphony, or in Beethoven, but merely passes through them as through important defining moments. There 
is no Classical era symphony with a temporal flow as drastically dilated as the third scene from Lohengrin 
or as compressed as the second of the Sei Quartetti Brevi. What is important to see is the motion from 
declarative, symbolically-controlled flow, toward a spatial one that radiates with a sense of “visual” 
openness.203 The music is read as architectural, rather than linguistic. And it is here that we learn why 
Sciarrino named his book Figures in music from Beethoven to the present: Beethoven is – let us recall 
Barthes – Sciarrino’s “Proust.” And just as Proust can be said to have refigured time for literature, 
Beethoven, at least for Sciarrino, has refigured time for music. 
 
Senses of Space: Morphological Hierarchy  
 
 We have so far been using the language of hierarchic “levels,” and perceived local / global 
structure without stopping to acknowledge the possible contradiction in doing so, given that such ways of 
thinking are part of the patrimony of Schenkerian analysis (and thus dependent on harmony, traditionally 
understood). The concept has been useful even outside the context of harmonic thinking. Sciarrino hints at 
this way of thinking in the second chapter of LFDM, as he transitions from his discussion of accumulation 
toward the subject of the chapter, multiplication: 
The processes of accumulation that we have discussed are part of the macroform, that is, 
of the general perspective of a work. They occupy broad sections of larger compositions. 
The processes of multiplication, however, tend toward reduced measures and are located 
between macro and microform. Behind this difference of proportion, and ambiguity of 
classification, is the historical origin of the process of multiplication. Their prototype is 
contrapuntal and thus again connected to verbal proportions, more rapid (or rather more 
brief) than the music of antiquity. In fact the processes of multiplication appeared many 
ages ago, they were small sections of short pieces.204      
 
 
                                                            
203 Here I use the term “symbolic” as Peirce did, to denote a language-based, systematic means of representation.   
204 Sciarrino, LFDM, 41. 
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Despite using the language of macroform and microform, Sciarrino makes no reference to 
harmony205. The process of accumulation is a device for talking about information density; it is a way of 
discussing the formal implications of material rhythm from the “global perspective.” Multiplication, on the 
other hand, occurs within shorter sections of a work. It is more than a question of proportion however, as 
we’ll see below. What is important to notice here, is that “level” is a matter of dramaturgy, not grammar. 
This is not to say that dramaturgy / narrative is absent from the consideration of level in prolongational 
analysis, with its language of tension, and of harmonies yearning toward resolution.206 Rather, it is to insist 
that there is a kind of hierarchy not predicated on harmonic language. Speaking of the hierarchy present in 
a Persian rug, Sciarrino explains that: 
We note…the small forms. Crosses, flowers, and letters (horizontal S’s). Here we are in 
the presence of filler figures, a microcosm inserted in the macrocosm of the major figures 
and groups. A double / dual order of proportions to which corresponds two levels of 
perception (of the particular and the global), two levels practically comparable in all 
oriental rugs.207 
 
Here he suggests that “hierarchy” does not depend on the structural unity / similarity of the 
material, but on proportion (a size relationship) and perspective (depth, in the graphic sense). Processes that 
unfold over larger spaces of a composition have an analogously “deeper” level, whereas processes that 
unfold over smaller spaces occur closer to the surface. Thus accumulation, which is a dramaturgical 
process of compression, occurs at the level of the section; multiplication, which involves the repetition / 
duplication of musical ideas (and, along with windowed forms, the splitting of texture into voices / layers) 
exists between microform and macroform; and little bang is, as Sciarrino later explains here, a “smaller 
form” that is closer to the particularity of the surface: 
But our attention can be directed toward a more general perspective. Reducing the scope 
of observation, we will survey small forms, we will begin to notice the particulars of 
musical organization. 
   
We will not descend into grammar however: we are interested in the logic with which 
sonic aggregations are organized.208 
                                                            
205 In fact, he makes practically no (positive) reference to harmony – in a traditionally theoretical way – throughout any 
of his available writings and interviews, including LFDM, Carte da Suono, etc. 
206 Indeed dramaturgy may in fact be responsible for the functions we associate with tonal harmonies, also.  
207 Ibid., 90. 
208 Ibid., 67. Another word for “dramaturgical” might be, as Carlo Carratelli discusses, “morphological.” He adopts 
concepts from Nicholas Meeùs to describe how segmentation/grouping processes, based on Gestalt mechanisms rather 
than “syntax,” enable not only superficial formal distinction, but also hierarchical stratification (Carratelli, 
“L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 198 - 200). Predicating hierarchic level on 
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In other words, unlike traditional prolongational analysis (i.e., Schenkerian), a Sciarrinian musical gesture 
cannot be promoted to a deeper level (or demoted to the surface) by virtue of its grammatical or 
“harmonic” classification, but only by its dramaturgical and physiognomic properties in relation to the 
whole. Hierarch priority is a matter of action and scope, and thus the assignment of hierarchic priority (to 
the extent that it is a topic of analysis) is constituted by the “analysis of behavior.” 
 
Senses of Space: Pitch and Dynamics as Spatial 
 
 If we attempted to map out the musical spatiality of Sciarrino’s music in a three-dimensional 
space, it would be easy to make the x-axis equivalent to time, and the y-axis is equivalent to pitch (i.e., 
altezza, “height”). What then is the third dimension, the z-axis that gives perspectival depth to the musical 
object? Sciarrino’s answer is dynamic intensity: 
Intensity is the parameter that presides over one of the fundamental qualities of sound, 
the dynamic, by which we distinguish piano and forte. Well, such a distinction sinks its 
roots into spatiality, a forte sound puts our body into physical and psychological alarm. 
 
Remaining in the ambit of symphonic and orchestral music, a forte sound extends itself to 
touch us, to menace us, to assail us, and overwhelm us; a piano sound distances itself, 
allaying our pulses. Our music has assumed inside of itself, over a 1,000 year process, the 
illusion of nearness and distance, that is, of an ‘environmental space.’209 
 
 
 The description of Sciarrino’s music that Nicholas Hodges sites in the title of his article “‘A 
Volcano Viewed from Afar’: the Music of Salvatore Sciarrino,” is a reference to the role of dynamics in his 
music. The silences, near silences (“figurative silences,” as David Metzer calls them), and extremely 
subdued dynamic levels that predominate in Sciarrino’s works, place them at an extreme metaphorical 
distance from the listener. This subjective affect of distance is what creates a sense of cavernous, 
“sidereal,” space. It is grounded in a concrete poietic practice. The sudden, explosive gestures (such as the 
gun shots in I fuochi oltre la ragione, or Un fruschio lungo trent’anni), and the paroxysms of sound that 
follow sustained static fields (ex. Lo spazio inverso, Morte di Borromini, Immagine d’arpocrate) threaten, 
menace, approach us covering the immense metaphorical distances that set them in relief. To take up the 
language of Bloom-Korsyn, can we see these moments as a hyperbolic daemonization of a type of dynamic 
dramaturgy that Sciarrino found in the 4th of Anton Webern’s Six pieces for orchestra, op. 6 (1909): 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
duration of an idea/process is reminiscent of Lachenmann’s theory of sound-types. More than this, Carratelli invokes 
traditional phrase analysis, which proceeds from fragment ! motive ! theme ! phrase ! section ! movement.  
209 Sciarrino, LFDM, 67. 
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An obscure background and some chimes: one, two, three, and then it continues. The 
distance re-absorbs them. At the conclusion of the piece, the background comes 
powerfully into the foreground and assails us with its bells, with its drum rolls. 
 
Gradually we are drawn into the surface and no sooner do we sense that it is reaching its 
climax: it is cut off. 
 
At the center of the piece is situated a discursive parenthesis, neutral; we reach a desolate 
passage, whose muffled rumblings – the lazily menacing metallic flashes – accumulate 
more tension than the very paroxysm accumulated from the clouds.210     
 
The “figurative silences,” that Metzer finds in Infinito nero, create a near-silent background that 
serves as a contextual bed, giving powerful affect to the musical space it outlines.211 He points to a 
harmonic dyad (marked “as quietly as possible”), starting in measure 163, that the violin and cello sustain. 
This thin, luminous veil, just as the literal silences that define the earlier spaces of the work, ceases 
unceremoniously, as the final declarations of the saint tear through them212: 
 
 
 
Example 37: Figurative silences (mm. 203-4), silenced by the protagonist’s outbursts. 
 
© 1998 by CASA RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing RICORDI s.r.l., Milan. 
Reproduced by the kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
 Other examples of figurative silences can be found in the work (the viola’s trembling “breath” in 
measure 109, echoed in the violin at 139 are only two). We can point to the pervasive suoni di fondo 
(“background sounds”) as another kind of figurative silence, whose main object is to define the depth of 
space and bestow affect upon it. The thunder sheet roll that lies underneath Scene VI (Act II) of Luci mie 
traditrici, from rehearsal 70 to the end of the scene (well over 100 measures, counting the repeats), is such 
an example. The atmospheric thunder sheet is a favorite device of Sciarrino’s, it occurs in several orchestral 
                                                            
210 Ibid., 55. 
211 Metzer, “Modern Silence,” 368. 
212 This analogical response of the “figurative silences,” to the voice of Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi, strengthens 
Metzer’s interpretation. Though of course, the effect of the intrusions of the nun’s declarations (now her own, not those 
of God) is to literally silence the figurative silences (to transform them into actual silences).  
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works including Immagine d’arpocrate, Efebo con radio, Archeologia del telefono, I fuochi oltre la 
ragione, and most effectively, in Sui Poemi Concentrici. Marco Angius describes them as very slow 
glissandi that, in the case of Immagine d’arpocrate, “crosses the entire composition several times like a 
primordial echo of a distant and indistinct timbral aura.”213 We will see, in the fourth chapter, how 
Sciarrino uses the thunder sheet to special affect in Efebo con radio. Speaking generally though, it suffices 
to say that its absence or presence is one way that the composer marks significant changes in a work’s 
semantic affect.   
   
 
                                                            
213 Angius, Come avvicinare il Silenzio, 64. 
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 !!!!!Gérard!Pesson:!! ! What!would!be!the!ideal!analysis!of!your!music?!S.!Sciarrino:! The!analysis!practiced!today!is!too!often!of!a!quantitative!type.!It!segments,!enumerates,![and]!catalogs,!often!flowing!from!dogmatic!!!!presuppositions.!Thus,!despite!appearances,!it!is!neither!very!!!scientific,!nor!objective,!and!on!the!other!hand,!not!courageous!!enough!to!become!an!autonomous,!rather!than!servile!thought.!!!!!Why!do!we!analyze?!One!wants!to!demonstrate!something,!for!!example!the!validity!of!a!work!by!means!of!its!compositional!!processes.!If!that!is!the!end!of!analysis,!it!produces!an!interference!!between!the!work,!and!ourselves!and!so,!it!destroys!the!personal!!relationship!that!we!could!have!with!it.!!!To!what!end!should!analysis!orient!itself?!What!should!be!the!!approach,! strange! even! to!my!way!of! thinking,! is! that! one!must! avoid! the!quantitative,!that!which!is!no!more!than!an!obscure!form!of!persuasion,!or!that!which!enumerates!from!evidence.!!The!musical!work!is!an!intrication!of!relations,!on!this!we!agree.!!But! the!work!exists!beyond! these!compositional! relationships,!beyond! the!intentions,!even,!of!the!author:!on!this,!again,!it!is!difficult!to!find!points!of!agreement!with!dominant!culture.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Kaltenecker and Pesson, “Entretien avec Salvatore Sciarrino,” 135. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis 
 
4.1  A Framework for Discovering Intertextuality: Icon, Index, and Symbol 
 Following the general practice of assuming that the types of relation between one work, and other 
works are functionally equivalent to the relationships established in semiotics between the Piercean sign, 
and its object; I will organize the analysis that follows around works in which I find iconic, indexical, and 
symbolic forms of intertextual relations with other works or designata. The referred works (themselves acts 
of signification with their own meanings) will form webs of interpretants that color my perception of both 
the “structure” of Sciarrino’s work, and its semiotic effect. Let us distinguish between two levels of 
signification (without “descending into grammar”): the level of the whole work (its morphology) and its 
relation to other works; and the intratextual level, the level of the syntagm within the work. Though both 
levels are sites of intertextual relation, the level of the whole work regards form at a morphologically 
higher level, which will shape our perception of phenomena that occur at the more local level. The 
morphology of the entire work can take the form of an iconic similarity, indexical pointing, or symbolic 
reference to (and ultimately, transformation of) some other work or convention. At the morphologically 
lower level of the syntagm, particular moments or processes in the work, but not the entire work, are forms 
of iconic similarity, indexical pointing, or symbolic reference to convention. 
Iconic intertextuality involves literal quotation or close allusion of the tangible material of a 
referenced work (i.e., its material made tangible by hearing the work, viewing the score, or later 
contemplation of work, score, or performance). We shall also adopt Peirce’s division of the icon into 
image, diagram, and metaphor. Imagistic iconic intertextuality (to re-appropriate Thomas Turino’s 
explanation) occurs where the work and its reference “share simple qualities,” namely identity.2 At a 
morphologically higher level, whenever the body of the entire work is a form of quotation, as with 
elaborations like Le voci sottovetro, Pagine, or the three intermezzi from Luci mie traditrici, Sciarrino 
invokes other works in this imagistic way. At a lower level, this occurs wherever there is an individual 
quotation from an existing musical work, for example in Efebo con radio, I fuochi oltre la ragione, and 
…de la nuit. Naturally, only sounds may be invoked in this way. “Quotations” of works of visual art, or of !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Thomas Turino, “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian Semiotic Theory for Music,” 
Ethnomusicology 43, no. 2 (1999): 226-7. 
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written dramatic or literary texts – except insofar as they can be transmitted aurally – are not undertaken in 
Sciarrino’s musical works. 
Diagrammatic iconic intertextuality occurs wherever there are analogous relations between the 
parts of Sciarrino’s work, and those of the referenced works or objects. In each case, the referenced work or 
object is transmogrified from an original form into a new form, not quoted in the traditional sense of the 
word. Finding these analogous relations depends on identifying shared qualisigns (i.e., perceptual 
judgments about what the musical surface is doing: “accelerating,” “being grouped in threes,” 
“disintegrating,” “arpeggiating,” etc.).3 It is here that, in addition to transformations of musical works, non-
musical objects can be re-embodied as sound. At the level of the morphology of the work, examples 
include Efebo con radio, the first of the Sei capricci, Lo spazio inverso, and as I will argue, the second of 
the Sei quartetti brevi. At this level, the work becomes a simulacrum of the referenced work or object. At 
the level of individual syntagms, we can include topics and gestures, elements of musical signification that 
are not quotations, but “doubles” of their designata. It is here that the work of Hatten and Monelle will be 
most useful. Examples are nearly everywhere in Sciarrino’s music: Invocations of traditional topics such as 
heartbeats, breaths, wind, sighs and weeping, the noble horse, birdsong, clocks, etc. are balanced with new 
gestures or topics like the montage, ruptures / lacerations, and other spatializing strategies. These local-
level diagrammatic likenesses do more than just project resemblances. They are conceptual wormholes 
through which semiotic content – affected by the differences implied between tokens of a type – can cross 
between works and generate new meanings.   
 Metaphoric iconic intertextuality occurs where two signifiers (quotations, topics, formal 
references, etc.) combine to produce a new meaning. As Hatten has shown, the existence and signification 
of topics forms the necessary conditions for their combination. Nonetheless, the mere use of topics or 
gestures is not synonymous with the kinds of meaning created by combing them. For this reason, Hatten 
proposed to call such instances of the combinatory use of topics or gestures tropes.4 It is useful to make a 
distinction in Sciarrino’s oeuvre, between troping at the level of the whole work and the level of the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 When an intertextual relationship is proposed between a musical work and a non-musical work (ex. a painting, a 
poem, a film), the use of qualisigns will always involve an interpretive pairing between a quality in the musical work in 
question, and an analogous quality in the other work. 
4 Robert Hatten, "Four Semiotic Approaches to Musical Meaning: Markedness, Topics, Tropes, and Gesture," 
Muzikološki Zbornik 41, no. 1 (2005): 13-14.  
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syntagm. Several of his elaborative compositions combine two or more musical referents (i.e., whole 
works), drawing out ironic or humorous new meanings, either by superimposition or juxtaposition.  
Examples of iconic metaphorical intertextuality at this level include: the superimposition of 
Ravel’s Jeux d’Eau and the song “Singin’ in the Rain” that occurs in Anamorfosi; the superimposition of 
keyboard works by Domenico Scarlatti with Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring in the second and third movements 
of Storie di Altre Storie; and the juxtaposition of Mozart’s Adagio KV 356, and works by Machaut and 
Scarlatti in the first movement. One work that combines topics together into iconic metaphors at the level 
of the syntagm is the opera Lohengrin. Elsa’s vocal part is almost entirely constructed of topics and 
gestures, and a great number also appear in the instrumental accompaniment. The cumulative effect colors 
our perception of what is occurring in the course of the drama.  
It would be simplistic to suggest that one merely needed to add up all of the conceivable popular 
associations that accompany the sounds of different animals Elsa invokes, and call that the “semiotic 
content” of the material. It is equally untenable to say that these associations have nothing to do with how a 
listener understands the spoken or sung texts, or the narrative thread of the work overall. The way to 
understand the semiotic effect of iconic metaphor at the level of the syntagm is not to translate the 
associative content of topics into words that one strings together into fragments of matrix sentences like “A 
definitive inner victory of the spirit,” a sentiment Hatten read onto the opening passages of Beethoven’s 
Piano Sonata op. 101.5 Instead, the accumulated semiotic content of combined topics create a conceptual 
space which the music sustains in sound, transforming it into felt impression. Hatten’s matrix sentences are 
attempts to embody such sentiments in thought, nothing more. I find them nonetheless too linear and one-
dimensional. Musical meaning, as we will see in both of the analyses that follow, is often layered, diffuse, 
multi-dimensional, and plural, rather than singular or even propostional. 
We shall have to say more about topics, as they appear in Sciarrino’s music. Traditional topics in 
his work often take a form that Raymond Monelle called the “dysphoric topic.”6 Such topics are especially 
important here not merely because of the pervasive sense of melancholy in much of the composer’s work. 
The use of dysphoric topics as re-readings or distortions of ordinary topics compliments the composer’s re-
zeroing of instrumental sound and historical object. We can extend Monelle’s insight by positing – without !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Ibid., 13-14. 
6 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 38. 
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wishing to claim any level of comprehensiveness – a number of other “motivations” behind Sciarrino’s use 
and adaption of icons, indexes, and symbols at both levels. We must do this with the explicit understanding 
we are reading motivations into the works. The origins of these “attitudes toward the Text” may be a 
reflection of those of the “paper author” (i.e., of the resonance between works that arises from the 
particularity of one’s own competency) as much as a reflection of motivations that can be verified by 
historical documentation. In any case, our list of motivations might include “melancholic” topics, which are 
dysphoric in a markedly dispassionate way (c.f. the lamento topic that appears in the last of the Sei 
quartette brevi, mm. 38-42 of the first violin). “Grotesque topics,” like the birdsong in Fra i testi dedicati 
alle nubi (the “ferocious blackcap”), feature a dysphoric distortion and exaggeration of qualities germane to 
the icon, index, or symbol. We can posit “comic” motivations that distort or exaggerate features of the 
object in a humorous or light-hearted way. And of course something must be said of the nostalgia, shocking 
perhaps to some, that invests the iconic, indexical, and symbolic aspects of works like Efebo con radio with 
a reflective light; these we may call “nostalgic” quotations, topics, tropes, gestures, etc.     
 Additionally, Sciarrino’s work gives voice to at least two new proto-topics only possible with the 
advent of certain technologies and shifts in consciousness that they bring about: the montage topic, and the 
static / interference topic.7 The contemporary intertext for such topics includes not only musical works like 
Luciano Berio’s Sinfonia (montage) and John Cage’s Imaginary Landscape #4 (radio static), but also a vast 
array of non-musical works from Kurt Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse Five (montage), the eighth chapter (“On 
the Radio”) of Umberto Eco’s novel The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loanna (a “re-created radio” topic), 
to Max Ernst’s Il Giardino di Francia (interference, “static”).8  
Indexical intertextuality, in the absence of direct quotation or allusion, involves some form of 
“indicating,” pointing toward, or alluding to the meanings or concepts that originate in the referenced text, 
not to the sounds or structures that embody those meanings and concepts. Sciarrino’s work is the bullet 
hole, or the smoke that evidences the existence, in the composer’s mind, of the precedent work. In any case, 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 It’s possible also to argue for a “taglio” [i.e., a “cut” or “laceration”] topic, influenced by the work of Lucio Fontana 
and Alberto Burri. The taglio topic is strongly associated with the montage topic, for instrumental manifestations of the 
taglio - flute jet-whistles, for example in Lo Spazio Inverso, and exaggerated string glissandi, as in Efebo con radio, 
often serve to mark the points of rupture that typify montage textures [we can include the woodblocks in Cadenzario as 
serving the same purpose]. These topics, taken together are the primary vehicles by which Sciarrino’s “Windowed 
forms” appear.   
8 The examples listed here are very far from being exhaustive.   
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indexical intertextuality has a particular text in mind. Two of the most common forms of indexical 
intertextuality in Sciarrino’s music are the titles and program notes he provides for the works (“helping 
language” in Monelle’s theory). Compositions like Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi?, L’Orologio di 
Bergson, and “La Malinconia” (of the Sei Quartetti Brevi) do not quote or allude directly to anything 
contained in the works they reference. Nonetheless, once the title or program note has done its work, the 
semantic synergy between Sciarrino’s works, and Die Zauberflöte, the work of philosopher Henri Bergson 
on temporality, and Beethoven’s String Quartet, op. 18, no. 6 (respectively), begins to manifest itself.  
These manifestations of “semantic synergy” are conceptual. They are embodied in the music, but 
extra-grammatical. In the case of L’Orologio di Bergson, as we saw in the third chapter, the title merely 
suggested “Bergson” and “time.” But in this case, the semantic effect arose from a mimetic (i.e., iconic) 
musical representation of the concept of temporality that Sciarrino must have seen in Bergson’s writing. 
None of the philosopher’s words themselves are invoked (by being whispered into the flute, for example), 
but the flute’s clockwork regularity in the opening section of the piece; inflected by the title, point toward 
the philosopher’s concept. Note that this form of Text-level intertextuality depends on a lower level (i.e., 
intratextual or local) instance of diagrammatic iconic intertextuality to function. At the level of the 
syntagm, indices point to meaningful changes of state in the music. Sciarrino calls this semiotic 
phenomenon the “little bang,” as we have already seen. With few exceptions, indices at this level don’t 
possess their own semantic content, they merely point toward a moment as meaningful.9 The content of that 
meaning is found in other context-dependent cues (signs, texts, topics, or gestures) that the listener 
assembles. Indices in this sense are weak carriers of explicit meaning, but offer rich expressive and 
perceptual tools to the composer nonetheless. Whether or not they are able to function with as much 
specificity and objectivity as spoken or written language supposedly is, is immaterial.  
Symbolic intertextuality involves the allusion to a convention or style, rather than a particular 
work. Sometimes this occurs merely by virtue of a work’s belonging to a genre or conventional practice. At 
other times, Sciarrino will adopt the language of the other, invoking it through newly composed material, 
rather than through quotation. At the level of the morphology of the whole work, examples include: the Sei !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 One exception we’ve already commented on is the shotgun fired during I fuochi oltre la ragione. It will be impossible 
for a listener to ignore the semantic associations embedded in the sound of a shotgun being fired, so that even the 
indexical relation between the sound and the title of the work and its program notes offers a certain redundancy of 
meaning to what can be perceived from the sound of the index all by itself.  
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quartetti brevi (grouped into 6 string quartets, a common practice in 18th centurystring quartet publishing), 
the Sei Capricci’s genre of 19th-centuryvirtuoso vehicle; the “sonata style” and all of its various changes of 
meaning in the 5 Sonate for piano; the “madrigalisms” of the 12 Madrigali; the “Greek chorus” characters 
and expository prelude of Lohengrin; the filmic montage technique of Efebo con radio; and the 
elaborations’ practice of re-composing (re-writing / re-reading) through prior texts.  
I would group Monelle’s indexical topics together with symbolic sign-object relations, since they 
regard marks of style, genre or convention. Symbolic signs relate to their objects similarly by virtue of a 
law (i.e., they are governed by established practice and “competency”). At the level of the syntagm, 
symbolic intertextuality takes the form of a purposeful / meaningful adoption of a sonic vocabulary or 
syntax foreign to Sciarrino’s general material language and practices.10 Examples include: the fragmented 
early and mid-20th centurypopular music sonorities that Sciarrino composes into Efebo con radio; the 
“musicological” attention he pays to composing passable Mozartean cadenzas in Cadenzario; and the 
angular atonal splashes of pitch that make up the discourse of the Third sonata (even down to the grouping 
effect created by a rule that links speed to registral distribution). In each case, Sciarrino borrows a language 
or process from a prior style and distorts, or reinterprets it. This is in fact the case at both levels of 
signification. What is meaningful in Sciarrino’s reference to a particular symbolic work or object is the 
difference between what is conventional about it, and how he uses it instead.      
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 This definition is problematic given that Sciarrino chooses to quote / adopt both tonal and non-tonal material 
“languages.” Since he uses all of these languages, how then are we to say that they are foreign to his material language 
or practices? He himself says so in his discussion of Efebo con radio in LFDM (Sciarrino, LFDM, 118). We can say 
that Sciarrino’s general material vocabulary and practices come from the late Modernist European avant-garde tradition 
(non-tonal, timbre-based, and noise-friendly). Though arrived at in the ordinary “symbolic” fashion, they don’t point so 
explicitly toward particular referent works. This allows us to make a distinction that let’s Sciarrino’s intentions speak to 
our perceptions. Without doing so, we would be missing the most crucial aspects of the intertextual links that are there 
to be found.  
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4.2 Anamorphosis and Re-zeroing: Strategies of Distortion  
The technique of anamorphosis has a long history in the visual arts. The Ambassadors, a painting 
finished in 1533 by Hans Holbein the Younger, is a well-known early example (example 38). In the same 
way that the hidden skull of Holbein’s painting only becomes visible from a certain perspective, the 
distortions of Sciarrino’s intertextual references only become audible by means of a voluntary change in the 
listener’s point of view. The word “perspective” is here being used in a technical sense, referring to the way 
that the lines, proportions, shapes, and colors of a painted object will be manipulated to give the impression 
of three-dimensional space. In particular, anamorphosis has to do with the purposeful choice of the painter 
to distort the syntagmatic elements of their composition for various ends. Holbein’s skull is distorted so 
that, the viewer will have to move through the room (prompted by the strange image stretched across the 
center bottom of the canvas) until they suddenly arrive at a location vis-à-vis the painting that will allow 
them to see the skull in its undistorted form. This sudden revelation leads the viewer to experience not only 
a momento mori, but also directs their attention toward a realization that perception itself is a complex 
phenomenon, one that is subject to all kinds of manipulations and distortions. If Holbein’s skull can be 
called a “trompe l’oeil,” what is Sciarrino’s Le voci sottovetro other than a “trompe l’oreille?”   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 38: Hans Holbein the Younger, The Ambassadors (1533) 
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Let us return to the elaboration of “Moro, lasso” from Le voci sottovetro, which we looked at 
briefly in the first chapter. Recall that Sciarrino preserves Gesualdo’s harmonic, rhythmic, melodic, and 
textual material, adding nothing and subtracting apparently little. For a casual listener, the LVSV may seem 
like little more than a traditional transcription or arrangement of Gesualdo’s madrigal. It must seem strange 
to such a listener that the concert program attributes the composition of the work to Salvatore Sciarrino. 
Traditional theories of influence (modeling, variation, even Charles Rosen’s plagiarism) cannot make any 
sense of that fact. However, if we treat the work as an imagistic icon at the level of the Text, then we can 
make some progress toward understanding it. A passage from E.H. Gombrich’s book Art and Illusion: A 
Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation will help explain what this means.11 
In Gombrich’s chapter on perspectival illusion, he discusses the trompe l’oeil experiments of 
Adelbert Ames Jr., who in 1934 invented what are now called “Ames rooms.”12 In one such experiment, he 
created a series of “peepshows” where the viewer looks through a small glass with one eye at an object 
located in an attached room, at some distance. As Gombrich recounts, the objects in three successive Ames 
rooms appeared to depict simple chairs. When however the viewer is invited to observe the objects from a 
different perspective, walking around to an open wall on the side of each room, they were in for a big 
surprise. Only one of the three apparent chairs resembled a chair from their new perspectival position. Of 
the other two (false) chairs, one appeared to be so bizarrely disproportionate as to be nearly unrecognizable 
from its first appearance through the peephole, and the other – completely unrecognizable from its first 
appearance – seemed to be a random arrangement of lines and a plane strung up on a series of wires as if 
suspended in a spider’s web. Gombrich offered this observation about our inability to distinguish between 
the true and false perspectival images of the chair: 
It is important to be quite clear at this point wherein the illusion consists. It consists, I 
believe, in the conviction that there is only one way of interpreting the visual pattern in 
front of us. We are blind to the other possible configurations because we literally ‘cannot 
imagine’ these unlikely objects. They have no name and no habitation in the universe of 
our experience. Of chairs we know, of the crisscross tangle we do not. Perhaps a man 
from Mars whose furniture was of that unlikely kind would react differently. To him the 
chair would always present the illusion that he had the familiar crisscross in front of his 
eye13.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Sciarrino may very well be familiar with Gombrich’s work, he references the scholar in the text “On the Origin of 
Subtle Ideas,” published in Carte da Suono. See Sciarrino, “On the Origin of Subtle Ideas,” 57. 
12 E. H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation (London: Phaidon Press, 
1960), 199-201. 
13 Ibid., 200. 
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 The second image on the bottom row of Gomberich’s illustration (page 200 of his text) is a visual 
double of the move Sciarrino makes in his elaboration of “Moro, lasso” and other madrigals in LVSV. 
Presumably, the disjunct lines and floating plane in the second room could be reassembled to construct the 
same chair found in the first room. Or inversely, the chair in the first room could be atomized and 
rearranged so that its parts still give the impression of constituting a chair from one perspectival position, 
but will appear disjunct and insensible from another. It is our ingrained expectations that make all three 
rooms appear to contain chairs. Similarly, as I argued in the first chapter, it is our ingrained expectation that 
a musical work’s physiognomic identity consists solely in the harmonic arrangements of pitches in a 
particular rhythm that prevents the disjunction of Sciarrino’s atomization of Gesualdo’s musical “chair” 
from being apparent to us. These instances of anamorphosis, pervasive in Sciarrino’s music, are always 
aimed at revealing something about musical perception, nearly always in a way that depends upon one or 
more intertextual references.    
Carratelli discusses Holbein’s painting and its famous hidden skull in his thesis on Sciarrino’s 
work.14 He also identifies many of the same typologies of sign-object relation that I have, including the 
distortion of elaborative works, the invocation of “doubles,” and Sciarrino’s “monstrous,” chimerical re-use 
of older forms. However, Carratelli spends the majority of his thesis examining the composer’s music using 
a different interpretation of what the “esthesic perspective” means for analysis. He relies on a mix of 
formalistic analytical theories and cognitive theories of perception to explain esthesis as a pure act of 
cognitive perception. However, anamorphosis (whether visual or aural) is not just a matter of technical 
strategy. The images of the visual arts, and the sounds music function as signs, and as such are intertextual 
and culturally mediated.  
Anamorphosis bears some similarity with Harold Bloom’s notion of misprision as formulated in 
Anxiety of Influence (1973), an analytical paradigm taken up as we have seen by Joseph Straus, Kevin 
Korsyn, and Adam Krims. This resonance is only partial though. What differentiates Sciarrino’s notion of 
anamorphosis from Bloom’s misprision is the absence of “anxiety.” Sciarrino’s re-compositions are not 
figured (or, I argue, configurable) as acts of artistic parricide. The motivations behind them range from 
playful, to melancholically nostalgic, but they are never “critical” in the way that Lachenmann’s musical !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 Carratelli, “L’integrazione dell’estesico nella poetica musicale post-strutturalista,” 263-5. 
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dealings with history often are. His aim is not at an ideology supposedly inherent in the works of the past, 
but one that is inherent in complacent modes of listening (and analysis) in the present. Anamorphoses 
subvert our hearing of the referent rather than the material of the original, by writing through them using a 
language of effacement and distortion. He influences his predecessors in a way that resonates with Michael 
Klein’s vision of intertextuality not as linear and unidirectional, but as rhizomatic, reaching out in all 
directions15. Of course one cannot recover lost historical moments or forgotten perceptions. Sciarrino is not 
ignorant of this fact. In its light, his overall aesthetic project speaks the language of loss, but not in the false 
hope of resurrecting or recreating “the lost object.” His solution is a critique of the notion that what was 
lost was ever anything but a superficial embodiment of a radicality that too often became associated with 
particular materials rather than ways of hearing.    
For reasons stated above, I will not make use of Bloom’s revisionary ratios, rooted as they are in 
Freudian readings that are not always relevant to Sciarrino’s purposes in “misunderstanding” his 
predecessors. Intriguing though it may be as a form of play, these claims could hardly be naturally felt 
through any likely hermeneutic position toward the Text / intertext on the part of an actual listener. How 
bizarre would the circular memories inhabiting a listener’s head need to be in order to claim that Sciarrino’s 
distortion of a particular syntagm – a re-embodiment of a phrase form “Moro, Lasso,” let us say – is a 
clinamen (because it is an ironic, harmonic, “saying what one does not mean”), and thus a composerly 
reaction-formation, an “opposition masking a repressed desire?” On what basis could we hear a Kenosis 
there (a movement of discontinuity), because he omits tones or texts from the vocal line, and thus is 
dramatizing a reversion to earlier phases of development? What is ultimately most disturbing about the 
passive embrace of Bloom’s work is that the revisionary ratios can be used to reconfigure any creative act 
as an expression of mental pathology. Neither Straus, Korsyn, nor Krims offered a conscious interpretive 
strategy for telling the difference. They didn’t even seem to recognize or acknowledge the necessity of 
doing so. The strategies of distortion outlined below, conceal no such assumptions (see table 22). It is 
through the contemplation of the sign-object relation (at both levels), and of the strategic distortion of the 
object – in the service of a particular motivation – that we can make interpretive claims about the work.  
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 Klein, Intertextuality in Western Art Music, 63. 
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Strategy of Distortion 
 
Description Examples in Sciarrino’s work 
 
Erasure 
 
 
Erasing harmonies, notes, or lines 
from the referenced material 
 
Removing a conceptually 
germane aspect of the referenced 
material 
 
 
“Prologo,” and Intermezzo III 
from Luci mie traditrici 
 
Quotation of Ballate con noi 
theme-song in Efebo con radio 
 
Text from parts of Le voci 
sottovetro 
 
 
Disembodiment 
 
 
Subverting / emptying out the 
core of the pitch, typically by 
means of extended instrumental 
vocabularies 
 
The skeleton / shadow / shell of 
the material is still recognizable 
 
 
Bass flute in “Gagliarda” of Le 
voci sottovetro 
 
Capriccio #1 for violin 
 
Flute lines, Intermezzo II, Luci 
mie traditrici 
 
String texture in Intermezzo III, 
L.M.T. 
 
 
Interference / distortion 
 
 
Covering over, blocking, or 
submerging the referenced 
material with other pitches or 
sounds 
 
Overlaying harmonically / 
timbrally contrasting, newly-
composed material on top of the 
referenced source without 
completely obscuring it 
 
Distorting the surface by adding 
stylistically foreign phonematic 
devices to it 
 
 
Throughout Efebo con radio 
 
First movement of Storie di altre 
storie 
 
“Passeggiata” from Aspern Suite 
 
Dynamics and articulations in Le 
voci sottovetro 
 
Fragmentation / vivisection 
 
 
Markedly cutting the material out 
of its original symbolic context 
and treating it as a sonic found 
object 
 
Abruptly cutting off, or 
vivisecting a quoted fragment of 
the referenced material 
 
 
Efebo con radio 
…de la nuit 
Cadenzario 
Allegoria della notte 
 
“Prologo” from Luci mie 
traditrici 
 
Phrase endings in Intermezzi II / 
III from L.M.T. 
 !
Table 22: Strategies of distortion in Sciarrino’s work 
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Strategy of misprision [cont.] 
 
Description Examples in Sciarrino’s work 
 
Striation / scrambling 
 
Perturbing or breaking apart the 
sounding surface of the 
referenced material, often through 
tremoli / spazzolini 
 
 
String texture, Intermezzo II Luci 
mie traditrici 
 
Winds, brass, and strings, several 
places in Efebo con radio 
 
 
Spatialization / atomization 
 
 
Registrally or timbrally arranging 
the parts / voices of the 
referenced material in a way that 
suggests spatial, rather than 
linguistic structural analogies 
 
Placing lines in extreme registers, 
redistributing harmonies with 
extremely wide spacing, or 
disassociating chord-tones from 
one another by means of extreme 
timbral difference 
 
 
Third sonata 
 
Cadenzario 
 
Le voci sottovetro 
 
Alteration of affect / re-
orchestration 
 
 
Changing the affect / mood of the 
referenced material by changing 
its orchestration 
 
Without the use of extended 
instrumental vocabularies 
 
Within the boundaries of stylistic 
possibility for the referenced 
material 
 
A [purposeful?] misremembering 
 
 
Quotation of  Louis Lynel’s song 
“Les Bijoux” 
 
Reversal of salient feature 
 
 
Reversal of an element of a 
musical syntagm that gives it its 
meaning. 
 
 
SQ #5 of the Sei Quartetti Brevi 
 
Stylistic appropriation 
 
 
Imitating the referenced material 
with newly-composed music 
 
Using another’s words for one’s 
own purposes [Bakhtin-
Kristeva’s “ambivalent” word] 
 
 
Efebo con radio 
 
Cadenzario  
 
Esercizi in tre stile 
 
Transmogrification 
 
 
Transforming a non-musical idea 
into a musical idea 
 
Does not apply to musical topics / 
gestures, but can apply to 
“topics” that occur outside of 
music and are analogous to those 
that do 
 
 
String quartet #2 from Sei 
quartette brevi [LeWitt] 
 
Lo spazio inverso  
[Fontana / Burri] 
Table 22: Strategies of distortion in Sciarrino’s work (cont.) 
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Strategy of misprision [cont.] 
 
Description Examples in Sciarrino’s work 
 
Superimposition 
 
 
Overlaying two or more 
referenced works or objects on 
top of one another [temporally] 
 
 
Anamorfosi 
[Jeux d’Eau + “Singin’ in the Rain”] 
 
Storie di altre storie 
[Scarlatti + Stravinsky’s Rite of 
Spring] 
 
 
Juxtaposition 
 
 
Placing two or more referenced 
works or objects next to one 
another, implying a resonance 
 
 
Efebo con radio 
 
Storie di altre storie 
[Mozart + Machaut + Scarlatti] 
 
 
Harmonic / Metric Adaptation 
 
 
Changing the harmonic or metric 
disposition of one referenced 
material to match with that of 
another [or with some newly-
composed material] 
 
 
Anamorfosi [metric adaptation] 
 
Storie di altre storie 
I           [metric adaptation] 
II / III   [harmonic / metric adap.] 
 
 
 
Leakage 
 
 
Ignoring the original 
grammatical-symbolic code of 
the referenced material, and 
instead altering its “phonematic” 
aspects 
 
Leaving the harmonic surface 
untouched, or composing a 
simulacrum of it, without 
utilizing the code that generated 
the original 
 
 
 
Third Sonata 
 
Pagine 
 
Esercizi di tre stili 
 
Symbolic substitution 
 
 
Exchanging the original 
grammatical-symbolic code of 
the referenced material for 
another 
 
Using a new code to read / re-
write an old work 
 
 
Second sonata 
 
Capriccio #1 
 
12 Madrigali 
 
Decoupling 
 
 
Dissociating the parts of a 
quotation (for example the vocal 
and instrumental parts of a 
composition), and deploying 
them separately at different 
moments in the work. 
 
 
Quotations of “Second Hand 
Rose” and “I Can’t Give You 
Anything But Love” in Efebo con 
radio. 
 
Table 22: Strategies of distortion in Sciarrino’s work (concl.) 
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4.3 Two Analyses 
Rather than undertaking an analysis of each of the 10 individual categories of intertextual sign-
object relations I’ve outlined across both levels morphological hierarchy, I will focus in on two works for 
analysis at a greater level of detail: the Sei Quartetti Brevi and Efebo con radio. I do this both because each 
work contains multiple different forms of intertextual relation, and because it will be better to examine 
whole works, rather than fragments chosen to demonstrate a pre-conceived system. Analysis influenced by 
semiotics is addressed to meanings that emerge from the multiple connections that adhere within the 
moments of a work, and between them and moments of other works. These analyses will not, however, 
demonstrate a semiotic unity inherent in the work, as much as express an interpreted path through their 
polysemy, my own. I will be ultimately responsible for the meanings that are here proposed. There is still 
an important problem that needs to be addressed.   
Intertextual relations can occur between Sciarrino’s work, and some other composer or artist’s 
particular work. These are the simplest to identify and discuss from the perspective of the pre-existing 
critical tradition. They can also exist between one of Sciarrino’s works, and another of his works: There is a 
great deal of “self-quotation” in his catalogue, and determining what a potential syntagm “means” (or how 
it functions in a context) begins with identifying it as a token of a type, noticing differences and similarities 
within Sciarrino’s work first, and between it and corollaries that we can identify in the intertext. Doing so is 
merely following Hatten’s methodology established in Musical Meaning in Beethoven.16 What complicates 
our task is that some forms of intertextuality are inherently speculative. 
At the level of the work, imagistic and metaphoric icons (quotation, and superimposition / 
juxtaposition of quotations), and indexical pointing (via titles, texts, program notes) are evident, and thus 
seem objective or “authorized,” often by the composer’s own words.17 At the level of the syntagm, readily 
identifiable iconic references (small-scale quotes, common topics, or tropes of common topics) can be 
contextualized and validated by appealing to the theoretical literature (i.e., the work of Ratner, Hatten, 
Monelle, Agawu, etc.), thus making them seem more objective. Not so with other forms of relation: the 
identification of iconic diagrammatic relations, of unusual topics, gestures, and tropes, or of !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 261-68. 
17 Our interpretations of the composer’s intended motivations and meanings may be less evidently authorized, 
especially given Sciarrino’s purposefully poetic and vague communications.    
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correspondences between indexical “little bangs” internal to the work in question, and those that occur in 
other works must be made on the strength of the analyst’s persuasiveness.  
In such cases, any appeal to the composer’s real intentions can only be conjectural, especially 
when his intentions are unknown or unsupported by traditional forms of historiographical evidence, being 
only perceived, imagined, or – truthfully – projected. Such cases of abduction are far from abnormal in the 
history of analysis, despite what analysts may aver. Robert Hatten, in theorizing Peircian abduction for 
music analysis was not breaking any new ground in practice. His innovation was to admit, and make 
explicit this reality, and to attempt transparency.  
However, if abductive moves in analysis must be grounded in a stylistic competency that is 
regulative in nature, they may escape the cage of the author’s intentions only to be ensnared in that of an 
historical moment, or worse, of a moment in the history of theory as a discipline. To paraphrase Richard 
Taruskin, analysis may avoid making the poietic fallacy only to make a “disciplinary fallacy,” imagining 
that only those things that the discipline of music theory recognizes as expressions of orthodox competency 
count as legitimate experiences of semiotic content.18 An alternative solution to the problem that arises out 
of the kinds of intertextuality that aren’t evidently discoverable through simple iconicity, indexical triggers 
(“helping language”) supplied by the composer, or models and implicit stylistic / linguistic competencies 
supplied by analytical literature, is to embrace an abductive immediacy delimited not by regulative 
competency, but by the particular intertext of the reader (including the intertext she may consciously 
create). This is what Barthes, Kristeva, Monelle, Turino, Klein, and I – variously – mean by intertextuality. 
If practice is any indication, Sciarrino seems to agree.     
Beyond the introduction of the “figures,” Le figure della music da Beethoven a oggi provides an 
example of what an analysis of Sciarrino’s own music could look like in this respect. The composer reads 
iconicity, indexicality, and symbolicity – of which the figures are expressions – into art forms from his own 
perspective, taking full responsibility for them. In some cases, he avowedly disregards the intentions of the 
makers of the works he interprets, as in the case of Stockhausen’s Kontra-punkte and Boulez’s “Don” from 
Pli selon pli. In other instances, he makes inventive abductions, going beyond what the historiographical or 
theoretical context makes explicit or necessary (c.f., his readings of Michelangelo’s Tomb of the Medici, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Richard Taruskin, “The Poietic Fallacy,” The Musical Times 145, no. 1886 (2004): 10. 
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and Caravaggio’s Boy bitten by a lizard). In all cases, he constructs a network of artworks – circular 
memories – around his figures reading them onto and through one another. These are the methods he 
utilizes to construct his “logical structures of modernity.” It’s safe to say that this kind of analysis is what 
Sciarrino was referring to in the quote that opens this chapter: an analysis that is “courageous enough to 
become an autonomous, rather than servile thought,” even though it “finds few points of agreement with 
the dominant culture” wherever dominant culture is shaped by structuralist assumptions about structure, 
textuality, filiation, intertextuality, and meaning. 
Let us return to the problematic cases of works, or parts of works that do not utilize direct 
quotations, helping language, or devices discussed in analytical literature. First it must be said that, in light 
of the poststructural way of dealing with such cases, the same attitude must be taken toward those works 
and parts of works that do utilize direct quotation, authorial helping language, and devices discussed in 
analytical literature. These conventional modes of rooting our observations in an intersubjective discourse 
do not disappear, but are relativized: the quotations are stripped of their authorial quotation marks, the 
(authorial) helping language becomes that of a paper author, and the disciplinary force of theoretical 
literature is recognized as momentary, discursive, and allegorical. In short, conventional sources of 
epistemological rootedness are invited into our intertext, but merely as other “texts,” not structural centers 
or authorities.  
Moments where Sciarrino’s music seems least “intertextual” are still polyphonic (i.e., interwoven 
with codes, and with the voices of others). It will be for me to abduce dramaturgical or gestural purposes in 
such places, and see where I can find correlated moments in other works that help me to clarify and refine 
those purposes, and to understand something of their semiotic effect (such will be the case in the Sei 
quartetti brevi, for example). The process of abduction there will depend first upon my circular memories 
as a composer, listener, and analyzer of music (and of literature, poetry, art, film, philosophy, etc.), and 
doubtlessly, of my “non-artistic” experiences. These memories will set the conditions for my ability to re-
imagine syntactic entities as syntagms pointing iconically, indexically, or symbolically to objects – other 
works or signs – which are themselves interpretants. The act of drawing on my experiences does not give 
my judgments “authority,” but only a source. And bewilderingly, there are no justifiable limits to such a 
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practice that are other than arbitrary.19 This kind of analysis can never be “completed,” but only 
momentarily exhausted in the physical sense of the word.  
The rhizomatic network that I will use to make transparent the conscious elements of my intertext 
for a composition, is drawn first from this kind of preliminary close reading, but then circles back around to 
influence my interpretation in subsequent “passes” through the material. Interpretation in this sense is a 
communication with what I can know of an author and of my own faculties of perception. To treat analysis 
as a mere breaking-down, as a poietic “reverse-engineering” in the service of reconstructing a supposedly 
pre-existing style competency, is to belittle it, and to place an “interference between the work and 
ourselves.” 
I can begin by describing what the material is that Sciarrino exerts his composerly control upon, 
and what is happening to the material. This involves abducing what are the values of the musical discourse, 
values that can be identified by seeing what things Sciarrino changes and how, and by identifying 
isomorphic instances outside of the work. The changes are gestural in nature, and here we come back to 
Hatten who defines gesture as “expressively significant, energetic, temporal shaping across all human 
modalities of perception, action, and cognition.”20 This definition is extraordinarily broad, but necessarily 
so. Let the following analyses clarify.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 This fact accounts for the reluctance of Hatten and other theorists to accept the intertextuality of Barthes, and the full 
consequences of Derridean différance. However, accepting Barthes / Derrida doesn’t mean rejecting the analyses of 
Hatten, which can be regarded as an expression of what a practice of Barthesian / Derridean analysis would look like, 
so long as it is stripped of the pretention of theoretical objectivity. Hatten’s choice to limit his notion of intertextuality 
to an examination of relationships between particular texts is after all, the only conceivable way that intertextuality 
could be explorable. The truth it speaks is that we can all only contribute our little part to understanding what a text is 
and means. What it means, it means for us.   
20 Robert Hatten, Interpreting Musical Gestures, Topics, and Tropes: Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 2004), 97. 
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Sei Quartetti Brevi21 
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Interpretants in red are those that Sciarrino is certainly, purposefully invoking. Interpretants in gray are those that it is 
reasonable to assume – but not certain – that Sciarrino is invoking. Interpretants in black are part of my intertext / 
“circular memories.” They may or may not be appropriate to Sciarrino’s own interpretation of his work. I make no 
attempt either to be provocative, or to be strictly positivistic about these connections.   
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Melancholic Withdrawal in the Sei Quartetti Brevi  
The Sei quartette brevi is a difficult work to conceptualize for it is neither a single string quartet 
with six movements, nor a disconnected series of six pieces, merely published together. In fact, the first of 
the quartets to be written was the second. It bears a copyright date of 1974, though it is indicated that the 
entire work was begun in 1967 and revised by 1992. It’s more likely that the other quartets were composed 
later (I / III were copyrighted in 1991; IV, V, and VI in 1992) and integrated with the second, an act of 
decisive significance. The temporal belatedness of the added movements is manifested by the differences of 
material and treatment that separates them from the second quartet, which lacks the sense of textural 
independence amongst the voices that typifies the other quartets. As we will see, its materials are structured 
in a systematic rather than formal fashion, a move which is highly unusual for Sciarrino, and as such should 
draw our attention. There are no catalogued (numbered) string quartets that precede these, and they are 
followed after some years by independently published 7th and 8th String Quartets, both of which are longer 
stand-alone works.  
 
 “Sixness,” Bigness, Smallness 
The choice to publish a grouping of six string quartets is thematic to this work. The practice has a 
long history in Western classical music, in place already with the string quartets of Joseph Haydn (c.f., Op. 
1-3, 9, 20, 33, 50, 54, 64, 71/4, 76), and W.A. Mozart (c.f. K. 55-60, 168-173, and 385-465). Closer to our 
own time, Bela Bartòk’s revolutionary string quartets are now viewed as a group of six (though they were 
not published that way). Perhaps also echoing in the mind are other non-string-quartet works, and more 
contemporary works grouped in sixes: Bach’s Sonatas and Partitas for solo violin (and his six cello suites), 
Anton Webern’s op. 6 Six Pieces for Orchestra (one of which Sciarrino invoked in his discussion of 
accumulation in LFDM), and Arnold Schönberg’s Sechs kleine Klavierstücke, to name only a few. At the 
level of the work group, the direct and central form of intertextual reference is symbolic in nature, pointing 
to the opus 18 String Quartets by Ludwig van Beethoven. In both cases, the final of the six quartets is 
subtitled “la Malinconia.” None of the other quartets make reference (direct or indirect) to the first five 
quartets in Beethoven’s cycle. So no iconic relation exists at the level of the work group.  
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At the level of the individual quartets, there are no direct quotations. What semiotic effects that are 
there to be found are derived on the one hand from noticing how they swerve away from the culturally-
mediated, encoded meanings found in Beethoven’s quartet (in the case of VI); and on the other hand from 
acknowledging the polyphonic multitude of other voices that speak within it, and within the other quartets. 
Each has its own set of interpretants, which will need to be addressed in turn. But we can turn first to three 
of the remaining primary interpretants that affect the entire work group: ambivalence, brevity, and 
melancholy. 
Bakhtin-Kristeva’s concept of the ambivalent word is a notion that is present in virtually all of 
Sciarrino’s work. In her essay “Word, Dialogue, Novel,” Julia Kristeva invokes Mikhail Bakhtin’s three 
categories of the word (i.e., of “voice”) within narratives: direct, object-oriented, and ambivalent.22 The 
direct word is the word of the author in the text. Bakhtin was speaking about the narrator’s voice when it is 
clear to the reader that they are being directly addressed by the author, and not by a character within the 
text (for example, it’s narrator). The object-oriented word is the voice of characters in the narrative. It is not 
to be considered synonymous with the voice of the author (who may not endorse the thoughts or actions of 
one of his characters). Nevertheless, it accomplishes the will of the author in an oblique way, and so it has 
traces of the direct word in it, but exists as Kristeva claims “on a separate level of discourse.”  
Lastly, with the ambivalent word, the author uses “…another’s word, giving it new meaning while 
retaining the meaning it already had.” This double word is not the word of a character whose subjectivity 
was construed in the author’s mind, but of another real person. The ambivalent word results from the 
joining of two intertexts (that of the first author, and that of the second), and thus is dialogical. It involves 
stylization not fidelity to the structure and practice of the original. Kristeva designates parody as a second 
kind of ambivalent word. Unlike the neutral ambivalence just discussed, parody reverses the intent of the 
other in an ironic fashion. Its second, deeper meaning is in this way critical of the superficially apparent 
first meaning.  
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!22!Julia Kristeva, Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1980), 72-3. !
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If we consider the direct word to be equivalent to a musical act of speech that is neither an explicit 
quotation or transmogrification of some particular precedent material (i.e., that is non-iconic), then the 
direct word occurs in a number of places in Sei quartette brevi. In program notes to Efebo con radio, 
(published in Carte da Suono and referenced in LFDM), Sciarrino identifies the type of sounds he considers 
to be “direct words” in his music: the non-tonal, extended instrumental gestural types highlighted in pp. 
214 – 223 of the third chapter of this dissertation.23 It makes little sense to invoke the object-oriented word 
in an instrumental composition, other than to acknowledge the rather trivial sense in which different 
instrumental lines can act as voices in a wordless narrative (as in the case of classical string quartet 
writing). There are indeed dialogical moments in Sciarrino’s quartets that harken to these traditional modes 
of interaction (c.f. SQI, mm. 1-9; SQII, mm. 23-6; SQV, mm. 6-10; and SQVI, mm. 1-12, etc.), but what 
they convey in doing so seems limited and somewhat unremarkable.  
It is the ambivalent word that delivers most of the semiotic effect in the Sei quartetti brevi. Not 
only is the voice of Beethoven present in the work group, but also the voice of Helmut Lachenmann – and 
for me – the voices of Lucio Fontana / Alberto Burri, Anton Webern, Giacinto Scelsi, Sol LeWitt, Arnold 
Schönberg, György Kurtág, Josquin De Près, Frederic Chopin, Gustav Mahler, George Crumb, Cornelius 
Agrippa, Carlo Gesualdo, Lars Von Trier, Richard Burton, Albrecht Dürer, Gerard Grisey, among others.  
Additionally, several historically-situated concepts shape my perception and understanding of 
what Sciarrino is doing in this work: topics (pianto, lamento, breath), Sciarrino’s figures (and his notion of 
rupture form, interruption and its relation to Lachenmann’s notion of rejection); genres like the pre / post-
Classical sonata form, short films, etudes, haikai, wisdom sayings, nocturnes, bar form; marks of genre like 
the already mentioned traditions of string-quartet writing, but also older textural strategies like points of 
imitation, hocket, and ellipsis; musical pensieri (pointed dedications); and naturally, the topic of 
melancholy. To claim that these texts – these voices – are “present” in Sciarrino’s work is not to claim that 
the composer was consciously influenced by each of them. More than anything, it is to claim that these 
voices are present not in the work, but in the Text – to borrow Barthes’ distinction – which is to say that 
they are present in my hearing of the work as mediated by this cloud of witnesses, and that they cannot help 
but be. Marinating in such an intertextual stew of circular memories (both those of the composer and of the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 Sciarrino, LFDM, 119. 
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listener), it is easy to see how a work can come to be polysemic, how it can take on different meanings for 
different observers. And perhaps in this case it is better not to speak of the deaths of authors and readers, 
but rather their collaborative labor in the creation of the work; the reconceptualization of works of art as 
semiotic exquisite corpses.  
The topic of brevity is thematic, as it is foregrounded in the title of this work group, and deserves 
comment. The Sei quartetti brevi, taken together, lasts around 17 minutes in performance. However taken 
separately, the longest quartet (the first) lasts around three minutes and forty-five seconds in performance, 
the shortest (the second) only two minutes. These are lengths that are altogether ordinary for art songs, but 
not at all typical for string quartets. Doubtless this is part of what Sciarrino meant when he had expressed to 
Martin Kaltenecker his interest in translating older forms “with a new logic.”24 Sciarrino begins by 
hollowing out their multi-movement forms and transforming them into singular vehicles of conceptual 
concentration. Scholarly works on brevity and longevity in music composition are surprisingly hard to find. 
Yet these works are inscribed within a literary and musical tradition that provides meaningful examples of 
both. To understand the thematicity of Sciarrino’s brevity, one must place it in the context of the thematic 
shortness and longness of other works.  
Shortness has come to possess divergent meanings in art music: The concision and simplicity of 
Bach chorales and inventions, Schumann’s Davidsbündlertänze, and the sonatinas and etudes of Muzio 
Clementi, to take a few brief examples, carry didactic associations. They were written at least partially to 
educate and affirm with respect to topics as broadly ranged as reinforcing religious dogma, acquiring good 
keyboard or compositional technique, or cultivating good musical taste. Schumann’s collections of brief 
character pieces (for example, the Davidsbündlertänze) bring also a fundamentally intertextual sense of 
programmatic / literary discursiveness into the genre. Each piece depicts – in a quintessentially semiotic 
fashion – a particular mood, emotion, event, action, or person. Some of Beethoven’s epigrammatic 
compositions were written as humorous messages to publishers, friends, and other acquaintances (ex. Lob 
Auf Den Dicken "Schuppanzigh Ist Ein Lump", WoO 100), or even as a form of parodic, good-natured 
critique (ex. Ta ta ta…lieber Mälzel, WoO 162).25  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Kaltenecker and Pesson, “Entretien avec Salvatore Sciarrino,” 136. 
25 The former translates to: Praise to the Fat One: “Schuppanzigh is a lump,” the latter is dedicated to the inventor of 
the metronome – Johann Nepomuk Mälzel – and parodies the mindless and disengaged ticking of the metronome.  
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The brevity of Chopin’s Preludes, op. 28 is, as Richard Taruskin argues (through Charles Rosen), 
part of the Romantic tradition of the composed fragment.26 They stand as preludes to nothing (or to one 
another, as Taruskin reluctantly allows), and as such can be read as precursors to Sciarrino’s strategic 
distortions of genre, similarly to the hyperrealistic writings of Jorge Luis Borges, which the composer cited 
in his discussion with Kaltenecker. According to Rosen, such aphoristic musical fragments have the self-
contradictory qualities of being both “complete, yet torn away from a larger whole.”27 He traces their 
origins to the “French maxims” of writers like La Rochefoucauld, which he says focus a centripetal force 
on concepts, paring the meanings of words down with a singular intensity: 
The Romantic fragment is, therefore a closed structure, but its closure is a formality: it 
may be separated from the rest of the universe, but it implies the existence of what is 
outside itself not by reference, but by its instability. The form is not fixed but is torn apart 
or exploded by paradox, by ambiguity…28 
 
Whereas short works are often considered light, or are seen as prefatory sketches to a real, larger 
work (in the manner of a sculptor casting a model); larger works are called “magnum opuses,” and often 
treated as a point of culmination in a composer’s formal training.29 Mahler wrote symphonies (c.f. 
especially 2, 3, 8, and 9) that dwarf the lengths and required performing resources of any of his 
predecessors, in the superhuman, Dionysian desire to “contain the whole world.”30 Wagnerian opera turns 
away from the small, personal, local dramas that typified the opera buffa traditions, and from the 
heightened realism that would subsequently come to typify Puccini’s verismo style, gravitating instead to 
the timeless, totalizing, epic symbolism of Norse mythology. In place of the fragmentary incompleteness of 
Chopin’s musical ruins, Wagner’s “Gesamkunstwerke” reconstituted and revivified the lost past in its 
unified fullness, reaching out to engulf, energize, and explain the world of the present. In the late 19th 
Century, the Concord Transcendentalists in the United States, fired by a similar, Germanic, Nietzschean, 
Dionysian spirit, spoke of Beethoven – one of their musical heroes – with a typically exuberant, 
Whitmanesque, lack of restraint.31 This understanding of Beethovenian enormity would later suffuse !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Richard Taruskin, Oxford History of Western Music: Music in the Nineteenth Century, vol. 3 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 350-358.  
27 Charles Rosen, The Romantic Generation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1995), 48-9. 
28 Ibid., 52. 
29 See the didactic topical progression in most music theory books (for example Laitz, Kostka-Payne, ...), and in Arnold 
Schönberg’s Fundamentals of Musical Composition.  
30 Laki, Peter. “The Orchestral Repertory,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Orchestra, Ed. Colin Lawson 
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 57. 
31 Basil de Selincourt, “Music and Duration,” Music & Letters 1, no. 4 (1920), 288. 
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Charles Ives’ paean to the Concord Transcendentalists in his Piano Sonata #2 (“Concord, Mass.”), and the 
accompanying “Essays Before a Sonata.”  
In the 1920’s, writing in the journal Music and Letters, the British journalist Basil de Selincourt 
wrote what is probably a broadly shared sentiment, that there is a relationship between musical substance 
and duration, that “…there is no more crucial test of a composition than the test of length.” Later in the 
same article: 
The greatest of representative composers have been inclined to ignore the limits of 
human endurance. It is in the nature of music to flow on; and by the time it has told its 
own story and the composer’s too, both have as a rule completely overreached 
themselves.32  
 
Closer to our own time – and curiously reminiscent of the Romantics – from the transethnic, 
spiritual, meditative open-form gargantua of La Monte Young’s Composition 1960 #7 (“to be held for a 
very long time”) and Terry Riley’s In C; the famous six-hour String Quartet no. 2 of Morton Feldman; and 
John Cage’s late period Organ2/As SLow aS Possible. This last mentioned work – also known as ASLSP – 
is currently the subject of a 639-year performance at the Sankt-Burchardi Kirke in Halberstadt, Germany 
(begun in 2001).33 In each case, the duration is clearly intended to place a frame around the work, to pre-
condition the type of sounds and sound relationships that a listener should be prepared to hear, if they are to 
gain access to the perceptual phenomena the works were intended to elicit. Of course, in the latter work, no 
human will live to witness the full performance.  
The 20th and 21st Centuries have their miniatures and fragments, too. The aforementioned Anton 
Webern, and his teacher Arnold Schönberg have written pointedly short works. In fact, Schönberg wrote on 
more than one occasion on the topic of brevity. He opposes himself to the links between duration, 
substance, and repetition of the kind Selincourt rhapsodized about, favoring a brevity of concision that 
dispenses with embellishment, and what Schönberg regarded as useless repetition: 
Students of my works will recognize how in my career the tendency to condense has 
gradually changed my entire style of composition; how, by renouncing repetitions, 
sequences, elaborations, I finally arrived at a style of concision and brevity, in which 
every technical or structural necessity was carried out without unnecessary extension, in 
which every single unit is supposed to be functional.34 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Ibid., 288. 
33 John Cage Orgel-Kunst-Projekt, “Organ2 / ASLSP,” last modified July 29th, 2015,  
http://www.aslsp.org/de/home.html  
34 Arnold Schoenberg, A Schoenberg Reader: Documents of A Life, ed. Joseph Auner (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2003), 52.  
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Great art must proceed to precision and brevity…lending to every sentence the full 
pregnancy of meaning of a maxim, of a proverb, of an aphorism. This is what musical 
prose should be – a direct and straightforward presentation of ideas, without any 
patchwork, without mere padding and empty repetitions.35 
 
More recently, the composer György Kurtág – whose work has undergone something of a revival 
in the European-American new music community – is known for his miniature-length work groups such as 
the 12 Microludien of his 1979 book of games (Játékok) for piano, and the Kafka Fragments (published in 
1992). In their analyses, respectively, of the composer’s Microludes and Kafka Fragments, both Margaret 
McLay and William Kinderman are driven to conduct micro-dramaturgical close-readings of each text.36 
The stark and playful brevity of the works amplifies the significance of each musical event, and of the 
slightest meaningful change in the pertinent qualisigns embodied therein. Kurtág’s miniatures, far more so 
than even the non-repetitive brevity of Schönberg’s Sechs Kleine Klavierstücke, evidence the kind of La 
Rochefoucauldian centripetal focus that Rosen and Taruskin found in the opus 24 Preludes of Chopin.37    
 In 1998, the American pianist Guy Livingston commissioned sixty composers, from 18 countries 
to each compose one work for solo piano that is sixty seconds long or less. The German composer Morritz 
Eggert responded by surpassing even Kurtág’s level of brevity, with his Hammerklavier XI. The piece 
sardonically asks, “What if one composer from 1 country wrote 60 pieces under a second for solo piano?” 
It’s a humorous work, during which the pianist announces the title of each composition, which is 
immediately iconically signified in the micro-dramaturgy of the singular musical idea that comprises it. In 
2003 – while the Halberstadt John Cage Organ Foundation’s specially constructed instrument was 
executing the first sound of its performance of ASLSP – the American composer Robert Voisey put out a 
call, in the manner of Livingston, for 60 recorded compositions, 60 seconds or less, to be grouped together 
and performed in a continuous hour long playback as part of a touring installation.38 The project’s website’s 
publicity blurbs tout the collections with quotations describing them as an “extravaganza” of “slices of new 
music,” and as a “Whitman sampler” of “musical hors d’oeuvres,” recalling the popular sampler of 
chocolates by the Rustle Stover Candy Company.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 Ibid., 63. 
36 Margaret McLay, “György Kurtág’s Microludes,” Tempo, no. 151 (1984), 17-23.  
    William Kinderman, The Creative Process in Music: from Mozart to Kurtág (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press,  
    2012), 163-196. 
37 Indeed they greatly surpass even the brevity and concision of Chopin.  
38 Robert Voisey, "Founder Robert Voisey," 60x60, http://www.60x60.com/founder/ (Accessed March 30, 2015). 
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Thus, musical longness is associated variously with culmination / realization, plenitude, 
comprehensiveness, wholeness, expansiveness, overflow, immersion, technical prowess; intellectual, 
spiritual, and conceptual bigness; the Nietzschean / Dionysian spirit, unity, heroism, seriousness, and the 
epic. But it is also associated with long-winded witlessness (c.f. Shakespeare’s Polonius), boredom, over-
seriousness, difficulty, and disregard for human perceptual limitations.39 It flows from the logic of 
expository rhetoric, and large-scale dramaturgy.  
Conversely, musical brevity is tied to wit, technical efficiency, functionality, directness, bareness, 
lack of embellishment, sufficiency, restraint, concision, focus, suggestion (and “pregnant” meanings), 
Friedrich von Schlegel, the Apollonian spirit, intellect, humor / play, games, messages, fragments, ruins, 
proverbs, aphorisms, and maxims. But it has also been associated with didacticism and preparatory study, 
lightness, unseriousness, entertainment, and with musical appetizers. With all of this in mind, what can we 
surmise about the brevity of the Sei Quartetti Brevi? How should their brevity frame our listening? And 
how do they resonate with various parts of the chain of interpretants that I have introduced here?  
In quantitative terms, their brevity is not that of Eggert’s microscopic Klavierstücke XI or Kurtág’s 
Microludes. Neither is it the brevity of Schönberg’s mature style, which is not quantitatively brief in any 
case.40 Nor do Sciarrino’s works shy away from the repetition that is in fact fundamental to his observations 
about musical perception. The works are not didactic, except insofar as they relate to Sciarrino’s general 
aim of “resetting to zero” the perception of listeners.  
Nothing suggests that they were written as preparation for some larger work. Nor are they “light” 
in the sense of substance. What they lack in temporal length and developmental exhaustiveness, they 
contain in abundance, with respect to the depth of their connection with other works. Like the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39Curiously, for much the same reason that Basil de Selincourt lionized duration in music (i.e., for surpassing human 
perceptual capability), the great Czech writer Milan Kundera criticized it in an interview contained in the collection of 
essays entitled The Art of the Novel: “Encompassing the complexity of existence in the modern world demands a 
technique of ellipsis, of condensation Otherwise you fall into the trap of endless length. The Man Without Qualities is 
one of the two or three novels I love most, but don’t ask me to admire its enormous unfinished size. Imagine a castle so 
big that it can’t all be seen at once. Imagine a quartet that goes on for nine hours. There are anthropological limits – the 
limits of memory, for instance – that ought not to be exceeded. When you reach the end of a book, you should still find 
it possible to remember the beginning. Otherwise the novel loses shape, its “architectonic clarity” is clouded.”  
Milan Kundera, Art of the Novel, trans. Linda Asher (New York: Grove Press Inc., 1988), 111. 
  
40 Schönberg’s “brevity” has nothing to do with how long or short a composition is. “Brevity” signifies non-repetition. 
Schönberg understood concision as the act of preventing substantial change from being prolonged, delayed, or 
displaced by meaningless returns, repetitions, or embellishments. The technique of “developing variations” ensures that 
the musical thread continues to evolve.  
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Davidsbündlertänze, Sciarrino’s quartets are fundamentally intertextual. This is not only reflected in the 
way I am analyzing them; they themselves clearly evoke external associations (including associations that 
are less apparent that the primary one). Furthermore, their profound technical difficulty allies them with 
quartets by Lachenmann and Ferneyhough; the performative labor and commitment to accuracy of detail 
demanded here, prevent them from being seen as “light” works (in the sense of Beethoven’s “Zwei leichten 
Sonaten,” op. 49, nos. 1 and 2)  
The quartets share with Chopin’s Preludes, a sense of incomplete completeness. While each 
capably executes its formal intentions, each leaves a tantalizing sense of unconsummated suggestion 
resonating in the mind. Each quartet could have formed the basis of a much more extensive exploration of 
materials that are in every case shared with other works by the composer that do so.41 In the same way that 
Chopin’s Preludes underwent a kind of formal kenosis (being detached from the traditional prelude / fugue 
pairing), Sciarrino’s string quartets similarly lose both their fixed forms and their additional movements, 
contributing to their sense of fragmentary un-consummation.42 The aphoristic brevity of Sciarrino’s 
quartets, like that of Kurtág’s Microludes and Kafka Fragments, will demand a similar recourse to micro-
dramaturgical observation (i.e., to “close-reading”). Sciarrino has called for “a future theory of form 
understood as an analysis of actions,” and not merely of harmonies.43 This means a focus on semiotic 
reference embodied in concrete musical syntagms, even where works seem to have clear “harmonic” 
designs (c.f. the Fourth Quartet).  
Lastly, the brevity of the Sei Quartetti has nothing to do with demonstrating the stylistic range of 
the composer (or the performers) in the manner of a “sampler” of Sciarrino’s musical delights. Although 
they are imbued with a plurality of the composer’s interests, and with a number of his compositional 
strategies, I argue that the emphasis here is on the formation of meaningful connections with other Texts 
important to the composer (in addition to those that inform my readings of the works).   !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 The striated repetitions of the second section of Q1 recall those of the 32-minute I Fuochi oltre la ragione; and the 
veil of sustained pitches at the beginning of Q3 could easily be lengthily extended to match its suggested sense of 
infinite stillness; and the lilting tendrils of harmonics, and flitting harmonic tremoli of Q4 sprout from the 28-minute 
Allegoria della notte, where they first appear.    
42 This kind of “keynosis” / emptying out is now a common trope in twentieth century music. Other examples include 
John Cage’s Sonatas and Interludes for Prepared Piano, which bear no resemblance to most conceptions of the Sonata, 
the first movement of Webern’s Fünf Satz für Streichquartette (another emptying out of Sonata form). In fact nearly all 
contemporary string quartets hollow out (i.e., discard) the formal conventions of the “Common Practice” string quartet. 
Sciarrino’s Cinque Sonate per Pianoforte are another example.  
43 Sciarrino LFDM, 22. 
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Melancholia 
In 2011, Lars von Trier released a film called Melancholia. It is a complex work rich with 
gorgeous imagery and powerful intertextual suggestion. It follows two parallel stories as they develop in 
tandem: the story of the increasing effects of deep depression (melancholy) on one of the film’s principle 
protagonists, Justine, and the collision of another planet (“Melancholia”) with the earth. On Justine’s 
wedding day, her melancholic inability to feel pleasure and desire (and her negative disregard for self) 
leads her to walk away from both her marriage and her successful career, to the consternation and 
bewilderment of her family – principally her sister Claire, who appears in the film mostly as a type of anti-
Justine, a representation of a mentally and emotionally “healthy” person. When Justine lapses into a state of 
complete melancholy, she comes to stay with Claire and her husband, who agree to care for her. 
Meanwhile, a mysterious planet has been sighted on a close collision course with earth. Claire, a woman 
who is able to experience ordinary emotion, becomes gradually more frantically anxious, while Justine 
remains not only emotionally unaffected, but seems rather to become more curious (even experiencing the 
stirrings of a kind of morbid desire for annihilation).  
The soundtrack for the film is entirely drawn from Wagner’s Prelude to Tristan und Isolde, a 
superficially confusing choice that upon reflection becomes powerfully insightful, given the opera’s 
fixation on passionate desire and longing, thwarted by forces outside of the control of the protagonists. In 
an ingenious move, the prelude is experienced nearly uninterruptedly at both the beginning and end of the 
film, during which – in both spots – the audience is treated to the image of the mysterious planet colliding 
with earth. In the opening sequence of the film, the two planets wander – with a sense of Wagnerian 
slowness – toward one another as the music of the prelude pursues its magmatic build, the collision 
happens at the climax of the prelude, as the famous “Tristan chord” arrives with its sense of inevitable, 
tragic, fulfillment. The music throughout the film carries a deep significance with respect to the meanings 
the film intends to convey; it is more than a matter of accompanying, filling silences, or corroborating the 
action. Like the character of Claire, it juxtaposes itself against Justine’s anhedonia, her melancholic 
inability to be fully emotionally present to the circumstances of her life, which in any mentally “healthy” 
person would evoke strong responses of pleasure or happiness (the first half of the film, concentrated on the 
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marriage night), or paralyzing fear and anxiety (the second half of the film, concentrated on the collision of 
the two planets, and the impending, violent extinction of all human life).          
Melancholy is a word with a long and colorful history. In music, it is perhaps most commonly 
associated with Elizabethan era English composers like John Dowland (1563-1626), author of such 
cheerful tunes as “Flow My Tears,” “Mourne, day is with darknesse fled,” and “Semper Dowland, Semper 
Dolens” (i.e., “Always sad, always Dowland”). The melancholy of Dowland’s era was expressed as a 
fixation upon death, decay, and impermanence. But the Elizabethans were not the originators of this sense 
of melancholy. Robin Headlam Wells traces it back to Petrarch, whose sonnets regularly expressed a 
melodramatic, if completely stylized feeling that the poet was always poised on the verge of total despair, 
on the verge of killing himself at the first sign of rejection from his beloved.44  
A little earlier, in 1510, the occultist writer of esoterica, the “magician,” Cornelius Agrippa von 
Nettesheim, set out to write a book that contained all the mystical, hermetic knowledge he had acquired. 
The resulting texts, published as The Philosophy of Natural Magic, was a strange collection of books that 
attempted to harmonize these alchemical, and magical beliefs with Christian theology. The book also 
spends a great deal of time defining and exploring the function and effects of melancholia. It is perhaps to 
Agrippa that we owe the still active connotations between artists and musicians, with depression, madness, 
and anti-social behavior (i.e., with melancholia). Agrippa defines melancholia as a physical (rather than 
mental) condition caused by an imbalance of “black choller,” one of the “four cardinal humours,” whose 
mixtures were held responsible for the temperament types of different people.45 Melancholy people were 
said to be “under the influence of Saturn” at a time when the physic’s imagination was influenced strongly 
by a correspondence-theory mapping human temperaments – as well as all categories of elements (and 
musical tones / harmonies) – onto the physical structure of the known universe. The notion of melancholia 
could be described as a collection of these mappings.  
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 Robin Headlam Wells, “John Dowland and Elizabethan Melancholy,” Early Music 13, no. 4 (1985), 520. 
45 Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim, The Philosophy of Natural Magic, Ed. Dr. L. W. DeLaurence (Chicago: The 
DeLaurence Company, 1913), 77.  
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The associations Agrippa proposes are quite suggestive: melancholic (“Saturnine”) things 
included old men, monks, hidden treasures, “those things which are obtained with long journeys and 
difficulty.”46 Melancholy things are black or brown in color, cold and dry in nature.47 Sour, tart, and “dead-
like” tastes are Saturnine, as are heavy metals like lead and gold; plants that never bear fruit, or bear dark 
black or blue berries. Creeping animals that live apart – “solitary, nightly, sad, contemplative, dull, 
covetous, fearful, melancholy; that take much pains, slow, that feed grossly, and such as eat their young” 
are “under Saturn.”48 Melancholy, Saturnine men hear and see things, have imaginative suspiciousness, and 
flee when no one is pursuing them; they are angry and contentious.49 Lastly, melancholia has a perhaps 
surprising effect on the imagination. In the 60th chapter, Agrippa formulates his notion of melancholia 
imaginativa. 
Melancholic men are earnest, Agrippa explains, and as such they more easily receive messages 
from “Celestials,” so they are more likely than other men to become poets or prophets. The “white choller” 
that dominates their humour “stirs up a madness conductive to knowledge and divination.” The 
melancholic, under the influence of this choller, withdraws from “outward business” toward higher things. 
Any man, he continues, who is excellent in any kind of science, is likely to be melancholic. Such men are 
“rude, ignorant, and untractable,” until the spirit takes them, and then they create and prophesy wondrous 
things that even they themselves do not understand, though the skill and legitimacy of their work is attested 
to by other, knowledgeable men. They receive their artistic / scientific skills from spirits – suddenly – so 
that “any most ignorant man doth presently become an excellent painter, or contriver of buildings, and to 
become a master in any such art.”50 Here lay the seeds of a future theory of Genius. 
Agrippa was not the only writer or (meta)-physician to discuss and define melancholia as a 
physical condition. A better known text, Robert Burton’s The Anatomy of Melancholy (first published in 
1621), and written under the meaningfully chosen pseudonym “Democritus Junior,” has also had a vast 
influence in psychology, literature, and art. It is a curious book, as Neo-Platonist as Agrippa’s, but 
seemingly more dedicated to the emerging notion of medical science than to occult, esoteric, or magical !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 Ibid., 94. 
47 Ibid., 153. 
48 Ibid., 101-4. 
49 Ibid., 143. 
50 von Nettesheim, The Philosophy of Natural Magic, 189-191. 
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knowledge. In the long poem that precedes Burton’s discourse, he associates melancholia with night, 
sadness / sorrow, intellectuals, and philosophical / contemplative study, solitariness, depression, folly, 
madness, delirium, hypochondria, idleness, passion, loss, contentiousness, argumentativeness, and 
anxiety.51 Like Agrippa, Burton held that the practitioners of certain professions – philosophy foremost 
among them – were more susceptible to melancholia than average people.  
The editors of the 1653 London edition note that Burton himself was known as a serious and 
capable mathematician, a philologist, a “severe student, a devourer of authors, a melancholy and humorous 
person,” yet that his “company was very merry, facete, and juvenile,” at least until he began work on the 
book. They claim that he undertook this study of melancholy with hopes of relieving his own, but that the 
work plunged him so deep into melancholy that he could only relieve it temporarily by listening to “the 
ribaldry of the bargemen” of an Oxford river52. Burton himself anonymously explains his choice of 
pseudonym, saying that it was chosen on account of the ancient Greek philosopher Democritus, who – as 
Burton tells us – Hippocrates claimed to have found one day sitting in a garden in Abdera, with an open 
book on his lap, amongst the strewn-about corpses of various animals that he had cut up in order to “find 
out the seat of this atra bilis, or melancholy, whence it proceeds, and how it was engendered in men’s 
bodies, to the intent he might cure it in himself, and by his writings and observation, teach others how to 
prevent and avoid it.”53  
The twentieth Century’s two most famous psychologists, Sigmund Freud and Karl Jung, both 
drew heavily upon Greek mythology and ancient ideas about the psyche when they went about constructing 
their own theories of the self, and of consciousness. In 1917, Freud wrote his influential essay “Melancholy 
and Mourning” in which he attempted to describe what psychologists now call depression, and to 
distinguish it as a mental pathology vis-à-vis mourning. According to Freud, melancholy and mourning 
share the qualities of painful dejection, a cessation of interest in the outside world, a loss of capacity to 
love, and an inhibition from all activity.54 Mourning, he explained, is a natural process – a kind of “work” – 
that the mind undertook to detach the libido (its desire / drive), and the ego from its identification from a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
51 Richard Burton (Democritus Junior), The Anatomy of Melancholy (1621), 6th Edition. Project Gutenberg, January 
2004. http://www.gutenberg.org/files/10800/10800-h/10800-h.htm (Accessed: March 15, 2015), 30-104. 
52 Ibid., 5. 
53 Ibid., 29 
54 Sigmund Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia” in The Standard Edition of the Complete Works of Sigmund Freud, 
vol. XIV, trans. By James Strachey (London: Hogarth Press, 1917), 244.  
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“lost object”: usually a deceased loved one, or a relationship that has ended, or some other commitment that 
was both vital and concrete, which had to be forfeited.55 Mourning is a response to the real death or real 
loss of an actual object, and once mourning has “done its work,” the ego returns to a state of freedom and 
uninhibitedness, with respect to the object.56  
With melancholy however, the identity of the lost object may be unknown to the melancholic (i.e., 
“withdrawn from consciousness”), or perhaps not even the loss of a concrete thing. It can be a virtual loss, 
or an “emotional” loss. While the work of mourning eventually succeeds it freeing both the libido and ego 
from the lost object, melancholy can never do so. In fact, the both ego and libido remain bound to the 
object, at once renouncing and identifying with it, a fact that leads to a loss of self-regard, and a descent 
into self-reproach.57 Melancholia is still, in Freud, considered a disease (no longer physical, now entirely 
mental). It has retained its association with sorrow, contentiousness, social withdrawal, and inhibition of 
desire, but it has lost its association with intellectual and artistic achievement. 
A recent edition of the Gale Encyclopedia of Pyschology mostly corroborates, fills in, and updates 
Freud. It states that melancholy is a mood of persistent, unremitting sadness that may – but often doesn’t – 
arise out of real events. It’s accompanied by pervasive feelings of guilt, anhedonia (i.e., the inability to 
fully experience emotion), reduced sensitivity to pleasurable phenomena, and weight loss. Although it is 
equally common in men and women, it is more common in the elderly.58 Justine’s depression  – of Von 
Trier’s Melancholia – is of this kind. This sense of anhedonia, I argue, can suggest ways of reading the 
syntagmatic expressions of melancholia in the Sei Quartetti Brevi, particularly of the last movement. It will 
also be a key interpretant that helps us to unlock the subtle relationship between Beethoven’s String 
Quartet, op. 18 no. 1, and the entire cycle of the SQB.    
There is perhaps no composer in the history of Western music for whom the notion of melancholy 
depression has become such a pervasive topic of discourse, than Ludwig van Beethoven. Significantly deaf 
by age 28, totally deaf by the premier of the Ninth Symphony, a lifelong bachelor – despite a strong, 
equally lifelong desire to find a companion – a composer of “heroic music” drastically upset by the very 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
55 Ibid., 243. 
56 Ibid., 245, 252. 
57 Ibid., 244-8. 
58 Gale Encyclopedia of Psychology, 2nd ed., s.v. “Melancholy.” Detroit: Gale Group, 2001. 
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heroes that were intended to epitomize his musical program, a failed step-father (whose desire to parent 
ended finally in the attempted suicide of his charge); Beethoven was no stranger to melancholic moods.  
The famous unsent last will and testament of the composer, “the Heiligenstadt Testament,” gives 
voice to Beethoven’s melancholy in a moving way. He mourns his growing sense of social and professional 
isolation, decries the misperceptions that people had of him – that he was malevolent, stubborn, and 
misanthropic – claiming that he was a man full of goodwill and ambition. His deep engagement with music, 
he says, is the only thing that has prevented him from seriously considering suicide.59 In other words, 
clinically speaking, Beethoven was not experiencing melancholy, but mourning. In a sense this is 
corroborated by the research of Robert Hatten, who establishes in Musical Meaning in Beethoven, a 
“genre” of abnegation (or resignation) in Beethoven’s work. He supports his musical observations by 
invoking letters – including the Heiligenstadt testament, and Beethoven’s letter to the “immortal beloved” – 
which always concluded with expressions of brave acceptance and willingness to receive the circumstances 
that fate declared.60 This, I will argue with respect especially to the sixth of the SQB, is a point of 
divergence from Beethoven’s op. 18 no. 1 quartet. Sciarrino swerves away from Beethoven, toward Dante. 
 
Topics in the Sei Quartetti Brevi: Tears, Sighs, and Laments 
In the quartets, as in many other works, melancholy is expressed foremost by means of topics, 
particularly, the pianto topic and its relatives the sigh and lamento motives (made famous most recently by 
György Ligeti).61 These melancholic topics appear throughout the cycle, bringing a sense of perceptual 
unity to the work group, and extending the influence of Beethoven’s quartet, at least conceptual, throughout 
the whole set. Historically, the pianto appeared from the 16th centuryforward in vocal and instrumental 
works, as a falling minor second, signifying the actions of weeping, sighing, and falling tears; secondarily – 
“indexically” in Monelle’s language – it performatively signified the emotional states of grief and 
melancholy. What differentiates Sciarrino’s pianto gestures from those of 16th-centurymadrigalists like 
Gesualdo, is foremost that Sciarrino’s pianto figures no longer depend on the resolution of dissonance to !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59 Alexander Thayer, The Life of Ludwig van Beethoven, ed. Henry Edward Krehbiel (New York: Beethoven 
Association Press, 1921), 352-354. 
60 Hatten, Musical Meaning in Beethoven, 284-5. 
61 The lamento motive pervades Ligeti’s late works as Stephen Taylor demonstrates, appearing most pointedly in the 
Piano Etudes (especially Book I “Autumn a Varsovie”), as well as in the Piano concerto (most poignantly so in the 
second movement), and the Horn Trio. Stephen Taylor, The lamento motif: Metamorphosis in Ligeti’s late style 
(doctoral dissertation, Cornell University, 1994), 3-5. 
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express their ardor. They never appear in a way that is analogous to tonal suspensions or appoggiaturas, as 
is mostly the case with “Common-Practice” tokens. But they do still depend on metric placement and 
dynamic weight. They appear most conspicuously in the Fifth and Sixth String Quartets, but also as 
connective tissues, and intratextual references in other quartets (namely, nos. 1, 3, and 4). These are – in the 
language that I sat forth above, examples of diagrammatic iconic intertextuality at the level of the work 
(i.e., not direct quotes of any particular work, but topics), upon which Sciarrino has emptied out the 
harmonic context (i.e., “erasure”), and used an extended instrumental vocabulary (harmonic-level finger 
pressure), and extended ranges to “noisify” the sound, emphasizing its timbral and gestural aspects.  
In the First Quartet, aside from a few simpler / more isolated manifestations (mm. 18 and 34-4 
violin I; m. 22, violin II), the pianto topic can be felt as a presence inside of the sighing, breathing figures 
that typify the rest of the material (which is one reason I group them together). In the isolated pianto figures 
just cited, the dynamic instruction to perform a crescendo / descrescendo from and to nothing is 
accompanied – as are the dynamic indications of the sigh topics in the Quartet – with the same expression 
soffio (“breath”), even though they are different topics. In the Third Quartet, they are present mostly as 
fragments of the lamento topic that makes up the secondary material of the quartet. As we will see below, 
the pianto forms a gestural bridge between the sustained nuclear-tone material of the “A sections” and the 
lamento-derived material of the “B sections,” suggestively connecting two different topics, laden with their 
own associations. Aside from a brief and perfectly incidental appearance in measure 27 of the Fourth 
Quartet (the result of an incomplete cricket figure), the final sound in the quartet, in the next measure (m. 
28) is a pianto motive in the cello starting on a very high Bb. The significance of this gesture, seemingly 
tossed off at the end of a movement that had manifestly more interesting material, doesn’t become clear 
until the beginning of the final, titular, quartet. Indeed it almost seems slapped on as an afterthought as it 
has nothing to do with anything else in the Fourth Quartet (for the moment).  
The Fifth Quartet features a much more prominent use of the pianto motive (in mm. 1 – 7, and 
again in mm. 12 – 18), predominantly in the cello, shadowed by the sequentially cumulative lamento figure 
in the first violin. Later in the Fifth quartet, an imitative texture – a pianto canon – emerges between mm. 
39 – 41. A similar relationship is set up at the beginning of the final quartet, between the cello and the 
entire ensemble. The cello takes the pianto motive from the end of the Fourth Quartet, and expands it out to 
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form the basis of the two “A sections.” Additionally mm. 5-7, and mm. 20-38 of the last quartet mimic and 
finally fully realize the merely suggested pianto-canon of the Fifth Quartet, culminating in a shower of 
laments from the first violin. 
 
Pianto topics 
 
From SQ 1 (m. 18, violin I):   From SQ 3 (mm. 23-5, cello):  
 
 
 
 
       From SQ 4 (m. 28, cello): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From SQ 5 (mm. 1 – 4, cello): 
 
Example 39: pianto topics in the SQ !!
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From SQ 6 (mm. 1 – 6, tutti): 
 
Example 39 (concl.): pianto topics in the SQ 
 ©!1992!by!RICORDI!–!Universal!Music!Publishing!Ricordi!srl,!Milan.!Reproduced!by!kind!permission!of!the!publisher.!
 
Monelle tells us in The Sense of Music that the syntagmatic gesture associated with the pianto (the 
semitonal descent), in the 18th Century, came to be associated with sighs rather than weeping (c.f. “The 
Mannheim Sigh”).62 Here I make the decision to interpret three different figures as iconally suggestive of a 
separately identifiable sigh topic, thought the historically-grounded connection between the pianto and the 
various figures I now interpret as sigh topics, is doubtlessly still active in our hearing of the quartets (c.f. 
example 48). Each token shares significant qualisigns with the others, a fact that justify the choice to look 
past their differences. Each begins and ends in silence, and comprises a rising (and / or “filling”) motion, 
followed by a descending (or “emptying”) motion.  
In the case of the first figure (from the beginning of SQ 1), Sciarrino even uses the term soffio 
legno (literally “ breath [of] wood”) to describe not just how to produce the sound, but to convey also 
something of its semiotic effect. In the case of what I am calling the “tendril / sigh” figure, there is no 
ascending upswing in pitch or timbred sound, only in dynamic. Nonetheless, the sense of a release of pent-
up energy justifies its inclusion in the grouping. The pitch-level of the third figure (from SQ 6), rises 
through the harmonic series – to the 7th partial – and falls back in on itself. Its rise and fall are !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
62 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 66-67. 
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complimented by a similar dynamic shape. In all three cases, there is by virtue of the physical forces at play 
in producing each figure, a striking sense of fragility, and a removal of presence (the presence of a fully 
bodily sound)63 : 
 
From SQ 1 (m. 2, viola):   From SQ 4        From SQ 6 (m. 9, cello): 
     (m. 15, violin I): 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Example 40: Three sigh topics from SQB 
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In the First quartet, the soffio legno figures are the first sound we encounter in the whole cycle. 
Their breathing quality is emphasized in several ways. Firstly there is a perceptibly metaphorical similarity 
between the shape of the sound produced by the bow’s woody traversal from ordinario to sul tasto 
position, and back – perceived as a heightening and a lowering of the sound – and the inhale / exhale that 
powers a sigh. Secondly, there is a kind of metric breathing, as the meters that contain the material in the 
two A-sections expand and contract in a roughly sinusoidal fashion. Thirdly, the sigh figure itself appears 
mostly in the viola and cello, alternating between the two of them, composing-out the inhale / exhale on 
another level. In a poetic sense, the sectional form of SQ1 performs its own inhale / exhale sigh (A ! B ! 
A). The sigh shape provides a material vehicle which Sciarrino composes-out across three morphological 
levels; this gestural hierarchy is what Sciarrino refers to in the Pinzauti and Bunch interviews (as well as in 
LFDM), as auto-somiglianza (i.e., self-similarity). It is this, rather than the perfect orderliness of some 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
63 This feeling of disembodiment – of an emptying out of core sound – is pervasive to the experience of hearing the 
Second Quartet. This may in fact be one of the hearing strategies that one could use to integrate this earlier quartet into 
the semiotic flow of the work group as a whole. However, there are other meaningful ways, which I will address below.  
Namely the melancholic act of “obscuring the narrative” – a choice to withdraw, melancholically, from one’s 
listeners… 
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network of numerical or harmonic relationships that he means when he speaks, poetically, about “fractal” 
forms.64 
For reasons cited above, no sigh figures appear in the Second Quartet. Nor do they occur in the 
Third Quartet, unless we read mm. 53-6 of the final return of the A-section material as sigh-like, given that 
Sciarrino undergirds it with a niente attack / release similar to the ones that typify all of the other sigh-
variants. He even brings back the expression soffio in the final measure of the first violin. It may make 
sense to accept this reading, given the pattern that we are beginning to see emerge, the pattern of blending 
and exchanging qualisigns between topics and figures, a compositional strategy Sciarrino is using to create 
a sense of perceptual unity between figures that have different material origins.65 The cricket topic figures 
(see pp. 315-320 below) of the Fourth Quartet share a similar contour and dynamic shape with the sigh-
variants deployed in the Quartets 1 and 6.  
In the Fourth, the crickets / sighs are elided with one another to produce a dazzling bed of 
nocturnal sounds. It is here that the horizontally concave contours of the sigh gesture introduced in the First 
Quartet are initially inverted into convex shapes. This creates a smooth and suggestive texture of elided and 
hocketed cricket figures (see examples 49 and 53 below).66  
In the Fifth Quartet, the sigh gesture appears in a varied form (what I have below labeled the b-
material in mm. 8 and 9, see table 34, and example 58). Imediately following that, in mm. 10 and 11, there 
is a transitional moment that can be read as gesturally tying several of the important topics together: the 
pianto (downward bend), the lamento (downward stepwise motion), the sigh (up and down motion), the 
reversal of the pianto / lamento (upward bend / stepwise motion) all meet at this gestural crossroad. The 
inverted pianti in mm. 10 and 11 (the c-material) rushes downward in elided points of canonic imitation 
forming – at a morphologically higher level of structure, a larger lamento. At the return of the A-section, 
the accumulation process in the first violin – fed again by the cello’s pianti – departs from the first A-
section in mm. 1 – 7 by gradually mutating not into a lamento, but instead into a concave sigh-variant.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
64 What I have done here essentially mirrors his reading of Clara Halter’s Samsa-Kafka (Sciarrino, LFDM, 59). 
65 A different (and more readily observable) sense of gestural blending appears in the “morphogenic” works (ex. Fra i 
testi dedicati alle nubi, Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi?, the Second Sonata for piano), where the transitions 
between sections dominated by different materials are affected by gradually introducing the new material, while 
gradually liquidating the material of the previous section. 
66 Some future industrious analyst might wish to pursue the similarity between the elided and hocketed convexity / 
concavity relations amongst the voices of the Fourth String Quartet, and mirrored / interwoven convexity / concavity 
of the Fourth Sonata for piano (see the reduction on pp. 352 - 356 of this chapter for the Fourth Quartet, see the texture 
mapped example of the voices of the Fourth Piano Sonata on p. 195 of the third chapter).  
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From the point of view of the listener, the flickering, glinting timbre of the violin’s line will – by 
the time we arrive at the viola / cello sigh-variant of measure 9 in the Sixth Quartet – seem like a 
paradigmatic relative. This is not a relationship that immediately jumps out from examining the score 
alone; it requires listening and reflection. In the Sixth quartet, the third sigh-variant occurs as the b-material 
in all of its withered fragility. The symmetry of this moment must not pass by unperceived: the sigh-variant 
in SQ6, passed back and forth in its broken, breathing pattern between the cello (exhale?) and viola 
(inhale?), recalls the original sigh-variant of the First Quartet, less regular in its breathing perhaps, but 
weighted also toward the cello, who speaks last in the cycle.   
 
Lamento topics 
 
The lamento motive has its predecessor in the “passus duriusculus” and its relatives and offshoots. 
Arguably, the most famous of the lament topics comes from “Dido’s Lament” of Henry Purcell’s opera 
Dido and Anaeus (see chapter 2, ex. 9, p. 116), which features serial pianto figures in the vocal line that are 
extended in the continuo line by means of a chain passing from the tonic to the dominant note before 
circling around to cadence. The lamento can profitably be seen as an extension – even intensification – of 
the pianto. There is little doubt that the two figures are related in the Sei Quartetti Brevi.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 41: Wilbye’s lamenti in Draw on Sweet Night” (mm. 21-6) 
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John Wilbye’s well known madrigal “Draw on Sweet Night,” published in 1609, features a series 
of lamento motives in stretto. The overlapping multitude of lamenti can pictorially suggest a multitude of 
tears flowing, or a multitude of eyes crying them. While it lacks the chromatic motion of the “passus 
durisculus,” it does fill in the space of a fourth. The same sense of melancholly tears flowing, piled one on 
top of another, is the effect of Wilbye’s contemporary John Ward’s use of lamenti in his part-song “Come, 
Sable Night,” published in 1613. Ward’s lamenti also lack the chromaticism of Purcell’s passus 
duruiusculus, but he extends the range of his laments to a fifth. By measure 35, Ward begins sequencing his 
elided laments on an upward trajectory, suggesting a filling up of tears. 
 
Example 42: Lamenti in Ward’s Come, Sable Night (mm. 35-42) 
 
Bach’s lamenti in “Buß und Reu” of the St. Matthew’s Passion, BWV 244 have the chromatic 
flavor of Purcell’s “Dido’s Lament,” as well as the sequential linear design of Ward’s “Come, Sable 
Night.” The stylized dramaturgy of the tears reaching ever lower thresholds will become a feature of future 
lamenti. And in the Messiah, Bach’s contemporary Handel invokes the lament in the air “He was 
Despised.” The range is now nearly an octave, thought it again loses its chromaticism 
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Example 43: Bach’s lamenti in “Buß und Reu” from St. Matthew’s Passion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 44: Handel’s lamento, from “He Was Despised” (Messiah, mm. 14-5) 
 
 
Robert Schumann’s great song cycle Dichterliebe (1840), with texts by Heinrich Heine, features 
lamenti in several places. They are folded into the harmonies of “Aus meinem Thränen sprissen” (including 
the internalized, chromatic lamento that Kerman highlighted), they pour out in the last 5 measures of  both 
“Das ist Flöten und Geigen,” and the following “Hör ist das Liedchen klingen;” and they form the 
backbone and central iconic imagery of the conclusion to both cycle and last song “ Die alten bösen 
Lieder” (i.e., “The old, evil songs”).  
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Example 45: Dramatic lamenti in Schumann’s Dichterliebe 
 
 
In the final song (example 45), the protagonist of Heine’s poem speaks of placing all the old angry 
songs of sorrow, dischord, and hate, along with the poet’s love and pain, into an enormous coffin, and 
calling upon 12 giants to lift its heavy frame and toss it into the depths of the sea. After the poet ends his 
song, there comes the longest piano postlude of the cycle, which iconically reenacts the final imagery of the 
poem. First comes the cyclical theme from the ending of “Am leuchtenden Sommermorgen,” then two 
large lamenti (mm. 60-1, with tails longer even than Handel’s)67. The second of the lamenti is underlaid !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67 Despite the figure’s appearance in a major tonality, and the affirmative nature of “Am leuchtenden Sommermorgen” 
as a whole (whose melody is brought back here in the codetta of “Die alten böse Lieder”), I insist on reading the 
descending tendril figures – somewhat provocatively perhaps – as lamenti. With respect to the cyclical theme from the 
fourteenth song, it accompanies the line: “Sei uns’rer Schwester nicht böse, du trauriger, blasser Mann.” (“Do not be 
angry with our sister, you sad, pale man.”). The music of the flowers is affirmative, but sadness is not absent. It is not 
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with a pianto motif that resolves the long dissonance underlaying the first. After this, four measures of 
decorated variations on the lamento – at first frustrated – and then gradually but confidently rising to a 
climactic moment, before collapsing downward. The line that proceeded from the lamento motive is 
submerged inside the texture of the cadential formula After some resistance, the same Gb pianto that 
undepinned the first lamento gives way to F, as the lamento line sinks to the bottom of the final chord.  
An even greater emotional realism can be felt in Alban Berg’s Concerto for Violin (“To the 
Memory of an Angel”). Completed in 1935, it was Berg’s last finished work. It commemorates his friend 
Manon Gropius, the eighteen year old wife of architect Walter Gropius, and daughter of Alma Mahler, who 
had died of polio in April of that year.68 The second movement begins operatically, with a wail of total 
dejection. The violin ascends with a sorrowful rage to D6, and then collapses in a fiery series of staggered 
lamenti, exhausting itself on the two lowest open strings of the insrument. The range of Berg’s lamento is 
at its most extended so far. But mark that it is still broken into smaller laments that push the figure 
gradually lower in pitch, even as the rhythm rushes downward in a notated accelerando. Of course, the line 
is highly chromatic, though it is remarkable that Berg’s expression of grief breaks out of the bounds of the 
row.  
 
 
Example 46: Berg’s wailing lament in the Violin Concerto, II !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
until the final song, that the sad misgivings of the protagonist are finally resolved. This is signified, I argue, by the 
somewhat literalistic semiotic lifting up of those “old, angry songs” – stylized as lamenti – which a reconciling love 
(the return of the flowers’ song) urges the protagonist to heave overboard, where they sink to the bottom of an ocean of 
forgetting. This is signified by the submersion of the voice carrying the lamenti into the texture, and finally to the 
bottom of the last chord. Poignantly and powerfully, this delayed reconciliation is the very last thing that happens in the 
cycle.  
68 Eric Salzman, Twentieth-Century Music: An Introduction. 3rd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 
1988), 117-118.  
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Example 46  (concl.): Berg’s wailing lament in the Violin Concerto, II (concluded) 
 
 
In the fourth section of George Crumb’s Ancient Voices of Children, a cycle based on the poetry 
of Federico Garcia Lorca, one finds that even in the late twentieth-Century, the lamento topic is still active. 
In the grave stillness of the rolled marimba drone, three percussionists intone a C# Major harmony, doubled 
mid-figure by a chromatic harmonica (played by the oboist). Over the timeless still hum of the marimba 
rolls, the vocalist sings probably the simplest material written in the entire cycle: “Every evening…every 
evening in Granada…Every evening a child dies.” The imagery is haunting. The vocalist conceals her 
sorrow until it flowers lugubriously and mournfully over the word “dies.” It is an emotionalized grief, but 
not the operatic grief of Berg, or the literary grief of Schumann. Still, it too is stylized. The lamento itself is 
broken into very small sub-laments (4 + 3 + 2), and settled into a stammering trill. The grace-note 
embellishments are there to add a touch of realism to the sound of the soprano’s weeping. 
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Example 47: Reduction of Crumb’s lamento, “Todas los tardes” from Ancient Voices of Children 
 
Lastly, the composer who is probably most associated with the “lamento motive” in recent years is 
György Ligeti. As Stephen Taylor discusses in his dissertation on the subject, Ligeti’s lamenti draw 
inspiration from various sources: Transylvanian funeral songs, madrigals by Claudio Monteverdi, Purcell’s 
“Dido’s Lament,” and other passacaglia including the “Crucifixus” from Bach’s Mass in b minor.69 Taylor 
highlights the chromatic nature of the lamento in Ligeti’s music, and its sequential, gradually unfolding 
nature. Appearing in several works – noteably the Horn Trio (1982), the Piano Concerto (1988), and 
“Autumn a Varsovie” from the first book of Etudes (1985) - Ligeti’s lamenti sprout from a seed figure 
(usually a pianto motif) and unfold in successive downward extensions. One gets the sense that, as 
expressive and beautiful as Ligeti’s music can be, that his laments turn back toward a more stylized, 
rhetorical / literary tradition, and away from the late Romantic / Neo-Romantic notion of expressing rather 
than depicting emotion. 
The same sense of literary / rhetorical detachement, and the feeling that one is gazing into a 
macabre reliquary – a grotesque Wünderkammern – of collected and assembled “cultural units” attends 
appearances of the lamento topic in Sciarrino’s quartets. Here they are made even more grotesque by the 
composer’s decentralization of pitch and harmony. The figure appears first in the Third Quartet, where it 
forms the basis of the B material. In the first appearance (mm. 23-6), the lamento is not yet born. It 
struggles to assemble from the atomic specks of sound that float in the torn shreds of the A-section’s solid 
fabric. The cello’s pianti aren’t enough to ignite the lamenti though, so we are forced to await their coming 
in the second B-section. After the the second A-section attempts (and fails) to regain the stability of the 
opening, the layer is liquidated again, and the lamento comes pouring out into the breach. The lamenti from !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
69 Note that both the Purcell, and Bach examples that Taylor cites here, contain passus duriusculi (Taylor The lamento 
motif: Metamorphosis in Ligeti’s late style, 5-25). 
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mm. 37-46 are composed, we might say, of tiny, sequenced, pianti. The motion is not literally chromatic, 
but may as well be since we will not hear the core of the pitch, as the players are not stopping the strings 
completely70. We hear the pitches as scalar descents, though probably not as expressions of the harmonic 
properties of any particular scale. Like Ward, Sciarrino’s lamenti in the Third Quartet fill in the space of a 
fifth and frequently overlap one another. Like Schumann’s, they are sometimes  mixed with pianti. They 
also share with Handel, Schumann, and Berg, the tendency to break out of the confines of the perfect fourth 
(and out of “systematicity” in general). With Berg, Crumb, and Ligeti, there is a sequential extension of the 
lamento, as it flowers through successive repetitions. This is pointedly the case in the lamento figure in the 
Sixth Quartet, which morphs out from the wide pianto sighs that form the basis of its A-material (mm. 25-
42).  
 
 
From SQ3 (mm. 40 – 43): 
 
 
 
Example 48: Sciarrino’s lamenti in SQB 
 !!!
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
70 Incidentally, the same strategy is used by Lachenmann to de-nature the pitch of figures in his string writing [c.f. 
David Alberman, “Abnormal Playing Techniques in the String Quartets of Helmut Lachenmann,” Contemporary Music 
Review 24, no. 1 (2005): 2-4].  
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From SQ 5 (m. 42, viola and cello): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From SQ 6 (mm. 35 – 42, Violin I): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 48 (concl.): Sciarrino’s lamenti in SQB 
 ©!1992!by!RICORDI!–!Universal!Music!Publishing!Ricordi!srl,!Milan.!Reproduced!by!kind!permission!of!the!publisher. 
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String Quartet I 
 
 
A1 
 
B A2 Codetta 
a1 
 
a2 
 
transition [b] a1 ! SQII 
mm. 1 – 9 
 
mm. 10 – 16 
 
mm. 16 – 23 mm. 24 – 36 mm. 37 – 42 mm. 43 - 45 
 
Table 23: Form of SQ1 
 
 
Glancing over the pages of the First Quartet, what first draws our attention is the return of the A-
material from the beginning at measure 37. Although the return lasts less than half as long as its first 
appearance, the suggestive power of the recapitulation is hard to resist. Is the First Quartet a misprision of 
sonata form? The question is too easy. After all what musical form from the common practice period 
doesn’t contain some sense of a return to its beginnings? The question is made no easier to answer given 
the extraordinary variety of different forms associated with the sonata. It is in fact, only a circular memory 
that leads me to suspect it in the first place: The predecessor here (mine, not Sciarrino’s) is Anton Webern, 
and the text is the first piece of the Fünf Satz für Streichquarttet, op. 5 (1909), which is in a highly 
compressed, and idiosyncratic sonata form. In order to decipher whether or not Webern is a reasonable 
predecessor to read onto Sciarrino’s quartet, we’ll need to examine the work more closely.  
The opening gesture – with its departure and return – contains the entire form of the piece within 
itself, at a morphologically lower level. The breath / sigh gesture is realized by tilting the bow off axis as if 
to play col legno tratto. However, instead of bowing horizontally, the player bows vertically along the 
string, from the “ordinary” bowing location (between the bridge and end of the fingerboard), toward the sul 
tasto position (well over the fingerboard). The bow speed grows faster as the player moves away from the 
bridge, and slows as they descend back toward it. The resulting sound will be – as Lachenmann might put it 
– a “brightness glissando,” in which the general pitch level (“high” vs. “low”) can be distinguished, but not 
the particular pitch.  
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A variant of the gesture occurs in measure 4, where the gesture is marked “soffio crine” (breathy 
bow hair). The player “adds a little hair” to the sound by tilting their bow appropriately. This allows the 
pianto figure that Sciarrino has written for the viola to speak (albeit in an obscured, ghostlike manner). 
However, the composer doesn’t restrict the soffio crine marking to places where the pitch in the right hand 
changes. This is because what interests Sciarrino isn’t that one hears a G#3 but that, when the bow hair is 
applied, it activates another timbral layer hidden inside the sound. The bow is acting then, as a kind of 
filter, able to highlight one or another mode of vibration that the string is capable of. The difference 
between the two bowing styles is highlighted in measure 9, where he mixes both legno and crine scribble 
gestures together. Elsewhere in the Quartets (and in other works) Sciarrino marks the gesture spazzolare 
(i.e., “brushing” / “scrubbing”). In SQ1, the composer highlights the similarity between the sigh / breath 
topic, and the spazzolare, the latter is a more rapid (temporally compression) version of the former.  
In the A-section, the first a subsection features a process of accumulation based on this very 
isomorphism. The first measure contains only one sigh / breath, the second has 2; the third 3; then 
subsequently: 1, 6, 1, 5, 10, and 15 (in measure 9). As the sinusoidal metric breathing of the first section 
progresses toward m. 9, the number, speed, and density of the sigh / breath figures increases until they 
reach a saturation point in measure 9. The increase is not linear however. The arrangement of the sound 
objects in the space of the opening section implies an inherent sense of dramaturgy. The linear growth in 
the first three measures create a sense of “emergence” or “unfolding,” the return in measures 4 and 6 to a 
single sound can suggest “remembrance,” “recommencement,” or “anchoring;” where the sudden increase 
in measure 5 (to 6 spazzolini) is an irrational “jump out of sequence” that invokes a sense of surprise. 
Measures 7-9 present a practically exponential rate of growth, pushing the phrase toward measure 9, where 
the spazzolini figures function as a kind of cadence, both bringing the material to a point of culmination, 
and liquidating it at the same time.  
The second subsection a begins in much the same fashion (though it inverts the ordering principle 
from cello to viola): emergence (mm. 10-12), return to anchor (m. 13), jump (m. 14), return to anchor (m. 
15), and jump (m. 16). However, underneath the sudden increase in sigh / breath figures in m. 16, Sciarrino 
begins a transition to the B section (the “development” section?), with a sustained touch-four artificial 
harmonic on C-natural. The B section is organized around this “nuclear pitch,” so the transitional section 
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(mm. 16 – 23) focus on coloring it microtonally (as in m. 18 in the first violin), or by doubling it with 
tonally identical, but timbrally varied sounds (as in measure 19). The spazzolini figures are commonly 
hocketed against one another within triplet networks (mm. 20-1) in a way that condenses them temporally, 
and guarantees that there won’t be any holes in the texture. The doubling tones, like the quicker sigh / 
breath figures in the first a subsection, are most often dovetailed. Both figure-types are always dispersed 
around a central idea, be it either a sigh / breath figure, or the sustained C-natural that will soon take over 
the entire texture. 
The B-section feels like it arrives more abruptly than it really does, this probably has more to do 
with the stark figural and textural difference between it and the opening section than with any lack of 
connection. Transition aside, by measure 24 the surface of the music has been suddenly zapped into 
particulate matter floating in sixteenth-note impulses. Something very much like this occurred in 
Sciarrino’s orchestra piece I fuochi oltre la ragione after the firing of the proverbial pistol shot. The first 
movement of Per Nørgård’s Voyage Into the Golden Screen also features a similar sudden striation of the 
sound material, mostly ambient until that point. In both works, the striated material was drawn from the 
same well as the more ambient opening material. Is the same true of the First Quartet?  
The answer to this question is a qualified yes. The B-section is made of literally different material. 
Additionally, the texture goes from being polyphonic to being predominantly homophonic. The figures of 
the A-section were mostly “toneless.” Because of this, a set-based analysis would yield impertinent results 
even if it were to find a nascent pattern in the pitches. It is the dramaturgy (density, placement, and function 
of gestures), the performative actions, and the timbral shapes they produce that drive the narrative of the A-
section. The material of the B-section is not organized harmonically either, but its dramaturgy does unfold 
partly with deference to a pitch center (C-natural). The pitch-space of the B-section is organized in a 
simple, yet evocative way (see figure 13). From mm. 24-7, the quartet continues the semi-tonal coloring / 
timbre doubling that formed the basis of the transition. Beginning in measure 27, Sciarrino bisects the 
pitch-space into two simultaneously unfolding expansion processes. For all its suggestiveness, there is 
nothing harmonically important about the pitch structures that result from the processes. Their import is 
again both dramaturgical and semiotic: They are lungs filling with air, a development / variation on the 
breath topic that opens the work.      
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Figure 13: Harmonic expansion processes in the B-section of SQ1 
 
We should be careful not to overestimate the importance of pitch, or underestimate the 
significance of the “phonematic devices” (i.e., non-grammatical devices) that are employed in the B-
section. When we take seriously Sciarrino’s bowing specifications, we discover shapes that are quite 
familiar from the first part of the composition. Bow placement variation allows him to designate timbre 
changes that, even though they do not exactly correspond to their relatives in the A-section, establish an 
analogous sense of timbral linearity and flux. In the B-section, bowing near the bridge (P) allows the 
harmonic to speak clearly and precisely. Sul ponticello playing emphasizes the higher partials of a sound, 
cutting out large swaths of lower partials, sul tasto playing (T) mellows / diffuses the timbre by cutting out 
more of the higher partials of the sound. Sul tasto playing has a marked effect on harmonics, so that the 
bowing indication to gradually move the bow away from the bridge and toward the fingerboard will likely 
destabilize the harmonic. The B-section then, is a space where Sciarrino layers variations in bow 
placement, variations in dynamic envelope, and variations in pitch-divergence from the nuclear center on 
top of one another to get a broad array of not entirely predictable sounding results. For all of the differences 
in the section, there is varied similarity enough to read the passage as “development.”  
The return of the A-section is not much remarkable other than that it had to come so that the form 
seemed complete. Sciarrino shortens it, and destabilizes the sense of return by redistributing the material to 
different instruments, introducing an amount of pitch-level variation, and mixing in with it the final residua 
of the B-section. It comes to a quick accumulation, only preserving the most dramaturgically salient 
patterns of density from the beginning: growth, anchorage, surprise, accumulation (1 – 2 – 3 – 1 – 5 – 12), 
moving quickly toward the codetta.   
The codetta occurs in the last three measures (mm. 43-5), and seems tacked on to the end of the 
quartet. It has nothing whatsoever to do with anything we have heard yet. Its sole purpose it seems, is to 
direct our attention to the Second Quartet, which prominently features similar harmonic arpeggios; none of 
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the other quartets foreground them. The other figure in the codetta is a sustained “harmonic” on F#, that 
undergoes a controlled glissando (very slow at first, then rapid and dynamic). Its initial descent (in m. 44) 
sets off a canon of elided arpeggio figures in the rest of the ensemble, and its second releases another series 
of canonic imitations, this time of the glissando itself. Can it be a foreshadowing of the sustained F# fabric 
of the Third Quartet, which undergoes its own destabilization and collapse? Sciarrino has reversed the main 
function of a codetta, which is to close down a movement, to bring it to a sense of finality. Here the codetta 
does just the opposite. The First quartet is left notionally unclosed, while the codetta tears a hole in the 
work through which we can peer and see the rest of it.   
 
String Quartet II 
 
The Second Quartet was composed in 1974, while Sciarrino was living in Rome and taking part in 
Franco Evangelisti’s course in electronic music at the Academia di S. Cecilia. It takes the form of a secret 
theme and variations movement. Like many of its predecessors in the 18th and 19th Centuries, someone else 
composed the “theme.” I’m not speaking of the musical material, but instead the semiotic underpinning of 
the movement. I propose that we read it as an isotopy, as Eero Tarasti might say, of the conceptual artist Sol 
LeWitt’s Variations on Incomplete Open Cubes (1974).71 What makes this proposal seem provocative is 
that LeWitt’s work was created in the same year as the Second Quartet, a fact that makes it highly unlikely 
Sciarrino even knew about, let alone saw in person, the Variations while he was composing his quartet.  
Recall that intertextuality is not merely a matter of historiography, of tracing poietic influence; it 
can also entail a “reading” in the productive, creative, Barthesian sense. In proposing to read the quartet as 
a misprision of LeWitt’s conceptual work, I am not claiming that Sciarrino viewed it and then subsequently 
transmogrified the work directly into the quartet (a variation on the Variations) as a matter of historical 
reality. It is only a hermeneutic strategy. As Michael Klein pointed out, a “belated” work (or event, etc.) 
can come to esthesically influence our reading of a prior work, even shaping its structure for us. It was 
precisely through chasing a circular memory – Sciarrino’s comments about LeWitt’s Variations in LFDM – 
that I was able to see a way into SQ2’s strategy of structural withdrawal.   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!71!Eero Tarasti, A Theory of Musical Semiotics (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1994), 7. 
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Sol LeWitt was one of the fathers of conceptual art, creating works that were organized by series’ 
that corresponded to the physiognomy of the visual objects with which he worked. Although Variations on 
Incomplete Open Cubes wasn’t completed until 1974, he had been experimenting with cubes as subjects of 
serial processes in the 1960’s. LeWitt had this to say about his conceptual serialism, in a work called Serial 
Project #1 (1966): 
Serial compositions are multipart pieces with regulated changes. The differences between 
the parts are the subject of the composition. If some parts remain constant it is to 
punctuate the changes. The entire work would contain subdivisions which could be 
autonomous but which comprise the whole. The autonomous parts are units, rows, sets or 
any logical division that would be read as a complete thought. The series would be read 
by the viewer in a linear or narrative manner (12345; ABBCCC; 123, 312, 231, 132, 213, 
321) even though in its final form many of these sets would be operating simultaneously, 
making comprehension difficult. The aim of the artist would not be to instruct the viewer 
but to give him information. Whether the viewer understands this information is 
incidental to the artist; he cannot foresee the understanding of all his viewers. He would 
follow his predetermined premise to its conclusion avoiding subjectivity. Chance, taste, 
or unconsciously remembered forms would play no part in the outcome. The serial artist 
does not attempt to produce a beautiful or mysterious object but functions merely as a 
clerk cataloging the results of his premise.72 
  
Sciarrino’s decision to reference LeWitt in LFDM, and his choice to compose a work that, while 
not “influenced by,” is at least isotopically similar to the Variations is surprising, given how deeply the 
composer rejects LeWitt’s desire to empty his work of subjectivity (i.e., “personal involvement”). Sciarrino 
also rejects the notion that a viewer’s understanding of a work is incidental for its creator, who is after all, 
merely a “clerk cataloging the results of his premise.” And of course, the idea that “chance, taste, or 
unconsciously remembered forms…play no part in the outcome” is counter to my entire thesis, with respect 
to Sciarrino’s work. Nonetheless, his description of serial compositions resonates quite well with the 
material form (i.e., the “neutral level”) of the Second Quartet. That it is virtually impossible to hear the 
resulting structure (to experience the “poietic” esthesically) is not as ironic as it might seem, as the reality 
of our deafness to the structure is thematic to the work (this is the case both with LeWitt, and here with 
Sciarrino, I argue).73  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
72 Sol LeWitt, “Serial Project #1, 1966” in Aspen no. 5+6, item 17, accessed July 30, 2015, 
http://www.ubu.com/aspen/aspen5and6/serialProject.html.  
73 As we will see also in Efebo con radio, Sciarrino thematizes this break in the semiotic process – this inability to quite 
speak to one another – in a number of ways. This fact, rather than the “serial” means he uses to dramatize the fact in 
music, is another of the pervasive themes in Sciarrino’s oeuvre.  
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LeWitt’s “serial compositions” / Sciarrino’s “index forms”74 
-   Multipart pieces with regulated changes 
-   Differences between parts are the subject of the composition 
-   Some parts remain constant (to highlight the changes) 
-   The work contains subdivisions, which comprise the whole 
-   The parts are logical divisions that can be read as a complete thought 
-   The series could be read in a linear / narrative manner 
-   Many simultaneously operating sets could make comprehension difficult   
  
 
In Sciarrino’s quartet the objects that are varied are of course sonic in nature. Listening to a 
performance of the work, one is subjected to a muted deluge of frail plucks, fleeting arpeggios, trembling 
harmonics, and sotto voce scrapings and scufflings, all in the space of two minutes. The quartet might as 
well be a depiction of insects scuttling into the crevices and cracks of the room after someone had suddenly 
thrown the light on. Upon close examination of the score however, the reader will notice not total chaos, 
but a number of figures that are repeated often throughout the movement.  
Shifting one’s gaze outward, at the morphological middle-ground, the observer will notice that the 
work can be cut into four-measure sections, each heralded by an eruption of arpeggiated harmonics (the 
only figure that appears simultaneously in all four voices). Upon a comparative examination of repetitions 
of the basic ground figure, it becomes clear that each independent line within the texture possesses its own 
quasi-systematic strategy of repetition. The repetitions are only quasi-systematic because, as we will see, 
Sciarrino applies strategies of distortion in the work, in order to conceal them. Let us turn our attention to 
the figures themselves:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
74 |forme ad elenco| Sciarrino, LFDM, 85. 
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Figure # 
 
 
1 [harmonic arpeggios] 
 
Contour 
 
 
!u  / "d 
 
Rhythmic Shift 
 
 
O[riginal] / S[hifted] 
 
Pitch Shift 
 
 
NA 
Violin I Violin II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Viola Cello 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 24: Figure 1 
 
© 1974 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
The first figure appears in all four instruments, as the head figure of each ground phrase. It 
consists in two up-and-down arpeggios in each instrument marked by a pizz arpeggio behind the bridge (at 
the beginning and end of the figure). In the first violin, the two sets of arpeggios are placed on two 
consecutive eighth-note beats. In the other instruments, they are broken up and deployed over variously 
separated beats. Their placement is elided in the first half of the head motive, so as to blur the sounding 
result. In the second half of the motive (occurring in the second measure of every phrase), there is a nearly 
totally consistent tight imitative canon leading up from the cello, through the viola, into the second violin. 
Taken together, there are two pertinent qualisigns that are varied in the deployment of figure 1 throughout: 
contour, and rhythmic shift.  
The contour of the figure can begin low, ascend upward, and then descend back down to its 
original pitch level (!u), or vice versa; it can begin high, descend in arpeggiation, and ascend back up to its 
original pitch level ("d). The first part of the figure can appear in its original location, or in a rhythmically 
shifted placement. For the first violin and viola, the original placement is right on the downbeat. For the 
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second violin and cello, the original placement falls half a beat later. The shifted position of each figure 
pushes its placement over by half a beat (a sixteenth note). The first part of the viola’s head motive never 
shifts. And although the contours of the arpeggiations of the head-figures’ second part do flip back and 
fourth, their rhythmic placement never does.    
The second figure appears only in the first violin. It is a septuplet figure that consists in a two 
pitches, the first with a tight tremolo at the bridge, the second, with a rapid trill (alternating with another 
harmonic). There is no variation in its contour; the first note is always higher than the second. There is no 
variation in the placement of the figure in the sequence; it inhabits the second measure of each sequence. 
However, it does alternate between two different pitch levels, the original played on the first and second 
strings (c.f. table 25), and a version shifted down to the second and third strings (i.e., down a perfect fifth). 
The choice to shift down by a fifth unsurprisingly appears to have more to do with physical placement of 
the idea on the instrument, than it does to any predetermined set of harmonic relationships.  
 
 
Figure # 
 
 
2 
 
Contour 
 
 
NA [no variation] 
 
Rhythmic Shift 
 
 
N/A [always occur in same part of measure] 
 
Pitch Shift 
 
 
L[ow] / H[igh] 
Violin I Violin II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N/A 
Viola Cello 
 
N/A 
 
N/A 
 
Table 25: Figure 2 
 
© 1974 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
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The third figure is strongly associated with Sciarrino’s work as a whole. It occurs in virtually all of 
the composer’s string writing. The extremely rapid, extremely wide vibrato, covering at least the range of a 
sixth, appears in all but the cello in the Second Quartet.75 There are no contour, placement, or pitch 
variations, in all instruments save the viola, where it alternates between !u  / "d versions Additionally, 
except at the end, it appears in inverse contour but identical pitch-level with the second violin. There is an 
erratic version in m. 19 (simultaneous with the only appearance in the cello), and it is omitted in mm. 11 (as 
we’ll see, in a largely erased repetition of the ground phrase).   
 
 
Figure # 
 
 
3 [scribble] 
 
Contour 
 
 
NA [no variation within the instrument, excl. viola] 
 
Rhythmic Shift 
 
 
N/A [usually middle] 
 
Pitch Shift 
 
 
NA 
Violin I Violin II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Viola Cello 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N/A 
 
 
Table 26: Figure 3 
 
© 1974 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
75 It does appear once in the cello, but it is incidental, not a part of the cello’s line of repeated gestures.  
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The fourth figure is perhaps the most systematically varied of them all. It appears in all four 
instruments, and consists in two sub-gestures paired together: a rapid wide-trill between two notes 
separated by a third; and a grace-note, minor seventh, in double-harmonics, colored by a tight tremolo 
(performed as a jeté stroke). It has one of four contour forms that systematically explore permutations of 
ascending / descending 3rd trills (followed by jeté 7ths), or ascending / descending 7th trills (followed by 
jeté 3rds). Their placement in the measure shifts between the first (beginning), second (middle), and third 
(end) beats in the measure. Furthermore, there are high positions, played on the upper two strings of the 
instrument; and low positions, played on the lower two strings of the instrument. Both the high and low 
versions use the same hand position on its respective strings, emphasizing again the physical, performative 
aspect of the gesture over its harmonic implications. In this gesture, the cello remains fixed in its high 
position throughout, though it does alternate between the various contour types.  
 
 
Figure # 
 
 
4 
 
Contour 
 
 
a / b / c / d 
 
Rhythmic Shift 
 
 
B[eginning] / M[iddle] / E[nd], of the measure 
 
Pitch Shift 
 
 
L[ow] / H[igh] 
 
Contour type: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Violin I Violin II 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Viola Cello 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 27: Figure 4 
© 1974 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. !
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The fifth and final figure appears nearly exclusively in the second violin, viola and cello, and 
consists in a simple single-direction glissando. It appears only once in the first violin (m. 11), and only 
thrice in the viola (mm. 8, 10, and 32). Not much can be said about it other than that it is a gesture that fills 
silent space with literal linearity. Sciarrino never uses them as “lead in” figures though. They appear over 
either extremely quiet static dynamic levels, over a dal / al niente dynamic swells (that conceal both attack 
and release), or over an al niente decrescendo, disappearing into the distance.  
 
 
 
 
Figure # 
 
 
5 
 
Contour 
 
!u  / "d 
 
Rhythmic Shift 
 
 
N/A [usually middle] 
 
Pitch Shift 
 
 
NA 
Violin I Violin II 
 
 
 
N/A 
 
 
 
 
Viola Cello 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !
Table 28: Figure 5 
 
 
© 1974 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
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The basic ground phrase then, involves four layers of quasi-systematically varied figure 
sequences, which are decorated, as we’ll see, with some added free material and other distortions of the 
ground phrase. After adjusting for a systematic layer of variations of the sequence, filtering out distortions, 
and reconstructing the missing parts of phrases that have been artfully erased, here is the basic prototype:  
 
 
!
 
Basic ground phrase / prototype 
 
Measure: 1 
 
2 
 
3 4 
VI 1 
 
2 
 
3 or 3!4 4 or 0 
VII 
 
1 
 
3 or 4 4 or 5 
VA 
 
1 
 
3 or 4 4 or 5 
VC 
 
1 
 
5!4 or 4!5 
 
Table 29: Basic ground phrase 
 
 
The table below contains a play-by-play listing of all of the figures in the order that they actually 
occur in the Second Quartet. The presence of so many question marks alerts us to the several places in 
which the surface of the music doesn’t directly accord with the basic phrase prototype proposed above. It 
seems that Sciarrino purposefully ambiguates the structure by applying a series of strategic distortions to 
the whole. In some measures, the figure one would expect to see is missing or shifted out of place. This is 
especially the case in between the end of the third iteration and the beginning of the fifth (i.e., mm. 11-18). 
In other measures, there appear miniscule scraps of extra material that don’t belong to one of the five 
figures outlined above.  
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I  [mm. 1 – 4] 
m. # m. 1 m. 2 m. 3 m. 4 
VI 1d-O-x 2x-x-H 3u-x-x / 4a-E-H  
VII 1u-O-x 4b-B-L 5u-x-x 
VA 1d-O-x 3d-x-x 4b-S/M-L 
VC 1d-O-x 5d-M-H / 4a-E-H 
II [mm. 5 – 8] 
m. # m. 5 m. 6 m. 7 m. 8 
VI 1d-O-x 2x-x-L 3u-x-x 4b-S/M-H 
VII 1d-O-x 3u-M-x 4b-E-L 
VA 1u-O-x 4b-E-L 5d-M-H 
VC 1u-O-x 4a-B-H / 5d-M-H 
III [mm. 9 – 12] 
m. # m. 9 m. 10 m. 11 m. 12 
VI 1u-S-x 2x-x-H 4c-S/M-L  
VII 1u-S-x 4d-E-H ? 
VA 1d-S(b)-x ? 4c-S/M-L 
VC 1d-S-x ? 4d-E-H 
IV [mm. 13 – 16] 
m. # m. 13 m. 14 m. 15 m. 16 
VI ? 2x-x-H 3u-x-x  
VII ? 4a-S/M-L 5u-M-H 
VA ~1x-S-x (head ?) 3u-S-x 4a-S/M-L 
VC ? 5u-M-H / 4b-E-H 
V [mm. 17 – 20] 
m. # m. 17 m. 18 m. 19 m. 20 
VI ?  2x-x-H 3u-x-x / 4d-E-H 
VII ? 4c-S/M-L 5d-E-H 
VA ~1x-S-x (head ?) 3d’-S/M-H 4c-S/M-L 
VC ? 5/6u’-E/B-L / 4d-E-H 
VI [mm. 21 – 24] 
m. # m. 21 m. 22 m. 23 m. 24 
VI 1d-S-x 2x-x-L ? 4d-S/M-H 
VII 1d-S-x ?  
VA 1u-S(b)-x 4d-E-L ? 
VC 1u-S-x 4d-S/M-H ? 
VII [mm. 25 – 28] 
m. # m. 25 m. 26 m. 27 m. 28 
VI 1d-O-x 2x-x-H 3u-x-x / 4a-E-H  
VII 1d-O-x 4b-S/M-L 5d-S/M-H 
VA 1u-O-x 3d-S/M-H 4b-S/M-L 
VC 1u-O-x 5u-S/M-H 4a-E-H 
VIII [mm. 29 – 32] 
m. # m. 29 m. 30 m. 31 m. 32 
VI 1u-S-x 2x-x-L 3u-x-x 4b-S/M-H 
VII 1u-S-x 3d-S/M-H 4a-E-L 
VA 1d-S(b)-x ? 4c-S/M-L 
VC 1d-S-x 4a-S/M-H / 5u-S/M-L 
 
Table 30: Appearances of the figures in SQ2 
 
 
[ SQII – Instr – Gesture Number + Contour – Location in measure – Register ] 
 
1d-S(b)-x = Gesture 1 – Shifted (second half only) - NA 
 
? = Omission / Erasure 
 
S = Italics means invariant, but described because it expresses a relationship to some other instrument If there’s  
nothing there, there is silence (or variants only) in the original form and not an omission.  
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The superimposition of so many independent systems unfolding simultaneously already, as LeWitt 
suggested with respect to his work, renders the sense unclear for the observer (listener). Additionally, the 
inclusion at all times of at least one instrumental layer in septuplet values affects a constant sense of metric 
blurring, cutting across the duplet values implicated in the simple triple meter. When you add the rhythmic 
shifting applied to the figures already with these internal strategies of distortion: erasure, addition of free 
material, superimposition of systems, and the rhythmic blurring, and the dynamic flux added to each figure; 
it becomes difficult indeed to hear any sense of system. Sciarrino is dancing a fine line here between the 
integrity of the system, and the risk of becoming too blatantly audible.76  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 31: Actual order of figures 
 
 
Listening to the Second Quartet, one can hear a suggestion (perhaps nothing more) of regularity. 
However, it’s virtually impossible to hear any audible indication of the systematic nature of the variations. 
In fact, it would be easy to hear the work – in its brevity and timbral disembodiment – and not even 
perceive that it consists in repetitions of a basic ground figure at all. Is this similar to LeWitt’s “ironic 
tendency or objective to obscure the narrative | l’idea di racconto |?” 77 There is little doubt that Sciarrino 
has musical serialism in mind as well. The ambivalence of his evaluation of serialism speaks even here. It 
is not its processual nature that Sciarrino rejects, but its lack of connection to perceivable sound. Yet it 
cannot be doubted that this work also conceals its structure by means of its own applicative processes.     
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
76 Is this an instance of Sciarrino making the “choice to be abstract” in order to prevent an easy and immediate 
recognition?  
77 Sciarrino, LFDM, 88. 
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One sense of withdrawal carries us back to another. Although the original semantic motivation (or 
the present intention, if any) behind the quartet may have had nothing to do with melancholia, is it possible 
to read melancholic withdrawal onto the quartet? Is this refusal to communicate really an acknowledgment 
of the impossibility of communication between two individuals? What I have called the “timbral 
disembodiment” of the quartet – the tendency to perceive the sounds as thinner, less substantial; more 
emaciated, frail, and disappeared, than they appear in the score – is one kind of withdrawal. The 
corresponding structural / syntactic withdrawal (i.e., an ambiguation, a distortion) is another.  
 
String Quartet III 
 
 
 
A1 
 
B A2 C A3 
 
mm. 1 – 23 
 
 
mm. 23 – 26 
 
 
mm. 27 – 37 
 
 
mm. 38 – 46 
 
 
mm. 46 – 56 
 
 
Table 32: The rondo form of the Third Quartet 
   
 
In the first chapter, I used the opening of the Third Quartet to illustrate the senselessness of 
performing harmonic analysis on Sciarrino’s music. I claimed that, like the third scene of Lohengrin, the 
stark harmonic stasis that governs the first 23 measures shows itself in analysis immediately. Beyond this 
initial identification, harmonic analytical thinking has little else to tell us about the passage. What is more, 
even identifying the sound as “F#” in the first place is misleading. Although it is fingered as a harmonic, 
for most of the instruments the F# does not appear on a harmonic node. This will weaken the sense of pitch 
and emphasize the “disharmonicity” of the sound. 
What else can be said about the choice to sustain such a striking sound for 23 measures? There are 
two paths of inquiry we can follow to answer this question for ourselves: the intertextual, and the 
intratextual (both at the level of SQ3, and at the level of the work group). There are at least two clear 
intertextual threads we can pursue: The first thread pertains to the material of the A-sections. The second 
pertains to the presence of pianto / lamento topics (in the B-sections), which we’ve discussed in general 
terms already.  
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Recall from the third chapter that Sciarrino had identified two painters among the many he 
references in LFDM, who have had a particular impact on his thinking about material form: Alberto Burri, 
and Lucio Fontana. In the village where the composer lives – Città di Castello, in Umbria – the Fondazione 
Burri hosts a large collection of the painter’s works only a few blocks from his home. Inside, visitors are 
treated to a number of Burri’s masterpieces, including works from the Nero Cretto, Plastico, and Sacchi 
series’. The cracks in dried plaster or layers of burnt / synched plastics or scarred burlap, riddled with holes, 
thematize both literal and metaphorical senses of space within the pictorial plane. Burri creates “windows” 
in the material, of the kind Sciarrino discusses in the final two chapters of LFDM, and that are virtually 
omnipresent in his own work. Fontana is well known for his lacerated, clean, monochromatic canvases (the 
concetti spaziali), and for canvases punctuated with spatters of roughly punched holes (bucchi), both of 
which fill the viewer with feelings of timelessness, silence, and the openness of the (astronomical) void. 
Like Burri’s layered works, they point to the real, physical presence of space in the object. Laterally, like 
Jackson Pollock’s works, the canvases also act as records of a real, physical event: the gesture, and thus 
presence, of the artist.   
The sound of string instruments viciously cutting into the static fabric of “harmonics” at the 
beginning of this piece brings to mind images of Fontana slashing away at canvases in his studio. In mm. 
22 and 37 respectively, the fabric of both A-sections is liquidated and cleared away like smoke to reveal the 
materials of the B and C sections (pianti / lamenti motifs) waiting virtually “behind” it. Additionally, the 
transitional moments out of the couplets don’t suggest continuity or mere juxtaposition. At measure 27, the 
abrupt return back into the rapidly destabilizing static A-material emphasizes the figurative distance 
between them, as if the listener was being teleported back not just to another section of the piece, but to 
another place. Intra-textually, we can make some observations about both the interaction between the 
refrain and couplet materials, and the dramaturgical / physiognomic process that unfolds across the three 
refrains.  
The A-sections consist in a sustained monophonic texture that underdoes a number of 
transformations. The B-section contains the first stirrings of the lamento motif, mixed in with the pianto 
motif that appears in the cello and viola (mm. 24-26). All is fragment and suggestion here, the fullness of 
the lamenti arrive only in the second couplet (mm. 38-46). As a matter of technical interest, observe the 
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appearance of asymmetrical tuplets that are mixed in and alternate with the ordinary division of the meter 
(6 / 8) between mm. 23-25. They have the effect of shifting the tempo / meter at the next metrical level 
down to a suddenly faster pulse (a kind of tempic windowing). Vertically, at these moments, unlike in the 
Second Quartet, all of the players are synced together in the septuplet. This culminates in what may be 
regarded as “asymmetrical compound meter” in bar 26, just prior to the shift back into the refrain. The 
tempic shift contributes to the sense of spatial disorientation that marks the shift between these two 
“dimensions” or layers of the sonic texture.  
The pianto / lamento figures are more fully developed in the second couplet, starting in m. 37. 
There is a slight accumulation in figural density moving into mm. 41-43, but the figure begins to dissipate 
and fragment shortly after. An isotopic similarity exists between the refrain and couplet materials at an 
abstract level. Once the sustained pitch field in the A1 section loses its stability, it begins to resemble wildly 
distorted and over sized pianto gestures (in the somewhat trivial sense that the pitch is bending). The tonal 
collapse of the A2 section – at least in the violins – bears a more clear similarity to the pianto / lamento 
downward bend shape.78 However, a more striking instance of figural blending occurs at the end of the 
second couplet, the transition back into A3. The disintegrated lamento figure has, by m. 46, been reduced to 
a single tone in the cello. At this fantastic moment, the cello pitch is decentered (by a widened vibrato 
turned into a massive glissando), that – joined canonically in unison by the other three players – unfurls 
itself into the A3 material, the familiar sustained sonic fabric reminiscent of the beginning. At the syntactic 
level, this figural fusion makes the transition from B2 to A3 extremely smooth; at the semantic level, it has 
the effect of tying the two gesture / topics together. A syntactic fusion renders a semantic fusion. What does 
this mean? A possible answer lies in exploring the inter-textual forces at play in the work.  
The fabric of the A-material appears in three sections, alternating with the B and C sections in a 
rondo-like sequence. The only truly stable version of the A-material occurs at the very beginning. Until 
measure 16, its pitch and dynamic levels maintain their energy unflinchingly, despite the assaults of the 
bow changes. By measure 17, the texture loses its stability, beginning to fluctuate wildly, wobbling off !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
78 It also bears some similarity to the First Quartet’s B-section process. Remember that the entirety of the B-section in 
SQ1 is a tonal expansion process anchored to a central tone (in that case C-natural). In the A2 section of SQ3, we have 
a process of tonal contraction back toward its tonal center (“F#”). Again, in the case of both, it’s rather important to 
keep in mind that the expression “tonal center” is a rather relative term. It would be better to say sonic center, since the 
pitch element of both quartets is suborned to timbral concerns.  
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center until measure 20, where it manages to regain its balance on the “F#,” a precarious balance that 
begins to slip away again immediately. When the texture returns in measure 27, assaulting the B-section 
with vengeance; it manages to struggle its way, falteringly – being destabilized by slow, then rapid vibratos 
– back to the “F#” in measure 34, which it manages to maintain for all of one measure. In 35, it again 
destabilizes, and one measure later falls away, makes one last concentrated assault, immediately failing, 
fraying, and dissipating into breath (soffiando) underneath the return of the couplet. In measure 45 there is a 
false return in the first violin (or perhaps a foreshadowing or transition) overlaying the liquidating lamento 
motifs of the C-section. The A-material is able, finally, to assert itself one more time, by m. 48, but at great 
cost. No longer fff, no longer so tonally stable, and no longer so tonally certain, the A-material has 
undergone a transformation, a disembodiment, a dematerialization. Its wailing, violent, declamation has 
been transmogrified at last into breath (soffio). Sciarrino leaves another one of his meaningful timbral / 
dynamic indications in m. 52: svanire (“vanish”). From measure 53, the breath wheezes faintly twice more, 
and then, is extinguished. Just like that. The assertive A-material gives way (resigns?) to the inevitability of 
silence amid the mournful bustling of the lamenti. Holbein’s anamorphic skull peers out hermetically from 
amidst the fragments: a momento mori ?        
To what extent should we read a narrative, or “story” onto the Third String Quartet (or any other 
of Sciarrino’s works)? Surely this question must be met on a case-by-case basis. But at the heart of this 
question is the need to answer, for our own selves, the old debate over program music vs. absolute music. 
The Third Quartet is not “about” Burri or Fontana’s paintings. Nor is it a direct anamorphosis of any 
particular painting. Yet Burri and Fontana are surely voices that speak in it, part of its polyphonic weave 
(as Julia Kristeva might say), and its tissue of grafted citations (as Barthes and Derridà might say). Is the 
piece a momento mori? It’s not “about” death, neither is it so didactic in nature as all of that. The material 
dramatizes failure, weakening, vanishing, destabilization, and dematerialization. But here it can be read as 
at least double. One needn’t “personify” it, or identify oneself in its narrative. It is after all, first and 
foremost sound. And the processes that unfold in the quartet are sonically enacted. Sciarrino should be 
given a say here: 
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…Although today music lives in very tight symbiosis with reproductive technology (it 
suffices to think of the recording industry), this does not correspond to any modernization 
of musical aesthetic. Musicians believe that music is abstract and does not express precise 
concepts: this is the nucleus of current opinion, common to the finer performers and 
theorists. It is strange that we do not realize the incongruence of such affirmations. A 
language cannot be at the same time [both] abstract and non-conceptual, inasmuch as the 
tool which man uses to abstract is precisely the concept. […] The Eighteenth-
centuryaesthetic has not waned at the end of the century [but] has left between us and its 
aftermath, some taboos; in short today musicians breath opinions of comfort, not written 
[in stone] but essentially outdated and unfounded. They reflect bourgeois prejudices more 
than true aesthetic ideas, and they are produced from rigid conditions. The alleged 
abstractness of the music securely hides a deep-rooted fear of physical contact, a need to 
remove what is corporeal. You cannot touch a sound; however music has a highly 
expressive power, it has the power to excite both body and mind. Therefore music, in 
polite society, is exorcised with formalism: it must appear abstract in the sense of ‘far 
from reality.’79 
 
 
String Quartet IV 
 
 
 
Intro 
 
A 
 
A 
 
B [epilogue] 
 
mm. 1-3 
 
mm. 3-14a mm. 14b - 23 mm. 24-8 
 
Table 33: Form in SQ4 
 
 
 
The Cricket Topic 
 
Sciarrino’s invocation of a cricket topic is the most striking aspect of the Fourth Quartet. It’s 
relation to the larger topic of melancholia will require a little explanation. In the quartet, the cricket topic 
takes the form of a convex (or alternately, concave) shaped glissando on an artificial harmonic, all while 
breaking the sound up by means of a tightly executed tremolo. We can compare the varied appearances of 
the topic in Sciarrino’s other compositions (in Lohengrin, Ai limite della notte, Vanitas, among others), and 
in SQ4, to appearances of cricket topics in works by other composers. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
79 Sciarrino, LFDM, 121-2. 
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Example 49: Cricket topics in SQ 4 
© 1992 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
To understand what the cricket topic looks like, and what it my mean, we need to examine uses of 
the topic family in other works by the composer, and in works by other composers. Near the end of the 3rd 
song / movement of the monodrama Vanitas, and intermittently throughout Lohengrin (ex. Prologo / Scena 
I, pp. 4 – 6), the most clearly identifiable forms of the cricket topic appear: a single string instrument 
(usually a cello) intones an ostinato figure on a harmonic, energized by a tight, quivering tremolo, and 
messa di voce dynamic swell. The cricket in Vanitas appears near the end of the song “L’Eco,” which calls 
forth the image of an:  
“Oracle of the woods,  
Spirit of the forest,  
Citizen of shadows, shadows that speak80  
  
– And the great bell has toll’d, unrung, untouched 
 
Astride the unhappy spirits 
Of the others speak of vague, 
 Invisible images” 81 
 
The cricket-like sound of the cello (and the mood of the text) strongly suggests nighttime imagery. 
Similarly, the cricket topic in Lohengrin is used to articulate its nocturnal setting. Nearly every sound in the 
opera can be analyzed as topical (or at least, as a “pure icon” in Monelle’s words), including Elsa’s !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
80 Lit., ombra suonante, “shadows sounded”| 
81 Translation mine, with the exception of the fourth line, which is English in the original. 
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wordless vocalizations. The orchestra’s little bang, on page four of the work, releases the nighttime 
crickets, embodied both in the cello, and by means of a bed of tremolo artificial harmonics in the violins. 
Like the protagonist of Vanitas, Elsa calls forth the speech of “unhappy spirits” speaking of “vague 
invisible images,” particularly in the Third Scene. Night, in Lohengrin, is the solitary, melancholy, void of 
madness, where sanity is tested and fails.  
The solo cello (or viola) work Ai limite della notte lacks a text, so its only “helping text,” is its 
title: “At the limits of Night,” which however provides little help to the interpreter. Aside from affirming 
the association between crickets and the night, Ai limited della notte adds to it an association with boundary 
spaces. The messa di voce dynamic contours that the soloist uses to articulate the cricket topics point 
toward the horizons of sound, where it emerges and disappears into the surrounding silences.82  
By means of its title, we can understand Ai limite della notte as an indexical reference at the level 
of the whole work, or simply, an “anamorphosis.” Like Lohengrin and Efebo con radio, it is a 
dramatization, an hyperrealistic depiction of its subject. The work also allows us to connect the more clear 
invocations of cricket topics, and the exact shape of what I am calling cricket topics in the Fourth Quartet 
(p. 3, staves 2 and 3).         
By contrast, we can compare the crickets of this collection of works (including the Fourth Quartet) 
– which are creatures of the night – to the daytime cicada’s of #6 of Sciarrino’s 12 Madrigali. Appearing 
immediately in m. 2, the cicadas approach from a (dynamically articulated) distance, to suddenly menace, 
attack and sting, in the light of the “high sun” (”l’alto sole”).  The suddenness and force of the attack is 
highlighted by the difference in dynamic shape between the cicadas and the crickets. Sciarrino’s cicadas 
have weighted attacks, and sudden changes of dynamic, whereas the crickets are always in the dynamic 
background of the texture; they emerge and submerge back into silence. They make no contact.  
Let us also trace some earlier examples of the cricket topic in the Western Classical canon. We can 
begin fairly early with the vocal crickets of Josquin’s El Grillo, which appear first in mm. 11–16 of the 
work (ex. 59). The qualisigns pertinent to Josquin’s cricket token are three: repetition / continuity, and a 
spatialized sense of “two-ness” that in this case is also onamotopoeic, a depiction of crickets calling out and 
responding to one another. Here, they function as madrigalisms depicting the text, in a farily unsubtle !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
82 As Hatten might say, the association between the dal / al niente dynamic contours – since it appears under all kinds 
of gestures in a more meaningful way, isn’t “marked” here. It doesn’t tell us much about meaning.  
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fashion. Neither do they posses an indexical meaning that is as dark as later evocations will be (like 
Schönberg’s and Sciarrino’s). Crickets in the chanson are mostly mundane creatures singing and jumping 
about. Josquin makes playful, nonsensicle comparisons of the crickets with “other birds,” informing us that 
in the end they “sing for love, when they are hot.” Clearly it is not Josquin’s sexy, playful crickets that 
Sciarrino is invoking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 50: Josquin’s crickets from the chanson “El Grillo.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 51: Schubert’s crickets in “Der Einsame” (mm. 5-10) 
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In his lied “der Einsame” (1825), Franz Schubert employs a much more subtle and figuratively 
integrated token of the cricket topic (see ex. 51). The topic appears in the bass as an embellished turn 
figure, followed by two larger, springing leaps. The token iconically embodies two aspects of its secondary 
reference (the cricket): the grating, bifurcated chirp of its legs being rubbed against one another; and the 
moment the cricket blithely and energetically hops away. 
In Schönberg’s early masterpiece Erwartung (1909), in a somewhat rare act of text-painting, the 
composer musicalizes the “grillen” that the text mentions (ironically, crickets that are – like Josquin’s and 
Schubert’s crickets – singing “liebeslieder”). Schönberg’s crickets, again like Josquin and Schubert’s, 
depend upon repetition and “two-ness” (though not antiphony). Thy are also, like Sciarrino’s crickets, 
accompanied by [a] muted, tremolo string instrument[s] (in this case the second violins). Of course, the 
love-song that these crickets are singing is filled with a sense of presentiment and foreboding that is utterly 
alien to Josquin and Schubert’s crickets, but not to the crickets of Vanitas – also churping in the nighttime 
forest – or to those of Lohengrin. There is nothing playful (in the popular sense of the term) about 
Sciarrino’s crickets in these two works. The soloist of Erwartung also searches / waits for her beloved in 
the nighttime. She also encounters a shocking truth that reorganizes her understanding of the situation. Both 
Erwartung and Lohengrin are monodramas, even psychological thrillers. However, the local intertext of 
Sciarrino’s quartets doesn’t point only to a Schönberg-ian topical neo-expressionism. The presence of so 
many pianto / lamento topics directs the mind back toward the world of 16th century Italy (and continental 
Europe in general). Even in Vanitas the central image of the work, namely the “natura morte” or “still life,” 
ties the cricket topic to the famous 17th-centuryDutch genre of painting, echoing with prior Gesualdo-esque, 
Petrarchan, and Elizebethan fixations on death and change.  
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Example 52: Schönberg’s crickets 
 
George Crumb’s string quartet Black Angels opens with figures that are, similarly, an evocation of 
nighttime insects (i.e., the “Threnody I: Night of the Electric Insects”). The quartet is filled with all kinds of 
numerical symbollism, symmetry, and macabre associations that Crumb – as indulgently as Messiaen – 
made sure to explicate right in the score. The composer left a map for the symmetries and proportions at the 
beginning of the score (almost as if it were a listening map).  
Crumb’s music is as self-conscious about its intertextual nature as Sciarrino’s, so a couple of 
comparisons to Black Angels will prove stimulating: Firstly, Crumb’s reference to the Beethoven Piano 
Sonata #26 (“Les Adieux”), with its intermovement form of Departure – Absence – Return, similarly to 
Sciarrino’s reference to Beethoven’s op. 18 no. 6 in SQB, contains no direct quotations of the avowed 
precursor work. The choice to silence the precursor’s voice in this way – while leaving the thought of their 
presence echoing in the mind of the listener – increases the weight of the supposed relationship, and 
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increases the listener’s urgency in searching for connections. This central relationship, unquoted, becomes 
a semiotic “elephant in the room.” 
Secondly, Crumb’s crickets are strikingly similar to those of Sciarrino in the Fourth Quartet of the 
Sei Quartetti Brevi. Both Crumb’s and Sciarrino’s insect topics feature glissandi zig-zag figures, agitated 
with perpetual, tight tremoli. They are both high in pitch; both highlight a sense of two-ness. Both works 
distribute the crickets throughout the whole texture, pairing them together in an imitative / dovetailed 
texture. However, Crumb’s electric insects are more like nocturnal versions of Sciarrino’s cicadas: They 
attack, they sting. The dynamic level abruptly alternates between fff and ppp throughout the opening 
presentation of the first movement of Black Angels. Sciarrino’s crickets, however, seem oblvious to our 
presence. They form a tableau. Like the moonlight on the waters of the “eternal sea of beautiful evenings” 
in the third scene of Lohengrin, they depict an introspective space in which the sonified subject works out 
his melancholy. 
 
Morphology of the Fourth Quartet 
Superficially, the Fourth String Quartet doesn’t seem as clearly formally articulated as the other 
quartets in the cycle, which feature more distinctly “architectonic” treatments of motivic material. Yet upon 
closer examination, the work submits to a kind of “bar form” (A A B), articulated both by the “harmonic” 
design of the convex / concave cricket topic material, and the placement of the sigh / “tendril” figures in the 
first and second violin, and viola. Sciarrino obscures the “harmonic” design by redistributing the material to 
different instruments when and where it comes back (mm. 14-23), and by shifting the material into 
different metrical positions within meters that differ – by no discernible pattern – from its first appearance 
(mm. 1-13).  
Nearly all of the pitches of the cricket topic material are derived from the same set-class, (036). 
However, the sustained, “spazzolino” (i.e., “brushed”) tones do not derive from this set-class (nor from any 
discernible pattern or collection). Neither do the pitch materials of the “tendril” figures bear any relation to 
the harmonic design of either the cricket topic material, or to the spazzolino figures. The tendrils 
encompass quasi-harmonic figurations that are drawn more from the shape of the hand than anything else. 
As with the Sei Capricci, and many other places in Sciarrino’s string writing, some of the harmonics that 
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Sciarrino writes don’t correspond with the harmonic nodes of any particular string. This is especially the 
case with the tendril figure that curls down through the texture at mm. 5, 7, 10, 15, 16, 19, and 27. They 
aren’t really “harmonics,” in any case. Sciarrino isn’t notating the outcomes of the figures, but instead 
where the player should put their fingers, and how hard they should press the string.83 
Similarly to the organization of Fra i testi dedicati alle nubi, which we considered in the first 
chapter, what we might separate and call “layers” of this work cannot be harmonized into the same pitch 
spaces. Yet there are other reasons to employ quotation marks relativizing and bringing into question the 
“harmonic structure” articulated below (Example 54). The pitches are constantly in motion. Their attacks 
and releases – which are the only spots that could convey a sure sense of pitch – are dynamically obscured. 
Additionally, the majority of artificial harmonics are placed in such stratospheric ranges on the instruments 
that getting them to “speak” precisely – given the intervallic precision required – is a matter almost of 
aleatory. So to call what Sciarrino has done here “harmonic design” is a misperception. The presumption 
that reinforces such a view is that the concave / convex figures will be heard as outlining diminished 
trichords and minor thirds. A single listening is enough to do away with such a presumption. In any case, 
even if one succeeded in hearing diminished trichords, what could be gained from it? The harmonic 
uniformity of the cricket layer deflects attention from itself.        
It’s worth drawing attention to the many similarities of contour between the cricket figures and 
other topics spread throughout the cycle. The up-and-down convex motion of the crickets of the second 
measure trace the same contour as the breath / sighs of the first quartet (see example 40, above). And the 
trilled harmonic arch figures in the Fifth Quartet (mm. 8-9 for example) not only share a similarity of pitch 
contour with the crickets of the Fourth Quartet, but the sounds are likewise scrambled and broken apart (by 
tremolo in SQ4, and trills in SQ5). The harmonic trill sigh tokens in the Sixth Quartet (mm. 9-16) share 
again both the contour and “scrambled” timbre of the crickets of SQ4. These similarities contribute to the 
sense of perceptual unity throughout the cycle, which perdures despite the material differences between 
figures.  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
83 It’s a form of prescriptive, or “action” notation.  
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The other important, recurring figure – the sigh / “tendril” – is a form of self-quotation, lending 
weight to a nocturnal reading of the quartet. The figure appears also in Allegoria della notte (1985) for 
violin and orchestra. In this non-concerto, the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto is cut into fragments, split 
open to reveal “…the other face of Planet Mendelssohn – that which is uninhabited.”84 The figure appears 
in the solo violin, and is surrounded by a sustained field of cricket sounds in the strings, recognizable by 
their familiar pulsed, tremolo, harmonics. The Mendelssohn fragments bookend the dark, nocturnal 
“planet,” hyperrealistically suggesting the sounds of an interior experience.   
   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
84 Sciarrino, Carte da Suono, 126-7. 
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Semantically, it’s not surprising that Sciarrino would use topics and figures associated with night 
given that the entire cycle, and not just the final quartet, is a contemplation of melancholy. Recall that 
Burton associated melancholia with nighttime, and Agrippa with creeping animals that were “… solitary, 
nightly, sad, contemplative…” But what is Sciarrino’s understanding of night? The topic is clearly 
significant for the composer, as there are so many works that depict or contemplate the imagery of night. 
Pietro Misuraca offers some insight into the night imagery to which the composer is drawn: 
For Sciarrino the nocturnal itinerary is a metaphor of creative restlessness, a place of 
destabilizing uncertainty. The darkness of the night, peopled by ghosts, is the perturbing 
moment when one perceives the throb, the breath of things that man calls 
inanimate…Buzzes, puffs, ticks become the secret voices of silence. Man is transferred 
inside nature, inside matter. In the wreck of consciousness the boundaries between 
external reality and internal reality fade away. The spells of timbre mime the vital sounds 
of internal physiology, breath and cardiac pulsations, from whose accelerations and 
decelerations there springs a sense of anxiety and dismay.85 
 
Misuraca’s description here is as flowery and hermetic as Sciarrino’s often are, but we can glean a 
few useful bits from it. Nighttime in Sciarrino is an experience that is part internal-psychological, and part 
external-perceptual. Night is a period of increased focus and heightened sensitivity to sound. It is boundary 
space suffused with a sense of melancholy receptivity to creative possibility. It is not, despite the beauty of 
his nocturnal depictions, a matter of wholly positive nostalgic Romanticization. Night’s symbolic power is 
invested with mysterious and macabre imagery drawn from a broad range of historical predecessors. Its 
discursivity echoes the night of Erwartung as much as the melancholic night of Burton and Agrippa, and 
doubtless many others.86  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
85 Pietro Misuraca, “Salvatore Sciarrino. The Sicilian alchemist composer,” Interdisciplinary Studies in Musicology 12 
(2012): 81. 
86 To be quite clear, there are no primary sources that link the Anatomy of Melancholy or The Philosophy of Natural 
Science (or Erwartung, Black Angels, Freud, Mahler’s Third Symphony, etc.) to the Fourth Quartet of Sei Quartetti 
Brevi. These are my circular memories: texts from my own competency that I have introduced as interpretants.   
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String Quartet V 
 
Table 34: Form in the Fifth Quartet 
 
Overpressure Bowing as a Topic 
 
In addition to the very clear pianto / lamento topics of SQ5, I argue that Sciarrino uses over-
pressured bowing in a topical fashion, particularly in connection with the quartet’s dedicatee, Helmut 
Lachenmann. Before we make an attempt to understand the nature of the dedication, and its relation to the 
central notion of melancholia, we must develop the claim that overpressure bowing can be topical. Not 
merely does it mean something in Sciarrino’s quartet, but that meaning can be clarified by looking at other 
tokens of the type in the intertext.   
Overpressure bowing doesn’t occur in music prior to the twentieth century. Its originator is 
unknown to me, but its popularizer in late twentieth century music is the German composer of “musique 
concrete instrumentale,” Helmut Lachenmann. We can speculate about possible predecessors in the musical 
past, and about what are the preconditions that made over-pressure bowing even conceivable as musical 
material. It’s hard to imagine, for example, a composer purposefully writing scratch tones in a composition 
who cannot accept the “emancipation of dissonance” that is twentieth-century atonality.87  
We should be skeptical about assuming that there is a lineage between tone clusters (in Ives, 
Bartòk, Penderçki, and Ligeti, for example) and scratch tones. If scratch tones are taken to be metaphors for 
“white noise,” then it makes sense to link the technique to the tone cluster of textural music composers like !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87 There are examples of unresolved dissonance in music prior to the 18th century (the verticalities of 14th century 
polyphonic motet writing often created sharp dissonances that were not “resolved” according to the dictates of later 
practices). There are also a couple of fascinating examples in the music of Mozart. The “Musical Joke” K. 522, 
thematizes unresolved dissonance in a humorous way, to suggest the mistakes of unskillful performers, and the famous 
“Dissonant” Quartet, K. 465 utilizes jarring dissonances, albeit dissonances that are syntagmatically functional, or are 
“resolved,” but in an “off” fashion. In the case of the Ars Nova motets, no norm was in place to violate, and in the case 
of Mozart, violations of the harmonic norm were undertaken with the effect of reinforcing it.  
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Pendereçki and, Ligeti. The tone clusters in Threnody for the Victims or Hiroshima or Atmospheres 
contained all the possible pitches in a given bandwidth. The semantic effect / affect of the scratch tone is 
what decides what its pre twentieth century predecessors are. If the semantic effect of the scratch tone is a 
feeling of erasure or clearing, then a precursor may even be found in the cannonades of Beethoven’s 
Wellingtons Sieg (which blew holes in the French National Anthem, metonymically representing the 
Napoleonic army). If the scratch tone exists as a the instantiation of some “parameter” – if it is deployed 
with the pretense of sonic objectivity – then the precursors are the work of the integral serialists. If a sense 
of brutality is intended, then the best precursor could be the famous stamping polytonal clusters in the 
“Dance of the Adolescents” from Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring. Such will be the case with some of the 
examples we consider.  
In determining what the scratch topic token in the Fifth Quartet is getting at, let us consider briefly 
seven other tokens taken from well-known 20th / 21st-centurycompositions. We can gain context for 
Sciarrino’s scratch topics by examining the qualisigns of other tokens, and by speculating about their 
semantic effect. Of course, Lachenmann’s scratch topics are the most important to us, since the Fifth 
Quartet is dedicated to the German composer, the reason for which there is over-pressured bowing in the 
quartet. However, other composers – Luciano Berio, György Ligeti, Matthias Spahlinger, Gérard Grisey, 
and Kaija Saariaho have unique uses for the scratch, and can help us by making us aware of possible 
differences.  
Luciano Berio does not use scratch tones exactly, but in the Sinfonia (1968), he uses a strategy that 
achieves one of the possible ends of the technique. As Hatten points out, Berio employs an enormous wall 
of sustained dissonant clusters at rehearsal letters K and M of the third movement (“In Ruhig Fliessender 
Bewegung”).88 This, Hatten explains, has the effect of cleansing our palette, of clearing out the sonic space 
and wiping away the chaos that Berio carefully constructs out of accumulated fragments and layers of 
quotations from the Western Classical (including the modern) canon. The cleansing cluster lasts for 23 
measures, and is mostly chromatic (with a few gaps near the bottom of the harmony). Its dynamic level is 
mostly ff, but with some fluctuation back and forth between ff and pp, emphasizing the muscular effort of 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
88 Robert Hatten, “The Place of Intertextuality in Music Studies,” American Journal of Semiotics 3, no. 4 (1985): 75. 
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sustaining the cluster. In any case, the cluster is not able to hold back the tide of history as it floods back 
into the texture.  
The fourth movement of György Ligeti’s String Quartet #2 (1968) bears the tempo indication 
“Presto Furioso, Brutale, Tumultuoso,” and the initial dynamic marking is “sempre fff.” There is no 
program to the work other than what is indicated in the score. In case there was any doubt about what the 
outcome of performing sustained double and triple stops at that volume and intensity, Ligeti makes things 
clear in a performance note in the score: 
This movement is to be played with exaggerated haste, as though crazy (except for a few 
pp passages) with the utmost force. Press the bow strongly on the strings (scratching 
noise). If the movement is played properly, a lot of bow hair will be loose by the end.”89 
 
The movement alternates between sections of brutal multi-stops low in the range of all of the 
instruments – which the passage above describes – and sections of translucent, immobile calm. In a 1969 
interview with Josef Hausler, in the course of describing each of the movements of the quartet, the 
composer began to rhapsodize about modern astronomy and the amazing density of matter found at the 
heart of the sun.90 The movement, Ligeti stated, was made of the same material contained in the other 
movements, just astronomically compressed. The haste, craze, and brutality of the sound – including the 
compression of the bow – is iconically related to this sense of physical compression, realized both 
horizontally (as an effect of time), and vertically (as an effect of the physicality of performing this manic 
haste).    
Gerard Grisey’s Partiels also makes use of the scratch tone. Recall that the work’s name refers to 
the individual strands of pitch in the harmonic spectrum of a trombone playing its lowest note. The 
spectrum gives harmonic definition to the material in the opening section of the work, which features a 
series of repetitions which Grisey voices in progressively different ways. With each repetition, the 
composer applies a number of distorting techniques to the texture, gradually transforming it from a 
harmonic spectrum (i.e., a periodic spectrum in which the majority of perceptually salient partials are 
integer multiples of the sounding fundamental), to an “inharmonic spectrum” where the partials may be 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
89 György Ligeti, “String Quartet #2” (Baden-Baden: Schott Music, 1968): 21. 
90 Neil Heyde, liner notes to Quartet Choreography: the Soundtrack, Kreutzer Quartet, Métier msvcd 92105. CD. 2012, 
10. 
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shifted off by some interval, or in which the pitches of the spectrum are in some other way destabilized91. A 
harmonic spectrum is characteristic of timbres that are considered “musical” sounds, and inharmonic 
spectra are characteristic rather of noises. One of the strategies that Grisey uses to effect the gradual 
interpolation between harmonic and inharmonic states of the spectrum, is the addition of excessive bow 
pressure in the string lines (beginning in m. 64 of the score, rehearsal 9). Together with multiphonics 
applied in the winds and brass, the scratch tones acoustically destabilize the pitches of the spectrum (in a 
metaphorical way); they semiotically suggest “distortion.” 
Claude Vivier uses excessive bow pressure in an inverse fashion in his masterpiece for mezzo-
soprano, orchestra, and tape, Wo bist du, Licht! (1981). According to Michel Gonneville, the work is “a 
long and continuous melodie, and a meditation on human sorrow.”92 On top of the text (“The Blind Singer” 
by Hölderlin), there are superimposed several recordings: Martin Luther King Jr.’s last speech, a recording 
of Robert Kennedy’s assassination, a male voice reading Hölderlin’s text (over which the mezzo-soprano 
sings a nonsense text composed by Vivier), and a text describing methods of torture, in a completely 
emotionless tone. At the beginning the orchestra struggles to intone a major third (G, B), doubled in four 
octaves, and grounded in octave G’s in the bass. At first, the sound in the string section is almost 
completely choked out by excessive bow pressure. Only the ghost of the sonority can be heard struggling 
through to the surface of the music. As the totemic repetitions of the sonority continue, Vivier lifts the bow 
pressure gradually – partially at first (in the violas at rehearsal 2) – so that by the mezzo-soprano’s entrance 
at rehearsal 4, the sonority is completely audible (though he massively thickens the spectrum by then). Is 
the scratch tone at the beginning of Wo bist du Licht! an emblem of oppression, brutality, senseless 
violence? It is difficult to avoid such a reading, given the nature of the recorded material, which enters later 
in the work. Additionally though, the material itself can signify “covering” or “obscuring.”  
Kaija Saariaho, a Finish post-spectral composer makes use of over-pressured bowing in many of 
her works for solo and chamber ensemble. Among them, Près (1998) for solo cello and electronics, is an 
example. In Près, there is (whatever her spoken intentions) no indication that the over-pressured bow 
sounds possess anything other than a pure sonic purpose. The first movement features Saariaho’s !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
91 Joshua Fineburg, “Appendix II: Musical Examples,” Contemporary Music Review 19, no. 2 (2000 ): 115-117.  
92 Michel Gonneville, liner notes to “Wo bist du licht?,” Claude Vivier, Société de Musique Contemporaine du Québec. 
ATMA Classique ACD2 2252. CD. 2001. 
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characteristically gorgeous sensitivity toward the fine timbral gradations of sound that can be created by 
variations in bow pressure and placement. She takes advantage of the cello’s extraordinary molto sul 
ponticello ability to emphasize upper partials that posses already an “electroacoustic” sound, even 
sometimes mimicking the sound of frequency or ring modulation. She adeptly navigates the kinds of 
timbral transition one can get from exploring gradual motion between different bow positions, and bow 
pressures, blending them into the electronics (which themselves undergo similar transformations of timbral 
envelope). Later in the movement, she even blends the sound with recordings of ocean waves crashing 
against the shore, a sound whose spectrum will be closer to the noisy spectra of harshly bowed cello, than 
ordinary pitch. In short, Saariaho’s overpressure bowing seems to stem from a desire to explore timbral 
possibilities on the instrument, to “electronify” it, and to match timbres with her electronics track. There 
does not seem to be an overtly “political” suggestion in the sound.   
Closer to Lachenmann in spirit is Mathias Spahlinger, a composer of a “critical” music that sifts 
the tradition and its musical values. Following in the tradition of Adorno, Spahlinger reads political, social, 
and ethical values onto musical ones. His use of overpressure bowing cannot be interpreted in such a 
simple fashion though. Spahlinger uses overpressure bowing for distinct purposes in both the chamber 
orchestra work Furioso (1990-1), and the duo for violin and cello Adieu m’Amour (1983). Both works 
feature a “deconstruction” of instrumental technique, an approach to instrumentation that is similar to that 
of Helmut Lachenmann. In Furioso, Spahlinger asks for four different levels of bow pressure (suggesting a 
technical / parametric purpose). However the score features two epigrams that presumably communicate 
something of the composer’s intentions. The first epigram quotes a dialog from Georg Buchner’s first play 
Danton’s Death, which is to say the absolute least, “political.” The second is a quotation from Hegel’s 
Phenomenology of Spirit, which reads as follows: “Universal freedom can thus produce neither a positive 
work, nor a positive deed, and there remains for it only the negative act. It is solely the fury of 
disappearing.”93  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
93 Matthias Spahlinger, epigrams to “Furioso” (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1996). 
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The “work” of the “negative” in Furioso amounts to a deconstruction of the instrumental sound.94 
The ensemble is conceived – Spahlinger says in the instructions to the score – as an “open ensemble” with 
members coming and going. It would be too literalistic to read the instruments as the citizens who carry out 
the dialog in the first epigram, but it is safe to say that Spahlinger is entertaining an aestheticized social 
analogy of some kind. Spahlinger sees himself as carrying out a French Revolution in music perhaps, one 
in which the old Laws are being discarded and replaced not with new laws, but with the individual will. 
Such was the argument presented, without reference to the French Revolution, in Spahlinger’s essay “this is 
the time for conceptive ideologies no longer.”95 The same negative work occupies the composer in Adieu 
m’Amour, where he develops such a strikingly alien technical language for the instruments that learning to 
perform the piece means breaking down one’s own technical and expressive sensitivities in order to be able 
to render the sounds necessary to the piece. The work is a deconstruction of Gillaume de Machaut’s 
chanson of the same name. As at the beginning of the Vivier, the sounds of the original struggle to speak 
through the choked, fickle sounds of the work, haunting it like ghosts of a dead past that can only be 
invoked through great precision and fortuity.   
In Pression (1969), for solo cello, Lachenmann first explored the use of overpressure bowing (and 
a great many other techniques). He also invented a form of graphic notation that he would use in several 
later works, and that led to the conception of “action notation.” Lachenmann specifies a “Faustgriff” (i.e. 
“Fist grip”) to enable the player to have better control over the bow, and to be able to apply the necessary 
downward pressure on the string to achieve the effect. This “action notation” describes not the sound that 
will come out of the instrument, but the action the player needs to take in order to get the sound the 
composer wants.  
  
    
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
94 It is almost unfortunate that we have to use the term “deconstruction” since it has become so intellectually cheap to 
do so. But it is apt, Spahlinger is seeking to disassemble instrumental sound, to divest the instruments from their 
traditions in sound, and the ideologies that hold them in place.  
95 Spahlinger, “This is the time for conceptive ideologues no longer,” 13-15. 
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Example 54: Overpressure bowing in Lachenmann’s Pression.  
 
© 1972 by Musikverlage Hans Gerig, Köln, 1980 
1980 assigned to Breitkopf & Härtel, Wiesbaden. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publishers. 
 
 
In Sciarrino’s Fifth Quartet, there is very little nuance to the technique; practically nothing when 
one considers the painstaking attention to detail in Lachenmann and Spahlinger’s scores. It’s not an 
exploration of the timbral possibilities on any of the instruments as with Saariaho (or again, Lachenmann / 
Spahlinger). It does resonate with the brutality of Ligeti and Vivier, and the sense of distortion in Vivier 
and Grisey. In mm. 38-9, at least, it appears in the quartet as an operation applied to musical figures that 
exist elsewhere in the work without the overpressure bowing (i.e., its identifiable as extraneous to the 
figures it effects). It’s effect on the texture is to put a stop to whatever processes that was unfolding at the 
time of its appearance. It always loudly and ruthlessly stomps on the material intrinsic to the music 
By contrast, Sciarrino uses overpressure bowing in at least one other work, Efebo con radio (ex. 
66), where its purpose is clearly programmatic. It appears as a form of interference (again a kind of lateral 
similarity exists with Vivier’s use of overpressure bowing later in Wo bist du licht!). In the excerpt below, 
half of the cello section is instructed to sustain an overpressure pitch (mixed with much higher, pure 
harmonics in the first violins and first cellos, though the latter are also broken up with tremolo). Over – or 
rather inside of – the static appears il siglo (the “theme song”) of the 1950’s radio variety show Ballate con 
noi (“Dance with us”).  
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From SQ 5 (mm. 28-30, viola and cello): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 55: Overpressure bowing in SQ5 
 
© 1992 by RICORDI – Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
 
From Efebo con radio (mm. 94-5) 
 
 
 
 
Example 56: Overpressure bowing in Efebo con radio 
 
© 1981 by by Universal Music Publishing Ricordi S.r.l., Milan. 
Reproduced by kind permission of the publisher. 
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Un Pensiero 
In the tempo indication of the Fifth Quartet Sciarrino leaves a message “Presto, un pensiero a 
Lachenmann” (i.e., “A thought to Lachenmann”). We now turn to the question of the nature of Sciarrino’s 
dedication. Often works are dedicated to patrons, foundations, or ensembles that commission or fund a 
work. Also frequent are works dedicated to individuals who are personally or aesthetically important to the 
composer. These kinds of dedication fall generally into two further types: the homage, and the message. 
Among the former are works like Omaggio a György Kurtág and La lontananza nostalgica utopica futura 
(dedicated to Sciarrino), both by Luigi Nono; “Trämend Hing die Blume” from Kurtág’s Kafka Fragments 
(dedicated to Schumann), the second movement of Grisey’s Vortex Temporum (also dedicated to 
Sciarrino). Among the latter are works like the aforementioned Lob Auf Den Dicken "Schuppanzigh ist ein 
Lump," and “Ta ta ta…lieber Mälzel” of Beethoven which, although they do not have a didactic end, 
directly speak to their recipients conveying more or less concrete meanings. Sciarrino recounts, touchingly, 
a similar exchange that occurred while Grisey was staying in San Lorenzo di Bibbiena: 
He wrote very close to my house. Because I found for the holidays a good house in the 
mountains. And he was coming every year in the summer. And he composed Le Temps et 
l’ecume, Le noir de l’etoile and other things I don’t remember... L’icône Paradoxale 
comes from Piero la Francesca, La Madonna del Parto or La Madonna della Misericordia 
I don’t remember. And both of these paintings are very close to Città di Castello 
...Monterchi is about 10 km. And this kind of idea comes from his holidays here. Some 
photos that Ricordi uses are photos on my roof... 
I want to say, excuse me, to remember a friend brings a big wave...He was always on the 
piano with his chords always. And so in the summer I was doing my composition master 
class in Città di Castello...Well I try always to say that “tomorrow I give my lessons in 
the morning so if you come in the morning it is better so I can work in the afternoon.” 
But he was always coming when I was at home. It was comical. I was always asking 
“why” – I heard very often these chords – perhaps for him it was more friendly to be 
together on different levels – I could compose on the other level. 
It is difficult to...I can’t reconstruct because ...some materials I haven’t organized for 
example his cards, there was a exchange of pieces a Canzona di addio he wrote on my 
piano and I sent back to him Canzona di benvenuto back. It was a good time for him. It is 
very difficult to be friends among composers.96 
 
Sometimes however, the message a composer sends musically is a pointed one. There are plenty 
of compositions that make critical statements directed generally toward the society from which they 
emerge. Examples are stylistically varied, and include works such as Charles Ives’ “Nov. 2. 1920” of the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
96 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the Author, November 2011. See Appendix B, pp. 452-453. 
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114 Songs, Kurt Weill’s Rise and Fall of the City of Mahogany, Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem, Mathias 
Spahlinger’s Furioso, and so on. However, direct didactic compositions are few indeed. One example, also 
from Kurtág’s Kafka Fragments, is “Der Wahre Weg” (i.e., “The True Path”) an – “hommage-message” to 
Pierre Boulez. Here, by means of the ambivalent word, Kurtág has a message to deliver to Boulez. As 
William Kinderman argues, the message concerns the “impossibility of a true path.” This is presumably in 
response to the many dogmatic positions Boulez had espoused in his youth, particularly surrounding the 
overblown ideological battle between serialist atonality and non-serial or tonal forms of music-making that 
identified themselves more closely with the cultural traditions he French composer wanted to leave behind. 
The “true path,” Kurtág tell us, is a rope suspended over the ground, but rather than acting as a guide to the 
right path, its purpose “seems to be more to make one stumble than to be walked on.”97 
Helmut Lachenmann shares with the young Boulez the desire to critique and leave behind 
“bourgeois” and “outdated” expressive tropes from the past.98 For Lachenmann, extended instrumental 
vocabularies are “…alienated playing techniques” that “mark only the tip of the iceberg of profound 
contradictions up out of whose depths the bourgeois artist has the opportunity to pull himself by his own 
bootstraps.” 99  Lachenmann’s favorite aspersion to cast on musical thought he rejects is to call it  
“bourgeois.” In practice, he is referring to music that is first of all tonal, but also includes music that uses 
traditional genres, “commercial dance rhythms,” and “orchestral hierarchy.”100 The bourgeois in music also 
includes “Philharmonic-symphonic” music. This means principally, the use of musical gestures / styles 
from the past that evoke Affeckt (i.e., a change of mood, an emotional response resulting from the 
recognition of semantic codes from “the literature”) rather than Aspekt (the emotionally detached 
consideration of the way a composer navigates the use of socially conditioned materials).101  
It is not that Lachenmann rejects all tradition and imagines that he can build music from the 
ground up, with materials that are abstract and expressively innocent of the symbolic and political weight 
that traditional musical sounds are made to bear. However, his relation to tradition is one of sifting – 
discriminately rejecting – and leaving behind these regressively bourgeois elements of the music of the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
97 Kinderman, The Creative Process in Music from Mozart to Kurtág, 191. 
98 Alberman, “Abnormal Playing Techniques in the String Quartets of Helmut Lachenmann,” 44. 
99 Ibid., 51. 
100 Elke Hocking, “Helmut Lachenmann’s Concept of Rejection,” Tempo new series, no. 193 (1995): 8. 
101 Helmut Lachenmann, “Composing in the Shadow of Darmstadt,” Contemporary Music Review 23, no. 3/4 (2004): 
48, 53. 
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past. It is easier and perhaps more appropriate to apply the notion of Bloomian misprision – with its 
“anxiety of influence” – to Lachenmann’s musical thought, which after all comes from what is now its own 
tradition, fighting to retain its sense of freedom and autonomy. Lachenmann’s project expands the anxiety 
of influence to the esthesic realm – to the listener – whose freedom of expressive response to new aesthetic 
conditions is always threatened by the socially affirmed modes of listening. The true job of new music is 
then, to unsettle the listener by continually searching for new modes of engagement, and resisting the 
stagnancy of old expressive tropes. However, the proverbial wolf is already at the door of Lachenmann’s 
aesthetic. Mathias Spahlinger puts it this way: 
musique concrète instrumentale, as a logic of she-boom, has descended into a mere 
‘extended technique’. with salt and pepper shakers these playing techniques that have 
become harmless are sprinkled over the score to convey the impression of yesterday’s 
radicality. it’s all permitted today, and the high-pressure bowing that once intended to 
represent the labor of its execution has become the tristan chord of the twentieth 
century.102   
 
The composer’s relationship to Lachenmann and his aesthetic positions, is ambivalent. How does 
Sciarrino’s penchant for transforming musical forms from the past fit with Lachenmann’s rejection of 
direct references to past styles and ideas as bourgeois affectation? Would Lachenmann consider Sciarrino’s 
elaborations, and the “monstrous, chimerical” sonatas, and “musicological” care in referencing past styles, 
bourgeois? Kaltenecker claims that the two composers are in agreement, that both composers share a 
“refusal of music…a refusal of banal and triumphant rhetoric, a little too sure of its effects.” However, he 
also argues that Lachenmann transforms listening more radically than Sciarrino, whose voice “retires to the 
shadow” of an ironic nostalgia that is “enamored with…loss.”103 Indeed melancholy nostalgia is a recurring 
theme in Sciarrino’s works, many of which contain fragmented bits of “commercial dance rhythms” (for 
example: Efebo con radio, Blue Dream, Pagine), to say nothing of undisguised references to tonality.  
 
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
102 Spahlinger, “this is the time for conceptive ideologues no longer,” 591. (Punctuation preserved from the original 
text) 
103 Kaltenecker, “Exploration du blanc,” 111-2. 
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The two composers doubtlessly share the goal that Lachenmann (ironically for us) identified as the 
spirit of Darmstadt in the 1950’s: its rejection of received habit in favor of “conceptions that redefined the 
basic systematic categories for each work, taking as their point of departure unmediated perception and the 
possibilities of guiding its acoustic performance.” 104  Lachenmann however credits this “liberating” 
awareness of aesthetic unfreedom from social control, and the imaginative reactionary force that it 
unleashed, to structuralist serialism and quantification (if only as stepping stones to a greater consciousness 
of sound). Later, he came to reject the serial methods of early Darmstadt – which had become “falsely 
abstract and increasingly sterile” – in favor of a music structured around the “trace of its mechanical 
production.”105 As we’ve seen already, Sciarrino identifies poststructuralism (or to be precise non-
structuralism) as the path toward re-zeroing, and toward unmediated perception, and does so over and 
against the Darmstadt School. Nevertheless, he has, according to Pietro Misuraca, professed a sense of 
sympathy with Lachenmann, based on their shared “work on timbre” and rejection of “codified modes of 
attack.”106 Sciarrino is no stranger to the critique of bourgeois conservatism: 
And it appears to me that the balance sheet of modern music, catastrophic in terms of its 
dissemination, finds its true cause in the indifference of those whom it does not occupy: 
programmers and performers. Theirs is an indifference, resistant to culture as a 
productive force, that comes not so much from a lack of understanding regarding the 
modern, as much as the ancient. 
What don’t they understand about the ancient? The power of the novelty originally 
contained in it, when there was no ancient. Today programmers and performers feed 
[into] a total distrust of both the capacity of music to communicate, and in the 
intelligence and adaptability of the public; they are not capable – and this is worse – of 
offering other food to the community except the most stale. 
An attitude disengaged from social utopias is always accompanied by a strong anxiety for 
change. To the anxiety in the field of aesthetics, there corresponds a fear and rejection of 
the new. The uncultivated traditionalists finish up by relegating music to the same 
innocuous function, continually masqueraded by celebration, the function of 
entertainment.107 
Like Lachenmann, Sciarrino entertains a double sense of the bourgeois. In addition to the 
bourgeoisie of recycled expressivity, there exists the bourgeoisie of total formalist abstraction (see the 
extended quote on p. 163 of the third chapter). In the interview I conducted with the composer, he !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
104 In fact, Lachenmann’s article “Composing in the Shadow of Darmstadt” seems to depart from other accounts of the 
institution; highly contested ideological ground indeed [Lachenmann, “Composing in the Shadow of Darmstadt,” 43].  
105 Ibid., 46. 
106 Misuraca, “Salvatore Scarring. The Sicilian alchemist composer,” 84. 
107 Sciarrino, LFDM, 19. 
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acknowledges similarities between his own work and Lachenmann’s (use of certain sounds, a degree of 
radicality). But he calls Lachenmann an alter ego – a second distinct self. Lachenmann is, for Sciarrino, 
still connected to the serialist world in a way that he isn’t.108 The more glaring distinction though is the use 
and relationship with the past. Although Sciarrino’s music doesn’t deploy neo-Romantic expressive tropes 
(as do composers like George Rochberg, Thomas Adès, Nicholas Maw, Wolfgang Rihm), it makes constant 
affirmative intertextual reference to the art and music of the past. Sciarrino’s music is not a music of 
rejection in the same way that Lachenmann’s music avowedly wants to be. Sciarrino is aiming squarely at 
the esthesic reaction of listeners. As such, it is not that any particular musical material was ever regressive 
in itself, but how we hear music can be. As the quote above indicates, Sciarrino’s position is our 
misunderstanding of the present moment is predicated on a fundamental misunderstanding of the past. 
Music has not recently become radically new and surprising in the twentieth-Century, we have merely 
failed to understand the radicality of the past.109  
The work begins with an accumulation process in the first violin that builds on top of a recurring 
pianto motif in the cello. Across the first 7 measures, the violin figure gradually becomes a lamento figure 
before morphing into material reminiscent of the convex / concave crickets of the Fourth Quartet (mm. 8-
10). The first A-section is capped off by staggered reversed pianti that stumble downward over one another 
to form a lamento shape at the next highest morphological “level” (ex. 57).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 57: A lamento of reversed pianti, m. 10 (viola) 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
108 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the Author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 471-472. 
109 This thesis may be overstated, but is not without evidence. Composers in the past have been criticized for being 
iconoclastic, but it is not until the twentieth century that the break with the past has become so exaggerated. 
Beethoven’s formal and harmonic sense may have been considered challenging in his day, but it still retained a much 
closer connection to the tonal sense of his time than that of the explosion unleashed by the Second Viennese School.  
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The second A-section is an expanded version of the first (occurring over 27 mm. instead of 11). 
What is most remarkable about it is the introduction of the grattare (“scratch”) figures first in m. 21, then 
insistently in mm. 28 – 31, mm. 38-9, and finally m. 41. The technique is introduced into the composition, 
and departs from it in somewhat discreet and understated ways, in contrast with the two more obsessive and 
harsh appearances in the middle. It occurs in the form of the work always over the same type of material, 
the “c-material” of example 77. In the first section, the c-material is the last thing that occurs in the 
progression of the A-section.  
It possesses, throughout the work, a terminative function, bringing phrases and the section as a 
whole to closure. And thus, when the scratch technique is applied to it, the technique gains a double sense 
of termination. It borrows a “cadential” formal function from the figure, but it also very clearly scratches 
out the figure (or crushes it). This is most noticeable in the two inner appearances (mm. 28-31, and 38-9). 
In the former the scratch figures come suddenly and forcefully, stamping out the progress of the form. But 
the extinguishment is merely a displacement or pre-vention (in the archaic sense of the word) of the c-
materials. The pace continues despite it. In mm. 38-9 the scratch tone is applied to gradually (poco a poco 
cresc.) to the c-material.110 Seemingly, it manages to liquidate it. A dramatic pause follows mid-measure, 
after which the pianto figure from the beginning in the cello reasserts itself canonically, beginning the 
codetta with a metaphorical plenitude of weeping. The scratch makes one last attempt to halt the lamenti in 
the coda, but fails yet again to hold back its momentum.  
If we permit ourselves to make a hermeneutic leap based on what we have observed so far, we can 
attempt an answer to our initial question. Like the Third Quartet, the Fourth features a process of failure, 
the failure to hold back or stop a material that is arguably associated with past modes of musical expression 
(the pianto / lamento topics). These failures pointedly occur in connection with appearances of the 
“extended instrumental technique” most associated with the string writing of Helmut Lachenmann. 
Although Sciarrino may have meant nothing other than a friendly, playful literal reference to the composer, 
maybe there is something else there.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110 There is also a short gradual accumulation process in the number of sounds in the reverse-pianti figures in mm. 37-9 
(beginning in the violin with first 1, then 2, then 3, and then finally 4 sounds in each, where the rest of the quartet 
eventually gathers to meet it). The same process will attend to the culminating gesture of the quartets in the Sixth 
Quartet.  
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If this were to be an hommage-message in the style of Kurtág, what would the message be? 
Perhaps it would be something like this: The melancholy, “professorial,” work of cleansing the musical 
present from the affective sins of the past by means of the negative labor of Aspekt is bound to fail. And 
why should that be so, for Sciarrino? Let us reexamine here a quote that we encountered in the third 
chapter: 
Humankind produces nothing new that does not contain references to the context in 
which it operates. In artistic language, as in every other language, one never produces a 
true reversal of situations. On the contrary, as radical as the novelty may appear, it is 
always a matter of transformation.111 
 
 
 
String Quartet VI (“La Malinconia”) 
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mm. 1 – 16 
 
mm. 17 – 44 
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mm. 1 – 8 
 
 
mm. 9 – 16 
 
 
mm. 17 – 42 
 
 
mm. 43 – 44 
 
 
Table 35: Form of the Sixth Quartet 
 
 
Finally, we come to the last of the Sei Quartetti Brevi, the titular work “La malinconia.” 
Sciarrino’s work contains no quotations or direct references to its precursor save the trivial and coincidental 
fact that the pianto in the cello that opens the quartet begins on a Bb, which is the tonal center of 
Beethoven’s quartet. The quartet, also coincidentally, has exactly the same number of measures (44) as 
Beethoven’s opening adagio. Despite the lack of literal quoted presence in the work, Beethoven’s quartet 
nonetheless speaks as a voice in Sciarrino’s textual polyphony. What does it say? And what relation does it 
have to the other quartets?  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
111 Sciarrino, LFDM, 19. 
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The final movement of Beethoven’s String Quartet #6, op. 18, is the only movement to have a 
descriptive indication “Questo pezzo si deve trattare colla più gran delicatezza” (This piece must be treated 
with the greatest delicacy”). Late period works by Beethoven often featured a similar performance 
indication: “mit innigster Empfindung” (“with innermost feeling”). Since doubtlessly performers then as 
well as they are today were expected to perform all music expressively, these markings must have been 
intended to indicate an extreme investment of what we might today call “subjectivity” into the music. 
Sciarrino’s quartet has no similar inscription, but the entire cycle demands a technical and expressive 
“delicacy” that is no less grand than the Beethoven. The sounds themselves embody a sense of delicacy and 
vulnerability, and yet at the same time they seem to go far beyond delicacy into a place of total fragility that 
bespeaks a profound emotional realism that, as I will argue, goes even farther than its predecessor.  
The dramaturgy of the opening moments of the Sixth Quartet suggests an interpersonal antiphony: 
a single instrument intones a mournful pianto, the entire ensemble responds in kind. Then comes a canonic 
chorus of pianti (mm. 5-7), interrupted and pinched off by a diffusion of plucks and spazzolini in the 
ensemble. The contrasting material that follows (mm. 9-16) is suffused with a Dantean despair, reminiscent 
of the atmosphere described in Canto IV of the Inferno: 
 
 And round about I moved my rested eyes 
 Uprisen erect, and steadfastly I gazed, 
 To recognize the place wherein I was. 
 
 True is it, that upon the verge I found me 
Of the abysmal valley dolorous, 
That gathers thunder of infinite ululations. 
 
Obscure, profound it was, and nebulous, 
So that by fixing on its depths my sight 
Nothing whatever I discerned therein  
 
[…] 
 
There, as it seemed to me from listening, 
Were lamentations none, but only sighs, 
That tremble made the everlasting air.112  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
112 Dante Alighieri, “Canto IV,” in The Divine Comedy (1320), trans. Henry Wordsworth Longfellow, Project 
Gutenberg, April 12, 2009, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1001/1001-h/1001-h.htm#CantoIV 27-8 (accessed July 30, 
2015). 
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The fluttering frail moan of the sigh gestures rising hopelessly from the cello and viola seem at the 
same time to be utterly divested of feeling: no lamentations, only sighs. Sciarrino likens them to the 
arpeggiated accompanimental figures in Schubert’s Ave Maria, melancholically denuded of their 
melody113. The macro-rhythm of their alternation is itself suggestive. They appear in two consecutive pairs 
of single sighs (2 beats in the viola then 2 in the cello; 2 in the viola, 2 in the cello), and then hang in the air 
in the viola line (5 beats), before settling in the cello (for 9 beats). It is easy to pictorially map a dramaturgy 
of breaths onto the distribution of the line: the viola inhales; the cello exhales. In a gesture of resignation, 
the breath slows and evaporates in the cello before recommencing the process (similarly to the structural 
dramaturgy of SQ5) in measure 17. Similarly again to the Fifth Quartet, the second A-section is an 
expansion (a composing out) of the first. Beginning in precisely the same way, it goes on to establish a 
transformative accumulation process. The initial pianto figure is staggered and elided between the 
instruments canonically. As the figure climbs into the upper reaches of the quartet, Sciarrino begins to 
break it apart into individual particles that gather gradually into lamenti. This leads to what I argue is the 
culmination of the entire cycle, in mm. 38 – 42. The numerical shape of the lamento accumulation bears 
resemblance to the convexities of the sigh topic of SQ1, the crickets of SQ 4, the b-material from SQ5, and 
the murmuring breath / sigh topics just encountered in mm. 9-16 of SQ 6. The perceptual unities implicated 
in the figure are remarkable.   
And we have seen this figure already (it was discussed briefly in chapter 3), but now we are in a 
position to make some new observations about it. The violin gathers the fragments together into a singular 
shower of lamenti in its highest possible range, and at the quietest stable dynamic level indicated in the 
entire cycle. What is further remarkable about this gesture is how small, and practically inaudible it is. For 
all of its pretension as an outpouring of grief, it is stunningly subdued. Furthermore, note how blatantly 
automatized it is. Typically, when Sciarrino uses numerical proportions to organize a section of music, he 
doesn’t intend the listener to hear the numerical basis for the process. These proportional strategies are 
usually employed to render the surface less predictable.114 In this case, after a few rounds of accumulation, 
the only thing that is unpredictable is how long the process will continue. But it’s nature as a process is 
completely transparent almost from the beginning. This predictability contributes to a draining of emotional !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
113 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the Author, November 2011. See Appendix B, pp. 492-493.  
114 Think of the “magic numbers” in Come vengono prodotti gli incantessimi? 
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affect, betraying the performativity and stylization of an already stylized topic, and transforming what 
might have been a generous outpouring of sorrow into “crocodile tears.” Immediately after the tears dry up, 
almost as if they never happened there comes a brief return of the breath / sighs, ending the movement and 
the cycle on a Dantean shiver.  
Is this moment intended to be funny? Is it an embarrassing technical expressive failure (a 
mismatch between expressive intention and technical realization)? We have reasons to believe that the 
mismatch is intentional, reasons which bring into focus the deeper intertextual reality of the semantic 
synergy released by the silent voice of the cycle: Beethoven. 
Returning to Beethoven’s “Malinconia,” the most significant difference between Sciarrino and his 
predecessor is what is dramaturgically excluded from the Sei Quartetti Brevi. In the final movement of 
Beethoven’s quartet the melancholy is embodied by a music of slow, halting, inwardness and solemnity. 
The material of the opening adagio seems to search for an elusive harmonic resolution that threatens never 
to come. Each phrase pulls the listener forward, trying out different textural arrangements and harmonic 
pathways, yet failing to ever come to resolution. It succeeds only in morphing the opening key of Bb major 
into its parallel minor and, in the last measure, failing even to achieve an authentic cadence in that key. So 
far the two narratives might be comfortably mapped onto one another, after a fashion. However, the 
Beethoven quartet does find harmonic resolution in the very next measure: a joyfully affirmative allegretto 
dance in Bb Major.  
Because of its rondo-like form, the quartet’s melancholy returns shortly after, even appearing to 
claim the pursuant allegretto by flipping its mode to the tragic a-minor. The affective positivity of the major 
mode wins out again though, as the allegretto reasserts itself in the key of G Major, modulating quickly 
back to Bb major within 8 measures. There is one last attempt by the melancholic spirit to sap the vivacious 
liveliness of the dance by dragging it back into an adagio tempo. But this too is thrown off by the 
irrepressible life force of positive creative energy, which breaks free once again, speeding prestissimo to its 
final cadence.  
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As with many of the quartets in the Sei Quartetti Brevi, the formal dramaturgy of the Sixth Quartet 
is constructed around failed attempts. Yet what fails in Beethoven and what fails in Sciarrino are very 
different things. Although SQ6 is miniature in duration compared to Beethoven’s, its lack of any 
concomitant epistemic and affective closure marks it as a fragment, as representative of a shattered 
expressive remainder whose reality far exceeds its concrete manifestation. What it markedly lacks is any 
sense of the turn toward positive affectivity. Sciarrino’s melancholia is unrelieved. As with Robert Burton, 
the very attempt at creative introspection merely deepens it. Beethoven’s quartet on the other hand, leaves 
behind a premonition of the belief that will emerge in plain language in the Heiligenstadt Testament: the 
antidote to introversive, melancholic, despair is an extroversive, creative, grit. Epistemic closure is possible 
and indeed it comes.  
This leads us back to the culminating moment of Sciarrino’s Sixth Quartet. The very accumulation 
process that could have at least resulted in the tragically victorious outpouring of grief is undermined by the 
complete denial of histrionics. Where one might have expected to see – from the build up spanning 
measures 20-38 – an enormous crescendo and tempic aggrandizement leading to a dramatic fff in the first 
violin (perhaps something like the traumatic “scream” of the first violin in Beethoven’s String Quartet in a-
minor, op. 132, I), there is no such thing. There is no crescendo; there is neither slackening nor tightening 
of the tempo; and the scream turns out to be a disengaged, calculated whimper marked “without virtuosity” 
in the score. Yet it’s no joke, nor is it an expressive-strategic failure. It is the dull, disengaged, self-
consuming sorrow exemplified by Lars von Trier’s Justine.115 The very mismatch of means and end 
embodies the most salient feature of an intertextually-mediated understanding of melancholia reaching 
across centuries, cultures, and textual media: anhedonia. The deadness in the eyes of Justine in the final 
scene of Melancholia as the planet comes crashing into earth, ending all known life in the universe, is the 
double of the deadness in the sound of Sciarrino’s violin weeping its mousy tears in the tremulous Dantean 
void.  
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
115 Obviously my claim is not that Sciarrino was “influenced” by Lars von Trier’s film, made nearly twenty years after 
he wrote the Sei Quartetti Brevi. My claim is more banal: that von Trier’s film gave me an insight into this moment in 
the Sixth Quartet. Nearly all of the circular memories that form the basis of the comparisons and observations I have 
made in this analysis are mine. This is indeed the point.  
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The Sei quartetti brevi do not “weave a story about a melancholy person named Salvatore 
Sciarrino.” The individual movements share topical signs, and even larger dramaturgies. They come 
together as a notebook of sorts, each offering some kind of insight, image, or thought; each connected to 
the others at the margins. They create not a single meaning that can be summarized in a Riffaterre-Hatten 
style “matrix sentence,” but in a conceptual space, a “rhizome” like the ones Monelle and Klein use to 
articulate the intertexts of their analytical practice. Our understanding of any piece is structured similarly to 
our understanding of the intertext that surrounds it. These works are discursive “spaces” – penetrated by 
their intertext – which support a multitude of experiences and interpretations.   
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4.4 Efebo con radio 
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Hyperrealism, Melancholy, and Reflective Nostalgia 
 
“Time bears all away, even memory. In boyhood 
Often I’d spend the long, long summer daylight singing 
Lost to memory, all those songs; and now my voice too 
Is not what it was: the wolves ill-wished it before I could spot them.116  
 
 
In more recent musicological literature, Michael P. Stein has tried to retrieve and repurpose 
melancholia, which he defines as a sustained mood of loss, memory, and nostalgia that is “hospitable to 
musical correlative.”117 He particularly wants to rescue it from the Freudian understanding that melancholy 
is a form of mental pathology. For this he calls on the work of cultural theorist Judith Butler, particularly 
her text The Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection (1997), wherein she claims that melancholy, 
rather than being a “failed attempt at mourning,” is the precondition for its possibility, and is the 
precondition for speech and action.118 Steinberg appropriates this sense of melancholia, claiming that it 
represents the condition of all music. Modern music is particularly melancholic for Steinberg, because it 
has become aware of both its desire to “speak importantly,” and its desire to know the world119. Equally so, 
its awareness of the limitations of its ability to know and to accurately convey its knowledge leads to what 
Steinberg called an “anxiety of articulation.” Melancholy in this sense is not equivalent with sentimentality. 
Steinberg’s new, “reclaimed” melancholy is more “inwardly constituted” and dependent on the “trajectories 
and movements of individual and cultural experience.” The old sentimental melancholy, on the contrary, 
arises from “commodified emotion, produced according to proven formulas, and thus infinitely 
reproducible with slight, always tested variations.”120  
 
Nostalgia and Modernity 
Sciarrino’s work for soprano and orchestra Efebo con radio (1981) is a work that seems poised on 
the edge of sentimentality. Despite its pervasive use of extended instrumental techniques, it is hard to 
imagine Helmut Lachenmann or Matthias Spahlinger writing a piece like this. Superficially, it appears too 
steeped in a nostalgic longing for a lost past, complete with “philharmonic-symphonic” gestures and !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
116 As quoted in Raymond Monelle, The Musical Topic, 186-7. 
117 Michael P. Steinberg, “Music and Melancholy,” Critical Inquiry 40, no. 2 (2014): 289. 
118 Ibid., 292-4.  
119 Presumably, Steinberg’s rhetoric implies that the makers of modern music have become aware of their desire to 
“speak importantly” through music, and to know the world through it, as well as the limitations of their ability to do so.  
120 Ibid., 306. 
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“commercial dance rhythms” of a former Golden Age. However, I argue, there is something else speaking 
beneath the surface of this work, something worth considering. Despite the negative affectation and virtual 
prohibition that post-Adorno aesthetic ideology has placed on affirmative readings of collective and 
autobiographical memory (especially via nostalgia and melancholy); modern literature, literary criticism, 
and psychological research have been reflecting upon and revising their status. Cultural historians like 
Svetlana Boym and Charity Scribner join Judith Butler (and Michael Steinberg) in arguing that certain 
forms of melancholy and nostalgia can even act as sites of social and political resistance.  
The present taboo in contemporary music toward nostalgia is rooted in the economic, social, and 
critical situation of a new music that, even early on, recognized itself as difficult. Arnold Schönberg closed 
the section on quartal chords near the end of his Theory of Harmony by castigating Heinrich Schenker’s 
dismissal of contemporary music as the “grumbling of the aged and infirmed in their nostalgia for ‘the good 
old days’.”121 The attitude is still present in some contemporary composers, though the target has changed. 
Helmut Lachenmann derides the “avant-garde hedonists, sonority chefs, meditationists, and nostalgia-
merchants” for their regressive obsession with neo-Romantic beauty. Such beauty seeks to re-romanticize 
the present by resurrecting the sounds and expressive tropes of the past, through “false hopes” and promises 
of returning to tonality, “nature,” positivity, and a sense of easy comprehension.122 Such a nostalgic return 
is embodied in “loyal” quotations that allow the audience to bask in the familiar, rather than face the 
newness of the present.123  
Matthias Spahlinger’s manner of argument is more nuanced and considered than Lachenmann’s, 
but he holds the same view that telos of new music must be rooted in a Hegelian notion of history whose 
continual sense of the progressive growth of the consciousness of freedom must be articulated musically by 
a continual negation of aesthetic conventions. This negation constitutes an act of political resistance that 
takes place not merely in the realm of sound materials (which are ultimately malleable with respect to their 
politicality), but also in the realms of musical function, mode of production, content / topic, and 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
121 Arnold Schoenberg, Theory of Harmony, trans. Roy E. Carter (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1978), 
409. 
122 Helmut Lachenmann, “The ‘Beautiful’ in Music Today,” Tempo new series, no. 135 (1980): 22. 
123 Ian Pace, “Positive or Negative 1,” The Musical Times 139, no. 1859 (1998): 17. 
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compositional method.124 Although he doesn’t use the word “nostalgia” here, it’s not hard to imagine from 
the flow of his argument how he would feel about subject in general.  
It isn’t only composers of a “critical” persuasion that dismiss nostalgia as aesthetically deficient. 
Nostalgia, in the sense that the Frankfurt School – along with Lachenmann and Spahlinger – view it, is a 
matter of the abuse of collective memory. The musicologist David Metzer decries it as an abuse of 
individual (auto-biographical) memory.  In an article discussing nostalgic depictions of childhood in the 
music of Charles Ives, Metzer repudiates nostalgia (and Ives) as sentimental. Nostalgia, the musicologist 
explains, arises from an experience of loss (often of one’s childhood), or some other experience that is 
“impossibly distant in time,” and often triggered by a sense of present malaise. Ives’s picture of childhood 
is distorted and romanticized, focusing as he does on the supposed innocence of childhood.125 This kind of 
nostalgia evokes an infantilizing longing for moral simplicity and youthfulness. Ives, he claims, surrenders 
to a “regression fantasy” when, for example, he identifies himself with (as?) one of the boys in the song 
“Tom Sails Away.”126 Metzer’s distaste for nostalgia derives more from literary criticism and cultural 
theory, than directly from musical aesthetic theory.  
Literary critic Linda Hutchison constructs an account of nostalgia that pits a romanticized past, 
which is “simple, pure, ordered, easy, beautiful, or harmonious,” against a real present that is “complicated, 
contaminated, anarchic, difficult, ugly, and confrontational.”127 The literary critic Scott Alexander Howard 
refers to accounts of nostalgia like those Hutchison (and by extension of Metzer) as “time comparison 
accounts.” Their principle “requirements,” he tells us, are a naiveté about the discrepancy between the 
distorted image of the past, and a preference for the romanticized past over the poor quality of the 
present. 128  This understanding of melancholic desire is echoed in the brilliant text Requiem for 
Communism, a contemplation of collective expressions of memory in European post-socialist states, written 
by cultural historian Charity Scribner. Explicit in Scribner’s account of nostalgia, is what remains implicit 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
124 Spahlinger, “this is the time for conceptive ideologues no longer,” 584. 
125 David Metzer, “’We Boys’: Childhood in the Music of Charles Ives,” 19th-century Music 21, no. 1 (1997): 79. This 
is where his argument gets a little strained: In the song Marie, Ives is accused of stripping a non-existent, mythopoeic, 
symbolic little girl of her moral agency and uniqueness.   
126 Ibid., 78-87. On page 87, in his discussion of “Tom Sails Away,” he risks confusing the voice of the narrator with 
the voice of the author.  
127 As quoted in Scott Alexander Howard, “Nostalgia,” Analysis 72, n. 4 (2012): 643. 
128 Ibid., 642. 
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in the Hegelian accounts of music history offered by Schönberg, the Frankfurt School, Lachenmann and 
Spahlinger, et al.: Fixation on a romanticized past prevents collective action for a better present.  
Scribner interrogates the phenomenon of “Ostalgie” (i.e., “nostalgia for the east”), by examining 
cultural expressions in film, the visual arts, and museology. She figures it as a desire to return to an 
idealized “home” (i.e., nostós).129 It is a form of false consciousness occasioned by crisis, and by a loss of 
connection with real history.130 These nostalgic distortions of memory, she tells us, constitute “anti-
memories,” obliterating the real (like so much science-fiction anti-matter).131 They block the possibility of 
action by generating a sentimental excess, by which one can be “derailed” from the present.132   
The cultural historian Svetlana Boym, in another magnificent account of the role of nostalgia post-
socialist collective memory, describes the bad connotations that it has accrued from the 17th to the 20th 
Centuries. Nostalgia has been figured as kitsch, as ethical and aesthetic failure, and as an abdication of 
personal responsibility (again, to the present). Bad nostalgia – which she denominates “restorative 
nostalgia” – attempts a reconstruction of the lost “home” in the present.133 Even though the lost home is 
falsely constructed in the first place, it has to appear complete, in its “original” form.134 It takes itself 
seriously. Failing to see itself as nostalgia, it knows itself instead simply as Truth and Tradition. This kind 
of nostalgia is the driving force behind right-leaning nationalist movements and religious revivalism.135 
Examples of restorative nostalgia are abundant in history: from Nazism and the cult of Romanità in 
Mussolini’s Italy, to the religious fundamentalisms of today, be they largely non-violent, like that of 
television evangelist Pat Robertson, or horrifically violent, like the Islamic State in the Levant (ISIL).  
As may be implicit in the foregoing survey, several literary critics and historians (including 
Howard, Scribner, and Boym) offer alternative evaluations of nostalgia and collective memory. Boym 
begins her text The Future of Nostalgia by outlining the history of the concept, beginning in 1688 when it 
was theorized in the dissertation of the Swiss doctor Johannes Hofer. Boym brings to light the 
medicalization of nostalgia as a disease, long predating Freud’s work on melancholy and mourning. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
129 Charity Scribner, Requiem for Communism (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2003), 63. 
130 Ibid., 68, 75. 
131 Ibid., 84. 
132 Ibid., 68. Notice how comfortably this critique fits over Umberto Eco’s notion of hyperrealism in “Travels in 
Hyperreality.” 
133 Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 2001), 41. 
134 Ibid., 49. 
135 Ibid., 8. 
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Interestingly, she highlights its near constant association with the medical treatment of soldiers, who were 
constantly found to be incapacitated by a longing for home away form the trauma and alienation of life at 
the front.136 The treatments for this disease ranged from trips home, to more punitive cures: the inducement 
of pain and terror, public ridicule, bullying by fellow soldiers, forced marches, “manly battles,” etc. 
Through time, the medicalization of nostalgia continued, but the framing shifted from a curable longing for 
a concrete home, to an incurable longing for an inaccessible, mythologized, spiritual home: 
Modern nostalgia is a mourning for the impossibility of mythical return, for the loss of an 
enchanted world with clear borders and values; it could be a secular expression of a 
spiritual longing, a nostalgia for an absolute, a home that is both physical and spiritual, 
the edenic unity of time and space before entry into history. The nostalgic is looking for a 
spiritual addressee. Encountering silence, he looks for memorable signs, desperately 
misreading them.137 
 
After a brief period of re-evaluation during the 19th century– where nostalgia was an aspect of the 
Counter-Enlightenment’s resistance to an easy faith in the universality of systematic reason, and a 
“celebration of particularity” – the early 20th Century, with its language of progress and scientism, nostalgia 
became again, a byword. It was pathologized as a form of madness, hysteria, neurosis, paranoia, and 
melancholy.138 The sense of Freudian pathology, as we have seen, continues to the present day in much 
late-Modernist aesthetic critical theory, even amongst theorists like Charity Scribner, who advocates for a 
different form of collective memorialization. More contemporary psychological research, however, 
evaluates nostalgia in a less pathologized light.  
Nostalgia is a widespread human phenomenon that occurs across cultures, in people of all ages, 
including both well-functioning adults and children, and people with dementia. In other words, the 
emotional experience of nostalgia has little to do with well-functioning, and in fact may increase it.139 Such 
were the findings of Constantine Sedikides and associates in a 2008 study. They argue that nostalgia 
enhances positive self-regard, strengthens social bonds, facilitates coping with existential threat, facilitates 
a sense of continuity between past and present selves, and can act as a defense-mechanism against feelings 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
136 Ibid. 3-6. 
137 Ibid. 7. 
138 Ibid. 9-16. 
139 Sedikides, Wildschut, Arndt, and Routledge, “Nostalgia: Past, Present, and Future,” Current Directions in 
Psychological Science 17, no. 5 (2008): 304. 
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of loneliness.140 It is an affective process that is triggered – and is thus to some degree involuntary – by 
negative affect (the bad present), but also by social interactions and sensory inputs (and music foremost). In 
both studies, nostalgia is considered as a matter of personal experience: the longing for a lost past, triggered 
by hearing familiar music associated with particular experiences. The music served as a trigger, giving rise 
to autobiographical memories. In fact, Barrett, Grimm, Robins et al., implied that nostalgic emotionality 
might be a key to encoding events in episodic memory for later retrieval. In this way, nostalgia acts as an 
aide-de-camp for recall, rather than an obstacle.141 Neither of these studies suggested that nostalgia is 
pathology; neither spoke of escapism, instead referring to the work of nostalgia as a means of relief. 
The literary critic Scott Howard also discusses the involuntary nature of nostalgia. He rejects the 
so-called “time comparison” accounts as being solely constitutive of nostalgic experience, offering up as an 
alternative, the notion of “Proustian nostalgia.” He explains – with reference to the famous episode of the 
tea-soaked madeleine biscuit of Marcel Proust’s A la recherche du Temps Perdu – that such involuntary 
memories don’t involve necessarily regarding the past as preferable to the future. In fact, Howard argues, 
the feeling of nostalgia can be directed at events or time periods that the experiencer well knows have been 
embellished and beatified by memory. The rememberer knows the bad, but desires the memory anyway.142 
His articulation of the experience of nostalgia is closer to the accounts offered by modern psychology: The 
unmotivated, spontaneous recovery of a remote, forgotten scene (often of childhood) is triggered by some 
external sensory cue, leading to a strong sense of reliving the past, accompanied by an equally strong 
feeling of joy.143 The unmotivated, involuntary, fleeting, complex emotionality of nostalgia, he concludes, 
cannot be cast as the desire to avoid facing the bad present by escaping into a false past (at least, not 
always).144   
Svetlana Boym offers reflective nostalgia as an alternative to the bad faith of restorative nostalgia. 
The reflective nostalgic demonstrates that longing and critical thinking are not mutually exclusive. She is 
concerned with the irrevocability of time, and with human finitude. She meditates on history and the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
140 Ibid., 306. See also, Barrett, Grimm, Robins et al., “Music-evoked Nostalgia: Affect, Memory, and Personality,” 
Emotion 10, no. 3 (2010): 390. 
141 Perhaps our dismay at the illusory, romanticizing, distorting effect of nostalgia on memory should rather be directed 
at human memory as-it-is-in-itself. Without external mnemonic aides, and without the intersubjective verification of 
collective memory, all memorializing – including the work of historiography – is subject to distortive agendas and to 
ideology. All memory is nostalgia, since it is nearly impossible to conceive of disinterested memory without desire.  
142 Howard, “Nostalgia,” 648. 
143 Ibid., 644. 
144 Ibid., 645-6. 
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passing of time. Reflective nostalgics stress the –algia (“pain”) of the experience. They embrace the 
ambivalence of longing and distance, a distance that compels them to tell their story. Like Howard’s 
Proustian nostalgics, reflective nostalgics are well aware of – and celebrate – the distortions of memory, 
and by them call into question the “Absolute Truth” and Tradition so beloved of restorative nostalgics. 
Reflective nostalgia is unmoored form the linearity and progressivity of Hegelian time, exploring instead 
the permeability of historical moments and experiences, as the past reinserts itself into the present. 
Reflective nostalgia is experienced by individuals, unlike restorative nostalgia which enlists movements to 
rebuild the lost past. The reflective nostalgic instead “cherishes fragments of memory, and temporalizes 
space.” Boym tells us that both forms of nostalgic remembrance can be triggered by the same conditions, 
but lead to vastly different conclusions about what the memories means, and what they portend in the 
present.145  
Charity Scribner’s account of collective memory is built on the conceptual framework of loss 
provided by Freud in “Mourning and Melancholia.” The locus of collective memory is loss, and the 
problematic for Scribner, is how the worker-citizen can move forward socio-economically into the present 
in relation to the overpowering shadow of the great loss of European socialism.146 She identifies three 
modes of collective memory in modern Europe: mourning, melancholy, and disavowal. Disavowal is more 
closely associated with Freudian mourning, and nostalgia more closely with melancholia. The melancholic 
nostalgic, she tells us through Freud, insists on a “narcissistic identification with the lost object,” which 
they attempt to incorporate and sustain into the present (echoes of Boym’s restorative nostalgic). The object 
of their melancholic mourning is penetrated by illusion, though. They mourn for something that they never 
had in the first place, or for what they are not even able to identify.  
Musicologists writing about Sciarrino’s work have certainly felt the need to defend him against 
the accusation of nostalgia (as do I). Attempts to do so have been stumbling to say the least. Gavin Thomas 
spoke of Sciarrino’s “submerged” nostalgia, as if to promise us that we wouldn’t find it confrontative or 
blatant, but appropriately subtle.147 The composer’s latent “affection for what has passed” is tempered, we 
are told, by distancing and irony. Lastly, Thomas identifies the objects of Sciarrino’s nostalgic longing as !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
145 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, 8; 49-50; 56. 
146 She also takes from Freud the notion that the melancholic libido identifies itself with the lost object, a loss which 
defines the subject.  
147 Thomas, “The Poetics of Extremity,” 196. 
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the “primeval innocence of nature” and the “extinguished traditions of Western music.” Each part of this 
defense is problematic, however.  
It would be hard for Sciarrino’s nostalgic sense to be much more blatant than it is. Practically 
every work, despite the modernity of its material and strategic dimensions, groans with the voices of its 
predecessors, consciously looking behind as well as forward. To say that Sciarrino’s nostalgia is tempered 
by distancing and irony is tautological (if irony is taken to mean “incongruity”), for the objects of nostalgia 
in general are by definition seen from a distance, and incongruously. If on the other hand, the “irony” of 
Sciarrino’s nostalgia signals a kind of aesthetic pose, it seems like a contradiction to also call it “honest,” as 
Thomas does. It’s true that both Sciarrino’s music, and his writings make continual reference to nature, but 
he never once speaks of nature as possessing “innocence.” In fact, for Sciarrino, nature is commonly a 
space of terror, and of the Dantean void. Finally, Sciarrino’s desire is neither limited to the artifacts of 
Western culture, nor does he view the past as having been “extinguished.” The past (as for Boym’s 
reflective nostalgic, or Scribner’s disavower) lives in and with the newness of the present. 
Martin Kaltenecker, in the article “Exploration du blanc,” claims that Sciarrino feeds himself on 
an ironic nostalgia, “enamored with the loss” (again, like Boym’s reflective nostalgic). Yet, he remarks, 
infantilizingly, that Sciarrino has “…never truly severed the umbilical chord, connecting it to tonal music, 
its gestures, and its forms.”148 In the process of defending Sciarrino against the barbs of the critic Ulrich 
Dibelius, who saw in the composer’s work: 
…a kind of musical occultism that paraphrases, by means of echoes of ancient forms, 
passé attitudes and effaced traces of tradition, much more so his distancing, rather than 
exposing himself, by a necessary reversal, to the present. 
 
 
Kaltenecker’s defense is telling. He explains to us that in order to understand Dibelius’ apparently 
accurate view of Sciarrino’s work, we have to keep in mind the “Italian context,”: 
…a culture whose domain of thought is flush with citations, glosses, centonisations, in 
lieu of authentic reflection; […] There is, in Italian intellectuals, often a penchant for 
identifying oneself, without much ado, with ancient “experiences,” to recognize oneself 
in such citations that can construct an identity…149 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
148 Kaltenecker, “Exploration du blanc,” 110. 
149 Ibid., 112.
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Aside from being rooted in a vaguely formulated racial stereotype, Kaltenecker’s “defense” is 
mired in structuralist understandings of textuality, in which it is remarkable that a work should feature 
“citations, glosses, [and] centonisations,” and that such a degree of citationality (which Derridà and Barthes 
argued, is constitutive of all writing), could amount to “authentic reflection.” It is striking that he was able 
to make such a claim mere paragraphs after essentially contrasting Sciarrino’s citationality, with that of 
Helmut Lachenmann (no product of the “Italian context”). Yet it would seem that “identifying 
oneself…with ancient ‘experiences’” was precisely the project of LFDM, indeed of Sciarrino’s 
compositional project as a whole. This wavering “defense” of one of the composer’s central aesthetic 
principles falters precisely because it clings to the Hegel-Marx-Adorno understanding of historical 
progressivism and the negative dialectic, without being able to countenance alternative forms of criticality 
that arise out of a different understanding of our relationship with what has passed.150      
When Pietro Misuraca was formulating his defense of the pervasive intertextuality of Sciarrino’s 
work, he commanded that: “The link with tradition…must not suggest the stylistic borrowings of 
neoclassicism or, worse, the regressive nostalgias of the Neo-Romantic kind.”151 In this he is entirely 
correct. But, the justification he supplies veers off, threatening to become effectively meaningless: 
“Sciarrino uses traditional terms because he uses closed forms and a language founded upon the dynamics 
of symmetry and of repetition, but the articulations and the sounds are entirely different from the original 
prototypes.” Why such desperation to defend Sciarrino of a crime that he seems so guilty of? 
It’s important to understand what is at stake here. Nostalgia is not merely figured as a personal 
emotional response to the fear of death, or loss of youth. It brings into focus the very contentious discourse 
that Sciarrino’s music finds itself at the center of: What should be the composer’s relationship to the music 
of the past? And what is its possible socio-political significance in light of that relationship? In the present 
continental European context, a composer’s legacy is often impugned or fawned-over on the basis of the 
position they take. However, what is at stake is more than just the reputation of a single composer. It is vital 
to keep open the perspective of history that Sciarrino’s music embodies, and the aesthetic possibilities that !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
150 I very much do not intend to ideologically vilify Hegel, Marx, Adorno; nor Lachenmann, Spahlinger, et al. The 
negative dialectic of Adorno is a perfectly rational aesthetic “instrument” to drive one’s compositional practice. It is a 
defensible viewpoint to take. What I contest is that this historical progressiveness position, and the aesthetics that it 
powers, have a monopoly on “critical composition,” political progressiveness, and aesthetic renewal.   
151 Misuraca, “Salvatore Sciarrino. The Sicilian alchemist composer,” 77. 
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it enables. It acts as a true critical alternative that beings into question the assumptions of the Hegel-Marx-
Adorno negative dialectics precisely where it threatens to descend into ideology: its blindness toward the 
criticality still bound up in the music of the past, and its (seemingly willful) blindness to the political / 
critical value of vernacular and popular music.  
This position does not have the critical language to countenance anything other than a purely 
restorative nostalgia. Though many of its aesthetic goals are precisely those of Sciarrino – the renewal of 
perception, the resistance of art degraded to a form of mere entertainment, the belief that composers must 
take responsibility for their aesthetic choices and positions rather than relegating them to systematic faux-
languages – it is difficult to imagine being able to positively evaluate a work like Efebo con radio, from its 
assumptions. Many of the composer’s other works, notably the elaborations, must seem to it like decadent 
failures to uphold the rigorous demand that musical compositions critique received forms of knowledge. 
Yet it is precisely there, in the elaborations, that Sciarrino most powerfully rebuffs the “ideology of 
harmony,” a received form of knowledge if ever there was one.     
The particular affect of Sciarrino’s intertextuality is everywhere impregnated with melancholy and 
nostalgia, but of what kind? Is the trans-historical melancholic nostalgia evident in the composer’s work 
synonymous with that of the “nostalgia merchants” that Lachenmann berates (with their cries for tonality, 
comprehensibility, and “something positive”)? Does Efebo con radio reproduce the naïve, regressive, 
infantilizing nostalgia that Metzer sees in Ives works on childhood? Does it attempt to resurrect a lost past 
(whether a personal, or collective political, or aesthetic past), rebuilding the monuments of a previous 
Golden Era? Is it a personal attempt to cope with the loss of youth, with the certainty of mortality, or with 
the discomfort of a painful present? Is it entirely voluntary? Is it mourning, melancholia (i.e., restorative) 
nostalgia, disavowal, or reflective nostalgia? Let these questions guide our discussion of Efebo con radio.  
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New Topics: Fragments, Radios, and the Montage  
Sciarrino discusses Efebo con radio in two published sources, his book LFDM (1998), and the 
collection of program notes, miscellaneous essays, and other writings entitled Carte da Suono (2001). It 
appears as an example in the fifth chapter of LFDM, the first to deal with “windowed forms.” It’s worth 
quoting at length: 
To summarize, in short, the incursion of the radio in the world of composers: First, Cage, 
in the middle of our (the 20th) Century, inserted some radios into his own compositions. It 
was the breakthrough |irrompere| of the possibility, but the operation no longer wanted to 
be configured as a work. During the succeeding decade, Stockhausen applies advanced 
technology to revive those devices by now outdated, the medium-wave radio. 
Stockhausen realized his work on tape, which assumes the immutable aspect of a 
document. A partially incoherent document however, and deceiving: the transmissions 
that the old radios pick up are modern, not those from another time. Let us summarize: 
Stockhausen captures the reality of his time with outdated apparatuses. I find this 
contradiction and consonance to our theme sincerely savory: [that of] spatio-temporal 
discontinuity.  
 
Old valve-radios are charged with the memories of two generations, on one part, mine. 
Technology is rapidly exceeded by itself and machines are set aside; they reappear 
abundantly on the shelves of second-hand dealers. [It is] precisely this stale nostalgia that 
is distilled into a perfume in a composition I wrote in 1981, Efebo con radio. The word 
‘efebo’ is already an archeological find: the title means ‘boy with a radio,’ declining [the 
use of] museum jargon.  
 
Analogous to Cadenzario, the work is part of a non-existent genre, entirely invented. In 
the first place it has the value of a diary, a set of memories from childhood. Secondly, it 
affects a reconnaissance of the repertory of radio transmissions in Italy, between about 
1951 and 1954. A precise reconnaissance, although made from memory. 
 
Finally, the score revisits popular music, and the instrumentation of orchestras of a past 
epoch. Behind the compositional work there is thus, an historical investigation. These 
three aspects, together, configure an aesthetic result that doesn’t have too many points of 
reference among musical works.  
 
As in Hymnen (and as in the 9th Symphony), the synthesis of various aspects occurs by 
means of a dramatization. In my case, it is also suggested in the title: the imaginary ply of 
a child’s hand on the proverbial knob. Contrary to Hymnen, here the old radio received 
old programs. In effect, when the child played with the radio, it constituted a generator of 
electronic sound, rudimentary but rich enough. The transmissions were very noisy.  
 
What melancholy, when the modern has fallen behind us. But the composition seems 
ironic to us as well. Where is the irony? In our consciousness that the imitation of reality 
is illusory. We are not listening to a real tube-radio. In Stockhausen, the radio is real, but 
not even he was practicing realism. 
 
My orchestra is divided between two functions. On one hand, the sounds of the 
transmissions, brought about by a process of windowing (as in the piece by Stockhausen). 
The fragments of programs constituting windows of various durations, irregular and 
crammed next to one another, occasionally also superimposed. Through the windows, we 
hear speakers (advertisements and publicity) and, prevalently, a forest of popular music. 
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There are American songs, seductions of exoticism that poured into Italian homes during 
the Second World War. The first function is thus this: we listen to an orchestra that refers 
to other orchestras.  
 
The second orchestral function is constituted by noises of the tube-radio, realized with 
instrumental sounds from which my music is usually made. And even this produces an 
irony. 
 
The windows of programs present a sample of psycho-acoustic experiences 
summerizable in 4 levels: Those which contain no interference; those that contain light 
interference, those that contain strong interference that impedes the deciphering of the 
transmission, and those which are all noise. Theoretically, the listener is put in a position 
to recognize the stations emitted by their characteristic interference. Each in its time can 
be: clear, superimposed upon interference (but without deformations), or deformed 
already by the instruments of the orchestra.152 
 
 
Sciarrino has done much of the work for us by making his intertext clear. Radio pieces include 
Hymnen, by Karlheinz Stockhausen, and work(s) he doesn’t name by John Cage. There are at least two 
possibilities that specifically call for radios: Imaginary Landscape #4 (for 12 radios), and Music for 8 
Radios. It’s not hard to decipher what Sciarrino meant by saying that Cage’s works no longer “wanted to be 
configured as a work,” given that almost nothing foreseeably consequential is specified in Cage’s score for 
Music for 8 Radios, to take one example. This type of “irresponsibility,” as Sciarrino has framed it, is 
antithetical to his own aesthetic practices. Stockhausen’s Hymnen (1966) channeled a collage-like mix of 
national anthems from various countries of the world together with the distortive crackle of a short-wave 
radio, as Sciarrino mentions, distorting them, electrifying them, and superimposing them. A nostalgically 
outdated means of communication was utilized in the service of a well-intended (if conceptually somewhat 
weak) political gesture. We could introduce other examples of radio works into the mix, including 
Lachenmann’s Kontrakadenz (1970/1), where the radio makes an appearance, as if in a Rauschenbergian 
sonic combine, as another kind of noise material that constitutes the “concrete-ness” of the sound world 
Lachenmann was constructing in the work. As such, for Lachenmann, the sound of the radio is expunged of 
whatever nostalgic affect it might bring into the composition.153 This is certainly not so for Sciarrino.    !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
152 Sciarrino LFDM, 118-120. 
153 A fascinating intertext in literature appears in Umberto Eco’s graphic novel The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana 
(2003). The main character, a rare book dealer named “Yambo,” has an amnesia-like condition brought on by a stroke. 
In the quest to regain his memory, he travels to his childhood home somewhere in central Italy (“Solara”), where he 
sifts through books and other ephemera from his youth. In the eighth chapter (“When the radio…”), he discovers a 
broken gramophone, a broken shortwave radio, and a functioning record player near a stack of records from his youth. 
With the help of a music magazine from the era, he sits down to reconstruct the experience of listening to the radio as a 
young man. The rest of the chapter focuses on sorting through the bewildering mixed messages that the music from the 
era seemed to be offering to him: didactic, fascist songs about the boy hero Balilla, strange and macabre songs about a 
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Efebo con radio, unlike the Cage radio pieces, is avowedly constructed with an expressive agenda 
in mind. Part of that agenda, unlike with Stockhausen and Lachenmann, is the desire to engage the 
nostalgic, personal, autobiographical (and collective) sense of memory embodied by the image of the short-
wave radio, in a direct way. This means that Sciarrino has to engage with his own memory and experience, 
including as we’ll see, the reality of the distortions that memory enacts: the erasures, the mis-
rememberings, and the selective juxtapositions. I will argue that Sciarrino purposefully thematizes the 
illusive aspect of nostalgic memory, and the implied gulf that separates the individual and the collective, 
and encodes it into the work.  
Despite Sciarrino’s claim that the piece exists in an entirely invented genre with “few points of 
reference among musical works,” there is an intertext for this too. Works that come immediately to mind 
include Luciano Berio’s Sinfonia, Charles Ives’s Fourth of July, John Cage’s Mesostics I-VI, and John 
Zorn’s Forbidden Fruit for string quartet. Each could be used as an example of windowed forms in much 
the same way as Efebo con radio, for they all introduce fragmentary quotations displaced from their 
original contexts and juxtaposed or superimposed on top of one another.  
The first movement of Berio’s Sinfonia was inspired and informed by Claude Lévi-Straus’ 
structuralist interpretation of Brazilian water mythologies in the text Le Cru et le cuit (i.e., “The Raw and 
the Cooked”). The significance carries into the third movement, where quotations selected from the 
classical music canon (along with excerpts of works by fellow Darmstadt composers) are superimposed 
upon a bed made from the third movement of Mahler’s Symphony no. 2 (Resurrection), and overlaid with a 
collage of texts taken primarily from Samuel Beckett’s play The Unnameable. Berio made his choices 
about which works to quote by identifying pieces from the canon that corresponded in some way to the 
central sememes that, according to Lévi-Straus, organized the Brazilian water myths.  
Unlike Berio, Sciarrino has no such centralized mythology in mind. The quotations he chooses for 
Efebo con radio come from popular music that in his mind epitomizes a particular personal and collective 
moment, rather than canonical classical works from a broad range of eras that are all made to epitomize 
central thematic concepts. Rather than using another quotation as bed and connective tissue, as does Berio, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
dead kitten (“Maramao”), songs from other nations (including nations with which Italy was at war). The implication of 
the entire novel is apparent: we are our intertext. Sciarrino resists comparisons to the novel by Eco, but they are still too 
tempting not to entertain, even if only by way of footnote.    
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Sciarrino significantly uses his own material voice, now tantalizingly acting as both interference and 
connective tissue, to meld together constructed fragments. These quoted fragments are presented as being 
drawn through the “precise” sieve of recollection. But whether or not Sciarrino availed himself of sheet 
music arrangements or scores or truly did only consult his memory is not very important. They are not 
quotations of scores, they are quotations of long distant hearings of the songs.  
Charles Ives’s Fourth of July contains a series of quotes from American vernacular songs, as does 
Efebo con radio. Ives’s work also contains elements that can be identified as proto-hyperrealist (the 
polytonal clash of virtual “marching bands,” for example). However Ives’s work flirts with a restorative 
nostalgia that isn’t present in Sciarrino’s work. Neither does Sciarrino embrace Ives’s nationalistic fervor. 
John Cage’s Mesostics I-VI, created for the Norton Lectures on music at Harvard University, feature a 
series of cut up fragments of text taken from newspaper articles. These fragments were then “ordered” 
based on chance procedures such that isolated fragments (bits of phrases) mingle with one another, giving 
rise to accidentally humorous and mostly nonsensical correspondences.154 Sciarrino says in his program 
notes that the association of programs from different stations is “a representation of chance,” yet crucially 
their order is not determined by actual chance. Instead they are consciously and carefully constructed 
depictions of chance.155 Cage’s fragments lose their meaning and intentionality; Sciarrino’s fragments 
retain them, though in a very contingent sense.156 John Zorn’s Forbidden Fruit is a collage work for string 
quartet. As with much of Zorn’s work, the emphasis is placed both on drastic shifts of style and cultural 
code that lead to moments of a kind of catharsis, and upon a sense of carnivorous excess. While fascinating 
comparisons are possible with the often-hermetic flavor of Sciarrino’s music and writings, Efebo con radio 
doesn’t deploy its quotations for the purpose of creating such a Zornian cathartic excess. Although 
Sciarrino calls attention to both the torn-out nature of his fragments, and to the stylistic variety of material 
on his “radio,” these aspects are means and not ends.  
These comparisons help to understand what Sciarrino is doing through a kind of apophatic 
musicology, with its strategy of defining the subject by means of negative declarations: “not this…not !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
154 For me as a listener, the semantic meaninglessness refocuses my attention on spoken words as sounds in themselves, 
and particularly also upon the beautifully fragile and deliberate tone of John Cage’s voice. 
155 Sciarrino, program notes for “Efebo con radio,” in Carte da Suono, 133. 
156 Contingent, that is, upon the listener being able to recognize and connect the fragments into a total semantic picture, 
an act that is left for the listener to do, based on whatever musico-literary competency they bring with them to the 
listening. 
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that…” Yet it is significant that we can call to mind so many works to compare Efebo con radio with, either 
on grounds that they reference short-wave radios, or have collage-generated structures. By doing so, we are 
inadvertently discussing topic theory. Sciarrino’s work contains a number of as yet un-theorized topics: 
radios, hyperreal collages, jump-cuts / montages, cut fragments (fragments where the cuts are made 
audible), etc. These represent modern topics that are mostly possible because new forms of technology 
made way for new strategies of articulating and organizing material. The impact of technology on modes of 
communication and structure are treated consciously in Efebo con radio, and much of Sciarrino’s other 
works.    
Morphology of Efebo con radio 
 
 
 
Table 36: Form of Efebo con radio 
 
The overall form can be broken down into five large sections, articulated by moments of formal 
closure, or marked repetitions of material. The most important thing to note overall about the form is the 
repetition, beginning in measure 163, of the opening material. We can say that the central image of the 
work (the child playing at the radio knob) guides both the semantic and syntactic aspects of structure: the 
knob has spun back around to the first position.157 My division of subsections departs from the divisions of 
the text suggested by Sciarrino’s libretto at the beginning of the score. However, it is often modified to 
reflect groupings of quote-fragments that fall together into types (see table 37). In addition to the circularity 
of the large sections, there appear similar circularities inscribed into the subsections, at lower levels of 
morphological hierarchy (see figure 15).  
At the heart of sections II and IV there are two special events, which deserve swift 
acknowledgment. In section II, framed by repetitions of subsections e and f, there is a “radio interview” at 
g, which features a lengthy quote from an actual interview that Sciarrino had given.158 It’s interesting not !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
157 At the level of the Text (the entire work, and its intertexts), Efebo con radio is an example of iconic metaphoric 
intertextuality (according to the rubric above).   
158 This is what Sciarrino claimed during the interview I conducted with the composer in Rome (in 2011). I know of no 
record of the radio interview, however I did find the quotation partially reproduced in Martin Kaltenecker’s 1990 article 
in Entretemps, no. 9 [Kaltenecker, “L’Exploration du blanc,” 112].  
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only for the fact that Sciarrino incarnates himself in his creation, but also because what he says is a direct 
commentary on what is happening in the ECR.159 Section IV is a “play-within-a-play,” a hyperrealistic 
dramatization of a radio variety show called Ballate con noi (“Dance with us”) that did in fact appear 
throughout the 1940s and 50s in Italy. It is framed by fragments of its theme song “Delicado,” and features 
a variety of musical “performances,” and a traffic report. This circular self-similarity across hierarchic 
levels of the work creates a sense of perceptual unity, but it also creates a dramaturgical contradiction. The 
irony, as Sciarrino might call it, is created by the hyperreal “stations” of the work, which seem always to be 
playing the same song, and always in the 
same spot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: “Circular memories” in Efebo con radio 
 
 
The constant use of framing gestures makes Efebo con radio a particularly good example of 
“windowed forms” for multiple reasons: The entire work is a frame. This is nominally true of all works, but 
it is particularly important here. Outside the frame of ECR is the present, inside the frame is the past as 
remembered. Within the work, Sciarrino’s “typical string writing style” serves to frame the quotations 
(whether they be real, invented, or self-quotations). This is so both in the syntactic sense (the “strategic” 
sense, as Hatten might say), but also in the semantic sense. They suggest a divide between “Sciarrino !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
159 This constitutes a very literal form of intertextuality, as Sciarrino’s purpose in the original interview was to defend 
the pictorialism of a completely different work Fauno che fischia a un merlo.   
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present” and “Sciarrino past,” or alternatively – to borrow the composer’s own expression – the “other side 
of planet Sciarrino.”160  
 
 
Subsection 
 
 
Measure numbers 
 
Type of material 
 
a 
 
1 – 20 Grouped by Sciarrino in the libretto 
 
b 
 
21 – 29 Grouped by Sciarrino in the libretto 
 
c 
 
30 – 33 Future tense 
 
d 
 
34 – 36 Radio drama / section cadence 
 
e 
 
37 – 39 / 53 – 55 Romantic words 
 
f 
 
40 – 41 / 56 – 63 “Darkness group” [foreshadowing?] 
 
g 
 
48 – 52 Sciarrino interview quote 
 
h 
 
64 – 68 Commercials 
 
i 
 
69 – 72 / 83 – 88 
 
i French chanson I [unidentifiable]  
 i1 French chanson II [“Les Bijoux”] 
 
 
j 
 
73 – 82 Mamma! / Speak low / Maman 
 
k 
 
89 – 99 / 143 – 162 
 
Ballate con noi theme 
k [intro] 
k1 [outro] 
 
 
l 
 
100 – 120 Extended quote: Chorus of “Second Hand Rose” 
 
m 
 
121 – 131 Blocked passages announcement 
 
n 
 
132 – 142 Extended quote: Verse of “Second Hand Rose” 
 
a1 
 
163 – 180 Darkened recap of a 
 
b1 
 
181 – 189 Darkened recap of b 
 
c1 
 
190 – 193 Darkened recap of c [final fragment] 
 
o 
 
194 Sign-off 
 
Table 37: Subsection material types 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
160 Recall that in our discussion of Allegoria della notte (in the course of the analysis of SQ4 of the Sei Quartetti, 
above), Sciarrino frames his own material, which occupies the central position of the work, with carefully constructed 
fragments of Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto in E. The frame of Allegoria della notte (Mendelssohn) was figured as 
external / surface experience, while the music within the frame was figured as internal / subcutaneous experience. In 
Efebo con radio, too, this “remembered” music / experience – framed by the external sonic face Sciarrino shows to the 
world – represents internal experience. However, neither framing substance nor framed substance are to be read as 
“inferior.” Framing does not imply the imposition of aesthetic value judgments. It does, however, imply that there is a 
relationship between the late-Modernist, atonal, “static” of Sciarrino’s typical material production, and these 
remembered experiences. Like a painting by Alberto Burri, or Lucio Fontana, the static of the present is lacerated, 
exposing that which is “waiting” behind it, revealing the intertextual texture of consciousness.  
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Quotes / Fragments 
 
 There are many different types of quotes in Efebo con radio: radio announcements, fragments of 
commercials, radio dramas, an interview, sung fragments and quotations of songs (in Italian, French, and 
English), instrumental fragments and tunes, and a theme song. The fragments can additionally be grouped 
into three other categories: real quotes, invented quotes, and self-quotations. Some of the quoted fragments 
come from recognizable, known tunes. Others are difficult to identify, either because they fall outside of my 
listening competency, or because they are newly composed “reconstructions” of music that could 
conceivably have been heard on the radio between 1951-4 (i.e., they are pastiche). That I have been unable 
to identify some of the quotes has significance for this work beyond, and is not merely an indication of my 
inability to carry out musicological “due diligence.”  
Real quotes in the work include the songs “It Had to Be You” (Isham Jones, 1924), “How High 
the Moon” (Morgan Lewis, 1940), “Les Bijoux” (Louis Lynel, unknown), “Mama” (Carlo Buti, 1941), 
“Speak Low” (Kurt Weill, 1943), “Second Hand Rose” (James Hanley, 1921). There may be others, 
particularly the shorter instrumental quotes, but they are lost to me. Invented quotes include (likely) all of 
the spoken texts, announcements, commercials, radio dramas, and at least some of the unidentifiable at-
length quote fragments. The most ubiquitous type of invented quotes in the work are the single word / 
single chord fragments that dominate Sections I / I1, and subsections e and f. Self-quotations / interventions 
include the interview fragment at subsection g, and the radio signature that closes the work in m. 194.   
Fragments are constructed differently according to their ends. The invented fragments from 
sections I / I1, and e / f (ex. 58) are not intended to be recognized as excerpts from actual songs. They are a 
form of symbolic intertextuality at the level of the syntagm (according to the rubric outlined above): they 
do not mimic particular tunes, but a harmonic style associated with popular music of the 1920s – 1950s in 
general.161 For this reason, they consist mostly in triads or seventh chords, decorated with added sixths and 
ninths, and lowered thirds, fifths, and sevenths. They appear mostly in root-position, and rarely have 
omitted tones. This is probably to allow their harmonic sense to speak and be recognized quickly amid the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
161 According to Peircian semiotics, we might call them rhematic iconic legisigns. Rhematic because the sign refers to a 
“possible harmony” and not a actual one, iconic because the sign resembles its object (the harmony), and legisign 
because the different chords are really signifying a “type” of harmonic world, not a particular one (like for example a 
chord progression in a particular jazz tune). I will typically use the rubric I created above, and indicate correspondences 
with Peirce’s system of trichotomies where it makes sense to do so. This is because full Peircian semiotics are a bit 
terminological heavy for what these analyses intend to do. What they gain in precision, they lose in “user friendliness.” 
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surrounding static. Since we do not need to recognize them as tunes, they are the shortest fragments of the 
work, consisting of only one or two sounds each. They are the sounds of stations that the ephebe zips by 
during his play with the radio. They nearly always feature sung words, or fragments of words, which 
contain just enough information for a competent speaker in Italian (or French), to guess at the possible 
missing parts. As we will see in the process of listening, the cumulative affective color of the word 
fragments in subsections a, b, c, e, f, a1, b1, and c1 influence the listener, allowing them to narrow down the 
list of possibilities for which words they are likely to suggest. Other very short “quotations,” like the bits 
and pieces of radio drama and commercial dialog, deliver concise and immediately recognizable clichés of 
their genre. They too contribute something to the overall semantic effect of the work. 
 
 
Example 58: Initial fragments from section I, mm. 3–14 
 
 
Other fragments are longer quotations that are most certainly intended to be identifiable. They are 
constructed so that the beginnings and ends of their phrases are cut out, but usually the most recognizable 
portion of the quote is preserved. This is the case for “Les Bijoux” (quoted in mm. 83-88, see ex. 59), 
“Second Hand Rose” (mm. 100 – 120; 132 – 142), and the fragments of “How High the Moon” (mm. 29, 
41-2, 57-9), and also with the notably short appearances of “It Had to Be You” (mm. 15-6, 176-7).  
The distribution of quote-fragment pitch material to orchestral instruments is often done in a 
puzzling way. In example 59, note that the flutes are playing their lowest pitch (middle-C), which the 
conductor must balance against the second violins and violas, both with a significantly greater number of 
players playing higher pitches. In the score, all are marked pp. This kind of “anti-orchestration” appears in 
multiple places throughout the work. Sciarrino is too good of a writer to be doing this out of inexperience 
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or ineptitude. Something else is taking place. He orchestrates the longer quote fragments in the style of his 
elaborations, which also explains why the linearity of the “Les Bijoux” quote is so fragmented. The choice 
to do so adds a layer of distortion even prior to the application of any of the interference materials. 
Although this technique appears throughout Efebo con radio, it is most prominent in the extended quotation 
of the chorus of “Second Hand Rose,” in section l, during the Ballate con noi episode. 
 
Example 59: Extended quotation of Louis Lynel’s chanson “Les Bijoux,” mm. 84 – 88 
 
 
Strategies of Distortion / Interference Types 
 
 The table of distortion strategies listed above (c.f. pp. 253-255) is intended to approach 
comprehensiveness, and as such are applicable to all of Sciarrino’s compositions. However, they are 
especially common in Efebo con radio. Erasure, disembodiment, decoupling, interference, fragmentation, 
striation / scrambling, spatialization, alteration of affect, stylistic appropriation, transmogrification, 
superimposition, and juxtaposition appear throughout the work, and contribute directly to its semiotic 
effects. The only strategies of distortion that Sciarrino mentions in his program notes, however, are 
interference and fragmentation. The word “interference,” as he uses it, covers over many of my terms. I 
expand my list only in the effort to make visible (and more audible) all of the many forms of distortion that 
the composer utilizes. We will see how these forms of distortion manifest themselves in the course of the 
“annotated listening / reading” that follows this section. But for now, let us briefly examine the materials 
and techniques by which Sciarrino achieves his four levels of interference. 
Each instrument / family has particular distortive gestures that recur throughout the work. They 
are, as the composer pointed out, the sounds his work is typically made out of. How can we describe these 
sounds? They are firstly non-tonal, or – in the case of distortive techniques applied to quote material – they 
break up and destabilize the sense of tonality (both in the sense of triadic sound, and in the sense of stable 
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pitch). Interference gestures can be grouped together into categories: Glissandos / oscillations, Tremoli / 
trills, non-tonal harmonic fields, and disembodiment techniques.162  
Glissando / oscillation techniques involve sliding pitch level / contour. These techniques come 
across as noise mostly because it is not possible to cognize the “harmonic implications” of their beginning 
or ending pitches. Glissando / oscillation sounds are continually in motion in such a way that the pitch level 
is never stable. Sciarrino amplifies this fact by concealing the beginning and ending of the gestures 
dynamically (through messa di voce swells). They appear almost exclusively in string instruments, and are 
often performed with left-hand figure pressure appropriate to harmonics, which destabilizes the sense of 
pitch even further.  
Variants in the glissando / oscillation group include: the duration of the sound, the range of the 
glissando, the contour, the presence or absence of periodicity, and the relative “frequency” of oscillation.  
The piece begins with an oscillation gesture that has a long duration, but very narrow range (mm. 1-7, 
violin I). A glissando with a short duration and a very large range (c.f. item 10 in the string table) can be 
called a “whip glissando.” It is experienced as a momentary gesture that marks the surface of the sound, 
and can have a complex contour with many patterned changes of direction, or it can be simply a rapid 
straight line from one pitch level to another. The presence of oscillation, as if an extraordinarily wide 
vibrato, can have a high “frequency” (i.e., the back-and-forth oscillation can be very rapid) as in item 8 in 
the string table; or a low “frequency,” as with item 9 of the table. Whip glissandi and oscillation figures 
mix together to form the base layer of inter-stationary static in Efebo con radio. A glissando with a long 
duration and a narrow range tends, on the other hand, to mark out and articulate a space (like a line drawn 
over a long length of paper). It too can have a complex contour (ex. mm. 41-3 in the cello), or a simple one, 
as item 11 in the table below. These types of interference are commonly layered over quote-fragment 
materials, though they are comparatively rare.  
Tremoli / Trills appear in all instrument families. Their main task is to destabilize / break up 
whatever sounds to which they are applied. They can be applied to tonal material (quote-fragments), non-
tonal pitched material, or non-pitched material. Tremolos indicate the rapid repetition of a single sound or 
pitch. They are often used as a distortion technique applied to quoted material (as with “How High the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
162 “Disembodiment techniques” is a (surely imperfect) term used here to discuss techniques that that transform 
indicated pitch or harmonic structures into noise / timbre gestures by removing the “tonefulness” of the sound. 
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Moon,” item 1 on the string table). They also appear over sustained non-tonal background sounds (items 2, 
3, 4, and 11 in the strings table), and as fluttertongue in the wind and brass instruments. At m. 23 in the 
score, the voice uses an unusual type of tremolo that involves rapid repeated glottal stops complimenting 
the tremoli / trills that disfigure the rest of the quote-fragment (item 3 of the last table below). Similar to the 
vocalist’s glottal tremolo, in mm. 57-8 the first bassoon – which is doubling the bass-line of “How High the 
Moon” – breaks up its material with rapidly repeated slap-tongues. Both glottal tremolo and slap-tongue 
make it difficult for their performers to maintain the tonal purity of the pitches they are intoning.  
The flutes and clarinets often play dyad tremoli (item 3 on the winds table), often in very low 
ranges, and at extremely subdued dynamic levels. These wide trills have the effect of destabilizing pitch, 
while highlighting the body-sounds of the instruments themselves.163 They tend to appear as embodiments 
of quote-fragment harmonies. Similarly, trilled harmonics in the strings (item 5 in the strings table) create 
the conditions for all sorts of fantastic “accidental” sounds. But they are mixed in with the general string 
interference, never taking part in the orchestration of the harmonic material of quote-fragments.  
The use of wa-wa mutes in the brass instruments makes it possible to create mute-trills (rapidly 
alternating between open and closed mute positions). The horns, for clear reasons, do not perform mute 
trills. The technique typically supports the interference of the harmonic content of quote-fragments, rather 
than interference that falls between quotes (items 2-4 in the brass table). They appear in conjunction with 
the trills are mostly rapid, with the exception of the gradual muting change in the trombone (m. 26). On one 
occasion (m. 50, trombone), there is a mute trill with un-pitched air tone, a variant that belongs more with 
un-pitched hiss sounds in the brass, their contribution to the background static that connects quote-
fragments. 
Non-tonal harmonic fields appear nearly exclusively in the strings (strings table, item 2). They are, 
simply put, layers of sustained harmonics (usually extremely high) that have no tonal connection with any 
other material they may simultaneously occur. Where they appear stretched over extended quotations, 
which is often the case, they fall on clusters of pitches that are non-diatonic to the implied pitch-collection / 
key of the quoted material. They are also sometimes mixed together in an interference layer with 
overpressure bowing, air-sounds, or other non-tonal materials, that are laid on top of quote material (c.f. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
163 By “body-sounds,” I mean, the breathiness, clicks of the fingering mechanisms, the little accidents of sound, the  
“earthiness” of the instruments, over the purity and stability of pitch.  
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mm. 48; 132-141). They are usually ordinary artificial harmonics, but they can also appear as “harmonics” 
that do not fall on reliable nodes (ex. strings table, item 3).       
In addition to non-nodal harmonics, there are other ways of destabilizing pitch that involve 
disembodying the sounds through the use of what are more traditionally understood as “extended 
instrumental techniques.” Toneless air sounds, which appear almost exclusively in the brass, provide a 
background hiss that compliments the pitchless rambunctiousness of the string interference patterns. 
Variants include the addition of mute trills and / or fluttertongue. Sciarrino indicates toneless air sounds in 
relative terms, since it is difficult to control their relative pitch levels on brass instruments. It is much easier 
to do so on the flute, which is why it performs another variant on the toneless air sound: the pitched air 
sound (winds table, item 1), though less often. Pitched air sounds are still only relatively audible as pitch 
though, which is one reason why the sound in the flute functions in the same way that toneless air sounds in 
the brass do, as colored hiss overlaying quote material.  
Overpressure bowing (“grattare”), acts as a metaphor for “white noise” in Efebo con radio, noise 
that contains all possible frequencies. It crushes the tone entirely so that only a relative pitch level is 
audible. The pitch “level” is difficult to control over the sustained durations that are typical of Sciarrino’s 
use here (especially in the upper strings). This adds to the general instability and sense of noise-in-motion 
of the string interference textures. Stability is improved when the technique is deployed in the lower strings 
(as in the beginning of the Ballate con noi section, mm. 91-119). Overpressure bowing usually occurs over 
longer durations. One remarkable spot happens at the end of measure 48, the extended measure that 
contains Sciarrino’s “interview.” As the quote fragment nears the end, the cello adds pressure suddenly to a 
previously purely sustained harmonic, crushing the sound. Simultaneously, the vocalist is directed to match 
its sound, by speaking in a manner that is “very obfuscated, hoarse and pppp, almost incomprehensible.”  
In mm. 47 and 63, the cello is directed to bow their tailpiece, a technique that is not unique to 
Sciarrino, but may be unique to this piece in his oeuvre. The resulting sound resembles a quiet, dull ship-
horn. There is a relative pitch, but it is not subject to control. In Efebo con radio it appears in two spots (the 
same passage, repeated). It is mixed with tremolo non-nodal harmonics, non-tonal harmonics, and wide 
trills in the flute I, and Clarinets I / II, an extremely distorted signal underneath a quote of unknown origin. 
The percussion provides two interference gestures. By placing a cymbal on the head of a timpani and 
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striking it softly, while pumping the tuning pedal, (s)he produces an eerie, warped, low hiss sound. 
Sciarrino uses it very sparingly though. The main work of the percussionist is to provide the suono di fondo 
(“background sound”) that marks the darkening of the section I1 material from mm. 157 to the end.   
Lastly, we should add that the generally very low dynamic level of most material, combined with 
the often un-idiomatically high or low range distribution of material guarantees that the sounds will lay 
always on the verge of misspeaking, or of not speaking at all. This is so even where no other distorting 
technique is applied to the material. It adds to the sense that the sounds have been filtered by the faulty 
mechanism of the valve-radio.  
 
 
Strings 
 
 
Type 
 
 
Variants 
 
Instrument 
 
Description 
 
mm. 
 
 
+/- sul pont. 
Can be on open 
strings [c.f. low 
strings, mm. 
120-1] 
Violins 2 
Violas 
 
Occurs in all 
strings. 
 
 
Tremolo, sotto 
voce (pppp): 
breaks up the 
sound. Tremolo as 
interference. Very 
commonly with 
quote material. 
41-2 
 
 
 
+/- trem. 
[pitch levels] 
Violins 1 / 2 
 
Occurs in all 
strings. 
 
Very high 
harmonics + 
tremolo. Usually 
non-tonal, laid on 
top of quote 
material, or “in 
between stations.” 
7 
 
 
 
Variant of high 
harmonics + 
trem. 
[pitch levels] 
Violin 1 
 
Occurs in all 
strings. 
 
~Non-nodal 
“harmonics”: 
though on 
harmonic nodes, 
they are unlikely 
to speak. The 
result will be 
string noise. 
 
47 
 
 
 
+/- overlapping 
niente swells 
Violin 1 
 
Mostly first 
violins. 
 
Non-nodal 
“harmonic” + 
slow, wide vibrato 
+ trem., sotto 
voce. Undulating 
radio static. 
Mostly violins 1. 
 
1-7 
 
 
 
+/- grattare 
bowing 
+/- trem. 
[pitch levels] 
Violin 2 
 
Occurs in all 
strings. 
 
Wide harmonics 
trill. Harmonics 
are unlikely to 
speak perfectly, 
breaks the sound. 
 
3 
 
Table 38: String interference figures 
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Strings (cont.) 
 
 
Type 
 
Type Type Type Type 
 
 
 
+/- trill 
+/- trem. 
[relative pitch 
levels] 
Violin 1 
 
Occurs in all 
strings. 
 
Grattare [over-
pressure] bowing: 
Only relative pitch 
is audible, often 
covers quote 
material. 
 
16 
 
 
 
NA 
Cello 1 
 
Only occurs in 
cello. 
 
Bow on tailpiece: 
the resulting 
sound is a dull, 
quasi-pitched 
ship-horn-like 
sound. 
 
47 
 
 
 
[rel. pitch level] 
Viola 
 
Occurs in all 
strings. 
 
Very rapid, wide 
pitch oscillation 
with harmonics-
level finger 
pressure. 
 
19 
 
 
 
+/- trem. 
[rel. pitch level] 
Cello 2 / 
Double Bass 
 
Occurs mainly in 
lower strings. 
 
Slow, extremely 
wide pitch 
oscillation with 
harmonics-level 
finger pressure 21 
 
 
 
[rel. pitch level], 
Diff. contours 
and distances 
between nodes 
 
Viola 
 
Occurs in all 
strings. 
 
Whip gliss: an 
extremely wide 
shaped glissando 
that is often very 
fast and short. 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
[pitch level] 
+/- trem. 
Can have 
particular 
contour 
[c.f., mm. 41-2, 
cello] 
 
Violin 2a 
 
Very slow gradual 
glissando on 
artificial 
harmonic. The 
velocity of the 
gliss is predicated 
on the relation 
between pitch area 
and duration. 
 
25 
 
Table 38: String interference figures (cont.) 
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Winds 
 
 
Type 
 
 
Variants 
 
Instrument 
 
Description 
 
mm. 
 
+/- fltg. Flute 1 
 
Pitched air tone [hiss] 
186 
 
NA Flute 1 
 
Ruolo della lingua 
[tongue roll]: Toneless 
fltg with mouthpiece 
completely covered 
 
45 
 
+/- fltg. Clarinet Bass Clarinet 
 
Wide trill, often sotto 
voce. The effect is to 
scramble the harmony. 
Further affected by 
niente dynamic swells. 
23 
 
– measured trem. 
 Bassoon 1 
 
Colpi di lingua 
[tongue-ram] tremolo: 
Breaks up pitch and 
hollows it out. 
 
41-2 
 
Table 39: Wind interference figures 
 
 
 
Brass 
 
 
Type 
 
 
Variants 
 
Instrument 
 
Description 
 
mm. 
 
 
 
+/- fltg. 
+/- mute tremolo Horns 
 
[Pitched] air tone [hiss] 
3 
 
 
 
Variant of air tone 
 Trombone 
 
Un-pitched air tone 
with mute tremolo and 
fluttertongue. 50 
 
 
 
+/- fltg. 
+/- pitch 
Trumpets 
Trombone 
 
Wa-wa mute tremolo: 
Breaks apart /scrambles 
the tone. Nearly always 
occurs over quoted or 
“quoted” material 30 
 
 
 
Variant of mute tremolo 
 Trombone 
 
Slow wa-wa mute 
tremolo (or glissandi), 
with a pitch glissando 26 
 
Table 40: Brass interference figures 
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Percussion / Voice 
 
 
Type 
 
 
Variants 
 
Instrument 
 
Description 
 
mm. 
 
NA Percussion: Cymbal + Timpano 
 
Cymbal oscillations on 
timpano head: place 
cymbal bell down, 
strike cymbal with 
hitter while undulating 
the pedal 
 
122-3 
 
NA 
 
Percussion: 
Thunder sheet 
 
Souno di fondo 
[Background sound]: 
an extended quiet, 
atmospheric roll on the 
thunder sheet, with 
gradual downward 
glissando 
 
157 – 196 [end] 
 
NA Voice 
 
Ribattuti di gola 
[glottal stop tremolo]: 
break apart sound by 
stopping the glottis, 
like a “goat trill” 
 
23 
 
Table 41: Percussion and voice interference figures 
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An Annotated Listening / Reading 
In order to enact analysis as an “allegory of listening,” we now undertake an annotated listening / 
reading. This will not be a play-by-play narration of what is superficially happening in the score, but rather 
an account of how the elements of this interact with one another (and its intertext) in the experience of 
hearing it in time. This listening will engage three modes of experiencing the work (hearing it, examining 
the score, and contemplating it in the absence of both recording and score). We will make more particular 
observations about moments in the work, and begin to tease out their strands of meaning. The 
accompanying partial reduction of the score will help the reader orient themselves in the discussion.  
 
Section I 
With a burst of static (a little bang), the radio is switched on, and we hear interference level 4 
(only noise). The trail of the little bang is a slow oscillating figure in the first violins. As the a subsection 
unfolds, it becomes clear that the first violins’ role is predominantly to provide a base layer of distortion. 
Very rarely does the first violin play any quoted material. The sustained base layer at the beginning will be 
one of the cues that that the knob has revolved 360˚, back to the first stations.  
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We hear a number of chord fragments throughout the first section. If we are native Italian speakers 
(or competent enough students of the language), we can recognize parts of phrases, and fragments of words 
that pass by quickly, imagining possible completions of the fragments (c.f. table 42). If you have no fluency 
in Italian, the fragments have no particular meaning to you (or only phantom meanings, wherever a “faux 
ami” happens to occur). Taken together, perhaps on a subconscious level, the competent Italian speaker is 
able to exclude certain possible words from their consideration of the fragments. The sung fragment   
“pian-” probably does not suggest “a planet” or a “a plant” in the context of the word fragments 
surrounding it. Whether or not we as listeners intend to, we allow the fragments of these different stations 
to “speak with one another.” Taken together, they create a kind of semantic atmosphere: “in a…low…a 
sigh…tears…you know that…you embrace…love…dream…,” etc. The songs on the radio express 
sentiments representative of a time. Every radio manifests an intertext.  
 
 
Fragment 
 
Possible completion English 
 
in un… 
 
 …in a[n]… 
 
low 
 
Quasi: lo [masc. definite article] “low” 
un sos- 
un sospiro 
un sostegno 
un sostituto 
un sospeso 
un sospetto 
 
“A sigh” 
“A support” 
“A substitute” 
“A suspension” 
“A suspicion” 
 
pian- 
 
piangere 
piano 
pianeta 
pianta 
piantagrane 
pianto 
 
“to cry” 
“level, floor / soft / piano” 
“planet” 
love...“plant” 
“troublemaker” 
“weeping, crying, tears, grief” 
 
sai che… 
 
sai che “[you] know that…” 
 
stringi 
 
stringi “[you] squeeze / hug” 
-mor 
 
amor[e] 
mor[te] 
mor[tale] 
[me]mor[ia] 
ru[mor]i 
mor[morare] 
mor[so] 
 
“love” 
“death” 
“mortal” 
“memory” 
“noises” 
“to murmur” 
“a small piece” 
 
sognar… 
 
[sognar] “dream” 
 
It had to be you 
 
ENG “It had to be you” 
 
così… 
 
così “like this / in this way / and so” 
mai nessu- 
 
Mai nessu[n] 
Mai nessu[no] 
 
“Never anything” 
“Never anyone” !
Table 42: word fragment possibilities in subsection a!
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Fragment 
 
Possible completion English 
 
con te 
 
con te “with you” 
ciel- 
 
 
ciel[o] 
 
“sky” 
“heaven” 
 
-stri cuor 
 
 
[vo]stri cuor[e] 
[no]stri cuor[e] 
 
“your heart[s]” 
“our heart[s]” 
 
vel- 
 
 
vel[a] 
vel[o] 
vell[o] 
vel[eno] 
vel[ivolo] 
vel[eitario] 
 
“[a] sail” 
“[a] veil” 
“[a] fleece” 
“[a] poison” 
“[an] aircraft” 
“[a] dreamer, visionary” 
 
 
tuo / –vrò / sorri- 
 
 
[il] tuo 
 
[a]vrò 
[do]vrò 
 
sorriso 
sorridere 
 
 
“you / your” 
 
“I will have” 
“I will have to” 
 
“A smile” 
“To smile” 
 
 
…e dimmi, bambino, che fai qui, tutto 
solo? 
 
…e dimmi, bambino, che fai qui, tutto 
solo? 
 
“…and tell me, child, what are you doing, 
all alone?” 
 
 
Table 42 (concl.): word fragment possibilities in subsection a 
  
 
The surrounding static (interference level 4) frames the sung fragment / chords. Looking at the 
score (or the reduction below), we notice not only that the chords seem to be archetypal references to the 
light jazz of the 1940s / 50s, but also that there is the suggestion of a circularity that echoes the kind that 
organizes even higher levels of structure. The melodic fragments in the vocal line between mm. 3-7, and 
between mm. 9-14 are palindromic (or nearly so), as are the underlying chord complexes.  
 
Example 60: Reduction of mm. 15 – 24 
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Extending this observation to the entirety of sections a through f (the sections that contain nearly 
all of the invented sung fragments in the work), there are actually only eleven truly unique harmonies 
underlying all of the (non-quote) fragments in sections I and II. Sciarrino structures them in a way quite 
similar to the “cloud scanning” technique that organizes the first section of the Third Sonata for Piano, 
though the content could not be more different. More often than not (as figure 16 demonstrates), the 
association between the melodic fragments and the cloud chords is preserved, even when the text changes. 
The texts in red indicate that the melodic fragments are identical to those that accompanied the first 
appearance of the underlying harmony, those in gray indicate that they nearly match, and those in black 
indicate that the melodic fragment associated with the text is appearing for the first time.    
 
 
 
Figure 16: Chord cloud and distribution matrix for sections I and II 
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The orchestration of the invented fragment chords varies each time they occur, so the timbral 
surface of the sound will be continually in motion. The use of the chord cloud seems to be mostly 
instrumental, since it is not possible to establish a semantic relationship between the different textual 
fragments on the basis of the fact that they are sung over the same harmonies. We shouldn’t read too much 
into the fact that there are dominant-tonic like relationships between harmonies of the cloud. They are after 
all composed to evoke a particular stylistic language. There is no attempt to unify all of the fragments into 
the same key. However, in an important sense, they are all a part of the same super song. They dramatize 
the intertextual principle that texts cite one another, and speak to (and through) one another. They provide a 
sense of perceptual unity, insofar that hearing a small collection of harmonies repeated in various 
configurations provides a feeling of stability, defines a harmonic space. In any case, they exist as only one 
material / figural layer within a work that contains multiple such layers. There are, in all sections, other 
quoted and invented materials whose measurable qualities are not commensurable to other layers (as with 
the interference material), or are purposefully offset from other “harmonically salient” fragments. In both 
cases, Sciarrino has carefully arranged his materials in such a way as to highlight the distance and 
separation of layers (this is how “windowed forms” work).  
There are some implied relationships between the sung fragments and other materials in the work. 
“How High the Moon” is quoted three times between mm. 29, 41, and 57. The first fragment is much 
shorter than the other two appearances, and it seems to act as a kind of foreshadowing. Its fullest 
appearance occurs in m. 41 in the midst of subsection f (the “darkness group”), where it is framed by word 
fragments like notte (“night”) and buio (“darkness”). Clearly this is a purposeful association. It full 
significance will be realized in the return of section I, which the darkness of f semantically foreshadows. 
Other significant features of the first section warrant discussion. The first appearance of what 
Sciarrino has called “marmalade sounds” appears early on, in mm. 7-8 (see example 58 above). The 
passage is heavily distorted. Its harmonic essence is a chromatic slide from a b minor triad, through Bb 
Major, to a minor (all in first inversion), and the beginning of a slide back up, which dissipates before it is 
completed. Sciarrino scrambles the harmonies with wide trills in the flutes and clarinets, and with mute 
trills in the trumpets. With its half-step descents, the harmonic fragment resembles the familiar comedic 
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“wa-wa-waaa” gesture that punctuates the failed jokes and misfortunes of old vaudeville characters (and 
later, cartoons and sitcoms).164  
The gesture will figure in two other sections of ECR. In mm. 121-3, during Ballate con noi, the 
voice announces the closure of the passes and crossings through the Alps (a small misfortune). As the voice 
on the radio exclaims: “cauza interruzio-” (“What an interruptio- !”). Underneath the beginning of the 
announcement, the chromatic chordal slide occurs, though with different harmonies: D major, Db Major, 
and C Major (all again in first inversion). It occurs once more in mm. 142-3, after the extended quotation of 
“Second Hand Rose,” although the chord qualities underlying the chromatic descent are different. The 
orchestrated distortion that blocks the fragment of “How High the Moon” at m. 29 uses fluttertongue in the 
clarinet, trumpets (along with unpitched air sounds) and trombone; slap-tongue tremolo in the first bassoon; 
and tremolo stretissimo in the violins to affect a similar sense of interference. 
The first somewhat extended invented quotation occurs in m. 26 of the first section. It’s neither 
long enough nor distinctive enough to trace it to a known song. Instead, like the harmonies of the invented 
quote fragments it signals a style, here through its conspicuous foregrounding of the flat third scale degree, 
affected swing, and choice of instrumentation: clarinet, bass clarinet, trumpet and trombone, and 
“Charleston” cymbals (i.e., hi-hat), instruments typical in both swing big bands, and small jazz combos.  
 
 
Example 61: Reduction of invented quote fragments, section I (mm. 1 – 34). 
  
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
164 Is there some long-distant relationship between this mainstay of slapstick comedy and the pianto of old, also 
depicting sadness or misfortune, as well as being syntagmatically embodied in a half-step descent? If so, does the use 
here function as a means of relativizing the bitter part of nostalgic loss, softening its power, even making it ironic?   
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Example 61 (concl.): Reduction of invented quote fragments, section I (mm. 1 – 34). 
 
 
Section II 
 
Section I concludes with a passage whose textual fragments suggest the future tense, and with the 
first spoken “radio drama” quote: “e dimmi bambino, cosa fai quit, tutto solo?”165 There is a “cadence” in 
the interference layer (m. 34): the violins tie themselves up into a knot and then, a brief moment of silence. 
After this the interference layer returns in the first violins. Why conceive of what follows as a separate 
section then?  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
165 (“…and tell me child, what are you doing here all alone?”) 
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It clearly has more in common with section I, than it does with sections III and IV. The invented 
quote fragments, which are mostly absent in the third and fourth sections, continue apace in section II. I 
have articulated the form in this way for two reasons: on the one hand, the cadence in subsection d, 
measure 34 creates some type of formal articulation; on the other, what I am calling the second section 
shares both the internal, local, circularity common to sections III and IV on the local level, and to that of 
section I on the global level of form.  
Subsections e and f are repeated verbatim in a way that frames subsection g, the first piece of 
concrete self-quotation. The first subsection of II (e) plays along with the pattern set up in section I, 
hypertextually banding together into a “sensuality” group. When f arrives (m. 40b) we perceive a “darkness 
group” (“notte…al sen…occhi…buio…il mar”), vivid with imagery. Its onset signals the fuller fragment of 
“How High the Moon,” with its lyrical, romantic contemplation of darkness, distance, and absence. The 
slightly extended quote fragment that appears in mm. 46-7 is of unknown providence, and is possibly 
invented. It serves perfectly the purpose of conceptually framing the composer’s hyperrealistic intervention 
into the work, at subsection g. Obscured by a fairly high degree of interference and distortion, the vocalist 
intones: “…you cannot lie, you cannot [fool yourself?]…”  
The composer’s intervention at g breaks “the fourth wall,” offering direct commentary on the 
possibility of communicating particular sentiments in a piece of music, against “those who pretend that 
music is not descriptive” (i.e., that music cannot be “about” something)166. Who are these pretenders, lying 
to themselves, fooling themselves? Although the language he uses many make us think back to people like 
Edward Hanslick, Igor Stravinsky, or even John Cage, Sciarrino intends something more than to just take a 
side in the centuries old debate about “program” and “absolute” music. He locates this debate in his present 
rather than in the past. It seems to be more aimed at musical structuralism and formalism, not least of the 
kind that dominated the Darmstadt of the 1950s. A fuller expression of the sentiment voiced in the quote at 
g unfolds at the beginning of the final chapter of LFDM (quoted on p. 163). This commitment to 
conceptualism (and communication) in music reflects in the composer’s readings of Darmstadt composers’ 
works – like Boulez’s “Don” from Pli selon pli and Stockhausen’s Kontra-punkte – even when they are in !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
166 It brings to mind other examples of authorial interventions into their own works, including Kurt Vonnegut’s 
appearance as a character in his own novel Breakfast of Champions, where he explains to his own fictional alter ego 
“Kilgore Trout” the nature of his predicament in the novel.    
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tension with the composers’ probable intentions. This kind of formalism, as Sciarrino held in LFDM, 
“renders tranquil the relationship between ourselves and the world” by intellectualizing the music to the 
point where it loses connection with the corporeal world, and with the physical, social, and personal 
realities that constitute it. This, Sciarrino holds, is a truly irresponsible form of comfort.  
Yet, the role of this quote in Efebo con radio is at least double. Another picture emerges when this 
fragment is taken together with other threads that wind through the fabric of the composition. So far we 
have already seen that the ability of listeners to integrate the fragments, and let them speak to and through 
one another is heavily dependent upon their particular competency. Their knowledge of the Italian 
language, and what we might call their “paradigmatic acuity” in imagining completions of the fragments, 
will either build or break the chain links of communication as the piece proceeds. Additionally, their 
familiarity with the music that is quoted – with the lyrics of the songs, or with the semantic associations 
that the instrumental songs might unlock – will also condition the depth / completeness of the message they 
will be able to receive form the work. Section IV will confirm this seemingly contradictory line of thought, 
but in a surprising way.    
 Also worth pointing out, in section II, are two aspects of the orchestration of the invented / actual 
quotes. One method Sciarrino uses to distort sound and destabilize tone is what I have called “anti-
orchestration.” Note that in the fragments at mm. 37-40 and 44-47, then again in 54-56 and 60-63, Sciarrino 
places the flutes in their lowest possible ranges, and the first bassoon far above it in a very high range. As 
we discussed in chapter 3, the use of extreme ranges has the effect of emphasizing the bodily / noisy 
aspects of the instrument’s sound, and when combined with extreme dynamics, leads to a kind of operative 
aleatory in which the core of the pitch is depleted, made unstable and fragile.  
The other aspect of the orchestration that is in evidence in mm. 45-6 and 61-2 of section II – and 
will be even more evident in section IV – is the strategy, found commonly in the elaborations, of disrupting 
the linearity of the original voice-leading by redistributing the pitches of the texture pointillistically, 
creating “phantom lines.” It is a poietic corollary to a tendency Sciarrino identified in the pointillistic works 
of Boulez and Stockhausen, namely the tendency to read phantom lines onto the registrally diffuse gaseous 
clouds of pitches. Here, as in Le voci sottovetro, Sciarrino apparently first atomizes the hypothetical 
original lines and harmonic structures before recollecting the bits back into new, far more angular ones. 
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Fragment 
 
Possible completion English 
 
labbra 
 
 “lips” 
 
vien- 
 
 
Vienna 
viene / vieni [venire] 
 
“Vienna” [Austria] 
[(s)he, you] “come” 
amor- 
 
amor[ale] 
amor[e] 
 
“amoral” 
“love” 
notte  
 
“night” 
 
 
al sen 
 
 
al sen[ato] 
al sen[atore] 
al sen[no] 
al sen[o] 
al sen[tiero] 
al sen[timento] 
 
“To the senate” 
“To the senator” 
“To [the] mind” 
“To the breast / bosom” 
“To the path” 
“To the sentiment / feeling” 
 
occhi / buio / il mar 
 
 
occhi 
buio 
il mar 
 
“eyes” 
“darkness” 
“the sea” 
 
-si non puoi mentir, 
non puoi gio- 
 
 
si non puoi mentir, 
gio[care] 
gio[ire] 
gio[vare] / gio[varsi] 
 
“You cannot lie, you cannot: 
play / speculate / fool yourself / 
rejoice / be happy about / 
be useful / take advantage of –” 
 
Di un titolo figurativo, a dispetto di chi 
pretende che la musica non sia 
descrittiva, o di chi, al contrario, 
vorrebbe descritte in musica solo le 
proprie fantasticherie, proprio quelle che 
in apparenza rendono tranquillii i 
rapporte fra se stessi e il mondo. Un titolo 
ha sempre un legame stretti- 
 
 
 
“[…] of a figurative title, with respect to 
those who pretend that music is not 
descriptive, or to those who, on the 
contrary, want to describe in music only 
their own fantasies, precisely those that, 
apparently, render tranquil the 
relationships between themselves and the 
world. A title has always a close 
connection…” 
 
 
piangi? 
 
 “Are you crying?” 
 
labbra / vien- / amor- / notte 
 
REPETITION REPETITION 
sul sen 
 
sul sen[no] 
sul sen[o] 
 
“On the mind” 
“On the breast / bosom” 
 
occhi / buio / il mar 
 
REPETITION REPETITION 
 
-si non puoi mentir, 
non puoi si- 
 
 
-si non puoi mentir, non puoi si- : 
 
si [pronom.] 
si[gnificare] 
si[simboliggiare] 
si[mpatizzare] 
 
You cannot lie, you cannot 
 
“You –” [or the aux to any reflexive verb.] 
“You cannot mean” 
“You cannot symbolize” 
“You cannot sympathize” 
 
communicati commerciali 
 
 
 
 
 
“Commercials:” 
[i.e., “…and now a word from our 
sponsors…”] 
 
 
Table 43: Possible completions of word fragments in Section II 
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Example 62: Reduction of invented quote fragments, section II (mm. 37 – 67) 
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Section III 
Prior to the return of subsection e, in m. 51, an invented radio drama quote sets up another element 
that could be meaningful to the dramaturgy of ECR. In a masculine voice, the vocalist tenderly says (or 
asks, it is not clear in the score): “piangi…[?]”167 It’s not the last time the word will appear as a spoken 
text. In section III, during the “commercials” subsection (h), the voice of a child asks: “piangi?” (“are you 
crying?”). This opposition between man / child is echoed in subsection j of the text, itself a palindrome 
placed in the center of another palindrome. In mm. 73-4 the vocalist croons dramatically, like a tenor: 
“Mamma.” Sciarrino may in fact have intended it as a quotation of the popular tune of the same name, by 
the Italian crooner Carlo Buti. After the quotation of the distinctive two note-motif that opens “Speak 
Low,” then comes a child – apparently French – who sings “maman” with a similar contour, but opposite 
affect as the adult, just moments before. With both the “piangi” and “mamma” fragment, they first appear 
in the voice of an adult, and are subsequently infantilized. 
The quotation of “Speak Low,” though extraordinarily brief, is foreshadowed quite early on, in m. 
5 (where the single English word “low” appears).168 Despite its brief material appearance, its message 
surely speaks to the central, nostalgic mood of the work: 
 Speak low when you speak love 
 Our summer day withers away 
 Too soon, too soon. 
 
 […] 
 
 Speak low, darling speak low 
 Love is a spark, lost in the dark 
 Too soon, too soon. 
 
 
Even though it appears solely as a fragment, with the salient words left unsung, and even though 
Sciarrino relativizes it by placing it in between the man / child “mamma” fragments, there is no reason to 
explain away or dismiss that this momento mori has semantic import for the work. Much of what creates 
the textual semantic atmosphere of Efebo con radio lies in the unsung words excluded just beyond the 
edges of the fragments. The work speaks in the constitutive absences that engender them.         
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
167 The bracketed question mark is my addition. 
168 There is no “w” in the Italian alphabet. So the singer is responsible for emphasizing the diphthong that will prevent 
the Italian listener from hearing it simple as the definite article lo.  
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Example 63: “Marmalade sounds” in mm. 81 – 83 
 ©!1981!by!by!Universal!Music!Publishing!Ricordi!S.r.l.,!Milan.!Reproduced!by!kind!permission!of!the!publisher. 
 
A burst of interference in mm. 77-8 creates a framing gesture that prepares the main appearance of 
“marmalade sounds” in mm. 78-83. They exemplify a form of distortion that Sciarrino seemed especially 
pleased with. The term makes reference to the thick, opaque texture of the fruity breakfast spread. In a 
similar way, marmalade sounds are textures that the composer creates by distorting a quote-fragment 
passage, making it unclear as if heard through thick sonic barrier (the barrier of the radio’s poor sound 
fidelity). The notes of the harmonies are first distributed pointillistically to members of the wind and brass 
families. This distribution does not usually preserve the linearity of the voice-leading between chords in the 
progression. Secondly, the chords are broken apart and vertically frayed so that the individual chord tones 
do not begin and end at the same time. Each tone is given the typical messa di voce dynamic contour, 
which combined with the vertical fraying, introduces a remarkable wavering ebb and flow to the passage. 
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Thirdly, this wavering ebb and flow is complimented and augmented by timbre trills, wide trills, and mute 
trills in the flutes, clarinets, trumpets and trombones. The level of distortion here is very great. As such, it is 
difficult to identify the source of the quoted material. The rhythmic profile of the chromatic stepwise 
motion upward (as seen in the reduction below) is suggestive of the song “I Can’t Give You Anything But 
Love,” which Sciarrino makes the radio announcer mention in subsection l of section IV. This tactic of 
decoupling will occur again during the Ballate con noi episode. The voice and the instrumental 
accompaniment of a song is unpaired and deployed separately, in separate moments of the work in a way 
that seems to suggest the vertigo of memory, a space where fragments and parts of experience rotate and 
float, having been literally deconstituted. 
With a similar burst of framing interference, the station changes back to the “French station” of 
subsection i. During the return of i, at the end of m. 83, Sciarrino quotes Louis Lynel’s “Les Bijoux.” It’s 
quite difficult to find information about either the composer or the chanson. However, the only existing 
recording I could find suggests another interesting form of distortion.169 Although it is possible that the tune 
of “Les Bijoux” was, like other chansons and songs from the era, treated like a jazz standard, and therefore 
had no standard orchestral arrangement; Sciarrino seems to have romanticized or sweetened his quotation 
of the material. In the early recording the song has a peppy, danse sauvage style, with greater emphasis on 
the winds. The verse had a cabaret accompaniment with a chordal “oom-pa / oom-pa” pattern similar in 
style to Kurt Weill’s “Alabama Song,” and the chorus brings in a soft-shoe rhythm on the second and third 
beats of each bar. Sciarrino’s orchestration is in a calm, pulseless, crooning style whose accompaniment is 
centered mostly in the strings, which draw out deep plunging sighs. Gone are the chunked chords, the 
clarinet trills, and the soft-shoe rhythms. What are we to make of this distortion, in light of Sciarrino’s 
claim of having conducted a “precise reconnaissance?” It is another form of distortion: re-orchestration. It 
must be pointed out that no “extended instrumental techniques” are used in this form of distortion. It is a 
form of misremembering. Here it is not the sounds that typify Sciarrino’s other music that distort the song. 
It is Sciarrino’s memory itself that distorts, which is altogether appropriate for a work that meditates on the 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
169 Louis Lynel “Les Bijoux,” in Vive les Refrains du Papa!: 125 chansons les plus populaires du siècle dernier, 
Marianne Melodies B003HM3AXC, 2010, compact disc. 
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distortive effects of nostalgia. The songs, and other experiences of our youth, constitute a great part of our 
conscious selves. At the same time, our conscious (and subconscious) selves also distort them.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 64: reduction of section III fragments 
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Section IV 
 
The hyperrealistic episode of “Ballate con noi” that constitutes the fourth section of Efebo con 
radio is an exceedingly clever move. It acts as a kind of “play-within-a play.” Ghostly fragments of the 
theme song – the Italian expression is sigla, which is also the same word used for a semiotic “sign” – 
announces the show in m. 89. In the version used for the actual show, the main thematic material is placed 
in the mandolin; Sciarrino places it in the harp. It emerges gradually from within a veil of non-tonal, 
sustained harmonic fields mixed with overpressure bowing. Sciarrino cuts in off before measure 100, where 
the first “performance” takes place. It is an instrumental dance tune that seems to materialize gradually, 
again from the interference layer that is superimposed on top of it.  
 
 
Fragment 
 
Possible completion English 
 
Ballate con noi 
 
 “Dance with us” 
 
I can’t give you anything but- 
 
 
Eng. 
 
“I can’t give you anything but [love]” 
Bollettino dei naviganti   
 
“Traffic bulletin:” 
 
 
…della transitabilità delle strade 
statali… 
 
L’Azienda Nazionale Autonoma 
Strade Statali communica: sono 
chiusi al transito I seguenti passi e 
valichi alpine: Piccolo San Bernardo, 
Gran San Bernardo, Sempione, 
Spluga, Stelvio, Giovo, Pordoi, 
Falzarego, Montecrocecarnico, 
Previl. !
 
“of the transitability of the state 
highways… 
 
The National Corporation of 
Independent State Highways 
announces [that] the following passes 
and crossings through the alps are 
closed: Piccolo San Bernardo, Gran 
San Bernardo, Sempione, Spluga, 
Stelvio, Giovo, Pordoi, Falzarego, 
Montecrocecarnico, Previl.” 
 
 
A Bus’ness, Strictly second hand. 
Everything from toothpicks, to a baby 
grand. Stuff in our apartment, came 
from father’s store, even things I’m 
wearing, someone wore before. It’s 
no wonder that I feel abused, I 
never…” 
 
 
Eng. 
 
 
“A Bus’ness, Strictly second hand. 
Everything from toothpicks, to a 
baby grand. Stuff in our apartment, 
came from father’s store, even things 
I’m wearing, someone wore before. 
It’s no wonder that I feel abused, I 
never…” 
 
 
Table 44: Text fragment completions for section IV 
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In fact, only after a great deal of reflection did I realize that the material beginning at m. 100, was 
not an invented quote intended to suggest merely a stylistically characteristic instrumental dance tune. It is 
in fact, the chorus of the song “Second Hand Rose,” made popular by the vaudeville performer Fanny 
Brice, during the 1921 Zigfield Follies. In subsection l it appears decoupled from the vocalist, orchestrated 
for a larger subset of the instrumentation. The vocalist sings the verse of “Second Hand Rose” – together 
with a small, reduced subset of the ensemble – later in the “show” (subsection n, m. 132). At subsection l, 
the “signal itself” – the tune – is not distorted with tremoli or other disembodying interference techniques, 
with the brief exception of m. 108. The harmonies are clearly identifiable as such. What features most 
interestingly in this section are the elements of “anti-orchestration,” and the elaborative redistribution of 
linear material. From mm. 102-3, the extremely low placement of the first flute, quite high placement (at a 
low dynamic level) of the first trumpet, as well as the decision to voice the first bassoon higher than the 
flute, resemble earlier passages that appear intermittently throughout mm. 37-63. Compare the composite 
rendering of the passage from m. 100 – 120, to the reductions below it. The reader will see that the linearity 
of the passage itself is chopped up and redistributed to the instruments in such a way that range separation 
between instruments is muddled, forming a texture of colorful interpenetration. The decision to use a 
constantly transforming, interlocking voicing has the effect of both fusing the instrumental sounds more 
tightly, but also – because shifts in the voicing assignments are often done in angular, fragmentary ways – 
of spatializing them in a way that allows us to hear them as layers of sound interwoven around one another. 
As with the spatialized elaborations of Le voci sottovetro, if we are not immediately conscious of this, it is 
likely because we are hearing the material in a traditional way, as principally composed of harmonies and 
melodies, rather than concrete sounds.  
The repeat of the instrumental section at subsection l instantiates another internal formal 
circularity. Two spoken interjections (in m. 108) bisect the dance. The first interjection is an announcement 
of the song title “I Can’t Give You Anything But Love,” (decoupled and quoted in mm. 78-83) and the 
second, upon the repeat of the passage, pushes the music forward by announcing that a “traveler’s bulletin” 
is forthcoming. It arrives in m. 122, under a heavily distorted breaking apart of the stable musical texture 
that undergirded l. As previously noted, the chromatic three-chord sinking gesture (presaged by the first 
marmalade fragment in mm. 7-8) frames the beginning of the announcement (subsection m). As is often the 
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case with fragments and spoken texts, there is a subcutaneous meaning that carries more significance than 
the surface suggests. The announcement informs us that several passes and transit points through the Italian 
Alps are obstructed. The metaphor is not difficult to see, as obstruction is one of the central thematic 
elements of Efebo con radio. Sciarrino’s voice “obstructs” (but also connects) the quote fragments. 
Similarly, the passes through the Alps are obstructed. Significantly though, it would be possible to miss the 
full message the announcement is intended to convey. It lists only ten passes through the Alps. There are 
now about forty-three such passes. Yet, in the interview I conducted with the composer, he says about the 
passage that: “…Here are all the streets and all the passes and transit points blocked. And so 
communication […] isn’t it always a metaphor of communication, transmission, no?”170 
It would be easy even for a person with a great deal of Italian cultural and linguistic competence to 
miss this message, since either many more passes through the Alps have opened since the 1950s, or more 
likely – because it would be unwieldy to literally announce all the passes and transit points – the short 
excerpt is intended to metonymically represent the whole. In any case this passage, along with the other 
extended verbal interjection (Sciarrino’s “interview”), refocuses the semantics of the work away from the 
topic of nostalgia per se, and toward the topic of interference and blocked interpersonal communication. 
Instead of wallowing in the golden light of a good, lost, past; Efebo con radio everywhere brings to 
attention the distortions, interferences, and mis-rememberings that are associated with experiences of 
nostalgia. The passage is capped off with a variant of the “wa wa waaa” gesture that opened it.    
The next subsection n (m. 132) is prepared by the exact same frame gesture that burst open to 
initiate the entire piece. It is the extended quotation of the verse portion of “Second-Hand Rose.” As with 
the blocked passages invented quote, the double meaning of this passage is not difficult to see, and 
complicates an evaluation of Efebo con radio that wants to see it merely as indulgence in restorative 
nostalgia. Brice’s character spitefully sings about her exasperated sense of injustice at always receiving 
everything – from clothes and furniture to lovers – second-hand (or used). The excerpt can be read as a 
commentary on the “second-hand” nature of nostalgic memory. Such memories come to you not only 
distorted, but also in a sense used up, predigested, or “stale,” to echo the composer in his program notes. As 
with the material at subsection n, an elaborative redistribution / spatialization is at play in the orchestration. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
170 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the Author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 464. 
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The same layer of comparatively light distortion that overlays subsections k, l, and m, perdures here. Again, 
the passage mocks itself, ending with a similar descending half-step “vaudeville cadence” (“Wa-wa-wa 
waaaa”). 
The last subsection (k1), of section III brings in the closing theme of Ballate con noi. The voice of 
the radio announces several times through mm. 145 – 156: “Ballate con noi,” “Ballate con noi,” “Ballate 
con noi,” “Per sempre…,” “-con noi.” In the recording, with Sonia Turchetta and the WDR 
Sinfonieorchester Köln, Turchetta recites the words “Per sempre…” in the style of a classic vampire 
character171. The score is marked “persuasive,” and “toneless.” In our interview, Sciarrino referred to this 
section as the “giocco di vampiri” (i.e. “Vampire play”)172. In the recording, the subsequent repetition of 
the fragment “-con noi” in m. 155, seems more playful, as if escaping the vampire of m. 154 (“per 
sempre…”). This too is a moment pregnant with suggestive double meanings. Vampires (“the undead”) are 
paradoxical monsters that allow their victims to live forever, only by means of passing through mortal 
death and a loss of human essence. Their immortality is of a parasitic nature, demanding that the vampire 
constantly victimize others. To escape the vampire here signifies a refusal to feed on the dead past 
(precisely the opposite of what Kaltenecker and others have accused Sciarrino of doing). At the end of this 
section, in measure 157, the entire structure of the work is torn open with two “jet-whistles” in the flutes 
initiating the return to section I.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
171 Salvatore Sciarrino, Storie Di Altre Storie, Winter & Winter 910 144-2, 2008, compact disc.  
172 Salvatore Sciarrino, Interview with the Author, November 2011. See Appendix B, p. 465. 
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Example 65: Reduction of section IV 
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Example 65 (cont.): Reduction of section IV 
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Example 65 (cont.): Reduction of section IV 
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Example 65 (cont.): Reduction of section IV 
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Example 65 (concl.): Reduction of section IV 
 
 
 
Section I1 
 
The rupture at m. 157 immediately clears away all of the interference gestures from the strings, 
and underlays the closing section with the quietly atmospheric, subterranean rumble of the thunder sheet (a 
suono di fondo - “background sound” [layer]). With the darkening of the overall sound, there comes a 
concomitant, subtle darkening of the text fragments that return from section I. The vampires also return, 
literally and metaphorically in mm. 158-9 (perhaps we have not escaped).  
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Fragment 
 
Possible completion English 
 
Vento 
 
 “Wind” 
 
I 
 
[Eng.] “I” 
in un-  
 
“…in a…” 
 
cuor- 
 
cuor[e] 
 
 
“ heart” 
 
 
sai che… 
 
 “[you] know that…” 
 
stringi 
 
 “[you] squeeze / hug” 
muor- 
 
muor[e] 
 
“[(s)he dies]” 
 
ancor 
 
ancor[a] “and still” / “yet” 
 
It had to be you 
 
ENG “It had to be you” 
 
dolor 
 
dolor[e] “pain” / “ache” / “regret” 
mai nessu- 
 
Mai nessu[n] 
Mai nessu[no] 
 
“Never anything” 
“Never anyone” 
 
ieri 
 
 “yesterday” 
 
non 
 
 
 “no” 
 
un vel- 
 
 
vel[a] 
vel[o] 
vell[o] 
vel[eno] 
vel[ivolo] 
vel[eitario] 
 
 
“[a] sail” 
“[a] veil” 
“[a] fleece” 
“[a] poison” 
“[an] aircraft” 
“[a] dreamer, visionary” 
 
cuor- 
 
cuor[e] 
 
 
“ heart” 
 
 
tuo / –vrò / sorri- 
 
 
[il] tuo 
 
[a]vrò 
[do]vrò 
 
sorriso 
sorridere 
 
 
“you / your” 
 
“I will have” 
“I will have to” 
 
“A smile” 
“To smile” 
 
 
…di Salvatore Sciarrino, abbiamo 
trasmesso Efebo con- 
 
***truncate / truncated*** 
 
“…by Salvatore Sciarrino, we are 
listening to Efebo con-” 
 
 
Table 45: Text fragment completions from section IV. Substituted, darkened words are printed in bold. 
 
Nothing essential changes in the orchestration of the material from the original section I, with the 
exception of the thunder sheet roll and the substitutions of words.173 The final section becomes deeply 
nostalgic and filled with a sense of resigned tragedy. The first fragment “…in a…,” becomes “wind,” a 
symbol of the transitory, of time and mortality clearing away all that is momentarily substantial. The word 
“low” is replaced with “I.” One of the more intense substitutions occurs in m. 174, where “stringi…-mor” 
(“you hug…love”) is replaced with the nearly identical “stringi…muor-” (“you squeeze…death”). In 
measure 177, “sognar” (“dream”) is replaced with “dolor-” (“pain / grief / regret”), still followed by the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
173 There are a few moments where chords in the celeste double what is happening in the strings and winds, but these 
seem to be mostly decorative differences.  
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fragment “no one.” “Ciel-” (“sky / heavens”) is displaced by “ieri” (“yesterday”). The rest remains 
unchanged, but now understood in a new light (or rather, a new dark hue). The final sung fragment, as in 
the first section is (in English): “I will have…to smile.” In a final act of interruption, the ephebe switches 
off the radio preventing the announcer from even being able to name the piece entirely.   
 
 
 
 
Example 66: Reduction of section I1 
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Example 66 (concl.): Reduction of section I1 
 
It is perplexing, astride the polyphonic flood of voices, signs, and their possible interpretants, to 
decide what the meaning of this piece is. There are multiple ways to “read” its individual moments, and to 
weave them together into disparate interpretations of what this work has to say about the past, and about 
nostalgia and melancholia. One gets the sense that the disciplinary force of the critical tradition one brings 
to the piece will largely make those choices for them. It is at least clear that the work can be more to 
listeners than an opportunity to indulge in what Svetlana Boym called “restorative nostalgia.” There is even 
a sense that the composer himself is coping with desires and intentions that are pulling him in different 
directions. A “musicological care” for the fragments exists alongside with an evidently much more 
personal, “autobiographical” care. And it is difficult to resist being moved by the sum total of what the 
fragments say through one another. What shall we make of the thematic elements of Efebo con radio? 
 
Lontananza Nostalgica Utopica Futura   
The topics of hyperrealism, melancholia, and nostalgia collide in Efebo con radio, showing their 
connectedness, and showing at the same time the folly of trying to reconstruct a single structure (or a single 
meaning) out of its fragments. Sciarrino believes in the accuracy of his memory, even as he composes 
purposeful distortions. Strangely, the dates of composition for all the identifiable source materials he quotes 
precede by some years the time period he claims they represent. It’s possible that “Les Bijoux,” “How High 
the Moon,” “Second-Hand Rose,” and others could have been played on the radio in the late 1940s and 
early 1950s, but they would not have represented the current of popular music at the time. These tunes 
introduce into the work a double nostalgia: a longing to return to another time that conceals within itself a 
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longing to return to a yet earlier time. He creates an ambivalent space of avowal / disavowal, 
acknowledging at once the illusory nature of the work, but insisting that there is also at its core, a desire to 
recollect truly, to be faithful to his memories.  
Sciarrino’s work exists at Baudrillard’s second phase of the simulacrum. The radio passes beyond 
being a mere “reflection of a profound reality” (the Platonic “arts of likeness-making”), and beyond the 
image that “denatures a profound reality” (already the realm of phantasm in Plato), but cannot quite 
become the “image that masks the absence of a profound reality.”174 It cannot go any farther, since it cannot 
truly confuse the listener about the conditions of its hyperreal nature.  
The works of Ron Mueck, Chuck Close, and Maurizio Cattelan for example, place a queer claim 
upon reality. Though their works have a striking resemblance to actual objects, they confer upon them 
auras of impossibility and distortion. Observing the distortions of Efebo con radio – both to the degree that 
Sciarrino’s “extended instrumental techniques” strategically distort the sound, and to the degree that 
Sciarrino enacts meaningful semiotic distortions upon the quotations themselves – can give rise to the same 
queer sense of dealing with a reality that is offered up to us as artfully beyond the real. The message is in 
the margins. Sciarrino’s hyperreal radio foregrounds, rather than masks, the absence. This fact saves the 
work from degenerating into restorative nostalgia.  
Is there not also a strong trace of the Deleuzian simulacrum? The “second-hand” nature of 
memory, and its distortion into illusion recalls Deleuze’s “false claimants,” built as they are on 
“dissimilitude, perversion, and an essential turning away.’175 The fragments of Sciarrino’s precursors are 
subjected to ambivalence, being simultaneously preserved and distorted in the hiss, crackle, and noise of 
the interference material. But not even the memories themselves are preserved intact, recreated, and 
represented “as they were.” Instead they become raw material to build from in the present (to build new 
material, new music, but also to self-consciously construct a self, and a relationship to the past). Sciarrino 
finds, in the memory-material, the “creative energy that is deposited therein over the ages.”176 By remaining 
perpetually open, albeit through a resignation to impermanence, Efebo con radio’s fragments are unable to 
harden into the fourth and fifth order simulacra that Baudrillard wanted to warn us about, severing their !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
174 Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, 6. 
175 Deleuze and Krauss, “Plato and the Simulacrum,” 47-9. 
176 Angius, Come avvicinare il silenzio, 62. 
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relationship to the world and becoming their own pure simulacrum. They are presented to us as lost. The 
circularity of the form, and the consciously artificial construction of the fragments lend to the work both the 
possibility of formal recognition, and a veneer of knowing falseness.  
It would be inappropriate then to call this “restorative nostalgia.” Sciarrino’s work doesn’t wish to 
restore. The work of distortion has a double sense. On the one hand, interference strategies and distortive 
moves are undertaken as a means of dramatizing the distortion of nostalgic memory. On the other hand 
though, distortion is a form of creation. It deconstructs our listening / theorizing – points out their 
ideological trimmings, makes them self-aware, redirects them – but it also constructs new material for the 
present. Charity Scribner would recognize the work of mourning and disavowal in the work. There are 
gestures of resignation, returning the fragments to the past. The final invented quote fragment we hear in 
the work is “I will have…to smile.” A smile that is deeply melancholy, but in the sense of melancholy that 
Scribner tells us Freud eventually came to construct for himself, facing his own great loss. It allows us to 
acknowledge and accept the loss, and to preserve a fidelity to the lost object, even at the cost of “keeping 
certain wounds open.” Sciarrino’s refusal to either banish the fragments of the past, nor to present them as 
pristine simulacra, evinces the same logic of “but still…” that Scribner found in the act of disavowal.  
Michael P. Stein’s concept of all music as being inherently melancholic – as inherently always 
clinging to the lost possibility of “speaking importantly” – may be overstated, but nevertheless finds 
affinity in the subcutaneous semantic world of Efebo con radio. Sciarrino thematizes the impassable 
communicative gulf that yawns between oneself and the other. Diced into fragments, impeded by 
interference, and subject to the particularity of the listener’s competency / intertext, the possibility of 
“signal loss” in ECR is great. What speaks, and to whom it speaks is hardly under the complete control of 
the composer, as much as he concentrates his work in the esthesic. At once he insists that works can be 
descriptive / figurative – that they can convey meanings – even as he simultaneously undermines those 
meanings, “misremembers” them, and distorts them. 
Sciarrino’s embrace of descriptivism, and rejection of formalism has several consequences. It 
opens up the possibility of literary communication between composer and listener. Composition in this 
worldview does not merely, and self-reflexively, focus on its own inner material workings. There is a 
reopening toward the possibility of semantic content, toward “aboutness.” For this, Sciarrino is sometimes 
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called a neo-Romanticist. However, as we’ve discussed in the third chapter, his music has nothing to do 
with reactionary restorative nostalgia of neo-Romantic composers like George Rochberg. It is not a 
“corrective” focused on materials or expressive tropes in themselves. Rather, it is a rejection of formalism, 
and its desire to eliminate personal responsibility and involvement, and to the comfort that derives from 
surrendering compositional agency to formalist / materialist process and system. Much of his material 
language and syntagmatic strategy fits securely with other late-Modernist composers (like Lachenmann, 
Ferneyhough, and Spahlinger). 
No false consciousness exists, arising out of a lack of connection to the historical real. Despite the 
double nostalgia, the radio depicts a possible real. It becomes clear that, even if Efebo con radio rejects 
realism, and does not depict the programming on a real radio in the 1940s and 1950s, it depicts the sonic 
world of Sciarrino’s “internal radio,” the radio he identifies with. Is this sentimental, manipulative, or 
“politically” regressive? What action in the present is being prevented by an embrace – if partial and 
relativized – of the backward glance through the songs on Sciarrino’s radio? This is where the Hegel-Marx-
Adorno complex of critical ideas about modern composition breaks down. Instead one finds, as Boym 
identified with reflective nostalgia, a rejection of the Hegelian concept of history as progressive and 
continuous. Efebo con radio, like all of Sciarrino’s work, arises from an understanding of time and its 
cultural contents as leeched and interwoven, as a spiral staircase, rather than a line. Time and intertext 
condition the present as the roots of a tree do its trunk.  
We might, along with the psychologists Barrett, Grimm, Robins, et al., propose an alternative 
understanding of the type of person that is prone to nostalgia, and by extension, an alternative 
understanding of the “work” that reflective nostalgia is capable of achieving in contemporary composition:   When! considering! the! characteristics! of! a! person! that! may! be! highly! prone! to!nostalgia,! one! might! think! of! the! general! archetype! of! one! who! neurotically!ruminates!on! the!past! or! runs! to! the!past! to! escape! the!woes!of! the!present.!This!personality! is!mildly!suggested!by!the!relationships!between!neuroticism,!sadness,!and!nostalgia!proneness.!Another!possible!archetype,!however,! is! someone!who! is!intrigued! by! the! interconnectedness! of! life! and! time,! for! whom! the! connections!between!present!and!past!are!a!thing!to!marvel!at!and!wonder!about.177!
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
177 Barrett, Grimm, Robins, et al., “Music-Evoked Nostalgia: Affect, Memory, and Personality,” 400-1. 
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Sciarrino’s work strikes this author as a nostalgia of the second type. Boym again provides an 
interesting alternative to the comfortably fixed categories of conservatism, modernism, postmodernism, and 
so on. She stakes out a ground that exists between modernism and postmodernism, which she calls “off-
Modern.” If anywhere, this is perhaps where we should attempt to locate Sciarrino’s own aesthetic.  
The “off-modern” [composer], explores the “unfinished project of modernity” – abandoned too 
soon, or too quickly termed Postmodern – to explore the temporality not primarily as progress or 
transcendence, but as the “superimposition and coexistence of heterogeneous times.”178 It is “a hybrid 
tradition,” and an “impure modernity,” she tells us. While it is hard to imagine that there was ever any 
composer, writer, or artist that could be termed a “pure Modernist,” the unique difficulty of understanding 
where Sciarrino’s work lies in the space outlined by our big categories seems to beg for such a term. The 
beauty of Sciarrino’s work lies in this ideological impurity. 
Sciarrino, as quoted in Gianfranco Vinay’s perceptive introduction to Carte da Suono (2003), 
sums up the relationship between the past and present in his aesthetic best. In 1989, Luigi Nono had 
dedicated an important work to the composer, La lontananza nostalgica utopica futura, which was, as 
Sciarrino explained:  
…a complimentary reference to one of my old works from 1977, All’aure in una 
lontananza. Until then the term lontananza (distance) had only existed as a concept in 
Baroque poetry. […] For its part La lontananza nostalgica utopica futura is an original 
title, a unique aesthetic metaphor even, despite the fact that it actually refers to a close 
circle of authors who were dear to Nono. In terms of conceptual translation: the past 
reflected in the present (nostalgica) brings about a creative utopia (utopica); the desire for 
what is known becomes a vehicle for what will be possible (futura) through the medium 
of distance.179      
 
 
 Although in the present, we are rightly skeptical of any talk of a creative “utopia,” there is 
something refreshing about the notion that our relation to the past need not be described as conceptual and 
material antagonism. To reject the agon between past and present (and between our “strong precursors” and 
ourselves) is to recognize and reject the false consciousness that is contained in the neatly pure Modernistic 
embrace of Adorno’s Hegelian negative dialectic, long after we should have recognized that it is a form of 
false consciousness.  
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
178 Boym, “The Future of Nostalgia,” 29. 
179 As quoted in Sciarrino, Carte da Suono, XXVIII.  
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4.5 What Remains  
This dissertation has attempted to situate Sciarrino’s work and aesthetics for English-speaking 
readers. Specifically, I have attempted to confront and situate the resistance of Sciarrino’s music to the 
formalistic / structuralist analysis that often serves as a means not merely of “explaining” how musical 
language “works,” but of placing value on musical works. Works that “fail” to confirm prolongational, or 
harmonicist theories of structure and meaning have in the past also “failed” to be confirmed and validated 
by them. poststructuralist literary and musicological theories have contributed greatly to the development 
of alternative critical languages, even as they offer their own imperfect and often overly “subjective” 
approaches and tools. The reassessment of analysis and musicology that was occasioned by the crossover 
between literary theory, semiotics, and musicology beginning in the 1980s has made it possible to refocus 
and sensitize analysis to the perspectives of the listener, to the “margins” of acoustic experience and 
musical structure, and to reopen analysis to considerations of cultural and textual context, and meaning.  
Intertextuality, in particular, has opened up a path into Sciarrino’s music that can show its 
expressive power and sophistication. Although no music ever requires the affirmations of criticism to the 
listeners it moves, our ability to speak intelligently about it, gives us access to what good it contains. The 
self-conscious “citationality” of Sciarrino’s work opens alternatives not only to what I have called the 
“ideology of harmony,” but also to the antagonistic spirit that often underlies the work of “critical” (i.e., 
non-reactionary) composers today. Without attempting to return to a pristine, lost past, Sciarrino’s 
melancholic, nostalgic, intertextual works attempt to rehabilitate the act of listening as well as that of 
writing. These works, at their best, do not descend into mere entertainment, but call listeners to reflect upon 
their own perception, and to reassess their own moment in the light of what has come before. It does not 
attempt to do so by means of a “recovery” of what is past, but by critical self-reflection on our present 
modes of listening and configuring structure, and by making theory aware of itself and its methodological 
cracks. Yet, much remains.  
Future writers on Sciarrino’s work have a rich field of possibilities before them. Not only is there 
an extraordinary amount of exciting work left to be done fleshing out and applying intertextually motivated 
analyses on Sciarrino’s (and other composers’) works, but there are a great many other aspects of the his 
work to be tackled in more comprehensive and considered ways. Ongoing avenues of research include 
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fuller and more “scientifically-grounded” cognitive research of principles of acoustic and textual perception 
as they related to the intertextual nature of musical works like Sciarrino’s. More detailed and focused 
analyses of the elements of his writing that intersect with painterly, filmic, and literary practices are 
certainly warranted. Detailed explorations – be they in the realm of cognitive science, or music literary 
practice – of the composer’s notions of material density (sub / super “verbal” proportions) and “auditory 
inertia” would add greatly to our understanding of the relationship between material and experienced time. 
There remains much work to be done on Sciarrino’s “elaborations,” and on the striking shift toward his 
“new vocal style,” which has monopolized his recent work. This dissertation was only able to scratch the 
surface of the application of topic theory to the work. Sciarrino’s music not only carries forward, and 
applies well-established topics in new circumstances, but also opens the door to a vast expansion of topic 
theory in contemporary music (whether they be “musique concrète instrumentale” or not), including the 
creation of new topics only possible in the post-industrial (even digital) present. Despite the work I have 
done here, our understanding of the composer’s work would even be greatly aided by formalistic forays 
into the syntactic strategies by which he orders and structures works, not in order to find a new system, but 
in order to know better his constructive subjectivity (i.e., a Hatten-like “stylistic competency”).  
What we stand to gain from this music, in addition to something good to listen to, is a way through 
the impasse of critical composition in the present, predicated until now upon the mandate that all future 
musical innovation – if it is to be ideologically pure – be built on the Oedipal burning of temporal bridges. 
What fascinates me about this composer’s work is its very ideological impurity. It contains more than what 
meets the eye, and it challenges me to listen more carefully. It stands for me as a microcosm of the 
contradictory desires and impulses that lie at the heart of my experience as a composer and as a listener at 
the nexus of my own past, present, and future.     
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APPENDIX A: Notes on Structuralist / Poststructuralist Semiotics in 
Literary Theory !
Saussure and Peirce – Semiotics – Sign theories  
Both structuralist and poststructuralist critical analysis have their historical origin in the 
posthumous publication in 1915, of Ferdinand de Saussure’s Course in General Linguistics. More 
particularly, they both can be said to take Saussure’s theory of the sign and of signification as a point of 
origin1. In the course of its pages, Saussure defines not only a set of terms within the field of linguistics, but 
calls forth an entirely new “science” of the sign – semiology2. The sign represents the basic experiential 
unit of meaning. According to Saussure, a sign consists rather in the “psychological” bond that we form 
between a concept and a “sound-image3.” Saussure calls the concept the signified and the “sound-image” 
the signifier. The signifier is embodied in a word or a group of words can be called a syntagm. He goes on 
to explain two “primordial characteristics” of the sign: firstly, that the relation between signifier and 
signified is arbitrary; secondly, that the signifier unfolds linearly in time4. 
 That the relation between signifier and signified is arbitrary is one of the linguist’s signal 
contributions to the field of linguistics / semiotics. It’s also a point on which much contention will emerge. 
Saussure’s rationale for saying so was to point to the fact that different languages (and language families) 
used different sound-images for the same concept. The words “ox,” in English, and the word “bœf,” in 
French, both point toward the same signified: 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: An ox (“un bœf,” “una bue,” “ein Ochse,” “ ,” “ एक बैल ”) 
  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 For the convenience of the reader (and in order to add a few small insights of my own) I explain it here. Almost no 
text that discusses either structuralism or poststructuralism proceeds without doing so. I borrow from some of them 
where cited, but I can think of no better place than to go directly to the Course in General Linguistics. Firstly because it 
is not a particularly difficult read, and secondly because much is often “reduced out” of the presentations of his theory 
in texts that reference it (including this one).  
2 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, ed. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye (New York: McGraw-
Hill Paperback Edition, 1966), 69. 
3 Ibid., 66. 
4 Ibid., 67-70. 
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 Saussure’s influence on structuralism can be seen in several other formulations from the Course in 
General Linguistics, not least in the very designation of semiotics as a “general” science. The idea of a 
universally applicable systematic logic of meaning will be a consistent feature of structuralist thought. 
Saussure holds that every means of expression [including pantomime] used in society is based, in principle, 
on convention: “Polite formulas, for instance, though often imbued with a certain natural expressiveness 
[…] are nonetheless fixed by rule; it is this rule and not the intrinsic value of the gestures that obliges one 
to use them5.” In other words, as Jonathan Culler argues, [literary] conventions for texts, like linguistic 
conventions for speech, form the basis for rules of writing and reading6. The rest of Saussure’s most 
relevant contributions to semiology / semiotics can be arranged into binary oppositions. 
 The fundamental binary that is almost immediately addressed in the Course is that between langue 
and parole. The former – langue – represents in Saussure’s words “both a social product of the faculty of 
speech, and a collection of necessary conventions that have been adopted by a social body to permit 
individuals to exercise that faculty7.” It is and can only be an abstraction, according to Saussure, because 
we can never “discover its unity” (i.e., its entirety)8. The latter, parole, is that faculty: an individual 
instance of an act of speech. Such acts must take place between not less than two individuals who are 
reciprocally engaged in a cycle of communication. One partner is active (the sender of a message), and the 
other passive (the receiver of the message) and as communication unfolds, they swap roles back and forth.   
Here again, the binary opposition of langue and parole has led to different implications for 
structuralists and poststructuralists. The former are engaged principally with attempting to detect and 
explicate (extract) from individual works the linguistic / syntactic rules that make the act of producing 
them, and the effects that they produce upon the observer, possible. The latter emphasize the importance of 
the individuality of acts of parole and view langue not as regulative competency, but as the intertextual 
soup from with acts of parole come to be constructed. structuralist critics too, recognize langue – at the 
level of both syntax, and at the level of semantics – as an abstract body of relations between words and 
works (i.e., as “intertextual”). But that is where the similarities end.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Ibid., 68. 
6 Jonathan Culler, Structural Poetics: Structuralism, Linguistics, and the Study of Literature (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1975) 114-7. 
7 Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, 9. 
8 Ibid., 9.  
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For structuralism, langue as linguistic / literary intertext conditions our interpretation of individual 
acts of parole (including written speech acts) by functioning as a reservoir of conventions that enable and 
stabilize well-constructed sentences and appropriate interpretations of speech acts9. For poststructuralism, 
by contrast, langue is the intertext, which gives rise to a tension between stabilizing and destabilizing 
forces of language that are present in each act of parole. The structuralist reader, laboring under the 
influence of his level of “literary competence” can seem to be little more than a passive receiver of ideas. 
The poststructural reader however – influenced by their identity, cultural context, and the particularity of 
their textual experiences (their intertext) – plays a more active role in the shaping of the message.   
Individual senders / receivers, for Saussure cannot powerfully alter the meaning of a sign for 
society. Gradual changes of meaning for any particular sign do occur, but they are never radical. They are 
merely “shift[s] in the relation between signified and signifier10.” Adjacent moments in the etymology of a 
word will show above all a similarity of meaning – a drift – rather than any sort of reversal. 
poststructuralists – particularly Jacques Derrida – will have a much more radical way of unmooring signs 
from their fixed positions in language. And they will not have to look outside of the Course in General 
Linguistics to find it: 
  Everything that has been said up to this point boils down to this: in language there are  
only differences. Even more important: a difference generally implies positive terms 
between which the difference is set up; but in language there are only differences without 
positive terms. Whether we take the signified or the signifier, language has neither ideas 
nor sounds that existed before the linguistic system, but only the conceptual and phonic 
differences that have issued from the system. The idea of phonic substance that a sign 
contains is less important than the other signs that surround it11. 
 
 Structuralism looks at this passage and emphasizes that the sign has “no positive terms,” 
concluding that it is the relations between signs and not their substances that constitutes the proper focus of 
the science of linguistics and semiotics. Eventually the field of structural linguistics will cast aside concerns 
over the semantic and referential nature of signs (i.e., their “content”), and concentrate all of its energy on 
distributive analysis of syntax (i.e., their “context,” the functional combinability of units in the syntagmatic 
chain of a sentence) – a move analogous to that which takes place in the field of music theory and analysis 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 See culler’s concept of “literary competency in [Culler, Structural Poetics: Structuralism, Linguistics, and the Study 
of Literature, 113-118. 
10 Ibid., 75. Emphasis in the original. 
11 Ibid., 120. 
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in the second half of the Twentieth century12. poststructural linguistics / literary theory however, builds on 
the notion of the differential nature of signification. It questions the assertion that meaning (i.e., the relation 
between signifier and signified) could ever be fixed if the source of the sign’s functioning for us in 
language is one sign’s difference from adjacent signs in an ever-shifting langue. Derrida’s famed notion of 
différance takes this continually shifting difference and makes of it an ever-prolonged deferral of the 
associative bond between signifier and signified. The meaning and even structure of a text – and more 
importantly of the language that constitutes it – are always changing. This must have an impact on the 
nature of structure and the way we think about and analyze it inside of texts. 
 A final binary that holds importance for structuralist and poststructuralist semiotics is that of 
syntagm (syntagmatic), and paradigm (paradigmatic)13. We can speak of a sentence, for example, as 
having a “syntagmatic axis,” which consists in the linear syntactical or grammatical relationships between 
adjacent words; and a “paradigmatic axis,” which consists in the notion that, for any word, a number of 
alternative possibilities in langue exist that would adequately satisfy the functional requirement demanded 
by its syntagmatic position. Let us take for example the phrase “A wonderful change is on the horizon.” 
Regarding the sentence’s syntagmatic axis, we can make a few brief adumbrations:  
“A”   is an indefinite article.  
“Wonderful”  is an adjective.  
“Change”  is a noun.  
“Is”   is a verb.  
“On”   is a preposition.  
“The”   is a definite article.  
“Horizon”  is another noun.  
 
The sentence consists, as do all proper English sentences, of a subject and a predicate: “A 
wonderful change” (indefinite article + adjective + noun = subject), “is on the horizon” (verb + preposition 
+ definite article + noun = predicate). Furthermore we know that adjectives must attach themselves to 
nouns: “wonderful” ! “change”; that nouns are prefaced with (indefinite / definite) articles: “A” ! 
“change,” “the” ! “horizon;” that prepositions link subjects (nouns) spatially to an object (usually another 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 For example: Zellig Harris, Structural Linguistics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951).   
13 Saussure does not use the term “paradigmatic” relations. The Prague School linguist Roman Jakobsen formulated 
this term. Saussure calls them instead “associative” relations. Paradigmatic will be used in this paper because it is the 
one used now by semioticians in general.  
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noun): “Change” ! “on” ! “Horizon14.” Regarding the sentence’s paradigmatic axis, if we articulate the 
syntagmatic structure in grammatical rules / conventions as we have, it is simple to imagine words that one 
might use instead of the original ones – words that satisfy the same grammatical-syntactic functions: 
 
 A WONDERFUL CHANGE IS ON THE HORIZON 
Syntagmatic 
Axis 
[Indef.] 
Article Adjective Noun Verb Preposition 
[Def.] 
Article Noun 
P-var1 
 
A DOLEFUL STASIS HANGS IN THE AIR 
P-var2 A GREAT JOURNEY BEGINS IN THE MORNING 
P-var3 AN AUSPICIOUS DEVELOPMENT AWAITS 
P-var4 AN AUSPICIOUS END ARRIVES AT DUSK 
 
Figure 18: Paradigmatic substitutions 
  
The syntagmatic axis, we can say, is “present” to us in the experience of hearing the sentence. 
That is not to say that the functions the words fulfill are somehow explicitly knowable to anyone who hears 
the sentence regardless of their level of linguistic competency with the English language. It is to say that 
the syntax is present to us through the specific set of words that do fulfill those functions. On the other 
hand, the paradigmatic axis is experienced, as Saussure says in absentia – “in a potential mnemonic series,” 
that is “part of the inner storehouse that makes up the language of each speaker15” This is another way of 
saying that the paradigmatic possibilities of langue are experienced through the paradigmatic specificity of 
a single act of speech (parole).   
That a speaker chooses one over the other is significant for her meaning. One paradigmatic 
substitution could effectively negate the meaning of the entire sentence (as in the case of the subject portion 
of Paradigmatic variation 1). The second example (P-var2) is syntagmatically equivalent to the original, but 
the paradigmatic substitutions affect a subtle, yet fundamental semantic shift (a “change” becomes a 
“journey,” and a symbolic location “on the horizon” becomes a temporal moment “in the morning”). P-var3 
represents a slightly more significant change, in both the syntagmatic arrangement, and the semantic effect. 
Lastly, P-var4 keeps the syntactic arrangement nearly intact, but almost completely changes the semantic !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14 The syntagmatic axis need not be articulated this way, as a consideration/assignment of grammatical functions in 
modern English. Other kinds of linear or functional relations are possible. Additionally, syntagmatic relations are 
possible at levels lower than the word (i.e., between syllables – as an examination of the connection between phonemes 
or morphemes).  
15 Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, 123. 
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effect. One could also imagine a circumstance in which the syntactic is completely preserved, but the 
semantic is made unrecognizable: “A malodorous kangaroo vomits from the rowboat.”  
The syntagmatic and the paradigmatic axis of language can be thought of as the semiotic 
coordinates of signification (semiotics being the study of the relation between syntactics and semantics, 
between grammar and meaning). They are both an aspect of langue according to Saussure’s conception, 
because they reflect not just a cultural accretion of possible words (paradigm), but also the rules and idioms 
that govern their usage (syntagm). The so-called “phrase model” for functional tonal music is a familiar and 
simple example of how these concepts have been applied in music theory. 
“The phrase model” refers to a basic abstraction used in many undergraduate theory texts to 
demonstrate the concept of harmonic function16. It descends from Riemannian “Funktionstheorie,” but for 
pedagogical purposes, has been combined with Roman numeral analysis (associated with “Stufentheorie,” 
scale-degree approaches to harmony)17. It is regarded as useful for analysis in general and for the 
composition of simple phrases. The model categorizes of all diatonic, triadic harmonies into one of three 
musical functions: Tonic, Pre-Dominant, and Dominant. These functions can be conceived of as analogous 
to words that inhabit the parts of speech in spoken / written language. With respect to the syntagmatic axis, 
the three functions are related to one another by a number of idiomatic rules. In general, a tonic functioning 
harmony can proceed to (or from) harmonies of any other function. Except under certain circumstances, it 
is uncommon for a dominant functioning harmony to fall before a pre-dominant functioning harmony (as 
the rule goes). The Tonic and Dominant functions have a kind of polar relation to one another. And the pre-
dominant functioning harmonies are so denominated because they commonly precede the dominant. One 
abstraction of the “phrase model” articulates the syntagmatic axis with the formula: Tonic ! Pre-Dominant 
! Dominant ! Tonic. Each of the seven diatonic triads (and their extensions) fall under one or more of 
the three functions:  
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 See for example Steven Laitz, The Complete Musician: An Integrated Approach to Tonal Theory, Analysis & 
Listening (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 291-296. Implicitly, the Phrase Model underlies the Kostka-Payne 
textbook approach to modeling tonal harmony [Stefan Kostka and Dorothy Payne, Tonal Harmony: With an 
Introduction to Twentieth-Century Music, 3rd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1995), 106-112.] 
17 William E. Caplin, Classical Form: A Theory of Formal Functions for the Instrumental Music of Haydn, Mozart, and 
Beethoven (New York, Oxford University Press, 1998), 23. 
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Syntagmatic axis: T PD D T 
Paradigmatic axis: 
Major: I [vi] 
Minor: i, [III], [VI] 
Major: ii, IV, vi 
Minor: iio, iv, VI 
Major: V, viio 
Minor: V, viio, [VII], [iio] 
Major: I [vi] 
Minor: i, [III], [VI] 
P-var1 I ii V
7 I 
P-var2 
I IV6 viio I 
P-var3 i iv
6 V7 VI 
P-var4 i VI
 VII4/2 III6 
 
Figure 19: Paradigmatic substitution in the tonal “Phrase Model” 
 
 
P-var1 here represents one example of a simple chord progression that follows this model18. P-var2 
represents an identical syntagmatic structure, and a somewhat varied paradigmatic effect.  P-var3 keeps 
again, the same syntagmatic structure, but makes several more consequential paradigmatic substitutions: 
substituting major for minor (a change of mode), including the use of chordal inversions (which should also 
be understood as paradigmatic substitutions for root position harmonies), and selecting different harmonies, 
most strikingly choosing to substitute the VI chord for the tonic, creating a “deceptive” cadence. P-var4 
presents the greatest turn from the first instantiation. Beginning again with a modal shift to minor, without 
necessarily leaving the key, one could suggest a false sense of modulation to the major mediant (a large-
scale harmonic move common to minor key Classical period works). In any case it represents a rather 
drastic “foreground” change of paradigmatic effect.     
In the same way that subject-predicate sentence model (and its parts of speech) do not indicate that 
every sentence must have exactly the same syntagmatic structure – the tonal “phrase model” does not mean 
that all harmonic progressions can only have four chords. Both systems are extensible and only purport to 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 This exact progression opens up the Mozart Piano Sonata in Bb Major, K. 333 for example: 
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represent a semiotic analysis of one concrete instantiation (parole) of their respective sign system’s 
signifying possibilities (langue)19.  
 
Charles Sanders Peirce’s Trichotomous Semiotics – Qualisign / Sinsign / Legisign – 
Icon / Index / Symbol – Rhematic / Dicent / Argument  
 
Ethnomusicologist Thomas Turino finds in Ferdinand de Saussure, a theory of signification that is 
too narrow and has little to say about how people “are connected to, and experience the world20.” Instead, 
Turino proposes that we should adopt the sign theory of American pragmatist logician and philosopher 
Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914)21. Peirce elaborated his theory of signification in the context of his 
broader philosophical agenda, which was not linguistics but the construction of mathematical / scientific 
logic. As such it shares with structuralism (and with the work of Saussure), the desire to ground 
signification in a logically verifiable model that precedes the actual objects it wishes to explain. Saussure’s 
theory does recognize the possibility of the existence of other sign systems, but it spends no time discussing 
them. As such it does not formalize signification itself, only linguistic signification. Peirce, by contrast, 
attempts to forge a model of signification in toto. He does so by means of a modular combination of 
categories, which he discusses more fully in an essay entitled “Nomenclature and Division of Triadic 
Relations, as Far as They Are Determined22.” Before examining Peirce’s system however, we must first 
give an account of his concept of the sign itself. 
Where Saussure’s sign can be expressed as a relation between signifier (symbol) and signified 
(object), Peirce’s “Triadic Relation” is construed as unfolding between three entities: sign, object, and 
interpretant. The sign (“representamen”) is associated with an object (a “designatum,” a concept or thing) 
in such a way as to bring to mind “a cognition” (“interpretant”), which is the effect produced by the union !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 The foregoing discussion was not intended to serve as an example of “structuralist analysis” in linguistics or literary 
theory, only a very simplified presentation of what structuralist analysis does with syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
relationships (especially in basic music theory).   
20 Thomas Turino, “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian Semiotic Theory for Music,” 
Ethnomusicology 43, no. 2 (1999): 222. 
21 He identifies Saussure’s as a structuralist theory of the sign, and that of Peirce as non-structuralist. He is not wrong 
that Saussure’s theory was essentially the fount of structuralist thought. However it should be emphasized that it is 
perfectly possible to build a structuralist theory of signification and analysis based on the work of Peirce. He was not a 
“proto-poststructuralist” as it were. He was a pragmatist. That one could build a structuralist theory on Peirce’s work 
should not surprise since it is also perfectly possible to build a poststructuralist theory on Saussure’s theory of the sign. 
This is exactly what Jacques Derrida has done.   
22 Charles S. Peirce, “Nomenclature and Division of Triadic Relations, as Far as They Are Determined,” in The 
Essential Peirce: Selected Philosophical Writings, vol. 2, Edited by The Peirce Edition Project (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 1998), 289-299. 
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of sign and object in the mind of the perceiver. The interpretant is itself a sign; concordantly it can form the 
basis of another Triadic Relation (and so on). Peirce defines the sign as:    
…[A]nything which is related to a Second thing, its Object, in respect to a Quality, in 
such a way as to bring a third thing, it’s Interpretant, into relation to the same object, and 
that in such a way as to bring a Fourth into relation to that object in the same form, ad 
infinitum…23 
 
The “ad infinitum” is what Turino refers to as “semiotic chaining.” For Saussure, the “opposition” 
between two signs A and B consists in differences between signifier A and signifier B, and between 
signified A and signified B24. The structure of these oppositions, implicitly, multiplies outward to the 
entirety of langue’s sign content. For Saussure this chaining is a property of language itself, not of the 
speaker / hearer (who after all cannot have a total conscious grasp of the entirety of langue). For Peirce on 
the other hand, the chaining process is an expression of the conscious process that that enables us to 
determine the meaning of a given sign.  
Whereas Saussure’s linguistic signifiers could have no necessary relation to their objects, Peirce 
envisioned three different kinds of relationship: iconic, indexical, and symbolic. This particular trichotomy 
has been much discussed in musical literature25. Much less attention, however, has been devoted to the 
remaining triads of Peirce’s theory (qualisign, legisign, sinsign; rheme, dicent, and argument). Together 
with the former, they combine to create a ten-fold classification of the sign that offers a more 
comprehensive account of sign systems, especially of non-linguistic systems like that found in music.  
Following Peirce’s order of explanation, the first triad (or trichotomy) – Qualisign, Sinsign, and Legisign – 
describes the nature of the sign (and not of the object or interpretant except insomuch as it is a sign). A 
qualisign is a quality that is a sign (ex. “high,” dark-sounding,” “dissonant,” “tendency to resolve,” etc.). A 
sinsign is a particular instance of an object or phenomenon, and it must posses one or more qualisigns to 
exist (a thing must have qualities). A legisign is a “law that is a sign” – a “type” established by 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 Charles S. Peirce. “Partial synopsis of a proposed work in logic” in Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce vol. 
1, ed. Charles Hartshorne (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1932), 51. 
24 (Saussure 1915, 121) The relation between a signifier and signified may be arbitrary, but once the two are associated 
together as a sign they have, practically speaking, a positive value (one “means” the other in language). This is why he 
insists that, for signs to be differentially related, the differentiation has to be between corollary parts of the two signs.  
25 (Turino, “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian Semiotic Theory for Music,” 226-228.), 
(Monelle, The Sense of Music, 14.), (Tarasti, Signs of Music: A Guide to Semiotic Analysis, 8-9.), (Hatten, "Four 
Semiotic Approaches to Musical Meaning: Markedness, Topics, Tropes, and Gesture," 6.) 
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convention26. A legisign is typified or expressed by one or more sinsigns that possess one or more 
qualisigns. Sinsigns would not be “significant” if there were no legisigns to render them so. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Figure 20: A Peircian semiotic “chain” 
 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26 Peirce, “Nomenclature and Division of Triadic Relations, 291. 
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The second trichotomy – Icon, Index, and Symbol – describes how a sign embodies, or calls to 
mind its object. An icon resembles its object in some way (i.e., looks like it, sounds like it, looks the way it 
sounds, has corresponding formal parts, etc.). Peirce commonly gave the example of a painting or statue, 
either of which represents its object by virtue of similarity. We can place musical topics (ex. birdsongs, 
breaths, heartbeats, gunshots, etc.) in this category27. Turino adds musical quotation (or style imitation), and 
motivic return (musical repetition) to the list of phenomena that operate iconically28.  
Peirce furthermore divides the icon into three subcategories: Image, Diagram, and Metaphor29. 
Most musical icons, Turino avers, are images, which like a quotation or motivic recurrence share “simple” 
(i.e., literal) qualities with their objects. A diagram shares with its object, analogous relations between the 
parts and the whole. Form diagrams are, of course, common features of musical analyses. Salvatore 
Sciarrino’s compositional practice of creating various types of preparatory diagrams is predicated upon the 
same reciprocal analogy between symbols and sound relations. Musical topics, as theorized by Robert 
Hatten, Raymond Monelle, Kofi Agawu, and others must also be categorized as diagrammatic iconic signs. 
Metaphors are iconic signs composed of a juxtaposition of two different linguistic signs (in themselves, 
differentially and arbitrarily related), such that they produce a third (new) meaning. This meaning is iconic 
because of a parallelism implied between the objects of the two linguistic signs. Although Turino considers 
metaphoric iconicity to be somewhat of an exhausted paradigm for semiotics and cultural analysis, we will 
see that Robert Hatten gives the concept new life – at least in the realm of the semiotics of music theory – 
through his concept of troping30.     
Secondly, an index is a sign that refers to its object by virtue of “indication” or contiguity. It is 
physically (or “really”) connected to the object that it indicates and as such can only be established or 
suggested by relation to the perceiver’s experience. The index focuses our attention on a relationship31. The 
index says “here.” Peirce gives several examples, among them the relation between a weathervane and the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 A fuller account of this phenomenon – which Turino briefly discusses on page 227 of his article – would take into 
account the cognitive linguistic notion of conceptual metaphors. The musical tension suggested by rising tones and 
increasing loudness – which Turino associates with the rise in pitch, speed, and volume of an excited (or perhaps 
angry) speaker – might also partake in other conceptual metaphors such as a bomb on the verge of explosion, or a 
person on the verge of sexual climax. An alternative to “on the verge-ness” might be a deeper metaphorical frame like 
“up is good, down is bad.”   
28 Turino, “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian Semiotic Theory for Music,” 226-7. 
29 Ibid., 227. 
30 Hatten, "Four Semiotic Approaches to Musical Meaning: Markedness, Topics, Tropes, and Gesture," 13. 
31 Charles S. Peirce, “What is a Sign?,” in The Essential Peirce: Selected Philosophical Writings, vol. 2, Edited by The 
Peirce Edition Project (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1998), 5. 
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wind (signifying the direction of the wind); a clock or sundial’s indication of the time of day; alphabetic 
letters standing in for some class of number in an algebraic formula, or marking the segments of a 
geometrician’s diagram32. Turino contributes smoke as an index of fire, a TV show’s theme song as an 
index of the program, the progression V7 ! I (in Western music) as an index of “closure,” and the “Star 
Spangled Banner” as an index (depending on the experiences of the perceiver) of either “baseball games, 
Fourth of July Parades, school assemblies, or imperialism33.” 
Salvatore Sciarrino includes among his figure, a phenomenon he refers to as “little bang34.” As I 
explained more fully in the third chapter, “little bang” can be used to denominate any musical phenomenon 
in which some kind of singular, sudden gesture is interpreted as indicating (or even metaphorically 
“causing”) a significant change in the flow of the music35. One example, among a wealth of possibilities, 
exists in the orchestra piece I fuochi oltre la ragione (“Fires beyond reason”), an approximately 32 minute 
essay on human irrationality and violence. The work begins by placing the listener in the midst of one of 
Sciarrino’s typically gossamer sonic landscapes (“ecologies”) for approximately 19 minutes. At that point 
the work is abruptly and violently vivisected by the firing of a starter pistol, which signals (i.e., indicates) a 
correspondingly striking change in the work’s narrative flow. The material of the first half of the 
composition is itself vivisected and pointillized into a hocketed, tactile, pulse distributed throughout the 
entire ensemble36. The division of the work into two binarily opposed states of articulation is doubtlessly 
suggestive to an inquisitive listener that perhaps associates it with an implicit corollary binary (“reason” 
and “the irrational”), or perhaps associates the breaking, disrupting violence of the musical gunshot with a 
parallel effect of literal violence in society. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Ibid., 8. 
33 Turino “Signs of Imagination, Identity, and Experience: A Peircian Semiotic Theory for Music,” 227. 
34 Sciarrino LFDM, 69-74. 
35 Sciarrino consistently uses terms like flusso (“flow”), and percorso (“course, path, route”), to express the connection 
between one musical moment and the next. This connection should be understood as implying also a sense of narrative 
such that “flow” + signification = narrative thread.     
36 The gunshot itself has, in addition to indexicality, a somewhat obvious iconicity in the context of Sciarrino’s 
semantic intentions as expressed in his preface to the score: “The Majority of human actions defy reason: they deviate 
towards zones that can’t be fathomed. The history of humanity can be regarded, in some respects, as a dark mass of 
cruelty, and there are those who wish to turn a blind eye. However, we must not ignore the call of the irrational, which 
paradoxically casts light on man’s contradictory and complex nature. […] In the past century fires which seem beyond 
all reason have led to combustions of appalling atrocity. Art, despite itself, bears silent and howling witness to this.”  
 
[As quoted in Ed McKeon, “Musical Performance and the ‘Death Drive’,” Interference Journal issue #1, 2011, 
http://www.interferencejournal.com/articles/an-ear-alone-is-not-a-being/musical-performance-and-the-death-drive 
Accessed July 30, 2015. The translation is McKeon’s.]  
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   Thirdly, a symbol is a type of sign that refers to its object through the use of language. It is 
synonymous with Saussure’s concept of the linguistic sign in that its meaning is not directly referential. 
Words that conceptually represent objects in the real world without having any direct relation to them 
(“walrus” for example) are part of symbolic language, as are parts of speech that are necessary for the 
functioning of language (ex: pronouns, prepositions, articles, conjunctions, etc.). Another way of saying 
this is that the association of a symbolic sign with its object does not depend on the experience of the one 
who uses the sign, but is a matter of precept or, as Peirce says; it is denoted “by virtue of a law37.” Peirce 
pictured it as a kind of contract where the sign and its object were “thrown together38.”   
For Saussure and the literary critics that build on his work – be they “structuralists” like Claude 
Lèvi-Strauss, or “poststructuralists” like Jacque Derrida or Roland Barthes – all signification takes place 
within, is perceived by means of, or is eventually translated into, the symbolic, at least if we wish to speak 
about them. An important difference between Saussurean and Peircian theories of signification then, is that 
Saussure does not acknowledge that, even in the realm of the linguistic sign, some meanings are 
“positive39.” Some meanings are not arbitrary, but are established by similarity and simultaneity. That the 
sound-image we give to an object in symbolic language bears no necessary relation to it is not in question. 
But that the only kind of signification is symbolic signification (or that the only kind worth critical 
attention), is very much in question. Peirce’s development of the three sign categories has played a crucial 
role in the development of musical semiotics.   
The third trichotomy – Rheme, Dicent, and Argument – is addressed to the interpretant (to the 
sign’s effect on the mind of the perceiver). It describes the way in which a sign represents its object as 
being in the world. A rhematic sign represents the object to the perceiver as possible, but not necessarily 
really existing (or, as “virtual”). Words like “8th-note,” “centaur,” and “culture,” are rhematic signs insofar 
as they do not make any claims with respect to the truth or falsehood of those objects as existent in the 
world. A depiction of an unknown or imaginary person, Turino says, is also rhematic. A dicent sign 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Peirce, “Nomenclature and Division of Triadic Relations, as Far as They Are Determined,” 292.  
38 Peirce, “What is a Sign?,” 9. 
39 Saussure also doesn’t account for developments in pre-existing “negative” associations between words and objects 
may develop in more “positive” ways later on. Take for example the relationship between the words “water,” “melon,” 
and “watermelon.” Two pre-existing words are combined to create a new word, on the basis of the perception that the 
object being described has what, through Peirce, we can describe as a metaphorical iconic relationship with its new 
signifier.    
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represents the sign to the perceiver as an actually existing thing. Dicent signs are contingent on their 
objects, and are affected by the objects they represent. Turino provides as examples, a weathervane’s 
depiction of the direction of the wind, which is affected by the wind pushing it in that direction; and the 
truth or falsehood of a linguistic proposition, which is affected by the actual correspondence of the situation 
that the proposition declares40. Lastly, an argument – like a logical proposition – represents the object to the 
perceiver as a given, or a as a law. The argument must be a symbol, which is to say that it exists primarily 
in language.  
Qualisigns are the criteria for pertinence, which forms the basis of any solution to the problem of 
analytical segmentation. That fact that syntagms have qualities makes it possible to appreciate the ways that 
music means, outside of the default approach of much analysis, which takes the form of a merely 
formalistic practice of identifying systematic syntactic arrangements. Thinking in terms of qualisigns also 
enables, perhaps not a systematization of whatever is meant by the term “micro-dramaturgy,” but at least a 
way of defining what its concerns are and how they might be articulated for the sake of analysis. Take for 
example, common descriptions of timbre or motivic behavior / motion: “dense,” “loud,” “glassy,” “high,” 
“heavy,” electronic,” “violent,” “frail,” etc. Such qualities may, but do not have to be mastered by 
systematic argumentation in order to be useful for an analysis that reads purposiveness (and thus 
“meaning”) into them. Francesco Giomi’s and Marco Ligabue’s cognitive-esthesic analysis, which they 
apply to pieces of electro-acoustic music, and to Sciarrino’s Come prodotti gli incantessimi?, begins by 
defining musical syntagms with the aid of qualisigns41. Leonard Ratner’s, Robert Hatten’s, and Raymond 
Monelle’s topic theories depend upon the ability to detect the purposeful use of qualisigns embodied in 
rhematic iconic sinsigns, for example a musical figure that potentially calls to mind the galloping of horses, 
or the singing of a cuckoo. However, as Monelle argues, the identification of instances of topics, and 
interpretations of their semantic effect, are mediated through their relations to conventional practices of 
musical mimesis42. That is to say, the particular topics as identified in a musical score – as rhematic iconic 
sinsigns – are replicas (instances, or tokens) of the rhematic iconic legisigns (types) to which they are 
associated.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40 Ibid., 229.   
41 Francesco Giomi, and Marco Ligabue, “Gli oggetti sonori incantati di Salvatore Sciarrino: Analisi estesico-cognitiva 
di Come vengono prodotti gli incantesimi?,” Nuova Rivista Musicale Italiana, No. 1-2 (1996): 155-179. 
42 Monelle, The Sense of Music, 2000, 79. 
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Name of 
Trichotomy 
 
Interpretant43  
 
Rhematic 
[S represents O as 
possible / virtual object] 
 
Dicent 
[S represents O as actual / 
contingent object] 
 
Argument 
[S represents O as 
necessary / given object] 
 
 
Sign type 
 
Qualisign 
[S = quality] 
 
Sinsign 
[S = instance] 
 
Legisign 
[S = general type 
/ convention] 
 
 
 
Sign / Object 
Relation44 
 
Icon 
[S simulates O] 
 
Index 
[S indicates O] 
 
Symbol 
[S is conventionally 
paired with O in a 
language] 
 
Example in 
musical semiotics 
Rhematic Iconic 
Qualisign possible / virtual quality 
that could 
simulate itself in 
some existing 
object[s] 
“dissonant” 
Rhematic Iconic 
Sinsign possible / virtual instance 
where S simulates 
O A form diagram 
Rhematic Iconic 
Legisign possible / virtual 
general type / 
convention 
where S simulates 
O 
Monelle’s “Iconic 
Topic” 
[ex. the pianto 
motif] 
Rhematic 
Indexical Sinsign possible / virtual instance 
where S indicates 
/ co-occurs with 
O 
The designation 
“A section” in a 
formal diagram 
Rhematic 
Indexical Legisign possible / virtual 
general type / 
convention 
where S indicates 
/ co-occurs with 
O 
Monelle’s 
“Indexical Topic” 
[ex. “The French 
Overture Style”] 
Rhematic 
Symbolic Legisign possible / virtual 
general type / 
convention 
where S is 
conventionally 
paired with O 
A Schenkerian 
Ursatz 
Dicent Indexical 
Sinsign actual / contingent instance 
where S indicates 
/ co-occurs with 
O 
The “little bang” 
gun shot in I fuochi 
oltre la ragione 
Dicent Indexical 
Legisign actual / contingent 
general type / 
convention 
where S indicates 
/ co-occurs with 
O 
Sciarrino’s notion 
of figures, broadly 
speaking 
Dicent Symbolic 
Legisign actual / contingent 
general type / 
convention 
where S is 
conventionally 
paired with O 
A Roman numeral 
analysis of a 
particular Bach 
chorale 
Argument 
Symbolic Legisign necessary / given 
general type / 
convention 
where S is 
conventionally 
paired with O 
“Dissonant notes 
must resolve by 
step to the nearest 
consonance.” 
 
Table 46: Examples of Peirce’s 10 sign categories 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43 How the sign represents the object as being in the world 
44 How the sign triggers the object in our mind 
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The relevance of Peirce’s theory to the discussion of musical signification / analysis does not 
come from the fact that it unleashes yet another conceptual torrent of jargon useful for making easy 
generalizations while sounding objective or comprehensive. Its use lies in the possibility it suggests, for 
breaking out of a mode of theorization that sees syntactic organization as the only means of articulating 
structure. Structuralist music analysis has always – as in the case of its literary and anthropological cousins 
– tended to treat the semantic as at best the product of syntax, and at worst as entirely incidental45. Yet the 
true value of a semiotic method of analysis lies in its ability to treat the syntactic and the semantic as 
mutually determining.  
 
Towards Poststructuralist theories of signification 
It is not difficult to see why Jonathan Culler would refer to Roland Barthes or Julia Kristeva as 
structuralists if you look at certain texts and ignore others. Barthes takes up Saussurean linguistics in his 
text Elements in Semiology (1964, translated into English in 1968). He extends the field of what Saussure’s 
linguistics of signs was thought to be able to account for to include images, gestures, musical sounds, 
objects, etc. For Barthes, even though it may be the case that the object of semiotics be some non-linguistic 
sign system (for example, a semiotics of musical sounds), eventually the critic is required to “find language 
(in the conventional sense of the term).” He writes: 
…[I]t appears increasingly more difficult to conceive a system of images and objects who 
signifieds can exist independently of language: to perceive what a substance signifies is 
inevitably to fall back on the individuation of a language: there is no meaning which is 
not designated, and the world of signifieds is none other than that of language46. 
 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45 During a discussion of avuncular kinship structures – in which a woman’s brother may take on a father-like role with 
regards to her children (if say, their birth father is deceased) – Claude Lévi-Strauss makes the following comments: 
…[I]n order to understand the avunculate we must treat it as one relationship within a system, while the system itself 
must be considered as a whole in order to grasp its structure.” And later on the same page he says: “The error of 
traditional anthropology, like that of traditional linguistics, was to consider the terms, and not the relations between the 
terms.” He then goes on to discuss “calculating machines” that could solve certain problems in linguistics – namely 
distributional problems in such a way as to create for linguistics a “periodic table of linguistic structures…comparable 
to the table of elements which Mendeleieff introduced into modern chemistry.” Human linguists need only then check 
the results against actual languages. (Claude Lévi-Straus, Structural Anthropology (New York: Basic Books, 1963), 46; 
57-8.) 
46 Roland Barthes and Annette Lavers, Elements of Semiology (New York: Hill and Wang, 1968), 10. !
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For Barthes, Saussure’s distinction between langue and parole, important as it was to the field of 
linguistics, needed development. The literary theorist transformed langue into what later structuralist 
thinkers (like Noam Chomsky) would call “linguistic competence,” a construct that makes language a 
social institution, or as Barthes explained, a system of “contractual values” that allows us to be intelligible 
to one another in speech47. Spoken / written language wasn’t, however, the only semiotic “system.” This 
fact, though readily acknowledged by Saussure, remained undeveloped in the Course in General 
Linguistics. Barthes briefly took it up in The Elements of Semiology, proposing a number of different 
systems: the fashion system, the alimentary system, the furniture system, and the automobile system. Their 
designation as systems had much in common with expressions like “the solar system,” or “the limbic 
system.” Systems were complex sets of objects, practices, and conventions that interacted with one another. 
A primary factor motivating such interactions is the familiar binary of similarity and difference, a kind of 
zero-level distinction that governed the possibility of associative (i.e., paradigmatic) relations, and by 
extension, function48. Barthes affirms that paradigmatic substitutions may occur on the basis of both 
phonetic and semantic affinities.   
 However, it’s clear that he is speaking about a linguistics that can discover the hidden systematic 
patterns inscribed in language (and fashion, cooking, etc.) 49 . Barthes speaks of different types of 
“oppositions” between paradigmatically associated words50. What is notable for the purpose of tracing the 
evolution of structuralism is the proto-distributive nature of the oppositions, the attempt to uncover a deep 
structure by means of the application of the “rule of commutation” to parts of speech51. This traditional 
structuralist surface / deep-structure distinction is implied even more explicitly in Barthes division of 
signification into connotative and denotative meaning. The former term refers to the “surface meaning” of a 
picture, sentence, song, etc.; the latter to its “sub-textual meaning52.”  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47 Roland Barthes, Image, Music, Text, edited by Stephen Heath (London: Fontana Press, 1977), 14. 
48 Ibid.,71.  
49 Indeed he is explicit, concluding that for semiotic analysis to be effective, it has to fix the system that it observes 
synchronically (excluding diachronic considerations), and with respect to genre (which is what the musicologist Joseph 
Kerman accused Heinrich Schenker and Allen Forte of doing (c.f. chapter 2, pp. (53-55).  
50 Only one of these opposition types will be taken up directly in musical semiotics: Robert Hatten’s use of markedness 
is predicated on the type of opposition between Barthes knows as “privative oppositions.” 
51 Ibid., 75-8. The rule of commutation involves applying the “commutation test.” In order to determine systemic 
oppositions in minimal pairs, the pairs are substituted in the same contexts, or altered in corresponding ways to 
determine if the effect on their meaning / functioning corresponds. C.f. Winfried Nöth, Handbook of Semiotics 
(Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1990), 295-6.  
52 Ibid., 310 
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Barthes argues in his essay “Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narrative” (originally 
published 1966), that linguistics limits itself to descriptions of structure up to the level of the sentence and 
no further53. Thus the essay’s task was to provide a framework for the expansion of linguistic principles of 
signification to the level of narrative, or as he calls it discourse. Where the linguistic sign is embodied 
ultimately in the word; the literary sign, which Barthes addresses here, is discoverable in larger forms and 
entities: plots, images, aspects of character, narrative moves, etc.54 
The “Structural Analysis of Narrative” identifies narrative as a primary concern for 
structuralism55. He seeks to “control the infinite variety of speech acts by attempting to describe the 
language or langue from which they originate […],” which is to say, by sublimating narrative speech acts 
into a systematic whole56. One narrative shares with others a common structure that can be discovered by 
means of analysis in the same way that linguistics expounds paradigmatic associations between signs via a 
root commutative property. Those structures, for anyone who attempts to create a narrative, must be made 
possible by an “implicit system of units and rules.” The structures that criticism attempts to analyze can be 
found in the narratives themselves (i.e., they are immanent in their texts)57. The theorist brings to the text a 
“hypothetical model of description,” which allows her to “classify the infinite number of narratives.” The 
balance of the essay was dedicated to the determination of a set of units, rules, and a grammar for narrative 
analysis. 
Barthes’ essay also makes explicit a notion of signification that has broader application in 
structuralist thought (and will doubtless sound familiar to the music theorist). Linguistics, he says, is 
predicated on a decisive concept, namely that what gives essence to meaning is its organization58. 
Specifically, it is hierarchic organization that makes meaning possible. Hierarchic structuring was, if at all, 
an implicit aspect of Saussure’s theory of the sign. But after the functional shattering of the word (as sign) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
53 Roland Barthes and Lionel Duisit, “Structural Analysis of Narratives,” New Literary History 6, no. 2 (1975): 239. 
54 Graham Allen, Intertextuality (London: Routledge, 2000), 10-11. 
55 Ibid., 238. 
56 Ibid., 238. 
57 Parenthetically, this is the reason why “close reading” is associated with structuralism. To the degree to which a 
close reading is limited to reflection on the work itself, and nothing outside of the work, it shares with structuralism, a 
belief in the immanence of structure. In the case of music, this would be similar to restricting an analytical reading of 
the piece to Nattiez’s immanent level – to the score, or to some other particular experience of a work.  
58 Ibid., 242. The idea that the organization of a text grants it meaning, does not die entirely with the birth of 
poststructuralism, as we shall see. However, poststructuralism will have much to say about the status of that 
organization and the meanings that it engenders.    
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into phonemes, morphemes, words, clauses, and sentences it seemed only logical for Barthes to conclude 
that: 
No unit pertaining to a certain level can be endowed with meaning unless it can be 
integrated into a superior level: a phoneme, although perfectly describable, means 
nothing by itself; it partakes in meaning only if integrated into a word; and the word itself 
must in turn be integrated into the sentence59. 
 
 The critical description of sentences then proceeded from the phonetic level (a partitioning of 
meaningless sound-units), to the phonological (the partitioning of meaningful sound-units), to the 
grammatical (description of rules that governed syntactic relations between words in well-formed 
sentences), to the contextual (the level of discourse / narrative). It is important to note that “contextual” did 
not mean intertextual in the way that Barthes and Kristeva will come to use it by the 1970s. The context 
was that of sentences vis-à-vis one another within the confines of a single work. Narrative could be 
conceived of as horizontal concatenations (things happening to people in the time of the story), or it could 
be “verticalized” – hierarchized – into one or more of three “strata”: functions, actions, and narrative. 
Without getting into too much detail, we can say that functions are essentially motifs that set up 
complimentary or consequential acts in the work; actions are – following A.J. Greimas’ “actanial” model of 
characters – the actions of characters which come to define them; and narrative refers to the flow of the 
entire work60.  
 A glance through Claude Lévi-Strauss’ Structural Anthropology (1963) will show that Barthes 
was not mischaracterizing the general attitude of structuralists at the time. After paying his respects to 
Saussure, Lévi-Strauss goes on to lay out the impact of Nikolai Trubetzkoy’s structural linguistics on 
Anthropology: 
First, structural linguistics shifts from the study of conscious linguistic phenomena to 
study of their unconscious infrastructure; second, it does not treat terms as independent 
entities, taking instead as its basis of analysis the relations between terms; third, it 
introduces the concept of system – ‘Modern phonemics does not merely proclaim that 
phonemes are always part of a system; it shows concrete phonemic systems and 
elucidates their structure’ –; finally, structural linguistics aims at discovering general 
laws, either by induction ‘or… by logical deduction, which would be given an absolute 
character61. 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59 Ibid. 242. 
60 Ibid., 233-250. 
61 Lévi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology, 33. Emphasis in original. 
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Saussure’s theory, despite words of caution over confusing the two, began by taking the word as 
the sign. He had a concept of “phonemes” but did not specify much more than that they were sonified parts 
of words. The linguists of the “Prague School,” principally Trubetzkoy and Roman Jakobson, elaborated 
theories of phonology, creating systems of binary oppositions that defined the sonic structure of phonemes, 
making no attempt to discuss their semantic meanings (ex. dark and light l’s, voiced and unvoiced 
consonants, etc.). More importantly they added to, and extended the function of the sign to the level of 
morphemes, which are defined as the smallest meaningful grammatical units. Other linguists like the 
American Leonard Bloomfield would follow them in dicing up words into other kinds of units (taxemes, 
sememes, episememes, etc.)62. Young also credits the Prague school with liberating poetics from its 
association with literary history and bringing it into the field of semiotics63. And both the structuralist 
Claude Lévi-Strauss, and the pragmatist music theorist Robert Hatten owe to Roman Jakobson the notions 
of “markedness” and “unmarkedness64.”    
The work of the American linguist Zellig S. Harris exemplified a growing emphasis, during the 
1950s, in structural linguistics on both descriptivism and distributional analysis. Descriptivism is an 
approach that, like that of structuralist Barthes, departed from a synchronically restricted data set. This 
approach dismissed as irrelevant “internal mental facts” (i.e. a listener’s ideas, concepts, intentions) in 
favor of a behavioristic fixation on observable speech acts; and semantic content, in favor of phonemic, 
phonetic, morphemic formalism65. The semantic effect of the parts of speech it observes, according to 
Harris, results from the distribution of those parts66. As such it eschewed hermeneutic interpretation in 
favor of an attempt to construct a model of the deep formal structures of language. Particularly, a 
descriptive analyst looks for regular parts of speech (by implication not to irregularities or other “non-
systematic” features of speech)67.   
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62 Raymond Monelle, Lingustics and Semiotics in Music (Chur, Switzerland: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1992), 40. 
63 Robert Young, “Prologue,” in Untying the Text, ed. Robert Young (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1981), 34. 
See also: Kristeva, Language the Unknown, 303. 
64 John Lechte, Fifty Key Contemporary Thinkers: From Structuralism to Postmodernity (New York: Routledge, 1994), 
71-6. 
65 Nöth, Handbook of Semiotics, 300-301. 
66 Zellig S. Harris, Structural Linguistics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951), 7. 
67 Ibid.,5. 
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The “distributional” nature of Harris’ approach was aimed at explicating the systematic nature of 
language. In the course of working to explicate a given language system, having defined a data set, and 
having divined a means of segmenting out its elements (i.e., its phonemes and morphemes); Harris carries 
out an analysis of their relationships. This distributional analysis is predicated on classifying parts of 
speech (i.e., saying something about their paradigmatic function) by observing how they relate to other 
parts of speech as they occur. An element’s “distribution” describes the total of all the arrangements in 
which it can function well68. Finally, along with mapping an element’s distribution to its semantic effect, 
distributional analysis defines the permissible range of phonemic variations that an element can undergo 
before it is interpreted as being some other element.    
Of course, Harris’ approach (much like that of his pupil Noam Chomsky) can only be carried out 
on acts of written or spoken speech. The instance of speech that forms the data set is generated by an 
“informant.” And the right of this informant to represent the language depends on their “competence” 
(Harris defines this as the extent to which their practice lines up with that of the community whose langue 
is supposedly under view)69. Impossible as it is to analyze langue (as both Saussure and Barthes 
acknowledged), the analysis of the concrete speech acts was taken to be sufficient to articulate a 
representative distribution that would account for the structure of language in all other possible acts of 
parole70.  
Nicholas Ruwet’s paradigmatic analysis was inspired by the work of Zellig Harris, and by that of 
other structuralist luminaries (Claude Lévi-Strauss, A.J. Greimas, and Harris’ most accomplished student, 
Noam Chomsky). In a simple form, observations about distribution are implicit in most kinds of theorizing. 
If (harmonic) functions are established by seeking out regularities of relation between recurring harmonic 
base pairs, all undergraduate music students who have performed a Roman numeral analysis are well 
acquainted with the fruit of distributional analysis. Similarly, post-tonal set analysis is predicated on 
identifying repetitions and (paradigmatic) transformations of pitch-class sets, set-classes, rows, and so 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
68 Ibid.,13. What is problematic with Harris’ tactic is that it verges on circularity: A speech element is segmented based 
on pertinence. An element’s pertinence is defined by virtue of its “syntagmatically determinate function.” An elements 
functional determination is predicated on observing its behavior in a typical environment. But in order to observe an 
element’s distribution, it has to be constituted as a segment.    
69 Ibid.,13-4. 
70 “…[W]hen the linguist offers his results as a system representing the language as a whole, he is predicting that the 
elements set-up for his corpus will satisfy all other bits of talking in that language” (Ibid.,17). 
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forth. Ruwet’s contribution is an attempted formalization of the process of segmentation based on 
recognizing and organizing paradigmatic similarity and difference (i.e., repetition). His 1966 article 
“Methods of Analysis in Musicology” lays down a “discovery procedure” for identifying motivically 
differentiated segments of medieval monophonic music, and determining perceptually hierarchic levels of 
motivic structure71. Ruwet also intimates, again in a preliminary fashion, that his segmentation discovery 
system can help to clarify and resolve questions about modal structure and harmonic behavior. This method 
of analysis has nothing to say about how the music conveys a sense of meaning, and identifies as 
“structural” only what comes by means of the repetition of motivic patterns.  
In addition to functional harmonic analysis, Allen Forte’s application of set-theory to music, 
Heinrich Schenker’s prolongational analysis, and Ruwet’s paradigmatic analytical theory for motivic 
design; Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff’s Generative Theory of Tonal Music represents another example 
of structuralist-influenced theoretical paradigms. Under the influence of Noam Chomsky, the Generative 
Theory of Tonal Music uses Chomskian hierarchic branch diagrams to map out relationships between 
structurally strong and structurally dependent pitches, harmonies, and rhythms. Left out of the system are 
elements that (as we will see below) Julia Kristeva might describe as phonematic devices, as elements that 
are not addressed by the grammatical system of explanation, but nonetheless have a decisive impact on 
meanings (in the context of Lerdahl and Jackendoff’s theory, elements like tension, relaxation, continuity, 
and progression)72. They are seen as adjacent matters of support to the truly pertinent aspects of structure 
(pitch and rhythm). They articulate a number of “well-formedness rules,” after the manner of Chomsky’s 
linguistic generative grammar, and resolve contradictions between applications of those rules by means of a 
number of epicyclical “preference rules,” which are constructed based on the assumption of the always-
undefined notion of the “experienced listener73.” Similarly to Roman numeral analysis, Fortean set-theory, 
Schenkerian prolongational analysis, and Ruwet’s paradigmatic analysis, the GTTM is formalistic in scope. 
It doesn’t attempt to address meaning or the relationship between syntax and semantics.  
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71 Nicholas Ruwet, “Methods of Analysis in Musicology,” trans. Mark Everest, Music Analysis 6, no. 1-2 (1966): 17-
32. 
72 Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (Boston: MIT Press, 1983), 8-11.  
73 How do competent speakers gain the competency to hear these structures? They become competent by means of 
getting an education in the very theories that are constructed from the projected competence of the theorist who 
articulates the theory.  
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Derrida – The Epistémè – Transcendental Signifiers – Différance – Deconstruction 
 
On 21, October 1966 – the same year that Barthes published his “Introduction to the Structural 
Analysis of Narrative” – Jacques Derrida delivered a lecture at a conference at Johns Hopkins University 
intended to celebrate the achievements of structuralist thought, particularly of Claude Lévi-Strauss. Both 
Lévi-Strauss, and Roland Barthes were in attendance. Derrida’s lecture, entitled “Structure, Sign, and Play 
in the Discourse of the Human Sciences” – now widely recognized as the beginning of poststructuralism – 
announced an “event” in the “history of the concept of structure.” That event turns out to have been 
structure’s unraveling. The print version of the essay, published first in 1967 (English publication in 1970) 
carries an epigram of Montaigne that expresses nicely what Derrida was attempting to do: “We need to 
interpret interpretations more than we need to interpret things74.” 
Derrida begins his auto-critique of criticism by examining the word “structure” itself. He calls it 
an affect of language (i.e., as a sign), and introduces as its foundation the “center…a point of presence, a 
fixed origin.75” The center that grounds structure, limits its “play,” that is, the center limits what may be 
considered a rational interpretation of its relationships, its meanings, and its coherence. The center closes 
off meaning, fixes it, stops its play. The center is the structural prototype / model that exists both 
contradictorily within and without the text. Structures in this sense – as models, as “empty meanings” – 
allow, Derrida holds, a “reassuring certitude beyond the reach of play,” but in the end express nothing more 
than the “force of a desire” (i.e., ideology)76.  
This force is something Derrida calls the epistémè, the desire to seek out origins anchored in a   
“transcendental signifier 77 .” Like the Western conceptions of God, Truth, Justice, Law, etc.; the 
transcendental signifier amounts to an uncaused cause. Despite its status as structural center, it remains 
itself a signifier – the only signifier that apparently escapes the interminably differential, and thus never 
stable, life of the sign. Recall that in Saussure, signs gained their meaning by virtue of not being the same !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
74 Jacques Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” in Writing and Difference, 
trans. Alan Bass (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1978), 351. 
75 Ibid., 352. 
76 Jonathan Culler quotes the Roland Barthes of Critique et Vérité (1966) saying that structuralist poetics “…will not 
interpret symbols but describe their polyvalency. In short, its object will not be the full meanings of the work but on the 
contrary the empty meaning which supports them all.” As quoted in Culler, Structural Poetics: Structuralism, 
Linguistics, and the Study of Literature, 118. 
77 It is “an invariable presence – eidos, arche, telos, energia, ousia (essence, existence, substance, subject), aletheia, 
transcendentality, consciousness, God, man, and so forth.”  See also Allen, Intertextuality, 32. 
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as some other sign. Importantly, this definition by differentiation links all language together in a giant 
differential web of interconnected negativity. Add to that the constant, if gradual, mutability of langue, and 
one begins to see what Derrida intended by coining the neologism différance. Meaning is never present in a 
sign, but always deferred by the never-ending drift of language. In this inherent instability, multiplicity, and 
un-centered-ness, lies the true fact of such centered structures: there can be no center. Thus the “event” to 
which Derrida had referred at the beginning of Structure, Sign, and Play:  
Henceforth, it was necessary to begin thinking that there was no center, that the center 
cannot be thought in the form of a present-being…that it was not a fixed locus but a 
function, a sort of non-locus in which an infinite number of sign-substitutions came into 
play. This was the moment when language invaded the universal problematic, the 
moment when, in the absence of a center or origin, everything became discourse…that is 
to say, a system in which the central signified, the original or transcendental signified, is 
never absolutely present outside of a system of differences. The absence of the 
transcendental signified extends the domain of the play of signification infinitely78. 
 
 Hence, what Robert Young has called “the crisis of the sign."79 Because Derrida had shown the 
instability, arbitrariness, and différance of the various structures, models, and fixities of meaning that had 
been brought to experience, this method of seeing the text has to be replaced. The practice of criticism, as 
Derrida saw it, had to cease being a practice of identifying structures, and become a practice of self-
conscious structuring in discourse. In trying to make this move, the move of a “destruction of metaphysics” 
– escaping the linguistic uncaused cause and opening up the play of signification without limits – we would 
also have to reject the “concept and word ‘sign’ itself80.”  
In his text, Of Grammatology, Derrida argues that the philosophical-scientific rationality of signs 
is rooted in an “onto-theological” relation of rationality to “Logos,” and that the separation between 
sensible and intelligible – that he censures Lévi-Strauss for attempting to overcome in the sign – is 
embodied in, an reinforced by, the sign’s bifurcation into a signified that is presumably a representation to 
mind of what actually is (what is sensible, and retains an “immediate relation with the Logos in general”); 
and a signifier, which it serves as a mediator in writing. Res (the “thing”) was seen by the Greeks as 
emanating from eidos (“its sense thought in the logos or in the infinite understanding of God”).  Speech, 
which has direct connection with the speaker, and with the speaker’s body, is primary. Writing is a “fallen” 
form of signification, in his formulation of the “onto-theological” origins of signification according to the !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
78 Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and Play n the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” 353-4. 
79 Young, “Prologue,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader, 33. 
80 Derrida “Structure, Sign, and Play n the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” 354. 
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philosophical-scientific, empirical tradition81. The heart of the critique of this concept of the sign is that, 
while philosophy and science – and by virtue of its adoption of the philosophical-scientific rationality – 
have seen themselves as rejecting the unsubstantiated (the metaphysical), the very possibility of an ultimate 
or final substantiality rests on a theoretical tradition rooted in the metaphysic. Nevertheless he says, we 
cannot give up the sign – “metaphysical” as it may be – without rendering discourse impossible82.  
 Derrida exemplifies this problem, in Structure, Sign, and Play, by making reference to Claude 
Lévi-Strauss’ binary opposition between nature and culture in The Elementary Structures of Kinship83. 
Lévi-Strauss defines nature as “that which is universal and spontaneous, and not dependent on any 
particular culture or any determinate norm.” Culture is expressed in “that which depends upon a system of 
norms regulating society and therefore is capable of varying from one social structure to another.” Lévi-
Strauss himself uncovers a “scandal” in the early pages of the Elementary Structures, namely that the 
concept of the incest prohibition is both “natural,” in that it appeared to be universal, and “cultural,” in that 
it was a prohibition (a norm regulating culture). It took from the binary nature / culture, as defined, its 
power to organize thought. Derrida envisions two responses to this “scandal.”  
Derrida’s own response to the limits of signification, amounts to a rejection of the philosophical-
scientific (“onto-theological”) concept of given Truth. Derrida shows that the terms – the nature / culture 
designation, and the concept of incest prohibition – contain in themselves the seeds for an auto-critique. 
The auto-critique begins by examining the foundations of the philosophy that gave rise to the false binary, 
and proceeds to “deconstitute” them, not replacing them with another binary that will likely be just as 
unable to account for the varieties of experience and signification as the first. The second is that of Lévi-
Strauss, according to Derrida, who keeps the tool of the determinate binary opposition and merely adjusts 
its limits. Lévi-Strauss stands within the logic of “philosophy,” and within the empiricism of the scientific 
method, ready to dismiss his tools for others should they be more useful. As Derrida says, “in the mean 
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81 Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1967), 10-15. 
82 Derrida concludes: “Of course, it is not a question of ‘rejecting’ these notions; they are necessary and, at least at 
present, nothing is conceivable for us without them.” Ibid., 15. 
83 Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences,” 357-8. 
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time, the relative efficacy is exploited, and they are employed to destroy the old machinery to which they 
belong, and of which they are pieces84.”  
This process of “deconstitution,” or rather deconstruction, is Derrida’s most famous contribution 
to semiotics. It must not be confused merely with dialectics, which is essentially what Lévi-Strauss 
wrestled with in the “Overture” chapter of The Raw and the Cooked. The “double gesture, double science, 
double writing” of deconstruction takes place in two moments: The first moment regards the reversal of a 
hierarchically valued binary (like Lévi-Strauss’ nature / culture). The second moment brings a displacement 
of the system from within which it (the binary) was able to operate: 
Deconstruction does not consist in moving from one concept to another, but in 
reversing and displacing a conceptual order as well as the non-conceptual order 
with which it was articulated. For example, writing, as a classical concept, 
entails predicates that have been subordinated, excluded, or held in abeyance by 
forces and according to necessities to be analyzed. It is those predicates [that 
have]...always resisted the prior organization of forces, always constituted the 
residue irreducible to the dominant force organizing the hierarchy that we may 
refer to, in brief, as logocentric85. 
 
The “residue” that resists and is irreducible to the “dominant force organizing the hierarchy,” is 
the crucial sign in writing (and I argue, in music). The “forces” to which Derrida refers here, are of course 
synonymous with the “force of desire” to arrest the play of meaning that is betrayed by the presence of the 
residue / remainder. The presence of parallel fifths, cross-relations, or harmonic retrogressions (V ! ii) in 
the music of Johann Sebastian Bach, for example, are the evidence of a kind of residue that resists the rule. 
There are “structuralist” ways of justifying Bach’s choices, perhaps adhering to implicit “preference rules” 
of composition wherein the motivic and contrapuntal trajectories of the music take momentary preference 
over the harmonic, or by proposing new epicyclical rules that directly hypostatize a musical situation (the 
“back-relating dominant”)86. It’s not that such examples of compensation are irrational per se, but that they 
are only rational within and for the sake of a prior theoretical commitment. 
Derrida goes on, in his essay, to truly dismantle the concept of structural centers in Lévi-Strauss’ 
work, The Raw and the Cooked. The work cleverly takes musical forms like theme and variations, sonata 
form, toccata and fugue, etc. as a basis for a number of structural anthropological studies. The first chapter !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
84 Ibid., 359. 
85 Jacques Derrida, “Signature-Event-Context,” in Limited Inc (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988), 21. 
86 I use the word “epicyclic” in the Ptolemaic sense of the word – a cycle attached to a cycle (a system to a system, a 
theory to a theory), postulated to make a prior theoretical commitment “work.” 
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(“theme and variations”), similarly to his mythopoetics in Structural Anthropology, compares a number of 
myths from the Boroboro Indians of central Brazil, seeking to discover deep similarities87. He chooses a 
reference myth – a “theme” – and postulates, through a series of “variations,” a number of relationships 
tying all of the variations to that myth. Derrida points out that the choice of myth was essentially arbitrary 
(as Lévi-Strauss admits), but also that the arbitrariness is a misuse of the myth88. Balking at the idea that 
there is any unity or absolute source, Derrida concludes that criticism, if it is to be sincere and represent the 
nature of signification has to forego scientific and philosophical discourse, with its drive to seek out origins 
(source, center, foundation, principle, etc.). The implications for something like Schenkerian analysis, or 
even the analysis of sonata form cannot be missed. Derrida is first in suggesting an alternative that will be 
widely insisted upon in poststructural theory henceforth: 
In opposition to epistemic discourse, structural discourse on myths – mythological    
discourse – must itself be mythomorphic. It must have the form of that of which it  
speaks."89 
  
 In the abdication of the epistémè (i.e., of the Platonic, Aristotelian, “Newtonian,” scientific, desire 
to unify all phenomena into a contradiction-free system), we will find not only a rejection of the notion of 
centered and common structures, but also the suggestion of what Barthes will famously term “the death of 
the author.” The search for sources, origins, and Truth leads to false perceptions – “historical illusion[s]” – 
with regards how works are generated, and about the relation of a work’s author to the free play of 
signification that unfolds when a reader / listener experiences the work90. The idea that criticism about 
myths must be “mythomorphic” to the myths (works / texts) that it attempts to comprehend and critique has 
a somewhat complex meaning. Julia Kristeva, generalizing the point to all text, says that critique is 
isomorphic to the works it addresses91. Barthes makes the same point at the end of “From Work to Text92.” 
This means that critique (theory / analysis) has the same status in language that the text has. This is not to 
say that the critique of a painting must be another painting, or as Harold Blooms says “the meaning of a !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
87 Similarities, not incidentally, unlike the functions and indices of Roland Barthes’ Structural Analysis of Narratives – 
motifs that serve to orient, organize, and direct the text. He doesn’t use Barthes’ terminology, of course, neither does he 
constrain his search for functions/indices to the level of the single myth.   
88 Derrida, Ibid., 361. See also Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Raw and The Cooked (New York: Harper & Row, 1969), 2. 
89 Derrida, “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Humanities,” 362. 
90 Ibid., 363. 
91 Julia Kristeva, “Word, Dialogue, Novel,” in Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art (New 
York: Columbia UP, 1980), 64. 
92 Roland Barthes, “From Work to Text,: in Image-Music-Text (London: Fontana Press, 1977), 164. 
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poem…another poem93.” Instead it means that, in the same way that painting a painting, or writing an 
original poem, is a creative act of signifying – of creating new meanings – writing about (interpreting) 
paintings or poems puts the analyst-writer in the position of an author. This is what Barthes is referring to 
when he talks about reading as writing. And the product of reading / analysis is not a meta-linguistic text 
that detaches itself from the agency and activity of its author, but creates a “new epistemological object” in 
the act of representing the object of critique94. 
 
Kristeva – Signifiance – Intertextuality – Monologism / Dialogism – Polyphony – 
Epic vs. Carnivalesque – Semiotic / Symbolic – Phenotext / Genotext – Phonematic 
Devices 
 
 Julia Kristeva’s notion of signification – for which she created the neologism signifiance – is 
clearly a re-articulation of Derrida’s concept of différance. Her intention was to indicate that literary 
meaning is in a continual state of “productive deferral95.” She rejected the traditional, Saussurean sign on 
the grounds that it is a product of scientific / theological abstraction. In Kristeva’s lingo, the sign represents 
the “0/1”of identity, substance, cause, and goal. The binary nature of meaning as “0” (non-meaning) or “1” 
(single, official, “theological meaning”) is replaced with symbolic binary “0 / 2.” The “0” of non-meaning 
is opposed to the “2,” or the “double,” which is essentially a code word for polysemy (the fundamental 
state of all texts, as having multiple meanings / structures, rather than one). The concept of polysemic sign 
and its relation to “Otherness” addresses how signs are constituted both by their appearance in a given text, 
and by the synergy created when they are brought into contact with the signs of other texts, and with their 
own appearance in other contexts. The instability and “productivity” of the sign are predicated on the 
relationships activated in signification between the word’s two axes: the horizontal exchange between 
writing subject and addressee, and the vertical interchange between one text and other texts. The intertext 
of Kristeva’s structuralism (what I refer to as poststructuralism) is not normative or regulatory, but one in 
which the speaker’s speech acts transform the meanings they pass on96: 
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93 Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence:A Theory of Poetry, 2nd Ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), 93-
96. 
94 Roland Barthes, “The Theory of the Text,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader, ed. Robert Young 
(Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981) 42. 
95 Allen, Inertextualty, 51. 
96 Kristeva seems to have viewed herself somewhat consistently as a structuralist. The dependence on formalist 
thinking and mathematical and “meta-mathematical” thought – which is what she proposes as an alternative to 
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…[A]ny text is constructed as a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and 
transformation of another. The notion of intertextuality, replaces that of intersubjectivity, 
and poetic language is read as at least double97. 
 
This quotation, taken from her essay Word, Dialogue, Novel (1969, trans. 1980) is highly 
dependent on the work of the Russian formalist critic Mikhail Bakhtin, and takes many of its main 
principles (monologism / dialogism, polyphony, heteroglossia, the dichotomy between epic and carnivale, 
etc.) from his work. Her contribution, other than reinforcing Bakhtin’s influence in the French literary 
world, was to join them together and reinterpret them via her theory of intertextuality. Where Bakhtin had 
spoke of the dialog of a novel as being a kind of “intersubjectivity,” Kristeva, perhaps under the influence 
of Derrida, expanded the idea and re-purposed it for texts (all kinds of writing). The intertext becomes a 
fundamental reality of textuality itself, and her notion of the intertextual nature of signification in Texts led 
Barthes to build much of his ideas on the matter. Barthes quotes her in his essay The Theory of the Text: 
We define the Text as a translinguistic apparatus which redistributes the order of 
language by putting a communicative utterance, aiming to inform directly, in relation 
with different utterances, anterior to, or synchronic with it98. 
  
The Text is the space where language – texts, the words of others – productively collide and form 
new meanings. It is the network of traces that connects literature not only to itself, but also to the central 
features of her idiolect: Freudian psychoanalysis, the formation of the subject, foreignness, migration and 
“grafts” (i.e., the person as a graft). We will not spend much time on the psychoanalytical frames that 
energized much of her writing, other than to comment that it grants to her work, a quality of subjectivity 
and personal involvement akin to what is seen in late Barthes. Intertextuality, as she says “…marks the 
moment in which semiotics opened itself to subjectivity99.” This movement beyond structuralism is a 
movement beyond the non-hermeneutical calculative treatment of grammars, codes, complexes, and so on. 
In the same essay (“Word, dialogue, novel”), Kristeva refers to Bakhtin’s concept of dialogism, 
which is the binary opposite in his theory, of monologism. The two words pertain to the texture of a piece 
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scientific logic – lends support to this designation. Nonetheless, many of her ideas have contributed to, and are 
considered a part of, poststructuralist theory. See: Kristeva, Language the Unknown, 25. Her use of set theory falls 
outside of the domain of our interests here. However, it must be said that she does not use set theory in order to 
establish general rules that govern the “construction of new linguistic…and poetic, variations” – which is what she 
rejects Chomsky’s generative linguistics for. Instead she finds in mathematic logic an “artificial language” that 
possesses a “freedom of the sign.” Her version of set-theory seems to have been somewhat rhetorical.  
97 Kristeva, “Word, Dialogue, Novel,” 66. 
98 Barthes, “Theory of the Text,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader, 36. 
99 Young, “Prologue,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader, 9. 
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of literary writing, and are deployed in response to the answers to a number of questions one might ask 
about a piece of writing: How many voices are speaking in this text, and whose are they? What is the 
relationship between the voices of a text, and its author? What kind of control does the author exert?  
Monologism, as the name betrays, operates from a logic of singleness, unity, and authority. 
Echoes of Derrida are evident here, too. Kristeva conceives of monological works as operating though a 
scientific logic. She follows Derrida in using theology / God as a symbol for this quality of definition, 
fixity, stability, and the arrest of the play of signification, and as the logic (or logos) of the system of 
communication. The effect of the work is to declare what is, by linking sequences (of text) in which the 
prior gives rise to causes the latter (as if the causes of complex events, states of being and so on, could be 
traced so singularly). The monological work is monophonic. There is one voice that controls the work and 
its characters: the author, who referees the discourse; declares a winner, a truth, and a moral. For all of 
these reasons, Bakhtin associated the genre of the heroic epic with monologism100.  
Dialogism and dialogical texts, on the other hand, operate from a logic of multiplicity and 
relativity. Rather than a scientific language pervading the text, the dialogical text is pervaded by a poetic 
language, which is not dedicated to describing the absolute reality of the work in objective terms, but to 
describing the text as the affect of a series of relations existing in a rhetorical framework. Kristeva’s 
polyphony sees the work as a textile of texts woven with other texts. In the same way that the dialog of 
characters forms the basis of a reader’s interpretation of what takes place in a novel, the dialog of texts 
forms the basis of a particular reader’s ability to concoct those interpretations in the first place. This 
bacchanal of voices and texts is part of what characterizes carnivalesque writing, which Bakhtin-Kristeva 
oppose to the epic.  
Menippean satire and the Carnivale are both European traditions of reversal and transgression. 
Kristeva uses them as metaphors for a kind of writing that the modern novel represented for her. 
Menippean writing – like its ancestor genre – mocks, criticizes, and rejects institutions, conventions, and 
ideas that are considered normative. The abrupt transitions and rapid changes of style (including toggling 
back and forth between poetry and prose), the use of high and low styles, and violation of social taboos are 
elements that Kristeva associates with the modern text. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
100 Kristeva, “Word, Dialogue, Novel,” 78-82. 
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Carnivalesque discourse “breaks through the laws of a language censored by grammar and 
semantics […]”101. It is the “centrifugal force” in writing that promotes unofficial meaning / signification, 
according to Allen102. The novels that Kristeva idealized in this respect came from writers who were known 
for pushing against convention in different ways (ex. Fyodor Dostoevsky, Marcel Proust, Franz Kafka, 
James Joyce, and Philip Sollers among others). Of course, this aspect of writing – the (tradition of) 
breaking with tradition and stretching or flouting conventional technique – has a storied history in music 
composition. Sciarrino has claimed that a similar sense of transformation – drawing from inherited 
language and musical practices through the practice of playfully distorting them – is the motivating force of 
truly new music composition.   
 Kristeva’s interest in Lacanian psychoanalysis and its relation to language (and thus to literature) 
led her to read onto texts, a distinction between what she called the semiotic and the semantic. The semiotic 
represents a stage of child development in consciousness before the acquisition of language, which she 
calls the “pre-thetic.” The semiotic is the realm of drives, impulses, and of bodily rhythms. When, as 
infants, we began to acquire language – a sign system that is exterior to the self: borrowed, learned – the 
subject is said to “split.” The acquisition of language, seen as a loss of self, splits the subject and her psyche 
into conscious / unconscious, rational / irrational, reasoning / desiring, social / pre-social, and 
communicable / incommunicable103. Because the splitting of the subject is occasioned by language, 
language is the field in which the tensional relation between the two halves plays out, through the phenotext 
and genotext. 
 Both phenotext and genotext are aspects (or better, forces) of language that exist in a tensional and 
interactive relationship with one another. Essentially, this dichotomy is a way of naming and discussing the 
fact that in any piece of writing – let us add music foremost among them – there seem to be bits of writing 
that can be structured with grammar and that seem systematic, and other bits that can’t be; that are 
ambiguous, irrational, and can make theoretical explanations difficult to maintain. Jacques Derrida used the 
term aporias to describe the same phenomena104. The phenotext, according to Barthes, consists of concrete 
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102 Allen, Intertextuality, 21 
103 Ibid., 46-50. 
104 An “aporia,” put simply, is a contradiction or logical disjunction in a text: a crack, a seam. 
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statements that “come under the concept of the sign and of communication105.” Ordinary methods of 
analysis (i.e., structural analysis) are able to account for its construction and functioning. Allen adds that 
the definable parts of structure in a text are part of the phenotext. It gives voice and structure to political, 
cultural, and grammatical codes106. The genotext, by contrast, is the force of the unconscious, the irrational, 
the pre-social, and of desire. Barthes tells us that it is a heterogeneous domain of multiple logics, and the 
field of signifiance107. It breaks through and disrupts the phenotext, making use of what Kristeva called 
phonematic devices: rhythm, intonation, melody, and repetition108. From this it can be concluded that the 
force and influence of the semiotic are felt in Menippean / Carnivalesque writings, which do for the literary 
corpus and language, what the genotext does to the phenotext in any writing (be it monological or 
dialogical). Kristeva’s and Barthes’ structuralism beyond structuralism – which I have been calling 
poststructuralism – places an analytical emphasis on the genotextual109.  
It’s not necessary, I argue, to descend into Lacanian psychoanalysis to see that this apperception is 
useful. However, in order to make it useful for music analysis it is clear that some kind of translation is 
necessary. Ordinary structural analysis in music is largely “phenotextual” in that it focuses its energies on 
organizing musical material into rational universal structures, and postulating grammatical rules and 
principles to articulate their relations. Structuralist analyses in music already organize what is 
“phonematic” in Kristeva’s original thought (i.e., rhythm, pitch, melody, repetition, etc.). Thus, 
“genotextual” analysis will need to seek out more relevant terms, in order to articulate the kind of 
difference that Kristeva intended. If the genotext is the force in writing that disrupts the phenotext (the 
rational / grammatical structure), then we have to look at the places where music resists the structure. We 
have to look at what a musical phenotextual analysis doesn’t organize; what exists as an added layer, 
invisible to it, that inflects its apparent meanings, often to the point of reversing them, or reversing the 
conditions in which they are wont to be sought.  
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105 Barthes, “Theory of the Text,” 37-8. 
106 Allen, Intertextuality, 51. 
107 Ibid., 38. 
108 Ibid., 51. 
109 “At the beginning of my research, I was working on a commentary of Bakhtin and had the feeling that his concepts 
of dialogism and carnival could open a new perspective beyond structuralism. Barthes was already thinking about the 
ideological implication of the semiotic system…and the plurality of the sign itself…so he was quite fascinated from the 
very beginning by my reading of Bakhtin and invited me to his seminar in 1966 to give a talk.” (Kristeva, Language 
the Unknown, 8), with added emphasis.   
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The relevance of music’s phonematic devices is very clear when one examines Sciarrino’s 
“elaborations,” which leave the harmonic structures of their predecessor works intact, only redistributing 
the elements of music that traditional harmonic analysis does not account for. Only once we become aware 
of this difference, accept its importance, and learn to hear again in its light, can we understand why 
Sciarrino is able to present works like Le Voci Sotto Vetro and Pagine as his, rather than Carlo Gesualdo’s 
or George Gershwin’s. Only then can we hear them not merely as “not plagiarized,” but in fact as 
resonating with the same radical critique of structuralist theoretical discourse as his non-elaborative works.  
 
Barthes the Poststructuralist – The Death of the Author – Play / Jouissance – 
Intertextuality – The Theory of the Text 
 
 Whether or not Derrida’s presentation at Johns Hopkins was the precise turning point for Barthes, 
it is clear that the late 1960’s saw a radical change in his idiolect, one that betrays a clear kinship with the 
former. This transformation can best be seen in texts like The Death of the Author (1968), The Empire of 
the Sign (1970), S/Z (1970), The Pleasure of the Text (1973), and Image-Music-Text (1977), to name a few. 
Barthes’ entire view of structural analysis seems to have been cleared away and reassessed. Suddenly, his 
call for a meta-language of critique disappears, and his concept of the sign becomes inflected a with 
Derridean sense of deferral. The influence was no doubt mutual, his notions of the roles of the author and 
of the reader set fourth in The Death of the Author, precede the articulation of similar ideas in Derrida’s 
Limited Inc. (1988) by 20 years.  
 The Death of the Author examines the relation of Honoré de Balzac to his novel Sarrasine. Before 
the first paragraph is complete, Barthes asks a series of questions about nature of that relationship, all of 
which he dismisses by concluding that they are unanswerable, for “…[W]riting is the destruction of every 
voice, of every point of origin. Writing is the neutral, composite, oblique space where our subject slips 
away, the negative where all identity is lost, starting with the very identity of the body writing110.” In other 
words, Barthes takes and applies Derrida’s understanding of the nature of writings as open, disembodied, 
fields of semiotic possibility, and applies it to literature111. The pages of this brief text are littered with 
references to deferral, formulations similar to Derrida’s writing under erasure, the anti-theological (i.e., !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
110 Barthes, “Death of the Author,” in Image-Music-Text, 142. 
111 Ibid., 147. 
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anti-metaphysical ant-epistemic) nature of the sign, and so on112. The function that criticism historically 
reserved for the author is turned back towards the reader, who is – at least in the 1968 essay – an 
abstraction himself: “…the space on which all the quotations that make up a writing are inscribed without 
any of them being lost; a text’s unity lies not in its origin but in its destination113.”    
Derrida’s formulation of the shift from author to reader, in “Signature, Event, Context,” flushes 
out Barthes’ argument more fully, and dispenses with its leftover structuralism. First, in order to be 
“writing,” a text must be able to function in the absence of any particular reader114. This doesn’t mean that 
the reader has also “died,” just that, to whatever degree the reader is figured as “absent” from the author’s 
writing process, there will be a corresponding space, or distancing between them in their way of seeing the 
text115. Second, the writer (sender) produces a mark that is itself – despite the absence / disappearance of 
that writer – productive and significant116. The writer is no longer present in the text. He is not able to take 
responsibility for, or answer for what he has written. He fades into posterity, yet his writing continues to 
speak. Derrida decouples the author’s intention-to-speak from the text’s ability-to-signify, writing that “the 
sign possesses the characteristic of being readable even if the moment of its production is irrevocably lost 
and even if I do not know what its alleged author-scriptor consciously intended to say at the moment he 
wrote it, i.e. abandoned it to its essential drift117.”  
In Derrida there is no talk of a “unity” of the text merely located in one subject rather than in 
another. Barthes will drop this insistence on unity later in the Theory of the Text. And Derrida does so here, 
by highlighting the illimitable infinite breaks between the words of a text – its citationality – its ability to 
be “grafted” radically into new contexts:  
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112 Regarding writing under erasure, or “sous rature” as it is also known, it is a rhetorical technique of Heidegger used 
to demonstrate that a word is necessary, but insufficient (he used “[.]” as a substitute for the word “being”). In the case 
of Derrida, all language is sous rature in that meaning itself, which writing presumes to affect, is founded on a 
metaphysical illusion of presence (the presence of the thing in its word). As Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak explains in her 
translator’s Preface to Of Grammatology: “At once inside and outside a certain Hegelian and Heideggerian tradition, 
Derrida, then, is asking us to change certain habits of mind: the authority of the text is provisional, the origin is a trace; 
contradicting logic, we must learn to use and erase our language at the same time.” (Derrida, Of Grammatology, xviii).   
113 Barthes, “Death of the Author,” in Image-Music-Text, 148. 
114 Derrida, “Signature Event Context,” in Limited Inc., 7. 
115 In truth, the “subject” has died; his originality and agency have been challenged by Derrida, Kristeva, and Barthes. 
He speaks with borrowed words, and merely re-structures meanings that are prior to, and independent of himself.   
116 Ibid., 8. 
117 Ibid., 9. 
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Every sign, linguistic or nonlinguistic…can be cited, put between quotation marks; in so 
doing it can break with every given context, engendering an infinity of new contexts in a 
manner which is absolutely illimitable. This does not imply that the mark is valid outside 
of a context but on the contrary that there are only contexts without any center or absolute 
anchoring118.  
 
In this way neither the writer, nor the reader, has ultimate control over the “play” of signification. For in the 
act of writing, the author reconfigures old meanings, and in the act of reading, the reader “re-writes” what 
the writer has written. This notion of writing as intertextuality is a radical shift away from the notion of 
intertext as “literary competency” – guarantor and fixer of meanings – toward a new openness, instability, 
and polysemy.  
 By the time Barthes wrote The Pleasure of the Text, he had left far behind the critical apparatus of 
his Structural Analysis of Narrative119. He begins: 
  Imagine someone…who abolishes within himself all barriers, all classes, all exclusions,  
not by syncretism but by simple discard of that old specter: logical contradiction; who 
mixes every language, even those said to be incompatible; who silently accepts every 
charge of illogicality, or incongruity…and legal terrorism (how much penal evidence is 
based on a psychology of consistency!). […] Now this anti-hero exists: he is the reader of 
the text at the moment he takes his pleasure120. 
 
The Pleasure of the Text is Barthes’ attempt to give voice to the reader, and to what Derrida called the 
“freeplay of signification.” Barthes calls it here jouissance (pleasure, bliss). The writing is markedly freer, 
more poetic, and less concerned with structuring its claims as arguments. They are laid out in sections that 
range from single aphoristic lines, to multiple paragraphs. There are no chapters, no scholarly citations, and 
no attempts to assert any of its claims as empirically true other than by force of a writerly assertion. Many 
of the sections peer so deeply into Barthes’ own situated-ness as a reader, that they seem essentially cryptic. 
However, a number of important claims – consistent with the work of Derrida and Kristeva – come to bear 
clearly in the text. 
 Jouissance, Barthes says creates a “margin of indecision” in which distinction (determination) will 
not lead to absolute classifications, but rather “the paradigm will falter, the meaning will be precarious, 
revocable, reversible, the discourse incomplete121.” This “margin of indecision” is in marked contrast with !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
118 Ibid., 12. 
119 Though the focus of critique expanded beyond the level of narrative (at the level of semantics), towards the level of 
the intertext.  
120 Roland Barthes, Pleasure of the Text, trans. Richard Miller (New York: Hill and Wang, 1975), 3. 
121 Ibid., 4. 
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the classifications and hierarchizations of the Structural Analysis of Narratives, but meshes perfectly with 
Derridean différance. The work of observation, the work of signification, is never complete. The pleasure 
of the Text, and its “bliss” are not concerned with the “narrative suspense,” the “Oedipal” need to uncover, 
to know, “to learn the origin and the end” behind its structures, but to enjoy the “abrasions” the reader 
imposes on the work – his entering into and exiting out of the work and into the Text (i.e., intertext)122. So a 
work that is already the result of a virtually infinite regress of “citationality” – the authorial “quotation” of 
the predecessor, and his use of “borrowed” language (of language itself, which is borrowed) – is further 
chopped up and reshaped by its reader.  
This notion of intertextuality is, again, a far cry from the structuralist notion of literary 
competency that teaches the ideal reader how to interpret a work. Instead of a reservoir of rules and 
conventions that establish and limit meaning, there is, as Mary Orr wonderfully put it, a “quantum theory of 
translinguistics,” where the act of measuring or observing the work alters it and its relation to the system (in 
this case, language)123. As a result, the observer must be considered to be a part of the system and its 
effects124. Barthes, again: 
I savor the sway of formulas, the reversal of origins, the ease which brings the anterior 
text out of the subsequent one. I recognize that Proust’s work, for myself at least, is the 
reference work, the general mathesis, the mandala of the entire literary cosmogony… 
 
Proust is what comes to me, not what I summon up; not an “authority,” simply a circular 
memory. Which is what the inter-text is: the impossibility of living outside the infinite 
text – whether this text be Proust or the daily newspaper or the television screen: the book 
creates the meaning, the meaning creates life125.   
 
Barthes writes here with desire. The book addresses literature, but it also is literature. This interjection of 
subjectivity into literary criticism is an example of what is meant by Derrida and Kristeva when they call 
for a critique that recognizes its own isomorphy to its object. Barthes’ own experiences – situated in time, 
culture, and his own choices and whims – influence and pressure his reading.  
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122 Ibid.,10-12. 
123 Mary Orr, Intertextuality: Debates and Contexts (Cambridge, UK: Polity, 2003), 35. 
124 Science in the Early Twentieth Century: An Encyclopedia., s.v. "Uncertainty Principle." Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 
2005. http://search.credoreference.com (accessed August 8, 2013). 
125 Barthes, Pleasure of the Text, 36. 
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 Barthes formalizes the poststructural claims of The Pleasure of the Text in somewhat more 
“theoretical” language in two essays: “The Theory of the Text,” and “From Work to Text” (1977). They 
can be taken together as the articulation of his concept of textual analysis. The “Theory of the Text,” as we 
have already seen, both “extends to infinity the freedoms of reading,” and stresses the “productive 
equivalence of writing and reading126.” Textual analysis rejects the “exteriority” that traditional theory 
posits, namely the distance between the “closed work” and the observer that inspects it from outside, using 
theoretical discourse merely as a tool to explicate what is objectively there in the work. Criticism becomes 
split between two objects: the Text it observes, and itself. The Text (as intertext) criticizes the critique or, 
as Kristeva says, “redistributes the order of the language127.” 
 Robert Young, in his preface to Barthes’ “Theory of the Text,” articulates a difference between 
two different conceptions of what a text is (and of what is a text). In the traditional view, a text is 
understood as a single work, within whose confines “meaning” unfolds. The work is an autonomous unity 
operating in a vacuum free from the intrusion of other works, save through the basic functioning of mere 
competency. The revised understanding that Barthes articulates, reaches beyond the individual work into a 
space where signifiers are in a continuous state of mutual delimited production (différance). In this 
conception, intertextuality is not something that is incidental to the signification that takes place “within” 
the work, but is fundamental to it128.  
 Barthes tells us that this shift from work to text is the result of an interdisciplinarity between 
linguistics, anthropology, Marxism, and psychoanalysis, which resulted in a breakdown of their old 
disciplinary certainties129. This epistemological “slide” brings structuralism from a “Newtonian” concept of 
textuality to an “Einsteinian” one – where the “relativity of the frames of reference [i.e., the writer, reader, 
critic] be included in the object studied130.” He then makes a series of comparisons between the work and 
Text, which are reproduced and abbreviated here in table form; arranged in the numerical and classificatory 
order in which they are found in Barthes’ essay: 
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126 Barthes, “Theory of the Text,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader, 42. 
127 Ibid., 36. 
128 Young, “Prologue,” in Untying the Text: A Post-Structuralist Reader, 34-5. 
129 Barthes, “From Work to Text,” in Imag-Music-Text, 155. 
130 Ibid., 156. 
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Classification (page #) WORK TEXT 
Method (156) [Physical] fragment of substance occupying the space of books “A methodological field” 
“       (157) “Displayed” “Demonstrated” 
“             “ Can be held in the hand Held in language / Exists in the moment of discourse 
“             “  Experienced in an “activity of production” 
“              “  Cuts across several works 
Genre (157)  Not only literature Not contained in a hierarchy 
“  Subversive Poses problems of classification 
“        (158)  Goes to the limits of rationality / readability / Para-doxical 
Sign (158) Closes on a signified Experienced in reaction to the sign 
“ 
Signification is either: 
a) Evident object of a literal 
science 
b) Secret object of a hermeneutics 
of interpretation 
 
“ Functions as a general / fixed sign Différance 
“  Logic of the text is not comprehensive, but metonymic 
“ Moderately symbolic Radically symbolic 
“         (159)  Like language: structured, but without closure 
Plurality (159) One or more meanings Plurality 
Filiation (159-60) Caught in a process of “filiation” Author as “guest” in the text 
“       (161) Organicism Network 
Reading and Pleasure (161-3) An act of consumption Play, activity, production, practice 
 
Table 47: From work to Text 
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 The work is a physically bound entity; the text is a “field.” This does not mean that the text is the 
words, or even the concepts (signifieds) that are contained in a piece of writing, but that it is what the work 
contains that opens up beyond the metaphorical covers, to enter into language (in a sense, literary 
“langue”). The text is not a thing held in the book, but an interrelation that acts in language. It is 
demonstrated in motion, not indicated as a frozen entity (a structure). In a manner of speaking, the work is 
the interpretant left behind as a trace of the text’s activity in discourse. Another way of making the same 
point is to say that the text is the localized concentration and activity of (experience of) the intertext that 
intersects with a given piece of writing: the work you are observing, and all of the works, experiences, 
connotations, etc. that it brings to your mind). A work is a window into the text (intertext). 
 It is not contained in a single genre, and it does not betray a necessity to separate “high and low,” 
“then and now,” “appropriate and inappropriate” (echoes of Bakhtin-Kristeva’s carnivalesque, Menippean 
novel). It exerts a subversive force on old classifications and determinations. It breaks out of the system of 
old language (with its codes and formulae) and transcends the limits of rationality and readability. Text 
resists structuring that is introduced or regulated by linguistic / literary competency, and received notions of 
intelligibility. It is para-doxical (i.e., beyond common opinion / convention). The poet e. e. cummings 
writes: “anyone lived in a pretty how town.” Jackson Pollack hovers over a giant canvas situated on the 
ground and drips paint wildly. Sciarrino radically alters the flow of voicing of the Gesualdo madrigals in Le 
voci sotto vetro.  
 The work holds the signified in place, says what it is, reveals it; keeps it. The “meaning,” its 
syntactical construction, and the message that it bares, is deemed evident and subjected to the science of 
philology and historicity, or is deemed secret, and subjected to the objective analytical act of discovery and 
explanation. Both of these are “scientific” operations. In the former, the observer / theorist seeks its origins 
in language-practice and congeals it into a history of writing. In the latter, it is examined under the 
microscope to reveal the fingerprints of its construction. The Text, however, is submersed into the play of 
différance, its origins and its functioning are made “undecidable.” This does not mean that its meaning 
can’t be grasped, thought, or imagined; only that the grasp is always slipping, the thought is always in 
motion, and that the image is always changing in response to all that surrounds it (which is anything). As 
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Barthes says, it is a “serial movement of disconnections, overlappings, and variations131.” The interpretant 
(the perception of the text’s signification) is “metonymic” in that it stands in as only a small fraction of its 
total possible meanings, yet is taken, provisionally, as the whole. The work is, Barthes says, “moderately 
symbolic132.” Here he is not referring to Kristeva’s symbolic – the field of meaning as articulated in shared, 
structured, (and external) language, but using the term in the sense that Saussure uses the word (i.e., as 
regarding a sign which is a symbol for its signified). So the work stands in for some signifieds. The Text’s 
radical symbolism is halted by nobody (not author, reader, or critic). Then Barthes says something very 
important: the text has structure, but not closure.  
 The move from structuralist work, to poststructuralist Text does not indicate the absence of a 
structure. Structure exists, but it is not “closed.” This can be taken in two senses: it’s open in the sense that 
it doesn’t halt the play of signification (its fundamental polysemy for different readers), and also in the 
sense that its signifying processes bleed out into the intertext. Yet critically, it can be structured. The 
difference between the structures established by structuralism and those established by poststructuralism, is 
that the former are taken to be constitutive of the work (Nattiez’s “neutral level”), and the latter are taken to 
be constitutive of the Text (i.e., the listener’s / analyst’s experience of the work).  
 The polysemy of the text is not equivalent to the work that can be reasonably interpreted in a 
number of different ways. It is fundamentally polysemic; it is not reducible to n possible meanings. The 
text may be experienced as having one or more meanings, but they do not belong to it (are not properties of 
it). Barthes calls it “an explosion, a dissemination.” The plurality of meanings is not (necessarily) due to the 
ambiguity of its signs, but “stereographic plurality of its weave of signifiers.” Each thread (sign) can be 
woven into a number of others within and outside of the work. There is no grammar of the text (compare, 
again, to Barthes’ own grammar of narrative of the “Structural Analysis of Narratives”), yet it is: 
  …woven entirely with citations, references, echoes, cultural languages…antecedent or  
contemporary, which cut across it through and through in a vast stereophony. The 
intertextual in which every text is held, it itself being the text-between of another text, is 
not to be confused with some origin of the text: to try to find the ‘sources’, the 
‘influences’ of a work, is to fall in with the myth of filiation; the citations which go to 
make up a text are anonymous, untraceable, and yet already read: they are quotations 
without inverted commas133.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
131 Barthes, “From Work to Text,” in Image-Music-Text, 158. 
132 Ibid., 158. 
133 Ibid., 160. Note also the reference to Kristeva-Bakhtin’s concept of monologism – linked here with a [structuralist] 
reading of the work. 
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The “organicism” of the work – which is hatched by the father-author – “develops” through its 
structure, which descends from and signifies his intellectual fingerprint, whereas the Text radiates through 
a combinatory network of associations (one node of which, represents our notions of the author’s 
intentions). This is one of the areas where Sciarrino’s understanding of structuralism – as we saw in the 
quote at the beginning of this chapter (see p. 45) – differs from the account that is being offered here. I 
expect that he has no illusions that all listeners will correctly understand his intentions by the mere virtue of 
having heard his works, but would object to a listener behaving as if what he intends for the work could be 
disregarded. In any case, as I show in the third chapter (and as the reader can probably intimate for his- or 
herself), Sciarrino’s readings and uses of other artists’ works are strongly affected by fully conscious and 
purposeful processes of misprision. Importantly, Barthes does not insinuate that the author’s intentions 
have no effect on the way a text is perceived, only that his or her intentions are one factor among many in 
the texts signifiance. Authors return to the our perception of their text as “guests134.” 
The reader of the work is a consumer of meanings. The way Barthes articulates this point is no 
doubt inflected by he post-Marxist bent that has been operative in all of his writings. The economy of the 
work is a capitalist one. The author produces meanings (and controls the “means of production”) and the 
petite-bourgeois reader purchases and consumes it as a finished product. The Text however is experienced 
as “play, activity, production, practice.” Here he articulates his notion that the activities of writing and 
reading share a crucial quality of active participation in the production of meaning. A text doesn’t signify 
by itself. It is written; it is read. Both the writer and the reader do the same work in this respect. The writer 
(mis)reads and assembles his texts from the storehouse of work, language, and experience, the same 
storehouse from which the reader draws to “re-write” the text – to make it signify – in his or her own mind. 
Barthes is careful to specify that this re-writing is not merely an inner act of “mimesis” – where the reader 
just assembles the materials the author provided, using the author’s instructions. The reader “plays” the 
text, he says, in a musical sense, as a performer. 
Barthes then looks to post-serial music directly as an example of what he means by the 
performative aspect of reading. This section is misleading also (at least for the composer / theorist). And 
Barthes has unduly limited the effectiveness of his analogy for music by means of the same incuriosity that !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
134 Ibid., 159-60. 
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Kristeva brought to the subject in Language, the Unknown. The kind of post-serialism he refers to is what 
Umberto Eco spoke of in his text L’Opera Aperta (“The Open Work”): indeterminism. Specifically, he 
seems to be referring to musical scores where the composer gives the performer choices of their own to 
make, and as such allows them to have a similar level of control over the performed result of the work. The 
analogy is not perfect on two accounts. Firstly, the effect performer choices have on the end result is 
usually conditioned by their expectation of what kind of music the composer writes and what is idiomatic 
to the instrument (or is rather strictly restricted by the notation itself, as in Stockhausen’s Klavierstücke XI 
or Boulez’s Troisième Sonate). Secondly, it is possible “read” (hear), non-indeterminate works in such a 
way that the listener is productive in their listening. This is a large part of Carlo Carratelli’s thesis, but it is 
also directly addressed in Sciarrino’s text Le figure della musica da Beethoven a oggi. In any case, although 
Barthes acknowledges the reader’s prerogative to inflict “abrasions” on the literary text (by skimming, 
skipping pages, leaving the work to consult a dictionary, etc.), the reader of the literary text (for example of 
James Joyce’s Ulysses) is not generally given the power to literally alter the material or ordering of the 
words of the text, yet such a Text redistributes language no less.  
Lastly, as a result of all of this, Barthes proposes “pleasure” as a methodical approach to the Text 
(impossible with the work). Jouissance means a hedonistic disregard for the hermeneutics of restoration 
and recovery of the sanctioned, authorized meaning. He positions it as a response to the reality of 
signification / signifiance, which he has tried to show, occurs despite of (and in) our best intentions and 
efforts. Whereas the scientistic analysis represents how the work should be read, the “play” of jouissance 
represents how it is read. In a manner of speaking, the overly “academic” nature of Derrida’s, Kristeva’s, 
and Barthes’ writing owes to the fact that they were attempting to make what Barthes calls jouissance 
acceptable for serious, rational analysis. It is nothing short of a reasonable attempt to reason with the 
rational about reason’s irrationality.           
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APPENDIX B: AN INTERVIEW WITH SALVATORE SCIARRINO 
 
This appendix contains an interview with Salvatore Sciarrino, conducted and translated by the author 
(James Bunch). The interview took place over two days (the 21st and 22nd of November) in 2011. The 
interviews were held in the Café Rosati near the Piazza del Popolo in central Rome.   
  
Translations of the portions of the interviews that were conducted in Italian are listed directly below the 
Italian, in BLUE. 
 
[Bracketed words] are my editorial indications and clarifications. 
Italics indicates places where the wording has been changed to convey the meaning [dynamic equivalent 
translations]. 
  
Day 1 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Ho cominciato la mia vita a 4 anni con la pittura e le arte figurative con una prospettiva fra altro istintive e 
naturale, e ho scoperto la musica a 12 anni. Per gioco. Però nel periodo fra i quatro anni, il periodo in cui 
ho scoperto la musica. La mia produzione pittorica si è molto evoluta e molto…ed erano piuttosto frenetica  
una grande attività passionata. Se è molta evoluta e è arrivata subito a linguaggi contemporane come quelle 
di Pollock, Burri, o Fontana per cui la mia sensibilità era tutta dentro il moderno.  Quindi, nel momento in 
cui ho…anche se per giocco…ho cominciato…a scrivere musica. Il…tutta la sensibilità che si era create 
della interessa per il linguaggio moderno e contemporaneo nella pittora, si e subito spostata, si è subito 
trainversata nella musica e quindi, nel giro di pochi anni, il giocco è diventato serio anche perché la musica 
non mi veniva facile al inizio. Dovevo proseciare non essero una questiona tecnica, ma una bisogna di 
disciplina. Proprio la disciplina musicale è più complicata, anche se tu hai talent. Ci sono dei sistemi con 
cui… in ogni caso deve fare conti, per esempio il sistema notazionale. Il sistema strumentale, il mondo 
strumentale ci sono tante cose da mettere insieme, mentre invece…e non c’è niente di corpore in fondo la 
pittura è qualcosa…anche tutto il mondo visivo, è qualcosa si tu puoi possedere perchè produce oggetti. La 
musica invece non produce oggetti. Questo che me avevo detto può essere interessante. Allora, questo 
spiega perchè ho abbondonato un talento natural molto fiorente e molto forte per la musica, cioè ho lasciato 
la pittora…progressivamente la pittura è stata abbandonata con…non trovo che quello è stato importante se 
non soltanto per scoprire il mondo del arte contemporanea. 
 
I began my [artistic] life at 4 years old, with painting and the figurative arts from a prospective that is above 
all, instinctive and natural, and I discovered music at 12 years of age. For fun. However from 4 years of 
age, the period in which I discovered music. My pictorial production was very evolved, and very…it was 
rather frenetic and passionate activity. It was very evolved and arrived quickly at the contemporary 
language like that of Pollock, Burri, or Fontana, for whom my sensibility was entirely inside of the modern. 
Thus it was in this moment that I – by happenstance – I began to write music. All of the sensibility that had 
created the interested for modern and contemporary language in painting, was suddenly transported, 
suddenly transferred into music and thus, in the course of not many years, the game became serious 
because music was not for me, easy I had to persue it – it was not a question of technique, but one of 
discipline. Because the discipline of music is more complicated, even if you have talent. There are systems 
with which, in any case, one must become familiar, for example the system of notation. The system(s) of 
instruments, the instrumental worlds [in which] there are many things to put together, while instead…and 
there is nothing to embody…at the base of painting it is something…in the entire world of the visual arts, 
there is something you can possess because it produces objects. Music, however, does not produce objects. 
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What I’ve said could be interesting thus, this explanation, because I abandoned a very fertile and potent 
natural talent for music, that is, I left painting…gradially painting was abandoned with…I didn’t find that it 
was important if not only to discover the world of contemporary art. 
 
James Bunch: 
Dipingi ancora? 
Do you still paint? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No, però ho un’abilità grafica che si é riversata sulla musica. E forse però c’è un’attività che anche fare con 
la musica dei forse importante, realtà io sempre usato dei diagrammi di flusso per progettare la mia musica 
e questo forse, importante e deriva dalla capacità di grafizzare o comunque di costruire simbologie visive 
che rispondono a sonoro. 
 
No, however I have a graphic ability that serves an inverse function for the music. And perhaps however it 
is an activity that is important for my music. I have always used diagrams of flow [diagrams that visualize 
the flow of the music] to plan my music and this perhaps, is important and comes from the graphic capacity 
or anyway, the ability to construct visual symbols that correspond to sounds. 
 
James Bunch: 
Per quanto riguarda I simboli grafici, parti con un sense del suono, o cominci puramente con un’immagine? 
 
Regarding the graphic symbols, do they take as a point of departure a sense of sound, or do they begin 
purely as images? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Però non fa carte della domanda…Cioè…vediamo…si andiamo liberamente è meglio. 
Oh, but don’t use cards asking the questions. That is, let us speak freely. It would be better. 
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] How do you match up a sound that you imagine with a way of representing it… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
It is not a problem to represent graphically, it could be a problem to pass from graphical representation to 
the different symbology with traditional notation. Well, I must say [to] you that…there were some years of 
apprenticeship, so I say that my catalogue starts not from 1959 when I started to compose, but from 1966. 
 
James Bunch: 
The first pieces were graphic pieces? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes, and the first pieces were graphical pieces, then there was a big problem of translation of this very 
simple system, that today it can be very organic for all of the people because it was a pre-informatic system 
we can say. I will show you some diagrams and so you will understand better because it is very clear. But, I 
have used this system for more than 50 years. 
 
James Bunch: 
Have you developed a code-like language in your diagrams. 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes, there is my typical representation that is, we can say, parallel to electronic representation. We can say 
conceptually, Pro-Tools represents the sounds in a way that…[is] not so far from my representation for 
example. But I must say that I can use different kinds of diagrams. They can be symbolical, numerical, or 
graphical diagrams that are mixed - or only short scores – simplified scores. It depends on the kind of piece 
I am composing because sometimes I need numerical diagrams – when I say numerical I say more 
symbolical. 
 
James Bunch: 
To control the proportions? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Not only to control. I want to say strongly that it is not a problem of controlling. It is a problem of project 
(projecting, planning), because diagrams are the projection, not the control. I don’t have the problem of 
control because I do not produce for example, notes or series’. I am not deterministic. I am personally, in 
every aspect, involved. So I am not indifferent to what happens. Because I start with an idea of the sound, 
and idea of the piece. To compose is to enter into a world. And so, nothing is indifferent for me. I (also) can 
produce systems that have rotations of notes, but I am not so interested. It is like a child playing with 
numbers when they start to count. It was never very interesting to me. The post-serial mentality of 
organizing the physiognomy of sound, of the musical form is more interesting to me. What occurs, what 
can be transformed, must be transformed, what returns. This is what more seriously occupies my mind. 
 
James Bunch: 
[It.] Le Figure… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes, it was always these. Because if you organize only the notes and then this organization is not audible, 
it’s not interesting. 
 
James Bunch: 
How do you make decisions regarding proportions if not by means of a system of… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
It is what I want. It depends on what I want. Where I want to have the point of density of emptiness. My 
music refuses rhetorical accomodations… 
 
James Bunch: 
Grammatical systems? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino:  
Yes, because you can provide {predict} what will happen after two seconds. And so I am not interested in 
this kind of elemental process. I can use, but not to simply bring into the score some process. You question 
is very good: How do you calculate when something must happen? Well, I decide. And so I can correct 
also, not with calculation, but with reflection. We must organize what we want. It is very important to 
understand that I work on my perception and upon your perception when you listen. That is very important 
so I decide. It is a different kind of mental operation. I cannot calculate and say to myself “that is good.” 
Why is it good? I must be involved directly, personally. For example this idea that we can calculate sezione 
aurea (Golden section)…something that is very visible in architecture for example when you have a giant 
order…it was a classical problem. You have for example, a big column and big system… like the door 
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[points to the portico of the Santa Maria dei Miracoli] and normally when you organize this kind of 
proportion it is very useful, the Golden Section because it is a very physiological form. But when you 
organize the music, I want to ask – for example I like so much Bartok – when someone comes and says 
“Ah! This point is the golden section”…But I must ask, is the Golden Section for the quarter notes, the 
bars, for the seconds? And what happens when you have rallentando, accelerando, etc. Something that we 
want to have symbolically, but it is deterministic. Because, there is an anxiety in composing. We want to be 
more sure, and sometimes we don’t accept that to be unsure is our journey. We must experiment to 
discover with what is better. 
 
James Bunch: 
So when you are in your studio, when you compose, how do you experience the timing of the piece. Do 
you listen to it / imagine it in your head. Do you improvise at an instrument? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No. I improvise in a representation. I can improvise with some parts and then try to organize these parts and 
try to provide what happens. There is a continuous coming, to come back to a different organization or 
possibility of this element or sometimes form a general idea where we can try to extract how to divide 
different sections where you organize the material. Normally I don’t use the piano at first – I can use it 
when there is a piano part for example. Sometimes when you have groups with more chords it must be 
more correct to say, not chords, but groups with more than 6 sounds, it can be useful in general…piano is a 
very different instrument than the orchestra… 
 
I have a good intuition, always – even from my youth – I could invent a lot of sounds and solutions. This is 
not so complicated for me, it’s my job. You can say “why don’t you play any instruments?” But this is an 
old story, this was also the case for Wagner or, especially Berlioz, who was one of the inventors of the 
symphonic orchestra. He couldn’t play an instrument. 
 
It’s not so important. Because, someone can ask, how can you conceive of all of the instruments, and I 
answer [It.] “un architetto non ha bisogno costruire la casa per sapere com’è la casa. Non ha bisogno, 
perchè nessun’architetto costruisce veramente muri, Ma fa un progetto che è, anzitutto immaginario, e che 
naturalmente è diverso che in vivere dentro la casa. Però l’architetto sai tutto anche se lui non sa utilizzare 
gli strumenti che puoi usano I muratori, oppure non sa saldare [weld] the iron. 
 
Someone can ask, how can you conceive of all of the instruments, and I answer “an architect does not need 
to construct the house to know about it. One doesn’t need to, because no architect really builds the walls, 
but makes a plan that is, above all imaginary, and that naturally is different than living inside of the house. 
However, the architect knows everything even if he does not know how to use the instruments that those 
who build the walls use, or he does not know how to weld the iron1. 
 
James Bunch: 
Allora gli esecutori costruiscono la music in questo senso…? 
So, the performers construct the music in this sense…? 
 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Where do the wall-builders go at night after working on the great wall? 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si anche, certo. C’è l’aspetto dell’interpretazione di che realizza la musica, ma un compositore è un che 
progetta la musica. 
 
Yes, certainly. It is the aspect of interpretation of the one that realizes the music, but the composer plans it. 
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] Are you ever surprised by what a performer does with you music? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[Eng.] Sometimes. To live in a house is different than to invent the house. It is another kind of experience. 
It can be surprising emotionally, for your personal experience. We must say that it is normal in our tradition 
that you can have an adjustment after the first performance. It is normal. We know that for example, 
Debussy totally changed the orchestration of the L’Apres Midi d’un Faune after the first rehearsals. It is a 
problem of perspective between what we want to do and what we want to obtain and I am responsible for 
what happens in my pieces. My problem is that very often that when I am not there sometimes they need 
me. For me it is a big problem because I don’t want to be an inspector of my music.  I prefer that my music 
is totally…[It.] che tradisce quello che l’ortodossia [that it transcend orthodoxy] because it can be wrong as 
long as it is alive.  I am not an inspector, I don’t want to be an inspector. 
 
James Bunch: 
When I ask you questions about particular pieces, one of the questions, regarding Sei Quartetti Brevi…In 
some of the string writing…There are moments in the quartets where you someone to play specific pitches 
in very high registers, my question was going to be, if they are a half-step off, does that destroy the 
experience of the structure of the piece?  So, if I just show you a score: 
 
For example, in the 5th quartet – this trill here…the spacing of the notes on the string is very close… [SQB, 
SQ5, mm. 1-5] 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
You must organize the trill not with the normal fingering, but with the movement [of one finger] – because 
one millimeter is a big interval! 
 
James Bunch:  
Indeed! And my question is – and you can say that this has to do with the harmonic structure of the piece -  
if the performers are off by the same amount…in other words, it doesn’t change the relationship between 
the two parts, but they are not exactly the pitches that are written… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
If you change the strings and you cannot aim better at the pitch…It’s not what I want, because I start from 
this kind of sound, but very very disharmonic sounds…complex sounds. Because in this point, with this 
string, you have an aura of the string. That is the first thing that I want to have. And I must say it is more 
difficult that…that when you start to understand what we can obtain, the problem is that notation speaks 
about harmonics but it is not real you must press the finger with a lot of pressure to obtain this kind of 
sound you have a different technique. It’s very gradual. Well, and there is also a reflection on instrumental 
disharmonicity. It is one of the problems when you want to imitate with electronics instrumental sounds, 
you cannot imitate disharmonicity. It is a complex but interesting matter. 
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You open a piano and you have in the lower register very thick strings. And then you start getting a higher 
register with two strings, then you have a very long register – depending on the model – from Bb [below 
middle c] sometimes from C, sometimes from C# - and then you come to the last register – more high – 
always with the same kind of string, but with very long triple strings, and then you come to very short, 
triple string. What happens is the tension of string and elasticity of the string is very different from the 
longer and the short. The harmonics of the strings are always…are not well-tuned and there is no more 
the…Fourier series…It is something that is very abstract but in the instrument…it does not work – in a 
normal piano it doesn’t work. And so what is fantastic in the sound of the normal traditional instruments in 
this big dishamonicity. 
 
Well a very simple instrument is…ideophone…is diapason (tuning fork). When you strike [“give a 
percussion”] a diapason, you hear 3 sounds normally…like for a bell…and then you can hear the 
fundamental which is A. But always these instruments are so thick that you can hear disharmonicities. 
When you strike them, you don’t hear A, you hear F…then A. That is disharmonicity. And the violin is 
more important because you start with first string for example and you come…well elasticity and tension of 
the strings is always greater the higher up on the string that you go. To obtain the very high harmonics you 
must not be very soft, but you must press, because it is a different technique if you do not you cannot have 
anything audible. And so you come, very slowly to a different technique. 
 
But it is true that this disharmonicity is the true law of the real of sounds and not the Fourier series and the 
normal harmonics. It doesn’t exist. For every instruments…for ideophone, for violin, for piano, for normal 
instruments. Well I was conscious of this kind of thing always. But it is very difficult to speak about this 
matter because nobody understands. Nobody wants to understand. Once I was trying to speak to Boulez 
about that when he was preparing a piece of mine. And I asked him, may we speak for a quarter hour about 
this matter? He was listening to me but he was totally indifferent, he doesn’t want to understand anything 
of it. I think that there must be a literature about this matter. When Steinway, at the end of two centuries 
ago (19th century) studied physically what happened with strings. And it must be. I think that in English it is 
called disharmonicity [inharmonicity]. 
 
James Bunch: 
Come in sense della musica spettrale? 
In the same sense of spectral music? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Sí. The harmonics are not correct as we think they must be. But really if they are all different what is true? 
The story that does not correspond never to the instruments, or the instruments that we play? 
 
James Bunch: 
Spectral music itself is based on analogies… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes, but without electronic experiemnts they could not do any organization of the pitch. We must say that 
the only pieces that I know that are really successful with sound are the first Grisey pieces. L’Espaces 
Acoustiques is fantastic. The transformation is really a physical transformation of sound. But we were very 
good friends and he was often at my house. There was a time of his life, after Berkeley, he came back to 
Europe and we became greater friends. 
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James Bunch: 
He dedicated the second movement of Vortex Temporum to you. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes. He wrote very close to my house. Because I found for the holidays a good house on the mountains. 
And he was coming every year in the summer. And he composed Le Temps et l’ecume, Le noir de l’etoile 
and other things I don’t remember… L’icône Paradoxale, it comes from Piero la Francesca, La Madonna 
del Parto or La Madonna della Misericordia I don’t remember. And both of these paintings are very close 
to Città di Castello…Monterchi is about 10 km. And this kind of idea comes from his holidays here. Some 
photos that Ricordi uses are photos on my roof… 
 
I want to say, excuse me, to remember a friend brings a big wave…He was always on the piano with his 
chords always. And so in the summer I was doing my masterclass of composition in Città di 
Castello…Well I try always to say, well “tomorrow I do my lessons – my meeting – in the morning so if 
you come in the morning it is better so I can work in the afternoon.” But he was always coming when I was 
at home. It was comical. I was always asking “why” – and so I was hearing very often these chords – 
perhaps for him it was more friendly to be together on different levels – I could compose on the other level. 
 
James Bunch: 
When was this that he was staying in Citta di Castello? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
He was coming in San Lorenzo in Bibbiena, it was a very good place. It was like the pre-history of agro-
tourismo in Italy. And then he changed his woman – this was the problem. And so he couldn’t come there 
any more. She was from Brussells, the name was ***, she was married also and had a son, like he did. 
(When this affair ended), he couldn’t come here any more. Because they were always together. 
 
James Bunch: 
Questo era negli anni Ottanta? 
This was in the 1980s? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[It.] Fine anni ottanta, primi anni novanta…[The end of the 80s, in the early 90s] [Eng] it is difficult to…I 
can’t reconstruct because …some materials I never organized for example his cards, there was a (ex?)-
change of pieces una canzona di addio he wrote on my piano, when he was starting this piece on my 
piano…and I sent back to him Canzona di benvenuto back. It was a good time for him. It is very difficult to 
be friends among composers. It was fine. 
 
Sometimes we were playing together. He was not happy that I was too kind with my students. He 
was…non era d’accordo,…teneva un grande distanza aristocrattica…conoscevo…[He was not in 
agreement, he held a great aristocratic distance from his students, you know…] 
 
For me to be together, to eat together, to work together, it was good for them. For me it was a sacrifice. 
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But he said “Why do you stay always with your students?” I was always answering: because they learn 
more out of the lesson when we eat together, and so on. An American invented the work lunch [pranzo del 
lavoro] because the true questions come when you feel free, out of your regimen. 
 
We spoke a lot, we were fighting and discussing about this. He was imitating his professor Messiaen, who 
was always very far, very distant from his students. 
 
[…] 
 
Everyone was asking [Gerard] “why don’t you do the same thing with electronics?” And he always 
responded to them: because it’s easier. And I can say the same thing… 
 
James Bunch: 
You talked about your experience painting as a child. Are there any specific artistic techniques / concepts 
that stayed with you as a composer…say for example, chiaroscuro…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes, but chiaroscuro is a more traditional aspect that I came to know only later. But I was not then 
interested in such traditional techniques. Now I can understand it better, but not when I was striving for a 
modern language…because it doesn’t work. 
 
James Bunch: 
Did you understand painting in a technical way…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No I was very direct… 
 
James Bunch: 
Intuitive? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Intuitive and direct. I think that I was not an artist. It was a good talent, but…The most interesting thing 
was that the modern language, not actual language. And, well chiaroscuro is something that can be useful 
for Michelangelo’s time, but when you come to post-impressionistic, even impressionistic, 
age…chiaroscuro is nonsense. 
 
It’s like a tissue, the chiaroscuri erano [were] Leonardo, Michelangelo, Rafaelo… [It.] Devi essere come 
una stoffa perche sono tutti incrocci di linee curve o diritte… [It must be like a fabric with crossed lines, 
curved or straight] [Eng.] very quickly or very slowly… [It.] molto accuratamente ma non… [Very 
accurate, but not…][Eng.] it is something that is not in the modern language… 
 
For example there is something that everyone studies in music school…chords, harmony, etc. I never used 
chords…because I don’t need chords. If you use chords, you come back to another mentality, another 
space. I want an open space in my music, and not the closed space, and the speed of harmony. I don’t want 
that. 
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James Bunch: 
The speed of harmony? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Because harmonic language is like…you can use chords like bands, [It.] come fasce, no? [Eng.] But 
normally the speed of harmony is a verbal speed. The speed in my compositions is always more high, [It.] 
più veloce o molto più lento, [Eng.] but almost never is it verbal speeds. 
 
James Bunch: 
Proporzioni verbali? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si. 
 
James Bunch: 
Quello mi ha confuso nel suo libro perchè non l’ho visto mai questa parole… 
This is what confused me in your book, because I have never seen this word… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[It.] Forse si può trovare in un libro di ecologia e o di studi dei linguaggio degli animali…perchè…è una 
cosa nelle percezione del tempo. Il tempo è più veloce e medio veloce nella verbalità. Fatti le parole 
soltante…tela musica…già si dilate un po’, ma nella mia musica si può dilatare moltissimo. Come anche si 
può accelerare al Massimo…ma io non uso tanto la verbalità se non come fasi di transizione. 
 
Perhaps you could find it in a book on ecology or in the study of the language of animals…because…it 
regards the perception of time. Time is [can be] more or less rapid than verbality. Made of words 
only…such music…is already dilated a little, but my music can be extremely dilated. It can also be 
accelerated to the maximum…but I don’t often use verbality except in phases of transition. 
 
James Bunch: 
Per esempio, la musica di Bach… 
For example, the music of Bach… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
È verbale. Certo. 
It’s verbal. Certainly. 
 
James Bunch: 
Perchè il ritmo harmonico è troppo veloce… 
Because the harmonic rhythm is too quick? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
È giusto, è giusto, non era sbagliato! Ma, per esempio, Bartók e Schönberg, forse anche Boulez e 
Stockhausen…[thinks about it]…raramente verbale. Kontrapunkt è verbale, ma Punkt non è più verbale o 
Grüppen non ha una logica verbale. 
 
It’s right, it’s right, he was not mistaken! [i.e., Bach’s harmonic rhythm is correct] But for example, Bartók 
and Schönberg, perhaps also Boulez and Stockhausen…he is rarely verbal. Kontrapunkt is verbal, but 
Punkt is no longer verbal, or Grüppen doesn not have a verbal logic. 
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James Bunch: 
Un senso ambientale del suono? 
An ambient sense of sound? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, cioè diciamo che la dimensione temporale, non è più la dimensione della verbalità, ma è un altro 
spazio…uno spazio più aperta. Devo poi avere velocità superiori alla verbalità o inferiori. 
 
Yes, we can say that the temporal dimension, is no longer the verbal dimension, but another space, a more 
open space. I had, then, to have a [harmonic pace] much higher or lower than that of verbality. 
 
James Bunch: 
Come il senso di tempo di un quadro? 
Like the sense of time in a painting? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si pure un oggetto in guarda. Mentre invece, un pezzo di musica è diventa finito quando tu arrivi a l’ultimo 
suono. C’è Quindi, se non c’è la memoria, che un altro tipo di dimensione temporali perchè molto 
soggettiva…tu non può dire pezzo finito, devi arrivare al fini. 
 
È interessante questo problema … però non è un problema, è un aspetto sul cui noi non rifletiamo ma, è 
perchè é giá cosi nella…per esempio come noi percepiamo quello che succede che suoni nella vita 
intorno…questi non sono organizzati secondo della velocità verbale… noi siamo in uno spazio più ampio. 
Alcuni sono più veloce, ed altri sono…più lenti. E comunque sono in uno spazio aperto non scandito come 
lo spazio della verbalita. io sempre cercato da evitare la verbalita, perche porto un altro logica nella mia 
musica…e {la verbalita} destrugge lo spazio aperto..non possono stare insieme. 
 
Yes, also [like] an object in view. However, a piece of music is finished when you arrive at the final sound. 
That is, if not in our memory, it is another type of subjective temporal dimension…one cannot declare 
‘finished piece,’ you must arrive at the end. 
 
This is an interesting problem…however, it is not a problem, it is an aspect that we don’t reflect upon, 
but…for example when we perceive sounds that happen around us…these are not organized according to a 
verbal velocity. We are in a more open space. Some of the sounds come at a more rapid pace, others 
slower2. And anyhow, they are in a more open space, not articulated like the space of verbality. I have 
always tried to avoid verbality because I bring another logic to my music…and verbality destroys open 
space…they cannot be together. 
 
James Bunch 
Potresti mi dare un esempio della tua musica che ha più velocità della proporzione verbale? [Eng.] What is 
an example, so I understand… 
Could you give me an example of your music that has higher velocity than that of verbal proportions? 
 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Remember: “verbal proportions” refer to harmonic/information density the rate at which “structurally significant” 
information arrives.  
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Salvatore Sciarrino 
Ah, ti posso far un esempio che ha anche gli accordi: Vanitas. Per esempio Vanitas scia delle parti 
dilatatissime. E per esempio il secondo pezzo invece e molto più veloce (Marea di Rose) della…però … io, 
è un altro tipo di verbalità che colla della linea del canto. Che però una verbalità che usa delle precauzione. 
È una verbalità senza accordi. Poi è una verbalità che viene là nello spazio per cui compare con messa di 
voce e poi precisi muove nello spazio…e quindi sono degli oggetti sono riempo speciali, diciamo. E oppure 
un buon esempio può essere…tu conosci per esempio Un’Imagine d’Apocrate, sicuramente. Ecco quelle 
sono molto più svelte, la verbalità, e anche più ricche perchè hai una compressione di densità verticale / 
orizzontale. Tali che non riesce subito sentire che cosa c’è, cioè, ti trovi in un universo così rico che deve 
essere sentire più volte per orientarti, no? 
 
Ecco quelle sono…ma forse un’altro esempio. Anche una composizione più ricente…nella Libro Notturno 
delle Voci  (for flute and orchestra, 2009 – for Mario Caroli). Un canto arrivano, quest’effetta di altri 
dimensioni che sono comprese di evenementi molto veloci che superano la verbalità, cioè, passe alla 
percezione di un suono cambiato…perchè sono accelerati rispetto…anche a causa del pianoforte usano 
spesso l‘accelerazione quasi harmonico. Quando tu scegli dei gruppi più svelti…non so…ai eventi sonori in 
sequenza se quando…non senti più una sequenza ma senti… suoni trasformati somano fra di loro. Come 
primo. 
 
Ah, I can make a short example: Vanitas is extremely dilated, but the second piece is much faster [Marea di 
Rose] than…however…I…it is another type of verbality than with the lines of the voice. It is however a 
verbality that uses a precaution…It is a verbality without chords. Then, it is a verbality that is…space for 
which to compare with messa di voce…to be clear it [The ideas] move in space and thus they fill [it] in a 
special way, let us say. Instead, a good example could be…you know for example Un’Immagine 
d’Arpocrate surely. Here it is much more quick [than] verbality, and also more rich because it is a 
compression of vertical/horizontal density, such that one cannot hear what happens, that is, you find 
yourself in a universe so rich that it must be heard several times to orient oneself, no? 
 
Here they are…but perhaps another example, a more recent one: Libro Notturno delle Voci. A song/voice 
arrives, this effect of other dimensions that are compressed of very fast events that surpass verbality, that is 
pass to the perception of a single sound…because they accelerate with respect to…and something of the 
piano using often nearly harmonic accelerations3. When …some groups that are more rapid happen in 
sequence if when…one no longer hears a sequence, but a transformed sound summed between them. 
 
James Bunch 
Quali pensatori del tardo ventessimo secolo lui avevano influenzato per esempio, hai letto alcunche di 
Umberto Eco? 
 
What thinkers of the late Twentieth century have influenced you? For example, have you read some of 
Umberto Eco? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
No, Umberto Eco ero trovo, troppo tradizionale. Si perchè lui si ha faccia  al mondo contemporaneo, ma 
non ci si butta dentro. Ci sono molti autori, ma non sono un lettore, non sono uno studiosi. 
 
Ti possa segnalare che c’é una thesi di dotoratto – come quella che fai tu – che, secondo me, puoi essere 
utile per capire quali sono I pensatori. Perche io stesso, riconosco di nome ma non gli ho mai studiati. Io ho !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 He means events or gestures which happen so quickly that they fuse into single events. 
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fatto tutto empiricamente, cioè partendo della mia soggettività di chi sente, e come riprodurre quello che ho 
sento…nel mondo come ho sento negli altri. Cioé quindi, e anche uno spoastamento della focus [eng.] della 
musica cioè non più…il compositore passa della sua interprete un qualcosa l’ascoltatore perche questa 
cambia nell’estetica, ma cambia anche per gli artisti poi un certo punto ce questo entrare dentro la bisogno 
da far combaciare la struttura, diciamo, con quello che si sente, cosa che nella musica seriale non ha mai 
funzionato. E che stata molto criticata. 
 
Ci sono dei critici contemporano, e che io questi non li conoscevo…questa tesi [Carlo Caratelli] a fatto 
questo studio e molto utile perche arriva ai pensatori del primitivismo che son[o] più o meno nei stessi anni 
arrivano alle conclusione teoriche che io fatto quello che io un po’ anticipato. Cioé, per esempio l’uso dei 
frattali. Io lo fatto in anticipo rispetto alla teoria di Mandelbrot. 
 
Per esempio I miei pezzi frattali più eccletanti sono del 1960, 1961 e la teoria frattali viene fuori quasi dieci 
anni dopo. Ci sono dei tante possibilità di arrivare a dei conclusioni teoriche molto avanzate, anche 
raccogliendo insieme cose diverse. Per esempio per me la stata importante…conoscere la pittura Tibetana, 
che usa la stessa struttura come fondo e poi la struttura stessa ingrandita principale. Che sempre lo si sarà 
presentazione la divinità… 
 
Al centro della tanca, una divinita a colori grande cosi, e poi la stessa divinità, più piccola, in serie che ti fa 
tutto il fondo… 
 
No, Umberto Eco I have found too traditional. Yes because he has faced the contemporary world, but no he 
does not jump into it. There are many authors, but I am not a reader, I am not a scholar. 
 
I have done everything empirically, that is beginning from my subjectivity, of what it senses and how to 
reproduce that which I have sensed in the world as I sensed in others it’s thus, and thus a movement of 
focus in the music that is no longer…The composer passes some of his interpretation to the listener because 
this changes in the aesthetic, but it changes also for the artists then at a certain point one needs to combine 
the structure, let us say, with what you hear, because in music one…never worked. And it was very critical. 
There are contemporary critics, and I don’t know them…this text [of Carlo Carratelli] has made this study 
and it is very useful because it arrives at thinkers of primitivism [earlier thinkers] that are more or less in 
the same years they arrived at the theoretical conclusions that I had made, those that I had anticipated a 
little. For example, the use of fractals. I made it before the theory of Mandelbrot. 
 
For example my best fractal pieces are in 1960, 61 and the fractal theory came ou almost 10 years later. 
There are many possibilities to arrive at…very advanced theoretical conclusions, and gathering together 
many things – for example what was for me very important…to know Tibetan painting that also uses the 
same structure as background/basis and then again, the same principle at a larger level. It was a 
presentation of divinity… 
 
At the center of the tank, a divinity in big colors, and then the same divinity, smaller, in sequences that 
made the entire background. 
 
James Bunch 
L’auto-somiglianza? 
Self-similarity? 
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Salvatore Sciarrino 
L’auto-somiglianza, si. 
Self-similarity, yes. 
 
Pero, se tuo osservi la realtà tutte accorgi che una onda fatte come tante onde e che una foglia 
raffigura…anche Magritte, questa cosa c’era arrivato. Cioé, si tuo osservi la realtà e la sai…leggere 
dimenticando…i tuoi schemi…questa cosa le comprendi?... Per esempio l’alchemia aver sempre parlato del 
macrocosmo e microcosmo che si riflettano l’albero cosmico…io questa cosa recitavo nei miei testi. Non 
tutti sono pubblicatti…cioé ci sono pubblicati su programmi di sala ma non tutti si sono… 
 
However, if you observe reality, everyone realizes that one wave is made up of many waves and that one 
leaf depicts4…also Magritte, had arrived at this [conclusion]. And if you observe reality and you are 
forgetting your schemes, What do you understand? For example, alchemists had always spoken of 
macrocosm and microcosm that reflect one another…“the cosmic tree”…I have written about this in my 
texts. Not all of them are published…they are published in some of my program notes, but not in all… 
 
James Bunch 
Ma, è interessante che ci sono tanti confluenze tra alcune dei suoi pensieri e quali di Umberto Eco… 
But, it is interesting that there are many confluences between some of your thoughts and those of Umberto 
Eco… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
Non tanto con Umberto Eco, non veramente… 
Not so much with Umberto Eco. No…really… 
 
James Bunch 
Ok. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
Sono più con questi, o con il filosofo…con scienziati che si accumuna della communicazione… 
There are other thinkers than these, or in philosophy…with scientists that share things in common with 
communication… 
 
James Bunch 
Per esempio…? 
For example? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
Perchè Eco ha un estetica più legato allo strutturalismo…al primo strutturalismo, secondo a me. Cioè per 
esempio, lui teoria, lui teorizza L’Opera Aperta, e una teoria die pezzi aleatoriche in realità, e non supera 
mai questo…io non ho mai…avuto questo problema. Per me, l’opera aperta non l’ho pratticata. Quando ero 
bambino, era un po comuna ma la ti infantile [55:08-09]…Cioé poi l’ho superata 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Here he is talking about self-similarity/fractal forms in nature. How, as he has said elsewhere, the nervature of a leaf 
reflects the structure of the branches of a tree… 
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Because Eco has an aesthetic that is more connected to Structuralism…to the first structuralism in my 
opinion. That is, for example, his theory of The Open Work, it is a theory of aleatoric pieces in reality, and 
never goes beyond this…I have never…had this problem. For me, I have never practiced the “open work.” 
When I was a baby, it was a little common, but it is infantile. That is, you can go beyond it. 
 
James Bunch 
Ma per esempio, C’è un libro di Umberto Eco chiamata La Fiamma Misteriosa della Regine Loanna… 
But, there is a novel by Umberto Eco called The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
Una romanza recente abbastanza… 
A fairly recent novel… 
[from 2003] 
 
James Bunch 
C’è una somiglianza tra il tuo pezzo Efebo con Radio e un capitol della romanza “con la radio,” é troppo 
interessante. 
There is a similarity between your piece Efebo con Radio and a chapter in the book called “with the radio.” 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
Io lo fatto vent’anni prima, forse di piú 25 anni prima. Origina a 1981… 
I wrote it 20 years before The Mysterious Flame of Queen Loana. 
 
James Bunch 
L’anno della mia nascita… 
The year I was born… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Cosi piccolo! [Eng.] You are a child! 
So little! 
 
[small talk…] 
 
James Bunch 
[Eng.] I’d like to ask a couple of questions about the concept of intertextuality… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[Eng.] I don’t know if I can answer…eh…I want to be able but in the end I am not sure… 
 
James Bunch: 
Well what I have is a couple of exerpts… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
For example, is what I mean …“polydimensionalità” – does this have anything to do with intertestualità, or 
not? 
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James Bunch: 
Not really. È la riferenza alla musica più vecchio nella tua musica. Per esempio nel Efebo con Radio 
oppure…Le Voci Sotto Vetro – la musica gesualdianna… [It is the reference to older music in your music. 
For example in Efebo con radio or…Le voci sotto vetro – the music of Gesualdo…] 
 
So the idea is that…uh, what is the best way to put this…ah here’s a definition… 
 
Ecco una definizione che ho tradotto in Italiano…proviamo: 
 
“Il testo – per esempio una pezza di musica – è, quindi, prodottività significa che 1) la sua legame al 
linguaggio in cui si è situate è ridistributivo (decostrutivo-costrutivo) e allora si può essere avviccinati per 
mezzo di categorie logiche oltre che questi puramente linguistici. 2) C’è una permutazione dei testi – un 
intertestualità – nello spazio di un testo tanti espressioni preso dagli altri testi intersecono l’un con l’altro 
e neutralizzare a vicenda.” 
 
Julia Kristeva, Word, Dialogue, Novel 
 
Here is a definition that I translated into Italian…let’s try: 
 
“The text is thus, productivity which means that 1) Its connection to the language in which it is situated is 
redistributive (deconstructive-constructive) and thus can be approached by means of categories of logic 
other than those that are purely linguistic. 2) It is a permutation of texts – an intertextuality – in the space 
of a text many expressions taken from other texts intersect one with the another and neutralize one 
another.” 
 
Julia Kristeva, Word, Dialogue, Novel 
 
[Eng] So our experience…[It.] Le nostre esperienze come ascoltatori diventare una collezione di… 
 
Our experiences as listeners become a collection of… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Sí…but I want to be more…because it is what I asked before, is right. There is a coincidence between what 
you mean “intertestualità” and what I mean by “polydimensionalità.” Because what I say with 
polydimensionalità is that in the time post-Einstein, when you have different parallel, and you can…like 
zapping…go to different dimensions, because like a radio you have the different emissions. There is a 
perfect coincidence with what I mean polydimensionalità, but with polydimensionalità, I say that you have 
different traces of time, different dimensions of time, and the work is something discontinuous. It is done 
with breaking. 
 
James Bunch: 
[It.] Frammenti? 
Fragments? 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[It.] Non frammenti, [Not fragments] [Eng.] because fragments are static(al). Frammenti you have also in 
Beethoven that is something that you cannot have in Bach for example. Because in Bach you cannot come 
from…because it is the non-homogeneity of something that is touching. And so you can say discontinuities 
are like a little trauma or shock, what happens in this context. When you change programs for example, 
when you do zapping with film, television, or…yes?. And so with polydimensionality you are saying 
different time dimensions, time and space dimensions. 
For example the texts that are sung in this piece Efebo are invented, sometimes. 
 
James Bunch: 
That’s what I was going to ask… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Because…well, I try sometimes to cut really the pieces and to put together, but it doesn’t work. I must re-
present the cutting and to create the fragments, not to cut and obtain a fragment because when you put 
them together, they don’t work. They didn’t work. And so I create the fragments, and you have the exact 
impression of a changing of dimension – because also sometimes the changing of dimensions must be so 
quick that you have not the space to have the statical quotation or fragmentation. So for example, I can be 
more clear. 
 
In Allegoria della Notte, the piece starts from fragments of Mendelssohn. But it is not true to say fragments 
because you have some cuttings that give you the possibility to understand it is Mendelssohn not with one 
fragment, but 2 or 3 different, because if not they are too long and statical. So I start with cuttings, and it 
was so bad that I told myself “I must be more intelligent. I must create the fragment and to chose, to 
understand this movement…this fragment; to understand the violin…this fragment; to understand this point 
of the melody…this other fragment…and, it works. So I composed the fragments. And so…to cut and to 
put together, it doesn’t work. Also Efebo is so evident to hear… 
 
James Bunch:  
There is one moment that I wanted to [ask about]. Because some of the material of course, is very 
recognizeable. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
There is a long movement…. there is a long song… [It.] come si può dire… [Eng.] is the center, is the  
middle of the piece… 
 
James Bunch: 
With the repeat? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino:  
Yes, with ritornella. But you hear only one song and not different…because in this emission there was 
different…“ballate con noi5” It was to dance and there was, I don’t know how many different songs, 
perhaps 5 or 6. It was a half-hour show. But what I what to obtain is something that is my personal 
experience. It was very curious because this show happened when the sun was going down, and there was 
obscurity and you have a big noise that was covering. When I conducted the piece I always want more 
noise and the song should begin very soft. And the song should become recognizeable gradually. There is 
also another…very regular… For example the introduction of the songs you can here after at another point, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Ballate con noi” was a radio variety show popular in the 1950’s – see the harp on p. 24 of the score (5’06”). 
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as if in a different emission. And so, but…and I chose this song because it explains that all we have here 
are old things, like 2nd hand things, so the song is “Second Hand Rose6” 
 
James Bunch: 
And thi quote here…is this you, or is this a quotation from a piece…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No, no, no. That is my orchestration. I never heard this song, the original. So, I wanted to have the 
orchestration that I could hear when I was a child. There was orchestration like American, sometimes 
original because after the war they came to us, because there was a big barrier to American culture, or also 
commercial songs. They were not possible to hear. And so this universe was coming to Italy in this moment 
after the war. And so I started to have this sound of American way of orchestration that is very rational and 
very potent. Some arrangements of American songs are fantastic like modern music…I don’t remember the 
names but…some pieces are fantastic… 
 
James Bunch: 
Like Glenn Miller? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[It.] Anche Glenn Miller, ma prima di Glenn Miller c’erano…non mi ricordo ancora il nome…ho sentito 2 
o 3 arrangimenti stranissimi…ma come si chiamo…Bennett… 
 
Also Glenn Miller, but before Glen Miller there were…I don’t remember still the nameI heard 2 or 3 very 
strange arrangements…but what are they called…Bennett… 
 
James Bunch: 
Benny Goodman? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No, no, no. Not so famous, but very good…ah…I don’t remember, I will say to you… 
 
What I remember is that I wanted to change to have electronic sound, and so my own music in this piece is 
only the sound between one station and another. And, it was a game, like John Cage, I was a child and it 
was fantastic…the point between… 
 
And so the piece is organized with these emissions with clear signals, with total noise, and all of the 
possibilities in between them. For example you have normal signal, normal signal with distorted noise, and 
you have also the signal that is a different sound. For example, like marmalade sounds sometimes, it is 
fantastic because the sound is totally changed. You don’t need big noises because the sound is totally 
changed. I will show you some points…for example… 
 
[Finds places in ECR that feature Marmalade sounds] 
 
That is fantastic, this point. You can recognize the song, but the real notes…but there is a big alteration of 
the sound…(mm. 79-80)…and you have not so much disturbance here, but you have this marmalade sound. 
Sometimes it is also the signal [that is] transformed, in this case. And sometimes you have only quite !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Second Hand Rose, introduced in the 1921 Ziegfeld Follies – by Grant Clarke and James Healey. 
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nothing of the signal, or nothing [at all] of the signal, only noise. And so the different stations of emission, 
are coming like…and you recognize more the emission than what it is sending… 
 
James Bunch: 
One of the things I find interesting about this piece is that with the sung fragments, I can sit there and 
imagine what is on the other side of the fragments. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
You are totally right. The problem is, like we were discussing before, is how to cut. How to cut is all [i.e., 
is everything] in this case. If you want to have the song, you destroy the piece, you destroy the song also. 
You must have 2 bars to understand what it is. It’s like to choose the right sonata of Scarlatti. 
 
This idea to take these old pieces of Gesualdo…I could not understand why nobody could do this before. 
For me, when I discovered these pieces, I wanted to give a modern version to diffuse them… 
 
The only prize that I am very obvious…because I am not so […meretricious?] … I want to be normal. But 
what I am very…[It.] Sono molto gioioso di essere un citadino onorario di [the town of] Gesualdo. [I am 
very happy to be an honorary citizen of [the town of] Gesualdo] [Eng.] The town of Gesualdo gave to 
me…I am an honorary citizen of Gesualdo 
 
James Bunch: 
So for example, at this point, the words “stringi mor” and I think “amore”… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No, no, sono delle cose un po, anche sadiche. Perchè “stringi” può dire stringi [makes choking 
gesture…stringi: you tighten, you choke, etc.], ma muor-… puoi dire stringi troppo, forse. Non “amore,” 
muore…”die”…e cominci diventare anche un po’ ambiguo come un giocco…un giocco troppo crudele. 
 
Quando a un certo punto dopo “ballate con noi” c’è un altra voce una manifestazione che dice “per sempre” 
 
No, no, some things a little, even sadistic. Because “stringi” is [makes choking gesture…] stringi: you 
tighten/choke, etc. One can say choke to much perhaps, it is not love, [but] death…”die”…and it begins to 
become even a little ambiguous like a game… 
 
When at a certain point after “ballate con noi” there is another voice, a felicitous manifestation “per 
sempre.” 
 
James Bunch: 
È un invito per l’ascoltatore “ballate con noi..?” 
It’s an invitation for the listener “dance with us…?” 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
É un nome di una trasmissione, ma sí, anche un invite. E quindi …ma un altra voce dice “per sempre” 
It’s the name of a show, but yes, also an invitation. And thus…but another voice says “forever…” 
 
James Bunch: 
La memoria…? 
Memory? 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
“Per sempre” no. Come… “per sempre,” cioé, come un giocco di Vampiri…“ballate con noi…per sempre 
[in a vampire-like voice].” E così ripete “con noi” [with a different tone of voice, more playful, severed 
from the voice of the announcer of the radio program…a little like escaping the vampires]. 
 
Per cui se ti è sfuggito, pronunce sfugge più questa frase. Perchè sono fantasmi nel passato questi, no? 
Forse ti posso mostrare… 
 
[Searching for a spot, finds another interesting moment.] 
 
E questo é interessante… tu hai “Second Hand Rose,” quasi intera…ma poi, cambia stazione, e qui ci sono 
 
“Forever” like a Vampire play…”dance with us…forever” [in a vampire-like voice] and then is repeated 
“with us” [with a different, more playful tone of voice] for here in the text has escaped...it escapes more in 
this phrase. Because they are phantasms of the past, no? 
 
James Bunch: 
Page 34… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
…qui ci sono tutte i passi e valichi, tutti bloccati, delle Apli. Ciòe, quindi la communicazione, non ce 
nessuna communicazione. É sempre metaforico sulla comunicazione della trasmettere, non? Fra chi 
ascolta…vedi..quindi 
 
And here all of the streets and all of the passes and valleys are blocked. That is, communication, or it does 
not permit communication is always a metaphor on communication, transmission, no? Among thse who 
listen…you see…thus… 
 
James Bunch: 
Tra compositore ed ascoltatore? 
Between composer and listener? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Anche sí. Fra uomo e uomo…perchè qui, è una trasmissione vedi…quello che manca tu è comincia 
“bolletino” dici “della transitabilità delle strade statali ah ma c’è stato bolletino dei naviganti… 
 
[Reads the text in mm. 121-131] 
 
…The national society of the roads of state, says that are closed the following passes…and they are all 
closed. 
 
Poi, questo l’introduzione di “Second Hand Rose.” [Eng.] The introduction we are hearing after, like 
another music, because it is different with solo violin…and here we have the sigla [theme song] of Ballate 
con noi e then per sempre, per sempre…and here is another wor[l]d, the shadow of the instruments is very 
dark (pointing to the thunder sheet suoni di fondo)… 
 
Also yes, between man and man…because here is a transmission you see…that which it lacks you it is 
beginning “bulletin” it says “of the transitability of the state highways…there is stated a bulletin for 
navigators [travellers]… 
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“The national society of the roads of state, says that are closed the following passes…and they are all 
closed” And so, here is the introduction of “Second Hand Rose.” We here the introduction after, like 
another music, because it is different with solo violin…and here we have the sigla [theme song] of Ballate 
con noi e then per sempre, per sempre…and here is another wor[l]d, the shadow of the instruments is very 
dark [pointing to the thunder sheet suoni di fondo]!
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] The moment of rupture? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes, a reprise…it is impossible in time to have a reprise of what happened casually. It is very curious. 
 
James Bunch: 
So the Efebo turns back around to the first stations? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Not to first station…not only returning to the first stations, but the sequence you are starting is a real reprise 
of the first section, but with a very dark sound that covers over, and changes the light of the music. And the 
texts are different, because “wind,” “I” that is io in inglese but anche Ahi, ahime! Come si dice in inglese? 
 
James Bunch: 
A sigh… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
E quando, come tu promi d’amore… 
And when, as you do in love… 
 
James Bunch: 
Come in Monteverdi…Ahime… 
As in Monteverdi…“Ahime”… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Sí…i testi cambiano 
Yes, the texts change… 
 
James Bunch: 
Cambia l’emozione del testo? 
The emotion of the text changes? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, ma propria…la psicologia…il senso di questa cosa. Non ha più questa cosa di…quasi spiritosa ma 
diventa, come un giocco di vampiri, veramente. 
 Yes,!but!precisely!the!psychology,!and!the!meaning.!There!is!no!longer!this!thing!of…almost!ghostly!it!becomes,!like!a!play!of!vampires. 
 
END OF FIRST INTERVIEW/TRACK 1 
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DAY 2/1 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Io, non sono contrario alla conoscienza scientifica della partita musicista. Anzi, io stesso sono molto 
curioso e però, non credo che l’usare diciamo delle logiche aver concetto presi della scienza porti una 
maggiore forza al linguaggio musicale. Cioè l’idea post-seriale che…diciamo un indirrizzo pseudo-
scientifico della musica possa in qualche modo mobilirla o conferirla una maggiore autorità, secondo a me, 
è un concepio [concetto] sbagliato, anche perche non è che la musica diventa più scientifica. Anche perche, 
i rapporti che non esista può avere conoscienza solo i rapporti con la conoscienza divulgata [popularized] 
non conoscienza come ricerca. Sono realissimi nella storia dei rapporti con la scienza come ricerche. Ti 
ricordi che, forse nella prima capitolo di Le Figure della Musica da Beethoven a Oggi, c’è una riflessione 
storica sul questo aspetto. Sono molto rare le influenze dirette della scienza. Però, se la musica ha una forza 
diciamo di pensiero e teorica, poi in qualche modo avere dei paralellismi o delle coincidenze…come 
succede con…delle afermazione che io ho fatto con le spiegazione sul molto delle note di programma 
sopratutto su come funzione la mente umana che poi parallelamente nei stessi anni ho in qualche anno 
succesivo sono stati in qualche modo affermatti e confermati da scienziati che si erano occupato con 
quell’aspetto. E allora, questo non da pìu valore alla mia musica, ma da visto come un…diciamo 
nell’insieme del mondo della cultura non può essere sempre settore analizzato ma dev’essere…ha visto nel 
suo insieme nella sua relazione nelle sue influenze. 
 
Nel caso della mia musica diventare una cosa importante in quanto la mia musica porta tutto a una 
percezione soggettiva. E quindi, considerate importante che i mecanismi con cui noi percepiamo diventa la 
mia base della musica. Cioè, la base dell’organizzazione anche della musica. 
 
On the contrary, I am not opposed to the knowledge of science among musicians. In fact, I am very curious. 
But I do not believe that the use, let us say, of the logic that concepts taken from science give a greater 
force to musical language. That is the post-serial idea that…let us say a pseudo-scientific direction of the 
music can in some way mobilize it or confer on it a greater authority. To me, it is a mistaken concept, 
because it is not as if the music becomes more scientific. It is a relationship that does not exist in real 
consciousness, they are relationships with popularized knowledge, not knowledge as research. They are 
very real in the history of relations with science as research. Remember that – perhaps in the first chapter of 
Le figure della musica da Beethoven a oggi – there is an historical reflection on this aspect. Direct 
influences from science are very rare. However if music has a force [that is], let us say, philosophical or 
theoretical, then in some way it [can] have some parallels or some coincidences with…some affirmations 
that I made with the explanations in many of the program notes above all, on how the human mind that can 
– similarly in the same years I have…in some successive year they were in some way affirmed and 
confirmed by scientists that were occupied with that aspect. And so, this gives no additional value to the 
music, but as seen by…let us say, by the entire world of culture it cannot always be analyzed but must 
be…be seen in its entirety in its relationships, in its influences. 
 
In the case of my music it becomes an important thing inasmuch as my music brings one to a subjective 
perception. And thus considered as…because the mechanisms with which we perceive become the base of 
my music. That is to say, the base of the organization also of the music. 
 
James Bunch: 
Come una teoria “Gestalt?” 
As in Gestalt theory? 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, ma la teorica “Gestalt” è troppo rudimentale rispetto a quello che…il uso…della percezione piena a 
tutto campo che invece insteressa noi in questa parte del secolo. Io l’ho studiato la teoria Gestalte da 
ragazzo…diciamo il primo 18 anni, però…Si certi concetti sono importanti ma poi ha un debolo sviluppati 
in un modo meno schematico e meno limitato al frammento e l’hanno studiate anche nell’insieme la 
percezione cioè in tutta le unità. La Gestalt si occupava nell’annunciazione delle leggi, diciamo i percietti 
della Gestalte in realtà, forniva dei esempi che erano astratti. Non c’erano mai gli esempi concretti o di 
opera esistenti, non dico musicale, ma neanche visive…e quindi è restava un qualcosa completamente 
scissa da quello che era in un lingaggi che venivano usati, o dagli artisti, o nella letteratura, o nelle varie 
settore dei pezzi umano. E allora, quindi io non è che sono contrario. Però, questo mio ateggiamento di 
rifiutare la retorica a patella autoritorismo diciamo di una cosa scientifico che porta, secondo alcuni 
compositore, più valore alla musica. Sono veramente molto contrario. 
 
Sono molto curioso da studiare questa cosa. Però non posso cambiare mestiere, e quindi ci sono molte 
concidenze fra le teorie che io ho annunziato nelle mie note di programma, in tutta della mia vita e tanti 
scritti e teorie ho sperimentazione di varie scienziati che combaciano coincidono in qualche caso punto, io 
anticipo. E questo vuol dire semplicemente che – come si può dire – siamo in uno stesso abbiamo…ci sono 
degli esigenze di pensiero che si esprimono come nella musica. Cioè, come nelle altre scienze anche nella 
musica. Però non ho mai avuto la preoccupazione di documentarmi oppure di studiare paralellamente, 
modificare la mia teoria, perchè la mia non è una teoria scientifica e un’analisi… 
 
Yes, but Gestalt theory is too rudimentary with respect to that which…the use…of the full perception 
across the board that instead interests us in this part of the century. I studied the Gestalt theory as a 
boy…let’s say the first 18 years, however…Yes, certain concepts are important but then it has a weak 
development in a less schematic way, and less limited to fragments and I studied also perception in the big 
picture, that is in its entirety. Gestalt is preoccupied with the annunciation of laws, let’s say that the 
perceptions of Gestalt in reality, provided examples that were abstract. There were never concrete examples 
or existent works, from the musical world, but either the visual world, and thus it remains something 
completely separated from that which was in a language that was being used, whether by artists, or in 
literature, in the various parts of human works. And so, that is not me, I am opposed. My attitude is to 
refuse the rhetoric of an authoritative patella let us say of some scientific thing that brings according to 
some composers, more value to the music. I am truly very opposed [to that]7. 
 
I am very curious to study this thing. However, I cannot change my profession, and there are many 
conicidences between the theories that I have announced in my program notes, in all of my life and many 
writings and theories or experiments of various scientists that coincidentally match in some cases precisely, 
I anticipate. And this means, simply that – as one can say – we are at the same…dishes crash…[There] are 
conceptual resonances as expressed in the music. That is, as in the other sciences also in music. However I 
have never had the preoccupation of self-documentation or of simultaneously studying [scientific theories] 
to modify my theory because mine is not a scientific theory, it is an analysis… 
 
James Bunch: 
Un’estetica…? 
As aesthetic…? 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Opposed to the authority of scientific certainties/claims of truth for art. This is pretty post-Structuralist! 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, anche a posteriori sulle opera già scritte, molto spesso. Non è che io primo scrivo la representazione e 
poi scrivo il pezzo, ma e sempre contrario. Per qui era una riflessione a posteriori non a priori. Più che una 
teoria, è un’analisi. 
 
Yes, also a posteriori, on the works already written very often. It is not that I first wrote the representation 
and wrote the piece, but it is always the opposite. For here [it] was a reflection a posteriori and not a priori. 
More than a theory, it is an analysis. 
 
James Bunch: 
La parole “fisionomia” – è una parole quasi scientifiche (con una significazione scientifiche) ma nel senso 
che usi tu, non è “scientifica” in senso stretto? 
 
The word “physiognomy” – it is a quasi-scientific word (i.e., with a scientific meaning) but in the sense that 
you use, it is not “scientific” in a strict sense, no? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Fisionomia. Fisionomia vuol dire configurazione riconoscibile come un volto. La fisionomia è la…in Greco 
vorrebbe dire forse la regola del fisico…della figura, no? 
 
C’è per esempio…diciamo fisionomia nel senso di un volto. Il volto é la cosa piu riconoscibile di una 
persona. Cioè per che quella con cui noi abbiamo…noi ci guardiamo in faccia per communicare. Allora 
l’uso della parola fisionomia è, abbastanza, un mediato nella communicazione per dire una figurazione che 
ha una sua…suoi caratteri distintivi e sopratutto immediatamente riconoscibili. Quasi personalizzati, cioè 
come una faccia. 
 
Cioè, quando ho visto la tua faccia non ho dimenticato più. Le faccie sono molto simili certe volte. Però, la 
fisionomia non è solo la configurazione, ma anche l’organismo di tutto questo, e anche quello che c’è nel 
modo di muoversi, un attegiare, i movimenti e l’espressione del volto no? La fisionomia è quindi, ti 
comporta veramente un tutto l’insieme. Esattamente come nel…perchè personalizza quasi…Quindi anziche 
dire figura dire fisionomia dai, come una cosa quasi personalizzata. Ecco perchè, più volontieri, hai 
ragione, sei la prima persona che si accorge di quello, ma lo faccio a posta [but I do it on purpose] da usare 
la parola fisionomia. 
 
Physiognomy. Physiognomy means a configuration that is recognizeable to us, like a face. Physiognomy it 
the…in Greek it could mean perhaps “according to the physique of the figure / shape, no? 
 
There is for example…let us say physiognomy in the sense of a face. The face, the thing most 
recognizeable of a person. It is by that with which we have…we do not look at a face to communicate. So 
the parallel use of the word physiognomy is, rather, a mediation in the communication of a figuration that 
has the distinctive character and above all is immediately recognizable. Somewhat personalize, that is – like 
a face. 
 
That is, when you see your face you no longer forget it. Physiognomy is not only the configuration but also 
the organism of all this and also that that there is in the way that [the figure] moves, the poise/attitude, the 
movements and the expression of the face, no? Physiognomy is therefore, means to you the entirety. 
Exactly as in…because [it is] personalized. Thus instead of saying figure to say physiognomy, 
communicates something almost personalized. Here it is because, more willingly you are right… 
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James Bunch: 
Qualche domande sul concetto di strutturalismo. Qual è la tua concezione dello strutturalismo? Io mi trovo 
che questa parole viene definito in modi molti differenti secondo a cui definirla. 
 
[I have] some questions on the concept of Structuralism. What is your conception of Structuralism? I find 
that this word is defined in many different ways, according to the one who defines it. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Quando io ero giovane, Lo strutturalismo era..del Massimo della sua esistenza. Io ero molto seccato 
\annoyed\ dell’uso improprio della parola struttura. Perchè si usava la parola struttura per dire 
aggregato…per dire…una configurazione più o meno astratta o geometrica diciamo così. E quella 
era…significava per la parola “struttura.” Per esempio i titoli di Boulez, o di altri compositori vogliono dire 
questo. Perchè si rifiutava in quel periodo il concetto di organismo strutturale. E quindi in qualche modo io 
trovav o che, dal punto di vista, anche dello struttura della linguistica. L’uso della parola struttura era, 
molto ignorante perchè era seperato il tutto quello che i scienziati e i ricercatori facciavano nel campo della 
linguistica, perchè la completamento opposto. Perchè invece di struttura, nel senso linguistico, è un 
qualcosa di funzionale, non di oggettivo, o di – come si può dire – dei risultato di manipolazione. È 
compito, non…era un’altra cosa. E la ricerca proprio degli elementi che…siccome si cambinano. E quindi, 
nel, siccome, lo strutturalismo era preoccupato delle operazioni che facevano lo strutturalismo, più che del 
risultato mentre invece, la struttura è un risultato poi percettivo se non c’è le risultato percettivo, la parola 
“struttura” non ha senso. Cioè, “struttura” non é le operazioni che tu applichi a certi materiali e che possono 
contrastarsi l’una con l’altra. Allora, questa mancanza di responsibilità diretta, diciamo, di coninvolgimento 
personale – d’impegno diretto del compositore nel construire la propria opera, cioè come…senza 
responsibilità, e io questo lo trovo molto negativo. Lo trovo poco artistico, e poco sociale…Cioé l’artista 
non lo può non inserire nella società, se l’artista s’isola per principio perchè pensa che l’artista dev’essere 
insolato è un grande errore …[undecipherable]…no? 
 
Per cui, io reagisco sempre un poi emotivamente, questa, alle discussioni sullo strutturalismo perchè io le 
ho vissute in prima persona, e c’erano delle polemiche fra me e Boulez, ma fra me ed i Bouleziani in italia 
per esempio, fra me ed i critici e qualche volta con gli scambi molto duri di seguaci…ma sopratutto era la 
citica che ogni volta diventava ortodossa in una certa direzione, per cui…diciamo primi anni 70 / fine degli 
anni 60 quando io invece cercavo di affermare certe cose proprio sul funzionamento della mente umana, e 
del linguaggio, arrivano posizione… ma anche molto sgradevole \unpleasant\, perchè  era basata 
sull’offesa, non sulla discussione reale, e quindi, ecco perch’io reagisco un po’ emotivamente sul questo 
argomento perché l’ho vissuto in prima persona. Cioè [sono] stati scambi di lettere con parole molto dure – 
sopratutto fra me e giornalisti. Con cui non vorrei avere corrispondenza, ma è stato necessario. 
 
Indeterminismo per me è una fase importante in quanto sviluppa, diciamo, l’utilizzazione il concetto stesso 
di processo. Ma, e quindi dal punto di vista della tecnica o dell’esperienze compositve è importante…della 
metodologia diciamo. Dal punto di vista dei risultati artistici secondo me è meno importante. Per esempio 
Stockhausen che è sempre stato più forte che gli altri compositori come invenzione e come risultati, non si 
è impegnato nel dibattito strutturalismo. 
 
When I was young, Structuralism was at the height of its existence. I was very annoyed with the improper 
use of the word “structure.” Because one used the word to say “aggregate”…to say…a configuration more 
or less abstract or geometric, let us say it in this way. And that was…[it] signified for the word “structure.” 
For example the titles of Boulez, or of other composers wanted to say this. Because he refuted in that 
period, the concept of structural organism. And thus, in some way, I found that, from from [my] point of 
view, also from the structure of linguistics. The use of the word “structure” was, very ignorant because it 
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separated everything that the scientists and researches we making in the field of linguistics, because it was 
completely opposed. Because instead of structure, in the linguistic sense, it is something of functional, not 
objective, or of – as one can say – of the results of manipulation. It is done, not…it was another thing. And 
it was precisely this research of these elements that… since they combine. And then…in…since 
Structuralism was preoccupied with operations that they called Structuralism, more than the results while 
instead, structure is a result then of perception, if it is not the result of perception then the word “structure” 
makes no sense. That is “structure” not the operations that you apply to certain materials that can be set in 
opposition with one other. Thus, this lack of direct responsibility, let us say, of personal involvement  - of 
direct engagement of the composer in the construction of his own work, that is how…without 
responsibility, and I found this to be very negative, I found it not very artistic, not very social…the artist 
cannot insert it into society, if the artist is isolated [by such a] principle because he thinks that the artist 
must be isolated – it is a huge mistake that…no?  
 
For who, I always react a little emotionally…to the discussion on Structuralism because I experienced it in 
first person, and there were some polemics between Boulez and myself, and between me and the 
Bouleziani in Italy, between myself and critics, with whom from time to time with very harsh exchanges – 
above all between myself and journalists – with whom I did not want to have correspondence, but it was 
necessary. 
 
Indeterminism for me, it is an important phase in which there developed, let us say, the use of the concept 
of process. But it is then…of technique or of compositional experience it is important…for the 
methodology, let us say. From the point of view of artistic results it is, in my opinion, less important. For 
example, Stockhausen who is always stronger than other composers in terms of invention and results, he 
was not engaged in the debate about Structuralism. 
 
James Bunch: 
C’è una unità tra sentimento e struttura nella musica di Stockhausen (sentimento non è la parola giusta), 
ma…? 
 
There is a unity between sentiment and structure in the music of Stockhausen (…sentiment is not the right 
word), but…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, ma non sentimenti diciamo, ma diciamo fra la sua personalità diciamo in tutti i suoi aspetti, e il modo 
con cui…anche perchè…è una discussione di egemonia a realtà. Ci sono sempre state delle correnti che 
vogliono essere porta bandiera e eliminare le altre, e di questo Stockhausen sempre fatto da serie. E 
questa…era…esemplare. In realtà, in lui, però, tutte queste cose sono più evolute che negli altri 
compositori.  Cioè, il modo di usare i processi, Stockhausen, è estraordinario, perchè motlo più funzionale 
poi, a quello che poi ti era ascolto. E anche in Webern, i processi, diciamo, seriali anche se sono, forse 
sembrano più elementari – sono sempre percettivi, e per quello che lui divide le serie in gruppi di suoni? 
Perchè questi gruppi di suoni puoi tu li percepisci in qualisiasi evoluzione, in qualsiasi combinazione tu li 
senti sempre. Non hanno valore tematico ma hanno valore fisionomico. Sono come personaggi. 
 
Yes, but not sentiment let us say, but between his personality together with all of its aspects and the mode 
in which…also because…it is a discussion of hegemony, in reality. There were always some currents that 
want to be the standard-bearer and to eliminate the others, and from this Stockhausen always made of the 
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series8. And this…he was…exemplary. In reality, in him however, all these things were more evolved than 
in the other composers. That is, the way of using processes, Stockhausen, is extraordinary, because it is 
much more functional, then those [others] you heard. And also / even Webern, the processes, let us say, 
serial even if, perhaps they appear a little elementary – are always perceivable and why does he divide the 
series into groups of sound? Because these groups of sounds, you can perceive them in whatever evolution, 
in whatever combination you hear them always. They do not have a thematic value, but they have a 
physiognomic value. They are like persons/characters. 
 
James Bunch: 
Legame fra suono è senso. 
Bond between sound and sense. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Esattamente. No, fra suono…cioé percezione del suono. Perchè per me, il suono e sensa…La percezione ha 
delle sue caratteristiche…cioé la percezione elimina certe cose agruppa, certe altre. E quindi, è la 
percezione è impietosa sulle opera serialistiche, per forza. Cioé un conto e la serie usata come la usa 
Schönberg, che poi dice: “Io la uso nel mio modo personale.” Non ha mai preteso che tutti facessero, come 
invece ha preteso Boulez. Boulez ha sempre preteso d’imporre il suo modo di vedere sugli altri. Ha una 
prepotenza diciamo di figura, a cui però poi non ha corrisposto una forza pari diciamo dal punto di vista 
della composizione. 
 
More like a connection between sound and perception. Because for me, the sound is sense/meaning…the 
perception of its characteristics…that is the perception eliminates certain things to group, certain others. 
And those, perception is merciless on serialistic works, of necessity. That is [There is?], an account and 
series used as Schönberg used it, who can say: “I used in my [own] personal way.” He never had the 
pretense that everyone could use it, as Boulez pretended. Boulez has always pretended to impose his way of 
seeing on everyone else. He has a figurative power, let us say, to him however, did not correspond a 
comparable force, let us say, of achievement of composition. 
 
James Bunch: 
Cosa pensi tu dei compositori come Helmut Lachenmann, Matthias Spahlinger, e si può dire la lotta con la 
storia? 
 
What do you think of composers like Helmut Lachenmann, and Mathias Spahlinger, and what one could 
call the battle / struggle with history? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Ma…dunque Lachenmann in certe cose, mi sembra che sia acomuna una specie di alter ego di mio perchè 
ci sono delle coincidenze – per esempio nel uso di certi suoni, nella radicalità del uso proprio del emissioni 
sonore. Ci sono delle cose comuni, però con linguaggio e notazione siamo completamente diversi. 
Lachenmann è sicuramente di più legato – forse anche perchè ha qualche anno più di me e più legato al 
mondo post-seriale – anche nella sua costrutività diciamo…. 
 
But…well Lachenmann, in certain things, seems to me that his has in common a type of alter edo of myself 
because there are certain coincidences – for example in the use of certain sounds, in the radicality of the use 
of sonic emissions. There are some things in common, however in language and notation we are completely !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 “…e di questo Stockhausen sempre fatto da sere.” 
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different. Lachenmann is surely of more connection – perhaps also because he is somewhat older than I am 
he is more connected to the post-serial world – also in his constructive approach, let us say… 
 
James Bunch: 
Anche sfuggia anche l’usa dei sistemi esatti? 
He also escapes the use of precise systems? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, le sistemi molto deterministi, cioè o communque di derivazione deterministica come mentalità… 
 
Ciò della composizione di Lachenmann come interessano molto…piacciono molto, e altre che trovo un po’ 
da professore, non lo so…dipende dai risultati. Per esempio Ausklang per pianoforte ed orchestra…non mi 
interessa. Tanzsuite mit Deutschlandlied m’interessa molto, mi piace….forse restare è un buon pezzo.. 
 
Yes, very deterministic systems, that is or anyway of deterministic derivation as a mentality… 
 
There are compositions of Lachenmann that are most interesting…I like very much, and others that I find a 
little professorial, I don’t know…depends on the results. For example Ausklang for piano and 
orchestra…doesn’t interest me. Tanzsuite mit Deutschlandlied interests me very much, I like it…perhaps 
always, it is a good piece. 
 
James Bunch: 
~ Per esempio il primo pezzo di uno stile che Lachenmann ha chiamato “Musique concrète instrumentale” 
– Kontrakadenz – usa le percussione orchestrale come generatori di rumore nel contesto della musica 
orchestrali… 
 
For example, the first piece of a style that Lachenmann called “Musique concrète instrumentale” – 
Kontrakadenz – uses the orchestral percussion as generators of noise in the orchestral context… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Eco, una cosa importante che  è commune fra me e Lachenmann è la classificazione del tutto il mondo dei 
suoni in tipologia di suoni. Questo è interessante, perchè non è una cosa molto vistosa però una base 
percettiva. C’è il mondo di tutti suoni si può…nella loro complessità e varietà si può, in qualche modo, 
raggruppare secondo delle somiglianze prioprio percettive, per cui il ricercare appunto questo genera. 
 
Here is something important that I have in common with Lachenmann – the classification of the whole 
world of sounds into typologies of sound. This is interesting because it is not very blatant but has a 
perceptual basis. There is the world of all sounds one can…in their complexity and variety one can, in 
some way, group them according to some perceptual similarities, for him, the research generates precisely 
this. 
 
James Bunch:  
~Diresti che c’è una somiglianza tra le tipologie sonore usata di Helmut Lachenmann e le tue “figure della 
musica?” 
 
Would you say there is a similarity between the typologies of sound that Helmut Lachenmann uses, and 
your “Figures of music?” 
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[Salvatore Sciarrino is not familiar with the reference, I attempt to explain] 
 
C’é una categoria di evento suono si é chiamata “Kadenzklang.” É un suono che succeed in un momento, 
come un colpo. Strukturklang, un’altra categoria…, 
 
There is a category of event that is called “Kadenzklang.” It is a sound that happens in one moment, like 
sudden blow / strike. Structurklang, another type of category… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Ah, io loro però un concetto deverso io…Direi, invece…sono occasionale oppure…eh…come potevo dire 
filosoficamente… 
 
Ah, I…they are however a different concept. I would say, rather…occasional sound…how could you say 
philosophically… 
 
James Bunch: 
Kadenzklang, si può dire, e un po’ similare alla figura “Little Bang” – una figura dal tuo libro… 
Kadenzklang, you could say, is a little like the figure “Little Bang” – one of the figures in your book… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, come un evento arbitrario…si viene trovare lì. Ma…dunque…Filosoficamente ho bisogno più du usare 
una parola molta precisa…un evento non casuale…un evento…ci deve pensare di un altro, perché è una 
parola Grecca…una parola aristotelica che si dice… 
 
[Sciarrino cannot remember the word he is looking for…so he phones a friend] 
 
La parola è “contingente”9. E allore, siccome… e lui è un concetto ben documentato e formato. È discuteva 
sulla catalogazione che fa Lachenmann fra suoni strutturati e suoni che lui chiama Kadenze. È in realtà 
devono essere chiamata suoni come che ho detto poco fa, contingente. Si non è concetualmente sbagliato. 
Sono suoni contingenti e vengono insolati [unresolved, unusual…]… 
 
Yes, like an arbitrary event…one can find it there. But…therefore…philosophically I need a more precise 
word…not a casual event…and event…we must think of another, because it is a Greek word…an 
Aristotelian word that one says… 
 
The word is “contingent!” And so, since…it is a well documented and formed word. It is discussed on the 
catalogization that Lachenmann makes between structural sounds [Strukturklang] and sounds that he calls 
Kadenzklang. And in reality there are called sounds as I have said a little while ago, contingent. If it is not 
conceptually mistaken. They are contingent sounds and are isolated. 
 
James Bunch: 
Una domande in più sul Strutturalismo: Quale la parantella fra la struttura di un opera sciarriniana, e la 
superficie sonora? Cioè, per quanto riguarda l’esperienza d’ascolto? 
 
One more question about Structuralism: What is the relationship between structure of a Sciarrinian work, 
and the sonic surface? That is, with regard to the experience of listening? !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Definition: “True by virtue of the way things are and not by logical necessity” Other definitions – “dependent upon,” 
“a possible, but uncertain outcome” 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
È un po come dire “cosa pensi della vita?” [laughs] 
It’s a little like saying “What is the meaning of life?” 
 
James Bunch: 
~Significo, nella sua musica, il legame fra struttura e grammatical nelle tue opera…c’é un connessione 
diretto fra quella struttura e ciò che l’ascoltatore può sentire? In un senso, ti posso sentire direttamente la 
struttura? 
 
I mean, in your music, the bond between structure and grammer in your work…is there a direct connection 
between that structure and what the listener can hear? In a sense, can you can hear the structure directly? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Nella mia musica, “struttura” e percezione combaciano opera e struttura combaciano perfettamente. 
 
Ci sono cose che sono parte della metodologia…non c’è nessuno differenza e qui la risposta è questa. 
Comba la struttura e percezione del opera o fisionomia dell’opera o, diciamo “organismo” dell’opera 
combaciano… 
 
Non solo struttura, ma anche strutture perchè è una cosa che riguarda tutto l’insieme, ma riguarda anche i 
particolari dell’opera, non? 
 
In my music, “structure” and perception match [they are the same thing]. Work and structure match 
perfectly. 
 
There are things that are part of the methodology…there is no difference and here the answer is that. 
Combine the structure and perception of the work, or the physiognomy of the work, or let us say the 
“organism” of the work – they are the same thing. 
 
Not only structure, but also structures because it is a thing that regards the entirety, but regards also the 
particulars of the work, no? 
 
James Bunch: 
E quando si parla dei analisi antropologico, si parla di senso di sturtture in termine dei azioni e processi che 
sorgere… 
 
And when you speak of “anthropological analysis”, you speak of structures in terms of the actions and the 
processes that arise… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, eco ma, I processi sono processi di trasformazione. Perchè i processi Struturalisti generano solo processi 
applicativi, ordi, distribuzione o di applicazione…si l’applicazione di certi numeri, certe proporzione… 
 
Yes, but the processes are processes of transformation. Because the processes that the Structuralists 
generate are only applicative processes, distributions or applications…yes the application of certain 
numbers, certain proportions… 
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James Bunch: 
Operazione? 
Operations? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino 
Si, sono operazione. Per cui no so…alle note che tu hai prodotto con certi sistemi serialistici filature o 
riletture, o trasposizioni tu applichi delle numeriche o delle proporzione che riguardano i gruppi. Oppure 
per esempio ritrattamenti di questi suoni – non so alcuni sono flatterzunge altri non. E allora, tu applichi 
sopra delle griglie c’ioè come delle cose preordinate ma che sono fate di cose numeriche sopra delle altre 
cose…tutto questo sono delle operazione, sono quello che i serialisti chiamano “processi.” 
 
Per me invece un processo, è più un concetto evolutivo, cioè noi partiamo da un suono singolo. Cosa suono 
per esempio comincia reverberarsi, e questo reverbero oppure esse è moltiplicato (esempio più facile…) 
 
Yes, operations. For whom I don’t know…to the notes that you produced with certain serialistic systems, 
threads or reinterpretations, or transpositions that you apply to numbers or proportions that regard the 
groups. Or for example the reprocessing of these sounds – I don’t know some are flutterzunge, others no. 
And thus, you apply over some grids that is as some things preordered but that are made of numerical 
things over some other thing…all of these are operations, they are what the serialists call “processes.” 
 
For me instead, a process, it is more of an evolutionary concept. That is to say, we begin from a single 
sound. This sound for example, begins to vibrate, and it reverberates or it is multiplied – an easy example… 
 
James Bunch: 
Multiplicato nel senso di Boulez, oppure nel senso dei “processi di multiplicazione?” 
Multiplied in the sense that Boulez says, or in the sense of “processes of multiplication?” 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Un processo di moltiplicazione…dopo il suono singolo, lo stesso suono si va organizzando in gruppi più 
numerosi, o più densi. E poi questi numeri e questi gruppi si steccano, si allungano. E questi sono i veri 
processi perchè sono quello…sono, diciamo…processo evolutivo dei elementi della composizione. Non è 
che io semplifico, io uso delle catagorie che vengono propria della mia percezione soggetiva che poi è la 
stessa perce[zione] combacia con la percezione del ascolto. 
 
A process of multiplication…after a single sound, the same sound is organized in more numerous or more 
dense groups. And then these numbers, and these groups stick together, they stretch [themselves out]. And 
these are the true processes that are, let us say…evolutionary processes of elements in composition. It is not 
that I simplify, I use some categories that belong to my subjective perception that then is the same 
perception…that matches the perception of the listener. 
 
James Bunch: 
Allora, è possibile che ci sono più processi che quelli che appaiano nel tuo libro? 
So, is it possible that there are more processes than the ones that appear in your book? 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Non è quelle del mio libro sono esauriti sechi le possibilità. Infatti pensavo di farle degli altri, non ho tengo 
di fare tante cose. Io speravo che indicando come si può procedere, qualcun altre poi facesse degli altri 
punti, altri… 
 
In quel caso sono processi elementari. Elementari ma molto utili per capire certi momenti storici, certi 
passaggi storici che sono stati fondamentali sia perchè hanno dato un’opera straordinarie, e sia perchè sono 
modello per tutti successi – un modello che tutti hanno appunto. 
 
It is not that my book has dryly exhausted the possibilities. In fact, I thought of making others, I don’t want 
to do so much. I hoped that, indicating how one can proceed, others could make other points… 
 
In that case, they are elementary processes. Elementary but very useful for understanding certain historical 
moments, certain historical passages that were fundamental both because they were extraordinary works, 
and because they were models for success – a model that is available to everyone, in fact. 
 
James Bunch: 
I processi fungono come una lettura della storia ma anche delle opere musicale… 
The processes function like a reading of history, but also of musical works… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Certo. E allora, il libro serviva a me…Le figure della musica non in modo strano perchè, io ho sempre 
insegnato in questo modo. E pensavo di tutti insegna solo così non? Ho pensato forse posso essere utile. E 
siccome, La Scala mi ha chiesto di fare un ciclo di lezzione sulla forma musicale, io ho proposto queste 6 
lezione, e ho cominciato a farle in italia…le facevo improvvisando con un piccolo schema. Il palazzo 
d’esposizione era tutto pieno. Veniva alle 2 di pomeriggio. Era molto stranno. Era un periodo in cui la 
società italiana era più vivace. Poteva evolversi anzi tutto…? 
 
Certainly. And so, the book helped me…Le Figure della Musica not in a strange way because, I had always 
taught in this way. And I thought that everyone taught this way, non? I thought perhaps it could be useful. 
And well, La Scala had asked me to make a cycle of lectures on musical form, I had proposed these 6 
lessons, and I began to make them in Italy…I made them suddenly with a little planning… The Palazzo 
d’Esposizione was entirely full. It happened over 2 evenings. It was very strange. It was a period in which 
Italian society was more lively. It could evolve in fact more? 
 
James Bunch: 
Nel 1998? Oppure prima di questa? 
In 1998, or before this? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No, prima, prima, perchè la prima lezione io l’ho fatto nel 1994 a Milano, forse. Anzi dov’essere 1993 
[rather it must be in 1993] però le parti a fatto esplodere il Padiglione d’Arte Contemporanea. E quindi noi 
abbiamo rinviato |postponed, send back…| le lezione di un anno, e le prime lezione sono svolte dentro La 
Scala, nel foyer de La Scala. 
 
No, before, before, because the first lesion I had made in 1994 in Milan, perhaps. Thus it must have been 
1993, however the partisans had bombed the Padiglione d’Arte Contemporanea. And thus we had 
postponed the lectures by a year, and the first lessons were held in La Scala, in the foyer of La Scala. 
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James Bunch: 
C’erano molti cambiamenti dopo le lezione iniziale e quelle che hai pubblicato nel tuo libro? 
Were there many changes after the initial lectures and those that you published in your book? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Dunque, io ho fatto un errore. D’altra parte non sono uno scrittori, perch’io…poi per scrivere il libri, sono 
partivo degli appunti [some notes] che mi servono per improvvisare, per parlare al pubblico. E questo è 
sbagliato; perchè un libro è un cosa diversa, e cioè un prospettivo del mondo diverso… 
 
[discusses how long it took to re-write/edit the book, and that he gave lectures in Milano at the Prato, 
Museo Lecce, Perugia, Roma – Palazzo di esposizioni, ecc. Each lecture took 2 hours. He used many more 
examples than he included in the book]. 
 
Grazia Giacco ha fatto una cosa molto utile. Ha tradotto in francese. Però lei ha aggiunto degli esempi che 
sono sbagliati concetualmente. Ha pensato di aggiungere materiale… 
 
Well, I made a mistake. On the one hand I am not a writer, for I…then to write I began with some notes 
that I used for improvisation, to speak to the public. And this was a mistake, because a book is a very 
different thing, that is a perspective from a different world… 
 
[discusses how long it took to re-write/edit the book, and that he gave lectures in Milano at the Prato, 
Museo Lecce, Perugia, Roma – Palazzo di esposizioni, ecc. Each lecture took 2 hours. He used many more 
examples than he included in the book]. 
 
Grazia Giacco had done something very useful. He translated the lectures into French. However he had 
added some examples that were conceptually mistaken. 
 
James Bunch: 
Lui ha usato esempi un po’ sbagliato? Per esempio, alcuni dei riferimenti a Wassily Kandinsky? 
He had used examples that were mistaken? For example, some of the references to Wassily Kandinsky? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, che non c’è trovo proprio. Né storicamente, né concettualmente. 
 
Per io poi parlo dei concetti, diciamo più recenti. Kandinsky è più legato ad una sperimentalità poi del suo 
periodo. E quindi è chiaro che non può, neanche intuire quegli che invece sono i concetti della musica di 
parte del secolo. 
 
Que esiste un sistema binario [points to cover of Marco Angius’ book Come Avvicinare il Silenzio] di 
questo esempio dice in copertina. 
 
Hai visto l’esempio dice in copertina? [discusses the binary nature of the general diagram of the Grande 
Sonata da camera from 1971, which is featured on the cover of Angius’ book]. 
 
Tu capisci? Lui scrive in modo difficile… 
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Yes, I didn’t find them appropriate. Neither historically, nor conceptually. 
 
For me, I am talking about some concepts, let us say more recent. Kandinsky is more connected to an 
experimentality of his own period. And so it is clear that one cannot, even guess that that those that are 
rather concepts of the music from that part of the century. 
 
Here there is a binary system [points to the cover of Marco Angius’ book Come avvicinare il silenzio – his 
monograph on the composer] in this example on the cover. 
 
Did you see the example on the cover? 
 
[Discusses the binary nature of the general diagram of the Grand Sonata da Camera from 1971, which is 
featured on the cover of Angius’ book]. 
 
Do you understand? He writes in a bit of a difficult way… 
 
James Bunch: 
Il primo capitolo è un po’ difficile, ma… 
The first chapter is a little difficult, but… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
È importante, è migliore… 
It is important, it’s better… 
 
James Bunch: 
Sei in accordo con questo? 
You agree with this? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
~Si, perchè l’ho fatto, io. Cioè l’analisi di De o de do. Dicevo vedi qui, questo è un diagramma molto 
vecchio…vedi che qui, ho fatto semplicamente A, B, A, B…(Pointing to the cover of Come avvicinare il 
silenzio). Eco, questo è un tipo di diagramma che ha tutta la forma del pezzo dalla prima nota all’ultima. 
Ma ognuno, ogni gruppo di questo è fatto di centinaia dei suoni. Ma A è B è fatto per mezzo di un sistema 
binario sul cui è basata qualsiasi cosa della nostra…[masked by café noise]… 
 
Eco questa è del 1971. 
 
Yes, because I did it. That is, the analysis of De o de do. I said see here, this is a very old diagram…see that 
here, I simply did A, B, A, B…[pointing to the cover of Come avvicinare il silenzio]. This is a type of 
diagram that has the entire form of the piece from the first note to the last. But every one, every group of 
this is made of hundreds of sounds. But A and B is made by means of a binary system on which is based 
whatever thins of our…[masked by café noise]… 
 
This was from 1971. 
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James Bunch: 
Nel 1968, Roland Barthes ha dichiarato “La morta dell’autore.” Cioè, ‘importanza dell’autore quando si 
legge / interprete un testo – e nel senso di musica, un pezzo – è limitata al lettore. Siete in accordo con quel 
argomento; che la significa di un pezzo di musica risiede sopratutto nella mente dell’ascoltatore – nutrito 
delle sue esperienze uniche? 
 
In 1968, Roland Barthes declared “the death of the author.” That is “the importance of the author when one 
reads/interprets a text – in in the sense of music, a piece – it is limited to the reader. Are you in agreement 
with this argument; that the meaning of a piece of music resides above all in the mind of the listener – fed 
by his unique experiences? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si, anche dal contatto col esterno…però, sulla morte dell’autore…Il quando, arrivano anche dei grandi 
pensatori che dicono questo è morto, questo è finito…perchè, sai Boulez che dice “Schönberg è morte” 
 
Yes, also by contact with the outside…however, on the death of the author…when, there comes also from 
the grand thinkers that say “this is dead, that is finished”…because – you know Boulez said “Schönberg è 
morte?” 
 
James Bunch: 
An exaggeration. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
…sono polemiche. E le polemiche sono false. Sono bugie, perché sono rabbie, non chiarite a se stessi che ti 
portano teorizzare delle cose soltanto in un maniera provocativa… 
 
They are only polemics. And all polemics are false. They are lies, because they are anger, unexplained to 
themselves they offer to you theories of things only in a provocative manner. 
 
James Bunch: 
Penso che Barthes ha inteso che, per chi legge (oppure chi ascolta ad un pezzo di musica), egli portano 
all’esperienza delle interpretazione molte differente talvolta… 
 
I think that Barthes intended to say that, for the one who reads (or the one who listens to a piece of music), 
they bring experience of interpretations quite different sometimes… 
 
Forse in Inglese: 
 
Someone who reads a book…brings with them meanings and interpretations that – many of them – do not 
come form the author. They are not the intention of the author. But Roland says…that’s OK. That’s what it 
is, that’s what it means to read, is to bring your experiences to it. It seems to me that in Le Figure della 
Musica da Beethoven a Oggi, that you did this to some of the paintings, in the sense that…for example 
Caravaggio; there is no way that he could foresee the development of photography. But you read some of 
his paintings with the history of photography between you and him. You applied those concepts to his 
paintings. 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[Eng.] But it is not only an intuition. It comes from his working method. He never uses “design,” but 
improvises directly [onto the canvas]. Well, his figures are always fighting casually, like in a photo. But it’s 
not the concept of photo, but of instantanea – to block the time. 
 
James Bunch: 
Not planned, not arranged 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
But that is a concept that he has. Because he makes a disorganization of figure in every painting. And so 
it’s clear that it is not what I think, there is no other way to interpret Caravaggio in history of human 
thinking if not in this way. One of the aspects is, to be born of this concept, of istantanea, for us istantanea 
is a photo. But the words mean…something that has to do with blocking the time. 
 
James Bunch: 
Arrestare il tempo… 
To stop the time… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Certo. [Certainly] And so you cannot see [something over here] because you have this part…There is no 
rhetoric of position… 
 
James Bunch: 
Non è una stilizzazzione… 
It’s not a stylization… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Non, è un teatro…È un teatro ancora più seria, un teatro della vita. 
No, it is a theater…it’s a theater still more serious, a theater of life. 
 
James Bunch: 
Un idealizzazzione? 
An idealization? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No. In fact in molto quadri [paintings]…You can understand why he was a big problem critically for 
several important critics like Berenson. Berenson [It.] ha odiato Caravaggio come si fosse suo un amico 
personale. No lo consigliava neanche [di essere un] pittore perchè c’ia un qualcosa che gli dava un tale 
fastidio che probabilmente la sua attualità…cioè per esempio…[switches to English]…if you compare what 
his followers painted after… 
 
Caravaggio ti blocca…fatto i tutti muscoli qui…ha delle intuizione estraordinarie che sense la fotografia. Ti 
dicono quanto era evidente nella sua mente questo concetto. Per esempio la Ragazzo morso dal ramarro  è 
un autorittrato. Non è soltanto che lui raffigura. Perchè quello che lui raffigura è l’incidente nella sedute di 
posa. C’è quindi quello che nessuno renderebbe. E lui ti fa vedere solo quello che… avviene 
un’istante…l’incidente, l’incidente. 
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No, In fact in many paintings… You can understand why he was a big problem critically for several 
important critics like Berenson. Berenson detested Caravaggio10 as if he was a personal friend. He 
advised him not to be a painter because already something that gave him such a nuisance that / than 
probably his actuality…that is for example…if you compare what his followers painted after… 
 
Caravaggio blocks you…he has an extraordinary photographic sense. They tell you how clear this concept 
was in his mind. For example, The boy bitten by a lizard, it is a self-portrait. It is not only that he 
represents. Because what he represents is an incident in the settings for the painting. There is therefore, that 
which no one could render…that which happens in an instant…the accident. 
 
James Bunch: 
Il Contingente… 
The contingent… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
E ancora anche fare con la contingenza. Incidente perchè, eco è un suono incidente, cioè che accade. È 
ancora più giusta…negli eventi contingent… 
 
And it has also to do with the contingent. Incidental because they are incidental, that is, they happen. It is 
then more correct than [to say] contingent events… 
 
[End of Track 2] 
 
Beginning of Track 3: Day 2 / 2a (Discussing Efebo con radio) 
 
James Bunch: 
In questo momento, ce un frase sulla musica descrittiva…per parlare – 
In this moment, the is a phrase about “descriptive music”…to say – 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Un causa polemica questo… 
A polemical thing, this… 
 
James Bunch: 
Si. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[Speaking about mm. 72-3 of Efebo con radio]: 
 
[Eng.] That is a fragment of a conference of mine…of a text of mine that is…it comes here like a 
discussion…like a cultural discussion on the radio…and the original starts saying… “We are speaking 
about a…title…of a figurative title…the piece was, I think Faune che fischia [a un merlo]. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 He is referring to the early 20th century art critic Bernard Berenson who wrote about Caravaggio’s 
“incongruity.” 
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[He translates the text]11 
 
[It.] a dispetto a chi…[Eng.] who pretends that the music is not descriptive or that who, on the contrary, 
would like to have described in music only his own fantasies, exactly the fantasies that…superficially… 
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] …that render tranquil the relations between… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes…that… [It.] chi in apparenza…dice…[Eng.] not really but that seem to calm the approach between… 
yourself and the world. 
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] This is directed…in this piece – in Efebo con radio – this is directed at the audience, or…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes…also, also to the critics. Because it is something that…in discussion what happens, because you are in 
a concert and you really have the illusion to be, to have an old radio that is very curious…very simple 
but…and so there is a…[It.] Cioè questo…sempre…messa in discussione ironica …sempre…sempre 
domanda. Sempre domande. E allora, questa é una causa realistica…oppure no, perche “descrittivo” e un 
concetto legate all’estetica di Ottocento, che oggi, però, tutti usa non ancora… 
 
That is this…always…ironic putting in discussion…always…always questions. Always questions. And so, 
this is a realistic thing…or no, because [it is] “descriptive” and a concept connected to the aesthetic of the 
19th Century, that today, however, we do not use anymore… 
 
James Bunch: 
Come l’arte representative…? 
Like representational art? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Cioè…che aveva…a che fare…era la contraposizione fra l’arte academica che era 
descrittiva…cìoe…representa bel mondo…lo descriverla…e la vision invece più…come si può dire…non 
astratta ma c’era l’idea di l’arte per l’arte, no?…come Hanslick… 
 
Ora…tutta e due le posizione sono delle posizione che hanno dei concetti…troppo legati all una situazione 
dell’Ottocento…oggi…non possiamo dire…un pezzo descritivo…perche se io represento un pappagallo –
oppure io represento una mela – [Eng.] If I paint an apple, and I am a fly…and I don’t think to be on an 
apple when I am on this painting, you understand. And so we cannot say it is realistic, this painting. Is a 
representation. Not realistic, not description: representation. We can say it is a simple or complicated, 
but…[it is] stratified system of a symbolic way of stylization. A stylization of reality. And so it is the same 
case because if you compare a real radio to this piece…there is no possibility…a real radio is another thing. 
But that gives more the idea of evidence…the idea of a real radio…but it is not realistic. 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11  “di un titolo figurativo, a dispetto di chi pretende che la music sia non descrittiva, o di chi, al contrario, vorrebbe 
descritte in musica solo le proprie fantasticherie, proprio quelle che in apparenza rendono tranquilli i rapporti fra se 
stessi e il mondo. Un titolo ha sempre un legame strettis-” 
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That is…that had…to do with…it was a contraposition between academic art that was descriptive…that 
is…it represented the world beautifully…it described it…and the vision was rather more…how can one 
say…not abstract but there was the idea of art for art, no? Like with Hanslick… 
 
Now…both positions have some concepts…too connected to the situation of the 19th Century…today…we 
cannot say…a descriptive piece…because if I represent a parrot – or if I represent an apple [switches to 
English]. 
 
James Bunch: 
[It.] É iperrealistica? 
It’s hyperrealistic? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Is not true…[It.] iperrealistica…é ipperstilizzata…non ipper…é semplicemente stilizzata. Perche…il 
concetto di realismo é un concetto falso. Non esisto realismo. 
 
It’s not true…hyperrealistic…it is hyper-stylized…not “hyper”…it is simply stylized. Because…the 
concept of realism is a false concept. Realism doesn’t exist. 
 
James Bunch: 
No, no. Il movimento di ipperealismo… 
No, no. The movement called “Hyperrealism…” 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Tu non puoi mangiare un quadro che rapresenta una mela. Quindi non é realistica. 
You cannot eat a painting that represents an apple. Thus it is not realistic. 
 
James Bunch: 
[Laughs] Si, si. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
É un’illusione. Si può dire…in certo modo deve dire, é un illusione…invece di spiegare che causa viene in 
linguaggio una stilizazzione. E lo stilizzazzione…posso un’essere più o meno evidente. Questo é una 
stilizzazzione evidente, ma non é realistica…per niente. 
 
It is an illusion. You can say…in a certain fashion you have to say…instead of explaining the thing in 
language, it is a stylization. And the stylization…can be more or less evident. This is an evident stylization, 
but not realistic…not at all. 
 
James Bunch: 
Ma…non realismo ma ipperrealismo… 
Not realism, but hyperrealism… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
…anche ipperalismo, é sempre più illusorio. 
Even hyperrealism, it’s always more illusory. 
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James Bunch: 
[I suspect we might be misunderstanding one another on the point of hyperrealism, and I want to make 
sure. So I am looking on my laptop for some photgraphs of hyperrealistic artworks by Ron Mueck and – 
particularly – the Italian artist Maurizio Cattelan…] 
 
[Eng.] While I’ looking for this…maybe…there is one other moment I wanted to ask about too. The only 
moment of silence during the beginning of the piece…“che fai tutto solo, bambino?” [m. 34] Just after 
that…it’s silent here for the first time. What’s the…[It.] Cosa é la significanza di questo silenzio? [What is 
the significance of this silence?] 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si. Io non posso dirti il significato di un silenzio in questo caso ma ti posso dire perche l’ho messo. Prima 
di tutto perche…é una domanda. E una domanda aspetta una risposta. Poi, perche…é una lei punti in cui ho 
forza la mano. Perche questa frase…ti suggesrisce un qualcosa che non puoi…altrimenti non potrebbe 
arrivare in nessun modo, questa musica. Ti suggesrisce un ambientazzione e un personaggio. Capito? 
Quindi…ma viene detto come se forse una lettura di una radiodrama, capito? Ma in realtà ti suggesrisce 
una situazzione esistenziale di appunto di un bambino che sta solo il che gioca. E che viene sorpressa da 
un’adulto. Ecco perche un silenzio. 
 
Yes. I can’t tell you the meaning of a silence in this case, but I can say that because I put it [there]. Above 
all…it is a question. And a question awaits a response. Then, because…it is one of the points in which I 
forced my hand. Because this phrase…suggests to you an ambiance and a personality. You understand? 
Thus…but it was said as if it was a reading of a radio drama, you see? But in reality it suggests to you an 
existential situation of a child who is only playing a game. And he is surprise by an adult. This is why the 
silence is there. 
 
James Bunch: 
Allora…il dubbito é quello del bambino, in questo momento? 
So…the question is that of the child, at this moment? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Il bambino sarebbe il efebo vuoi dire…in termine archeologico 
The child would be the efebo, you can say…in archeological terminology… 
 
James Bunch: 
Una termine Greca…efebo 
A Greek term…ephebe 
 
[I’m searching on my laptop still for the images of hyperrealistic works by Maurizio Cattelan, Ron Mueck, 
etc.] 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si. Per dire adolescente. Però – ci sono altre pause. 
Yes. That is to say, an adolescent. However…there are other pauses… 
 
James Bunch: 
Ah…Quando ho ascolto – 
Ah…When I listened – 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Che ritorna due volte credo… 
It returns two times, I believe… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Ti hai colpito piú quello… 
You were struck by this? 
 
James Bunch: 
Colpito…immediatamente…shhh…nothing…niente. In questo momento… 
Event…immediately…shhh…nothing…nothing…in this moment… 
Ok…un esempio dell’arte ipperrealistica 
OK…an example of hyperrealism… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Ecco, torna lei rivolta, vedi anche qui… 
OK, turn it around so I can see also… 
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] Uh-huh…ok, page 17, another silence. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[Eng.] Is the same place…that I show you before…the same point… 
 
James Bunch: 
Also on 12, on 12… [It.] C’é una significanza…eh…[Eng.] Is there a particular meaning for the silences, or 
are they just occurring? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
We need silence…[It.] per respirare… [in order to breath] [Eng.]…and you have all the differences 
between light and sound, and silence is one kind of light [i.e., shade] of sound. 
 
What is that? 
 
James Bunch: 
[I find the images I was looking for. Eng:] And so…these are images of hyperrealist art. They’re ironic, 
there’s a sense of irony. They are a representation, a sort of, an impossible representation… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
But that is not realistic… 
 
James Bunch: 
No. But it looks like it’s from a movie or something. But these movies…they are known for making it look 
as if this could be real. 
 
But this…this is a very ironic picture. It’s very funny. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
What’s this? 
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James Bunch: 
It’s the pope…[Maurizio Cattelan La Nona Ora, a sculpture of the pope being struck by a meteor]. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
AHH yes…I know…how is the name of this…? I know this…What is the name of this artist? 
 
James Bunch: 
Maurizio Cattelan. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Ah, yes….I see. I know. Fantastic. But, they copied some…American artists. Like Diana…eh…[It.] come 
si chiama…Diana Arbus… [Eng.] They have one sculpture, fantastic, in the Stuttgart museum: There is a 
woman that cleans…she sits on the floor, she has a…[It.] un secchio…con la straccio… [A bucket, with the 
mop] [Eng.] to brush… 
 
James Bunch: 
Iron? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
And in this museum, you see someone..it’s incredible, bellissimo, because it is very old…and they are more 
new…but they play with an old play…that …it was in the middle of the 60s. Between the 60s and 70s. 
Also in Italy there was some…but the most strong examples are American. 
 
James Bunch: 
This is pretty funny… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Yes, but I must say, that it seems to be in the sensibility of the old Chinese paintings…of 1,000 years ago. 
But…excuse me but I must… 
 
[squints at the screen] 
 
James Bunch: 
I can make it bigger… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Oh! Oh! Who is that…? 
 
James Bunch: 
Maurizio Cattelan… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Cattelan also? And who is that…? 
James Bunch: 
Ron Mueck… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Is [he] oriental? 
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James Bunch: 
No. No, I don’t know. [It.] Inglese, Americano…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
But, do you know the old…because, for the most part, these things are…later copies of old 19th Century 
paintings for example…for example Géricault…he painted several heads… 
 
James Bunch: 
[It.] Come La meduse di Caravaggio? 
Like The Head of Medusa, by Caravaggio? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No… They were male…[It.] Giustiziati…come se dice…? 
 
James Bunch: 
Justices…police officers…justices12? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
And…he painted a lot of heads of this…[It.] decapitati…like that. The idea is…of cadaveric [i.e., cadaver-
like]. 
 
James Bunch: 
But it would never be clean like this. It’s probably very big. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Very big… 
 
James Bunch: 
But would you say that Efebo con radio [It.] funziona in un modo similare di questi… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Si…si..però..but without rhetoric. The only rhetorical operations are this phrase for example…[It.] “…Tu 
bambino…” questa una phrase rhetorica…anche [?]…fa la voce bel grande, no?... [Eng.] that all children in 
this...is. Also…old people are children. [It.] Questo é più interessante. [Eng.] But what is more interesting 
is the formation of this kind of criminal heads. Not normal heads. 
James Bunch: 
OK. One more question, and it’s about La malinconia di Sei Quartetti Brevi. [It.] Quale il legame fra il 
quartetto di Beethoven – il sesto quartetto anche, “La malinconia” – perché non ti usa..um…riferimenti 
diretti? 
 
What is the connection between the Quartet by Beethoven – also his 6th Quartet, “La Malinconia” – 
because you do not use…direct references? 
 
 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 N.B.: This was a mistranslation on my part. The Italian word “giustiziati” doesn’t mean “police officers,” but in fact 
“executed criminals.” Theodore Géricault was reknowned for painting macabre portraits of mentally insane people, and 
criminals (particularly, the decapitated heads of criminals).  
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
À la tradizione puoi dice… Si. Ma il di riferimento é, un riferimento polemico, sempre. 
To the tradition, you can say…Yes, but the reference is, a polemical reference, always. 
 
James Bunch: 
Polemico… 
Polemic? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Perché…sì..perché nel moderno, si tende a tagliare quello che antinco. Io non distinguo fra dello che 
l’antico a fra il moderno. Vedi qui, noi oggi, siamo in vivi, e siamo in mezzo a cosa che sono costruite 
centinnaia di anni fa. E allora, come di…perché distinguere? Perché fare questa...questi “lager13” di quello 
che moderno e quelle di l’antico. Perché questo che ghettiza |ghettizzare “Ghettoize”| e distruggere nostra 
abita perché noi…e come pretendere che gli uomini viviamano senza avera un’ombre, oppure come nostra 
ombra viva seperato da noi, non é possibile. 
 
Yes, because today, one tends to cut off the ancient. I do not distinguish between the ancient and the moern. 
You see here, today we are alive, and we are in in the middle of that which was made hundreds of years 
ago. And so, how to…how to distinguish? Because to make this…these “camps” of that which is modern 
and that which is ancient. Because this ghettoizes and destroys our lives because we…and how to pretend 
that humans have lived without leaving a shadow, or how our shadow lives separated from us? It is not 
possible. 
 
James Bunch: 
La storia é come l’ombra oppure la vita addesso? 
History is like a shadow, or the present (is the shadow)? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Siamo noi…e l’ombra e il moderno é contingente. Per me, l’idea di scrivere La malinconia, pensa che 
un’idea vecchio della…forse 1967 di questi sei quartetti. Poi, il pezzo, scusa sapevo che si sara basato sulle 
glissato, sullo glissato molto lento, é in parte… 
 
We are us…and the shadow is the modern and contingent. For me, the idea of writing La malinconia, 
thinks of an old idea from…perhaps 1967 of these quartets. Then, the piece, excuse me I knew that it would 
be based on glissandi, on very slow glissandi, it is in part… 
 
James Bunch: 
É un’espressione… 
It’s an expression… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Però io non avevo …mai scritto tanto, sapevo comunque che c’era un questo note così…il suono di questi 
glissati, questi sopratutto sono come suoni proietti di l’angoscia. […] 
 
However I did not have…never written so, I knew anyway that there was…this note like this […] the sound 
of these glissandi, these above all are like the projected sounds of anguish… !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 “Lager” is the German word for “camp.” Sciarrino is using it as a term of intense derision, deriding the notion of 
ideological chronological “camps.” 
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James Bunch: 
Io penso di questa geste comme…[Eng.] a sigh…”Ahime!” 
I think of these guestures like…a sigh…”Ahime!” 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Forse, sì. [It.] É un lamento. 
 
Ma la malinconia in realità é una cosa un po’più complessa. Perché Beethoven non eta tanto melancolico. Il 
carattere rapresenta – il carattere melancholico – cioè un carratere che cambia… 
 
Yes, perhaps. It is a lament. 
 
But La malinconia is in reality a bit more complex. Because Beethoven was not so melancholic. The 
character represents – the melancholic character – that is a character which changes… 
 
James Bunch: 
I contraposizioni… 
Contrapositions…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Sì, sopratutto un carattere instabile. Questo é il carattere melancolico. Per gli antichi…é tipico degli artisti, 
il carettere melancolico. C’era una vecchiata insomma sono quattro temperamenti tu sai questo, no? 
 
Quattro temperamenti…e quattro liquidi del corpo, secondo la medicina dei Greci, no? E quindi tu sai la 
phlegma é il carettere phlegmatico…e il sangue é il carettere sanguine…e…uh…la bile é il caraterre 
biglioso, cholerico. Choler…é il liquid del…quindi “Choler.” 
 
Yes, above all, an unstable character. This is the melancholic character. For the ancients…it is typical of 
artists, the melancholic character. There was an old idea, in short, of the four temperatments you know this, 
no? 
 
Four temperaments…and four liquids of the body, according to Greek medicine, no? And so, you know 
that [a predominance] of phlegm is a phlegmatic character..and of blood is a sanguine character…and of 
bile is a “bile-istic” – a choleric character. Choler…it is the liquid…so “choler.” 
 
James Bunch: 
Una persona molta malate? 
A very sick person? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Colerico solo una persona…é un temperamento cioé un carattere, colerico. Cioè che se ad 
abbiamo…facilmente. Poi, melancolico perché bile nera… “melan –” “colico”…che quella degli artisti. 
Quindi depressione, instabilità. La tormenta Beethoven la malinconia l’ho uso in un modo gentile. 
 
Choleric [is] only a person…it is a termperament that is a character, choleric. That is what we 
have…simply. Then, melancholic because “black bile”…“melan-“ “colico” that of the artists. Thus 
depression, instability. Melancholy tormented Beethoven in a gentil way. 
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James Bunch: 
C’é un momento di instabilità in questo pezzo? 
Is there a moment of instability in this piece? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Tutto instabile anche perché ci sono alternanze di cose che non hanno rapporto. Cioè per esempio questo 
[points to one of the ideas in the score], non ha rapporto con questo [points to another]. 
 
É insomma un rapporto di generazione con questa distinzione con questa generazione degli elementi dentro 
il glissato. Perché, lo stesso elemento puoi produrre genera questo…questa situazzione. Ma questo, questo 
rimane sempre seperato. Quindi, c’é una dissociazione. 
 
[It is] Entirely unstable also because there are alternations of things that don’t have any relationship with 
one another. That is, for example this [idea], does not have a relation with this [one]. 
 
And to sum up, a relationship of generation with this distinction with this generation of elements inside the 
glissando. For, [with] the same element you can produce this version…this situation. But this, this remains 
always separated. Therefore, there is a dissociation. 
 
James Bunch: 
Una sovvrapositione degli elementi…diversi… 
A superimposition of different elements… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No…non é una sovvraposizione perché gli elementi non sono sovvraposti… sono più giusto 
sequenzi…sequenzioni, anche una sovvraposizione ma più una…più in sequenze… 
 
[Eng.] Excuse me, I want to be always very precise [It.] consento di…[Eng.] analyze… 
 
But what is the question now, about this piece…? 
 
No…it is not a superimposition beause the elements are not superimposed…they are more just 
sequences…sequenzes, yes also a superimposition but more a…more a sequence. 
 
James Bunch: 
Just…[what is] the relation between the Beethoven quartet, and this? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
[Eng.] The relation is…eh…a relation of [It.] esemplarità. Non lo so…sole mie modelle. 
A relation of example. I don’t know…only my models. 
 
James Bunch: 
Un narrativo…? 
A narrative? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
I miei modelli non sono…eh…Boulez… 
My models are not…Boulez… 
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James Bunch: 
Ok. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Anche perché sono così lontani, che – ancora mi insegnano qualcosa Boulez é troppo moderno per mi 
insegnare qualcosa. No…non in realtà non c’é molto rapporto fra questo pezzo…però c’è un rapporto nella 
posizione dei quartetti Così come in questo pezzo, c’é un…una volunta di richiamarsi a Schumann, che non 
é, nella musica, neanche…però c’è un qualcosa nella divisione…in pezzi che in questo caso non sono 
proprio corti come…Schumann. 
 
Però…hanno a che fare con il mondo dell’arte o con la… 
 
And because they are so distant, that – again they teach me something that Boulez is too Modern[istic] to 
teach me. No..not in reality there aren’t so many relationships between this piece…however there is a 
relationship of position of the quartets. As in this piece, there is a will to call to mind Schumann, that is not 
in the music, neither…however there is something in the division…in pieces that in this case are not as 
short as Schumann. 
 
However…they have something to do with the world of art or with the… 
 
James Bunch: 
…il modo di trattarsi…? 
The way of treating…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Sì…insomma c’é un lontano antennato diciamo…antennato segue [? ] Il padre del padre del 
padre…ecc…che noi non sappiamo... 
 
Yes…in short, there is a long ancestor we say…ancestor means…The father of the father of the 
father…etc. that we do not know… 
 
[We were having a hard time translating the term “antennato” in the interview] 
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] Ancestors… 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Bravo. [Eng.] Ancestors?...[It.] Che vuol dire semplicemente, in ideato, le mie…ante – nato, nato prima. 
Ma cosa vuol dire “ancestors”… cosa viene la parola etimologiche? 
 
That means simply, in ideal, my…”before” – “born”, born before. But what does ancestors mean…what is 
the etymology of the word? 
 
James Bunch: 
Eh…non lo so… 
Um…I don’t know. 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Ma Francese…”ancêtres”… 
In French: “ancêtres” 
 
James Bunch: 
Non lo so, ma “ancestors” ha…una connotazione degli più più più più più antichi 
I don’t know, but “ancestors” has…a connotation of very very very very very old [people]. 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Progenitori noi diciamo anche… 
Progenitors, we can also say… 
 
James Bunch: 
[Eng.] So…so for instance, there’s a…[It.] un indovinnato ma, é sbaliato forse…Bb, D, F…è una 
riferimento della chiave originale…[Eng.] La malinconia is in Bb [Major]… 
 
A guess but, it could be wrong…Bb, D, F…It is a reference to the Key of the original…La Malinconia is in 
Bb Major…? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
No, non é. 
No, it isn’t. 
 
James Bunch: 
É coincidenza? 
It’s a coincidence? 
 
Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Coincidenza. 
Coincidence. 
 
Ah, poi, questo per me, é una delle cose più melancoliche. Perché fa suonare…cosi strumenti accorde, 
come se forse delgi organiti mechanici che fano l’accompagnamento con del genere del Ave Maria di 
Schubert [starts humming arpeggiated chords…]. 
 
Ah, then, this is for me, it is one of the more melancholic things. Because there sounds…these instrumental 
chords, as if they were from mechanical organs that make the accompaniment, after the fashion of 
Schubert’s Ave Maria… 
 
James Bunch: 
Arpeggie… 
Arpeggios… 
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Salvatore Sciarrino: 
Sì, degli arpeggio di accompanimento, ma non c’é nessuno della melodia. É sempre un po’ mechanicco, e 
di un’oggetto, un oggetto sonoro…molta polverosa. Questo é molto malinconico 
 
Nessuna domenica pomeriggio per essere triste. 
 
Ma tu cosa fai…tieni tutta l’intervista? O prendo quello che ti serve? 
 
[Eng.] Perhaps you can do an interview…and perhaps to publish it…why not? 
 
Yes, the accompanimental arpeggios, but there is no melody. It is always a little mechanical, and [they are] 
objects, sonic obects…quite pulverized. This is very melancholic. 
 
This is no Sunday evening to be sad. 
 
But what will you do…take the whole interview? Or take only what you need? 
 
James Bunch 
I would like to. 
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